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REGULATORY REFORM—CONSUMER PRODUCT
SAFETY COMMISSION

FRIDAY, JANUARY 30, 1976

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Washington^ D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2322,

Raybum House Office Building, Hon. John E. Moss, chairman,

presiding.

Mr. Moss. The subcommittee will be in order.

Today, the subcommittee opens the first of a series of regulatory re-

form-oversight hearings regarding nine of the agencies coming, in

whole or in part, within the jurisdiction of the Interstate and Foreign

Commerce Committee.
These hearings have been developed through an analysis of sub-

committee questionnaire returns and supplementary documentary
material from the agencies covered, staff interviews of agency of-

ficials, and of course, a review of the statutes and Executive orders

under whose authority each agency operates.

The subcommittee has suggested that each agency head prepare a

20-minute fundamental policy statement in a common format high-

lighting the agency's public and consumer protection mission, the ex-

tent of public and consumer participation in the regulatory process,

what deregulation or revised regulation might be needed, and com-

prehensive agency compliance and enforcement information for the

last complete fiscal year, 1975.

Before we can finally recommend new or revised regulatory author-

ities or powers, we must have a clear idea of the extent of regulatee

compliance with existing legal requirements.

Since the record we are compiling today and through this series

will be one of the principal sources from which the subcommittee

regulatory reform report and legislative recommendations will be

drawn, the Chair would ask that the record of hearing remain open
for 10 days for supplementary statements by the Commissioners and
material the subcommittee may request from the agencies or outside

experts. Without objection, that will be ordered.

At appropriate places in the record of hearings, relevant staff stud-

ies, questionnaire returns, and other documentary material will, if

there is no objection, be included.

Hearing no objection, the material is so included.

Turning to the Consumer Product Safety Commission itself, I first

wish to express my deep concern about indiscriminate "deregulation

(1)



through budget slashing" in general, and the fiscal year 1977 admin-
istration recommendation for the CPSC in particular. The Congress
made provision for the CPSC to submit its budget requests concur-

rently to the Congress and to the Office of Management and Budget.
President Ford, unfortunately, recommended a negative budget for

the CPSC in fiscal year 1977: $37 million as opposed to the CPSC's
modest $41.1 million request (scaled down from an earlier year 1977

request of $54.9 million). The President's recommendation, if ap-

proved, will mean that there will be fewer inspections for compliance

and consequently more product injuries; regulatory development will

be impeded ; and the normal degradation through time of the CPSC's
product injury information system—the brain of the agency—will be

aggravated. The President's fiscal year 1977 budget simply fails to

take into account both the fact of inflation and the fact that the CPSC
will, we trust, have more standards to enforce in fiscal year 1977,

It is fitting that we begin our regulatory reform-oversight series

with the CPSC—the newest of the regulatory commissions. (Monday
morning the subcommittee will review certain operations of the oldest

regulatory agency, the Interstate Commerce Commission.)
In testifying before the Senate Commerce Consumer Subcommittee

nearly a year ago. Commissioner Franklin said of the Commission
(then 2 years old) : "I think we are now at the end of the beginning.

The Commission's next 2 years must emphasize results."

Now, 1 year later, and almost 3 years after the establishment of the

Commission, we will want to examine exactly that—results. Today,
therefore, the subcommittee will inquire into the pace of standard

setting, manufacturer notification, "openness," and information
collection.

The CPSC's first Chairman, the Honorable Richard Simpson, and
one of its Commissioners, Constance Newman, will be leaving that

agency very shortly. Thus, we shall be eager to get the benefit of their

experience while it is fresh in their minds—and we also solicit the

views, comments, and questions of Commissioners Franklin, Kushner,
and Pittle.

Perhaps equally important, I should like to say this morning how
highly the subcommittee and its staff value the contribution of the

career professionals who in the long run will determine whether the

CPSC will be an effective force for consumer protection.

I believe that today's hearing will serve a useful and constructive

purpose. For whatever the subcommittee's criticisms or recommenda-
tions, we are united w^ith you in pursuit of a common goal—the sub-

stantial reduction in consumer product-caused deaths and injuries.

Now, before hearing your statement, Mr. Chairman, I wonder if all

of the members of the Commision and staff present who will be testi-

fying will stand and be sworn.
Do you and each of you solemnly swear that the testimony you are

about to give this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth,

and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

Mr. Simpson. I do.

Ms. Newman. I do.

Mr. Kushner. I do.

]\Ir. Pittle. I do.

Ms. Franklin. I do.

Mr. Brown. I do.



Mr. Parent. I do.

Ms. Fraxklix. Commissioner Barbara Franklin.
Mr. KusHNER. Commissioner Lawrence Kushner.
Mr. Brown. Michael Brown, General Counsel.
]Mr. Simpson. Dick Simpson, Chairman.
Mr. Parent. Stanley Parent, Executive Director.

Ms. Newman. Commissioner Constance Newman.
Mr. PiTTLE. Commissioner David Pittle.

Mr. Moss. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to welcome you.
I realize fully that you have many problems in launching an agency

as significant as this. I think from that experience we will be able
to gain helpful information.
We will be pleased to hear from you.

TESTIMONY OF HON. RICHARD 0. SIMPSON, CHAIRMAN, U.S. CON-

SUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY CON-

STANCE B. NEWMAN, VICE CHAIRMAN; LAWRENCE M. KUSHNER,
COMMISSIONER; R. DAVID PITTLE, COMMISSIONER; BARBARA H.

FRANKLIN, COMMISSIONER; MICHAEL A. BROWN, GENERAL
COUNSEL; AND STANLEY R. PARENT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Mr. Simpson. Thank you, Mr. Chainnan. I am pleased to be here.

It is the beginning of the end, for me, at least.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before this subcommittee to-

day to report on the progress and the achievements of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission; to respond to your questions together
with my colleagues ; and to give you my personal views, as the outgo-
ing Chairman of the Commission, on the strengths and weaknesses of
the Consumer Product Safety Act. The presentation today has been
generally stiiictured along the lines suggested by the subcommittee.
The outline I will be following is shown on the first chart.

Chaet 1

Outline of Introductory Remarks
Agency mission.
Public protection mission—accomplishments.
Public and consumer participation in the regulatory process.
Need for revised legislation.

Compliance policy and program.
Measures of effectiveness.
Summary—A 5-year plan.

Agency mission: The enactment of the legislation to create the
CPSC was the culmination of 10 years of congressional effort to secure
the consumer's right to safety in the marketplace. The specific mandate
of the Commision, as spelled out in the Consumer Product Safety Act,
is detailed on chart 2.

Chart 2

Mission of the Consumer Product Safety Commission

To protect the public against unreasonable risks of injury associated with con-
sumer products

;

To assist consumers in evaluating the comparative safety of consumer
products

;

To develop uniform safety standards for consumer products and to minimize
conflicting State and local regulations ; and



To promote research and investigation into the causes and prevention of prod-
uct-related deaths, illnesses, and injuries.

The authority of the Commission comes from five acts, the enabling

statute, the Consumer Product Safety Act, plus the four transferred

acts: The Hazardous Substances Act, the Refrigerator Safety Act,

the Flammable Fabrics Act, and the Poison Prevention Packaging
Act.

The scope assigned by the Congress to this Commission is tremen-

dous. There are well over 10,000 consumer products clearly subject to

Commission jurisdiction; numerous others where jurisdiction is not

so clear ; and more than 2 million manufacturing, distributing, retail-

ing, and importing firms which fall within our area of responsibility.

The size of the safety problem is equally impressive. Conservative,

accepted estimates indicate that there are approximately 20 million

product-associated injuries per year with an estimated 30,000 of these

resulting in death.

Before I am accused of misstating or overstating the injury esti-

mate, let me hasten to add that not all, or even a majority, of these are

believed to be product-caused injuries. Most experts place the product-

caused, or "standards-preventable" portion at somewhere between 15

per cent and 25 per cent of the total product-associated injury figure.

I will discuss the significance of these data further in the concluding

summary section.

Public protection mission: In the guidance provided by the sub-

committee, a request was made for a citation of "the outstanding suc-

cess story in the last 5 years". Although the Commission is not quite 3

years old, it has had, in my view, several outstanding successes. Chart

3 graphically illustrates some of these accomplishments.

May

SELECTED MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
CPSC 1973-1974

Chart 3a

Mattress Standard (Final)

0-6X Sleepwear Standard (Final-DOC)

Turpentine Packaging Requirements (Final)

Methyl Alcohol Packaging Requirements (Final)

Sulfuric Acid Packaging Requirements (Final)

Establishment of Consumer Product Hazard Index

Lighter Fluid, Kindling Packaging Requirements (Final)

Establishment of CPSC Toll-free Hotline

Consumer Deputy Program (Toys)

Toy and Crib Safety Campaign

Crib Standard (Final)

Consumer Deputy Program (Aspirin and Furniture Polish Safety Packaging)

Oral Prescription Drug Safety Packaging Requirements (Final)

Section 7 Notice, Architectural Glazing Materials

Receipt of Offers Architectural Glazing Materials

Antifreeze Safety Packaging Requirements (Final)

Section 7 Notice, Power Mowers

Receipt of Offers, Power Mowers

Trouble Lite Imminent Hazard Action

Acceptance of Offer, Architectural Glazing Materials

Section 7 Notice, Matchbooks
Section 7 Notice, Swimming Pool Slides

Receipt of Offers, Matchbooks

Acceptance of Offer, Power Mower
iReceipt of Offers, Swimmmg Pool Slides

Consumer Deputy Program (Toys)

Jun JulAugSepOctNovDecJanPebMarAprMavJtinJul AugSepOct NovDec

1973 •!• 1974
^



Chart 3b

SELECTED MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
End of Development, Architectural Glazing Materials CPSC 1975-1976

Acceptance of Offer, Matchbooks

Snowmobile Voluntary Standard

End of Standard Development, Matchbooks

Section 7 Notice, TV Receivers

Notice of Proceeding, Public Playground Equipment

Receipt of Offers, TV Receivers

Consumer Deputy Program (Sodium and/or Potassium Hydroxide Products)

Receipt of Offers, Public Playground Equipment
End of Standard Development, Swimming Pool Slides

Size 7-14 Sleepwear Standard (Final)

Consumer Deputy Program (Children's Sleepwear)

Acceptance of Offer, TV Receivers

Publication of "Handbook and Standard for Manufacturing Safer Consumer Products"
End of Offeror Development, Power Mowers

Acceptance of Offer, Public Playground Equipment

Swimming Pool Slide Standard (Proposal)

Consumer Deputy Program (Christmas Tree Lights)
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I will put those back up, if you wish to ask questions.

Your set of charts also includes those items.

The charts speak to regulatory action, to standards development
programs. The list does not include significant policy formulation, et

cetera. I am sure we will get into these in the questioning.

We have successfully implemented a prototype openness policy for

Federal agencies, as well as an innovative standards development proc-

ess as required by section 7 of the Consumer Product Safety Act.

We have also won several landmark decisions establishing favor-

able legal precedents, a necessity for a new regulatory agency. Under
the Consumer Product Safety Act, an attempt to stay the collection

of product ingredient data under our statutory authority to issue gen-

eral or special orders was denied on November 18, 1975, b}^ the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit; our ability

to utilize consumer deputies or consumer volunteers in attempting to

alert retailers and distributors to possible section 15 violations was
similarly upheld by the U.S. Couit of Appeals for the Second Circuit

and our authority under the Federal Trade Commission Act to issue

to a manufacturer a general order of access for purposes of inspection

under the Flammable Fabrics Act was recently upheld. To our knowl-
edge, this was the firet time such a broad access order has been used
or has been tested since the Flammable Fabrics Act was passed in

1953.

Were I to single out one activity, however, which, in terms of pub-
lic protection, could be cited as a "success storj^," it would, of necessity,

be the implementation of section 15 of the Consumer Product Safety
Act. Chart 4 highlights some of the section 15 activity.
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Chart 4

The Most Active Section of CPSA—Section 15
Efficient

2 to 10 notices of defect processed weekly
100 cases monitored simultaneously.
30-day response.
Minimum of legal intervention.

Comprehensive

Positive action compliance program.
10,000 injury reports reviewed annually.
Examines products for defects.

Effective

24 million products (360 cases to date)

.

3.7 million products corrected.

4,000 technical inquiries answered.

Sample of 29 cases indicates that CPSC actions may have prevented 20 deaths
and 300 injuries.

As you know, section 15 places a requirement on manufacturers, dis-

tributors, retailers, and importers to report to the Commission when-
ever they have reason to believe that products either fail to conform
to an applicable consumer product safety standard or contain a defect

which could create a substantial product hazard.
The Commission has, in my view^, efficiently handled large volumes

of work related to substantial product defects from its earliest days.

In fact, more than 350 reports have been acted upon to date, involving
more than 24 million items, and resulting in the correction of almost

4 million of those items.

An indication of the impact and importance of the section can also

be found in the fact that almost 4,000 technical inquiries have been
received by the Commission requesting advice about section 15—many
raising questions of design and manufacturing practices.

We encourage all subject to our jurisdiction to ask for technical guid-

ance or technical advice and legal guidance or legal advice. We are

glad to provide it.

We have a published policy for handling section 15 cases, and I am
pleased to report that the process generally works smoothly and ef-

fectively, with an extremely high percentage of affirmative action and
cooperation on the part of the affected companies.
The last item on chart 4 is a quick study we did of a sample of 29

cases. These are 29 cases of the 50 where we had some knowledge that

some injuries had occurred. Of these, our assessment indicates that the

action under section 15 in these 29 cases prevented 20 deaths, perhaps
300 injuries.

But, that is not the story of section 15 because in most cases what has
happened is that our notices have been prior to any injury occurring

in the marketplace, so that we have absolutely no way of counting

injuries that did not occur.

For the 4 million items that have been corrected, you can draw your
own conclusions.

While section 15 has been an extraordinarily effective feature of

the act, another feature, section 10, which involves procedures for

petitioning the Commission to undertake regulatory action for the

issuance of a consumer product safety rule, has presented the Com-



mission—particularly in these days of budgetary constraints—with, an
anomalous situation.

Proceeding from the requirements of section 10, the first petition

the Commission received requested the development of a safety stand-

ard for swimming pool slides. The first proposed safety standard un-

der the Consumer Product Safety Act—a swimming pool slide stand-

ard—has proceeded through the required steps of evaluation of the

existing data to support the petition; the Commission's decision to

grant the petition because we believed it presented an unreasonable

risk under the statute—if we believe that, we must grant the peti-

tion and immediately start action—the development of the rule

through the use of an offeror proceeding; the evaluation of the pro-

posed rule ; and the recently published final standard.

In my opinion, in any rational priority order of regulation, I would
say the swimming pool slide standard, while justified and probably

mandated by our enabling statute, has been the least productive

agency proceeding.

I shall make a personal recommendation on a change to the petition

process when discussing chart 6—"Need for Eevised Legislation."

Chart 5 leads us into a discussion area where I believe this Commis-
sion has been both innovative and forward looking.

Chart 5

Public and Consumer Participation in the Regulatory Process

CPSC openness policy—liberal interpretation of Freedom of Information Act.

Section 7 participation.

Advisory committees.
Consumer deputy program.
Consumer sounding board support.
Hotline, et cetera.

As I have stated on other occasions, the Commission's openness

policy has proven to be extremely successful, both from the point of

view of agency credibility, and because it provides a very big oppor-

tunity for pulDlic scrutiny and participation in the activities of the

agency. As a companion to our openness policy, the Commission has

adopted an extremely liberal interpretation of the Freedom of Infor-

mation Act. An interpretation which generally requires release of all

material requested, notwithstanding the available withholding exemp-
tions in the act. In other words, we interpret the FOI Act as just that,

as Congress intended, a freedom of information act, not a protection

of information act.

One point I would raise in this regard is the apparent conflict

between section 6(b) of the Consumer Product Safety Act, which
requires a 30-day delay and notification to an affected manufacturer
if materials by Avhich he can be identified are to be released to the

public, and the requirement under the Freedom of Information Act
that the requesting party be notified within 10 days of request of the

availability of the desired materials.

The Commission has been dealing with this problem by interpreting

section 6(b) as applying only to affirmative disclosures by the Com-
mission, and the Freedom of Information Act as applying to passive

release of information. We are now involved in what appears to be

protracted litigation on this subject in two cases, and a third case was
just filed against us this past Monday.
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I believe consideration should be given by the Congress to a resolu-

tion of this conflict bv modification or clarification of section 6(b)

of the Consumer Proauct Safety Act, that the clarification should be

along the lines that the Commission had adopted, that is, 6(b) only

applies to affirmative releases.

Mr. Moss. Mr. Chairman, could you have suggested language sub-

mitted to us ? We will give it careful consideration.

Mr. Simpson. I will be very pleased to do so.

I believe that is what the Congress probably had in mind.
If you adopt any other interpretation of section 6(b), if you

encompass it in the Freedom of Information Act, it would mean we
must verify the accuracy of every piece of information before it can
be released.

If a consumer complaint says this product is bad and we have
to verify whether it is bad, we would never be able to release informa-
tion.

Mr. Moss. As the primary author of both acts, I am inclined to

agree with you.

JMr. Simpson. I am well aware of that.

[The following proposed amendments were received for the record :]

Amendments to the Consumer Product Safety Act Proposed by Richard O,

Simpson, Chairman, Consumer Product Safety Commission

PUBLIC disclosure OF INFORMATION

Section 6(b) of such Act (15 U.S.C. 2055) is amended to read as follows:

(b)(1) Except as provided by paragraph (2) of this subsection, not less than
30 days prior to the disclosure of inforn??*^ion prepared by the Commission for

distribution to the public (unless the Commission finds out that the public
health and safety requires a lesser period of notice), the Commission shall, to

the extent practicable, notify, and provide a summary of the information to, each
manufacturer or private labeler of any consumer product to which such informa-
tion pertains, if the manner in which such consumer product is to be designated
or described in such information will permit the public to ascertain readily the
identity of such manufacturer or private labeler with a reasonable opportunity to

submit comments to the Commission in regard to such information. The Com-
mission shall take reasonable steps to assure, prior to its public disclosure thereof,
that information from which the identity of such manufacturer or private labeler
may be readily ascertained is accurate, and that such disclosure is fair in the '

circumstances and reasonably related to effectuating the purposes of this Act, it

has made public disclosure of inaccurate or misleading information which reflects
adversely upon the safety of any consumer product, or the practices of any
manufacturer, private labeler, distributor, or retailer of consumer products, it

shall, in a manner similar to that in which such disclosure was made, publish a
retraction of such inaccurate or misleading information.

(b)(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to requests for information imder
section 552, title 5, United States Code; Paragraph (1) (except for the last
sentence thereof) shall not apply to the public disclosure of (A) information
about any consumer product with respect to which product the Commission has
filed an action under section 12 (relating to imminently hazardous products), or
which the Commission has reasonable cause to believe is in violation of section 19
(relating to prohibited acts), or (B) information in the course of or concerning
any administrative or judicial proceeding under this Act.

Mr. Simpson. Section 7 of the Consumer Product Safetv Act, the
so-called offeror section, requires the Commission to prescribe regula-
tions governing development of consumer product safety standards
which, among other provisions, require "notice and opportunity by
interested persons (including representatives of consumers and con-
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sumer organizations) to participate in the development of such stand-

ards." The Commission has prescribed such regulations.

We require all successful offerors to bring consumers to the stand-

ards-development committees and to solicit their opinions on costs,

convenience, and other features of the rule under development. This

participation has, in our view, been quite successful. To determine

whether or not the procedure was viewed as meaningful by the con-

sumers themselves, the Commission recently invited all consumer

participants in the first four section 7 proceedings to come to Washing-

ton and discuss their experiences and give us their views of the process.

The response indicated that the consumers felt they did have a mean-

ingful and significant impact, and they thought it was significant and

applauded the process.

I believe the committee has been provided a transcript of that as

well as a transcript of a similar meeting where we called the other

representatives, the industry representatives, together and solicited

their views, also.

I might say both of them have the same comment that when they

sat down they were very skeptical of the motives. The consumers were

skeptical of the motives of industry, and vice versa.

By and large, both groups when they left the proceeding had gained

the respect and admiration for the contribution of the other parties.

Consumer voices are also heard in the Commission advisory com-

mittees. We have fought the advisory committee syndrome in which

you see the same persons on the advisory committees all over town.

At the outset, we sought candidates for appointment to these commit-

tees through press releases with wide national circulation as well as

through Federal Eegister notices. The response has been excellent.

The Product Safety Advisory Council, as specified by the Consumer
Product Safety Act, is composed of one-third consumers. By Commis-
sion policy, the advisory committees required by the Flammable
Fabrics Act and the Poison Prevention Packaging Act are composed
of one-half consumer representatives.

There is no political clearance required for these. They are selected

only on merit. We have a large standing list of people who would like

to become members.
We have also established an innovative policy which permits use of

consumer volunteers to assist in specific surveillance operations. We
call these consumer deputy programs. (The word "deputy" in this case

means volunteer, not vigilante as some have alleged.) Local volunteers,

local citizens, these are individual citizens, members from the retire-

ment community, all walks of life ; they are solicited through area of-

fices, are trained by Commission staff, and are utilized to survey retail

shelves; to provide information to retailers on Commission regula-

tions; and to collect information on products in the marketplace. Six
programs, utilizing 3,000 volunteers visiting approximately 8,200 es-

tablishments, have been successfully completed in the last 2 years.

We have also recently provided a funding mechanism to assist in the

expansion of, and to secure feedback on, specific issues from a new
concept, called the consumer sounding boards, a nationwide netAvork

of representative consumer panels convened to provide opinion input

on specific questions.

Tlie original idea was conceived by Margaret Dana, consumer con-

sultant, who, I think, is known to the members of this committee.

72-820 O - 76 - 2
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For instance, we are presently seeking ''soundings" on the projected
costs associated with the power mower standard currently in develop-
ment.

Additionally, our successful consumer hotline, consumer outreach
programs from our field offices, and the right of the individual con-

sumer to petition the Commission under section 10, all help to assure
more than token consumer involvement in the work of this agency.

Legislative recommendations : I would like to turn now to chart 6,

the need for revised legislation, and discuss some of the other areas in

which I believe changes would be beneficial.

Chabt 6

Need fob Revised Legislation

Independence versus accountability.
Public disclosure of information—Section 6 versus Fol Act.
Offeror process—Section 7.

Petitions—Section 10.

Expansion of enforcement capability—Sections 19, 20, 21, 22, 27.

Budget process—Section 27 (k)

.

Abolish transferred acts.

Jurisdiction clarification—Cigarettes and bullets.

Collegial body—Decisions and management.

These comments are based on my own personal observation and ex-

perience in the past 3 years as Chairman of this agency. Before I get
into specifics, let me point out basically that I believe the CPSA to be
quite sound. I do, however, believe that some changes should be seri-

ously considered.

Many people believe that the so-called independent agencies consti-

tute a ''headless" fourth branch of Government, a branch that is with-
out adequate checks and balances. I, personally, believe such concern
is well founded, and I would urge that this committee, as part of the

overall process of regulatory reform, reconsider whether a regulatory
function is more properly assigned to an independent commission, like

CPSC, or to an executive branch agency, like FDA.
When I, as Chairman, after almost 3 years—and I think my views are

shared by the chairmen of the other independent agencies—cannot hon-
estly tell you whether the CPSC is part of the legislative or executive

branch, then there is, at a minimum, some confusion, and I am not
alone. My personal questioning of Members of both the House and the

Senate on this same question shows them about equally split. Such a

situation makes for obvious accountability problems in the future and
should be clearly resolved by the Congress.

I previously touched on the second item on chart 6, the CPSA sec-

tion 6 versus the FOI Act controversy, and I will not dwell any further

on this subject. I would be glad to elaborate further in the questioning
process, should you desire.

Section 7 of the Consumer Product Safety Act—the offeror pro-

vision—I think the Congress should be applauded for the way it man-
dates meaningful public participation in the standards writing proc-

ess. The Commission has previously indicated to the Congress that

more flexibility is needed in the various time schedules contemplated
by the CPSA for various stages of this process.

Our experiences with some of the early offeror standards develop-
ments are shown graphically in chart 7.
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Chart 7

STANDARD DEVELOPMENT UNDER SECTION 7

PLANNED -ACTUAL

fit Offef solicitation ff Preparation of Standard by Offeror ^ CPSC Preparation of Proposed Standard

^k Offer Evaluation ^t CPSC Standard Evaluation ^fe CPSC Preparation of Final Standard

* May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan

-• 1973 -• 1974 "• 1975 ^ 1976-*

'Actual dates may disagree with Federal Register Publication dates

The top bar in each of those cases represents the time schedules as

outlined and contemplated in the Consumer Product Safety Act.

Just below each one of those is what has actually happened.
If you look at the blue section, you will notice in all cases the pro-

posed time for the offeror to develop the standard substantially ex-

ceeded the 120-day statutory times (except in the bookmatch case, and
in that instance the job ultimately was not completed in that period).

For example, in the TV safety standard development currently under-
way, we allowed 150 days plus a recent 250-day extension for the offeror

development period ; and recently, I think, unanimously approved, at

least the majority approved, a 250-day extension of the time for the

offeror to develop a standard.
What we are saying is that we think flexibility is needed, and the

time to develop the standard needs to be tailored to the complexity of

the product you are developing.
Another characteristic feature of the present process is the seemingly

unusual amount of time for the Commission to complete the process

after the offeror has submitted his work effort.

One observation and criticism is that the Commission must obvi-

ously be mismanaged but that is not true.

To highlight this, I would draw your attention to the gray and tan
areas on the chart. The gray represents the time required for the Com-
mission to evaluate the work submitted by the offeror and the tan re-

flects the time required for the Commission to rework the offeror's

submission so that it can be published as a proposed standard.

Section 7, as mandated by the CPSA, contemplates three separate
and distinct phases to the standards development process

:

Step 1 : The Commission finding of risk, together with a notice in

the Federal Register detailing how the product is involved with the
user.
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Step 2 : The selected offeror takes his injury date and attempts to

write a standard which reasonably addresses the identified risks.

Step 3 : The Commission evaluates the offeror's work effort and
makes changes as required.

I, personally, believe, as long as we follow that process, we can
always expect delay and confusion to be a product or byproduct of

the offeror process as in the CPSA. I think you will always see these

time schedule disparities, and you will always see confusion because,

in my opinion, the real world standard writing process is not parti-

tioned into three distinct and separate phases. As a matter of fact, in

standards writing, there is a continuous process involving frequent

back and forth excursions between injury data review, examination
of possible technical solutions, and review of those solutions, when
writing a standard. Each phase may be touched on up to 10 times, or

more, in a completed iterative process, before arriving at a standard.

My concern also is that the confusion may result in an amend-
ment at some time in the future that will destroy the process.

I would like to suggest something where I think you can have your
cake and eat it, too.

In order to retain what I believe to be the very positive feature,

and I think the key feature, of the section 7 process, which mandates
meaningful public participation in the process while at the same
time reducing the time, cost, and confusion to arrive at a standard,

I would suggest that section 7 needs revision that will place the Com-
mission in the role of the offeror or the standards manager, if you
will, in all of the section 7 standards.

Such a change would make meaningful and possible the necessary
excursions between the parties involved. It is what is now a process

involving three distinct phases and doing so while retaining the re-

maining plus features of the meaningful private party involvement.
If the Commission is to be an offeror, the same requirements which

dictate participation by outside parties should be imposed on the

Commission.
At this point, I would like to turn my attention to section 10,

in many ways the beginning of the regulatory process for the Com-
mission. I strongly believe in the right of petition by citizens. I

further believe that the exercise of that right by interested parties

is not unineaningful but a very valuable communication link for the

Commission. I suggest, however, that some minor changes in the
language of the act would improve this very meaningful public

service tool and aid the agency in meeting its mandate, as well.

Chart 8 graphically shows the workloads which have been gen-
erated by the petition process. As you will note, 104 of the 226 peti-

tions received by the agency, or nearly half, have been denied, fol-

lowing the procedure outlined in the act.
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Although tlie resources that are required to deal with these denied
petitions are very significant, there is no tangible output or regula-

tion to show for the invested effort. Under the act, as it now stands,

the Commission is subject to court suit if the petitioner does not

agree with our determination that the product does not present an
unreasonable risk and the court can instruct the Commission to com-
mence a section 7 rule development proceeding.

Such a proceeding, by its very nature, makes it incumbent upon
the Commission to fully study and assess each petition despite the

fact that preliminary decisions could undoubtedly be made relative

to the substantive nature or the relative impact that such a petition

would have.

In other words, you could probably, relatively early, place that

petition in a rational priority setting process.

Chart 9 gives a little further insight of what I am talking about.

Chart 9

COMPARISON OF CPSC ACTIONS - SELF SELECTED vs.

PETITION RESPONSE

1,500,000--

Ultimate

Annual

Preventable

Injuries

(1,230,000)

1,000,000--

500,000--

Regulatory Actions Initiated by CPSC

If you take the 10 petitions which have been granted so far by the

Consumer Product Safety Commission, our injury data tells us we
can address a total of approximately 155,000 annual preventable in-

juries from the rules that will flow out of that.

Using the same kind of analysis, if, instead of working on those

10, the Commission were to select 10 other projects in what we believe

to be a rational priority setting ; that is, the Commission working on
the highest rate of injury, approximately 1.2 million annual pre-

ventable injuries might be addressed.
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To me, it is certainly of questionable public interest when limited
resources and time are overwhelmingly spent on lower priority peti-

tion generated eli'ort as compared to an effort specifically directed
toward more comprehensive problems.

I might say that this also goes hand in hand with the level of
resources.

If the Commission had a higher budget, we might well be able to
do both in some meaningful balance.
To implement the petition process more effectively and efficiently,

I believe, at a minimum, the Commission should have more flexibility

in the 120-day statutory period wherein we must act on the petition.
A longer period should be allowed if the Commission can make and
support a finding of good cause which would be based on the com-
plexity of the issues involved and ours as well as the public's under-
standing of the problems.
As an example, if we get a j^etition to ban all aerosols because of

the fluorocarbon ozone problem, that is a very complex prdblem which
is going to take a lot more time to analyze than the petition, say, to
write standards on widgets.

I think that the 120-day period, much like it is in the section 7
process, should contain a provision for a good cause finding; and in
fact, I believe that that process should be amended to allow the Com-
mission to deny a petition even where unreasonable risk exists if the
Commission can also make a finding that you are getting into a
situation such as outlined in chart 9, where you can find that your
resources could be directed at higher unreasonable risks.

In other words, allow us to deny it even though an unreasonable
risk exists.

At least, in my reading of the present language there is only one
criterion ; if an unreasonable risk exists you must grant the petition.

If we grant the petition, we must start the rulemaking, and I think
that gets us into the problem of swimming pool slides.

If I may refer back to chart 6, the next item is expansion of en-
forcement capability. The question of enforcement powers is one
which the Commission has already explored with Congress at length
in prior hearings on the CPSC improvement Act. The Commission
has recommended, and in Aaew of budgetary restraints, again renews
the plea, that at a minimum two additional authorities should be
available to the agency to provide maximum leverage of its limited
enforcement resources.

First, the requirement in section 27 that the Commission work
through the Attorney General in filing cases, in my opinion, has
frustrated our ability to enforce, and I will not go into detail, but
this committee is well aware of our views as expressed.

Additionally, we have asked for authority under section 22 to pro-
vide that where the Commission has made a formal finding through
section 15 procedures that a product presents a substantial product
hazard, we believe we should have authority to seize similar goods.

I have previously mentioned section 27 fk), and I specifically now
refer to the budget provision of section 27 (k)

.

I would again urq-e this committee to take a look at the historical
impact that section has had on the early growth, or perhaps the early
nongrowth as has proven to be the case, of this agency. The CPSC has
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never, in my mind, had the advantage of an adequate base budget. It

has never received funding from the Congress which would permit it

to reasonably address on its own initiative those candidates for reg-

ulation which score high on our priority list. We have fomid our-

selves continuously in a reactive stance.

Last year, we estimated 75 percent or more of our activities were
reactive as opposed to planned. I think that is the wrong balance. At
what point the budget provision can be considered counterproductive
is not easily detectable, and at what point the damage can 'be reversed
is not easily predictable.

The section should be openly and fully examined in detail in retro-

spect, and if the budget system, and I am talking about the way the

budgets are looked at by the Congress, by the committees of Congress,
and by the administration, if that system is not able or willing to ac-

cept that kind of provision, then I would urge that you repeal that
provision.

I am not going to talk about whether or not the whole thing is cause

and effect, but let me just point out that if you compare the amount
of funding available to this agency and to several other agencies in

fiscal year 1976 and compare those with the President's request in

1977 for those same agencies, you find the following

:

The CPSC's increase is 1 percent, slightly less than 1 percent. The
next lowest increase is with the Federal Communications Conunission,
up 10 percent. The Federal Trade Commission, up 43 percent. The
SEC, up 17 percent. The Civil Aeronautics Board, up 24 percent.

In total personnel allocations, we are zero percent increase, and
every other agency is increased.

The next area I would like to discuss concerns the transferred acts,

and the interreaction with the Consumer Product Safety Act. In many
instances, in my view, it would be desirable, as well as in the public
interest, for the Commission to proceed under the broader and more
viable provisions of the CPSA in dealing with product hazards that
are or would be subject to regulation by one of the transferred acts.

However, section 30 (d) of the Consumer Product Safety Act currently
provides that we cannot do that, we must proceed under the transferred
acts unless we can make a finding that the hazard cannot be reduced
to a sufficient extent by action taken under one of those acts.

The key words are "eliminated or reduced to a sufficient extent,"
Vv-hich legislative history indicates is limited to an evaluation of all

aspects of the risk plus the remedial powers available to the Commis-
sion. Thus, we cannot decide to transfer that regulation to the CPSA
based on such things as the time involved to obtain a regulation, the
cost of the regulation to the consumer or to industry, as well as many
other factors which one would want to include in the consideration of
the total public interest.

The result has been both unnecessary confusion and unnecessary
litigation. We are involved, for instance, in perhaps a dozen cases of
litigation just on the bicycle standard alone. In my personal opinion,
I see absolutely no persuasive public interest argument in favor of con-
tinuing the existence of the transferred acts, and I think the Congress
should bite the bullet and abolish those acts, bringing the existing reg-
ulation and product coverage under the broader umbrella provisions
of the Consumer Product Safety Act.
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I think you should have done it when you passed the bill, but I

underetand the problems associated with it. I think now the time Is

right.

Speaking of "biting the bullet," that introduces the next legisla-

tive change on chart 6.

This Commission has 'been involved in protracted, confusing, and un-

necessary litigation involving two products which almost everyone
agrees were not intended by the Congress to be subject to CPSC juris-

diction—cigarettes and bullets. The surrounding controversy and pub-
lic confusion, not counting the drain on our resources, has been ex-

tremely harmful to the Commission.
As a matter of fact, on the bullet petition we were ordered by a

court to publish it. We received over 300,000 letters. It clogged our
mail system, and well over 100 of those were personal threats on my
life, I might say.

I urge the Congress to get on with it and clarify this jurisdictional

question at the earliest possible date.

I think it has been extremely harmful. I might say also in both of
those cases the Commission denied the petitions to regulate.

Subsequent lawsuits 'brought us back into the problem.
The last item on the chart is titled "Collegial Body—Decision and

Management." As this committee is aware, regulatory bodies are either

headed by a committee such as the case in this Commission or a single

administrator as in the case of FDA and NHTSA. Both organiza-
tional forms have their obvious positive and negative features.

I have personally had previous experience in private life and some
in the Commerce Department with the single administrator form of
organization. The last 3 years has been my first experience with the
collegial body or committee concept.

With all due respect to my colleagues, I am persuaded by the
. person who once observed, and I might well have been that person,
that "if you must manage and make decisions by committee then the
committee should have an odd number of members and three is too
many."

I would urge this committee and the Congress as a whole to look very
seriously, not facetiously but very seriously, at the pluses and minuses
of 'both organizational forms when looking at overall regulatory re-

torm initiatives.

My personal recommendation is that all commissions headed by com-
mittees should be abolished and the committees replaced by single ad-
ministrators.

The subcommittee also expressed a particular interest in our compli-
ance and enforcement operations. I will provide you with a brief re-

view in chart 10.

Chart 10

Current Compliance Goals

Reduce time frame for case development.
Make transition from periodic random surveillance strategy to a selective

product line surveillance strategy.
Test strategies to determine how to be more selective about inspections and

litigation to obtain a high level of compliance at minimum possible cost.
Develop evaluation systems for measuring compliance effectiveness.
Establish positive legal precedents.

Obviously an agency consisting of a total of 890 people cannot begin
to frequently inspect a marketplace where more than 10,000 consumer
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products, over which this Commission has jurisdiction, are sold in

more than 2 million establishments, also subject to our jurisdiction.

Ideally I think most everybody would agree that a field office should

visit each establishment subject to its jurisdiction perhaps at least

once a year. Given the size of the Commission and the number of such
establishments, we presently estimate that our present staffing level

would only allow an inspector to visit each establishment approxi-

mately once every century. That is approximately once every 100 years.

I commend to you that the threat of inspection as a motivation for

compliance is not good.
The question then is how does the Commission enforce its rules

and standards and how does it safeguard the marketplace and there-

fore the consumer from unreasonable risks from consumer products.

The numbers of products banned or seized, injunctions issued, civil

actions initiated, or criminal prosecutions brought are in the final

analysis not true measures of effectiveness but only indicators of

effectiveness. The defuiitive measure of effectiveness is the number of

injuries that are reduced by various actions taken by the Commission.

We have made a great deal, all of us, the Commission and staff, in

our speeches and other public appearances of what we call motivational

compliance. Very simply stated, in addition to the encouragement and
information flow and answering inquiries, motivational compliance

embodies the concept that the Commission will not hesitate to use

all of the administrative and legal options at our command to achieve

conformance with the applicable laws, rules, and regulations. Enforce-

ment actions must be directed toward retailers, importers, distributors,

private labelers, and manufacturers in such a way as to motivate com-
pliance through consistent demonstration of the consequences of non-

compliance.
This strategy becomes increasingly vital, given our limited funding

and personnel. As a matter of fact, I haven't done the figuring out

but if you were to structure the size of this agency so that the fre-

quency of inspection was probably equivalent to that perhaps in the

Department of Agriculture for meat inspection purposes I daresay we
would be in the tens of thousands of people, not 890.

We are not recommending that, I don't recommend that. In fact,

as a result of our inability to receive the level of funding that I believe

essential to accomplish our mission, what is now an inadequate level

of inspection is going to be reduced even further in 1976 and in 1977.

I have already ordered a freeze on recruitment or hiring in the field

with a corresponding transfer of those positions to headquarters to

support the required standard development program and related

activities.

We are also slow in writing standards. Obviously before you enforce
you write standards.

Relatively speaking, even with that level of frequency inspection I

find it necessary to take the positions back into headquarters.
We have, however, not wholly been without success. In fact, I am

very proud of our compliance activity with the resources available.

We have been successful in reducing: the average time frame for case

development from over 1 year to what is pow 3 to 6 months. We believe

an important element of our future compliance effort is our shift from
a periodic random surveillance to a systematic surveillance program
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targeted along specific product lines. Thirteen targeted surveillance

programs constitute the bulk of our last 18 months compliance work.
We anticipate that shortly over 50 percent of our effort in the field

will be preprogramed along a kind of pretargeted inspection effort.

The bulk of our surveillance activities are accomplished by Com-
mission field staff but valuable outside rerources have been utilized

through State contracts ; some, where we can get the voluntary assist-

ance and we have received a lot of that, some we have paid for—we
have not only the people problem but funding problem—and inval-

uable assistance from the previously mentioned consumer deputy pro-

gram volunteers.

For those there is absolutely no funding, no reimbursement to those

individuals.

As a part of its compliance and enforcement program the Com-
mission has also develo^^ed needed short-term response procedures
where we are involved with a substantial product hazard.

We characterize those as an emergency.
On the more positive side I believe it would add another dimension

to our compliance effort if affected companies who are now supposed
to be complying with our existing standards were not foreclosed from
citing that demonstrated compliance in the course of civil product
liability actions.

At present this is specifically foreclosed by the language of section

24(a) of the Consumer Product Safety Act.

I, personally, recommend that this language be repealed.

I consider it very important that we be able to evaluate compliance
under the Commission's statute. T know this committee also considers

it important. I would like to call your attention to chart 11 which
outlines the activities that the Commission has been pursuing for the

last 18 months to achieve the ability to compile and use information
such as you see displayed on this chart.

Chart 11

COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS
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I endorse the concept of annual compliance reports, the obligation to

report to the Congress by agencies, not only for use in agency over-

sight but for use by agency management as a revieAv of compliance
activities.

Again, if you take a look at that chart and if you believe the level of

resources is as I have been telling you, then I think it becomes obviously
important, again, why the Commission believes to achieve motivational
compliance, which is the only strategy practically available to us, we
must close the loop and be able to file cases where we find violations once
we have screened those cases.

In evaluations of our program the primary measure of effectiveness

utilized by the Commission is the degree to which our programs reduce
the frequency and/or the severity of the injuries that are associated

with consumer products. It is very difficult to estimate this with a high
degree of precision. It is easy to ask for it. However, the data bases
have been implemented fully only recently and did not exist prior to

the establishment of the Commission.
A more important difficulty and one which I think is often over-

looked in measuring effectiveness is that most Commission actions do
not have a large immediate effect in terms of numbers of injuries

reduced. For instance, a great deal of work has been done on stand-
ards and other programs which have not yet been finalized so the
effect has not started to occur but the work effort has gone on. As an
example, manufacturers will have 1 year in which to comply after

promulgation of the architectural glazing standard. However, even
when the standard becomes effective, all architectural glass in the
country Avill not comply because the existing architectural glass has a
very long product life and it takes years before new production replaces
that in the marketplace. It is obvious that the effectiveness of the stand-
ard accumulates over a long period of time.

Because of these factors the best measure of our overall effectiveness

must be obtained from predictive techniques.

I am talking about computer modeling and the ability to use that
kind of techniques to predict, to take into account the total population
of products in the marketplace, the rate of production in the market-
place, therefore the rate of replacement, the probability of injuries,

the probability of the level of compliance.
All of those things go into fairly complicated models we call predic-

tive techniques.

Chart 12 shows the example of the output of some of those tech-
niques. Chart 12 presents our estimates of the number of annual
injuries that were prevented or will be prevented by the regulations
that will be in effect by the end of the current fiscal year.
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Chart 12

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ANNUAL INJURIES PREVENTED
DUETO RULES IN EFFECT BY END OF FY 1976

Injuries

Prevented

Per Year

150,000-
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of those campaigns. We are now measuring the results in some trial

areas, one in Massachusetts that I will be glad to get into if you would
like.

Also, additionally it is difficult to take into account predictive tech-

nique information such as we recently got this week from our Flam-
mable Fabrics Advisory Committee.
On that committee there are members who have spent years in burn

prevention centers. Those present members as well as former members
of that advisory committee who have participated in the burn preven-
tion centers tell us that the children's sleepwear problem has been
virtually eliminated by the children's sleepwear standards. I cannot
tell you how many injuries that is because I have no idea how many
there were in the first place.

You can use words like "tremendous effect," "virtually eliminated,"

but you cannot put numbers on it. I can't and I don't think anyone
else can.

In another area, child-resistant packaging, the standards are begin-

ning to show their effectiveness in collected data. Poisonings have been
going down since the safety cap requirement for prescription drugs
which became effective in late fiscal year 1974.

Chart 13 shows that poisonings of children under 5 years of age due
to prescription drugs have decreased and are continuing down accord-

ing to the first quarter comparisons for the current fiscal year. That
chart shows that approximately when the prescription drug regula-

tions became effective in fiscal year 1974 there were an estimated 10.000

poisonings per year of children under 5 in the first quarter of that

fiscal year. In the first quarter of fiscal year 1976 they have almost
halved.

Chart 13

NATIONAL ESTIMATES OF ACCIDENTAL INGESTION OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS TREATED IN EMERGENCY ROOMS

FOR CHILDREN UNDER 5
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This plan, I believe, should be submitted to the Congress for use
in annual oversight and it should also significantly influence the budget
process.

Presently the oversight process is almost entirely separated from the
budget process and yet they do go hand in hand. The Commission has
shown that such a plan is possible by compiling one and submitting
it to the Congress and the President as the introduction to our 1977
budget estimate.

This committee has been provided with copies of that. This plan
shows how the Commission could eliminate approximately 75 per-
cent of the correctable risk, that is the standards preventable risks
attributable to unsafe products if we were to mandate a cumulative
total of 100 mandatory product safety rules by the end of fiscal year
1982, approximately 5 years from now.

Tills plan also shows and discusses that if you are into 1982 and
if you have met your plan, that additional standards may be con-
sidered to be of marginal utility.

That is, reasonable people might agree that you might not be
addressing unreasonable risks by the 101st standard.
In fact, our data shows that the number of injuries you would be

addressing by this standard is approximately 2,400 national injuries

per year on the 101st regulation.

The funding requirements necessary to allow the Commission to

accomplish that goal would be an average annual appropriation of

$72 million between now and the end of 1982, starting with approv.'-

mately $55 million in fiscal year 1977. That is what we asked for in

that plan.

When the agency met its goal, if it followed that plan and was
successful, in 1982 it could be restructured into a maintenance and
enforcement effort, it could be given a standard mission, or, if the

Congress agrees it would \ye of marginal utility to continue the process

the agency could be abolished because it would have completed its

assigned task.

At the outset I stated there are approximately 20 million product

associated injuries per year, in the United States. This number was

first arrived at in a report to the Congress and the President in 1970

by the National Commission on Product Safety.

That report served as the impetus for the creation of the Con-

sumer Product Safety Commission. This national estimate is veri-

fied by the Commission's NEISS system and it is also verified by

other surveys, governmental and nongovernmental.

I also stated earlier that most experts, including the staff of this

Commission and I, personally, believe that the product caused or

standards preventable percentage of those 20 million injuries range

from approximately 15 to 25 percent of the 20 million total.

In the same report in 1970 the National Commission on Product

Safety estimated that the cost to this Nation of the total product

associated injuries was $5.5 billion per year.

If you apply the same standards preventable percentages to the

total injury cost it will give vou an estimate of approximately $1

billion per year of costs to our citizens that are preventable by

actions of this Commission.
-, ^^ t

However, it costs dollars to do that job. dollars nnd people. T believe

that the 5-year program that is presented in the fiscal year 1977 budget
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estimate of the Commission represents the best budget buy in Wash-
ington on behalf of the public interest.

If you can hnd a program that is as leveraged as that I haven't seen
it. However, I am afraid that the historical 1-year-only look ahead that
we do in our budget process and what appears to be a seeming fascina-
tion with the incremental approach to budgeting—what are you doing
this year as compared to last year—tends to foreclose a comprehensive
review and consideration of a long-term plan such as we have pro-
poseJ

I believe that if Congress had such a plan available from all

regulatory agencies as I have recommended it would be invaluable
in the difficult task of oversight.

I urge this committee to seriously review this plan. If you believe

it is inadequate, if you believe it is incorrect, then surely reject it.

But if you can't find fault with it then don't let it be simply ignored out
of existence. It embodies, in my opinion, the very essence of the
oversight function as well as imposes very stringent and responsible

requirements on agency management.
It is my opinion that unless the Congress takes a look at such a

plan, and I think you should in the regulatory review, unless someone
does, when this Nation celebrates our tricentennial celebration fhi^

Commission will still be in existence.

In conclusion let me repeat that it is my belief that the CPSA is

legislation that is basically sound. I believe it was innovatively con-

ceived and Congress deserves all the plaudits. It affords the Ameri-
can public with the needed degree of protection which it did not have
before.

It has been my pleasure and honor to serve as the first Chairman.

I have appreciated the assistance and always courteous reception that

I re-ceived from this committee as well as the other committees of

Congress.
Tliank you.

I will be glad to answer questions along with my colleagues.

[Mr. Simpson's prepared statement follows :]

Statement of Hon. Richard O. Simpson, Chairman, Consumer Product
Safety Commission

[Charts are not included, as they are included in record at appropriate points

during oral testimony]

'Mr. Chairman: I am pleased to appear before this Subcommittee today to

report on the progress and the achievements of the Consumer Product Safety

Commission ; to respond to your questions together with my colleagues ; and to

give you my personal views, as the outgoing Chairman of the Commission, on the

strengths and weaknesses of the Consumer Product Safety Act. The presenta-

tion today has been generally structured along the lines suggested by the Sub-

committee. The outline I will be following is shov\Ti on the first chart.

AGENCY mission

The enactment of the legislation to create the CPSC was the culmination of

10 years of Congressional effort to secure the consumer's right to safety in the

marketplace. The specific mandate of the Commission, as spelled out in the Con-

sumer Product Safety Act, is detailed on Chart 2. The authority of the Commis-
sion comes from five Acts, the enabling statute, the Consumer Product Safety

Act, plus the four transferred acts : the Hazardous Substances Act, the Refrigera-

tor Safety Act, the Flammable Fabrics Act, and the Poison Prevention Packaging
Act.
The scoi)e of the Commission is tremendous. There are well over 10,000 con-

sumer products clearly subject to Commission jurisdiction ; numerous others
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where jurisdiction is not so clear; and more than 2.0 million manufacturing,

distributing, retailing, and importing firms which fall within our area of re-

sponsibility.

The size of the safety problem is equally impressive. Conservative, accepted

estimates indicate that there are approximately 20 million product-associated

injuries per year with an estimated 30,000 of these resulting in death.

Before I am accused of misstating or overstating the injury estimate, let me
hasten to add that not all, or even a majority, of the.se are believed to be product-

cau.sed injuries. Most experts place the product-caused, or "standards-prevent-

able" portion at somewhere between 15% and 25% of the total product-associated

injury figure.

I will discuss the significance of these data further in the concluding summary
section.

PUBLIC PROTECTION MISSION

In the guidance provided by the Subcommittee, a request was made for a cita-

tion of "the outstanding success story in the last five years." Although the Com-
mission is not quite three years old, it has had, in my view, several outstanding

successes. Chart 3 graphically illustrates some of these accomplishments. We have
successfully implemented a prototype openness policy for Federal agencies, as

well as an innovative standards development process as required by Section 7

of the Consumer Product Safety Act.

We have also won several landmark decisions establishing favorable legal

precedents, a necessity for a new regulatory agency. Under the Consumer Prod-

uct Safety Act, an attempt to stay the collection of product ingredient data under
our statutory authority to issue general or special orders was denied on Novem-
ber 18, 1975, by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit;

our ability to utilize consumer deputies in attempting to alert retailers and
distributors to possible Section 15 violations was similarly upheld by the U.S.

Court of Appeals for the 2d Circuit and our authority under the FTC Act to

issue to a manufacturer a General Order of Access for purposes of inspection

under the Flammable Fabrics Act was upheld. To our knowledge, this was the

first time such a broad access order was used or tested since the Flammable
Fabrics Act was passed in 1953.

Were I to single out one activity, however, which, in terms of public protec-

tion, could be cited as a "success story", it would of necessity be the implementa-
tion of Section 15 of the Consumer Product Safety Act. Chart 4 highlights some
of the Section 15 activity.

As you know. Section 15 places a requirement on manufacturers, distributors,

retailers and importers to report to the Commission whenever they have reason

to believe that products either fail to conform to an applicable consumer prod-

uct safety standard or contain a defect which could create a substantial product

hazard.
The Commission has eflaciently handled large volumes of work related to

substantial product defects from its earliest days. In fact, more than 350 re-

ports have been acted upon to date, involving more than 24 million items, and
resulting in the correction of almost 4 million of those items.

An indication of the impact and importance of the section can also be found
in the fact that almost 4,000 technical inquiries have been receivetl by the Com-
mission requesting advice about Section 15—many raising questions of design

and manufacturing practices.

We have a published policy for handling Section 15 cases, and I am pleased

to report that the process generally works smoothy and effectively, with an
extremely high percentage of affirmative action and cooperation on the part

of the affected companies.
While Section 15 has been an extraordinarily effective feature of the act,

another feature, Section 10, which involves procedures for petitioning the

Commission to undertake regulatory action for the issuance of a consumer
product .safety rule, has presented the Commission—particularly in these days
of budgetary constraints—with an anomalous situation. Proceeding from the

requirements of Section 10, the first petition the Commission received requested

the development of a safety standard for swimming pool slides. The first pro-

posed safety standard under the Consumer Product Safety Act—a swim-
ming pool slide standard—has proceeded through the required steps of evalua-

tion of the existing data to support the petition ; the Commission's decision to

grant the petition ; the development of the rule through the use of an offeror

proceeding; the evaluation of the proposed rule; and the recently published
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final standard. In any rational priority order of regulation, I would say the

swimming pool slide standard, while justified and probably mandated by our

enabling statue, has been the least productive agency proceeding.

I shall make a personal recommendation on a change to the petition process

when discussing chart 6—Need for Revised Legislation.

PUBLIC AND CONSUMER PARTICIPATION IN THE REGULATORY PROCESS

Chart 5 leads us into a discussion area where I believe this Commission has

been both innovative and forward looking.

As I have stated on other occasions, the Commission's openness policy has

proven to be extremely successful, both from the point of view of agency

credibility, and because it encourages public scrutiny and participation in

the activities of the agency. As a companion to our openness policy, the Com-
mission has adopted an extremely liberal interpretation of the Freedom of In-

formation Act. An interpretation which generally requires release of all mate-

rial requested, notwithstanding the available withholding exemptions in the

Act. In other words, we interpret the FOI Act as just that, a freedom of

information act, not a protection of information act.

One point I would raise in this regard is the apparent conflict between Sec-

tion 6(b) of the Consumer Product Safety Act, which requires a thirty-day

delay and notification to an affected manufacturer if materials by which he

can be identified are to be released to the public, and the requirement under
the Freedom of Information Act that the requesting party be notified within

ten days of request of the availability of the desired matei-ials. The Com-
mission has been dealing with this problem by intenn-eting Section 6(b)

as applying only to afiirmative disclosures by the Commission, and the Free-

dom of information Act as applying to passive release.

We are now involved in what appears to be protracted litigation on this

suliject in two cases, and a third case was filed against us this past Monday. I

believe consideration should be given by the Congress to a resolution of this

conflict by modification or clarification of Section 6(b) of the Consumer Prod-

uct Safety Act. I would personally suggest that the guidelines the Commission
has been' following are equitable (and perhaps the only workable solution)

and should be incorporated in amendments to the CPSA.
Section 7 of the Consumer Product Safety Acto, the so-called offeror section,

requires the Commission to prescribe regulations governing development of

consumer product safety standards which, among other provisions, require

"notice and opportunity by interested persons (including representatives

of consumers and consumer organizations) to participate in the development
of such standards." The Commission has prescribed such regulations.

We require all successful offerors to bring consumers to the standards-devel-

opment committees and solicit their opinions on costs, convenience, and other

features of the rule under development. This participation has, in our view,

been quite successful. To determine whether or not the procedure was viewed
as meaningful by the consumers themselves, the Commission recently invited

all consumer participants in the first four Section 7 proceedings to come to

Washington and discuss their experiences and their views of the process. The
response indicated that the consumers felt they did have a meaningful and
significant impact.

Consumer voices are also heard in the Commission advisory committees. We
have sought candidates for appointment to these committees through press

releases with wide national circulation as well as throiigh Federal Register

notices. The response has been excellent. Tiie Product Safety Advisory Council,

as specified by the Consumer Product Safety Act, is composed of one-third con-

sumers. By Commission policy, the advisory committees required by the Flam-
mable Fabrics Act and the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, are composed of

one-half consumer representatives.
We have also established an innovative policy which permits use of consumer

volunteers to assist in specific surveillance operations. We call these Consumer
Deputy Programs. (The word. "Deputy" in this ease means volunteer, not vigi-

lante as some have alleged). Local volunteers are solicited through area offices,

are ti'ained by Commission staff, and are utilized to survey retail shelves ; to pro-

vide information to retailers on CommLssion regulations: and to collect informa-
tion on products in the marketplace. Six programs, utilizing .3.000 volunteers

visiting approximately 8,200 establishments have been successfully completed in

the last two years.

72-820—70 3
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We have recently provided a funding mef-hanism to assist in tlie expansion of,

and to secnre feedback on, specific issues from tlie Consumer ;Sounding Boards,
a nationwide networlt of representative consumer panels convened to provide
opinion input on specific questions. For instance, we are presently seeking
"soTuidings'' on the projected costs associated with the power mower standard
currently in development.

Additionally, our successful Consumer hotline, consumer outreach programs
from our field offices, and the right of the individual consumer to petition the
Commission all lielp to assure more than token consumer involvement in the work
of this agency.

LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

I would like t^) turn now to Chart (5, tlie need for revised legislation, and dis-

cuss some of the other areas in which I believe changes would, be beneficial.

These comments are 'based on my own personal observation and experience in

the past three years as Chairman of this Agenc.v. Basically, I believe the CPSA
to 'be quite sound. I do, Iiowever, helieve that some changes sliould (be seriously
considered.
(Many people believe that the so-called independent agencies constitute a "head-

less" fourth branch of government: a branch that is without adequate checks
and balances. I believe such concern is well founded, and I would urge that this
Committee, as part of the o\erall process of regulatory reform, reconsider
whether a regulatory function is more properly assigned to an independent com-
mission, like OP'SC, or to an executive branch agency, like FDA.
When I, as Chairman, after almost three years, cannot tell you whether CPSC

is iiart of the I^egislative or Executive branch, then there is, at a minimum, some
confusion, and I am not alone. My personal questioning of members of both the
House and the Senate on this same question shows them about equally split.

Such a situation makes for obvious accountability problems in the future and
should be clearly resolved by the Congress.

I have iireviously touched on the second item on Chart 6, the CPSA Section 6
versus the FOI Act controversy, and I will not dwell any further on this subject.

I would be glad to elaborate further in the questioning process should you desire.

Section 7 of the Consumer Product Safety Act—the offeror provision—is

unique in the way it mandates meaningful public participation in the standards
writing process. The Commission has previously indicated to the Congress that
more flexibility is needed in the various time schedules contemplated by the CPSA
for various stages of this process.

Ouir experiences with some of the early offeror standards developments are
shown graphically in Chart 7. Looking at the blue section, you will notice that
in all cases the proposed time for the offeror to develop the standard substantiall.v

e.xiceeded the 120-day statutory time (except in the bookmatch case and in that
instance the jo'b ultimately was not completed in that period). For example, in

the TV safety standard development currently underway, we allowed 150 days
plus a recent 2.30-day extension for the offeror development period.
Another characteristic feature of the present process is the iseemingly unusual

amount of time for the commission to complete the process after the offeror has
.submitted his work effort. To highlight this, I Avould draw your attention to the
gray find tan areas on the chart. The grey represents the time required for the
Commission to evaluate the work submitted by the efferor and the tan reflects the
time required for the Commission to rework the offeror's submission so that it

can be published as a proposed standard.
Section 7, as mandated by the CPSA contemplates three separate and distinct

phases to the standards development process :

Step 1.—The Commission finding of risk, together with a notice in the Fed-
eral Refjister detailing how the product is involved with the user.

»S'^^7) 2.—The selected offeror forms his committees and attempts to write a
standard which reasonably addresess the identified risks.

Step .'?.—Tlie Commission evaluates the offeror's work effort and makes
changes as required.

I believe we can always expect delay and confusion to be a part or by-product
of the offeror process as presently envisioned in the CPSA becau'-e, in my opin-
io'i, the real-world standards writing iiro^ess is not partitioned into tliree dis-

tinct and separate phases. As a matter of fact, in standards writing, there is a
continur-us process involving frequent back and forth excursions lietween in-

jury data review, examination of possible technical solutions, and review of
those solutions, when writing a standard. Each phase may be touched on up to-
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ten times. 05 more, in a completely iterative process, before arriving at a
standard.

In order to retain the very positive features of meaningful public participa-
tion, while ill tlie same time reducing the time, cost and confusion to arrive at
a standard. I suggest that Section 7 needs to be revised.

I suggest a revision tLat would place the Commission in the role of the'

offeror, or standards manager, in all .Section 7 standards efforts. .Such a change-
would make meaningful and possible the neces.sary excursions between what is

now a proce.'^s involving three distinct phases while retaining the plus feature*

of meaningful private party involvement.
At tliis point, I turn my attention to Section 10—in many ways, the real be--

ginning of the regulatory process for this Agency. I strongly believe in the right
of citizen petition. I further believe that the exercise of that right by interested
parties is a valuable communication link for the Commis.sion. I sugge.st. how-
ever, that some minor ciianges in the language of the Act would improve this
very meaningful public service tool, and aid the Agency in meeting its mandate.;
as well.

Chai-t S graphically shows the workloads which have been generated by tlit?

petition process. As you will note, 104 of 220 petitions (nearly half) have been
denied. Although the resources required to deal with these denied petitions
is significant, we have no tangible output or regulation to show for the invested
effort. Under the Act as it now stands, the Commission is siibject to court suit
if the petitioner does not agree with our determination, and the court can in-
struct the Commission to commence a Section 7 rule development proceeding.

Such a provision, by its nature, makes it incumbent upon tlie Commission to"

fully study and assess each petition, despite the fact tliat preliminary decision.s;

could undoubtedly be made relating to the substantive nature and/or impact
to the public at large, which would place the petition in a lower priority status
or permit denial more rapidly, were such actions possible under the Act.

Chart 9 gives some insight. The ten petitions granted so far under CPSA
could address a total of approximately in.5,(R)0 annual preventable injuries. If,

inste id, CI SC bad be>'n in a ))osit)<>ii to select •lud work on the ten product
categories with the highest rate of injury, approximately 1,230,000 annual
injuries might have been addressed.

It is certainly of questionable public intei'est when limited resources and
time are overwhelmingly spent on lower-priority, petition-generated effort, as-

compared to an effort specifically directed toward more comprehensive problems.
To implement the petition process more effectively aTid efficiently, there

should at a minimum be more flexibility in the 120-day Commission resjionse-
perif-d. A longer period should lie allowed on a finding of good cause which'
viould be based on the complexity of the issues involved and the state of exist-
ing knowledge on those issues. The Conunission, in my opinion, should aIso>
clearly be able to deny a petition even where unreasonable risk exists if the
ri'^k is not ftmnd to be sufficiently high in a rati<»nal priority ranking to require-
immediate action. This denial should be without prejudice for future refiling.

Returning to Chart 6, we see that the next item is Exiiansion of Enforcement
Capability. Tlie question of enforcement powers is one which has been recently
examined at some length by the Congress as a whole. The Commission has rec-
onunended—and in view of current and predicted budget and persoimel con-
straints, renews its plea—that, at a mininmm. two additional authorities shou'rt'
l)e available to the agency to provide maximum leverage of its limited enforce-
ment resources.

First, the requirement in Section 27 that the Commission work through the'
Attorney General in filing both civil and criminal cases hampers, and. in i)oint
of fact, virtually negates, our efforts to expeditiously and efficientlv enforce tlie
laws which we administer. We have suggested amendments to the Consumer-
Product Safety Act to authorize the Commission to proceed, without the con-
currence of the Attorney General, in any court action in the name of the Com-
mission for the purpose of enforcing the laws subject to jurisdiction, includ^
ing injunctions and seizures.

Second. Section 22 should be amended to authorize the seizure of products
distributed in Commerce which have lieen determined to present a substantial
product hazard under Section l."» of the CPSA.

Generally speaking, however, the regulatory powers of this Commission are
adequate—indeed, many believe, more than adequate.

I have previously mentioned Section 27 (k), and would again urge you to-
take a look at the historical impact that section has had on the early growth

—
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•or nongrowth, as has proven to be the case—of this Agency. The Consumer

I'rodnct Safety Commission has never, in my opinion, had the advantage of an

adequate base" budget. It has never received funding from the Congress which

would permit it to address on its own initiative those candidates for regulation

which score high on our priority list. We have found ourselves continuously

in a reactive stance, with priorities imposed by the language of the legislation

land the implementation of the requirements of the statute. That is, the provi-

sions of Section 10 with its mandatory forcing actions and time frames: the

tollow-on provisions of Section 7; the need to respond to Section 15 repnrt-

ings and the inahilty to take our own cases into court in order to leverage our

enforcement capabilities. At what point this budget provision can be consid-

ered counterproductive is not easily detectable and at what point the damage
can be reversed is not easily predictable. The section should be examined in de-

tail, in retrospect, and if the budget system cannot support this unique provi-

sion, I would urge that it be repealed.

The next area I would like to discuss concerns the transferred acts. In many
instances, in my view, it would be desirable, and in the public interest, for the

Commission to proceed under the broader and more viable provisions of the

CPSA in dealing with product hazards that are or would be subject to regulation

under' the transferred acts. Section 30(d) of the CPSA currently provides that

a risk of injury which is associated with a product and which could be elim-

inated or reduced to a sufficient extent by action taken under the transferred

acts may be regulated by the Commission only in accordance with the provisions

of those acts.

The key words here are "eliminated or reduced to a sufficient extent, which

the legislative history indicates is limited to an evaluation of all aspects of the

risk involved and the remedial powers available. Thus, the Commission cannot

decide to proceed under the CPSA unless the risk involved either could not be

regulated at all under a transferred act or could not be reduced or eliminated

with the remedies available. This does not permit the Commission to consider

factors such as the time involved in obtaining a regulation, the cost of the

regulation to both consumers and industry as well as other factors which affect

the public interest.

The result has been both unnecessary confusion and unnecessary litigation.

In my personal opinion I see no persuasive public interest argument in favor of

continuing the existence of the transferred acts. The Congress should "bite the

bullet" and abolish these acts, bringing the existing regulations and product

coverage under the CPSA.
Speaking of "biting the bullef, that introduces the next legislative change

needed. This Commission has been involved in protracted, confusing and un-

necessary litigation involving two products which almost everyone agrees were

not intended by the Congress to be subject to CPSC jurisdiction—cigarettes and

bullets. The surrounding controversy and public confusion has been extremely

harmful to the Commission. I urge the Congress to clarify this jurisdictional

question at the earliest possible date.

The last item on Chart 6 is titled Collegial Body—Decisions and Management.

As this Committee is aware, regulatory bodies are either headed by a Com-

mittee, as is the case of CPSC, or by a single Administrator, as is the case with

FDA and NHTSA. Both organizational forms have their obvious positive and

negative features.

i have had previous experience in corporate life with the single Administrator

for President) form of organization, but the last three years has been my first

experience with the Collegial body or committee concept.

With all due respect to my colleagues. I am persuaded by the person who on^e

observed. "If you must manage and make decisions by committee, the committee

should have an odd number of members, and three is too many."

T would urge this Committee, and the Congress as a whole, to look seriously at

tiip pluses and minuses of both organizational forms when looking at overall reg-

ulatory reform initiatives.

The Subcommittee expressed a particular interest in our compliance and

enforcement operations. Today. I will provide you with a brief review of our

cuvrent compliance goals, as graphically portrayed in Chart 10.

Obviously, an agency consisting of 890 people cannot begin to frequently

inspect a marketplace "where more than 10 000 consumer products, over which

this Commission has jurisdiction, are sold in more than two million manufnc-

turer, distributor, and retail establishments. Ideally, each field office should
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visit each business in its area which has such products at least once a year. Given

the size of the Commission, and the number of such establishments, we estimate

that our present staffing level would only allow an inspector to visit each estab-

lishment once about every century.

The question then is how does the Commission enforce its rules and stand-

ards, and how does it safeguard the marketplace, and therefore the consumer,

from unreasonable risks from consumer products. The numbers of products

banned or seized, injunctions issued, civil actions initiated, or criminal prosecu-

tions brought are, in the final analysis, not true measures of effectiveness. The
definitive measure of effectiveness is the number of injuries that are reduced by

various Commission actions.

"We have made a great deal in our speeches and other public contacts of

"motivational compliance." Very simply stated, motivational compliance eml)odies

the concept that the Commission will not hesitate to use all of the administrative

and legal options at our command to achieve conformance with the applicable

laws, rules, and regulations. Enforcement actions must be strategically directed

toward retailers, importers, distributors, private labelers, and manufacturers in

such a way as to motivate compliance through consistent demonstration of the

consefiuences of noncompliance.
This strategy becomes increasingly vital given our limited funding and per-

sonnel. In fact, as a result of our inability to receive the level of funding that I

believe essential to accomplish our mission, it has recently been necessary for

me to reduce our near-term compliance and enforcement effort in 197G and 1977.

I have ordered a freeze on recruitment or hiring by the field, with a correspond-

ing transfer of positions to headquarters to support the required standard devel-

opment program and related activities.

We have been successful in reducing tlie average time frame for case develop-

ment from over one year to 3-6 months. We believe an important element of our
future compliance effort is our shift, now in progress, from a periodic random
surveillance program to a systematic surveillance program targeting specific

product lines. Thirteen targeted surveillance programs constitute the bulk of our
last IS months compliance work. We anticipate that shortly approximately 50
percent of our field inspections activities will be preprogrammed along siiecific

product lines.

The bulk of our surveillance activity is accomplished by Commission field staff,

but valuable outside resources have been utilized through state contracts and the
previously mentioned Consumer Deputy programs. As a part of its compliance and
enforcement program, the Commission has also developed short-term response
procedures for reacting to substantial and imminent hazards.
On the more positive side, I believe it would add another dimension to our

compliance effort if affected companies, who are complying with existing stand-
ards, were not foreclosed from citing that demonstrated compliance in the course
of product liability actions. At present, this is specifically foreclosed I>y the lan-

guage of Section 25(a) of the Consumer Product Safety Act. I recommend that
this language be repealed.

I consider it very important that we be able to evaluate compliance under the
Commission's statutes. Calling your attention to Chart 11. I would point out that
the Commission has been actively working for the last IS months to achieve the
ability to compile and use information such as you see displayed in this chart. I

endorse the concept of annual compliance reports, not only for use in agency over-
sight by the Congress, but for use by agency management as a review of compli-
ance activities.

With limited Commission inspectional resources. I would again remind you
of the importance we place on the ability to have selected civil and criminal
cases filed by the Agency.

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

In evaluation of its pr'ograms. the primary measure of effectiveness utilized by
the Commission is the degree to which our programs reduce the frequency and/or
severity of injuries associated with consumer products. It is difficult to estimate
this with a high degree of precision because our data bases do not contain a
great deal of historical data. These data bases have been implemented fully only
recently and did not exist prior to the establishment of the Commission.
A more important difficulty in measuring effectiveness is that most Com-

mission actions do not have large immediate effects in terms of numliers of
injuries prevented. For instance, a great deal of work has been done on standards
and other programs which have not yet been finalized. As an example, manufac-
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tnrers will liave one year in which to comply after promulgation of the arcliite<"t-

nral glazing standard. Even when a standard becomes effective, the full benefits

limy take many years to accrue because of long product lives which keep substan-
tial numbers of noncomplying products in the hands of consumers for many years
ijfter the effective date of a standard.

Because of these factors, the best measure of our overall effectiveness must be
obtained from predictive teclini(iues. Chart 12 pre.sents our estimates of the num-
ber of annual injuries prevented (or that will be prevented in future years

^

as a result of the rules that will he in effect by the end of FY 1976. We estimate
that ."0.000 injuries will be prevented during FY lOTfi and that this will nearly
double in FY 1077. This increase will continue into the future. The future cumula-
tive effect of the standards that will liave been promulgated by the end of FY
1076 will be 67.j,000 injuries per year.

This measure of effectiveness does not consider reductions in severity of in-

juries, or tlie prevention of deaths, as a result of Commission activities otiier than
mandatory rules. The Commission is undertaking many other activities that will

also significantly prevent injiu-ies ; for example, voluntary standards encourage-
ment. Section 15 actions, and information and education programs.

In one area, child-resistant packaging, our standards are beginning to show
their effectiveness in collected data. The safety cap requirement for prescription

drugs became effective in late fisal year 1074. Chart 13 shows that poisonings
to children under five years of age due to prescription di'ugs have decreased and
are continuing down according to the first quarter comparisons for the current
fiscal year.

SXTM^^AT!Y

In closing today. I would like to make a proposal to the Subcommittee which
I believe will increase the value and eft"ectiveness of C-ongressional oversight.

I recommend that each regulatory agency be required to establish a plan con-
taining three es.sential pieces of informati(ni. First, a description of the size

jind scope of the problem that the agency has to deal with. Second, the intended
agency priorities, rate of progress and elapsed time that the agency foresees it

Avill rake to remedy the problem. Third, the annual bench marks that will demon-
strate wliether the agency is on target. In other words, I propose the need for a
lona-range plan to get the job done.

This plan should be submitted to the Congress for use in annual oversight
hearings. It should also influence significantly the budget process.

The Commission has shown that such a plan is possi))le by compiling one and
i?ul)mitting it as the introduction to its 1977 Budget Estimate. This plan shows
how the Commission could eliminate approximately 75% of the correctable risk

attrilnitable to unsafe con.sumer pi'oducts by mandating a cumulative total of

100 mandatory product safety rules by the end of FY 19S2. This plan shows that

jidditional standards may he of marginal utility, i.e., they may not be addressing
unreasonable risks. The funding requirements necessary to allow the Commis-
sion to accomplish that goal would l)e an average annual appropriation of $72

million between now and the end of 1982, starting with .$.55 million in FY
1977. When the agency completed its goal, it could l)e restructured into a main-

tenance and enforcement function: it could be given a new mission: or it could

be abolished.
At the outset, I stated that there are approximately 20 million product-

associated injuries per year in the United States. This number was first arrived

at in a report to the Congress and the President in 1970 by the National Commis-
f^ion on Product Safety. This national estimate is verified by the Commission's

NEISS system as well as other non-governmental surveys.

I also stated that most experts, including this Commission, estimate that the

product-caused or "standards-preventable" portion of those injuries ranges from

15% to 25% of the 20 million total.

Also, in 1970, the National Commission on Product Safety estimated that the

cost to the nation of the total product-associated injuries was $5.5 billion per year.

Applying the same "standards preventable" percentages to the total injury

costs gives an estimate of approximately $1 billion per year of costs to our

citizens that are preventable by the actions of this Commission. However, it

costs dollars to do the job. I believe the five-year program presented in the

1977 Budget Estimate of the Commission presents the best "budget-buy" in

Washington on behalf of the public. Flowever, I am afraid that the historical

one-year only budget review and the seeming fascination with the incremental

approach to budgeting tends to foreclose a comprehensive review and considera-
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tion of a plan suoh as we have proposed. I Itelieve that if Congress had such a
plan available from all regulatory agencies, as I have recommended, it would be
invaluable in the difficult task of oversight. I urge this Committee to seriously
.review this plan and not let it be ignored out of existence. It embodies, in my
opinion, the very essence of the oversight function as well as imposes stringent
and responsible requirements on agency management.

In conclusion, I would like to rejieat that it is my belief that the Consumer
Product Safety Act is legislation that is basically sound. I believe it was in-

iiovatively conceived and affords the American public with a needed degree of
protection which they did not have before.

It has l)een my pleasure and honor to serve as the first Chairman of the Com-
mission, and I have appreciated the assistance and courteous reception that I

have received from this Committee during my tenure.
Tbank you, ]Mr. Chainnan. I would be pleased to answer any questions you

and the Subcommittee may have.

Mr. Moss, Thank you, ]\f r. Chairman.
I want to assure 3^011 that the entirety of your statement will be

g;iven very careful consideration.

We are seeking the kind of information we seek here this mornino;
for the purpose of recommending- to the legislative subcommittees
rewrites of lef^islation in order to improve the whole effectiveness of

regulatory assignments and to eliminate the nonproductive, non-
essential features of regulation.

I wonder if any other member of the Commission has at this

time any comment or statement that he or she would like to mak,e

to the subcommittee before w'e commence questions.

STATEMENT OE CONSTANCE B. NEWMAN, COMMISSIONER

Ms. Newman. Mr. Chairman. I do not have a formal statement

but I certainly hope tliat somewhere in the process I might have the

oi^portunity to discuss my views on the collegial body versus the single

administrator, the offeror process and the petitions process. _Tho=e are

areas that I have very strong views on and which may differ from

those of the Chairman.
Mr. Moss. You mav do it now. or you may at your ODtion reserve

and file with the subcommittee a statement which we will review and,

should it be necessary, arrange a schedule that will permit you to

appear.
. .

-r -n
Ms. Nfavman. I do not want to infringe on your questioning. I w'lll

see how that goes. If you have time. I will speak today, otherwise I

will submit a statement.

Mr. Moss. Without objection we will hold the record for the receipt

of vour statement.

[Commissioner Xewman subsequently submitted the following state-

ment for the record :]

Statement of Constance B. Newman. Commissioner, Consumer Product

Safety Commission

]\Ir. Chairman : I would like to submit for the record my views on three issues

that were raised at the .January 30. 1976 oversight hearing of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission before this subcommittee. I have chosen to limit

my remarks to* a consideration of (1) the offeror system, (2) the right of public

petition, and (3) the collegial body since, because of their implications about the

nature of good government and the regulatory process, I believe that these

issues are critical to the future of the Consumer Product Safety Commission.

I believe that these issues go to the heart of the question of a regulatory agency's

accountability to the public.
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1. THE OFFEKOR PROCESS

I continue to believe in the validity of this approach to standards development.
Because the offeror process ensures that the public will have the opportunity to

participate in a substantive way in an area that will affect its health, safety,

and pocketbook, the public need not depend upon the whim of government em-
ployees for when, how and if participation in standards development will occur.

Rather, the offeror process provides the public with the right to participate. If,

however, as has been suggested, the offeror section of the CPSA were to be
amended to allow the Commission discretion with regard to public participa-

tion, an element of noMesse oblige would be introduced. It is, I believe, in every-

one's best interest not to allow this to happen. In this period of general estrange-
ment of the public from institutions of government, we should do all that we
can not only to assure the responsiveness of government to the public but also

to recapture the feeling of responsibility that each citizen once had for the effec-

tive functioning of government. The offeror process, as it now stands, helps to

assure both of these points.

On a less abstract level, if the offeror process were to be amended to provide
for the Commission to manage the standards development process, a corner-

stone of the offeror process would be eliminated. This cornerstone is the concept

of the private sector having the first cut at drafting the standard. This point is

related to the one I just made : it is extremely difficult to re-shape any regula-

tion after the first draft is done, because it is in the initial drafting tliat the funda-
mental trade-offs are made. Thus, to replace the private sector offeror with the

government is to some extent to dilute the meaningfulness of the free exchange
among competing interests contemplated by the offeror process. It is also, most
certainly, to ensure more rather than less regulation.

Although the statutory time-frame mandated for the development of standards
under the offeror process may be unrealistic for many types of standards, I do
believe that the existence of this time pressure has resulted in a faster develop-

ment process than would have been the case if the agency had been left to its own
devices. To those who say that the offeror process provides the opportunity for

too many delays and unnecessarily lengthens the time that standards develop-

ment takes, I would point to the bicycle regulation. This regulation was started

under HSA at FDA before the Commission came into existence: the standard
has yet to become effective. I make this comment not to criticize the bicycle regu-

lation but rather to answer those who argue that it is the offeror process that

is responsible for the delays in standards development. Moreover, while it is true

that they might not be comparable in terms of complexity, it is also true that the

swimming pool slide standard was developed more quickly than any product

safety standard has been developed under the transferred acts.

It is true, as the Chairman remarked in his opening statement, that the stand-

ards development process is "not partitioned into three distinct and separate

phases." However, it has been my obsen-ation that very few processes lend them-

selves easily to such partitioning. Analysis of possible technical solutions in light

of injury data does not seem to me to be in conflict with the offeror system. None-

theless, "the CPSA quite rightly requires the Commission to make a preliminary

finding that an unreasonable risk of injury exists prior to deciding that a stand-

ard is necessary. I believe that the offeror process provides appropriate bench-

marks against which to assess the validity of this preliminary determination.

I believe that such benchmarks are critical to a rational approach to standards

development : thus, I do not believe that the existence of these benchmarks is an

adequate reason to discard the offeror system. Rather the contrary. Thus. I am
disturbed by the implication in the Chairman's testimony that in eliminating the

offeror system, responsibility for the final evaluation of the preliminary deter-

mination of the existence of unreasonable risks of injury and the appropriate-

ness of the proposed standard to address these risks should become less easy to

pinpoint.
2. THE RIGHT TO PETITION

I believe that Section 10 of the CPSA is fundamental to the credibility of CPSC.

The public should be able to petition us and to have recourse should we fail to

act : I believe that CPSC should welcome the existence of this recourse as a cheek

on its own actions. To argue, however, that the right of petition disrupts orderly

priority setting is, in my view, to argue speciously. It is specious on two counts

:

(1) the public's views should be factored into priority setting, and (2) mecha-

nisms short of abolishing the possibility of recourse could easily be set in place
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to expedite and to guide how petitions are handled (e.g., procedures both govern-
ing risk classifications and depth of analysis, and defining more precisely than
has been done just how petitions fit into CPSC's priority system, etc.) that would
ensure that the dog is not wagged by the tail. This becomes, I believe, largely a
question of efficient management.

3. COLLEGIAL BODY

I subscribe to the theory behind the collegial body : a multi-member agency,
with the members from differing backgrounds, is more capable of regulating in
the public interest than is a single administrator. The regulatory decisions
reached by such a body are more likely to be a reasoned balancing of diverse
interests than are those for which a single person is responsible. Effective policy
formulation and adequate accountability of CPSC are possible under the CPSA.
Furthermore, the fact that strong administrative powers are vested in the Chair-
man who serves as Chairman for the duration of his or her term of office provides
the mechanism for effectively managing the staff charged with implementing the
Commission policy decisions. I do not make these comments lightly ; I have pon-
dered at length the question of the multi-member agency's effectiveness and have
reached the conclusion that the CPSA has provided a structure that would facili-

tate rather than hinder efficient regulation in the public interest. I am taking,
therefore, the liberty of appending the detailed reasoning behind this conclusion
for insertion into the record of this hearing : my reasoning is reflected in an
article appearing in the May 197.5 George Washington Law Review, "The Con-
sumer Product Safety Commission : Does It Can the Ash Report?"
As I stated at the beginning of these remarks, I view the offeror process, the

right to petition and the multimember body responsible for regulatory decisions
as central to the continued credibility of the Commission as a responsive, account-
able agency of government. To tamper with the.se provisions of the law, I believe,

would be to lessen the Commission's accountability to the public and to call this

credibility into question.
fCommissioner Newman's law review article is i*eprinted as Appendix D,

p. 275.]

Mv. Moss. Mr. Pittle.

]\Ir. PiTTLE. I would like to take the opportunity now if I could
have it.

Mr. Moss. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF K. DAVID PITTLE, COMMISSIONER

Mr. PiTTLE. I did prepare a short statement which I have subse-

quently cut down to make it even shorter so that we can get on with
the questions.

I w^ould like to reserve the opportunity to submit something further
for the record later.

]Mr. ]\ross. Would you like to have the statement submitted for the

record and then proceed to summarize your views or would you like

to ha\e the opportunity to revise and extend your statement ?

Mr. PiTi'LE. That will be fine. Thank you.

Mr. Moss. We will hold the record to j^ermit the revision and ex-

tension. (See p. oo.)

Mr. PiTTEE. As tlie members of the committee are aware, section

7 sets forth certain pi'ocedures for the development of safety stand-

ards which ai"e collectively referred to as the "offeror process."

As we have gained experience with that process I have come to sev-

eral tentative conclusions which I would like to share with you this

moi'iiing.

First, I believe that the high cost of standards development is likely

to result in the loss of nonindustry groups as offerors. This may seem
unduly pessimistic on my part given that two of the first five instances

where offerors have developed proposed standards under the CPSA,
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book matclies and lawnmoAvers, involved consumer organizations hav-
ing all or a substantial part of the responsibility for drafting the

standards. However, I believe these two instances reinforce rather than
negate my conclusion.

In the case of the lawn;nowers, Consumers Union, after having
received over $150,000 from the Connnission to develop a draft stand-

ard, nevertheless still found that its costs far exceeded those funds and
has now sought additional reimbursement in the amount of $84,000.

In the case of book matches, ASTM. American Societv for Testing
^Materials, absorbed all the cost for developing the draft standards
including those of the consumer caucus which played a primary role in

the standards development effort.

However, the Commission still had to pay the offeror $24,600 to

cover the cost of expanding the standard's technical rationale after the

proposed standard was submitted. More signiticantly, the Director of

AST^NI has stated that, in view of the heaA^y cost of the process, ASTM
will insist on reimbursement for all expenses should it become involved

in the offeror process again.

One must conclude from these and other examples that the standards
development process is extremely expensive. Also, if one accepts the

public statements on this point, one must conclude that fe-w Members
of Congress or of this Commission anticipate ])roviding large sums of

money to reimburse most offerors. Indeed, the Commission has adopted
the philosophy that contributions shall be the exception rather than
the rule. I am convinced that it is highly unlikely that we shall see

noiiindustry offerors in the future. I think the loss of such offeroi'S

would be most unfortunate and contrary to the spirit of section 7.

Uidess we are ready to turn over the development of standards to

those members of industry wlio ai'e able and willing to pay these costs,

and they are not very man^^ I believe that this agency needs and must
have the funds necessai-y to support nojiindustry offerors.

Second, I am skeptical about the abilit}^ of the offeror process to

produce quality standards on an expeditious basis. I agree with the

chairman's concern about the time-frame of section 7 and I will delete

my connnents about that aspect and submit those for the record.

Third, and most important. I am concerned about the quality of

standards produced under the offei-or process. "While it may be some-

what premature to judge the whole process on the basis of the few
standards I have seen so fai\ I am not hopeful about the future. It is

my judgment that the draft standards submitted by the architectural

glass and swimming pool slirles offerors were nothing more than

warmed-over versions of voluntary standards previously determined

to be inadequate b}^ this Commission.
I believe this is in part due to the short time available to develop a

standard. There just is not enough time to create new^ approaches and
hence there is a natural tejidency to try to live with existing solutions.

The book match standard on the other hand, while apparently inno-

vative, suffered from the extreme haste of the offeror's effort to meet
the '^.tatutory deadlipe.

Hence, we had to do additional woi'k. In each of these cases the Com-
mission found it necessary to request CPSC staff to make substantial

changes in the draft standards.
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I liavp dotailod my conclusions on tlie offeror process because I
])elieve the time is fast approaching "when the Congress sliould focus

its attention on the i)ro('ess to see if it is working.
AMien you, the Congress, judge this Commission you ask us if we

prochiced as many standards as our resources permit.

You ask us if thesc^ standards are written clearly and ex]:>editiou^ly.

You ask us if tliey will im])ose undue cost on consumers and producers
and, above all, will tlie standards reduce unreasonable risks of injury?

In judging our performance you must weigli in the balance the tools

you. have given us to create those standards. Clearly the offeror process

is the nuijor tool. You nmst determine whether it is adequate for us to

do the job that you expect.

Thank you.
[Commissioner Pittle subsequently submitted the following state-

ment for the record :1

Statement of R. David Pittle, Ph. D.. Commissioner, Consumer Product
Safety Commission

offeror process

Tlie offeror process lias liet'ii praised as a way to insure "pnhlie partir-ipation"
in standards development. Government, it is suggested, does not have a monopoly
on wisdom in standards development. The "private sector" should be relied upon
wherever possible.

It is difficult to disagree with statements f;uch as tliese in the abstract. IIovs'-

ever, I do not believe that they can be properly evaluated outside of the CPSC
experience with offerors. From this i)erspective, the words of praise take on a
nev\' meaning. Because standards development is so expensive and because a
majority of Commissioners .'ippears unwilling to aderpiately fund offerors. I
l)elieve it is highly unlikely that we shall see nonindustry offerors in the future.

This, to me, is an absolutely critical issue. Those Vv'ho insist that standards
development is more appropriately handled by the "private sector" than by gov-
ernment but who simultaneously argue that "private sector" offerors should bear
the financial burden of standards development, in my opinion, confirm this point.
I Itelieve that substantial CPSC funding should be available, where necessary, for
groups without a significant, private, economic interest in the outcome of a .stand-
ard. Without such funding, only industry groups can afford to become offerors.

If I am correct in my assessment—and I hope I am not—the offeror process
can hardly be characterized as incorporating "citizen" or "public" views. Rather,
it should simply he considered a way for industry to provide first drafts of
standards for the Commission to evaluate and modify. This may be an entirely
legitimate approach to stand irds development but Congress and the public
should not be mi.sled into helieving that the offeror process is a new form of
democracy at work.

Another issu'^ of equal concern to me is the payment to consumers who par-
ticipate on a standards-development conunittee organized by an offeror. AVhile
the opportunity to infiuence the outcome of a standards-development effort iis

obviously of a different order of magnitude for a "iiarticipant" tlian for an
offeror, I believe a participant can provide significant input if he or she is
qualified and properly preiiared. However, one nuist recognize the necessity for
properly qualified and prepared particii>ants. A consumer, irrespective of liis or
her sincerity, must have the capal>i!ity to understand and counter, where neces-
sary, the claims made by industry representatives if a proper balance of input
is to be achieved. Even with such capability, a large disparity in resources is
often apparent. According to Dr. Robert Goldstone, a member of the lawnmower
standards development grouj)

:

"These industry men are full-time representatives and high powered from the
top of their organizations, on salary, devoting five days a week to the time spent
working on the standard. The rest of us are trying to raise children, work, carry
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on the other activities that we have been carrying on prior to becoming involved

with the drawing of the standard, and attempt to compete with these people."^

This disparity might not be as great if consumer participants were provided
funds to hire consultants or to do necessary research and testing. Without such
funds, they must often rely on the industry for basic technical information. As
Dr. (ioldstone further stated :

•If we want to hnd out how fast an engine stops, Mr. So and So from the

engine company gives us the number, and we have no way of verifying that. We
accept it on faith, or we have to go to extremes to find otherwise.

"The means were not available, no matter how technically oriented the bulk
of our consumers were, to get the information that we needed as technicians."

^

Under such circumstances, it is difficult for me to conclude that consumer
input into the standards-development process has Iteen without problems. Until

adequate funding is provided for technically qualified consumers to participate

in a meaningful way. I cannot agree with the proposition that CPSC standards
reflect sufficient consunipr input.

lu addition to my ccmcerns about the loss of nonindustry offerors and the

inadequate funding of consumer participants, I believe that the offeror process
as implemented by the Commission has not been as effective as it might be. I

have shared my thoughts with the other Commissioners in a memorandum.
Rather than repeat these concerns, I have included this memorandum for the
record.
Beyond my suggestions for improving the offeror process within the present

framework of section 7 of the CPSA. I believe additional modifications from
Congress may well be necessary. Such modificati(ms, if carefully constructed,
would, I believe, enhance rather than diminish the amount of public participa-
tion in standards development.

Altliough my thoughts are somewhat tentative at px-esent, I believe that in-

stead of relying on an industry group as the offeror—which I think will be the
typical case in future CPSC proceedings—the Commission should have the op-
tion to be the offeror itself. That is. the Commission should be required to include
both industry and consumer participants at key stages in the development of a
standard and should be required to meet statutory deadlines in the same manner
as any offeror. The advantage of this approach is tliat it retains public participa-

tion ))ut adds an element of accountability to the CPSC's activities. With greater
CPSC control over the outcome of a standards-development effort, there can be
little excuse for poor quality standards or for excessive delay in the drafting of
standards.

TRANSFERRED ACTS

Both the Chairman and Commissioner Kushner argue strongly for repeal of
the Flammable Fabrics Act (FFA), the Federal Hazardous Substances Act
(FHSA). and the Poison Prevention Packaging Act (PPPAK These Acts were
"transferred" to tlie Commission by section 30(d) of the CPSA.
According to my colleagues, unnecessary confusion and needless litigation have

resulted from the language in section 30(d) which states

:

"A risk of injury which is associaated with consumer products and which could
be eliminated or reduced to a sufficient extent by action taken mider the Federal
Hazardous Substances Act. the Poison Prevention Packaging Act of 1970, or the
Flammable Fabrics Act may be regulated by the Commission only in accordance
with the ))rovisioiis of those Acts."

Quife frankly. T am at a loss to understand my colleagues' concern. To my
knowledge, tlierp has nercr been an instance in which any confusion resulted
or litigation arose over the fact that action was taken by the Commis.sion under
tlie FFA or the PPPA rather than the CPSA.
The only Act for which there has Iteen any controversy is the FHSA. In fact,

there has been little, if any, controversy over most portions of the FHSA. The
major in-ol)leni centers on the Child Protection and Toy Safety Act amendment
to the FHSA. I believe the problem stems not so much from confusion about the
meaning of the Act as it does from a fundamental, good-faith policy disagree-
ment among the Commissioners as to the tcisdom of using one Act rather than
another.

1 Mp^tins- on Consnnipr Participation in Section 7 Proceedings, Washinston, D.C.,
Ancrnst 6. IQT.'i. Transcript, p. 90.

= If?, at 90-91.
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To the extent that any confusion does exist, I believe it eaii be jrreatly reduced
by the adoption of a rule of interpretation for the Act. I have attempted—with
a notable lack of success—to convince my colleagues to adopt such a rule. (,A

copy of a memorandum of mine is included for the record.)

However, as stated. I strongly believe that the fundamental issue is whether
or not the CPSA is preferable to the FHSA Child Protection and Toy Safety Act-
My colleagues believe it is. I strongly disagi-ee.

The greatest disagreement has arisen in situations where products arguabli'
may be classified as "toys or other articles intended for use by children" under
section 2(f) (1) (D) of the FHSA but where the products are used to varying;
degrees by adults. In such cases my colleagues have preferred to utilize the pro-
cedures set forth in section 15 of the CPSA whereas I have preferred—both for
legal and policy reason.s—to utilize the procedures of the FHSA.
My legal reasons are simple. Section 30(d) is not, at present, discretionary.^

If the Commission could eliminate or reduce to a sufficient e?ctent the risks of
injury associated with a toy or other article intended for use I)y children, it )i'u.st

do so even though it might prefer to use a different Act. The fact that adults
may use an article intended for children does not remove FHSA jurisdiction.*

My policy reasons require a brief comparison of the banning procedures under
the FHSA and the adjudicative proceedings under section 1.5 of the CPSA.°
Under section 3(e) of the FHSA, 35 U.S.C. §12(>2(e), the Commission may

use the informal rulemaking procedures of the Administrative Procedure Act
(APA), 5 U.S.C. § 5.53. to ban a dangerous product intended for use by children.
This procedui-e requires only publication of a proposed ban in the Federal Reg-
ister and the opportunity for public comment before a ban may be made faial.

Under section 15 of the PTISA, 15 U.S.C. § 1274. manufacturers, distributors and
retailers must rej>urchase all banned products sold by them irrespective of
whether the products were banned at the time of sale. In addition, the Commis-
sion's regulations implementing this provision require, infer alia, retailers who
have sold banned products to post conspicuous notices in their stores of the
articles that have ))een banned and the procedures for their repui-chase. Ifi C.F.R.
§ 1500.202: .39 Fed. Reg. 44f)0 (11:)74». FHSA procedures can be invoked and im-
plemented very swiftly, often with little cost. In contrast, analogous provisions
in section 15 of the CPSA require a full adjudicative hearing, the end result of
which, if the Commission is .successful, will be an order granting the respond-
ent (s) the election of repairing, repurchasing, or replacing substantially hazard-
ous products. It is unlikely that such cases—other than tho.se of the most minimal
complexity—can be completed in less tlian one year.

Further, unlike the FHSA which prohibits anyone from manufacturing or sell-

ing banned products, the CPSA adjudicative procedures api^ly oiih/ to those com-
panies against whom proceedings are brought. Persons not subject to a CPSA
action could continue to sell dangerous products.

Finally, the FHSA provides in .section 3(e) (2) for the emergency banning by
notice in the Federal EegiMer of a dangerous toy where the Commission find.s^

that it presents an imminent hazard to the public health. The CPSA. by contrast,
rciiuires the Commission to .seek out individual defendants and take them to court
to obtain injunctive relief in the event that it Ijelieves that it has discovered an
imminent hazard.

In my opinion, the streamlined procedures of the FHSA Child Protection and
Toy Safety Act reflect a congressional feeling that one group in society—chil-

dren—is particidarly susceptible to harm and should be swiftly and vigorousl.v-

protected. I would not lightly abandon this special law.

PETITIONS UNDER SECTION 10 OP THE CPSA

In commenting on the fact that the swimming pool slide standard was the firsfc

standard i.ssued under the CPSA. the Chairman stated that because slides are
a low priority, unreasonable risk, the standard "has been the least productLve

^ Shouhl PI.R. (i844 and S. G-14 rThe Crinsiinipr Product Sat>tv Coininission IinDrnrempiiL"
Act) be sicnprl into law, t'.ie lejral impodiinent to utilizing the CPSA over the FHSA coulrT
be removed, fie'', p. 21 of this statement.
'My thoughts on this point are '.^rt forth in detail in a dissentin" oi^iiion i s-od rin^^.,-,,

vVr 22. ]97."i regarding the Commission's decision to regulate certain kites and bats under
the CPSA rathfM- ti'nii the FHS.\. rThis liiihiinn is rejirinfed as jNppeiid'x I p. :-',,'.

\

°l have not discussed the banning procedures of section S of the CPSA' because n<
cases have arisen in which the Commission has utilized this section. I regret this lack of
use because I believe section 8 is an effective tool.
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agency proceeding." Nevertheless, he argued that it was "probably mandated by
our enabling statute."
As 1 understand the Chairman's argument, section 10 of the CPSA requires the

Commission to develop a standard anytime a member of the public in a petition
to the CPSC demonstrates that a product presents an "unreasonable risk of
injury" even though the Commission believes that its resources should be devoted
.to products which present greater risks of injury."

AVhile I agree that an argument can be made in support of the Chairman's posi-
tion, I do not hnd it particularly convincing nor do I see any reaison for adopting
such a self-defeating approach absent a conclusive judicial determination on the
point.

I have read ^ith great care the memorandum of the CPSC General Coun.sel
requested by the Oversight Committee on this subject and find myself in agret^
nient with the section that argues that the Commission can deny petitions seek-
ing safety rules (i.e., standards or bans) on the basis of their relatively low
priority.

In particular, I strongly agree with the argument that a determination tbat a
l)roduct presents an "unreasonable risk of injury" must involve a consideration
of Ci'SC priorities and resources. 1 find this argument far more persuasive than
the section that argues the contrary position, i.e., that unreasonable risk deter-
minations are independent of considerations of CPSC priorities and resources.

The latter section cites language from the House Report of the CPiSA

:

"|a]n unreasonable risk is clearly one which can be prevented or reduced with-
out affecting the product's utility, cost or availability ; or one which the effect

on the product's utility, cost, or availability is outweighed by the need to protect
the public from the hazard associated with the product." H.R. Kep. No. 1153, 92d
Cong., 2d Sess. 33 (197-' )•

It cites similar language in the Senate Commerce Report

:

"In those situations whei*e either the degree of anticipated injury or frequency
of such injury can be retluced without affecting the 'performance' or "avail-

ability' of that class of consumer product, then almost any risk capable of
producing injury, becomes unwarranted."' y. Rep. No. 749, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 11

(1972).
According to this section of the memorandum, the legislative history indicates

that Congress expected only the frequency and severity of the risk of injury from
the product under consideration to be evaluated and compared with the effects of
regulating that product. Accordingly, any i)roduct which could be addressed with
minimal adverse impact could be considered to present an unreasonable risk of

injury and should be regulated.
I do not agree with this interpretation of the legislative history. This language

cannot be considered an all-inclusive dehnition of the term "unreasonable risk

of injury." It simply states a jiroposition that I find to be little more than com-
mon sense—that is. any risk addressed by the Commission that can be reduced
with little or no adverse effect should be. Risks which, when reduced, will affec-t

the utility, cost, or availability of a product should be reduced only to the extent

that there is a need for public protection. In short, a "balancing" test is required.

However, the fact that Congress indicated that "balancing" should be utilized

by the Commission does not mean that Congress thereby connnanded the Com-
mission inmiediately to work on every petition requesting CPSC action for prod-

ucts containing "unwarranted'" risks irrespective of the level of risk involved. In

my opinion, Congress simply made clear that "balancing" is necessary in the

determination that a product i)resents an unreasonable risk of injury. Congress
did not. however, make it sufficient. Other factors can be considered. Senator
Moss' statement urging passage of the Conference Report on the CPSA confirms

this point

:

"While the full reach of the term 'unreasonable risk' will be left for the courts

to decide, it is my hope that they will be guided by this imixjrtant balancing test."'

lis Cong. Rec. 18199 (1972).
Clearly, Senator Moss would not have looked to the courts for further refine-

ment of the term if he believed that the "balancing" test were all-inclusive.

« Thf" Commission's denial of a petition for the issuance of a consumer product safety
rule for fondue ytots with removalile handles seems to contradict the Cliairnian's argu-
niput on this point. The Federal Kegister denial stated, "although the petition described
liotential accident patterns which could result from the use of fondue pots with reniovahlo
h.-indles. the Commission concludes that its resources should he applied at this time to
jiroducts causing more frequent and severe iniuries than fondue pots." oS Fed. Reg. 31758
(December 18, 1973).
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The General Counsel memorandum also argues that confusion could result
from unreasonable risk determinations utiliziui^ product-by-produet comparisons
because a product not considered an unreasonable risk one day could become
an unreasonable risk the next day '"merely because the Commission has acted
to reduce the imreasonable risk associated with another product."

I do not find this argument convincing. It strikes me that even without
product-by-product cfKuparisons, a product can easily be considered an unrea-
sonable risk of injury one day and not the next. Any technological advance
that renders a "widget" significantly safer at the same or a reduced price
lu-obably transforms all previous widgets into unreasonable risks. No major
confusion results from this fact nor would it with product-by-product com-
parisons. The reason is simple. The Commission must always follow the pro-
cedures set forth in the acts it enforces and the Administrative Procedure
Act. These acts require advance prior notice and provide ample opportunity
for public comment before the C'PSC may talve regulatory action against
proflncts which it determines to be unreasonable risks. Given this fact, it is

difficult to see how any confusion can arise. Thus. I cannot agree with the
General Counsel's argument.

lOven if a court should determine that uni-easonable risk determinations are
independent of priorities and resources, there is another argument based upon
section 10 of the CPSA which, I believe, leads to the conclusion that these
considerations are relevant in granting or denying petitions. Sv'ction 10 has
a two-part test for i>ersons challenging the denial of a iietition. In addition
to the requirement that a pro<luct present an unreasonable risk of injury, section
10(e) (2) requires a petitioner to demonstrate that the "failure of the Commission
to initiate a rulemaking i>roceeding under section 7 or S uurea.sonalily exposes
the i>etiti(mer or other consxuner to a risk of injury presented by the consumer
product. . .

."

Although these words are not altogether clear, a fair reading of them is that
a ]»etitioner must demonstrate something more than the fact that a product
presents an nnrea.sonable risk. I believe the petitioner must also demonstrate
that it is unreasonable for the Commis.sion to exclude from its immediate
priorities the product about wliieh the petitioner is concerned.
Such an inteipretation is buttre.ssed l»y common sense. Congress gave the

Conunission jurisdiction over approximately 10,000 products. Congress obviously
felt that the Commission could significantly reduce the injuries associated with
a large number of these products. It would be illogical to assume that the
Commission could address all of the products immediately. Priorities would
have to be set to deal with the products presenting the greatest hazards.
Given this, it would be nonsen.sical to permit an isolated petitioner, aggrieved
by a product presenting a low jiriority hazard, to force tlie Commission to

expend its scarce resources on the low priority matter thereby continuing the
public's exposure to far more serious hazards.
A more sensible interi)retation of section 10, in my view, is that Congress

included it to ensure that the citizenry has a procedure to guarantee that the
CPSC does not. for good or bad reasons, overlook matters of genuine imi>ortance.
An example is the petition filed by the Xatural Resources Defense Council
(XRDC) requesting a Cl'SC ban on the use of fluorocarbons in propellants.

Although the Commission had no evidence of injuries or illness associated
with the product, XRDC alleged that its continued use would cause dramatic
increases in death and illness from cancer in future years. XRDC's allegations,

if true, would make Conunission attention to the product a matter of immediate
concern since only prompt action could prevent future harm. XRDC's petition
forced the Conunission to examine the issue at once.

It has been suggested tlmt sectiou 10(g), which provides that petitions filed

during the three years after the passage of the CPSA cannot be the basis for the
"n)andamus-like" suits set forth in section 10(e), contradicts an interpretation
that the CPSC may consider its priorities and resources in the granting or de-
nying of petitions. In this view. Congress gave the CPSC three years to order its

priorities before being "beleagured by everyone's ])et peeve." ' By implication,
after the expiration of the three-year period, the CPSC could be so beleagured.

I do not agree with this interpretation of section 10(g). As suggested by the
General Counsel memorandum, this section was designed to prevent any of the
"mandamus-like" lawsuits during the three-year period. Thus, it freed the Com-

Remarks of Representative Broyhill, 118 Cong. Rec. H. 9909 (October 1.", 1972).
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mission for three years from the need to expend its resources in defense of its

priorities. It did not require the Commission to abandon priority setting at the
end of that time.

SINGLE ADMIXISTRATOB VERSUS COLLEGIAL BODY

As I read tlie words and legislative history of the Consumer Product Safety
Act, it is clear to me that Congress strongly believed that the Commission should
be "independent." ^ An agency that is independent is, by detinition. free from out-
side "tampering" and, I believe, thereby better able to make decisions in the
public interest. However, an agency that is independent may also be one that
is free from accountability.
Of course, the term "independent" is relative. Although somewhat more in-

dependent than other regulatory agencies, the Consumer Product Safety Com-
mission is, nevertheless, dependent upon the President, the Congress, the courts
and the public in a multiplicity of ways. To that extent the agency remains very
much accountable for its actions. But, these checks, while generally effective, are
not structured to monitor the day-to-day operations of the Commission. Nor, in
my opinion, should tiiey be. To do its job properly, the Commission must be free
to act decisively and flexibly. Further, it must have sufficient authority to make
its actions meaningful. Without question, the CPSC does have suflScient

authority."
Given the broad powers and the relatively independent status of the CPSC. I

find it difficult to entrust to only one person the authority to make all major
decisions of the agency.

Moreover, I believe that fundamentally better decisions are likely when made
with the "collective wisdom" of a group. This is especially so where the groui>
consists of persons who are independent of the authority of other members and
who can thereb.v speak forthrightly on issues.

Finally, it has been suggested that regulatory decisions are delayed by a col-

legial body. While this may be true in other agencies, it is manifestly not the
case at the CPSC. Most Commission decisions nre made within ore week after a
staff briefing package reaches the Commissioners and virtually all are made
within two weeks.

Given these points, I strongly support the continuation of the collegial struc-
ture of the CPSC.

AGENCY "PHASEOUT"

AVhile T appreciate the Chairman's boldness and creativity in conceiving a plan
to "phase-out" the CPSC by 1082. I do not believe it is realistic.

First, the plan addresses only injuries that the Chairman characterizes as
"standards-preventable." According to the Chairman's most liberal estimate. 25
percent of the injuries associated with consumer products are of this type. The
plan ignores the other 75 percent. Contrary to the implicit assumption of the
Chairman, there are means for addressing these other injuries. Well-conceived in-
formation and education programs conducted on an ongoing basis in accordance
with the Commission's mandate in section 2 of the CPSA can upgrade consumers'^
purchase and use behavior. For example, I believe that a good bicycle safety
education program designed to teach proper use of this product could easily pre-
vent as many injuries as the safety standard.

Second, the plan, as I understand it. addresses the problem of iicic products
by relying on generic standards, i.e.. regulations that cover hazards common to
many products. While I strongly endorse the use of generic standards. I think
the Chairman's plan overestimates the ability of the CPSC—or anyone—to draft
truly comprehensive generic standards. The Commission's attempts to draft

* For exnniplp. iinrler thp Act. the Cliairman, once appointed remains Cliaimian for
the fliiration of his or her term : the Commission is required to submit its hndaretarv and
le-'islative requests simnltaneonsly to Concress and the Exeentive Branch : Comnn'ssionfrs
may he removed from office only for "neplect of duty or malfeasance in o*Sce." These ari
imnortarit denartures from tradltionnl atrency legislation and, as I view them, provide
insulation from domination by the Executive Branch.
"The OPS'' can issue mnndatorv safety standards which in some circumstances co"ld

force companies to comnletely redesitrn their products. It can ban a product from the
mari<etpV^cp vhpre it decides no feasible safetv standard would adeouately -nrot^ect th«^
public. Should the CPSC determine that a product presents an imminent risk of death
or_ serious injury, it is authorized to cro into a United States District Court to seeV an
in -unction to hnlt the sale and distributiim of the product. T'nder s'^ction 1 ."i of the
CT>S.\. al! manufacturers, distributors and retailers are required to notify the Commission
whei'ever tliev obtain information that a product manufactured or sold bv them contains
a npfoft- which ronUf create a "substantial risk of iniurv." Violation of CPSC orders and
regulations may subject a person or company to substantial civil or criminal penalties.
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sharp point and sharp edge standards for toys, for example, have taken several

years and several drafts and, according to certain toy industry critics, are still

overbroad. I doubt that it will be easy to apply them across-the-board for all

consumer products. Similarly, I doubt that other generic standards can auto-

matically be made applicable to all new consumer products.

Third, the plan ignores the fact that safety standards—even generic ones—
often have to be revised to reflect changing product technology. For example, the

architectural glazing standard, although drafted in performance terms, never-

theless contains tests reflecting the fact that several different glazing materials

which the Commission has concluded are acceptable for safety purposes break

in sufficiently different patterns that separate passing tests are required to deal

with them. It is quite conceivable that this standard would have to be modified

should an entirely new form of glazing material be developed.

Finally, to be effective, safety standards must be enforced. The Chairman's
plan apparently relies on the combined forces of product liability litigation and
voluntary industry action to ensure compliance. This country's experience with
these two mechanisms leaves me skeptical that government can very easily aban-

don the enforcement field,

BUDGET

The budget is obviously one of the most important documcnt.s prepared by the

Commission since its preparation inevitably requires the determination of which
activities will be undertaken by the agency and which will not. I thus greatly

welcome the impending change in the budget process contained in H.R. 6844 and
S. 644 which will require full Commission approval rather than simple approval
by the Chairman before the budget can be submitted to 0MB and the Congress.^

I am troubled by the Chairman's statement in his answers to the Oversight
Committee's questions on the budget. He states that the "budget requests and
justification documents have been sent to the Commissioners both for their infor-

mation and review." While this is technically true, I believe that it may be some-
what misleading since, except for the FY '75 budget, these documents were sent

to me only simultaneously or after their submission to OIMB and the Congre.ss.

Obviously no meaningful input can be provided at such a point. I raise this mat-
ter only to make clear that the budgets submitted and defended by the Chairman
have reflected his ordering of priorities and not mine.

SECTION 701(e) HEARINGS

Under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA), procedures for the is-

suance, amendment, or repeal or regulations under section 2(g) (1) (B) of that
Act are governed by section 701(e) of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. 21

U.S.C. § 371(e).
Section 701(e) requires the CPSC, upon objection of any interested person,

to hold formal evidentiary hearings before finally promulgating regulations. De-
tailed findings of fact based solely on the record must accompany the regulations,

and such findings are subject to judicial review to determine whether they are
supported by substantial evidence. This type of rulemaking is not typical. Most
of the Acts enforced by the CPSC and other agencies require only the procedures
of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) {Z> U.S.C. §553). Section 553 ot

the APA provides ample notice and opportunity to comment on propo.sals by those

affected by rulemaking yet is also simple and efficient.

By contrast, .section 701(e) requires procedures that guarantee endless delay.

Proceedings under this section have taken as long as ten years from the formula-

tion of the original proposal to the actual effective date of the regulation. Accord-

ing to one critic, the 701(e) procedure "which involves all the steps of an in-

formal rulemaking procedure under section [5."3] of the Administrative Proce-

dure Act and most of the steps of a formal adjudication, certainly must set some
sort of record for cumbersomeness." ^"

For some time I have advocated the repeal of the requirement that these

overly lenscthy adjudicatory hearings be held for bans under section 2(q) (1) CB)

of the FHSA." Instead, I would substitute procedures similar to those set forth

"'Hnmllton, Robfirt W., "Rulemaking on a Record by the Food and Drnj? Administra-
tion." .50 rnir. of Tr^as T.nv Rri\ 11?.-\ 1117 nn'^2V
"On Mnroh R. 197.5. tho Commission approved a set of amendments to be proposed to

PfinGTress for the rPSA. I dissented from part of that dep'sion because I tho-iffh*- the
Commission should have inclnded an amendment to the FHSA to make optio'inl the
requirement for 701 Ce) bearings, f^ee Separate Statement, Hearina-s before the S'lVi-

eommittee for Consumers of the Committee on Commerce, United States Senate, 94th
Cons.. 1st Sess. 337 (April IS, 1975).

72-820—76 4
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iu section 9(a) (2) of the CPSA. In the absence of such repeal, I strongly endorse
the drafting of "summary judgment rules'' similar to those adopted by the Food
and Drug Administration. 21 C.F.R. 130.12(a)(5). Such rules would expedite
hearings where little factual dispute exists and would avoid the necessity of
prohjnged proceedings.

In addition to the drafting of summary judgment rules, I believe a new solu-
tion has arisen with respect to 701 (e) hearings. It seems likely that an amend-
ment to the CPSA in H.R. (J844 and S. (>44 will soon be enacted which will permit
the Commission to proceed under the CPSA in lieu of the FHSA upon a deter-
mination that such action is necessary and in the public interest. It is my hope
that the Commission will freely utilize this provision whenever it considers
regulatory action for products that fall under 2(q) (1) (B) of the FHSA. I

would not hesitate to use this section to avoid the necessity for 701(e) hearings.

SECTIOJf 25(a) OF THE CPSA

Section 25(a) states that ''[cjompliance with consumer product safety rules
or other rules or orders under this Act shall not relieve any iierson from liability

at common law or under State statutory law to any other person."
The Chairman asserts in his testimony that this section forecloses companies

from citing their compliance with existing consumer product safety standards
in tlie course of product liability actions.

I do not agree with the Chairman's interi)]etation. I believe secticm 25(a)
merel.v restates the general rule that compliance with a statutory standard is

admi-ssible to show some evidence of due care but is not conclusive on the issue.

See. Ruiimoru} v. RiegeJ Textile rorporaiion. 4S4 F. 2d 1025, 1027 (1st Cir.,

1078) : LiKiorfia v. Kroger Co.. 275 F. Supp. 373 (W. D. Pa. 1967) ; Swartz.
Edward. Hazardous^ Products Litigation (1973).
The reasoning behind the rule is that statutes embody minimal standards and

that complying products may still be negligently designed and manufactured, or

unreasonably dangerous within the meaning of section 402A of the Restatement
of Torts. 2d. Swartz, supra, at 63.

I agree with this general rule in the context of CPSC standards. Such stand-

ards are and should be relevant to a product liability action. However, compli-

ance with standards should not be a conclusive defense to such actions. I say
this because CPSC standards cannot always be counted on to reduce all unrea-
sonable risks associated with a pi-oduct. For example. I believe that the Conunis-

sion's standard for swimming pool slides is not technically adequate to protect

consumers from the risk of paraplegia and qufiflviplegia. If injuries are reduced
by the standard. I will be extremel.v gratified. Should future injuries occur, how-
ever. I think it would h^ terribly unfair to permit the manufacturer to escape

liability simply and solely because of the maiuifacturer's compliance with the

standard. The manufacturer should be permitted to demonstrate compliance with
the stnndard but the )»arties should also be permitted to argue the merits of the

standard and the hazardousnes of the product notwithstanding the manufac-
turer's compliance.

RELEASE OF LEGAL MEMORAXDA

As indicated in my testimony before the Oversight Committee on February 19.

197(). 1 believe that the Commission has unfairly disadvantaged both its legal

staff and the public by releasing memoranda setting forth the strengths and
weaknesses of various legal strategies to the public. I have included for the

record a copy of a recent opinion which expresses my thoughts on this subject.

COXCLUSIOX

One may pro])erly ask what the Commi.ssion has done to reduce injuries dur-

ing its lirief existence. According to many of its critics, the answer is that the

CPSC has done disa])pointingly little. They point particularly to the fact that

only one safety standard has been issued under the CPSA and that this stand-

ard addressed swimmins: pool .slides, a product associated with relatively few

—

albeit serious—injunes.^'

This criticism, although not entirely without merit, overlooks the fact that

the CPSC enforces not only the CPSA but several other Acts—the Flammable

1-4T I'Vil. Ilppr. 2742 (.Tannary 10. IOT.t). As indif-atpd beforp. I dlsspnted from the
ronimisislon's dpcision to issue this standard because I do not feel that it is technically
adequate to protect consumers from the risk of paraplegia and qiiadriplegia.
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Fabrics Act (FFA), the Federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA), and the
Poison I'revention Paclvaging Act (PPPA)—under wliich a number of extremely
important standards have been issued. Included among these are standards for

bicycles, fireworks, cribs, nonflammable children's sleepwear, and child-resistant

packaging. One would be correct in pointing out that predecessor agencies such
as FDA began work on some of these standards before the Commission began
operation. P>ut in the same vein, succeeding members of the Commission will

benefit from standai'ds-development work being done by current CPSC members.
In sliorr, while the agency may not be perfect, it is far from the ineffective

and insensitive bureaucracy that some critics allege it to be.

[The enclosures to Commissioner Pittle's statement are reprinted as Appendix
E. p. 305.]

Mr. Moss. Thank you.

Are there any otlier views?
Commissioner Franklin.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA H. ERANKLIN, COMMISSIONER

Mrs. Fraxklix. Mr. Cliairman, T want to say simply I am pleased to

be here this morning l>efore yon and before the other members of this

subcommittee. I ha^•e never failed to walk out of a hearing which you
liave conducted without having many things to think about for a
considerable period of time.

I trust that this day will be very much the same.
I have no pre|)ared statement to make. There are a couple of areas

that I am hopefid we can touch on in the dialog.

]SIr. ]\Ioss. Would you like to reserve at this point in the record the

opportunity to submit a statement '(

Mrs. Fraxkltx. Yes. I would.
Mr. Moss. Without objection it is so ordered.
]Mrs. Frax'kijx. The kind of areas I am concerned about generally

fall ni the independent versus accountability question.

I think it is within that context that the whole dialog about the
single administrator and collegial body must fit. The offerer process
is obviously crucial, as is our enforcement capability, as well as the

budget process and the Commissioner's current nonrole in it. accord-
ing to the law. This concerns me deeply.

.VI so, the self-destruct mechanism for this agency and other areas
are of concern. I shall submit a statement and will be hapi)y to answer
your questions.

Again, I am delighted to be here.

Mr. Moss. Thank you.
[Commissioner Franklin subsequently submitted the following

statement for the record :]

STATEAfEXT OF P,ARRARA HaCKMAN FkAXKI.IX. Co>rMISSIONER, CONSUMER
Product Safety Commission

Many important issues have l)een touched on during these oversight heiirinss,
and I am pleased to have this opportunity to submit some additional views for
the record. This statement emphasizes tho.se issues I consider to merit si)ecial
attention.

The Comn)ittee's goals in these hearings are extremely important. Caining a
better understanding of the workings and leadership of each independent regu-
latory agency is fundamental to achieving certain regulatory reforms.

It is within this context—regulatory improvement—that many comments on
the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) are offered for your
consideration.
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INDEPENDENCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Independent regulatory agencies continue to pose a dilemma. They exist to

protect the public interest, yet their responsiveness and accountability to the
public are not clearly and directly assured.
Independent agencies often exercise quasi-Executive, (piasi-Legislative. and

quasi-Judicial functions. Yet it is not entirely clear to which branch of govern-
ment, if any, they are or should be accountable in the exercise of these functions.

Or, are such agencies, as their names imply, truly independent and. as such, more
of a hidden fourth branch of government V

Members of this Committee have been emphatic in stating that independent
agencies are branches of Congress. Still, independent agencies, personnel and
budget expenditure systems (although this is slightly less true for CPSC) remain
tied to the Executive branch, thus fuzzing the question of the branch to which
they belong.

One result of this fuzziness is that there is no mechanism currently in force
which provides day-to-day or even month-to-month accountalnlity to help assure
that what these agencies do—or don't do—serves the public interest. Periodic
Congressional ovei"sight and Congressional deliberations regarding agencies'
budgets certainly are the most important mechanisms. But they usually occur
on a somewhat delayed basis—often long after actions which might be questioned
have occurred.

Clearly, CPSC's openness policy helps to make the agency accountable to the
public it serves.

But still, I, as one regulator, would welcome new or improved mechanisms to
provide direct and systematic feedback about whether the public thinks it is
being well served by my actions and those of the CPSC.

COLLEGIAL BODY VERSCS SINGLE AD^rXNISTRATOR

A related issue is which type of decision-making is preferable for independent
agencies—coUegial body or single administrator.
One can argue that anything done by a group is more inefficient than if done

by one person. There may be some truth in this. But efficiency is not the only
way to serve the public interest. Regulatory decision-making and action that is
rational and fair is at least as crucial as timeliness.
In the case of an independent agency, a variation of the old adage that "two

beads are better than one" applies. When a majority must agree that a given ac-
tion or policy is needed, there is less likelihood that the agency's actions will
be irresponsible, arbitrary or unfair. In my view, the presence of" this "check" is
especially critical if an agency is independent since an independent agency is by
definition less than clearly accountable to the public.
The worst of ail possible words would be the hypothetical situation where a

single administrator—a non-elected person with a fixed term—of an independent
agency were incompetent capricious, or erratic. With few checks on his power, the
public could be very badly served.

THE BUDGET

The budget is the Commission's most important policy document, and as such,
is an area where some decision-making "check" is clearly in the public interest.
Under the Consumer Product Safety Act, responsibility for the budget lies

solely with the Chairman, unlike other independent regulatory agencies where
the Commissioners have the explicit authority to approve or disapprove the
budget request. At CPSC, exclusion of Commissioners from this process has
dramatically undercut, I believe, our ability to set Commission priorities and re-
sponsibly make regulatory decisions within the context of applying scare tax-
payers' dollars in the best ways possible to achieve safer products and safer
people.

Concern about this has led to the Commission's recommending a legislative
amendment to the Consumer Product Safety Act, to provide Commissioners an
explicit role in the budget process. Both the Senate and the House have approved
the amendment

; it is contained in S. 644. a bill which is in House-Senate Con-
ference and which I strongly hope is passed.

If enacted, this provision will provide the decision-making check the public
interest deserves and help to avoid the possibility that a majoritv decision on
a regulatory matter could be neutralized or negated because the Chairman di-
rected the agency's resources into other areas.
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THE OFFEROR PROCESS

One of the crucial issues tliat must be considered in any discussion of rule-

maldng and regulatory improvement is the "offeror process" under Section 7 of

the Consumer Product Safety Act—and the way it has worlied.

I support tlie thrust of this section of the law—it places the burden for de-

velopment of standards on the private sector, and not on the government. The
Commission, of course, makes the final decision whether to propose and adopt a

.standard developed in this manner.
I believe the offeror process is a unique, new method of regulatory development

for government. It guarantees public participation in ways and with a scope

that no other standards process in government or elsewhere comes close to

matching. And it is producing, in some cases, real innovation in standards

themselves, as we learn to regulate safety performance, not product design. Thus,

the offeror process encourages creativity, both by the private sector—and by
tlie Commission's own staff.

The offeror process is now being criticized—as being too slow, as producing

draft standards of low quality, or as simply not working.

Concern about liow the process works is justified. But let's not over-react and
discard the idea. Instead, let's set about improving the way it works. Until we do
this. I think it's entirely premature to ask Congress to amend or to repeal Section

7. It is. however, high time for the Commission to set about analyzing how Sec-

tion 7 has worked, what the strengths and weaknesses in its implementation are,

and how it can be made to work better.

First, for example, we can improve the substance of the Federal Register
notices of need—the method by which a proceeding to develop a standard is

begun. It may mean improving our descriptions of identified risks of injury and
reasons why the Commissioners think those risks are unreasonable. In short,

if we can be more precise in describing safety problems, perhaps offerors will

be less prone to challenge the need for a standard and more creative in finding
solutions.

Also implicit may be the need for the Commission staff to do more "front-end"
technical research to help set the stage for the standards development process.

Second, we should continue to improve the process by wliich an otferor is

selected. Admittedly, our early approaches were sometimes awkward and some-
times gave rise to considerable confusion. Since that time, we have learned
much—especially about the need to communicate more clearly and fully with
potential offerors. The selection process is working more smoothly, but this is an
area which we should continue to look into to see whether further improvements
can be made.

Third, the Commission should consider issuing guidelines for offerors on how
best to go about developing a standard. Does a committee structure work best?
If so, what should the composition of development committees be? Should there
be voting? By whom? On what issues? Is consumer input more crucial at certain
points in the development process? These are just a few of the many questions
which should be addressed.

Fourth, another issue deserving full Commission attention is our policy re-
garding contributions to an offeror's costs. Based on our experience to date. I
believe we should reassess the kind and amount of contributions the Commission
should make toward costs incurred by the offeror. I particularly want to look
more closely at the issue of whether "salaries" should be paid to consumer par-
ticipants to ensure adequate consumer participation.
A related matter conceraing Consumer's Union's recent experience as an offeror

for the power lawn mower standard also deserves Commission attention. CU
has indicated tJiat their work was so extensive that they need an additional $84,-
000 for services rendered. Further, due to the costs involved, they question
whether they can afford to undertake such an effort again. Can any consumer
group, non-profit organization or professional society afford to manage develop-
ment of a mandatory .safety standard? If not. then what precisely is or should
be the Commission's role in helping to assure that potential offerors are on some
kind of equal footing?

Fifth, I think the role the Commission plays in the actual development proc-
ess—vis-a-vis the offeror—is still evolving and needs more precise definition.
Initially, the Commission's staff was prohibited from active participation in an
offeror's conduct of the process.
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Over the past few mouths, this has changed. Staff is now permitted to more
directly and actively contribute to the process. I believe it is now appropriate for

the Commissioners to develop guidelines describing how the staff may more
actively guide the offeror's progress and when staff will report major problems
to the full Commission.

Sixth, it appears to me that many are unrealistically .pidging the speed of

standards development under Section 7. The Act's original 210-day time frame
is simply too short—given the complexity of the technical and economic concerns
which must surround every standard developed for the Commission. As a re-

sult, the Commission has extended the development time for every standard and
has asked Congress to legislate a longer statutory time period.

A sijecial concern—in addition to the time the offeror needs to do the job—is

how much evaluation time, from a technical standpoint, the Commission should
allow itself. Even if an offeror were to complete a draft standard in 100 days, tlie

Act says the Commission must decide in the remaining 60 days of the 210-day
period whether to propose the standard or stop the proceeding. Does this provide

adequate time for sound technical evaluation by CPSC? Or, should such evalua-

tion occur as the standard is being developed? Or, should it go on during the

time tlie proposed standard is out for comment? Or, what?
Despite some criticism, it .should be noted that the Commission's offeror process

is producing product safety standards faster than any other mechanism inside

or outside the government. Therefore, while we should aim to speed up the proc-

ess whenever possible, the real questions are not .so much timing, but whether
the standards developed under Section 7 will really do the job in eliminating un-

reasonable risks of injury.

In short, the Section 7 proce.ss is unique and well worth greater efforts to

make it work even better, as the Congress envisioned when the law was writ-

ten. No matter how dedicated CPSC's staff, the government simply doesn't have
a coi-ner on all the wisdom about product safety standards. If. as some suggest,

the offeror process is eliminated to "let the government do it." I believe that over
time, the ability of the public to participate in a meaningful way will be severely

—

although unintentionally—eroded.

VOLUNTARY SAFETY STANDARDS

Voluntary safety standards also warrant discussion here. Long range, what
is done or not done in this area may be a critical determinant in whether prod-

uct-related injuries are prevented in any significant degree. Clearly, voluntary

efforts in this regard should complement and be compatible with the develoit-

ment of mandatory standards. And, they should grow in importance.

I believe the Commission should allocate more staff and dollar resources to

stimulate and guide the voluntary standards effort. If the government can help

provide incentives for the private sector to eliminate product safety problems
early—in part, by developing voluntary standards—^Ave can get more mileage out

of Commission resources.

Just a few examples where constructive efforts appear to be undei-way—pos-

sibly preventing accidents without the necessity for regulatory intervention—in-

clude: bathtubs and shower stalls, hedge trimmers, high chairs, ladders, ranges

and ovens, fences and carbonated beverage bottles.

PETITIONS FROM THE PUBLIC

Section 10 of the Consumer Product Safety Act, which allows any interested

party to petition the agency to set a safety rule, is another provision which has
been criticized. It has been characterized as being unwieldy and as tying up
Commission resources on safety problems which may not be particularly serious.

I tliink this criticism threatens to close another doorway which Congress gave
the public to make the Commis.sion accountable and ignores Section lO's con-

structive role in helping the Commission to achieve its mission.

'A case in point is public playground equipment. Elaine Butwinick, a Wasliing-

ton, D.C. schoolteacher, petitioned the Commission to require safer equipment.

The Commissioners quickly granted the petition, and work is now underway on

a mandatory standard.
In short, one consumer, concerned about the serious injuries she felt children

sustained from public playground equipment, stimulate<l action by the govern-

ment. To deny the public this kind of access to the Commission would be, I think,

counterproductive.
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Furthei-more, if there are indeed problems witli the petitioning process or the

resources devoted to it, the problem is not the Section 10 language, but rather

the way that section is being implemented and managed.
It should be noted that the Commission has, in at least one instance (fondue

pots. OP 73-4), denied a petition on the grounds that it would divert resources

which should be used for more pressing product safet.v concerns. Saying this an-

other way, I do not believe the law inhibits our flexibility to deny petitions if the

result of" granting them would be an unwise use of scarce resources. However,

denying petitions for this reason means tliat a majority of the Commission

must be in fundamental agreement about Commission priorities and use of re-

sources. Thus, more effective implementation of Section 10 depends at least partly

on Commi.ssioners having an explicit role in determining CPSC's budget.

In sum. I believe the public's right to petition the Commission must be pre-

served and strengthened. Section 10, as written, is sound, responsible and enables

the public to bring to the government's attention those issues they see as im-

portant.
ENFORCEMENT OF CPSC REGULATIONS

Without strong enforcement, any Federal agency becomes nothing more than

a "paper tiger."

Relieving that the Commission must have a .strong enforcement capability if

we are to administer adequately the laws within our jurisdiction, I have two con-

cerns about its effectiveness at our agency.

First, some have been prone to criticizing the Justice Depai-tment's treatment,

of our criminal cases. It is said that Justice has not handled Commis.sion cases

expeditiously and that some cases for which we i-ecommended prosecution have

been rejected.

There may be some truth to these observations ; however, we should also look

to see if our own house has been in order.

The fact is that extensive, unnecessary delays by this agency in developing and

forwarding its cases to Justice frequently has been a decisive factor in the re-

fusal to prosecute. (Such delay is the subject of my January 27, 1976 opinion

regarding a recommendation for prosecution in a particular case. A copy of this

opinion is attached.)
However, this Subcommittee should be aware that CPSC has instituted efforts

to speed up processing of cases, that they appear to be working, and I believe

this kind of improvement can be expected to continue. Anything less than fair

and fast action by the Commission when a violation occurs is simply unaccept-

able, in my judgment.
iSecond, we should avoid any unreasonable overkill in enforcing our laws. Our

primary enforcement goal should be to get unsafe products rapidly out of the

hands of consumers and off tlie market.
We should not delay, therefore, acceptance of consent agret'ments just to linger

over some minor issue which is not critical to protecting the public.

A case in point is the Matter of Bay Area Mattress Company (Docket No.

CPSC 75-2). For over a year, the Commission delayed warning consumers about
non-complying mattresses, which may have been flammable, in order to pursue a

relatively minor issue in a formal adjudicative proceeding. The text of my March
2G, 1976 di-ssenting opinion on this issue is attaclied.

CHRONIC HAZARDS

In another area—chronic hazards—it has been suggested that the Commission
should seek to have its jurisdiction and authority repealed.

I find it difficult to understand who would benefit from such a decision. It

would compound the maze of overlapping regulatory jurisdiction—hoth con-

sumers and industry could be greatly puzzled at which government agency to

approach in product safety matters.
At this point, the Commission does not have the sophisticated research capacity

that some other agencies have developed—but I do not believe we need to have
it in-house. The private sector and other Federal agencies are creating a solid

base of research data on chronic hazards. The Commission has the authority to

gain access to such data, and has used the results of such research in the past,,

as the need arose.
I favor the Commission's retention of jurisdiction over chronic saftey hazards

associated with consumer products. I also favor improved mechanisms, as needed,,

which allow one Federal agency to act as the "lead" sponsor of research, the re-

sults of which several agencies may use.
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THE 1982 SELF-DESTRUCT PLAN

Before coneliiding', I want to direct a few comments toward the 1982 self-de-
struct plan presented to this Subcommittee and proposed in the Chairman's FY
1977 budget request.

Apparently, the plan provides that if 100 mandatory safety standards are pro-
mulgated over the next five years, the need for the agency's existence would
be eliminated, and it could die.

There is no doubt that it is excellent for any independent agency—such as the
Commission—to periodically justify its continued existence on the' basis of prog-
ress toward its central mission. Clearly, better measures need to be found to
evaluate an agency's effectiveness.
But a blithe statement that CPSC should self-destruct after having promul-

gated 100 standards which "eliminate 757© of all preventable (product-caused)
injuries" is, at best, misleading.
Mandatory standards are an important means to eliminate unreasonable risk,

but to overstate their role is shortsighted.
First, too mncli reliance on mandatory standards ignores the role human fac-

tors play in accidents. And, in many accidents, the human factor is absolutely
paramount. The Commission has estimated that approximately 83% of product-
related iniuries are at (ea^t partially human-caused. Therefore, even if the
Commission were to promulgate 100 mandatory standards, I do not believe we
could substantiate a claim that most "preventable injuries" would be eliminated.

Second, this "plan"" apparently does not consider that new consumer products
are constantly entering the marketplace. Ten years from now, the 100 standards
of today could deal with obsolete products.

Third, the "plan" also appears to assume that industry will take little volun-
tary initintive to solve important safety problems, an assumption I certainly hope
to be invalid.

Lastly, the "plan" emphasizes mandatory standards development—apparently,
at the expense, at least in p;irt. of CPSC's enforcement effort. It is inappropriate,
in my view, for the government to issue regulations it does not intend to enforce.

There is no doubt rhat mandatory standards are an important tool to eliminate
imreasonable risk—but they are not the Commission's only tool, nor should they
be. It seems shortsighted to me to put all CPSC's eggs in one basket, neglecting
the other purposes laid out in the Act—research and investigation into the causes
and prevention of product-related injuries, assistance to consumers in evaluating
the comnarative safetv of r-onsumer ])rodu('ts.

The Commission should have a balanced, fair approach to solving product
safety problems—choosing that action, or combination of actions, which will best

remedy the problem. Such action may—or may not be—a mandatory standard.

CONCLUSIOX

Let there be no mistake : I believe this agency has laid the groundwork to

resolve the nation's product safety problems.
There are many notable successes :

The way Sirrflon l.j has worked to correct almost 4 million units of potentially

unsafe products.
The way Sertion 7 has becjun to work. Despite some very real proldems—which

I believe the full Commission can help to resolve—the fact is that Section 7 can
also be termed a success. We can make it work better, to be sure, but neverthe-

less, it is now producing some standards which I hope will go far in helping to

reduce unreasonable risks of injury at a reasonable cost to consumers.
The itirreaaed xafcfi/ nirnreness among industry and consumers. Our informa-

tion and education programs are raising the level of safety con.sciousness in this

country. And not just for consumers. Industry's safety consciousness is also

clearly increasing. The growing emphasis on quality control, establishment of

systematic mechanisms for recalls, and involvement in voluntary standards are

just a few examples.
The empha!<is on piihlic participation and openness. The Consumer Product

Safety Act certainly handed us a number of opportunities in this regard, but I

believe the Commission's own policies on public involvement and openness are

luiprecedented.
In conclusion, I am optimistic that the Commission—working with industry

and consumers—can eliminate and reduce many of the unreasonable risks of

injuiy associated with consumer products.
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We have begun. Clearly, there is much left to do. We need to accelerate the
pace—we need to aim for concrete re.sults. The challenge—and the opportunit.v

—

is to use our resources carefully, to achieve our mission responsibly.
I sincerely hope that we do reduce the unreasonable risks of product-related

injuries—rapidly, at a bargain price to taxpayers and consumers. That is the
result which I hope Congress wiU use to judge the Commission's regulatory
performance and regulatory lifetime.

[The enclosures to Commissioner Franklin's statement are reprinted
as Appendix F, p. 331.]

Mr. Moss. Mr. Kiishner.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE M. KUSHNER, COMMISSIONER

]Mr. KusHXER. ^Ir. Chairman, I enjoyed reading and hearinfj Chair-
man Simpson's statement this mornino; and support the bulk of it.

There are a number of areas in which I have different views from
the Chairman. I would hope to have the opportunity as our discussion
proceeds today to make several points and would ask for the opportu-
nity to submit a statement for the record.

Mr. Moss. The record will be held at this point to receive such a
statement.

Mr. KusHXER. Thank you.
[Commissioner Kushner subsequently submitted the following

statement for the record :]

Statement of Lawrence M. Kusiixer, Comjiissioxer,
Consumer Product Safety Commission

Mr. Chairman:
I welcome the opportunity to submit for the record these comments on several

issues raised during the hearings of this Subcommittee on January 30 and Febru-
ary 19, 1976, in oversight of the Consumer Product Safety Commission. I under-
stand that these hearings were held as part of a contemplated series of such
hearings with the regulatory agencies and reflect the Subcommittee's interest in
regulatory reform. Having been enacted as recently as 1972, the Consumer Prod-
uct Safety Act must, itself, be seen as embodying a number of elements of regula-
tory reform. I would like to present my comments in this larger context.

ISSUES belated to independence

The basic concept of the independent agency is clearly one on which Congress
has strong positive views, 'j he Consumer Product Safety Commission was not
only established as an independent agency, but several features to strengthen
its independence were incorporated in the Consumer Product Safety Act. Chair-
man Simpson has commented on the ambiguous position of the independent agen-
cies on a governmental organization chart, believing that adequate checks and
balances are lacking. In my view, the accountability of this Commission is neither
lacking nor unclear. As a "trade-off" for its independence, CPSC is, rather than
being (//(aceonntaliU'. multiply accountable—to the President, through the nomi-
nation of Commissioners and his budget recommendations ; to the Congress,
through confirmation of the Commissioners, appropriation of funds and legisla-

tive oversight; and to the courts, through review of its actions. Such multiple
accoimtability may not be easy for an agency to live with but it is hardly unclear.

If a regulatory agency is to l)t» given as much independence as this agency has,

it is essential that its major policies and programs as well as its regulatory
actions be the subject of collegial body decisions. This Commission can. under
threat of sanction, impose limitations on the actions of manufacturers, distribu-

tors and retailers. These limitatirms can result in increased costs to consumers
as well as restricted choice in the mai-ketplace. These are decisions not to be
made by one individual, no matter how competent or well-intentioned, enjoyin.g

extendefi tenure in office. They should reflect a concensus based on the judgments
of individuals representing a variety of views on public policy and different areas
of specialization or expertise.
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Admittedly, the Chairman's job is made more difficult by being constrained to
act consistent with decisions of a 5-member Commission. It is my perception
that the main difficulty encountered in this respect by this Commis.sion has been
the result of lack of precision in the Consumer Product Safety Act in specifying-
tho.se functions of the Commissioners th.at would constitute establishing overall
policy guidance—in particular, the role of the Commissioners in formulatin<' the
l.udget, which is, after all, the principal reflection of policv. The Commission
has recommended an amendment to CPHA which would make it clear that
approval of budget estimates requires a vote of the full Commission. As to the
ability of a 5-member Commission to make regulatory decisions expeditiously
the Chairman's testimony that nearly all such decisions are made within two
weeks of the Commissioners receiving "briefing packages" from staff is evidence
that decision-making by the Commissioners is not a major factor in determinin'^
the rate at which CPSC has functioned.

*

Among the provisions of the CPSA which are intended to enhance the Com-
mission's independence, that permitting direct communication between Congress
and the Commis.sion on budgetary matters is surely among the mo.st important.
Chairman Simpson expressed the opinion that White House displeasure with this
provision may well underlie the unfavorable budgets being recommended by the
Administration for the Commis.sion over the next few year.s. While I can neither
confirm nor deny this. I do believe that the principle "reflected in Section 27 (k)
is fundamentally sound and that it should be possible to work out operational
procedures that will continue to give Congress the information it needs to correctly
evaluate the budgetary requirements of this Commission, yet permit the Executive
^Branch to retain those elements of confidentiality in interagency communications
that it holds to be important.

ISSUES RELATED TO PUBLIC PAKTICIPATION

xinother aspect of regulatory reform incorporated in the CPSA are its provi.sions
to bring the public into the regulatory process to a greater extent than ever before.
Section 7. the offeror process, and Section 10. requiring the Commission to act
on petitions within 1'20 days with its .subsequent decision reviewable in court, were
much discus.sed at the hearing.s. I believe they are both fundamentally sound
The offeror proce.ss has been criticized as taking too long. I ask. "Compared towhatV It is slow when compared to the timetable written into Section 7. Events

have .shown that schedule to be unrealistic if one is to provide for public input
in substance as well as in form. The offeror process is not slow as compared to
the rate at which other safety regulations are developed liv the government nor
is It slow as compared with the development of standards, even without con-
troversy, in the private sector.

The quality of the propo.sed standards being submitted to the Commis.sion by
the offerors has been called into question, the implication being that it is reason-
able to expect a finished .standard from the offeror. The result of the offeror's
efforts should not be regarded as more than a first draft. The Commission is not
bound to u-se the offeror's proposal as submitted. The Commission can and has
modified an offeror's proposed standard when it was found to be seriouslv deficient
Rut this isn't always the ca.se. In the instance of matchbooks, a totallv unexpected
useful and novel approach was stimulated by the offeror—the burn length/lnirn
time requirement. In my view, the offeror process has been neither outstandinsrlv
siiccessful nor unsuccessful in giving tlie Commission a first-draft standard
\\ hether or not one does away with, or dramaticallv alters, the process after such
a brief history is fundamentally a test of one's view of public participation in
the regulatory process. Should it be encouraged at the earliest stages of regulation
writing or should it l>e. as in the past, primarilv in respon!=e to a government-
generated proposal? I cast my vote for early and continuous participation
Are the Commission's policies for funding the offeror process the best ones' The

( ommis.sion's policv to pay travel expen.ses and per diem for consumer participants
on offeror committees has resulted in participation bv a good cross section of
consumer.s. from homemakers to engineers. The consumer participants them.«elves
Iiave not supported the idea that the Commission .should pav the equivalent of
s.Tlary m order to get consumer participation. The Commission ha« provided tech-
nical expertise to .support, the offeror's committees as needed. To provide .sper-ial
technical support to certain groups of participants could well be a disruptive
rather than a constructive measure. Technical support requested bv a full com-
riittee or subcommittee should continue to be made available bv the CommissionUn the subject of offeror costs, a flexible approach is needed. Manv industry
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Jissociations have standards-writing as one of their functions and liave trained

staff to administer tlie process. Consumer service (u-sanizations sueli as Consumers
Union and Consumers Research, although nonitrufit organizations, a^e self-

supporting with salaried scientific, technical and professional personnel, support-

ing staff, laboratories and equipment. I see no need in such cases for the Commis-
sion to give financial support beyond that associated with public participation.

Where the offeror has no resident capability to administer tlie process and has
no resources with which to obtain it. the Commission has been more generous.

A real problem in this regard has yet to be demonstrated.
On the matter of petitions, I believe that modification of Section 10 is premature

•and at this time would l)e unfounded. Since October 28. 1975. the rate of receipt

•fif petitions by the Commission has not increased perceptively. To tlie extent that

Commission management has experienced difficulty handling petitions, it would
appear to be an internal policy/management matter that can be dealt with on
that basis rather than requiring a change in the law.

THE TRANSFERKED ACTS

In my view the single most important factor in making the Commission's
day-to-day operations more complicated than tliey need to be, and less efficient

than they can be, is having to operate under the trans-ferred Acts as specified

in Section 30. The time consuming and expensive .iurisdictional battles over
cigarettes and handgun ammunition are simply highlights in a continuing series

of skirmishes on jurisdictional issues. Nearly all have involved products that are
under the .iuri.^diction of both the Federal Hazardous Substances Act and the
Consumer Product Safety Act, in particular those items that are used by both
children and adults. The issue is whether siich products must l)e regulated under
the Federal Hazardous Substances Act Toy Safety Amendments or can be regu-
lated under the Consumer Product Safety Act. In my view, the Toy Safety Amend-
ments of 1969 were a stopgap measure to deal with hazardous children's article

wliile Congress was working toward omnil)us consumer product safet.v legislation.

Congress' later, and presumable more complete, views on liow consumer product
safety should be regulated are reflected in the Consumer Product Safety Act, and
it seems to me that the Consumer Product Safety Act should be used preferentially
in all cases in which it can be justified. Clearly in light of Section 30(d). it cannot
be used for toys as one ordinarily thinks of them or for otlier articles intended
exclusively for use by children. But in those cases where the article to be regu-
lated enjoys substantial use by adults as well as by children, I believe that
regulation nnder the broader, more flexible and more comprehensive provisions
of the Consumer Product Safety Act is desiral)le and justifiable.

The fact that the Commission must administer these transferred Acts makes
it dilflcult to set up and manage a single set of priorities. Procedures under each
of the Acts are sufficiently different as to require separate sets of experts. Advisory
committees under each of the Acts show little willinaness to l>e satisfied with
resoui-ce allocation that can be perceived as downplaying the importance of the
jiarticular Act on which the Cnmmittee advises. Finally, it is difficult for the
pultlic to perceive just how the Commission operates when it must do so differently
for different kinds of products.

There is no question but tliat each of the transferred Acts may have certain
lu-ovisions that in specific circumstances may be "better" than the equivalent in
the Consumer Product Safety Act. On balance, liowever, I believe that the benefit
to the {)ublic of these deceptively attractive multiple options is far outweighed
1/y their cost in terms of administrative inefficiency.

No single action by the Congress could help improve tlie efficiency and effective-
ness of this Commission more than repealing the tran.s-ferred Acts and putting all

of the affected products nnder CPSA jurisdicticm. This need not mean the loss of
any existing regulations under these Acts. They could be reccKlified under CPSA.
This should become a goal of the Consumer Product Safety Commission and its

legislative oversight committees.

^h\ ]\Ioss. Mr. Robert Brown, our counsel.

ArPROPKIATEXESS OF CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSIOX MISSIOX

]\Ir. Brown. Chairman Simpson, as yon know tlie hearing this

mornino- is not only part of the subcommittee's oversight functions
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but it is also one of a series of hearings we are having as part of our
ongonig regulatory reform study.

Consequently, we are asking each agency that appears at these
oversight hearings to address itself to some of the broad issues of
regulatoiy reform that are now the topics of public debate as well
as questions pertaining to the particular agency.
Along this line I would like to start off by asking you how vou

view the appropriateness of your Agency's mission. I note in your
opening remarks you did address the question of abolishing some of the
other acts.

More broadly speaking, I would ask you to address yourself to the
question of your mission, how you believe it should be changed, and
M'hether you think substantial parts of it should be removed as part
01 deregulation.
Mr. Simpson. First of all, let me state that I think when you p-et into

the process of reviewing, particularly some of the older agencies, you
may find the situation where the agency has perhaps in some proo-ram
areas outlived its usefulness.

^

With respect to this agency I think the problems are real problems.
I think that the injury data supports that. I think the Congress is
absolutely correct.

On the transferred acts I am not suggesting you remove any
authority.

I am suggesting you take the identical authoritv as to product
coverage, et cetera, but just have mechanisms for tlie use of that au-
thority follow the procedures outlined in the CPSA which I think is
a better expression of the views of Congress.

In the future, if you take a look at all agencies, and, if, in the regula-
tory reform deliberations, one were to 'look toward consolidations,
I_ think it wonld certainly be rational to consider, that the product
kind of authority which we have might well be combined with the
product authority in the Bureau of Radiological Health.
As a matter of fact, on tele^asion sets, which I understand is the

principal activity of BRH, we regulate fire, shock, and other hazards,
and they regulate radiation hazard. I think that conld be combined.
I personally think an error was made at the outset in the injury
data collection operation. I believe the poison control centers are
presently part of FDA which are gatherino- injury data. We use these
data in the Poison Prevention Act and Hazardous Substances Act.
The Poison Control Center could be managed as part of the same

overnll injury collection system. Lest one thinks that is bureaucratic,
and I liave never considered myself a bureaucrat, let me go on.

1 think you miffht well consider combining automobile regulation
with the other kinds of products because we do have a variety of
overlaps, for instance, in motorcycles. If a motorcycle is a very lar^e
vehicle used on the highways it "is clearly subject^ to the jurisdiction
of NHTSxA.. If you take a very small motorcycle and you call it a
recreational vehicle it is clearly subject to our jurisdiction."
One is larger and the other smaller, but clearly we are dealing

Avith similar products. You might consider tlie automotive field.

Let _me suggest an area that I think you might want to consider
removing from the agency. That is the area where this agency deals
with chronic hazards.
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Our injury data collection system is geared to measure injuries

on a cause and effect, laceration, puncture, death, et cetera.

Yet, we do have the authority under the Hazardous Substances

Act to deal with injuries that are of a long-term nature, where the

injury only becomes apparent generally through research.

A lot of this is now exposed through OSHA activities and it

really is primarily a health problem.

I think the injury data collection system that might guide you in

the right direction 'is probably a statistical one, probably somewhat

shnilar to the center for disease control. It is that kind of area.

I have been concerned that we do not have an adequate funding level

to do the job that we should be doing in research on chronic hazarcls.

When you have near-term problems that you know are occurring in

the marketplace today I think you must divert your resources and

you pull resources from the future when you do this, future research

on long-term chronic hazards, complicated animal testing, et cetera.

I think you mio-ht well consider combining that kind of research in

one of the health agencies such as EPA, HEW, OSEIA.
You might consider combining the acute or direct cause and effect

products in this agency.

Drugs I think are peculiar enough that I think you would gain

very little from synergy, that overused word, from dealing with

drucs.
l\ir. Moss. I think we are fortunate in that the Commerce Com-

mittee has jurisdiction over each of the areas discussed by you. So

in the course of oversight the committee can look at the assignment

of responsibility within the Department of HEW, assignment to FDA,
the Auto Safety Act, its handling by the Department of Transporta-

tion and can give careful consideration to the recommendations you

are making, reserving judgment until we have heard from all others.

I would like to take this opportunity to clarify one point.

AGEXCT INDEPENDENCE

I believe that goes to your page 10 in your statement. You raise the

cpiestion of the independent nature of the Agency.
Having addressed myself to this on many, many occasions, it was

and I believe reinains the clear intent that if this is tilted any place

from its independently assigned role, it is to Congress, because you are

exercising basically the delegation from Congress which it derives

from the commerce'clause of the Constitution itself.

We do regard you as an arm more of the Congress than of the Ex-
ecutive. Weare attempting to create in this new commission a pattern

which will undoubtedly move through the recommendations, if I have

anything to do about 'it and I anticij^ate that I shall, recommenda-

tio'ns that the other so-called independent regulatory commissions be

removed, even further from identification or possible misinterpreta-

tion of their role as being that of an executive function. It is not.

On the point raised by you, the matter of representation of civil and

criminal matters, had the act reflected my original desires, that power

would have been vested in the Commission.
]\Iatters going to the Supreme Court would fall in a different cate-

gory. On all other litigation I tliink the Commission would handle it

more effective Iv itself.
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There will undoubtedly be some specific recommendations on
strengthening your independence and strengthening you on the other

issues.

Mr. Simpson. Mr. Chairman, I don't want to give the impression

by my statement that I favor one or the other.

Mr. jMoss. I gathered nothing of that nature. You asked for clarifi-

cation.

Mr. SiMPSOx. As a matter of fact, I think that my record in the last

3 years has fairly consistently demonstrated that I agree with your
interpretation.

That is my individual personal reading of the act.

I suggest that when we talk about moving things closer to the execu-

tive branch, my interpretation is that the independent agencies do fall

somewhere in between. I say to you that this agency is the most in-

dependent of the independent agencies by statute.

It is tilted closer in the budget provision, the provision that the-

Chairman of the Agency serves until his full tenure to the legislative

brancli. But I can point out some problems. That is. that all of your-

colleagues don't agree with you.

Mr. Moss. I recognize that.

Mr. Simpson. This is not without respect, but I fomid that many of
them have never read this act. I might also sa.v that some of vour
colleagues disagree with you in the vaiious committees I have dealt

with concerning this tilting toward the legislative branch.

Let me talk aliout one item, the persomiel ceiling. The President sets,

the personnel ceiling, if we liad $100 million and only had 800 ])eoDle

we would still be in a hell of a situation. So I suggest in this tilling

that if you want to improve the operations of the Agency, you should
legislatively pay attention so that it is not only independent ]mt is

independent enough and has enough resources to allow it what Dr.

Pittle is talking about, the tools to get the job done.

We are not sure whether what we have in our hands is a hammer oi-

saw ; we are not sure whether we should be pounding or cutting and
much of the problem is that way.

Also, I would suggest that in tlie tihing process toward the Congress-

that the Congress sliould pay particular attention to the accountability

function. I don't criticize the Congress because I think budget account-

ing and oversight accounting are terribly difficult processes.

The agencies will always know more about what tliey are doing.

because they work with it all the time, than you can possiblv know
because you don't have the time when you are reviewing agencies witli

this Inoad scope of yours, for instance.

I suggest that in that tilting process you also build in the mechan-
isms so that at least the question of accountability doesn't arise, at least

it does not arise as often.

For instance, it would seem to me that someone else ought to report

to someone else.

Now, I think it was Chairman Engman of the FTC in a pul^lic

speech who, when he was asked who he was to report to, I Iwlieve he-

said, "God and my conscience."

It is very difficult to report to the U.S. Congress. That is 535 people..

That is very difficidt. So, I suggest that you need plans so that you
can measure performance against plans.
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That is an element. I have outlined that. There has been a suggestion

that you may want a full-time mechanism, something like a General

Accounting Office—you may want to have a reguhuory accounting-

office.

I think perhaps it is important. At least public credibility and con-

fidence woidd not sutler and perhaps the lack of those may explain

why some of the older agencies have drifted to a point wliere they are

accused of being captured by one interest or another. There is no

natural constituency when you are in the middle of something.

NEED FOR EFFECTRT; CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT

Mr. Moss. The Congress has failed in my judgment to adequately

undertake its role in relating to tlie independent agencies it has created..

It has not done the kind of oversight job that it should.

I believe that we are now creating the mechanism here on the Hill

to handle greater budget responsibility and greater independence on

the part of the Congress, less reliance upon the Executive, than for-

merly existed.

I come from a State which for over 30 years has had a legislature

with a legislative auditor who participates on behalf of the legislature

in every step of the budgctmaking process.

When the executive budget is filed, the budget document of the

auditor is filed, and the legislature has then the benefit immediately

of the two vieAvs.

It depends probably more on the document prepared by its own
expert than it does on the one prepared by the Director of the Budget
or the State Department of Finance.

Mr. Simpson. I am from that same State. ]MaybQ it is a model we
should look to.

Mr. Moss. It is the kind of thing w^e are going to have to inove to on

the Hill if we are not going to "be gobbled up by an ever-growing

Executive, and I use that without any partisan overtones because the

plienomenon of the Executive always gra])bing for more and more is

one tliat I have observed with care for the last 40 years in both parties.

Mr. KusiiNER. May I make a couple of comments germane to the

question of our mission. It seems to me that the Commission has an
excellent mission, an ade(iuate mission, but that people tend to over-

look the fact that it is a four-part mission. Particularly in connection

Avith oversight, perhaps one finds aji overemphasis on the reguatory

aspects of the Commission.
Our comments here today have alreadv gone in that direction. But

two parts of the mission have to do with helping the Dvblic to become
better informed consumers with respect to safety and to promote re-

search and development that would be useful in this field.

I tliink that unless oversight begins to pay some attention to these

functions and being sure tliat the Commission has adequate resources

to do them, well only be directing our efforts towai'd the 15 percent

to 20 percent of the possiblv correctable or eliminatable injuries. We
will never be able to put sufficient resources in to deal with problems
such as chronic hazards, particularly those that involve the interface

between consumer products and the environment. These are long-term

studies. As long as the emphasis in oversight will be on ''How are
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you guys doing as regulators?" and funds will always be short, I

suspect that those parts of our mission will continually be overlooked.

Since there were comments on the question of accountability, in

my own mind, I strongly believe that to the extent that independent
agencies do have a tilt it is toward the Congress, since they do per-

form a legislativelike function.

Nevertheless, Congress is not a particularly efficient mechanism
for assuring accountability and it is precisely because of that, that I

think it has been necessary in the past, and desirable in the future,

to continue to think in terms of the collegial body approach to man-
aging independent regulatory agencies.

When one has agencies with the independence of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission plus the independence and tenure of its

Commissioners—the individual Commissioners as well as the Chair-

man—then it seems to me it is essential that the overall policy direc-

tion of the agency, the major thrust of its program, particularly those

specific decisions that put restrictions on businessmen, that limit the

choice of consumers, that impose obligations on everybody in the

distribution chain, and that are in effect, law- should be made on the

basis of the judgments of a group of individuals wiiose combined
consideration of the issue is likely to be such that the public can have

confidence in the quality of the decisions.

These decisions are just too important to be left to one person re-

gardless of how good that person is.

Mr. Brown. As we are going along there are a lot of issues that

are coming up that I hope we will be able to come back to.

The education function of the Commission is one, I was particularly

interested in your remarks, Chairman Simpson, about chronic and
long-term hazards and the role of the Commission in that area.

I hope that if we don't get back to that today, you may feel free

to expand your remarks for the record and the other Commissioners

also.

It will be particularly useful to the subcommittee.

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF PRODUCT SAFETY REGULATION

A number of critics of Government regulation have urged that

there be cost-benefit or risk-benefit analysis of Government regula-

tion. This often seems to be particularly a problem in the health

and safety area.

Could you address yourself to your problems in that area, particu-

larly in regard to the'usefulness of that kind of analysis to the prod-

uct safety regulation you are engaged in.

]Mr. Simpson. I thiiik we have to make sure we don't fall into a trap

from the use of buzz words like cost-benefit analysis or risk-benefits

analysis or risk-necessary indexes.

To the extent we are really talking about that, we should know the

effects of our activities; that is, the economic effects on consumers,

producers, et cetera—the effects on competition, the effects on utilitv

of the product, effect on availability of choice, et cetera.

To the extent that we are talking about the knowledge of the effects

of what we are doing, then I agree that every agency should be

required to do that, I believe that' this agency is, in fact, required to
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do that because in the Consumer Product Safety Act the findings

that we must make at least with respect to the regulations, the stand-

ards issued, while not described as risk-benefit or cost-benefit, in fact

are that.

We are required to make economic findings on the cost to con-

sumers, cost to manufacturers and producers, effect on competition,

effect on utility, and as a matter of fact, another finding as to whether
or not we considered otlier ways of getting the job done without a

standard.

I think another feature of the section 9 findings is good in that if

we fail to make one of those findings or fail to adequately make one

of those findings, then the entire technical regulation can be chal-

lenged on the basis of economics. I think that is a plus.

Now, when you say that, if an agency is going to do that with any
kind of precision that will Avithstand a credible peer review, then you
must either have data bases or be willing to fmid the collection of

data or have agreed upon predictive techniques that will allow the

agency to make the findings.

So that, when an agency first starts, I don't think you can do it.

We couldn't have done it. We have been working toward that in

measuring the level of compliance such as you saw; in measuring
rational priority settings such as you saw; in trying to predict the

effect of the regulation such as you saw. We are moving in that

direction.

But even right today, while all of our techniques, I think, with the

available information can withstand peer review, certainly they can

be picked apart.

I, for one, have not been willing and have not wanted to go up
and use emotional arguments of pain, suffering, et cetera, in the

budget process because I don't want to use statistics unless I can stand

behind them.
It is easy to ask questions. We have had those questions asked by

the budget process on how many injuries we are going to prevent,

how many injuries associated with a consumer product, how many
caused by imports, compared to domestic manufacture.

If you want the answer to that question, I am not sure I can give

it to you. I am not sure it is an important question. But it is easy

to ask questions that require an analysis of data which we didn't

have. We are weak, for example, in economics on a data basis. I think

we can probably as Avell as anybody in Washington now predict those

effects. The Consumer Product Safety Act requires us to do that.

The transferred acts do not require us to do that.

If you believe that is a desirable feature, then you will get that

feature if you abolish the transferred acts and bring the regulation

and product coverage under the CPSA.
As a matter of fact, even though we are not required to do so by

the transferred acts, we impose the obligation on ourselves to do so

because it makes good sense. T wholly agree with the need. Otherwise,

I am afraid you really get into trouble.

Mrs. Franklin. I am one who talks quite frequently in my speeches

about tlie need for better cost-benefit analysis. The reason I feel that

way is this

:

72-820 O - 76 - 5
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Let us dismiss, on the one hand, all the jargon and ^vhatever else

goes with the cost benefit and so on. The real value in this kind of

discipline is not in all the statistics and ratios that can be spun out—

a

lot of which are quite meaningless, frankly—but the real value is the

underlying framework it provides for decisionmaking. That is what
helps me as a decisionmaker.

What this kind of analysis does is force the asking of some very

key questions that any regulator in the health and safety area should
be asking.

You ask what the benefits will be. I know it is hard to quantify;

it is imjjossible to quantify what a human life or a cut arm are

worth. Those are really tough questions. But wdien you are asking

them, regardless almost of how precise the answers are, you are im-

posing that discipline.

The same is true on the other side of the equation. What is a cer-

tain regulation going to cost an industry to retool or redesign or to

change technology, and what costs are going to be passed along to

the consumer? How much does the consumer really want to pay for

this benefit 'I

That is the value of cost-benefit analysis. It really gives us a frame-
work in which to make a decision.

The final decision, as I see it, is always going to be a matter of

judgment, my judgment and the judgment of the rest of my col-

leagues. But it gives me a much better and hopefully more reasoned

basis on which to make my judgment if I have at least attempted
to answer these questions.

That, to me, is the value of cost-benefit analysis.

Forget the ratios.

Mr. Simpson. Since I heartily endorse the concept, maybe I should
also point out what I believe might be a possible trap that you might
get yourself into if you extend such a i-equirement to other agencies.

Unless you are willing to extend the requirement in such a way as

to not question the precision of the estimates too much, you must
apply something like a reasonable man test. If you don't do that, then
you tr}' to suggest precision where it does not exist either because of

inadequate data bases, inadequate predictive techniques, or inadequate
ways of deciding the cost of injury or life.

If you intend to apply precision, you are going to invite regulatory
delay because these are always very difficult decisions that are being
made.
The economic impacts are very difficult. The costs of injuries are

difficult. You can drift into a situation of paralysis by analysis. You
can always get into a si'^uation where you can gather more information.
It will cause delay if the implied precision is more than what is

possible.

I think, for instance, that if you look around Washington you might
find that the NEPA requirement, the National Environmental Policy
Act, may well be causing some regulatory delays because it is difficult

to know the effects on the environment.
We were in a situation this week at an executive session where we

were required by the act to state our standards in terms of performance
language. That is desirable because it does not lock in a design. It

provides maximum opportunity for innovation. But when you write
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standard and performance language that means you don't know liow

the manufacturer is going to meet that performance requirement, tlien

it is ahnost impossible to determine the environmental impact in

advance which you are required to do by NEPA.
In that kind of situation you must make judgment decisions.

I would urge that if you extend the requirement don't require preci-

sion that is unreasonable. In fact, I urge you to firmly state a reasonable

man test based on best available data or something.

BURDEX OF GOVERXMEXT REGULATIQX ON BUSINESS

Mr. Browx. One of the criticisms of Government regulation is that

regulation imposes a heavy burden on business. Your agency has not

been without its share of criticism in that department.

One of the requirements of your act is that your regulatory activities

were intended to be a coordinated ell'ort between both consumers and
businesses. What kind of things have you been doing to lessen burden
on business, particularly small businesses and new entrepreneurs, or

do you in fact think that your regulatory activity imposes a substantial

burden on business.

Mr. SiMPSOx. I think that the regulatory activities of the agency

impose a change generally. A change is perceived by many people as

a burden. We ne^'er like to concede that something we were doing

in the past was not adequate.

I think that to the extent that we are talking about a cost burden,

there must be an olfseting benefit. To the extent that a cost increase

is necessary, to the extent that you are providing value added through
decreased risk, then I think the cost burden is overstated and I fhink

the economists are equating costs, are equating added dollars with

increased cost. And yet burdensome it is not.

There is benefit on the other side of the ledger. If you are talking

about $1 billion a year of cost, and you can reduce the expenditure of

so many dollars, I think it is in the right balance.

The effect on small businesses always is a very difficult one. If we
get into the levels of compliance we are finding that communications
is a problem, the ability for small businesses to accommodate to reg-

ulation, where the difficulty is solely associated with size, available

capital.

If you have an industry that is subject to regulation, a very large

company or very small company, oftentimes purely as a function of

size it is more adverse to a small company than to a large one to

require testing facilities, for instance.

I previously stated that I believe the Federal Government to be

consistent in its treatment of small businesses should I'equire or should
have available an economic assistance program in the form of loans
or something to allow small businesses to accommodate to a Federal
regulation where the inconvenience or the cost is disproportional be-

cause of size.

I think there is an act to deal with something like that. I think it

should be more publicized and more money made available.

We are I'equired to consider effect on competition. In the mattress
standard most of the companies are small businesses and we didn't
know one of the consequences of the product testing on them.
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The large companies, which were multiple plants, could pool their

prototype testing. We amended that standard to allow small companies,

different ownerships, to go together and pool their testing to the extent

that the product had the same inflammability characteristics.

You do try to take it into account. There is always a problem of

communication with small businessmen. There is always a problem of

accommodation. The relative impact of $5,000 on a company with a

$100,000 sales is a lot greater than for a $1 billion corporation.

I think it is inconsistent and I don't think you can allow the smaller

companies to produce products to a lesser standard then the larger

companies.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CPSC AND DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

INIr. Brown. In your opening statement this morning and in earlier

remarks Chairman JNIoss made, the Justice Department's role in litiga-

tion involving your agency was discussed.

How satisfactory has your relationship been with the Justice De-
partment both in civil and criminal matters ?

Mr. Simpson. I don't want to get into a finger-pointing contest with

the Justice Department but let me point out that the reason I believe

that the agency should file its own cases in criminal action is because

with our low resource level we also lack the motivation that would
come about by a criminal penalty.

If you talk to a businessman, corporations pay penalties but people

who work for corporations pay criminal penalties.

It is people who go to jail.

In my personal opinion, I do not believe, I would not agree with

the societal decision made by the Congress that these particular kinds

of violation should be sanctioned by a criminal felony. However, my
job is not to question that, my job is to try to implement the act.

I have absolutely no question but what that—the possibility of going
to jail—provides a great deal of motivation. If you are going to get

that motivation somewhere along the line you can do the inspection,

you can prepare the case, you can review the statute but somewhere
along the line you have to file the case.

When we get the criminal cases and we go to the Justice Department
our level of action or the bigness of the case I suspect is relatively

small compared to most of the cases that the Justice Department
handles.

Let me take some for instances of retailers.

Suppose we had maybe 1 million retail establishments selling toys

against a toy regulation. When we make an inspection and find a

violation let us suppose that we find 1,000 units of toys that sell for

$2 apiece. That is $2,000 worth of goods involved if we seize it and
we can demonstrate it meets the test of willful, knowing, for a criminal

violation.

In equity to that individual in that case I think it is inequitable

to apply a criminal penalty. The reason why I am willing to do it is

because that case represents perhaps, if it is statistically and randomly
selected, perhaps 1,000 similar instances.

So if you believe in statistics, that 1,000 units might be 1 million

units involved in 1,000 different firms. So, our concept of motivational
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compliance is to be harsh, be inequitable in using the criminal penalty
and publicize the hell out of it.

Mr. Brown. Are they filing the cases ?

Mr. Simpson. The Justice Department has not been filing the cases.

1 am not sure that they either recognize or subscribe to what is a

very difficult concept of motivational compliance. Generally you look

at a case in equity and in equity if that is the way you are looking at

it I would not file some of them either.

But all of these cases we send over, we will give you the dates if

you would like, the number of cases, are all screened and most of them
in fact are rejected by this Commission. Every case goes through a

screening process through these five people.

We close a lot of cases. We work for consent orders in a lot of cases.

We close a lot of cases.

So, after the selected screening it goes through—I am told and I will

have to check the data but this is a note—in the last 19 months Justice

has declined 26 of 39 cases that we sent over, criminal cases.

Mr. Moss. Will you note for the record the summary of the referred

cases and the disposition of them.
Mr. Simpson. It will not be a description of the individual cases. It

is a summary. We are talking about the privacy of the individual

through discussion of the case if the case is not filed. But the summary
data we will submit.

[Data referred to appears on p. 67.]

Mr. Moss. I think it might be wise now, it is 12 :10, to break until

2 p.m.

We will not sit beyond 4 p.m., for your planning.

The subcommittee will stand adjourned until 2 p.m.

[Whereupon, at 12 :10 the subcommittee adjourned to reconvene

at 2 :00 p.m. the same day.]

[Subcommittee did not meet at 2 p.m. and stands subject to call of

the Chair.]
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The subcommittee met at 2:30 p.m., pursuant to notice, in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Buikbn<r, Hon. Anthony Toby Moffett,
presiding ( Hon. John E. Moss, Chairman )

.

Mr. Moffett. The committee will come to order.
This hearing represents a continuation of the subcommittee's study

of regulatory reform. We have been analyzing the Consumer Product
Safety Commission and will continue with that today.
As I recall, the witnesses before us. Chairman Simpson and the

other Commissioners, have had an opportunity to make opening state-

ments, so we will proceed to ask questions at this time.
I will attempt to set the stage for tlie other questions and begin

by asking you, Mr. Simpson, a question about the delay in standards
development.
The agency's plan, which you refer to on page 25 of your opening

statement, proposes that approximately lOO product safety standards
by fiscal year 1982 would eliminate about 75 percent of the correctable
risk from unsafe consumer products. In almost 3 years the Commission
has promulgated just one standard for a relatively minor hazard under
the Consumer Product Safety Act. As I understand it, there are only
seven more standards in the development stage.

"Wliat possibility is there, really and truly, of achieving 100 safety
standards by the year 1982 ?

FURTHER TESTIMONY OF HON. RICHARD 0. SIMPSON, CHAIRMAN,
U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED
BY BARBARA H. FRANKLIN, COMMISSIONER; LAWRENCE M.

KUSHNER, COMMISSIONER; R. DAVID PITTLE, COMMISSIONER;
MICHAEL A. BROWN, GENERAL COUNSEL; AND STANLEY R. PAR-
ENT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Mr. Simpson. I think, as the plan you referenced points out, part of
it will lie contingent on funding and resource levels. The levels out-
lined through 1982 in that same 7ilan are those that we feel are ade-
quate and would be necessary. There are some assumptions that go
along with the plan. Those assumptions are that the agency will work
on a priority basis, et cetera. I won't repeat them all.

(63)
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Basically the gist of the question is, we have only produced 1 stand-
ard so why should there be assurance we can produce 100 by 1982?

I am sure you are aware that I did outline, in the charts and in the
statements, that the agency has five statutes that we must deal with.
As a matter of fact, under the enabling statute the Consumer Product
Safety Act, the other four statutes are given preference.

In other words, we must look to those acts first under section 30(d),
and we must regulate under those statutes unless we can make a finding
that we lack sufficient authority in those acts.

So the Commission has been active under the other statutes. We have
bicycle regulations, fireworks regulations, baby crib regulations, and
other standards moving into effect under those statutes. We also count
those among the 100 standards.

Also, I am sure you recognize when you first start in a new area
of authority it takes time to get the procedures established and the
data started so you can begin writing standards.
The first standard under the CPSA is in a final state, that is the

swimming pool slide standard; the architectural glass standard is

essentially finished, the development of it. The technical work on the
book match standard has essentially been completed. We are now
working on a resolution of what appears to be an apparent conflict

between the language of the Consumer Product Safety Act and the
National Environmental Policy Act, NEPA. The apparent conflict

is raised because of the mandate in the Consumer Product Safety Act
to write standards in terms of performance language so you will not
stifle innovation, et cetera.

One of the requirements in the book match standard is a limit on the
burn length or burn time of the stem. This is considered to be a child
safety feature. Most of the evidence indicates the most practical way
to comply with that performance language would be through the use
of chemicals.

So we have a performance standard that says use any chemical you
want to meet this burn length requirement but NEPA says you must
evaluate the environmental consequences of using all chemicals. We
think we will be able to resolve that by writing a modified performance
standard which eliminates the use of some chemical compounds and
fire retardants.

PRESroENT's BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS

Mr. MoFFETT. You mentioned funding as being a key factor. Is it

true the President's recommendation is actually a decrease?
Mr, Simpson. It depends on how one measures dollars.

Mr. MoFFETT. How do you measure them ?

Mr, Simpson, It is a decrease in my terms. In practical spendable
dollars it represents a decrease. The President recommended $37 mil-

lion for the agency which is the same as he recommended for 1975,

1976, and 1977. As a matter of fact, in a letter from the Office of Man-
agement and Budget they recommended that same level of dollars out
to 1981.

Wliether we want to ignore it or not, there have been some manda-
tory wage increases, the cost of travel has gone up, the cost of rents

has gone up and we have a thing called inflation. So the net effect of
that is a decrease, yes.
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Mr. MoFFETT. You asked for what, 50 originally ; is that what you
wanted ?

Mr. Simpson. In the 6-year plan as outlined in the 1977 budget
estimate, it was $54.8 million.

Mr. MoFFETT. The President's recommendation is 37 ?

Mr. SiMPSOx. Yes.
Mr. MoFFEtT. It isn't close ?

Mr. Simpson. No. The President's number represents an actual

dollar decrease. In the current fiscal year we have an appropriation
of $39.6 million.

Mr. MoFFETT. Can you really make the statement "regulation

doesn't work" unless the regulatory process has been adequately funded
in the first place? Since your agency hasn't been adequately funded,
isn't it premature to say that "CPSC regulation doesn't work."

]Mr. Simpson. I think certainly if you don't have adequate funding
it is premature. I think there is no question about it, the level of fund-
ing determines an awful lot of what the agency does.

We have told the Appropriations Committee and this committee,
when 3'ou, meaning Congress, chartered the agency you gave us author-

ity over an estimated 10,000 products. You said manufacturers, dis-

tributors, retailers, and importers are covered under that jurisdiction.

We have the mandate to make sure we have compliance with the

regulations.

With the level of resources that we have just for inspection pur-

poses, as I indicated in the first part of this oversight hearing in my
testimony, we estimate that we can make a return visit to one of those

facilities in the United States, not counting all importers, who are also

covered, we can make a return visit about every century. That is about
once every hundred years with the current level of inspection resources.

So, words like level of resources for inspection purposes being inade-

quate, negative or whatever you say, the}' won't Avork. We are not

asking for a level of resources to increase the frequency of inspection

to a rate of once a year. That would be thousands upon thousands of

people, but we are asking for other legislative changes which will

allow us to leverage those resources. We have already taken a lot of

steps to try to leverage those resources.

We have utilized and trained several thousand volunteers. We call

them consumer deputies. Some have critically termed them consumer
vigilantes, but they are citizens who have volunteered to survey retail

establishments at no cost to us. They pay their own travel and every-

thing else. It has forced us into a healthy mode of trying to leverage

and get the job done.

commission's litigation authority

One of the things we have asked for again is the right to take our

cases into court. I believe the congressional theory was that the com-
pany, whatever the company may be, manufacturer, distributor, re-

tailer, importer, has the primary responsibility to test its product. It

has the primary obligation to insure compliance with the law.

The theory is when we find someone who is not, we can punish him
and then by example it will cause others to fall into line.
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Mr. MoFFETT. Is it safe to say you feel the Department of Justice
does not do as good a job as it could, or anywhere near as good a job
as it could ?

Mr. Simpson. I hate to be in the position of evaluating the Depart-
ment of Justice. They have not taken the cases I though they should
take and filed them on behalf of this agency. I recognize they are put-
ting our cases in a priority with all of tlie rest of the Government's
cases. If I were in the Department of Justice and I solely looked at
that, from their point of view, I might come out the same way.
But when I recognize that exevy inspection that w^e make is repre-

sentative of several thousand firms that we w^on't get to, where w^e find
perhaps a violation of let's say a toy regulation and the number of
units involved is 1,000 units and maybe they cost $2 apiece, so the
total violation is $2,000, then if you recognize tliat that statistically

represents perhaps 1,000 firms you know you will never get to, that
looks like $2 million to us and w^e have had a very difficult time com-
municating that philosophy to the Justice Department.

I think if we were to file our own cases we would not be filing very
many cases. We would in fact be seeking a penalty which most people
M ould agree and we w^ould agree is an overkill looking at the facts

of that individual case.

But the reason we would do that is because it would represent so

many firms that we will never get to and, I believe it is in the public
interest to do so.

Mr. MoFFETT. Do you recognize the difi'erence in how the Justice

Department is performing ?

Mr. Simpson. Yes; we recognize the difference.

Mr. MoFFETT. How much time is spent in duplication, with the time
of the Justice Department ?

Mr. Simpson. It may represent a net decrease in the amount of time
we spend, in my opinion. What we do now, as do most agencies in the

Government, we do all the legal brief work, the case preparation and
then we educate someone in the Department of Justice, bring him up on
the facts of the case, et cetera, and then he stands up in court. If we
were to go into court, we would not have the burden of educating
someone and you would be trading the educational time and cost

against the time to stand up in court, and in my best guess it will be
perhaps the same or even less effort on our part.

Mr. MoFFETT. I will yield to counsel for some questions.

Before I do, I want to comment on something you mentioned about
how you are criticized for using volunteers.

Some of the things that your agency has done I would suggest they
could do better and I want to learn more about the agency and I think
the otlier members do, too, but as far as our attempt to involve citizens,

I think it is a refreshing approach that many of us in Government
think you should do more of.

The Chair recognizes counsel.

justice department action on criminal referrals

Mr. BroW'N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Simpson, when we I'ecessed the liearing at the last session, you

had just agreed to submit for the record some statistics from the Com-
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mission on the record you have with the Justice Department in terms
of criminal referrals and the cases prosecuted.

I wonder if you could in addition submit for the record the statistics

that show tlie number of cases that have been recommended to the
Commission either by your staff in Washington or by the field and the
Commission's action on those.

Mr. SiMPSOX. Yes ; I will because all of those, as 1 mentioned, every
case before it goes to the Justice Department must pass the screening
of the five Commissioners. They do, therefore, go through a screening-

process.

We will be glad to give you the figiires on case referrals from the
field.

[The following information was received for the record :]

CRIMINAL PROSECUTION RECOMMENDATIONS BY SOURCE OF RECOMMENDATION AND ACT FOR CALENDAR
YEARS 1973-76

1973 1 (from

May 13) 1974 1975

1976 (to

Feb. 20) Total

CPSA:
AO prosecution recommendation _

BCM prosecution recommendation...
Commission referrals to Department

of Justice (DOJ)

Filing

Declined

Pending

FFA:
AO prosecution recommendation
BCM prosecution recommendation..

.

Commission referrals to Department
of J ustice

Filing

Declined

Pending

HSA:
AO prosecution recommendation
BCM prosecution recommendation... 38

Commission referrals to Department
of Justice

Filing

Declined

Pending

PPPA:«
AO prosecution recommendation..
BCM prosecution recommendation...
Commission referrals to Department

of Justice .-

Filing

Declined

Pending

35
26

'28

5

16

16 (')
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it has declined to prosecute cases you have referred, it has been highly
critical of your agency, and yet you nevertheless have asked for crimi-
nal prosecutorial authority.
Do you really think your Agency should be handling that in view

of the sharp criticism that the Government's chief criminal prosecutor
has subjected you to?

Mr. SiMPSox. Let me give you a short comment of mine and then
let our General Counsel expand on that.

My basic answer is that I think a lot of the criticism that is con-
tained in the letters from the Justice Department back to us is seated
probably in a desire for them to retain the central control of prosecu-
tions. I think some of the arguments have little merit.
One of the arguments they make is timeliness. We have been work-

ing on this and discussed last time the efforts we are going through
to get the cases submitted in a more timely fashion. As a matter of fact,

in a lot of the cases which Justice rejected, they had filed other cases
where the average length of time was about the same. Of the cases
they filed, we have generally won them : there have been guilty pleas.
Mr. Beown. Even if they have filed cases after a long period, in

a number of cases where you were criticized it was as much as a
year or longer from the time the alleged criminal violation occurred
until the time the case was referred to Justice. Don't you think that
is probably too long ?

Mr. Simpson. I do think it is too long. As a matter of fact, in our
compliance effort we are now in the position to delegate case prepara-
tion to the field, and our average time is 3 months. Our target time is

to have it less than 3 months. Before you can do that, when you have
a new agency, recognize first you must have consistency. That takes
training.

We are a new agency. We centralized and did not delegate author-
ity to the field because we didn't have the consistency : we would have
been on absolute witch hunts. We had regulations that were incon-
sistent. We had to have consistent regulations. We have been working
on that, and I think we are probably our own worst critics in that
area.

Nevertheless, I don't think the time has been unusual in the cases
that we have sent over. I think the principal argument is that we
submit what might be considered de minimus cases, small cases. To us,

although a case is small, it represents collectively a large case. If it is

small to them, let us file them then, let us file the cases. We are not
going to file a great number of cases. I think the total number that
has passed our screening and been sent over was 30 some cases. I

don't think that is a great number of cases. Let us try it if that is

the problem, and we will see. Maybe it won't work.
There are some people who believe that the motivation of a criminal

penalty is not a real one anyliow, but we need to first test that.

Let me ask General Counsel to comment.
Mr. Michael Brown. One of the comments we have when you talk

of criminal prosecution is the Federal Hazardous Substances Act has
no civil enfrocement penalty. There is no other way.
Mr. Brown. But isn't there a much easier standard of proof in that

act ? It is almost a civil type standard of proof, isn't it ?
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Mr. Michael Brown. That is one of the points. We have no civil

means of enforcing the Hazardous Substances Act. Criminally, the
Congress gave us no requirement of showing willfulness. However,
when we deal with U.S. attorneys and deal with the Consumer Affairs
Section of the Department of J ustice, they are extremely reluctant to

go forward, regardless of what standard the Congress imposed. They
are very reluctant to go forward in a criminal case unless you can
establish knowledge and willfulness.

If you look at tne correspondence and what the Justice Department
is talking about, what the attorneys call on us to do, they call on us to

reinspect on these hrms and show knowledge and willfulness and that

the conduct has continued. The penalty for this is 90 days or a $500
fine. These are not attractive penalties to the U.S. attorneys. They
don't feel it is worth their time. So we get in the box of having no
civil penalties and a standard that the criminal prosecutors don't like

to work with. We find we are not getting the action on these cases, but

we find some U.S. attorneys will file. This is the problem, we are

enforcing a national law through U.S. attorneys.

If you live in one district, we can get you. If you live in another,

we can't. If we were doing this deliberately, this committee would
probably be asking us why we were doing it.

Mr. MoFFEiT. The Cliair recognizes Mr. Collins.

DISTRIBUTION OF COMMISSION PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES

Mr. Collins. As I understand it, we will have the 5-minute rule.

I want to tell you I appreciated the opportunity to visit with you

before the hearing started, and you have a wide range of backgrounds

among the members of the Commission.
In our hearing today, we have a broad spectrum among the Con-

gressmen sitting in. I know some of them would advocate that you be

much more active.

The gentleman from Louisiana and myself are wondering perhaps

how far we should go with the provision. So it puts you in the middle

as to where you should go.

What is the size of this manpower ?

Mr. Simpson. 890 people.

Mr. Collins. How many in Washington ?

Mr. Simpson. About 60 percent.

Mr. Collins. Why is that ?

Mr. Simpson. It is because of tlie task you gave us. We have a

responsibility to maintain a national injury information clearing-

house. That is best done out of Washington, and we have gathered

data from hospitals by computer. We have an administrative func-

tion, we cover the technical disciplines. If you look at the products

subject to our jurisdiction, we deal with the engineering sciences and

physical sciences, there are chemists, et cetera.

in the field offices, the main functions relate to those things asso-

ciated with inspection, that is, we have again the assignment to insure

compliance with the regulations and about 70 percent, 70 to 75 per-

cent of the time of those people in the field, is spent in inspecting

facilities. The balance of the time is injury investigation. That is to

find out what is happening with products which is preliminary to

determine what you should do and how to do it.
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Mr. Collins. You could just as well have your central office in New
York or Boston ?

Mr. Simpson. Yes ; the statute says a principal office established some
place. If 1 stayed on i would move it to San Francisco.
Mr. Collins. Which would be better than Washington. I think we

have too much bureaucracy in the system here. 1 wish we could estab-

lish in diHerent connnunities.
Mr. Simpson. 1 am a little facetious. The authority is to establish

the office anywhere m the country, but i do believe headquarters should
be in Washington, D.C.
Mr. Collins. 1 think we tend to get a little overly bureaucratic as

we sit here dealing with bureaucrats.

REPORTING requirements

Mr. Simpson. That may be true.

Mr. Collins. How many total reports do you have w^orking right
now, how many pages are in those reports, and how often do you review
your reports?

Mr. Simpson. Reports of what ?

Mr. Collins. My goodness, 1 hope you are so good you can ask of

what. I ran into a company in my hometown with 450 reports they
have to file with Government agencies. I wondered if you were one of

the agencies requiring reports from businesses ?

Mr. Simpson. Reports to us ?

Mr. Collins. You or anybody else. Are you an agency that does not
require reports ?

Mr. Simpson. Xo ; we require reports because Congress laid the re-

quirements on and we administer the act. One of the required reports

applies to all the manufacturers, retailers, distributors, and importers

in the United States subject to our jurisdiction, that is conservatively

probably 2 million firms. Those companies must report to us under
section 15 of the Consumer Product Safety Act. They must report to

us if they have knowledge of one of their products that either fails to

meet an applicable standard or has a defect that could create a sub-

stantial product hazard, they must tell us immediately. They must tell

on themselves.

Mr. Collins. You put the burden on the company ?

Mr. Simpson. You did ; Congress did.

Mr. Collins. Could I have a list? Could we ask unanimous con-

sent that we could have this inserted in the record? Are there several

of these reports?
Mr. Simpson. We don't ask companies to report to us annually, no.

Mr. Collins. You have the one report ; it is the responsibility of the

company.
Mr. Simpson. It is not routine, we have some especially required but

no routine annual report of anything, other than the continued re-

porting requirements in the enabling statute, that is defect reporting.

Then we have on request, for instance, we have subpenaed data, injury

data, for instance, in television sets.

Mr. Collins. See if I am right on tliis. There is no annual report, no
quarterly report, no month! v report, but one report expected of any
industrv in America, thev have the burden of telling you if there is

something faulty or accident prone ?
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Mr. StMPSON. I believe that is correct.

Mr. Collins. It is their responsibility.

Mr. Simpson. The general responsibility is on the affected company
that is covered by the regulation to test and to know the status of his

products and then to certify

Mr. Collins. Suppose they do not notify you and yet^ you heard

they made some kind of equipment you use on the lawn for clipping

or something, it was a dangerous item, but they never notified you.

What happens then {

Mr. Simpson. We are back under section 15. That is the general re-

porting requirement the Congress imposed, the requirement on the

company is to report immediately to us when they have knowledge that

reasonably supports the conclusion that the defect could be a substan-

tial product hazard.
Now, that is more than an isolated instance, but a reasonable man

test applies. If the company has that knowledge and fails to report to

us, they can trigger fairly heavy penalties under the law.

Mr. Collins. Criminal penalties?

Mr. Simpson. No ; civil and criminal.

]Mr. Collins. You have not invoked any yet ?

Mr. Simpson. No ; not under that reporting provision. We have had
a number of cases, though.

Mr. PiTTLE. I would like to point out in the 2^2 years we have been

in business, of all those firms we have received only 350 of these reports.

It is not the hundreds of thousands of reports you may have heard

about.

Mr. MoFFETT. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New Jersey,

Mr. Maguire.
"offeror" process

]VIr. ^Maguire. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
Chairman Simpson, in the offeror process, does the offeror have a

stronger influence on the standard setting process than other partici-

pants ?

Mr. Simpson. In my judgment, yes, but it varies a little from offeror

to offeror. It depends on how they manage the process and how they

make decisions. Some make decisions on, let's say, a provision by

majority vote. So if the offeror is simply the manager, then the par-

ticipants control that. In most of them the offeror has the authority

under ours to resolve disputes, resolve differences and present to us

his recommended standard but we also require him to submit all

minority views, all arguments and how he resolved those. As a prac-

tical matter, in most cases if he wislies to exercise it, he has quite a lot

of influence.

Mr. Maguire. But that varies depending on the offeror and the

committee ?

Mr. Simpson. Yes, and how they conduct themselves.

Mr. Maguire. Do you issue any guidelines as to which of those

various models may be pursued in the actual operation of that offeror

and the committee ?

Mr. Simpson. We have not issued guidelines per se at the outset.

We purposely did not issue them because this offeror provision is a

new one and we felt somewhat experimental, so we allowed the offeror
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to put forward in his proposal how he proposed to go about it and we
knew in advance how the}- proposed to move it forward and there

have been several variations of that.

Mr. Maguire. Do you know" in advance what the composition of the

committee will be ?

Mr. SiMPSOX. Yes.

Mr. Maguire. You do not grant approval for the offeror to proceed
until you know the makeup of the conmiittee ?

Mr. Simpson. We do not in all cases know the individuals' names,
but we know the organizations they represent. We do in all cases know
that.

Mr. IVIaguire. What standard do you apply at that point as to the

presence of consumers in that committee ?

Mr. Simpson. We have always insisted that consumers be represented

on all the committees, and I think it has been one-third as a minimum
on all committees. It has been a part of all the offers we accepted, it is a

contractual thing.

Mr. Maguire. By and large in general you would say the offeror has
more influence than, say, other members of the committee?
Mr. Simpson. Sometimes the offeror is a consumer organization.

The Underwriters Laboratories is the current offeror on the television

standard but does not vote in the process. They use the majority rule.

In fact, UL, as a matter of fact, on one of the provisions put in a dis-

senting opinion on one of the provisions, an organizational dissenting

opinion.

funding of consumer participants in offeror process

Mr. Maguire. Let's pursue this Consumers Union thing for a mo-
ment. I have read a letter which indicates that they have very serious

questions in their minds as to whether or not they will ever be able to

do this again, which raises a number of questions about financing

adequacy, about whether or not the process is working as intended,

whether you think the process is working as it was intended.^ Commis-
sioner Pittle has some comments on this. I wonder if we could talk

about that for a minute.
Mr. Simpson. I personally don't think it is working very well, and

I think section 7 needs to be amended in several ways to retain what I

believe to be the key feature, which is mandatory public j^articipation,

mandatory and meaningful public participation and yet still allow the

managers of the process to move forward fairly smoothly.
I have outlined those amendments and agreed to send them, to Con-

gressman Moss. I think they have probably already been transmitted
in writing. So I have put my views on the record in the previous hear-
ing. I would be glad to do it again, but maybe it would be more fair to

let some of the other Commissioners give you their views.

Mr. Maguire. Commissioner Pittle.

Mr. Pittle. I also submitted a statement in the previous hearing.

Mr. Maguire. I read that and wondered if you could comment more
specifically on wliat would be financial adequacy.
Mr. Pittle. In terms of dollars, if we retain section 7 as written,

I think this agency needs a lot more dollars to support nonindustry
groups to act as offerors. As I indicated previously ASTM, the Ameri-

1 The Consumers Union letter is reprinted in Appendix G, p. 341.
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can Society for Testing Materials, has stated if they ever get involved
again tney want every penny paid by tne Government. Section 7 has
a reciuirenient that an segments of the public be allowed to participatem dev_eIoping all aspects of the standards. I have to agree with Chair-man Simpson that we have to retain the participation of the various
segments of the public, particularly the consumer side to analyze and
develop the standard.

I personally have come to the conclusion after four or five of these
proceedings tnat probably the best person to manage this would prob-
ably be the Consumer Product Safety Commission itself. I think
the Commission can move a standard along more rapidly than outside
offeroi-s and yet still retain the important benefit of public participa-

Mr. Maguire. Dispense with the offeror process ?

Mr. PiTTLE. Xot exactly. The change I would advocate is that
instead of having an outside group be the manager of the process,
the Commission should act as the manager of the process. However,
the Conmiission should continue to be required to have all interests of
the public adequately represented around the table to write the
standard.

Mr. Simpson. I think that is essentially my position, too.
Mr. Maguire. Does that solve the financial problem in any way?
Mr. Simpson. No, but I think it lays the burden back on the agency

who will have to fund it anyhow and you still have the problem of
funding participation. We have in fact funded participation in terms
of travel and expenses, and there is still an open question whether
we should fund salaries of i^articipants.

Mr. Maguire. How do you decide what kind of payment is justified,
who determines that ?

Mr. Simpson. The Commissioners by a majority vote.
Mr. Maguire. In each case ?

Mr. Simpson. Yes.
Mr. Maguire. I picked up the notion from a letter from the National

Consumers League that you are talking about a $30,000 figure as
sort of the standard or beginning point for most proceedings.^
Mr. Simpson. It is too early to tell that, the original going in for

Consumers Union was close to $100,000. We granted an extension
in addition to almost $100,000. It can vary greatly.

Mr. Maguire. I have additional questions and will be glad to
return.

Mr. MoFFETT. The gentleman's time has expired.
Commissioner Franklin or Commissioner Kushner, did you want

to resi^ond to that question ?

Mr. Kushner. I want to make sure the record reflected a view
different than those presented by Chairman Simpson and Commis-
sioner Pittle.

I think one must separate the question of whether or not financial

support for offerors under the present circumstances is satisfactory

from the fundamental question of whether or not the offeror process is

basically a sound process. It is mv strong opinion that the record

of ar>hievements so far under the offeror process is substantial.

I don't see the need for consideration of fundamental change in the

process at this time. We have had a diversity of offerors. We have had

1 The National Consumers League letter is reprinted in appendix G, p. 341.
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varying degrees of success in terms of the development of standards
by the olierors, success in terms of the amounts of work that the
Commission might have subsequently had to do to the proposal from
the ott'eror.

Mr. MoFFETT. Are you addressing the contention that Commissioner
Pittle made that we are probably moving toward a point where
nonindustry groups would not have a significant role to play ?

Mr. KusHNER. What I am really talking to is the notion that the
Commission should serve as the offeror, should perform the function
of the offeror in all cases. I think that our experience would not
justify making such a dramatic change at this time.
Mr. MoFFETT. Commissioner Franklin ?

Mrs. Franklin. I have two points I want to make with respect to
this whole offeror process and how it works.

First of all, I think the idea of that kind of a way of setting stand-
ards, meaning that the burden for the producing of the standard
under the auspices of the Commission is on the private sector, is a
unique idea for government. I happen to think it is a good idea because
it guarantees the kinds of public participation on all sides of all inter-

ests that we want. I am not willing to let it go, and I am not willing
at this point to say that the Commission should be the offeror. I am
not willing to say that this process does not work. I think it is a good
process. I think what we need to do is to tighten up the way we have
implemented it.

I think Mr. Maguire's thought about guidelines as to how this

process might better work is a very good idea. We know how the

process has been working. I think we see where the bugs are. So,

now would be a good time for us to tighten up the managements of

it and to get it working perhaps a bit more expeditiously. In sum-
mary, I think the process is a good idea because it requires public

participation in a way we have never had in government before. I

don't think we can consider that government has all wisdom on all

subjects.

Second, with respect to the whole financial question, I do consider

this to be a rather thorny issue. I am on record in the NCL case that

you referred to as being one who was not at that point willing to pay
salaries for consumer representation. However, I said in my opinion

at that time that it is going to be an open question for me because I

don't know whether the process will work out without some additional

financial subsidy so that we are sure we have the consumer interest

represented.

My reason at the time for not opening the floodgates of funds was

that once you open them you can't really shut them down. I thought

since it was a new process we should see how it works and then

decide what to do.

Mr. MoFFETT. You are talking about the per diem question?

Mrs. Franklin. The consumer salary question that NCL had specifi-

cally raised. Consumers Union, I think, is raising a slightly different

set of issues. Perhaps it is time once again for us to take a look at that

whole financial situation with respect to how we deal with offerors.

Perhaps we need a policv on the subject.

I would not like to see us. because of the wav we are implementing

the process, excluding some .qrroups. That i^ rather unfair, and I think

now is the time for us to look at the whole issue again.
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Again what I am saying here is that I think the offeror process,
the way the law is written, is a very unique and a good thing, and
I am not willing to let it go.

Mr. MoFFETT. I am going to ask you to bear with us, we do have
a vote, if I am not mistaken, on a very important resolution. So the
Chair would ask the members to try and return here as soon as
possible after voting.

Until that time the committee will stand in recess.

[Brief recess.]

Mr. MoFFETT. The hearing will come to order.
When we recessed the Chair was about to recognize the gentleman

from Louisiana, Mr. Moore, for 5 minutes.

CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW OF COMMISSION RULES

Mr, Moore. I thank you.
Mr. Chairman, if I ma}', I would like to ask several questions—and

anyone else feel free to comment. You are aware, I am sure, of section

15 of H.R. 6844, the Consumer Product Safety Commission Improve-
ment Act of 1975, which is currently in conference with the Senate.

Section 15 calls for congressional review of the Commission's rules and
regulations.

What is the position of the Commission with respect to section 15,

the so-called Butler amendment ?

Mr. Simpson. The Commission has not taken a position on the

Butler amendment because it was introduced on the floor, I think,

and not subject to the hearing we went through. So, I can only give

a personal opinion on it and the others could give theirs.

I am in basic sympathy with the concept behind the Butler amend-
ment which allows someone who has been injured by an action of the

Commission to be able to easily seek compensation for that.

This is the review process, the Butler amendment.
Mr. Moore. Right.

Mr. Simpson. Even on that one I am in basic sympathy with that

because, if we have an independent agency—again it goes back to

independent versus Cabinet' agency—if you have an indejiendent

agency like this, the agency is tilted closer to being part of the legisla-

tive branch than the executive branch by law.

Then the concept behind that is one of accountability or checks

and balances by the legislative branch on this agency which in theory

it is close to being part of.

Even having sympathy with it. I don't think it would work. I think

if we submitted all our standards and rules, it would almost be an

impossible task for the Congress to again 2:0 through the same process

we do. If you wanted to do that, you could almost abolish the middle-

nian—that is, the Commission—abolish the middleman and do it at the

outset. lam afraid it would tie us all down and simply not work.

Mr. MooRE. Are you aware that many independent agencies and ad-

ministrative denfivVments are already subject to this provision and it

seems to work? This is not the first time it has been tried. The con-

cept implements a 30-dav waitinp- period from the time vou propose

a rule or regulation, and during that time Congress would be able to

veto the rep-ulation. If it did not, your agency would go on with the

regulatory change.
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Mr. Simpson. I have sympathy because they are independent agen-

cies, but 1 question tiie whole concept of independent agencies.

Mr. MooRE. I do, too, but we have one here.

Mr. Simpson. To the extent you have that, I would prefer to state

a better plan for the agency. You have already imposed requirements

by statute on us to do economic impact studies. We can be challenged

by the courts if we fail to do them or do them inadequately. I believe

the procedural checks and balances are there. I think for us to submit
a standard to you—take the standard on television sets or rotary powder

motors, or any of them—you are talking about a thick, complex docu-

ment and I doubt in 30 days you would be able to do much of a job to it.

The second thing I believe is that it would be almost a basic incon-

sistency in the law in that when you created the Commission the Con-
gress stated and went to great pains to create an agency independent

and removed as far as possible from political influence and control,

and I think in the time that you would have in the 30 days, you are

back into the political influence and control. I don't think it is bad,

but I think there is an inconsistency in it.

I think you would look at your constituency, and if we had proposed

a regulation on bicycles ancl they w^ere produced principally in your

State, you might have a lot of pressure on you.

Mr. Moore. Do you see any validity to the thought that has occurred

to me with respect to the Butler amendment working to your advan-

tage? If this procedure existed and if, within 30 days, neither House
executed a process to veto your regulation, that inaction would fortify

your position in implementing the new regulation ? By failing to reject

a new regulation, would Congress not be giving its support to your

action and lessen criticism of it ?

Mr. Simpson. You mean in court ?

Mr. Moore. I am thinking of the public criticism you get and the

hesitancy you have in following your regulation.

You could say Congress indirectly approved it as well as approved

its implementation.
Mr. Simpson. I think it might have some effect in that area. I think

we probably have sufficient authority under our statute and I don't

know that 'we have had that much criticism on the content of the

regulations.

Mr. MooRE. The Commission, as I understand it, has not taken an

official position for or against this provision.

Mr. Simpson. We have not.

litigation authority and INDEPENDENCE

Mr. Moore. I was listening to the comments of the Commission's

General Counsel concerning the separate suit powers the Commissioan

does not have and you seek. In other words, you propose to reject going

through the Justice Department. Instead, you wish to have your own
prosecuting agency. This worries me because once again we are deal-

ing with the independent agency situation and the question of to

whom an independent agency must answer. I don't think anybody is

independent.
When we created this Federal Government we specified that the

Supreme Court answers to the Constitution and to us by virtue of

congressional impeachment powers. We answer to our voters back
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home. The President answers also to the voters back home. It is the
job of the President of the United States to administer the laws of
the United States and he does so through one of his assistants, the
Attorney General of the United States.

I wonder if w^e are not adding to the complexity and confusion in-
volving the governmental process of this country through the pro-
liferation and additional creation of new prosecuting agencies not
responsible to the Attorney General, or the President, or the Congress,
or the Supreme Court of the United States.
Mr. Simpson. There is that danger and I think you would in fact

have another agency going into court. But we are t"alking of perhaps
a total of 20 or 30 cases. Maybe you could limit it to 20 cases a year.
Conceptually I have a problem with it the same as I have a problem

conceptually with the independent agencies and checks and balances,
when you structure such an agency and make it judge, jury, and police-
man. But when you say we already have it, and given the authority
and resources you have given us, if you disregard the conceptual prob-
lem, I believe we would have a higher level of compliance if we took
the cases all the way through.
Mr. MooRE. I command you on your forthrightness and honesty.

However, on the second point there was a comment I would like to
bring to your attention made by an Assistant U.S. Attorney, Mr. Joe
Sims. He pointed out that the problem was not so much with his agency,
but in many cases the tardiness of yours in getting cases to him.
Do you agree that has been a problem in the cases the Attorney

General has failed to prosecute ?

Mr. Simpson. I think it has been a problem. We are working on it

but I think it is primarily an excuse for an Attorney General who does
not want another agency to go into court.

Mr. MoFFETT. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair recognizes counsel.

COMMISSION' ENFOKCEMENT RESOURCES

Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Simpson, in ;70ur opening statement that you delivered

at the earlier session of this hearing, you alluded to the tremendous
size of the cornpliance problem your agency faces and the small num-
ber of inspections that you are able to do. In terms of enforcement,
what do you estimate is the size of the enforcement problem, that is,

the probable number of violations as compared to the capabilities of
the Commission to bring enforcement proceedings ?

Mr. Simpson. It is difficult to answer that in the abstract, but if I
could refer you to one of the charts—I could put the chart back up,
perhaps—chart No. 11. That indicates some compliance programs
where we have taken some samples, had inspections against some regu-
lations and you will see the level of compliance rates of firms inspected
run from 97-percent down to 54-percent compliance.

I can't answer in general because I don't have the resources to do
a statistically valid sample to have been able to answer it in general.
So I can answer only with some specifics.

For instance, in mattresses we have a 57-percent compliance rate
where we inspected 350 firms. Of the 350 firms, 151 were in violation
of the regulation and that is a problem. It is going to be a continual
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problem because the industry is made up of a number of very small
companies spread around the country. We are increasing communi-
cation to try to let them know what the levels are. We have held com-
pliance seminars, we have worked with suppliers, had direct mailings
to them. But we are going to have to do a little more.
Perhaps criminal prosecutions might do something although I doubt

it in those cases because the concept of motivation by example wouldn't
work primarily because I don't think these companies would know that
the prosecution was there.

Mr. Brown. What I am really driving at is more your enforcement
capabilities than the compliance problem.

Let me ask the question this way. In a specific enforcement proceed-
ing how would you weigh the capability of your agency in terms of
legal expertise and technical expertise against the resources of the
regulated industries? You might want to comment on the usefulness
of the NEISS system.

Mr. Simpson. I think the injury data that we have is probably supe-
rior to most of those in the regulated industries, and I think they are
using our data. It is very much of a plus. We find industries coming
in and getting copies of the regulations. That is a plus.

I think with regard to technical expertise, we will always be over-
whelmed on the technical expertise with 900 people compared to

several million.

What we have tried to do is build a group of generalists who can
understand the problems. We use consultants and universities to help
in that. I don't feel we are technically overwhelmed but there is a
problem and will continue to be.

EFFECT or "openness" POLICY ON ENFORCEMENT

Mr. Brown. There is some talk that your openness policy has some
effect on your enforcement and regulatory capabilities. I Iviiow in the

past you have on occasion made available to the public under the Free-
dom of Information Act internal memorandums prej)ared by staff,

often including legal analyses that have been prepared to assist the
Commissioners in evaluating cases.

In at least one instance, one of those memorandums was attached to

the plaintiff's complaint and cited against the Commission.^
Do you think this aspect of your openness policy undercuts your en-

forcement and regulatory efforts and really gives private sector attor-

neys an advantage over your attorneys ?

Mr, Simpson. It can, but I don't think so. We are split in the Com-
mission on that. I personally don't believe it undercuts it. I think it

strengthens the enforcement capability. I am convinced private in-

dustry is as smart as we are and can read the statute as well as we can,

so the enforcement strategies available to us are relatively limited.

I think if we go up front and release the strategy and then prosecute,

it strengthens rather than weakens the case. I believe that. So I am in

favor of releasing the strategies.

]Mr. Brown. I think Commissioner Franklin has a comment.
Mrs. Franklin. My view on that whole issue with respect to open-

ness and the release of memorandums that do divulge our legal strat-

1 Committee for Hand Gun Control, Inc. v. CPSC, 388 F. Supp. 216 (D.D.C. 1974).
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egies is this. If I had voted for a regulation that I think is in the
public interest, if there has been a violation of that regulation found
by our staff, and I think we should proceed in whatever the appropri-
ate direction is—whether with prosecution through the courts or what-
ever—then I do not think it is in the public interest to release our legal
game plan to the other side. Period.
That is where openness, to me, stops. I just don't think that makes

any sense if I am serious about protecting the public with that regula-
tion.

So, therefore, I do not vote to release our legal strategy memoran-
dums.
Mr. Simpson. Three to two voted to release it.

Mr. Brown. That vote sometimes changes, doesn't it ?

Mr. Simpson. I don't think it changes on the legal strategy memos.
Excuse me, maybe this is the swing vote.

Mr. KusHNER. With respect to my own view on this, I am inclined
to be willing to release so-called legal strategy documents provided we
aren't already in litigation. I think that was the one case in which I
departed from what was generally a policy of releasing
Mr. BR0^\^^. ^Vliat case was that ? Was that the Pactra case ?

Mr. KusHNER. I am not certain of it. [Dr. Kushner subsequently ad-
vised the subcommittee that the case was Pactra.'\

EFFECT OF OPENNESS" POLICY ON ADVICE COMMISSIONERS RECEIVE

Mr. Brown. One side of this issue is whether the openness gives an
unfair advantage to the private party attorneys. The other side is

whether it undercuts the advice that the Commissioners are getting
themselves. For example, if every attorney in the agency knows that
the legal memorandums that he is w^-iting are going to be released to the
public, maybe he is not going to give quite the kind of frank, candid
advice you really need.

I would like you to comment on that. Chairman Simpson, and per-
haps one way of seeing if this is really a problem is to consider whether
your General Counsel ever gets telephone calls from Commissioners
after they have read the legal memorandums asking for the real story
and what is going on in this case.

Mr. Simpson. I would be pleased to hear his comment on that. As
the outgoing chairman, he should not worry too much.

In my personal opinion, it does not undercut it. We have discussed
this thing with our General Counsel and compliance staff. I am not
aware of any inhibitions. I know it is unusual, but I am not aware
of any inhibitions caused in the staff. Strategies have still come up. I
voted in the majority to refuse to release the strategy on aluminum
wire because the briefing packages we asked for were adversary pack-
ages. We released them all at once prior to litigation.
Again, I am not aware of any case that has turned on the release of

such information, although I know they have been cited.

Mr. PiTTLE. This is not an easy issue. It just does not present itself
every time so that it is obviously one way or the other. The test I use
before I vote whether or not to' release material is to look first to the
law to be sure I am not required to release it.
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With respect to factual material, we are generally required to release

it. With respect to material where the decision to release is discretion-

ary, the test I use is whether or not this will protect the public. If our
legal counsel or any of our technical advisers want to express their

personal opinions about a particular strategy or a case and they are
simply telling us how to prepare the best possible case, I don't vote
to release the material merely to have CPSC known as the most open
agency in town. I want to know if we are doing the best job. If I be-

lieve the release of that will reduce our eflectiveness, I won't give it out.

Mr. MoFFETT. Mr. Collins.

Mr. Collins. I appreciate very much what the counsel was saying.

I have a strong opinion of that. You turn over all your documents, and
you won't get much input. We are carried away in this country about
revealing everything, and you need a frank and candid expression, but
many times in being too candid, the sources no longer will be frank
with you. And in a consumer protection situation, you need frank
input.

This is a key issue. I see it 3 to 2. Those voting for retaining con-

fidence, some of us agree with you.

REGULATION OF FLAMMABILITY OF SLEEPWEAR

I want to go into this sleepwear; it is a specific field I know nothing
about, but the whole idea j ust struck me wrong.
We had how many suppliers before, and how many do we have now

that we have set up this impregnating cloth on sleepwear ? How many
made the cloth before, and how many make it now ? Have we had any-

body drop out of the fabric business ?

Mr. Simpson. If so, I am not aware of that. The sleepwear standard
is a performance standard and can be met by a chemical on the natural

fiber, like cotton, or it can be met by synthetics with an inherent chem-
ical. Both are being used. Some have switched to accommodate that to

the synthetic fibers as opposed to the cotton fibers, but both are in the

market today.

Mr. Collins. I understand this when it came in, it eliminated some
from the market.
Mr. Simpson. I think the total amount of sleepwear sold is probably

about the same.
Mr. Collins. But we are eliminating small people, and eliminating

others ?

Mr. Simpson. I don't know that there are any small producers of the

fabric itself.

Mr. Collins. What happened to the price of the fabric from a
rough unfinished fabric until we put in a specially produced fabric?

Mr. Simpson. If you are talking of synthetics, many are new, so I

am not able to tell you what happens with the change. My understand-
ing is they were comparable to the increased cost associated with cot-

ton. On that the original cost estimate was done by the Commerce De-
partment. I was involved in that and, as a matter of fact, I went out-

side and had Ernst & Ernst, the national accounting firm, do a cost

estimate, and I had every element of cost asociated from the raw fiber

to any added processing, the new equipment, increased weight, and in-

creased insurance.
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It turned out in their estimate the cost was less than 25 cents per

garment. That is a yard and a half per garment.
Mr. Collins. That is the way tliey went in estimating. Could you

have someone verify what it cost before, and what the selling price

is right now ?

Mr. SiMPSOx. I am talking cost, not selling price.

Mr. Collins. That is right, but it is the selling price from the

wholesaler to the store, I assume. What cost are you talking about?

Mr. Simpson. The added cost to a pair of pajamas associated with

the standard, assuming the added cost to the producer of the fabric

and all the way through the retail chain. If eveiybody added their

cost on and, as a matter of fact, in that cost study, if they added on
the profit to the added cost equal to their added profit in the chain,

the total buildup was about 25 cents.

Mr. Collins. Just come to the total cost of the final garment when
it got out at the end of the line.

Mr. Simpson. That is about 25 cents per garment.

Mr. Collins. Say it cost $2.50, it went to $2.75 ?

Mr. Simpson. If you are talking price, the cost in the market went

up about $1 per garment. The percentage varied on the garment:

some were $5 and went to $6 ; some were $3 and went to $4.

Mr. Collins. That is quite an increase, a 25-cent cost and $1 in retail.

Mr. Simpson. That is the estimate.

Mr. Collins. Many times in business or anything else, that Ernst

& Ernst is a great accounting firm, but they base their estimates on

projected figures, but what actually happens is what is important.

Mr. Simpson. What happened during that same period of time

when the standard went into effect is that the cost of raw cotton went

up so much that it swamped the overall cost of increase due to the

flammability requirement. We had a shortage of cotton and the overall

raw cotton price went up and overwhelmed it.

Mr. Collins. I would ask unanimous consent that we have that

direct information as to the cost—I withdraw that about price, I want

the true cost.

Mr. Simpson. It is in a document in the Commerce Department

files and is about 5 years old.

Mr. MoFFETT. Would you provide it to the committee ?

Mr. Simpson. We would be glad to.

Mr. MoFTETT. It is so ordered.

[The following document was received for the record:]
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Washington, D,C. 20230

March 19. 19 70

MEMORANDUM TO: Flammable Fabrics Act File

SUBJECT: Visit to Rock Hill Printing and Finishing Company
(division of M. Lowenstein & Sons)

NOTE: ^Th e cost data in thi s menorand iim wa s "iven a nd received
in~conf ideiice and should be treated as sTTcli

,

Bill Segall and I visited this facility on March 17, 1970. We
discussed the processes that materials follow that are affected by the
fire retardance treatment.

1. Napping -- this process is the same although some added tensile
testing is required due to the fact that both napping and the FR treat-
ment tend to reduce strength. Care is needed to insure a usable strength
after the napping operation.

2. Printing -- there is some limitation on colors that can be used
(inexpensive pigment prints cannot be used) and there is an absorbency
requirement that must be met to allow the fire retardant chemicals to

penetrate.

3. There is a PH check made before the FR bath. The CIBA process
needs a PH less than seven to apply the FR chemicals,

4. This plant has acquired a simple electronic device (Aquatech)
which measures the amount of FR chemicals applied at the padding station.

5. After the FR chemicals are applied, they are poljmierized in a

high-temperature curing process.

6. The material is then run through a washing process to remove
unreacted materials and to restore proper "handle" to the cloth.

7. The plant, in cooperation with Sears, employs a marking system,

unusual for them, to identify a completed garment back to the source roll.

8. This plant also maintains a distinction between FR prints and

non-treated prints. A design produced as a FR material cannot be used on

a non-FR process,

9. The plant checks fairly extensively every roll (2000 yards) and

a simple test (match test) is performed every piece (60-100 yards). The

laboratory at their Lyman plant acts as a check on Rock Hill by duplicating
the 2000 yd. tests. Also the cutter applies a match test to every piece.

I..
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10, They have had no failures of the flame test during the previous

six months at least. The process appears to be under control.

We discussed the subject of costs of the FR process in some detail

with Messrs. Lund, Reese and Grier. The Lowenstein Fabrics operation is

divided into what they term three divisions -- Weaving, Finishing, Sales,

We were given the following cost information:

Cray goods are received from the Weaving Division at a cost to Rock

Hill of 30(?/yard.

Rock Hill prints and finishes non-FR-treated goods and sells them to

the Sales Division for 38-40(?/yard,

Rock Hill prints and finishes FR-treated goods and sells to Sales

Division at 58c/yard, The 18-20c/yard difference includes the Rock Hill

Division profit.

We were given the following breakdown of the 18-20c add-on:

Q.C, costs 2-3c/yard
*FR chemicals 9 .25-9 . 75c/yard

Added finishing costs 6,75-7,25c:/yard

18-20c/yard

Personal Observations and Opinions

1. They are being super cautious due to nature of this product and

the potential liability associated with FR materials. Since they have

had no failures at Q.C. test points, I would guess that large volume and

a competitive market would bring the Q.C. costs down to approximately

lO/yard rather than the 2-3i?/yard.

2. The material after the FR treatment has a durable press feature

automatically as a side benefit. If this feature were bought as a

separate item, it would cost 3-4<;/yard (we were told). We may wish to

take part of this into account in our evaluation if the benefit can be

separately marketed. If so, we may claim approximately Ic/yard saving.

3. We were told by CIBA that in large volume the chemicals may

drop to 50c/lb. This would reflect an additional 3-4c/yard saving.

4. Since non-FR material is wholly processed by this plant for 8-10?/

yard, it seems high that the additional processing for FR would be 6.75 to

7.25(?/yard in a competitive market. My guess is that this would not be

much over 3c a yard.

* Reflects 2.25c/yd. decrease as result of CIBA chemicals being reduced

from 1.00 to 80c per lb.
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5. If 1, 2, 3, and 4 have any validity, we may project a high
volume competitive add-on for FR as follows:

Q.C,
FR Chemicals
Dur. Press, Saving
Added Fin. Costs

Present

2-3c/yard
9.25-9.75<:/yard
-0-

6.75-7,25-;/yard

18-20c:/yard

Future

Ic/yard
5.85-6.35<;/yard
-Ic/yard
3c/yard

8.85-9.35c/yard

Or we may have a FR treatment for cotton flannelette for approximately
lOc a yard at the Finisher's level in the manufacturing process.

Prepared by Richard 0. Simpson
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Product Standards
U. S. Department of Commerce
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Mr. Collins. You say the cost of the cloth itself you could show as

part of that, what eliect it had on the cost of cloth 'i

Mr. Simpson. I am talking about the total cost of 25 cents, the bulk

of that is on the fabric producer because he is the one adding the

chemical. There is little other cost. You cut and sewed before and pack-

aged before.

COST OF SAFETY REGULATION

Mr. Collins. It might be harder.

Do you run a cost analysis every time we come up with a safety

program ?

Mr. Simpson. Yes.

Mr. Collins. Is that specified in the bill, or do you do that as a

matter of logic ?

Mr. Simpson. It is specified in the Consumer Product Safety Act in

detail. It is not specified in the other acts, but we take the burden on

ourselves because we think it makes good sense.

Mr. Collins. AVliat effect does that have on your decisions ?

Mr. Simpson. It is required, and we consider the cost to the consumer,

cost to the industry, and we can be challenged and the standard can be

stricken if we fail to do all of these things. It is an integral part of

the decisionmaking.
Mr. MoFFETT. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New Jersey.

commission's role in standards DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Maguire. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We left off when we were talking before on the question of adequate

compensation for consumer participation. I understand that you and
Commissioner Pittle believe that one of the ways to solve this problem
is to have the Commission become the offeror, is that correct ?

Mr. Simpson. No.
Mr. Maguire. That is not correct ?

Mr. Pittle. To provide money to the offeror so the offeror can pay
a consultant's fee or salary to technical experts to be on the non-in-

dustry side ? If that is what you mean, that is what I mean.
Mr. Maguire. You didn't want the Commission to become the of-

feror ?

Mr. Pittle. I think we are getting into a bit of confusion over the

word "offeror." If you substitute the words "standards manager,"
someone to sit at the head of the table, provide the table, the elec-

tricity, reproducing machines, that is the offeror. He doesn't sit down
and write out the standard himself ; he provides the table and man-
ages the process. He goes out and gets people from all parts of our
society to come in and participate.

Mr. Simpson. He convenes a committee, and may or may not be a

part of that committee.
Mr. Maguire. Tlie i'>ractire, I thonoht we said earlier in our ex-

change, was such that the offeror, or tlie manager, whatever you want
to call liim—and all the documents I have in front of me I'efer to him
as the offeror—does have tremendous impact on the standard itself.

We discussed that point.

Mr. Simpson. I think what T said is he has the potential of having
a substantial impact if he chooses to exercise that. But in each case
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we have known, the role of the offeror is in moving the process for-

ward. In most of the cases the oti'eror convenes a committee, and he
is not a member of the committee but he provides the procedures by
which the committee operates.

Mr. Maguire. 1 understand that, but you also said, Commissioner,
that he had it left to him to decide whether or not he would be ruled

by a majority of the committee or submit his own proposal.

Mr. Simpson. That is right.

Mr. Maguire. So he has a substantial role to play in the process.

Mr. Simpson. He can exercise almost an overriding role, but we in-

sist that all views of all particij)ants be known to us. He could abuse
the authority.

Mr. Maguire. Whether you call him an offeror or manager, your pro-

posal on page 13 of your testimony is that that role be played by the

Commission in the future.

Mr. Simpson. That is right, the managerial role.

Mr. Maguire. Do you agree with that?

Mr. PiTTLE. Yes.

funding of consumer representatives in offeror process

Mr. Maguire. Once having said that, we are still left with the ques-

tion of adequate consumer representation, the process and funding for

that adequate representation. Is it the view of either of you, by having
the Commission serve as manager or offerer, that that will reduce to

any degree whatsoever the dollars that will be required to fund ade-

quate consumer representation ?

Mr. Simpson. No.
Mr. PiTTLE. I think they are two somewhat separate issues,

Mr. Simpson. I think it may have a little effect in that I believe the

process will move faster so the total number of hours involved will

be less.

Mr. Maguire. Let's go to the question of funding, whether we con-

tinue under the existing procedure or adopt the suggestion you have
made. How much money is going to be made available to consumer
groups? You know vou varied all over the place from $20,000 to

$160,000. Now you are asking for $80,000 on top of that. What is your
best judgment? Are you going to be able to do it so that we have a

meaningful consumer representational process here ?

Mr. Simpson. I would say for myself, and I believe the unanimous
view of the Commissioners is tliat there should be and must be mean-
ingful consumer participation in all of the offeror processes.

Mr. Maguire. How does that translate into dollars? Do you give

them what they need to do the job ? That is the question.

Mr. Simpson. What we have given them where requested is an offset

against transportation and per diem cost of consumer participants.

We have not yet funded anv salary, so that the consumer sitting there

would receive a salary, and in my opinion tliat would be a last resort.

Mr. Maguire. How can somebody give all their time on a volunteer

basis on something as complex and time consuming as this ?

Mr. Simpson. We have found, INIr. Maquire, that people do that.

They have given the time—it ha? been a considerable amount of time

—

voluntarily and we have called them into Washington and we asked
them
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Mr. jVIaguire. But the Consumers Union is saying they are not going
to do it again.

Mr. SiMPSox. They are not the participants, they are the managers
of the offeror process.

Mr. Maguire. So the cost will be affected by their changing from
manager to you as manager.
Mr. Simpson. The burden of the managerial cost would be borne

by the Commission.
Mr. Maguire. You are in the middle of rethinking that, aren't you,

Commissioner Franklin ?

i\Irs. Fraxklix. Yes.

Mr. Maguire. How do you feel, Commissioner Kushner, about the

salary question ?

Mr. KusiiXER. I believe that the Commission's experience until now
supports the notion one does not need to provide salaries in order to

get highly qualified technical experts to participate as consumer rep-

resentatives in the process.

Mr. Maguire. Commissioner Pittle ^

Mr. Pittle. I couldn't disagree more. I believe the only way we will

ever get proper technical expertise for consumers is to provide com-
pensation. Think of the time you first walked into your office and
imagine that you were told you had no money to pay for a legal assist-

ant, or for a secretary, or any of the other people you need on your
staff. You couldn't participate in this Congress and be up on the issues

and challenge the arguments unless you had technical experts within

your grasp. When consumers and other nonindustry people partici-

pate in this process they must be able to turn to an engineer, economist,

or architect to ask technical, substantive questions. They need someone
not economically involved, whose salary is not paid by the industry
being regulated. Unless consumers can do this I submit they are

disadvantaged.
I advocate this more so now. I was reluctant in the beginning

because I felt volunteer persons might supply this expertise, but the

people having this talent can't afford to leave their jobs and volunteer

to come and spend days and days on one of these processes.

Mr. SiMPSox. Maybe there is a confusion. Consumers Union was not

representing consumers in the lawn mower standard development.
There were other consumers who were representing the consumers'
views in that development. Consumers Union was the manager of the

process and it would have been unacceptable for us to have them be the

sole consumer representative. There were many other people repre-

senting the consumer on those committees.
Mr. MoFFETT. Mr. Moore.

regulation or handgun ammunition^

Mr. MooRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What is the present status of the Commission's attempt to ban the

manufacture and sales of handguns and ammunition? As I recall, a
court decision placed the question of CPSC authority in this matter
back in your bailiwick.

Mr. Simpson. It is right back in your bailiwick. There were legisla-

tive amendments introduced, in fact recommended by this committee.
Mr. MooRE. Such language appeared in both bills ?
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Mr. Simpson. Yes. But it has never come out of Congress.

Mr. MooRE. I understood that the courts ordered you to consider

this.

Mr. Simpson. The court ordered us to publish the petition for com-
ment, which we did. The appropriation bill that was signed that we
are currently funded under said, "You shall not spend any of the

money in consideration of that petition." So right now we are in a

stalemate because we are under obligation to go forward under the

merits but can't spend any money to do so.

There was a recent court case where the committee for handgun
control wanted us to go forward on that, but it was thrown out of

court because of the language in tlie appropriation bill. An amend-
ment to remove jurisdiction was in both bills and is before both Houses.
Mr. MooRE. So you will take no action under this bill ?

Mr. Simpson. That is correct. It was forbidden.

Mr. MooRE. I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. Maguire [presiding] . The gentleman from Texas, Mr. Collins.

REGULATION OF FABRIC FLAMMABILITY

Mr. Collins. I wanted to go into this one subject and explore more
about the flammability of fabrics because we passed the law in Con-
gress and sometimes it requires a great deal of commonsense the way
we prepare this legislation. That is why we appreciate the position of

vou men and women on the Commission.
One thing that comes into this flammability of fabrics is this ques-

tion of soap. As I understand it, you can put this stuff in this non-
inflammable condition and they put it in a washing machine and after

three washings there is no difference in it and a flammable product.
Mr. Simpson. If the product is produced of synthetic fibers and it

meets the flammability requirement because of that, then it is generally
unaffected by washings. If the product meets the flammability require-

ment by a chemical treatment, then the chemical treatment is some-
what adversely affected by washing in non-phosphate-based detergents
so the effect varies around the country depending on the local option
of how they dealt with phosphate detergents.

Mrs. Franklin. You raise a case which I think is a classic in terms
of the need for regulatory reform. The issue is really this. The chil-

dren's sleepwear regulation is a Federal regulation in force in all

States which was ]:)ut into effect to make sure tliat children are not
burned so severely if they happen to get into a fire situation wearing
the sleepwear.

On the other hand, there are localities around the country that have
banned tl.e use of detergents with phosphates in them, such as Nassau
County, Dade County in Florida, a county around Chicago.
The Chairman has explained what happens when you wash the

flame resistant garment in the nonphosphate detergent
Mr. Collins. We are in a city that requires that you cannot use

phosphates? Let's carry the situation all the way through.
Mrs. Franklin. I am being a shade philosophical.
Mr. Collins. I heard in New York
Mrs. Franklin. Nassau County has such a rule.
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My point with respect to regulatory reform is that we have con-

flicting regulations. You have a regulation that is meant for child

safety and a regulation that is meant for pollution control. They are

in conflict and there is no mechanism to resolve this.

To make it even worse, one is a Federal regulation, and one is a local

regulation. Who gets stuck in this ? The poor consumer.

Mr. SiMPSOx. Let me say the chemical treatment of the cotton is

adversely affected by several things, one is washing in non-phosphate-

based detergents, another is extensive use of bleaches, another is ex-

posure to ultraviolet, such as drying on the line at a high altitude in

sun.

We require by the regulation that the product be flame retardant,

that is, that it meet the standard of 50 washings, standard washings.

That takes into account temperature of water, hardness of water,

but it uses a phosphate based detergent. It doesn't wash out this thing

in three washings, it might be 25, 30, or 40 washings, and, when it

washes it out it doesn't mean it becomes hazardous, that means it may
fail the standard, but by any practical measure it is so much safer than

the product not treated at all that there is really no question. The
safety is there, it just is not as safe as the other way.
Mr. Maguire. Your time has expired.

CONFLICTIXG REGULATORY POLICIES

Mrs. Franklin. On this point may I make a plea to the committee
in your consideration of the whole regulatory reform area that I think

there needs to be some thought given to some kind of mechanism to

resolve conflicts between regulations. This is a classic case of a con-

flict between pollution and child safety, and between national or Fed-
eral regulation and a local regulation. There is no mechanism to re-

solve that kind of conflict, and it is the consumer who always pays
somehow.
Mr. Simpson. I can suggest one mechanism that would resolve it

quickly, that is to eliminate the requirement and make it mandatory
the children's sleepwear has to pass the standard no matter what the
washing w^ould be, and the practical effect is it would eliminate all

cotton.

orncE or public counsel

Mr. Maguire. Going back to the question of how much it costs con-
sumers and where you can save money by reorganizing this thing a
little bit. Would not the office of a public counsel provide legal and
technical assistance and reduce the necessity to reimburse consumers?
Mr. Simpson. You mean the agency ?

Mr. Maguire. Not eliminate all together, but cut down if cost is a
problem.
Mr. Simpson. I don't believe the cost is a real problem, at least in

my opinion it is not.

Mr. Maguire. Everybody else thinks it is.

Mr. Simpson. I don't know who. Consumers Union—it is expensive
to be an offeror, for instance, I think the National Swimming Pool
Institute estimated that it cost them a couple hundred thousand dollars
to be the offeror.

72-820 O - 76
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Mr. Maguire. Leave aside the question of whether it is expensive or

not, that is another question.

The question is, if you have a public counsel's office with legal and
technical expertise, would that facilitate the process of consumers
being more adequately represented in the process, having access to

technical and legal help they would need?
Mr. Simpson, I presently don't think it would, and we have in fact

funded technical support for the offeror process. In the public play-

ground equipment we funded $80,000, and retained a consultant.

Mr. Maguire. Do any of you think that makes sense, a public coun-

sel's office ?

Mr. PiTTLE. I don't know what you mean. Do you mean somebody
Avho already works for the Commission ?

Mr. Maguire. If nobody understands the concept, I won't waste my
5 minutes talking about it.

COMPARISOISr OF REGULATORY AUTHORITY UNDER VARIOUS ACTS
ADMINISTERED BY CPSC

Let me turn to another issue. Under subsection 30(d) which you
referred to in your statement, where you are involved with several

other acts in addition to the CPSA, you are recommending that you
be collapsed, if you will, under the CPSA.
Mr. Simpson. Yes.
Mr. Maguire. I read some of the memorandums prepared by the

Georgetown law people,^ and one of the points they make is that under
the Hazardous Subsfances Act you get a self-enforcing capability to

ban something quickly whereas under the CPSA you get into trial type
hearings, and the thing can be stretched out endlessly.

What is your comment on that particular apparent weakness of
the proposal that you have made ?

Mr. Simpson. I think if you compare feature to feature and take
account of the consumer view, I personally don't believe it is onerous.
If you are talking of the imminent hazard feature, under the HSA we
can declare a product a hazard by vote of the Commission, under the
CPSA we have to go to the court. I don't think that is a great problem.
It is, I think, a check on the agency. I don't think it is an onerous
problem, nor a terribly important provision that is used often.

If you compare section 15 requirements and the authority to require
repurchase, repair, or replacement under the CPSA, that is a feature
that only partially exists in the other acts.

Mr. Maguire. We are talking here about trial type hearings.
Mr. Simpson. We have administrative hearings under both statutes.

Mr. Maguip^e. But you need not have them in all cases, is that right ?

Mr. Simpson. Under the imminent hazard provision of the HSA you
don't have to have, we can declare a product a hazard. Under the HSA,
the section 701 (e) of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act administrative
process is probably the most cumbersome, drawn out procedure we
have under any of the statutes we administer. I think it would be a
plus and a boon to abolish that.

1 See hearines on S. 644 and S. 1000 before the Subcommittee for Consumers of thp
Senate Committee on Commerce, 94th Cone., first sess., serial No. 94-12, at pp. 14S-54
(1975).
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PETITION PROBLEM

Mr. Maguire. Let me go to another question that relates to your point

that the petitioning process forces you to waste time on low priority

work. I wonder how manj times has the Commission been brought to

court for denying a petition ?

Mr. Simpson. We have not at all because no one had the authority

to take us to court until October of 1975. That provision didn't take

effect until 3 years after the bill was signed. I suspect we will be in

court fairly soon.

Mr. Maguire. Don't you think the courts might be sympathetic to

the argument, when and if that happens, that you have to spend your

time on the high priority things, therefore while there might be some
showing of risk or danger over here, that the numbers involved are so

much less that in fact you would be able to proceed on your own
priorities without a lot of danger under this particular provision?

Mr. Simpson. If the Congress feels that that is the way in which
they would like us—I argue it is in the public interest to do so—then

I believe the appropriate way to correct it is legislatively and not

depend on the courts.

Mr. IVIaguire. You haven't necessarily been completely unable to

make priority judgments?
Mr. Simpson. We have taken the view as a collegial body that, if a

petition is sent to us, and we believe as a majority, that it presents an
unreasonable risk, we take the view we must grant the petition.

Mr. Maguire. Even though it might risk three people and some-

thing else you are working on might risk 3 million ?

Mr. Simpson. I think 3 million is an unfair comparison, but if you
want to compare 30,000 to 3, yes, we do.

Mr. Maguire. The statute says "unreasonable risk and also un-

reasonably exposes the petitioner or consumers," which would seem to

me to give adequate discretion for making priority judgments.

Mr. Simpson. I would be more than pleased if that is your view and
the amendment would make it so w^e are not challenged in court. We
have not been operating in that manner.
Mr. Maguire. That is apparent from your testimony.

I call on staff counsel, Mr. Brown.

GENERAL COUNSEL LEGAL MEMORANDUM ON PETITION PROBLEM

Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Yesterday, Chairman Simpson, in your testimony before Senator

Proxmire's Appropriations Subcommittee, you were asked about this

petition problem, and that subcommittee suggested General Counsel
prepare a legal memorandum supporting your position on your inter-

pretation of section 10.

I wonder if this subcommittee could have a copy of that opinion for

the record ?

Mr. Simpson. Certainly.

[The opinion appears at p. 95.]

Mr. Brown. I would ask specifically in that memorandum that you
address the argument that Mr. Maguire has just made. That argu-
ment essentially is that under section 10 the standard for judicial
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review of the Commission denial of petition is essentially a two-

pronged test, the first test being whether the product produces an un-

reasonable risk of injury, and the second being whether the Commis-
sion's denial of the petition would unreasonably expose the petitioner

or other consumers to risk of injury.

It seems to me the second prong of the test offers a very strong legal

position to the Commission to deny petitions that do rank low in your
priority order.

COURT ACTION INVOLVING PETITION

Another question I had about your petition problem, since you have
spoken about the October 1975 effective date of the judicial review

provision of section 10, is how many petitions have been filed since that

judicial review provision became effective?

Mr. Simpson. Since October of 1975 ?

Mr. Brown. Yes.
Mr. Simpson. I don't have the number of how many have come in.

I suspect the first that may be tested in court is the one on fluorocarbon

ozone, the third petition.

Mr. Brown. Is there an increasing trend of petitions ? Are you get-

ting more petitions since petitioners now can take you to court ?

Mr. Simpson. You know in 3 months compared to 3 years, I don't

know if I can tell you a trend.

Mr. Parent says he believes six have come in.

Mr. Brown. Were 50 consumers sitting on your doorstep as of

October 27?
Mr. Simpson. No.
Mr. Brown. Could you submit the number of petitions filed?

[The following information was received for the record:]

Five petitions have been filed under the CPSA since October 27, 1975.

Mr. Simpson. My problem on petitions is not the problem associated

with going to court. My problem is what the authority is for denial,

and how you can put it in a priority system, regardless, and I would
say, even if you accepted the amendment—again lawyers argue, and
I am not a lawyer—but even if you accepted the amendment that
would allow the Commission to deny a petition, even if we believed it's

an unreasonable risk, but there are other more unreasonable risks, I
would still allow the petitioner the right to challenge the Commission
on that prioritjy ranking.

I think that is what the Congress had in mind when you granted the
right of petition, to prevent these bureaucracies from working on what
they want to work on instead of what citizens want.

DEFINITION" OF A PETITION

Mr. Brown. Section 10 in subsection (b) sets out specific require-
ments for what a petition should contain. Do you read those require-
ments stringently and treat only petitions that meet those requirements
as section 10 petitions and treat all the rest as Administrative Proce-
dure Act section 553 (e) petitions ?

Mr. Simpson. No. We have taken a fairly liberal interpretation of
that because we believe that is what Congress has in mind.
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In other words, we don't require that a petition must be on this

form, and all the blocks be filled out. If a person says he is asking you
to write a standard, we consider that a petition.

Mr. Brown. Section 10 provides that they are to estaJblish risk, give
a brief description, et cetera. Congress set forth certain requirements.
Mr. Simpson. Yes. But if we took a rigid look at that, what would

happen in most cases is we would deny most petitions. They don't have
the resources that we have. We have taken a liberal view and said we
will treat it as a petition, with the data the petitioner supplied, and
the data available to us, and consider it all in the determination.

I personally wouldn't like to change that. I wouldn't like to throw
up j^rocedural roadblocks.
Mr. Brown. Your staff performs an independent evaluation in the

cases wdiere you do get consumer petitions ? It seems to me a petition
might not provide the kind of detailed factual information needed for
determination of whether to grant the petition but could still meet
the section 10 requirements and then your staff' could flesh it out.

Mr. Simpson. I will let General Counsel explain the procedure.
Mr. Michael Brown. When a communication comes in to the Com-

mission, it is received by the Office of the Secretary. If the Office of the
Secretary has any questions as to whether it is a complaint or a petition,

it is sent to the General Counsel's office. It is reviewed there and classi-

fied as a petition or
Mr. Brown. Have you promulgated regulations that would specify,

essentially implementing section 10(b), what is a section 10 petition?
Mr. Michael Brown. We have been working on guidelines for this.

Mr. Brown. That would be a rule ?

Mr. Michael Brown. This would again be guidance.
Mr. Brown. Will that policy essentially specify the Commission's

regulatory development priority, as well? For example, are you con-
sidering a rule setting out the Commission's regulatory develoj^ment
priorities, which could be changed from time to time, and then stating
in addition that the Commission makes a finding that denial of any
petition pertaining to a product which was low on that priority list in

relation to the current regulatory development priorities of the Com-
mission would not unreasonably expose the petitioner to product
hazard ?

Mr. Michael Brown. We have no provision like that.

Mr. Brown. Has there been consideration of that ?

Mr. Michael Brown. The Commissioners have been considering it.

Mr. Simpson. Unless we were willing to test it in court, my personal
opinion is that the way we have been oper-ating, and the way I have
been interpreting the statute, and I believe the correct one, is that the
threshold determination is, does it present an unreasonable risk? I
think the priorities are out of whack.

I believe if the Commission had adequate resources to address about
half its i-ulemaking, maybe more than half, to internally generated
priorities, and the other half to externally generated priorities, I would
have no problem.

effect of appropriations on petition problem

Mr. Brown. Supposing your appropriations earmarked a certain
part of your money for citizen petitions
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Mr. Simpson. I think it would be very laudable.
Mr. Brown. Do you think that would achieve the same effect ?

Mr. Simpson. Yes ; it would.
Mr. Brown. I w^onder, Mr. Brown, in the leo;al memo you are going

to prepare, if you could consider the effect of that sort of budget pro-
vision, and also if you could consider the suggestion I made a moment
ago about promulgating the rule setting out the Commission's regu-
latory priorities, and then using that rule as the authority for denying
a section 10 petition, essentially under what I referred to as the second
prong of the test.

I know, Mr. Simpson, you are saying you really don't want to go to

court. I think that is a laudable philosophy.
Mr. Simpson. I am saying I really don't want to go as far as that.

If one could draft such a rule and moot the entire right of the peti-

tioner, I wouldn't go that far. We underwrite fire and shock hazard, so
I think to underwrite a petition is good and valid. I just want to set a
proper perspective.

Mr. Brown. I wouldn't suggest the r-ule block consumer petitions.

Mr. Simpson. If you could accomplish that by rule to put it in some
balance, I personally would be in favor of it.

Mr. Brown. All I am suggesting is, given the fact you are stuck with
your statute for at least a little while longer, and limited appropria-
tions, that there may be other solutions to the problem.
Mr. Simpson. Yes.
[The Commission's General Counsel submitted the following memo-

randum for the record :]
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DISCUSSION PAPER

THE ROLE OF CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION
RESOURCES AND PRIORITES IN MAKING DECISIONS

ON PETITIONS FILED UNDER SECTION 10 OF THE CONSUMER
PRODUCT SAFETY ACtI/

I. INTRODUCTION

During hearings of the Subcommittee on HUD-Independent

Agencies, Committee on Appropriations, United States Senate,

on February 18, 1976, a question arose concerning the possi-

ble use of priorities and lack of resources by the Consxamer

Product Safety Commission ("Commission" or "CPSC") as a de-

fense to a law suit under section 10(e) of the Consumer

Product Safety Act ("CPSA") (15 U.S.C. 2059(e)). This type

of law suit, consisting of a trial de novo in a federal

district court, could follow a Commission denial of a peti-

tion to ban a consumer product or mandate a safety standard.

The consequence of such a court action could be an order

to the Commission requiring it to commence a rulemaking

proceeding under section 7 or 8 of the CPSA (15 U.S.C. 2056,

2057) . This question raised at the hearings was addressed

in a letter of February 25, 1976 (attached) to the Senate

Subcommittee wherein the General Counsel of the Commission

concluded that it would be difficult to convince courts

not to order the commencement of a rulemaking pro-

ceeding after petitioners had met their statutory burdens.

1/ The views expressed in this paper are those of the
~ General Counsel of the Commission, and are not neces-

sarily those of the Consumer Product Safety Commission
or any of its Commissioners.
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The questions addressed in this discussion paper are

significantly broader than the issue discussed in the

February 25 letter. In that letter it was accepted as fact

that the petitioner seeking judicial review of a Commission

decision was able to meet the statutory burden set forth

in section 10(e)(2) of the CPSA. The questions addressed

in this discussion paper arose at hearings before the

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation of the Committee

on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives,

February 19, 1976, and deal with whether, based on (1)

statutory language, (2) Commission rulemaking, or (3)

specific limiting appropriations legislation. Commission

priorities and resource limitations could be legitimately

considered by the Commission in deciding petitions under

section 10 of the CPSA.

After reviewing in general the statutory background

relating to petitions, this paper will examine the language

of the CPSA as it pertains to the role of Commission priorities

and resources as a basis for a decision to grant or deny

a section 10 petition. This will be fol'.lowed by a discussion

of (1) the possibility of the Commission's issuing procedural

rules to expressly provide that resources and priorities are

relevant factors in deciding petitions, cind (2) the possi-

bility of using appropriations legislation to limit peti-

tion consideration.
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II. STATUTORY BACKGROUND

In addition to the right provided by the Administrative

Procedure Act of interested persons to petition federal

agencies for the issuance, amendment, or repeal of a rule

(5 U.S.C. 553(e)), section 10 of the CPSA provides a mech-

anism whereby an interested person may petition and, ultimately

upon court order, require the Commission to "commence a

proceeding for the issuance, amendment, or revocation of a

consumer product safety rule". A "consumer product safety

rule" is defined in section 3(a)(2) of the Act as a consumer

product safety standard or a rule declaring a product to be

a banned hazardous product. Proceedings to issue such rules

may be commenced either by (1) a pre-rulemaking procedure

under section 7 of the Act which invites interested persons

to offer to develop standards (or to submit existing standards

to be utilized as a proposed rule), or (2) a procedure under

sections 8 and 9 of the Act to propose a rule declaring a

product to be banned. In essence, therefore, a court can

order the Commission to begin proceedings for a safety stan-

dard or ban, but it cannot, under section 10, require that

the Commission complete the rulemaking.

Section 10 further provides that a petitioner must

briefly set forth the substance of the rule it is asking the
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Commission to issue and facts which are alleged to substan-

tiate the need for the rule. The Commission, in evaluating

the allegations, must take whatever steps it deems are

necessary, including the holding of a hearing, to properly

evaluate the petition and must, within 120 days of its

filing, either grant or deny the petition. If the peti-

tion is denied, the reasons for denial must be published

in the Federal Register (the Act does not list legally per-

missible reasons) . If the petition is denied, or if no

action is taken within the 120 day period, the petitioner

may bring an action in a federal district court to compel

the Commission to commence rulemaking. Unlike typical

reviews of agency actions, however, which are normally based

on whether there was "substantial evidence" to support

the decision, or on whether the agency action was "arbitrary

and capricious" or an "abuse of discretion", a section 10

review consists of a "de novo" proceeding. After thxs

proceeding, if the court finds that petitioner was able to

5/
convince it by a "preponderence of the evidence" (1) that

2/ See, e.g.. Section 11, CPSA, 15 U.S.C. 2060(c); the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 706 (2) (E) .

3/ See, e.g., 5 U.S.C. 706(2) (A).

4/ 15 U.S.C. 2059(e) (2)

.

5/ Id.
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the consumer product presents an unreasonable risk of

injury, and (2) that the Commission, by its failure to

commence a rulemaking proceeding, unreasonably exposes the

petitioner or other consumers to a risk of injury presented

by the consumer product, the court is directed to order the

Commission to initiate the action requested. The term, "risk

of injury", is defined in section 3(a)(3) of the Act as a

risk of death, personal injury, or serious or frequent illness.

III. CPSC PRIORITIES AND RESOURCES AS THEY RELATE TO
STATUTORY CRITERIA IN DECIDING PETITIONS UNDER
SECTION 10 .

A. Unreasonable Risk of Injury

As summarized above, the statutory criteria which

must be satisfied before a court is authorized to order the

Commission to commence a proceeding are (1) that the consumer

product presents an unreasonable risk of injury, and (2)

that the failure of the Commission to initiate a rulemaking

proceeding under section 7 or 8 unreasonably exposes the

petitioner or other consumers to a risk of injury presented

by the consumer product. As suggested in the General Counsel's

February 25, 1976, letter to the Senate Subcommittee, it

would be very difficult to convince a court not to order

the commencement of a proceeding after the statutory criteria

have been proved to the requisite degree, even though the

risk of injury may not fit into the Commission's priorities
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or resource capability. Accordingly, it would be neces-

sary, to succeed with the court, to show that priorities

and resources are in fact elements of an essential statutory

criterion itself.

The first criterion, that the product presents an

"unreasonable risk of injury" is undefined in the CPSA.

Since, in section 3, a "risk of injury" is defined as a

risk of death, personal injury, or serious or frequent ill-

ness, an unreasonable risk of injury is an unreasonable risk

of death, personal injury, or serious or frequent illness.

However, this addition offers no guidance because the word,

"unreasonable" remains undefined. The House Committee, in

reporting out its version of what was to become the Consumer

Product Safety Act, recognized and commented on the fact that

the term "unreasonable risk of injury" (referred to in that

bill as "unreasonable hazard") was undefined in the legis-

lation, and the Committee noted that:

"Your committee has not included a
definition of 'unreasonable hazards'
within this bill.... It is generally
expected that the determination of un-
reasonable hazard will involve the Com-
mission in balancing the probability
that risk will result in harm and the
gravity of such harm against the effect
on the product's utility, cost, and avail-
ability to the consumer." H.R. Rep. No.
1153, 92d Cong., 2d Seas. 33 (1972).
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The Senate Coniinerce Committee Report (S. Rep. No. 749,

92d Cong., 2d Sess. 14 (1972)) sets forth a similar "balancing

test" for determining unreasonable risk of injury. In

addition, the findings required at the end of the rule-

making process in section 9(c) of the CPSA provide for an

analysis in terms of similar factors. It is therefore

clear that while not necessarily the exclusive factors to

be considered by the Commission or a court in determining

whether the consumer product presents an unreasonable risk

of injury, such matters as the likelihood that injuries

will occur and the severity of potential injuries should

be weighed against the potential effect of a consumer pro-

duct safety rule on the usefulness, cost, and availability

of the product.

Two opposing positions follow on the role of CPSC

priorities and resources in making unreasonable risk of in-

jury determinations.

1. Unreasonable Risk Of Injury Determinations
Involve Consideration Of CPSC Priorities
And Resources.

An argument can be made that consideration of whether

an unreasonable risk of injury is presented by a consximer

product permits, under the statutory scheme discussed above,

a comparison of the risk of injury presented by the product

with the risks of injury presented by other consumer products.

If such comparisons are legally acceptable, the Commission

could establish a priority or ranking system. Thus,
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the Convraission would decide if a particular product pre-

sents an unreasonable risk of injury by, among other fac-

tors, considering how many other products need to be regu-

lated first and the resources available to the Commission

for issuing standards and bans.

Although the statutory language and legislative his-

tory do not expressly invite this type of comparison, the

language itself does not necessarily foreclose it. The

elements on the injury side of the equation derived from

the congressionally suggested balancing test are, in them-

selves, relative. Thus, the frequency and severity of in-

juries associated with a product are not meaningful

unless a comparison can be made with the expected frequency

and severity of injuries related to other products. If we

knew, for example, that 50 persons would receive third

degree burns annually from using conventional toasters,

and the problem could be corrected by means of a feasible

standard, we would not know what this information meant

without comparing it with other facts. The other facts

might be that there were 30 other products causing third

degree burns, each to more than 10,000 persons annually,

and also correctable by means of a feasible standard.

In addition, because the balancing test is only a sug-

gested means for determining whether an unreasonable risk

of injury is presented, it could be argued that factors other
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than those suggested by Congress could be legitimately

considered. Thus, even if an analysis of the frequency

and severity of anticipated injuries does not permit a

comparison between different products, the comparison may

nevertheless be made in making unreasonable risk determin-

ations because the term, "unreasonable" itself is extremely

relative and implies that some risks will be considered "reas-

onable" when compared with others.

2. Unreasonable Risk Of Injury Determinations
Must Be Independent Of Considerations Of CPSC
Priorities And Resources.

While Congress did not, as mentioned above, specifically

state that the balancing test was to be the exclusive means

for determining unreasonable risk of injury, there is no

indication, either in the statute or the legislative his-

tory, that the Commission may consider its own priorities

and limited resources in making the determination, and thus

deciding to grant or deny a petition.

It is not necessary to make comparisons among products

in deciding whether an unreasonable risk of injury exists

because the balancing test can be applied without comparing

the frequency and severity of any one alleged unreasonable

risk of injury with any other. Thus, without having any

statistical information regarding other consximer product-

related injuries, it is possible to look at just the problem
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presented by one product and determine that it presents an

unreasonable risk of injury.

The legislative history which discusses the balancing

test reinforces this interpretation, as follows:

"[a]n unreasonable hazard is clearly
one which can be prevented or reduced
without affecting the product's utility,
cost or availability; or one which the
effect on the product's utility, cost, or
availability is outweighed by the need
to protect the public from the hazard
associated with the product." H.R. Rep.
No. 1153, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 33 (1972).

The language in the Senate Commerce Committee Report is

similar where it is stated that

"In those situations where either the
degree of anticipated injury or the fre-
quency of such injury can be reduced
without affecting the 'performance' or
'availability' of that class of consumer
product, then almost any risk capable of
producing injury, becomes unwarranted."
S. Rep. No. 749, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 14
(1972)

.

Therefore, this language clearly indicates that Congress

expected only the frequency and severity of the risk

of injury from the product under consideration to be

evaluated and compared with the effects of regulating that

product. Thus, any product could present an unreasonable

risk of injury, even if the anticipated risk is relatively

minor and the frequency very low, so long as the effect of

regulation is minimal. Moreover, if product-by-product
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comparisons could be made in considering unreasonable risk,

a confusing situation could result; a product that is not

considered an unreasonable risk one day could become an

unreasonable risk the next day merely because the Commis-

sion has acted to reduce the unreasonable risk associated

with another product.

B. The Failure Of The Commission To Intitiate
A Rule-Making Proceeding Under Section 7 Or
8 Unreasonably Exposes The Petitioner Or
Other Consumer To A Risk Of Injury Presented
By The Consumer Product.

Section 10(e)(2) of the CPSA provides that the conclu-

sions to be made by the court, based on a preponderence of

the evidence standard, before the court may order the Com-

mission to commence a section 7 or 8 rulemaking proceeding,

include, in addition to the unreasonable risk Of injury

finding, the finding that the "failure of the Commission to

initiate a rule-making proceeding under section 7 or 8 unreason-

ably exposes the petitioner or other consumer to a risk of

injury presented by the consumer product...." Therefore,

assuming that arguments concerning the Commission's limited

resources, and ^he need to address higher priorities

first, can play no legitimate role in the determination of

the first finding (unreasonable risk of injury) it is never-

theless possible that such arguments are relevant to a

72-820 O - 76 - 8
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determination of the second. If this is possible, the

Coitiinission may take such matters into consideration in denying

a petition, and a court, if an action is subsequently brought,

may consider them in reaching the second conclusion. Unfor-

tunately, since the Act and the legislative history are silent

on this question, it remains a difficult statutory interpre-

tation issue to be ultimately decided by the courts. Two

positions that could be taken on this issue follow.

1. Commission Resources And Priorities Are
Relevant In A Consideration Of Whether
The Commission's Denial Of A Petition
Unreasonably Exposes Consumers To A
Risk Of Injury.

The second part of the two-fold test of section 10(e) (2)

(quoted above) must be examined in conjunction with the

first part. If the first part (that the product presents

an unreasonable risk of injury) can be established, then

it can be argued that the second part (that consumers are

unreasonably exposed) is automatically established. How-

ever, Congress must have intended this second part of the

test to be more than a rephrasing of the first; otherwise

the second would be superfluous, a conclusion that is

6/
repugnant to accepted standards of statutory construction.—

6/ United States v. Menasche , 348 U.S. 528 (1955); 2A C.

SANDS, SUTHERLAND STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION Section 46.06,
at 63 (4th Ed. 1973) .
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If the second part of the test has an independent

meaning, even though an unreasonable risk of

injury is presented by a product (as determined by weighing

such factors as the frequency and severity of anticipated

injuries against the practical aspects of regulation, such

as the effect of a regulation on the cost, utility, and

availability of the product), consumers may not, neverthe-

less, be unreasonably exposed to the risk of injury through

the Commission's failure to take the regulatory action reques-

ted. The Commission may have reasonably dealt with the

problem in another manner. For example, it might have

obtained a recall through the procedures of section 15 of

the CPSA. It might have been able to alert consumers as to

safe use of the product through an information and education

campaign. Voluntary adoption of a standard by industry may

have obviated the need for mandatory regulatory action in the

area. Also, it is conceivable, given the numerous

other unreasonable risks of greater significance that the

Commission was attempting to deal with in an ordered, rational

manner, it was not unreasonable in a particular instance
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for the Commission to deny the petition. If, through any

of these arguments, or others not specifically mentioned here,

the Commission is able to convince the court that the Com-

mission's failure to institute the proceeding requested by

the petitioner did not unreasonably expose consumers to an

unreasonable risk of injury, the court should not act to

compel the proceeding to be commenced, because the second

part of the two-fold test has not been satisfied by the peti-

tioner. Thus, the argument is that the consumer is only

unreasonably exposed to an unreasonable risk of injury if

the Commission has not acted reasonably given all the cir-

cumstances, including its own priorities and lack of resources.

2. Even Though the Phrase, "The Failure Of The
Commission to Initiate A Rulemaking Proceeding
Under Section 7 or 8 Unreasonably Exposes The
Petitioner Or Other Consumers To A Risk Of In-
jury Presented By The Consumer Product", Does
Permit An Inquiry Into The Reasonableness Of
The Commission's Refusal To Initiate The Rule-
Making Action Requested, The Commission's
Priorities And Resource Limitations Have No
Place In Such An Inquiry.

While it is true that the second part of the two-fold

test must have a meaning beyond merely establishment of

the product as presenting an unreasonable risk of injury,

it appears difficult to read section 10 in its entirety

and be able to say that Commission priorities and resource
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capabilities are legitimate factors to consider in meeting

the second part of the two-fold test. Priorities and re-

sources could have been relevant considerations if the Act

did not include section 10(g), which provides that petitions

filed during the three years after the passage of the Act

cannot be the basis for a suit under section 10(e).

However, every section as well as the entire Act must be

read as a whole when interpreting it.- Therefore, the

inclusion of subsection 10(g) is indicative of congressional

intent that the Commission and the courts not consider the

Commission's own priorities and resource limitations after

the three year period has elapsed. Since it is undisputed

that the purpose of the three year grace period was to permit

the Commission to organize, "properly order its pri-

orities",- and to handle the problems obviously needing
10/

attention before it "is beleaguered by everyone's pet peeve",

it can be argued that Congress actually anticipated that

the Commission would be beleaguered by pet peeves, but

need only react to them after the three year period had

27 See citations, note 6.

8/ Remarks of Representative Broyhill, 118 Cong. Rec.
H. 9909 (Oct. 13, 1972)

.

9/ Remarks of Representative Staggers, 118 Cong. Rec.
H. 9908-9909 (Oct. 13, 1972).

10/ Note 8.
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elapsed. Otherwise, if it can be argued now that the

Commission's priorities and resource limitations consti-

tute a part of the considerations under the second part of

the two-fold test (or the first part, for that matter),

11/
why did Congress need to include subsection 10(g)?

IV. THE EFFECT COMMISSION PROCEDURAL RULEMAKING COULD
HAVE ON ITS ABILITY TO TAKE ITS RESOURCES AND
PRIORITIES INTO ACCOUNT WHEN DECIDING PETITIONS

In response to the alleged problem that the petitioning

procedures of section 10 of the CPSA create for the Commission

in having to expend resources to develop standards for pro-

ducts that rank very low in its priorities, it has been

suggested that the Commission might issue regulations to help

alleviate the situation. One such suggestion that arose dur-

ing the February 19 hearing was that the Commission, by regu-

lation, could publish its list of priorities and provide that

petitions that address low-ranking problems will be denied be-

cause the failure of the Commission to begin rulemaking would

not unreasonably expose the petitioner or other consumers to a

risk of injury presented by the consumer product (the second

part of the two-prong test established in subsection 10(e)

(2) of the CPSA and discussed £.bove) .

11/ It must be recognized in response to this question
that the existence of section 10(g) might be seen

as serving a different purpose which would not render
it superfluous or otherwise indicative of congressional
intent to eliminate resource and priority considerations

(footnote continued
next page)
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In general it is true that if an agency interprets a

statute in a reasonable manner and publishes the interpre-

tation as a rule, courts will be more prone to accept the

interpretation so established than they would if the inter-

pretation is made the first time by application to a single

case. Administrative agencies' interpretations of statutes

under their administration have been accorded great weight

12/
by the courts.— Such interpretations have even been held

13/
to be binding.— Whereas agency interpretations that have

been in existence only a short time and that are inconsistent

14/
with prior interpretations are accorded little weight,— long

term, consistent interpretations are entitled to great defer-

15/
ence. This is particularly true "when the administrative

practice at stake involves a contemporaneous construction of a

(footnote continued)
after the three year period. This purpose would simply
be to prevent law suits during that period and, conse-
quently, not to prevent the Commission from arguing
that consumers are not unreasonably exposed to risks
of injury during the pendency of a law suit because
the risks ranked low in the Commission's priorities.

12/ See, e.g., Traf f icante v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. ,

409 U.S. 205 (1972)

.

13/ Oil Shale Corp. v. Morton, 370 F. Sapp. 108 (D. Col. 1973)

14/ See, e.g., Isbrandtsen v. United States , 96 F. Supp. 883
(1951)

.

15/ See, e.g.. United States v. Public Utilities Comm. of
Calif., 345 U.S. 295 (1953).
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statute by the men charged with the responsibility of

setting its machinery in motion; or making the parts work

efficiently and smoothly while they are yet untried and

..16/
new. "

—

Rulemaking can have an added effect on acceptance

by a court of an agency's statutory interpretation. It

has been held that publication of an interpretive rule

in the Federal Register can give it the dignity of
17/

legislation.

Of course, if the agency's interpretation is clearly

18/
erroneous it can be overturned.— Also, where the statute

is clear and unambiguous no variance uy agency interpreta-

19/
tion will be permitted.

16/ Power Reactor Devel. Co. v. International Union of
Electrical, etc. Workers , 367 U.S. 396, 408 (1961) .

17/ Thomas v. County Office Committee , 327 F. Supp. 1244
(S.D. Tex. 1971).

18/ Espinoza v. Farah Manufacturing Co. , 414 U.S. 86

(1973).

19/ Walling v. Baltimore Steam Packet Co. , 144 F.2d
130 (4th Cir. 1944)

.
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In the question presented here, if the

phrase from section 10(e)(2), "[t]he failure of the

Commission to initiate a rule-making proceeding under

section 7 or 8 unreasonably exposes the petitioner or

other consumer to a risk of injury presented by the consumer

product...", is not clear and unambiguous, and if the Com-

mission's interpretation of the phrase in the regulation

is not clearly erroneous, courts should give considerable

deference to the interpretation since the CPSA is a new

statute being interpreted by the persons who are responsi-

ble for seeing that it operates efficiently and smoothly.

As discussed previously regarding this second part of

the two-fold test the question of whether Commission priori-

ties and resources can be introduced as factors is certainly

arguable and unclear from the statutory language itself.

Moreover, the legislative history is not particularly help-

ful in clarification of this point. Therefore, an interpre-

tive regulation, such as that mentioned ahove, should be

able to withstand judicial scrutiny and should at least

permit the Commission, on application, to present resource

and priority evidence in contradiction of a petitioner's

evidence supporting this part of the test.
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As a practical matter, however, it may be very diffi-

cult, if at all possible, for the Commission to devise a

firm, meaningful priority list for making regulatory deci-

sions even if it could be amended from time to time. And,

even if it could be devised, reliance on it in this manner

could have an extremely inhibiting effect on the Commission's

flexibility to the point where the disadvantages may outweigh

the advantages of being able to use priorities as a factor

in its decision-making. The only broad statistically valid

system presently available from which a meaningful priority

list could be devised is the National Electrical Injury

Surveillance System (NEISS) . While this system does re-

flect fairly accurately the numbers of product-related

injuries treated in hospital emergency rooms, the manner

and degree of product involvement in each reported injury

is usually not detailed sufficiently to permit making criti-

cal value judgments about different products. It is only

through in-depth investigations, or upon some more detailed

examination of individual cases, that true cause and effect

determinations can even begin to be made. Since this type

of investigation is very costly and time consuming, only a

relatively small number can usually be conducted. There-

fore, while a ranking system basec' on presently available
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methods and resources for obtaining information certainly

has value in determining priorities, it may not be suitable

for making hard and fast regulatory choice decisions, part-

icularly in advance of petitions supplying additional facts.

In lieu of a strict ranking system for making decisions

based on the second part of the two-fold test, the Commission

could consider a regulation which expresses its interpreta-

tion in terms of an articulation of the factors that will

be considered in determining the unreasonable exposure of

consumers to risks of injury including, among other things,

present priorities. The Commission could then, on a case

by case basis, try to place the potential for injury in

perspective compared with other identified risks and, if a

petition is denied because it is relatively low in impor-

tance, the facts that were important in deciding this could

be stated in the Federal Register notice of denial.

There are probably other ways in which interpretive

regulations could be used to mitigate the impact of numerous

petitions that place the Commission in an unproductive reac-

tive position. However, these are matters that the Commission

may deal with as a matter of policy when experience in ad-

ministering the Act indicates a need.
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V. THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF APPROPRIATIONS LEGISLATION TO
AID THE COMMISSION IN PETITION DEC ISION-MAKING BY
PERMITTING IT TO COMMENCE PROCEEDINGS BASED ON I"TS

PRIORITIES AND RESOURCES .

It has been suggested that Congress "earmark" in the

Commission's appropriations act a certain amount of funds for

section 7 and 8 proceedings whether initiated by the Commission

or on behest of a petitioner who has been successful in estab-

lishing the section 10 statutory criteria. The "earmarking"

would be accompanied by language which would give the Commission

discretion in deciding which proceedings to commence.

This suggested approach is based on the premise that the

Commission does not presently have discretion to deny or defer

acting on a petition meeting the two-prong criteria of section

10(e) (2) on the basis of limited Commission resources. Thus,

it is assiomed that either with or without Commission rules

as an aid, the language of the CPSA does not permit resources

and priorities to enter into a consideration of the relevant

factors in section 10(e)(2). Otherwise, this discussion is

not necessary.

This approach also assumes that when a petition is granted,

the Commission's obligation to "promptly commence an appropriate

proceeding", as required in section 10(d), precludes any pro-
20/

longed delay in doing so. The approach also distinguishes

'2.0/ The Administrative Procedure Act authorizes a court to
"compel agency action unlawfully withheld or unreasonably
delayed" (5 U.S.C. 706(1)).
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between (1) petitioner's right to petition and have his or

her petition acted upon by the Coimnission (i.e., either granted

or denied) and (2) petitioner's right to have the Conunission

promptly initiate proceedings under section 7 or 8. It is

expected that the Commission will have sufficient staff and

resources to perform the first function. On the other hand,

it is the initiation and conduct of a section 7 or 8 proceeding

which places the greater demand on Commission resources in terms

of funds and manpower. It is these proceedings over which

the Commission has little control (in terms of priority manage-

ment) once the Commission grants a petition (or is ordered by

the court to initiate a proceeding)

.

A. Advantages of Appropriations Limitation.

The provision under consideration would attempt to allow

the Commission to consider the factor of its limited funds in

determining whether to commence proceedings for products de-

termined to present an "unreasonable risk of injury". In effect,

the Commission could find that a consumer product safety rule

is necessary, but because of the nature of the risk in relation

to other risks, and the limited amount of funds available, it

may decide not to commence proceedings immediately. Instead,

it would allocate its "earmarked" funds to those risks which

it considered more serious in its priority evaluation.
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A limitation on the amount of money the Commission

could expend on Section 7 and 8 proceedings arising from

petitions would also permit the Commission better management

control over its internal operations between programs. With

knowledge of the maximum amount of money it has available for

section 7 and 8 proceedings arising from petitions, the Com-

mission could allocate its general funds to other priority

projects early in the fiscal year instead of holding them in

a "contingency fund" for unforeseen petitions.

The funds limitation could be utilized by the Commission,

too, as a court defense in those situations where proceedings

have not been commenced due to the lack of funds. Absent such a

discretionary authority or a limitation on the amount of funds

for section 7 and 8 proceedings, the Commission's lack of

adequate resources might not excuse it from its statutory

21/
obligation.— In Krimm v. Turney , 168 F.2d 72 (1948), for

example, an entity of the Department of Commerce argued for

dismissal of plaintiff's protest on the grounds of laches and

that performance of the administrative function would be unduly

burdensome. Although this case involved a charge of "laches"

(i.e., delay which would make relief inequitable), and the

Commission will not necessarily be faced with the similar prob-

lem of petitioners fai]ing to press their claims, the admini-

strative burden argument was rejected by the court which stated.

21/ See discussion in attached letter of February 25, 1976,
to the Senate Subcommittee.
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'It is certainly not true as a general
proposition, that an administrative
agency has inherent discretionary power
to decline to perform a statutory func-
tion, where the application for admini-
strative action, though made within the
statutory time limit, has been unnecessarily
delayed and as a result of the delay the
administrative agency now deems the perfor-
mance of the administrative function to
have become unduly burdensome, by reason
of reduction of staff or otherwise. Such
a discretionary power may, of course, be
conferred by legislative act ." [Emphasis
supplied] 168 F.2d at 73.

Moreover, without an express grant of discretion by Congress,

a court could make the assumption that the Commission was

adequately funded. For example, the Court in Krimm , supra

also said,

"We have every sympathy with respondent
[Director, Division of Liquidation, Depart-
ment of Commerce] in his administrative
problems. But if Congress desires these
enforcement actions to be pressed... it
must be assumed that Congress will supply
respondent with sufficient funds and staff
to perform his delegated administrative
functions in connection with the special
procedure laid down in the Act ...". 16 8

F.2d at 76.

Therefore, it can be seen that a specific appropriations

limitation and grant of discretion could assist the Commission

in avoiding an adverse court decision.

Even with an appropriations limitation which grants such

discretion, it is not certain that a court would uphold a

Commission decision not to initiate a section 7 or 8 proceeding.
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However, courts have upheld an appropriation act provision

as overriding prior existing legislation providing persons

with certain economic benefits. In United States v. Dickerson,

310 U.S. 554 (1940), for example, an appropriation act pro-

vision prohibited the payment of reenlistment bonuses to mil-

itary persons which had been authorized by a prior existing

statute. The Court held that the appropriation act language sus-

pended the language of the prior statute for the period of

the fiscal year. It would be reasonable to expect a court

to rule likewise on a limitation of funds provision in the

Commission's appropriation act—deferring to the legislative

perogative to change, amend or repeal existing laws

and the legislative right to place limitations on the amount

and use of funds.

Further, it is unlikely that a court would order a federal

agency to do something which would entail the expenditure of

22/ Such a provision could amount to a substantive amendment
to section 10 because it would authorize deviations from
the strict statutory language. For support for the
proposition "that Congress can amend substantive legis-
lation by ..revisions in an appropriation bill
...", see HLRB v. Thompson Products , 141 F.2d
794 at 797 (9th Cir. 1944) . See also, Tayloe v. Kjaer,
171 F.2d 343 at 344 (D.C. Cir. 1948), where the Court
stated: "Congress, of course, has undoubted power to
permanently change existing law even in an appropriation
act, and the fact that it is universally recognized as ex-
ceedingly bad legislative practice and is forbidden by
the rules of both Houses of Congress does not subject it
to judicial scrutiny."
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funds beyond a Congressional limitation. Such an order

would cause the Conunission to spend funds not yet appropriated.

which is a violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act (31 U.S.C

24/

23/
665(c)).— Instead, it is conjectured that a court would defer

to the legislature's perogative in appropriation matters,

-

25/
and to an agency's conduct of its operations.

—

23/ This situation would be different from those cases where
an agency has funds but, for one reason or another, refuses
to expend them ("impoundment of funds") for the purpose
they were appropriated. See, e.g.. People Ex Rel Bakalis
V. Weinberger , 368 F. Supp. 721 (1973).

24/ Article I, Section 9 of the Constitution provides that
"No Money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in conse-
quence of Appropriations made by Law . .

.
" . As the court

observed in Stanton v. Ash, 384 F. Supp. 625 at 632,
(1974) , "The decision to spend, not to spend, how much
to spend, and where to spend is one such issue that, ab-
sent very special circumstances, belongs to the legislative
and executive branches of government."

25/ In Natural Resources Defense Council v. Train , 510 F.2d
692 (D.C. Cir. 1975), the Court held that EPA had a

statutory, "non-discretionary duty" to publish certain
guidelines by a certain date. Notwithstanding the sta-
tutory duty, the court recognized (page 712) that EPA's
budgetary commitments and manpower demands required
to complete the guidelines by the statutory date might
be "beyond the agency's capacity or would unduly jeopar-
dize the implementation of other essential programs".
Accordingly the court said it would not mandate flat
deadlines if the Administrator, EPA, could demonstrate
that additional time was necessary. The court said, too,
"We think the court may foreclose the issuance of an order
in those cases where it is convinced by the official in-
volved that he has in good faith employed the utmost dili-
gence in discharging his statutory responsibilities. The
sound discretion of an equity court does not embrace en-
forcement through contempt of a party's duty to comply
with an order that calls him 'to do an iupossibility '

.

"

510 F.2d 692 at 713.
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B. Disadvantages of Appropriations Limitation.

Although an appropriations limitation may provide the

Commission with certain discretionary powers not previously

possessed, and although such a limitation could be t'pheld on

judicial review, a limitation on the amount of funds avail-

able for proceedings arising from section 10 petitions would

have certain disadvantages that require consideration.

1. The Limitation Will Possibly Deprive Some
Citizens Of Their Right To Have A Proceeding
Commenced For A Consumer Product Safety Rule.

Section 10(e) (2) sets forth a two-fold criteria for judi-

cial review of a Commission denial of a petition or failure to

act on a petition within 120 days. If a court finds that the

consumer product in question presents an unreasonable risk of

injury and that the failure of the Commission to initiate

section 7 or 8 proceedings "unreasonable exposes the petitioner

or other consumer to a risk of injury presented by the consumer

product", it will order the Commission to initiate the action

requested by the petitioner. Thus, it can be argued that.

a

petitioner who can demonstrate that both criteria are met is

entitled to Commission action, according to the strict language

of the statute, notwithstanding the Commission's limited re-

sources.

The Commission's failure to commence proceedings for an

"unreasonable risk of injury" may invite criticism of arbitrariness.
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Likewise, it does not appear to accord with the legislative

history of section 10 which unconditionally affords all per-

sons the right to have a proceeding commenced once they meet

the section 10 criteria. To deprive persons of this right

only because of lack of funds could be looked upon as a

"breach of faith" on the part of Congress. The argument

can be made that if Congress thought it important to give

citizens the statutory right to petition the Commission in

connection with risks of injuries and, moreover, to establish

judicial review of Commission denials, the Congress should be

expected to fully fund Commission expenses in connection with

the proceedings arising from granted petitions. Otherwise,

it could appear that Congress "gives with the right hand, and

takes away with the left."

2. The Refusal Of The Commission To
"Promptly Initiate Proceedings"
Would Invite Litigation.

If the Commission fails to initiate proceedings for

those petitions which are granted it can be expected that

some frustrated petitioners may bring suit to have the

proceedings initiated. It is difficult to predict whether

a court would decline to order commencement of a section 7

or 8 proceeding on the basis of insufficient Congressional

26/
funding.

26/ A petitioner could try to have a district court* order
the Commission to initiate proceedings. But this would

(footnote continued
next page)
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It might be argued that section 10 gives citizens an

absolute right to petition the Commission and the Commission

cannot fail to initiate a proceeding solely on the basis of

limited funds. The Courts have, in a nvimber of cases, held

that lack of funds by a governmental entity cannot be a

reason for depriving individuals of their constitutional

27/
rights.— Too, a court might rule such a limitation is

invalid on the basis that it would deprive some persons of

their statutory right under section 10—and that such unequal

treatment deprives the petitioners of "due process."

(footnote continued)
likely be a general mandamus action under 28 U.S.C. 1361
rather than a section 10(e) action because the prerequi-
site of a section 10(e) action is that either the Com-
mission has denied a petition or has failed to respond
to the petition within 120 days.

27/ Wyatt v. Aderholt, 503 F.2d 1305 (1974) (mental patients
committed to state mental institutions have a Consti-
tutional right to treatment not withstanding state's
claim of insufficient funds; Hamilton v. Love , 328 F.
Supp. 1182, (E.D. Ark., 1972); Holt v. Sarver, 309 F.
Supp. 362, (E.D. Ark., 1970), affirmed 442 F,2d 304
(1971); Jackson v. Bishop, 404 F.2d 571 (1968).
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3 The Limitation May Be Undesirable, Too,

Because It Would Restrict The Commissxon'

s

Managerial Perogatives In Reallocating

Funds

.

Presently, the Commission may reallocate its appropriated

29/
funds from program to program as priorities may change.

However, when Congress appropriates funds to be used for a

specific purpose, the specific appropriation precludes the use

of general appropriations, even after exhaustion of the specific

appropriation.—'' Likewise, a limitation on the amount of

money to be expended on a certain program would preclude the

transfer of additional funds to the program from the Commission's

general fund, even if such funds were available. (Congress

could, conceivably, provide that funds could be transferred

from the general appropriation to regulatory development arising

from section 10 petitions if the limitation were reached, but

that would defeat the purpose of the limitation.)

D. Summary Regarding Appropriations.

In summary, the advantages of an appropriation limitation

on the amount of funds available for proceedings arising out
.

of section 10 petitions appear to be outweighed by the dis-

advantages. It appears the "trade-off for the greater planning

297—Subject to^OMB Regulations ana Circulars.

30/ 1 Comp. Gen. 312 (1921); 20 Comp. Gen. 73 (1941); 34

— Comp. Gen. 236 (1954)

.
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capability provided by an appropriation limitation for peti--

tioners arising from section 10 petitions is the loss of

management's ability to reallocate funds where they are

needed—as well as placing the Commission in the unenviable

position of having to deny section 10 petitions solely because

of limited funds. Commission success in litigating the imple-

mentation of section 10 may be outweighed by adverse publicity

to the Commission.
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U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20207

f'fB 2 5 1976

Honorable William Proxmire
Chairman
Subcommittee on HUD-Independent Agencies
Committee on Appropriations
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter is in response to your request, during the

Consumer Product Safety Commission's FY 1977 appropriations

hearing on February 18, for a written opinion concerning the

success of using differing priorities, caused by resource or

personnel limitations, as a defense against court actions

seeking affirmative agency actions, such as those involved in

section 10 of the Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA), (15 U.S.C.

2059) . In my opinion such an approach is rational since it

recognizes that the Commission has finite resources. However,

while the Commission may very well find it necessary at some

time in the future to make decisions on this basis, it appears,

in view of the statutory language involved, that it would be

difficult to convince the courts not to order the commencement

of a rulemaking proceeding after a petitioner has met his or her

statutory burden.

While there are, as of this time, no cases arising directly

under the relevant provisions of section 10 of the Consumer

Product Safety Act, I have examined several decisions of federal

courts which were asked to order governmental entities or agencies

to take some affirmative action. While some of these cases do

involve the constitutional rights of individuals, as opposed to

purely statutory obligations of agencies, I believe they are

analogous in that the courts are being asked to order the govern-

ment to perform tasks that are difficult for practical reasons.
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HoTtorabld William Proxmire
Page 2

The cases 1 have examined, while not exhaustive of the subject/
are STZBaoarized below, and. generally tend to show a judicial
leaning towards the ordering of affirmative agency actions.

1. Wyatt V. Aderhoit, 503 F.2d 1305 (5th Cir. 1974).
Notwithstanding arguisents chat the correction o£ deficiencies
in the state's stental institutions would require a heavy
e:(pei3ditur0 of funds, that such funds would have to cose from
other prograats, and that the duty of allocating state funds
was solely the responsibility of the governor and legislature,
the Court found that the state could be ordered to correct the
defJLciencies.

2. Mills V. Board of Bducation of the District of Columbia ,^

343 F. Supp. ii66 (D.D.C. 1972). Here, the duty to provide a
publicl3r—supported education for exceptional children, based on
the Constitution of the United States, the District of Columbia
Code, and the District's regulations, was fovind sufficient to
justify an order requiring implententaticn of an extensive pro~
grata, even though it was claisted that there were insufficient
funds.

3. Caapbell v. McGruder , Civil No. 1462-71 (D.D.C. Nov. 5,
1975) . In this case, euLthough defendants argued that they lacked
control over the conditions prevalent in the D.C. Jail, the
Court ordered det«iiled restedial actions because of the prisoners'
rights.

4. Pugh V. Locke , Civil Ko. 74-57-!* (M.D. Ala. Jaa, 13,
1976) . The Court~issued an extensive order requiring the
correction of deficiencies in several state prisons. The
defendant admitted in open court thert it had been conclusively
established that the plaintiff's 2ighth ArBertdiwnt rights had
been violated* The arguieent of defendant was that the cozjtditlons
in the prisons could not be alleviated because of inadequate
funding by, the state legislature.

5. Katural Resources Defense Council v. Train , 510 F.2d '^^^

692 {D.C. Cir. 1975). In this cis«i the Court, in declining to
fully uphold the Order of the District Court relating to the "^1

publication of certain water pollu1;ion guidelines by EPA, '^''

recognized that because of agency budgetary coEtmitsients and
asanpower deeiands it would either be* iapossible for the agency
to ccaaply by December 31, 1974, or that coBplieince would unduly
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jisopardize other essential prograss. Therefora , the Cottrt founj
tliat r.PA could petition for a stay of the order requiring
piiblication by that date under ceruain circuastauces. However,
although the decision in this SPA case recognized the probleos
of agency resources, it did not stand for the piX)position that
the agency may disregard its statatory duty for an iiidetenainable
Period of time because it had zaore important tasks before it. and a
limited aeoounti of resoiirces.

6. Tuchinaky v. CPSC, Civi3- ^'o. 219-73 {D.D.C. Nov. 14,
1974) . The plaintiff was seeking a court order to affiraatively
require CPSC to issue certain regulations pertaining tc the toy
as^ndsents to the federal Hazardous Substances Act. CPSC argued,
among other things, that it was congressioaally siandated to
ordar its priorities on the basis of the danger presented to
the coasuffiers, and tK>t on the b«uiis of the chronological order
in which v2u:ious pieces of consumer legislation had been enacted.
TiMt argui^mt was that the CPSA specifically provided that the
priorities of the Coaamission would not be set by outside parties
dtaring the first years of its existence and that the statutory
directive to address the problraeos of product safety in u ccetpre-
hansive fashion could only be carried out by addressing the
niost iu^^jrtant hazards first. Although this case did not Involve
a petition under section 10 of the CPSA, but was an action to
compel the initiation of rulea!a}d.ng under one of the Coeamission ' s
transferred acts, I think it is important to note that the Court,
without discussing tha Oanmission ' s priority arguaents, denied
its motion to dismiss and ruled that CPSC had a duty to issue
the regulations, where possible.

None of these cases can be considered determinative in a
law suit arising under section 10 of the CPSA. ^'hey are rarely
indicative of trends la judicial thinking. Bowever, the espress
language of section 10 itself, as well as its logislative history

,

leads oe to doubt the liklibood of success of a priority-ordering
or lack-of-resources aurguaient standing alone= Sid>aection XO{e)
of th« Consuiaer Product Safety Act allows a petitioner to ofataiii. .

a court order requiring the Ccmaaisgion to begin a mleiaaking
proceeding concerning a cocsuiser product. For a court to isst»^;;'
such an order, the petitioner must convince the court, by a '^^'i
preponderance of the evidence, that the product presents an i r
unreasonaible risk of injuiry and that f3dJ.ure of thm Ccamlssion
to coQXMoice rul^aaklng unreasoxiably exposes consuic«rs to a risk
of injury presented by that consisssr product. I'harefcre, from
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the express language of the law, at least, the petitioner would
be entitled to the relief reqxiesteii upon aaeting tha statutory
burden.

Neither section 10 nor the legislative history of i-hiy
section laentions the availability of resources or th^s* Coo-
loission's priorities as factors which might enter into the
court's decision to order the Initiation of a rulemaking once v
the petitioner has Bet the statutory burden. In fact, the CPSA '''^

in subsection 10(g) gave the CcOTxaission a three-year grace period
before petitioners were given the ability to sue to force the
coaoaaanceajent of ruleaaking. The legislative history of subsection
10(g) indicates that the three years were necessary to enable
the Coomissloft to "properly order its priorities." (Remarks of
Representative Harley Staggers, 118 Cong. See, H 9908-9909
(Oct. 13, 1973).) Further, tha Congress believed that "[a] new
entity such as tha Ccmmission most first of all get organised...."
(R^aarks of Representative Broyhill, 118 Cong. Eec. H 9909
(Get. 13, 1972).)

In view of the analogous cases cited, the express statutory
language, and the legislative history, now that the three-year
grace period has elapsed, a plea that the Coranission cannot act
on an unreasonable risk because it has different priorities may
be viewed by the courts very critically. Thus, it would seem
difficult for the Comaisaion to convince a court, to either dis-
regard or x^ad something extra into the section 10 procedures.

Sincerely,

Original signed by

Michael A. BroTO

Michael A. Brown
General Counsel
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FIREWORKS RULEMAKING

Mr. Brown. Chairman Simpson, this Commission and its predeces-
sor, the Food and Drug Administration, have been considering for ap-
proximately 3 yeai-s tlie fireworks rulemaking. The rulemaking has
not been concluded, and the Commission has been considering the pre-
siding officer's report and the briefs of the parties for well over 6

months. When is that rule to be promulgated ?

Mr. Simpson. As a matter of fact this morning we were able to reach
a majority on the opinion and tentative order, and it should go to the

Federal Kegister very soon.

RECORDKEEPING RULEMAKING

Mr. Brown. In another rulemaking that was started about a year
and a half ago, the recordkeeping rules under section 16(b) were pro-

posed for comment in the fall of 1974, and that comment period was
closed before Thanksgiving of that year. What is the status of that
rulemaking ?

Mr. Simpson. That went out and was so controversial, the number of
comments we received were so voluminous, I think the feeling is to

repropose it.

Mr, Parent. We are in the process of analyzing the massive number
of comments that came in on it.

time for decision by commission

Mr. Brown. What is the average time for Commissioners to make a

decision on a rulemaking, that is, the average time from the date the

proceeding is submitted to you, is on your desk, until the day you vote ?

Mr. Simpson. I don't have statistics, but I think the average is prob-
ably less than 2 weeks. The average would be less than 2 weeks.
I can tell you what we do. AVlien a briefing package—whether it is

on a rule, policy, anything that takes a Commission vote—comes to the

Commission it is scheduled on an executive session for a vote on the

week following its arrival on the Commission's desk. Most of the items
are normally voted on and disposed of that following week.
We do have a provision for particularly complicated regulations and

rules to defer for another week, and then they are usually voted on.

The sessions you have talked about, I think the fireworks regulation

is one of those. Frankly, we were split right down the middle on that

regulation. I think we were at the outset and further split ])y the ruling

from the administrative law judge. It is not a simple issue, and we
were able this morning, hopefully before Commissioner Newman
leaves, for she is part of the majority that enables us to arrive at a

decision, to resolve our differences.

Mr. Brown. Could you submit for the record statistics on the average
time for decisions during the last year ?

Mr. Simpson. Sure. I think it will end up between 1 week and 2

weeks.
[The following information was received for the record :]
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Average Time for Decisions by the

Consumer Product Safety Commission

Prepared for the Subcommittee on Oversight and

Investigations, house Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

March, 1976

As shown on the attached tables, the Consumer Product Safety Comnission
makes the overwhelming majority of its decisions within one week after an
item appears for vote on the agenda for the Commission's weekly Executive
Sessions. It is Commission practice to list on the agenda all matters
submitted to the Commission at the time of submission; thus^ appearance of

an item on the agenda is synonymous with receipt by the Commissioners.

Of 683 decisions which the Commission decided arid/or initiated in

Calendar Year 1975, 78 per centwere made within one week, 85 per cent
within two weeks, 89 percent within three weeks and 94 per cent within four
weeks.

Total Decisions 1 week 2 weeks 3 weeks 4 weeks More than 4 weeks

683 535 45 27 38 39
100% 78% 7% 4% 5% 6%

In making these tabulations, we have used the agendas prepared for
the meetings, and cross-checked them with memoranda prepared by the

Secretary after each meeting, which list decisions and necessary follow-up
for each decision. A decision listed under the 1 week column appeared on

only one agenda; those listed under 2 weeks appeared on two, and so forth.

However, prior to October 30, 1975, items for each agenda were submitted
up to the Tuesday immediately before the Thursday Executive Session. Thus,

some decisions were made after briefing material on the issue had been in

Commissioners' hands for somewhat less than one week. After October 30,

the schedule was changed, and all but emergency items are now submitted

to the Commissioners at least one full week prior to the Executive Session.

In many cases, of course, similar items appear on a number of agendas.

Where possible, we have accounted in the footnotes to the accompanying chart
for actions by the Commission which were not final decisions on a matter, but

were votes which disposed of specific items by returning them to the staff
for additional information or further revision.

It is important to note that it is the Commission's policy to decide
matters by majority vote of the five Commissioners, not by a majority vote
of a quorum (3) at any given meeting.

As noted above, the decisions counted in these tabulations are those
which were initiated and/or acted upon in Calendar Year 1975. Thus, some
of the decisions are on items added to the agenda in late 1974 and acted
on in early 1975; others are items added to the agenda- in 1975 and decided
early in 1976 (up through the March 4, 1976 Executive' Session).
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We have defined the types of decisions delineated in the tabulation
somewhat arbitrarily, since few decisions affect only one category of
action. For the purpose of this tabulation, we have defined the following
categories.

Proposed Rules : Actions related to proposed rules and statements
of policy include approving Federal Register documents on the proposals,
extending comment periods, and withdrawing proposals. This category
does not include rules proposed under section 7 proceedings (see below),
or decisions to grant petitions seeking exemption from special packaging
requirements of the PPPA (an action which triggers a proposed amendment
of the packaging regulations); these actions are counted under the petition
category (see below).

Final Rules : Generally, these actions are limited to approving
Federal Register documents promulgating a final regulation.

Section 7 Matters : Actions taken under this category include approval
of "section 7 notices' initiating rule-making proceedings, votes to

select "offerors," votes to extend development or evaluation time of
recommended or proposed standards, and votes on proposed or final rules
which were initiated under this section. As explained below, this
category specifically excludes Commission action in granting petitions
under section 10 of the CPSA, even though this action initiates section
7 proceedings.

Petitions : Under this category, we have listed primarily decisions
to grant or defiy a petition under one of the Commission's Acts. However,
the category also includes decisions to approve Federal Register documents,
letters to petitioners, and majority opinions which may be required to

implement decisions on petitions. As noted above, this category includes
actions on petitions under section 10 up to the point imnediately before
section 7 proceedings are initiated.

Enforcement Hatters : This category includes decisions to seek civil

or criminal penalties for alleged violation of CPSC Acts or regulations;
decisions to close cases or accept consent agreements; and decisions
on motions and orders which relate to enforcement proceedings. The
category specifically excludes actions taken under section 15 of the

CPSA (see below).

Section 15 Matters : Actions related to section 15 of the CPSA, and

listed under this category, include the opening and closing of cases in-

volving products which could cause a substantial risk of injury; accepting
negotiated consent agreements or voluntary corrective action plans; and

initiating adjudicative proceedings under section 15(f).

Appeals of Court Decisions : This category is self-explanatory.
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Comments on Legislation : These decisions -are votes on draft letters
responding to requests for Comm'ission views on proposed legislation,
generally from the Congress, but in some cases from the Office of
Management and Budget.

Freedom of Information riatters : Decisions under this category
include votes on appeals of the Secretary's denial of FOIA requests,
and on the Commission's FOIA policies.

Miscellaneous Actions : ^Included in this category are actions on
advisory opinions, jurisdictional questions, selection of advisory
committee members, approval of meetings, and approval of Federal
Register notices, letters and the like, which do not fit under other
categories.

Attachments
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Time for Action

Type of Decision
(and number)
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Footnotes

1/ Policy on petitions first on agenda September 25, 1975; decision that week
to request staff comments. Back on agenda October 23; decided November 17.

Policy on imports first appeared on agenda May 1, 1975; decision that week
to seek additional comments from staff and individual Commissioners
Revised Federal Register notice back on agenda September 25; decided that week.

Vacuum bottles proposed regulation first appeared on agenda October 9, 1975;
Commission sought additional information. Back on agenda January 15 'l976-'
decided that week.

2/ Final meeting policy on agenda 6 weeks. "Fireworks" on agenda August 7, 1975-
decision on tentative Order of the Commission made February 20, 1976; decisions
were made on various motions and orders in the interim.

3/ ^'^^^^ these decisions was to initiate section 7 proceedings on Christmas tree
light sets, originally on agenda as a section 15 matter (see note 9 below).

4/ Recommended swimming pool slide standard submitted by offeror May 30, 1975-
Cotratiission voted to propose standard July 31. Decision to publish final
swimming pool standard (promulgation) made December 23, 1975, 5 weeks after
issue first appeared on agenda. Decision on bookmatch standard made 5 weeks
after issue first appeared on agenda. However, an interim decision was made
to seek additional information from staff, and final decision was made 4 weeks
after this information was transmitted.

Decision on proposed architectural glazing standard first appeared on the
March 13, 1975 agenda. Following a briefing by staff in April., the item
appeared on the May 30 agenda, when the Commission returned the draft to
the staff for additional work. It appeared on the agenda aga^'n for the
November 6 and 13 meetings (no meeting held November 6), and again was
returned to staff for additional work. On January 15, 1976, the issue again
appeared on the agenda, and that week was approved for proposal.

5/ Final opinion on NRDC aerosol petition approved in August, 1975. Petition
first appeared on agenda March 28, and Commission asked for a meeting between
staff and industry representatives, which was held in May.

The petition was on the agenda again June 12, and was discussed in a series
of special sessions soon afterward.

6/ Five cases decided together.

7/ Seventeen Flammable Fabrics Act cases decided together. Nineteen toy cases
decided together.

8/ Twenty-eight mattress flammability cases decided together.

9/ Eight Christmas tree lights decided together in one vote; nine decided in
another.

IP/ Comment on H.R. 3495 (aerosol can safety).
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Footnotes

11/ Advisory opinion on jurisdiction over traffic light devices.

12/ Decision on procedures on staff attendance at closed, non-substantial meetings.

Decision was made same week as decision on final meetings policy )see note 2,

page 5).

72-820 O - 76 - 10
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Mr. Brown. Mr. Chairman, I believe Commissioner Franldin has

a comment.
Mrs. Franklin. Lest the record be unclear with respect to fireworks,

that lengthy delay you were talking about of several years, appeals

and so on, that is not, in my opinion, because the Commission couldn't

act fast enough, it is because of section 701 (e) of the Food, Drug, and
Cosmetics Act under which this takes place. In my opinion that is one

of the most unwieldy processes ever seen, and I think should be

amended.
Mr. Brown. I know in this rulemaking a hearing was granted, but

in another Commission proceeding under the same statutory authority,

the Pactra case, a hearing was denied. Was it necessary for the Com-
mission to grant a hearing in the fireworks matter ?

Mr. Michael Brown. In Pactra in the ninth circuit, the Commis-
sion was ordered
Mr. Brown. I understand that.

"summary judgment"' rules for determining when to grant
A hearing

Does the Commission have any rules for guidance in ruling on those

requests for a 701 (e) hearing under the Hazardous Substance Act ?

Mr. Simpson. We have a legal memo from General Counsel, if rea-

sonable grounds have been submitted, I think that section 701 is fairly

clear on that, if reasonable grounds are submitted and if the grounds
were proved to be true in a trial proceeding, then you must go forward
with the process.

There were, in this one, two constitutional issues raised—freedom of

religion, and one other.

Mr. Brown. I understand that, but the Food and Drug Administra-

tion, for example, which uses this statute, promulgated what they call

summary judgment rules for ruling on these requests for hearings.

Has the Commission considered any such rules ?

Mr. Michael Brown. In ruling on the Pactra rule, we inherited the

Food and Drug procedures, so we were using their rules. They had the

only.cases in existence under 701 (e)

.

Mr. Brown. Have you adopted those rules ?

Mr. Michael Brown. No ; they become ours until we change them.

Mr. Brown. Those are your rules ?

Mr. Michael Brown. Under section 30 those are our rules.

Mr. Brown. That authority was not available in the fireworks

matter ?

Mr. Michael Brown. Again using that, a determination of the Com-
mission was that there were reasonable grounds. Some of the cases are

supportive where reasonable grounds were raised. In this one the free-

dom of religion issue was raised.

Mr. PiTTLE. I have a comment about the length of time. This pro-

ceeding was undertaken pursuant to section 701(e). Had the Commis-
sion decided that fireworks were articles intended for use by children,

we could have gone under the child protection section of that act and
utilized the informal rulemakino; procedures of section 553 of the APA
and that would have been considerably shortened. If there were con-

stitutional issues, they could have been in the courts by now.
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REGULATION OF PRODUCTS INTENDED FOR USE BY CHILDREN

You brought the question up before about the Hazardous Substances

Act. it IS not wnat i would caii a perfect act. But in cases where it in-

volves hazards to children resulting from toys and other articles for

US3 by children, the Hazardous Substances Act provides this Commis-
sion authority to ban a product cliildren would use very quickly. A ban
could be imposed after notice and comment for 30 days. 1 believe the

protection is much faster and fuller for kids' articles.

Mr. Brown. Has the Commission adopted a policy as to when it will

use the Child Protection and Toy Safety Act?
Mr. PiTTLE. I will send a statement on this subject for the record.^

Mr. Simpson. I think you will only get a statement of policy when
we can get the majority statement from tlie Coimnission.

ASSESSING ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF CPSC REGULATION

Mr. Brown. The effective date of the Commission's repurchase and
disposal order in the Pactra case was delayed almost a year because

of the Commission's failure to assess the environmental aspects of the

order. Why was that 'I

Mr. Simpson. It was simply a mistake.

Mr. Brown. Are you considering the adoption of rules, for example,

that would guide the Commission ?

Mr. Simpson. The assignment has been made to the Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis to make an environmental assessment in every instance

in which it is required.

Mr. Brown, How do you determine when it is required ?

Mr. Simpson. Under the guidelines of NEPA.
Mr. Brown. Does the agency have guidelines for its own specific

kinds of actions ?

I might say this. The Food and Drug Administration has guidelines

on when environmental assessments are to be made in 21 CFR part 6.

Mr. Simpson. We don't have any formal ones.

Mr. Michael Brown. Such guidelines have been in the making be-

tween a contractor laboratory and the Bureau of Economic Analysis.

If you are talking about overall provisions for the Commission, one
of the models we have considered for guidance has been the procedures

of the Food and Drug Administration.

Mr. Brow^n. I think that has been useful.

Mr. Simpson. I think, Mr. Brown, if you look around the Federal
Government you would find many cases like Pactra.

Mr. Brown. I have no doubt about that.

I note in 21 CFR 6.1(b) that this specific kind of proceeding was
enumerated as one where the Food and Drug Administration would
have required an assessment ; so there is no question that while other

agencies may lie getting hung up on failure to make assessments, there

are obvioiislv kinds of cases where environmental assessments clearly

are to be made, and the rules can serve as a useful guide.

Thank you.

1 Commissioner Plttle's proposed statement of policy anpears in annendix E, p. 305 :

fl more romplete statement of his views on the applicability of the Child Protection and
Toy Safety Act appears in his dissenting opinion reprinted as Appendix J, p. 381.
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Mr. Maguire. I have one more question and then will yield to the

gentleman from Texas.

EFFECTIVENESS OF SECTION 15 OF CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY ACT

On page 4 of your statement, Mr. Simpson, you talk about section

15, and tlie fact that 350 reports have been acted upon to date involv-

ing 24 million items and corrections on 4 million of those items. Others
have expressed the view that a surprisingly small number of notifica-

tions have been received under this section, raising some question

about actually how vigorous you have been, and how seriously you
have taken this section.

On page 2 you talk about how there are 10 million firms involved,

and 20 million products with associated injuries per year. I just won-
dered, given the data you have given us on the total universe, plus the

data you have given on how many applications under section 15, how
you can be optimistic or feel that that is an accomplishment of any
particular dimension to have that number of reports ?

Mr. Simpson. I don't know, nor do I know anyone who knows how
many products in the marketplace have substantial product hazards.

Mr. Maguire. We note there are 20 million product-associated in-

juries. You have no idea how many injuries were directly product
related ?

Mr. Simpson. I think there was testimony and most people estimated
that at between 15 and 25 percent. Yesterday, and Mr. Brown may
recall, in the budget hearing of Mr. Proxmire's committee he called to

my attention an estimate made by Mr. Whittaker, of Underwriter
Labs, that the underlying causes were responsible for about 5 percent

of the total.

Mr. Maguire. 350 reports from 10 million firms in a 3-year period,

is that what we should expect to get ?

Mr. Simpson. I don't know. I think it has been adequate. We tried to

follow up and have not found anybody in our investigations that is

violating the 15 (b) reporting provision.

We have had a policy, and we have tried to flesh this out, again

with a limited staff, sending out letters we hope would scare someone
into reporting, and we call them a pre-15(b) letter, that is where we
have unverified data that a product may have such a defect. We send
out a letter and say, "Hey, are you aware of our provisions?"

abolishment of commission

Mr. Maguire. At this early stage of the Commission's existence,

relative to the whole universe we are concerned about, I am astonished

to find latent in your statement that the Commission might go out of

business, or be abolished. I don't know how we will get to that. Even
if w^e get to that point, given technical change, how could there be a

point where you would want to move to abolish the Commission ?

Would you comment ?

Mr. Simpson. Yes. It would be a long comment, but most questions

could be answered by a reading of the 200-page report we sent up for

the 1977 budget estimate. It takes into account generic standards that

address products before coming into the marketplace, an example
would be the way you treat toys by a set of generic standards.
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Mr. PiTTLE, I do share the opinion of the Commissioner that unnec-
essary Government regulation should be stopped. As to abolishing
CPSC, I don't think it will be as easy as he alleges. I don't think it

should be.

If we take the outside estimate of 5 million injuries being caused
by the product itself—that is an estimate that our stall's have worked
up on their own—what about the 75 percent that the chairman be-
lieves no standard can reduce ? What about the other three-fourths of
20 million that need to be addressed ?

A lot of those injuries involve consumer behavior, and I think that
requires a lot of consumer education. A lot of information to con-
sumers about these hazards. That is one area we really have to amplify,
that we never get into. As Commissioner Kushner pointed out in a

previous hearing, we are never asked, What are you doing about con-
sumer behavior to help them know" how to operate more safely with
products ? We are never asked that question. If we are, it is a gratui-

tous question.

As for products under standards, it is still likely that due to bad
quality control, a hazardous product imay get into the marketplace.
There still will be the need for this agency to flush those out and have
them recalled.

Moreover, you have to have people enforce compliance, and inspec-

tors to make sure producers are living up to the regulations.

As another example, the electric stun gun or Taser popped out of
nowhere, and this agency is probably the only agency with expertise

to evaluate it on a technical basis.

Mr. Maguire. Commissioner Franklin ?

Mrs. Franklin. With respect to your question about the abolition

of the agency, I would like to say this. I disagree with the premise
that after we have promulgated 100 mandatory safety standards over
a period of 5 years, we should self-destruct. I disagree on a couple of
counts.

One, as Dr. Pittle and T>r. Kushner both pointed out, there are a

number of other tools we have with which to attack the problem of

how to reduce injuries, other than the mandatory safety standards.

I think voluntary action on the part of industry and consumers, con-

sumer education, and a variety of other things need to be more effec-

tively used.

I disagree also because I think there is going to be a need for some
kind of look at the marketplace from the Federal vantage point. It

would be great if the need disappeared, but I don't see it disappearing
overnight.

I think there is merit, however, in our agency being required to look

at itself every few years to see what kind of results there have been
because of our work. How much have injuries been decreased? Is the

marketplace in fact getting safer ?

If so, maybe the configuration and activities of this agency would
need to change. The review process is one that needs to happen.
Mr. Maguire. The gentleman from Texas is recognized for 5 minutes.

ALLOCATION OF SUBCOMMITTEE STAFF TO MINORITY

Mr. Collins. I would like to put in this record a protest from the
minority about the way this committee operates. It is difficult for
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us on the minority side to have much input or know what is goin^ on
because in this liberal Congress; the concept of bringing freedom
and justice to all we have seen a completely rewritten book of rules.

The minority raised this objection earlier in one of the hearings, but
since we have not made any progress, I want to put it back on the
record.

Our committee staff is directly under the chairman who selects 35
members of our staff subject to the approval of the majority. The
minoritv has no input as to who is on the staff". If a Member of Con-
gress who is a member of this committee wants to see project research
information, he has the right to see it himself, but no member of his

office staff has the right to go in and see that raw material, only the
Con^essman.
We are entitled to have two people on our minority staff ; we have

a lawyer and an assistant. I cannot send my lawyer in to see the raw
material. There is no way he is entitled to see it, nor can I take photo-
stats to take back to him to evaluate this information.
What I object to stronglv is the fact that when we get to the 5-min-

ute rule, counsel has 22 minutes, and we live under the 5-minute rule.

It is all at the discretion of the Chair, but we go entirely by the book.
Although the minority makes up one-third of the Congress, we have

relatively very little input on this, and I think this oversight is tre-

mendously important. I don't object to the fact we are not going by
the rules; I am objecting to the fact the rules are written with a
stacked deck.

Is my 5 minutes up ?

Mr. Magutre. Thank ^^ou, Mr. Collins,

On behalf of the Chair and committee, I want to say we follow the
rules of the House as determined by the majority.

I want to leave the record open at this point for staff questions and
exhibits.

[Further questions addressed by the subcommittee to the Commis-
sion and the responses thereto follow :]
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Written Questions Submitted to the Commission

Subsequent to the Hearing and Commission Responses
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CHIEF COUNSEL

J. THOMAS ORECNE

COUNSEL TO THE CHAIRMAN

March 3, 1976

Honorable Richard 0. Simpson
Chairman
Consumer Product Safety Commission
Washington, D. C. 20207

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In order that the record of the Consumer Product Safety
Commission Oversight Hearings of January 30 and February 19,
1976, may be complete, please furnish the Subcommittee with
answers to the following questions:

1) Much thought is being given by this Subcommittee and
others currently considering government regulation to the question
of how greater agency independence can be achieved. You spoke in

your opening statement of the need for greater accountability. Do
you believe that accountability and independence are, to a large
degree, mutually exclusive?

2) You also mentioned in your opening statement that you
favor a single-administrator agency over a collegial agency. Will
you explain exactly why?

3) Section 27(k)(l) of the Consumer Product Safety Act
requires the Commission to transmit concurrently to the Congress
any budget estimate or request it submits to the President or 0MB.

a) Do you think this provision has enhanced the agency's .

independence?

b) What effect has this provision had on the agency's
ability to secure the funding it believes is necessary?

4) It appears that there may be a conflict between section
27 (k) of the Consumer Product Safety Act and 31 U.S.C. 15 (as
implemented by 0MB Circular A-10) with regard to the appropriate
position for you to take when the budget proposed by CPSC differs
from that proposed by the President. In a letter to you dated
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Honorable Richard 0. Simpson
Page Two

January 29, 1976, which I inserted into the Congressional Record
of February 11, 1976 (page E608) , 0MB Deputy Director Paul H.
O'Neill stated:

The President expects each official in the
Commission to support actively the budget
amounts set forth in this letter and its
enclosures. This support should be given
in testimony before congressional committees,
in informal contacts with members of Congress
and their staffs, and in speeches and meetings
with outside groups.

a) Has the Commission adhered to that instruction
from 0MB?

b) What effect do section 27 (k) and the Commission's
status as an "independent" agency (section 4(a) of
the Consumer Product Safety Act) have on the
Commission's obligations under 31 U.S.C. 15 and
0MB Circular A-10?

5) The Commission's General Counsel has construed section
4(f) of the Consumer Product Safety Act as giving the Commission
Chairman exclusive authority as to budget matters.

a) Why is the budget not a general policy matter within
the meaning of section 4(f)(2) of the CPSA which
provid.es that "the Chairman shall be governed by
general policies of the Commission ..,,"?

b) Exactly what role have the other Commissioners
played in the budget process to date?

6) In declining to prosecute a number of your agency's
criminal referrals, the Department of Justice has criticized CPSC
referrals for several reasons:

a) Too much time has passed between the date of the
alleged offense and the date of referral to the
Department of Justice.

b) The facts of the case do not have sufficient appeal to
obtain a jury verdict. For example, the hazard may not
appear severe (one case in which the prosecution was
declined involved lacerations caused by a pipe cleaner),
or the violation of law alleged may be de minimus (one
case involved slats in a baby crib deviating only a
few thousandths of an inch from the prescribed
separation)

.
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Honorable Richard 0. Simpson
Page Three

c) The violator has subsequently brought his practices
into compliance with the Act.

d) Improper CPSC investigative techniques were employed.
In one case, the Department o£ Justice indicated that
the CPSC investigator may have illegally entrapped a
potential defendant.

e) The referral package was improperly prepared.

Are these criticisms by the Department of Justice justified?
If so, what specific steps is the CPSC taking to alleviate these
problems?

7) The Commission's answer to question 12 of the Subcommittee's
questionnaire which was sent last summer, pertaining to prior
employment of agency personnel, stated as follows:

To the best of my knowledge, no CPSC commissioners
or GS-15 or higher employees have come directly or
indirectly from employment in or compensation by
the industries regulated by or subject to our
jurisdiction.

Is this still an accurate statement? If not, please furnish the
name, current position, and prior employment of each GS-15 or
higher" employee who has come directly or indirectly from regulated
industries.

8) Section 4(g)(2) of the Consumer Product Safety Act provides
in part:

No full-time officer or employee of the Commission
who was at any time during the 12 months preceding
the termination of his employment with the Commission
compensated at a rate in excess of the annual rate of
basic pay in effect for grade GS-14 of the General
Schedule, shall accept employment or compensation from
any manufacturer subject to this Act, for a period of
12 months after terminating employment with the
Commission.

a) Have there been any violations of this provision to date?

b) The Commission's response to question 14 of the
questionnaire indicated that the only step being
taken to ensure compliance with this requirement
was the issuance of regulations requiring that each
employee "is notified and signs a statement to the
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effect that he is aware of" the requirement. The
questionnaire answer also stated that "at this
time the Commission does not intend to engage in
actively tracking and monitoring the employment
records of departing employees." The Commission
further stated, in its answer to question 17,
"There are no periodic checks. Any impropriety
would most likely reach the Commission through
word of mouth," Is this still an accurate state-
ment of the Commission's enforcement and compliance
effort with respect to this requirement? Is this
effort adequate to ensure compliance? Does the
Commission contemplate instituting a program to
ensure compliance with this statutory requirement?
If so, when?

9) With regard to petitions received by the Commission:

a) How many of those received under the Consumer Product
Safety Act have been answered in 120 days? How many
of those under the transferred acts have been answered
in 120 days?

b) \v"nat is the average time of response to a petition
under the Consumer Product Safety Act? Under the
transferred acts?

c) I'/hat is the average age of the petitions now pending
under the Consumer Product Safety Act? Under the
transferred acts?

10) In December 1974, the repurchase and disposal provisions
of the Commission's order in the Pactra case were stayed by the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. Nearly a year later, on November 6,
1975, this stay was lifted. The Commission did not publish a notice
in the Federal Register announcing that this stay had been lifted
until February 6, 1976.

a) l^y did it take the Commission three months to
publish notification that its repurchase order was
once again in effect?

b) During this three month period, was the Commission
enforcing the repurchase order? What was the nature
of the Commission's enforcement actions?

c) The Federal Register notice states that the Commission
"intends to monitor compliance and, if necessary, to
take appropriate enforcement action." How is the
Commission monitoring compliance with this repurchase
order?
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11) The Commission published proposed Freedom of Information
Act rules on August 21, 1974. 39 Fed. Reg. 30297. Those rules
have never been published in final form. Since the time they were
published, the Freedom of Information Act has been amended, and the
rules now fail to comply with the amended Act. For example, the
rules allow the Commission to charge FOIA requestors for the time
spent by the Commission personnel in making deletions of exempt
material, section 1015.9(f), even though the amended Act provides
that fees "shall . . . provide for recovery of only the direct
costs of . . . search and duplication." 5 U.S.C. 552 (a) (4) (A)

.

a) In spite of the fact that the CPSC's regulations do
not comply with the present statute, is the agency
complying with the FOIA, as amended, in Freedom of
Information matters?

b) \Vhen does the Commission intend to make the necessary
modifications in its FOIA rules to bring them into
compliance with the Act and publish the rules in final
form?

12) The Commission published "proposed and interim rules of
practice" for adjudicative proceedings on July 23, 1974. 39 Fed.
Reg. 26847. Has the Commission determined yet when it will finalize
these rules? If so, when?

13) It appears that a large portion of the resources which
the Commission has allocated to regulatory development work under
the Poison Prevention Packaging Act has been devoted to responding
to petitions for exemption from the prescription drug rule. \Vhat

steps is the Commission taking to alleviate this problem?
Specifically, does the Commission intend to promulgate rules setting
forth strict and explicit criteria for exemption from this rule?

14) In its answer to question 42 of the Subcommittee's
questionnaire, the- Commission stated that it intended soon to
publish for public comment a set of regulations regarding the
retraction of inaccurate information published under any of the
Acts administered by the CPSC. The Commission took this action in
response to a GAO recommendation growing out of GAO's study of the
Marlin Toy Products matter. When does the Commission intend to
publish those regulations?

15) The February 13, 1976, issue of Science magazine reported
that, based on an erroneous report by the Consumer Product Safety
Commission, several women had become fearful that their unborn
children might have birth defects stemming from the mother's
exposure to spray adhesives and that consequently they had
unnecessarily had therapeutic abortions. ]'fha.t steps has the
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Commission taken to ensure that the information it disseminates,

particularly information pertaining to such emotional issues as

mutagenic or teratogenic hazards, is correct?

16) A study prepared by the Subcommittee staff from information

submitted by the CPSC in response to the Subcommittee's questionnaire

of last summer shows that more than half of the official appearances

of the five Commissioners have been before industry groups, while

only one fifth of the official appearances have been before groups

that could be characterized as consumer groups. (The staff study is -

attached to this letter.) ifliat efforts is the Commission making to

ensure that the Commissioners' travels expose them to a diversity
of persons and groups.

17) The regulations implementing section 15 of the CPSA state

that it is Commission policy "to enforce vigorously" the filing
requirement imposed on manufacturers, distributors, and retailers

by section 15(b). 16 CFR 1116.3(b). Furthermore, these regulations
require that every staff investigation shall include a determination
as to whether there has been a violation of the duty to file. 16

CFR 1116.6.

a) kvhat steps is the Commission taking to ensure that
those subject to the filing requirement of section
15(b) are aware of their obligations?

b) Ifliat other steps is the Commission taking to enforce
vigorously the filing requirement?

c) Are the staff investigations required by section 1116.6
consistently being carried out? Have they uncovered
any violations of the filing requirement?

d) Have there been any enforcement actions against persons
who violated the filing requirement of section 15(b)?

18) An article which appeared in the September 1975 issue of

The New Engineer entitled "Consumer Safety and the Botched Trouble
Light Recall" alleged that the performance of the Commission's in-

depth investigators may be inadequate.

a) Has the Commission made any evaluations of the adequacy
of its procedures for in-depth investigations, and, if

so, what have those evaluations indicated?

b) Does the Commission have any program to monitor the
performance of its in-depth investigators and their
compliance with Commission procedures?
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19) Has the Commission considered promulgating its own rules
to assist in the implementation of its responsibilities under the
National Environmental Policy Act, i.e. , rules similar to those
promulgated by the Food and Drug Administration at 21 CFR Part 6?
If not, what was the basis for the Commission's determination? If
so, when will these rules be published?

20) Has the Commission considered promulgating any rules
prescribing the circumstances under which a hearing will be granted
in either a proceeding under section 15(b) of the CPSA or section
2(q) of the Federal Hazardous Substances Act? (The Food and Drug -

Administration has adopted so-called "summary judgment rules," 21
CFR 130.12(a)(5), setting out the circumstances under which an
applicant will be granted a hearing under section 505(e) of the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act in a proceeding for the with-
drawal of a new drug application.) If the Commission has deter-
mined not to promulgate such rules, what is the basis for that
determination? If the Commission has determined to promulgate
rules, when will they be published?

21) Just before Christmas of 1975 the Commission discontinued
the highly successful banned toy list.

a) Why was the list discontinued?
b) On what date was the decision to discontinue the

list made?
c) On what date did you receive the NEISS report for

, FY 75 showing an increase over FY 73 of 21 percent
in the number of toy-related injuries treated
nationwide in hospital emergency rooms?

d) Since NEISS reports only toy-related injuries treated
in hospitals, what is the Commission's estimate of
the number of toy-related injuries occurring each
year that are not treated in hospitals?

e) Would legislation granting the CPSC authority to
require pre-market clearance of toys curtail toy-
related injuries?

f) What is your estimate of the cost to effectively
implement such legislation?

g) CPSC staff has advised that the banned toy list
resources were shifted to the monitoring of injuries
related to Christmas tree lights. VVTiat were the
nationwide statistics on injuries related to
Christmas tree lights, both at the time the banned
toy list was discontinued and now?

h) What was the annual cost in appropriated funds to
publish the banned toy list and what is the estimated
annual cost in appropriated funds to implement the
Christmas tree lights program?
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22) In February 1975, CPSC personnel attended the Toy Fair
in New York and, according to your public statement, "came away
with the view that tremendous strides have been made by the in-
dustry in dealing with the toy safety problem." Since these
observations were apparently used as a basis for the decision to
discontinue the banned toy list, provide the Subcommittee any
analyses, reports, or other documented details furnished to you
in support of the improvements noted at the fair.

23) Information provided by the CPSC staff stated that
although toy-related injuries were increasing, there were no in-
creases in injuries from toys regulated by the CPSC.

a) Were the 1500 toys banned since 1970 only regulated
.toys?

b) How many of the present toy regulations were issued
by the FDA prior to May 1973 when the CPSC assumed
the responsibility?

c) How many toy regulations have been issued since
May 1973 by the CPSC?

d) Provide copies of all the toy regulations.
e) Since roller skate injuries account for more

than one-third of all toy injuries and are in-
creasing substantially each year, have you issued
or do you plan to issue regulations covering these
toys? If not, why not? If it is impossible to
reduce such injuries through design improvements

, and modifications, what is CPSC proposing to
reduce such injuries?

f) Has an "Impact Analysis" similar to that prepared
for snowmobiles been prepared for roller skate
related toys?

g) For what products have Impact Analysis statements
been prepared? Provide copies.

24) Budget information provided to the Subcommittee disclosed
that the Commission requested $11,488 for FY 75 and $13,931 for
FY 76 for "Hazard Analysis and Remedy."

a) Why was there a sharp decrease to $1,864 for
this function in the FY 77 budget request?

b) Is the FY 77 request adequate? If not, why wasn't
more requested?
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25) The IVhite House Domestic Council Review Group on Regulatory-
Reform, co-chaired by Messrs. MacAvoy and Schmults, has been widely
publicized for its role in coordinating the various efforts and
providing the inspiration for regulatory changes in Federal agencies.

a) Does the CPSC have a continuing dialogue with and
provide input to this group?

b) Furnish the dates, subject matter, and results of
contacts or meetings between this group and any
Commission personnel? —

"

In addition to responding to these questions, please furnish
the Subcommittee with responses, updated to January 31, 1976, to
the following questions from the Subcommittee's questionnaire of
last summer: 31, 55, 55 (include an indication of which committees
are chartered as "advisory committees" as prescribed by the Federal
Advisory Committee Act), 71, 73, 93, and 94.

In order that the other Commissioners may have an opportunity
to address, in the statements they are preparing for inclusion in

the record, any of the policy issues to which some of the above
questions relate, I have furnished each of them with a copy of this
letter.

Please submit the material requ^^ed in this letter, as well
as material requested during the }<^ring, by March 19, 1976.

JOHN E. MOSS
Chairman

Oversight and
Investigations Subcommittee

JEM:rbj

Attachment *

cc: Commissioner Barbara H. Franklin
Commissioner Lawrence M. Kushner
Commissioner R. David Pittle

*[The attachment is in the Subcommittee's files; a more current analysis,

based on data obtained in response to this letter's request for an updated

response to Question No. 73 of the Subcommittee questionnaire, appears

below.

]
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U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 2G207

MAR 2 2 1976

Honorable John E. Moss
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Reference is made to your March 3, 1976 letter
requesting additional information for the record of the
Consumer Product Safety Commission Oversight Hearings
of January 30 and February 19, 1976.

I am pleased to enclose our responses to your twenty-
five questions, and updated responses to several questions
from the Subcommittee's June 25, 19 75 questionnaire.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can provide
any further information.

Sincerely,

Richard 0. Simpson
Chairman

Enclosures
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1. QUESTION

Much thought is being given by this Subconmittee and others
currently considering government regulation to the question of how
greater agency independence can be achieved. You spoke in your
opening statement of the need for greater accountability. Do you
believe that accountability and independence are, to a large degree,
mutually exclusive?

ANSWER

I do not believe they are necessarily mutually exclusive. I can
make a case for concern, however, that they could become so unless
greater Congressional oversight is exercised.

The independence which is sought for regulatory agencies is

basically an independence from the Executive Branch. If this is to

be, then it follows that as that independence grows, examination by
the Congress of the agencies involved must also increase.

It is not at all obvious to me that the Congressional oversight
function as it is applied to an agency such as NHTSA or FDA or EPA
differs greatly from that which has been applied to CPSC or FTC or
other Commissions. If that is so, then, in my view we are, in fact,

less accountable than those agencies.

In the case of the Consumer Product Safety Commission, I personally
have felt that we have been held accountable, for we have had substan-
tial Congressional attention, review, and general and specific oversight.
That could, however, be in large measure a result of our newness.

My observation could be confirmed, I would think, by a review of
the activities of older independent agencies to determine if and to what
degree they are, as charged, captured by the industries they regulate,
and how they are performing their original functions as stated by the

Congress.

In summary, I believe that accountability is determined by the

consistent exercise of thorough review and assessment of performance
against a measurable plan for implementation of the statutory respon-
sibilities assigned to the agency.

72-820 O - 76 - 11
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2. QUESTION

You also mentioned in your opening statement that you favor
a single-administrator agency over a collegial agency. Will you
explain exactly why?

ANSWER

I generally believe that an organization in which decisions
are made by and direction is given by a single administrator has
a greater capacity for efficient and consistent action, with a
minimum of undue delay. Vesting this authority totally in a single
administrator places the responsibility and the accountability for
the actions of the agency squarely on that party, and ensures a
predictability of action which will be of benefit both to the
regulated industries and to the agency staff. Basically, I believe
decision by committee does not guarantee - or even lend itself to -

better decision-making. It is, in my view, and in the view of those
involved in teaching or implementing good management practices, an
unworkable alternative for effective and productive leadership
of an organization. In addition, the procedural safeguards con-
tained in the Consumer Product Safety Act are more than adequate
to guard against unfair and/or biased decisions from a single
administrator.
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3. QUESTION

Section 27{k)(l) of the Consumer Product Safety Act requires

the Commission to transmit concurrently to the Congress any budget

estimate or request it submits to the President or 0MB.

a) Do you think this provision has enhanced the agency's

independence?

b) What effect has this provision had on the agency's ability

to secure the funding it believes is necessary?

ANSWER

It is not possible, with only a few years of experience, to

determine with any certainty whether the provisions of section 27(k.)(l)

can or will work in a productive manner in the long term. In

retrospect , however, I believe that the requirement has been counter-

productive for us, and I have personally recommended that it be

repealed.

A large part of the problem, I feel quite certain, stems from

the fact that we were for a time the only agency of the government

with this unique budget requirement, and our actions with respect

to budget requests and justifications were not widely understood.

It is my belief that, as a result, this agency has never had an

adequate base budget.

While the provision has certainly added to the agency's

independence, it is a fact of life that support must come from
somewhere outside the agency if adequate funding is to become a

reality.

Understandably, the reaction from the Executive Branch has been
negative. The agency, as it attempted to administer the statute

under which it was created, has been looked upon as a maverick and

an upstart. The provision itself threatens the control of the bud-
ger which rests with 0MB as a result of the Budget and Accounting

Act of 1921.

On the other hand, we have had difficulty explaining to members
and their staffs why we were submitting two budgets and what the

two sets of figures represented.

It is my view that section 27(k)(l) places a burden on the

Congress to provide the kind of support that may well be lost from
0MB, and that Congress has not fully realized this implication of
the provision.
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As I stated earlier, "At what point this budget provision can
be considered counterproductive is not easily detectable and at which
point the damage can be reversed is not easily predictable. The
section should be examined in detail, in retrospect, and if the

budget system cannot support this unique provision, I would urge
that it be repealed."
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4. QUESTION

It appears that there may be a conflict between section 27(k)

of the Consumer Product Safety Act and 31 U.S.C. 15 (as implemented

by Of© Circular A-10) with regard to the appropriate position for

you to take when the budget proposed by CPSC differs from that

proposed by the President. In a letter to you dated January 29, 1976,

which I inserted into the Congressional Record of February 11, 1975

(page E608) , 0M8 Deputy Director Paul H. O'Neill stated:

The President expects each official in the Commission

to support actively the budget amounts set forth

in this letter and its enclosures. This support
should be given in testimony before Congressional

committees, in informal contacts with members of

Congress and their staffs, and in speeches and meet-

ings with outside groups.

a) Has the Commission adhered to that instruction from 0MB?

b) What effect to section 27(k) and the Commission's status

as an "independent" agency (section 4(a) of the Consumer Product

Safety Act) have on the Commission's obligations under 31 U.S.C. 15

and 0MB Circular A-10?

. ANSWER

CPSC has honored the restrictions on premature disclosure of

Presidential reconmendations contained in 0MB Circular A-10 and

has submitted justifications for both the level of spending recom-

mended by the Commission and the level recommended by 0MB. I have

not, however, adhered to the quoted instruction from 0MB, as can

be noted from a review of my testimony of February 20, 1975 before

the Appropriations Committee of the House on a proposed rescission.

Since my statement at that time is directly relevant to this

question, I am submitting it for the record at this point.

I have consistently supported before the appropriate committees

of the Congress my best estimate of an adequate level of funding

for this agency as required by the Consumer Product Safety Act.

This figure has been at variance with the Administration's request

in both FY 1976 and 1977.
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD O. SIMPSON, CHAIRMAN
U. 5. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COi%MISSION

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES
CORMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, FEBRUARY 20, 197 5

Mr. Chairman:

It is traditional when testifying to indicate pleasure

at being afforded an opportunity to present a point of view

favoring or opposing a specific proposal or concept- To be

candid, however, Mr. Chairman, for reasons I will attempt to

explain in this brief statement, I am not particularly

pleased to be here today.

First, may I state that this is an historic occasion.

It is historic, one, because it deals with a new process

within the Congress, and, two, because it is the first

time since the creation of the Consumer Product Safety

Commission that an appropriation action has been requested

by the Administration which is at variance with the figures

submitted concurrently to the Congress and OMB under the

requirements of Section 27 (k) of the Consumer Product Safety

Act, P.L. 92-573.

And now, to the area of my discomfort on this occasion

—

the apparent conflict between Section 20 6 of the Budget and

Accounting Act of 1921 and Section 27 (k) of the Consumer

Product Safety Act.
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In Section 205 of the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921

(31 U.S.C. 15) it is stated that "no (budget) estimate or

request. ... (should) be submitted to Congress or any committee

thereof by any officer or employee of any department or

establishment, unless at the request of either House of

Congress." ' -

One of the regulations that expressly implements 31

U.S.C- 15 is 0MB circular A-10, which, in Sections 6(b)

and (c) , enjoins me, as Chairman of the Commission and

head of an executive establishment, to refrain from expressing

an opinion which is inconsistent with the programs and

appropriation requests that the President has transmitted

to the Congress. Further, the circular states that if asked

for an opinion, an executive official must point out that his

responsibilities go to just one of the many programs which the

President must consider in determining allocation of Federal

funds, and must make it clear that the opinion given is not

a request for additional funds.

On the other hand. Section 27 (k) (1) of the Consumer

Product Safety Act states that the Commission shall submit

any budget estimate or request to the Congress at the same

time that it submits such estimates or requests to the

President or the Office of Management and Budget.

Section 27 (k) (2) of the Act states that all legislative

recommendations, testimony, or comments on legislation trans-

mitted to 0MB or the President must be concurrently transmitted
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to the Congress, and further states that no officer or agency

of the United States shall have any authority to require the

Commission to submit its legislative recommendations, or

testimony, or comments on legislation, to any officer or

agency of the Uni'ted States for approval, comments, or

review, prior to submission to the Congress.

The dilemma becomes apparent. In view of this obvious

conflict, coupled with the basic requirement that the Agency

administering an act must also interpret that act, I re-

quested an opinion from our General Counsel as to my

responsibilities. The conclusion of the General Counsel

was that "The Consumer Product Safety Commission is not

subject to the procedure outlined by 0MB Circular No. A-10,

because 31 U.S.C. 15, which is the statutory basis of that

procedure was made inapplicable to the CPSC by Section 27 (k)

(1) of P.L. 92-573."

He further concludes that " (the) language provides a

standing request by Congress for CPSC to submit budget

information directly to Congress and thus, provides an

exception to Section 206 of the Budget and Accounting Act .

"In effect. Section 27 (k) (1) sets the CPSC apart from

other Executive establishments by putting it in direct commu-

nication with Congress as v;ell as with the President with

respect to budget information, by passing the usual procedure
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of Presidential ' pre-clearance. '"

I have found in this case, however, what I have known

for some time to be a truism, that is, that two lawyers

rarely agree on anything ... and this is no exception.

The General Counsel advises that it is also possible to

defend the contrary interpretation.

Unfortunately __\the Commission finds itself in the

middle of what appears to be a serious, historic, and continuing

struggle between the Congress and the 0MB over fiscal matters.

And therein lies' my dilemma, and my source of unhappiness

at this appearance.

For further information of the Subcommittee, I am

submitting background materials relating to the relationship

of this commission with 0MB, and the views of 0MB on the terms

of that relationship.

There is now a new Director of the Office of Management

and Budget. I have not had an opportunity, since he has

been in office such a short time, to sit down with Mr. Lynn

and discuss the new process and the conflicting interpretations

with him- We have also not had the opportunity thus far in

the session to meet wita you, Mr. Chairman, to seek your

views and guidance on the conflict mentioned above, l^e are

scheduled for our first full oversight hearing next Thursday

in the senate, and the problem will be raised for discussion

at that time, possibly in anticipation of legislative

clarification

.
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Frankly, I am not sure, Mr. Chairman, whether I am bound

by 0MB Circular A-10 and must therefore speak in support of

this rescission, as directed by the President, or whether

the General Counsel's interpretation of my accountability

permits me to defend the figure which my best judgment has

caused me to submit as* the measured, responsible fiscal

requirements of the agency. ,

I ask, therefore, that I not be required today to pick

a definitive position on this conflict. My primary concern

is that neither the Agency nor the public become the victim

of this struggle. Hoping that you will recognize my dilemma,

I will be happy to answer any factual question on the effect

of the rescission on our agency and its operations and

programs.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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5. QUESTION

The Commission's General Counsel has construed section 4(f) of

the Consumer Product Safety Act as giving the Commission Chairman

exclusive authority as. to budget matters.

a) Why is the budget not a general policy matter within the

meaning of Section 4(f)(2) of the CPSA which provides that "the

Chairman shall be governed by general policies of the Conmission . . ."?

ANSWER

Section 4(f)(1) of the CPSA states that the Chairman "shall
exercise all of the executive and administrative functions of the

Commission, including functions of the Commission with respect to . . .

the use and expenditure of funds." Section 4(f)(2) states that in

carrying out this function, "the Chairman shall be governed by general
policies of the Commission . .

."

I believe that in executing my Section 4(f)(1) authority to develop
and execute the budget, I have, in fact, been guided by the general
policies of the Commission.

b) Exactly what role have the other Commissioners played in the
budget process to date?

ANSWER

The budget, as previously indicated, has, by statute, been within
the executive authority of the Chairman. Under legislation currently
in conference, this would change, and the Commissioners would have a

mandated role to review and concur with the budget document.

The Commissioners have not played an active role in the budget
process to date, although I did seek the assistance of the Vice Chairman
in the preparation of the first budget to be submitted by this agency.

In that year and in subsequent years, budget requests and justification
documents have been sent to the Commissioners both for their information
and their review.
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6. QUESTION

In declining to prosecute a number of your agency's criminal
referrals, the Department of Justice has criticized CPSC referrals
for several reasons:

a) Too much time has passed between the date of the alleged
offense and the date of referral to the Department of Justice.

b) The facts of the case do not have sufficient appeal to
obtain a jury verdict. For example, the hazard may not appear severe
(one'case in which the prosecution was declined involved lacerations
caused by a pipe cleaner), or the violation of law alleged may be
de minimus (one case involved slats in a baby crib deviating only
a few thousandths of an inch from the prescribed separation).

c) The violator has subsequently brought his practices into
compliance with the Act.

d) Improper CPSC investigative techniques were employed.
In one case, the Department of Justice indicated that the CPSC
investigator may have illegally entrapped a potential defendant.

e) The referral package was improperly prepared.

Are these criticisms by the Department of Justice justified?
If so, what specific steps is the CPSC taking to alleviate these
problems?

ANSWER

The Commission does not believe that the criticisms leveled
by the Department of Justice are justified. To respond specifically:

a) Unquestionably there is an inevitable passage of time
between the discovery of a violation by a field investigator and
the time that a recommendation for criminal prosecution is forwarded
to the Department of Justice and local United States Attorneys.
Following an initial review by a Commission Area Office, the case
is ultimately reviewed by the Commissioners in executive session.
If a majority of the Commission votes in favor of prosecution, the
case is then forwarded to the Department of Justice and local
United States Attorney, with all pleadings prepared for filing.

Revised procedures have been implemented during the past year
to expedite the case review process. Thus, while a case moved
along more slowly in the initial months of Commission operation,
the Bureau of Compliance now has as its goal the processing of all
cases within the Bureau within one to three months, depending on
the complexity of the case.
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The Commission believes that its time record for forwarding

cases compares favorably with other federal agencies, particularly

new agencies in their initial periods of operation.

b) The case involving lacerations by a pipe cleaner was the

first criminal recommendation forwarded to the Department of Justice.

The investigation and case file had been prepared by the Food and

Drug Administration under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act.

prior to the transfer on May 14. 1973 of the functions under that

Act to the Comaissiots..

Following that initial referral, the General Counsel's Office

physically inspected all banned toys before forwarding any case to

the Department of Justice for prosecution.

As to baby crib slats allegedly deviating only a few thousandths

of an inch from the requirements of Title 16 of the Code of Federal

Regulations, Part 1508, the Commission believes that, since Part

1508 was duly promulgated into law in full accordance wxth the due

process requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act. any

crib slats which are spaced farther apart than the maxxmum distances

set forth in 16 CFR 1508.4 are hazardous and banned as a matter ot

law. Therefore, it is inappropriate to argue in a subjective

f^tual vein whether a deviation is "great" or small.

c) In the Commission's opinion, the fact that a violator has

subsequently brought his practices into compliance with the law

does not i£So facto justify dropping all charges. Very few law-

breakers 7ef^si~E3~comply with the law once they are discovered.

To follow the Department of Justice policy would allow every person

subject to our authority one "free" offense before they are pro-

secuted. Neither the laws we administer nor our resources permit

such an approach.

As the Commission explains in its cover letter to each re-

commendation to the Department of Justice for criminal prosecution,

the agency's field investigational capabilities, by our best

estimate, reach only a fraction of 1% of the physical facilities

of industry. For this reason, clearly motivating forces must

operate to encourage and stimulate compliance among the firms sub-

iect to very infrequent inspectional coverage. Successful

criminal prosecutions of known violators, regardless of later com-

pliance by the firm, can, in the Commission's opinion, provide the

desired motivatim for other members of industry.

d) The change of alleged entrapment by a Commission investi-

gator is without basis in fact or law. The circumstances which

gave ris to the ill-founded charge involved an undercover purchase

of a banned baby crib.
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The merchant told the undercover purchasing investigator that
the display crib was banned from sale by the federal government,
but at the same time he encouraged the Investigator to purchase*
the crib. The facts did not involve an investigator attempting totalk a merchant into violating the law on the basis of an emergency
situation involving a pregnant wife or otherwise. The merchant
willfully and deliberately made the sale of the banned crib to the
investigator- Hence, no charge of alleged entrapment should have
been made by the Department of Justice.

e) The allegation that the referral package was improperly
prepared is totally unfounded. To the best of our information
and belief, no U.S. Attorney has had cause to complain that the
Commission's referral package was improperly prepared.
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7. QUESTION

The Commission's answer to question 12 of the Subcommittee's
questionnaire which was sent last summer, pertaining to prior
employment of agency personnel, stated as follows:

To the best of my knowledge, no CPSC cormnissi oners
or GS-15 or higher employees have come directly or
indirectly from employment in or compensation by the
industries regulated by or subject to our jurisdiction.

Is this still an accurate statement? If not, please furnish
the name, current position, and prior employment of each GS-15
or higher employee who has come directly or indirectly from
regulated industries.

ANSWER

The above is still an accurate statement.
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8. QUESTION

Section 4(g)(2) of the Consumer Product Safety Act provides in
part:

No full-time officer or employee of the Commission who was
at any time during the 12 months preceding the termination
of his employment with the Commission compensated at a

rate in excess of the annual rate of basic pay in effect
for grade GS-14 of the General Schedule, shall accept
employment or compensation from any manufacturer subject
to this Act, for a period of 12 months after terminating
employment with the Commission.

a) Have there been any violations of this provision to date?

ANSWER

To the best of our knowledge, there have been no violations of
Section 4(g)(2) of the Consumer Product Safety Act to date.

b) The Commission's response to question 14 of the questionnaire
indicated that the only step being taken to ensure compliance with this
requirement was the issuance of regulations requiring that each employee
"is notified and signs a statement to the effect that he is aware of"
the requirement. The questionnaire also stated that "at this time the
Commission does^ not intend to engage in actively tracking and monitoring
the employment records of departing employees." The Commission further
stated, in its answer to question 17, "There are no periodic checks.
Any impropriety would most likely reach the Commission through word of
mouth." Is this still an accurate statement of the Commission's
enforcement and compliance effort with respect to this requirement?
Is this effort adequate to ensure compliance? Does the Commission
contemplate instituting a program to ensure compliance with this
statutory requirement? If so, when?

ANSWER

The above is still an accurate statement of the Commission's
enforcement and compliance effort with respect to Section 4(g)(2) of
the Consumer Product Safety Act. The Commission considers the effort
of informing the employees of their responsibilities under the Act to
be adequate to ensure compliance. The Commission does not contemplate
instituting any additional action at this time to ensure compliance
with this statutory requirement.
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9. QUESTION

With regard to petitions received by the Connmission:

a) How many of those received under the Consumer Product
Safety Act have been answered in 120 days? How many of those under
the transferred acts have been answered in 120 days?

b) What is the average time of response to a petition under
the Consumer Product Safety Act? Under the transferred acts?

c) What is the average age of the petitions now pending
under the Consumer Product Safety Act? Under the transferred acts?

ANSWER

In response to this question, we have prepared the attached
tables showing action on petitions which the Commission has received
under the Consumer Product Safety Act, the Flammable Fabrics Act,
the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, and the Poison Prevention
Packaging Act. The information in these tables is correct as of
March 12, 1976.

The information sought in part (a) of the question appears in
the first three columns for each Act: Petitions Received, Acted
on in 120 Days, Acted on in more than 120 Days.

The fourth column. Average Response Time, answers part (b)

.

Answers to part (c) appear in the final two columns: Pending,
and Average Age (of pending petitions).

As shown in the footnotes, we have not counted petitions which
have been withdrawn by the petitioners or subsequently ruled not
to be petitions by the Office of the General Counsel (OGC)

.

72-820 O - 76 - 12
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10. QUESTION

In December 1974, the repurchase and disposal provisions of

the Commission's order in the Pactra case were stayed by the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals. Nearly a year later, on November 6,

1975, this stay was lifted. The Commission did not publish a

notice in the Federal Register announcing that this stay had been
lifted until February 6, 1976.

a) Why did it take the Commission three months to publish
notification that its repurchase order was once again in effect?

ANSWER

The firms with large outstanding stocks of banned vinyl chloride
products which had not yet been repurchased were parties to this
suit and became aware of the court order lifting the stay upon its

issuance. There is no legal requirement that notice of such an
order be published in the Federal Register . The Commission elected

to do so in order to achieve wider public and industry awareness that

the stay had been lifted.
j

b) During this three month period, was the Commission en-

forcing the repurchase order? What was the nature of the Commis-

sion's enforcement actions?

ANSWER

Our standing instruction to the Area Offices was to enforce

those portions of the vinyl chloride ban not affected by the stay
of the repurchase regulation. As soon as the Court lifted the

stay, the involved firms had a legal duty to repurchase. Our

inspections and monitoring of the repurchase will determine the

firms' good faith compliance with the law, since the Court's

decision.

c) The Federal Register notice states that the Commission

"intends to monitor compliance and, if necessary, to take appropriate
enforcement action." How is the Commission monitor-ing compliance

with this repurchase order?

ANSWER

The Conraiission's field force has recently inspected the three

major producers who were parties to the suit and who have recently
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initiated repurchase. The field force will monitor the repurchase
by these firms through inspections of selected consignees to insure
that effective repurchase notification is made and proper action
taken by recipients. In cases of non-compliance, appropriate
legal actions as prescribed by the Federal Hazardous Substances
Act will be initiated.
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n. QUESTION

The Coimission published proposed Freedom of Information Act
rules on August 21, 1974. 39 Fed. Reg. 30297. Those rules have
never been published in final form. Since the time they were
published, the Freedom of Information Act has been amended, and the
rules now fail to comply with the amended Act. For example, the
rules allow the Commission to charge FOIA requestors for the time
spent by the Commission personnel in making deletions of exempt
material, section 1015.9(f), even though the amended Act provides
that fees "shall . . . provide for recovery of only the direct costs
of . . . search and duplication." 5 U.S.C. 552(a)(4)(A).

a) In spite of the fact that the CPSC's regulations do not
comply with the present statute, is the agency complying with the
FOIA, as amended, in Freedom of Information matters?

ANSWER

Yes, the Commission is complying with the Freedom of Information
Act as amended.

b) When does the Commission intend to make the necessary
modifications in its FOIA rules to bring them into compliance with
the Act and publish the rules in final form?

ANSWER

A draft final regulation, incorporating both comments received
regarding the August 21, 1974 proposed rules, as well as the sub-
sequent FOI amendments, has been completed. This draft regulation
is now on the agenda for the Commission's consideration at Its
March 25 Executive Session.
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12. QUESTION

The Commission published "proposed and interim rules of practice"

for adjudicative proceedings on July 23, 1974. 39 Fed. Reg. 26847.

Has the Coiranission determined yet when it will finalize these rules?

If so, when?

ANSWER

The Commission has not determined when its "proposed and interim

rules of practice" for adjudicative proceedings will be finalized,

and is, in fact, seeking to gain more experience using these rules

before final rules are issued.

The Interim Rules of Practice and Adjudicatory Proceedings

have been employed in only 6 cases which have traversed the hearing

process. They are:

(1) CPSC Docket No. 74-4, Relco, Inc. A section 15 proceeding

involving the determination of whether a Wel-Dex Electric Arc Welder

represents a substantial product hazard and whether the manufacturer

should be required to elect between repair, replacement or refund

less a reasonable allowance for use. The hearing was recently re-

opened to take testimony concerning an Injury and the Initial decision

thereon is pending.

(2) CPSC Docket No. 75-1, White Consolidated Industries, Inc.,

involving a section 15 proceeding concerning a fire hazard in the

defrosting unit of the Kelvinator refrigerator. Conrailssioner Newman,

acting as Presiding Officer, found in favor of Respondent, no appeals

were filed, and the Commission dismissal of the Notice of Erforcement

is pending.

(3) CPSC Docket No. 75-2, Bay Area Mattress Company. Enforce-

ment action taken under the Flammable Fabrics Act involving mattresses

which were not tested, labeled, and recorded in accordance with the

mattress flammability standard. Final decision was issued on

January 29, 1976.

(4) CPSC Docket Mo. 75-5, Barrett Carpet Mills. Involves an

enforcement action under the Flammable Fabrics Act involving carpets

which allegedly failed the standard. Hearing in this case was com-

pleted February 13. Initial decision is pending.
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(5) CPSC Docket No. 75-16, Francis Alonso, d/b/a Mylar Star

Kites. Involved a section 15 enforcement action brought against

the manufacturer of aluminized kites, which, when intersecting with

power lines, allegedly present a substantial product hazard. The
proceeding was heard February 24 and 25. Initial decision is

pending.

(6) CPSC Docket No. 75-21, Westland Carpet Mills. An enforce-

ment action under the Flammable Fabrics Act involving a carpet which

was not tested, labeled, and recorded in accordance with the carpet

flammability standard. This case was heard March 2, 3, and 4, and

is pending initial decision.
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13. QUESTION

It appears that a large portion of the resources which the
Comnission has allocated to regulatory development work under the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act has been devoted to responding
to petitions for exemption from the prescription drug rule. What
steps is the Commission taking to alleviate this problem? Speci-
fically, does the Commission intend to promulgate rules setting
forth strict and explicit criteria for exemption from this rule?

ANSWER

Petitions for exemption from the Poison Prevention Packaging
Act (PPPA) prescription drug rule have required the use of signi-
ficant resources, as expected. At the time CPSC was established,
there was a backlog of these petitions. However, we have eliminated
the backlog and processed additional petitions requesting exemption
from the human oral prescription drug regulation. Currently there
are six such exemption petitions pending; two of these were re-
ceived in January without all of the needed information. Processing
cannot proceed until the requested -information has been received
from the petitioner.

Concurrently with reducing the backlog, the Commission staff
has developed definitive criteria for considering PPPA exemptions.
A draft (see copy attached) of these criteria, prepared in Federal
Register format, is currently being rewritten as a rule, instead
of a policy. This rewrite will then be processed through other
concerned staff units and presented to the Commission for decision.
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[16 CFR 1700]

Stateitent of Policy Interpretation

Criteria for Considering Requests for Exenption fron
the Child Protection Packaging Standards

Uie legislative history of the Poison Prevention Packaging Act of

1970 indicates that exenptions fron special packaging standards may be

considered. --The preamble to the docutent prccnulgating the testing pro-

cedure for special packaging (36 FR 22151) indicated that the Cotmissioner

of the Food and Drug Administration was prepared to grant individual

exerrptions frcm specific product standards in recognition of the fact

that the amount of a household substance in a package may not be toxic

or liarmful. Subsequently, the Cotmissioner of the Food and Drug

Administration stated in several preambles to regulations such as those

for aspirin (37 FR 3427) and for oral prescription drugs (38 FR 9431)

that any request for exetrption from a special packaging standard would

be considered by the Cancnissioner. Such a request had to be in writing

-and furnish reasonable grounds therefore, including, but not limited to,

information such as available human experience data, relevant experi-

mental data, toxicity information, product and packaging specifications,

labeling, narketing history and the justification for the exenption. If

sucli request furnished reasonable grounds therefore, tlie Corrsnissioner

would publish a notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER proposing tlie amendnent

to the standard. Foliating such publication, the proceedings would be

the saire as prescribed by section 5 of the Act.
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Effective May 14, 1973, section 30 (a) of the Consumer Product Safety

Act [Public law 92-573, 86 Stat. 1231; 15 U.S.C. 2079 (a)] transferred. -,

functions under the Poison Prevention Packaging Act of 1970 to the

-Consumer Product Safety Catinission.

Subsequently, on August 7, 1973 (38 FR 21247) the Consuirer Product

Safety Coimission revised and transferred the regulations under the

Poison Prevention Packaging Act of 1970 (21 CFR Part 295 became 16 CFR

Part 1700.) "Accordingly, this stateirent involves 16 CFR 1700.

The Ccnrnission recognizes that the current guidelines for exenption

are too broad and have resulted in differing types and aitounts of data

being submitted by those manufacturers requesting such exatptions.

Although the Coimdssion recognizes that reasonable grounds for

exenption may vary frcm one product to another and types of data \vhich

are relevant for one may not be -relevant for another, the types of data

and infontation set forth in this document are considered minimal in

order to demonstrate that the product for vrfiich an exenption is being

-requested does not require child-resistant packaging in order to protect

children from serious personal illness or injury. The Ccsrmission believes

that it should take a conservative position in the granting of exeirptions

to child-resistant packaging regulations. The Coimission emphasizes that,

in view of the provisions in Section 4 (a) and (b) of the Act relating

to non-ccanplying packaging, the burden of proof relative to the safety

of the product rests with the petitioner. Tne final test v/ill be v;hether,

_in fact, proper and sufficient data have been provided v.'hich would justify

-2-
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cxjnsideration of the request for exemption of the product from the

child protection packaging standards.

The types of data which the CcsTTcdssion requires in order to ade-

quately evaluate requests for exenption are delineated in the following

paragraphs

:

General Considerations

1. Procedural: [Note:- OSCA should detail the procedures necessary in the

proper syfanission of an exenption petition to the Cortrtdssion. A

synopsis of the methods used bf the Camiission in reviev/ing and

evaluating such requests \^rauld probably be helpful and informative.]

2. Justification for Exenption : All petitions for exemption fran regu-

lations protiulgated under the Poison Prevention Packaging Act of

1970 must set forth a justification for such exenption. Each

petitioner is required to establish why the exenption is desired; how

the lack of toxicity and adverse hunan experience clearly supports

. granting the exenption request and why such exenption will not

expose children to serious personal illness or injury.

3. Relevant,' of Experimental Data : Relevant experiirental data includes,

but is not lijiu-ted to, all data with respect to the hazard associated

with the product. Generally, this priitiarily wUl involve those hazards

arising fron the accidental ingestion of a product. V.tiere multiple

hazards are knov.-n to exist (potential for significant allergenicity,

dermal and/or opthalmic injury ^tc.) animal and human (v;iiere appropriate)

studies evaluating the natire and degree of such hazards must be

submitted

.

-3-
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4. Inccmpatability of Child-Resistant Packaging with Material Petitioned

for Exernption ; Manufacturers sufcraitting exemption requests based

upon a contention that child resistant packaging ccrpromises the

utility, stability or ccttpatibility of a substance must submit

adequate supportive evidence. In this respect, limitations of

package choice due to NDA filing and/or shelf life should be out-

lined along with a tine schedule to revise the NDA and/or re-establish

shelf life data.

5. Failure to Provide Iivformation ; The failure to provide adverse infor-

mation in the possession of or accessible to the petitioner shall be .

grounds for denial. Note: OQC may wish to corrment here on the advisa-

bility of more stringent legal sanctions.

6. Trade secrets : Manufacturers submitting information which they

consider to be confidential or trade secrets should so identify and

explain such information per The Freedom of Information guidelines

published by the Ccnndssion. [Note: this item should be explained

in detail by CSCA]

,

7. Requests for Extension of Effective Date : The Comtussion notes that

the Act itself states that the effective date shall not be longer

than one yecir. Requests for tenporary exenptions or extensions may

be considered vAiere extraordinciry circumstances can be showii. Such

requests for tcr.porary exemptions should be accorpanied by documentary

evidence of tinely, good faith efforts to secure special packaging.

Pertinent animal toxicity and human experience data must also

accorrpciny such requests.

-4-
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8. Responsibility of Petitioner ; It is the responsibility of the

petitioner, eind to his advantage, to ensure that all data submitted

are adequate to allow a thorou^ and objective appraisal of his

exemption request. The Ccitiuission shall, however, detentiine the

adequacy of all such data submitted in support of an exenption request

and will suspend processing of an exeinption request after first notifying

the petitioner of inadequacies in his supportive docuttentation.

9. Technical-Support of Exemption Req-jests : The types of technical data

necessary to support an exarption request are outlined in the following

paragraphs

:

A. Human e>:perience data . Hunan experience data will be used as

the primary criteria for evaluating exenption requests. Tne Federal Food,

Drug and Cosmetic Act requires that an NDA must be approved before a nav

drag can enter into interstate comtrerce. Approval of the fKiA indicates

that the drug has been proven safe and effective for the purpose for v.Mch

it is intended. Since the lack of an approved NDA precludes the existence

of sufficient human use data, the Commission will not entertain exenption

petitions for such drug products. Such data shall include a conpilation

of all available adverse reports pertaining to the specific product. In

this resg^ct, reports of significant allergenicity most be included. Re-

ports on sirular products are acceptable only when such reports are

clearly associate^ .;ith adverse reactions due to a camDu ingredient.

These reports niay be found in such sources as:

(1) Reports frran poison control centers.

(2) Reports of adverse reactions relative to the product whicli
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have been submitted to the conpany by physicians, hospitals,

consumers and other sources.

(3) Extensive searches of the rredical, phanracological and

toxicological literature.

In the case of drugs, these reports also involve those required to

be reported under the Food and Drug Administration Adverse Reaction .

Reporting Program. With regard to those drugs vhere the human experience

data submitted are based on Investigational Exenption for a New Drug (IND)

or New Drug ;^plication (NDA) data, the catpany must extract those data

that are considered relevant to the request, and provide the Coimission

with a sumrary of these data. The entire NDA material itself need not

be submitted.

B. Animal Toxicity Infonnation . Although hunun experience data

will be considered as the overriding criterion for considering requests

for exeitption, studies conducted in animals provide significant infor-

mation with respect to the phaxnacology and toxicology of various

substances. Such data are therefore of great iirportance in the overall •

evaluation of an exerrption request. Data obtained in acute anirtal studies

are of primary importance in evaluating exeitption requests; hcwever, summary

laboratory reports of data obtained in sub-acute and chronic aniinal studies,

in as much as they pertain to the absorption, distribution, metaboUsm

and excretion of tlie substance in question, should also be submitted.

All animal studies submitted in support of exenption requests must

be perforri^2d in conformity with good phanracological and toxicological

'

"practice. Tne Contni.ssion considers, amongst other thing.s, that such

-6-
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prac.tice is in(Jicated by submissions which provide the following types

of information:

(1) Conplete descriptions of protocols used in experimental axumal

studies and:

(2) Signed laboratory reports which include the following basic

information:

a. an exact description of materials tested.

b. description of test animals enployed in studies including
nuiriber, age, weight and sex and nutritional state of
animals.

c. dosage level (s) and number of animals tested per dosage
level.

d. basis upon which dosage was administered (i.e. as salt or
base)

.

e. route of administration and dosage volune.

f

.

appendices containing all raw data and any additional data
generated subsequent to the conpletion of the original
study (i.e. results of histopathological examinations,
if performed)

.

Median lethal dosage (LD50) studies shall be conducted in both

adult and weanling animals of the same species and preferably in more

than one species. The sensitivity or tolerance of the test species

to the substance, relative to humans, must be indicated. While this

factor may not be readily apparent frou initial pharmacologic or

toxicologic studies, more advanced studies will normally reveal relative

species sensitivitj-. The oral route of adit.inistration is considered

the more appropriate for studies involving substances subject to regu-

lations promulgated under the Poison Preven-ion Packaging Act of 1970.

-7-
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VMle the Contnission realizes that parenteral aciidnistration of certain

substances is not always appropriate or feasible, such data, vhen availa-

ble, should be submitted. Sufficient dosage levels as well as nurrbers of

test animals per dosage level imjst be used to give statistical reUabiUty

to determined LD50 values.

In view of the fact that LD50 values in themselves do not necessarily

reflect a true estjjrate of the overall toxic potential of a substance,

LD50 determinations must include:'

(1) LD50 value with 95 percent confidence limits.

(2) Slope determination for the dose response curve including

95 percent confidence limits.

(3) Description of the statistical irethcd employed in the analysis

of such data (with proper citation) as well as the statistical

analysis itself.

The Cotmission notes that the use of a statistical method in the

analysis of data which data do not fulfill the strict requirements of

that statistic is unacceptable. Mcxiifications of accepted statistical

nethods which have been published in the literature are acceptable to

the Conmission provided that a copy of the published v^ork is submitted.

Acute toxicity studies normally involve a 7-14 day observation

period. A seven day observation period is considered minimal by the

Ccnmssion. Good phantacological practice requires that test animals

be observed closely for several hours folloiving test substance ad-

ministration and less frequently on subsequent test days. Surviving

animals are necropsicd at the end of the observation period and gross

-3-
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pathological alterations noted. Docu^x^^tation of non-lethal effects

occurring during these observation periods is of value in interpreting

eind predicting toxic and j^antiacologic effects v^ch may occur in humans.

Similarly lethal effects occurring at high dosage levels, mode of death

(cardiac arrest/respiratory arrest) , and tijne of death, v/hile perhaps less

definitive in the evaluation of an agent's toxicologic cind pharmacologic

profile, are important data whicli must be submitted in conjuntion with

acute toxicity laboratory reports. Reports of gross necropsies performed

upon surviving animals should be submitted, as well as results of necropsies

performed upon animals succumbing to the test substance provided that such

animals are examined prior to the onset of autolysis. Results of micro-

scopic examinations, when indicated by the nature or results of an acute

toxicity study, must also be submitted.

A surtmary of all technical data which the petitioner believes

supports his request for exeitption must be submitted.

C. Product Specifications . These should include a conplete

quantitative formula for the product including inert ingredients, diluents,

and solvents. A listing of all physical forms or dosage forms (vshichever

is appropriate) in which the product is available should be included. With

respect to the requirement for submission of a coirplete quantitative

formula, petitioners should refer to Section 6 (Trade Secrets) under

General Considerations.

D. Packaging Specifications . Material submitted relative to these

criteria must include the folla/;ing:

-9-
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1. A description of the packaging currently in use for each

form of the product. This sliould include the ncrc of the

manufacturer of the packaging and all specifications for

the package.

2. A complete packagL-ig description including any otl:er carton

or wrapping in \*iich the product is offered to the consumer.

3. Description of each size in \vliich each form of the product

is offered, including piiysical form, color and flavoring.

4. An empty sample of each type and size of package used, and, in

the case of drugs, a designation of those packages intended

to be used in dispensing the product to the ccnsuner for

household use.

E. Labeling . The Conroission requires that the firm subnit a saitple

of the label and complete labeling for each size in \*ich each form of

the product is packaged. This should include the irtnediate container

labeling, any package inserts and other carton or \vrapping labeling in

vMch the product is offered to the consumer. In the case of drugs,

labeling on the outer carton or wrapping- in v;hich the product is offered

to the retailer, and complete promotional information or advertising for

the product which may appear in such sources as the Physician's Desk

Reference should be subnitted.

F. Marketing History . This dates fron the year in which each form

of the product was introduced onto the market. The total number of units

of each form or strength and package size of the product distributed

since introduction of the product must be sutsnitted. In the case of

drugs, the average prescription size for the product should also be

indicated.

Sadye E. Dunn

Dated: - Secretary ^ ^ ^ ^ . .

T ODnsumer Product Safety Cotnassion

-10-
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14. QUESTION

In its answer to question 42 of the Subcommittee's questionnaire,
the Commission stated that it intended soon to publish for public
comment a set of regulations regarding the retraction of inaccurate
information published under any of the Acts administered by the CPSC.
The Commission took this action in response to a GAO recommendation
growing out of GAO's study of the Marl in Toy Products matter. When
does the Commission intend to publish those regulations?

ANSWER

The Commission has not, as yet, established formal regulations or
procedures for retracting inaccurate or misleading information Issued
by the Commission. The reason for the delay Is that Section 6(b) of
the Consumer Product Safety Act (15 U.S.C. 2055(b)) — the section which
requires the retraction of inaccurate or misleading information — Is

the subject of a number of lawsuits as to its interpretation and
application.

The major issue in two lawsuits (GTE Sylvanla et.al . v. CPSC ,

et. al. , 404 Fed Sup. 325 (on appeal); and Pierce and Stevens Chemical
Corp . V. CPSC , Civil Action No. 75-AlO, (Dlst. Ct. W. Dist N.Y.), is
whether Section 6(b) was intended to apply to the disclosure of infor-
mation made pursuant to a Freedom of Information request. The
Commission's position is that Section 6(b) was Intended to apply only
to "affirmative" information disclosures by the Commission, e.g.,
news releases, and not to the disclosure of documents under the FOI
Act. (This position was formally adopted by Commission vote on
October 6, 1975.)

The issue in another case (Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp . v.
CPSC , et. al. , Civil Action No. 76-A4, U.S. Dist. Ct. (Del.)) is whether
the Commission is required to retract information about a class of
products, e.g., aluminum wiring, when the information releases do not
identify an individual manufacturer or private labeler. It is the
Commission's position that Section 6(b) does not apply in this type of
situation.

The Commission is awaiting the outcome of the present litigation
on Section 6(b) prior to issuing implementing regulations. It is
expected that the courts will provide guidance as to both the interpre-
tation and application of the section.

In the meantime, the Commission intends to comply with the require-
ments of Section 6(b) and furnish notice to a manufacturer whenever it
affirmatively issues information about a product that will identify the
manufacturer or private labeler. Likewise, the Commission will retract
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iaformation which it affirmatively discloses when it finds it is

misleading or inaccurate. The retraction shall be "in a manner

similar to that in which such disclosure was made" as required by

Section 6(b).
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15. QUESTION

The February 13, 1976 issue of Science magazine reported that,
based on an erroneous report by the Consumer Product Safety Commission,
several women had become fearful that their unborn children might have
birth defects stemming from the mother's exposure to spray adhesives
and that consequently they had unnecessarily had therapeutic abortions.
What steps has the Commission taken to ensure that the information it

disseminates, particularly information pertaining to such emotional
issues as mutagenic or teratogenic hazards, is correct?

ANSWER

The question leaves an impression that the actions taken by the
Commission In banning these products were premature and without adequate
review by appropriate specialists or knowledgeable individuals. Let me
elaborate and identify the individuals who were associated with the
review of the data: Dr. Gary Flamm, at the time with the Food and Drug
Administration and currently with the National Cancer Institute, is an
authority in chemical mutagenesis, having written numerous papers on
the subject, co-authored a book on chemical mutagenesis, and was an
officer and counselor to the Environmental Mutagen Society. He consulted
with members of his branch on genetic toxicology at FDA and obtained
advice and counsel from acknowledged experts in the field. These
individuals included Dr. Sidney Green, currently Chief of the Genetics
Toxicology Branch, FDA; Dr. Errol Zeiger; and Dr. Vernon Mayer. In
addition, discussions were held with Dr. Fred deSerres, Chief of the
Mutagenesis Branch, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
(NIEHS) , and with Dr. Warren Nichols, a medically recognized authority
in cytogenetics with the Institute of Medical Research in Camden, New
Jersey. Also prior to the ban, discussions were held with Dr. Ernst
Freeze, then President of the Environmental Mutagen Society and Dr.

Seymour Abrahamson, an internationally renowned geneticist with the
University of Wisconsin. In these extensive, in-depth conversations in
which all preliminary evidence known was reported in a factual way, there
was no indication or hint that any individual opposed the action which
was to be taken by the Consumer Product Safety Commission to ban aerosol
spray adhesives.

The concerns of Dr. Seely (the physician primarily responsible for
bringing the problem to the Commission's attention) were discussf.d with
Dr. Robert W. Miller, Chief of the National Cancer Institute's Epidemio-
logy Branch. Dr. Miller's remarks indicated that basically he did not
believe that the aerosol spray adhesive was the culprit, because there
were inconsistencies in the type of birth defects noted. At the time
of this conversation, the Commission had not yet received Dr. Seely' s
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written report. Discussions were held with other experts who could be

contacted to review this information. Some of these individuals were
contacted by Dr. Flamm prior to the banning and later others were
contacted to review the studies which were sponsored by the Commission
and by other investigators. I believe the Commission acted carefully
as well as decisively on the matter, given its mandate and its regulatory

responsibility.

The Commission, sometime ago, recognized the need for evaluation of

data and evidence involving not only imjtagenic or teratogenic hazards,

but also other situations involving all chemical and toxicological
problems. Currently, a recommendation dealing with the establishment

of an advisory committee on toxicology and chemistry has been formulated

and is under review by the Commission. The purpose of such a committee

would be to provide the Consumer Product Safety Commission with a useful

source of expert advice relative to policy development and Imminent

hazard evaluation. Under the proposal, decisions and recommendations

of the committee would be documented by appropriate records and reports.

In addition to a proposed advisory committee on toxicology and

chemistry, procedures have been suggested by the Product Safety Advisory

Council regarding consulting with the Council concerning alleged imminent

hazards under Section 12 of the Consumer Product Safety Act. In July

1975, the Commission indicated it would attempt to use these procedures

if time allows at such time as other hazard situations occur.
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16. QUESTION

A study prepared by the Subcoimiittee staff from information
submitted by the CPSC in response to the Subcommittee's questionnaire
of last summer shows that more than half of the official appearances
of the five Commissioners have been before industry groups, while
only one fifth of the official appearances have been before groups
that could be characterized as consumer groups. What efforts is the
Commission making to ensure that the Commissioners' travels expose
them to a diversity of persons and groups.

ANSWER

In the Commission staff's work with national organizations and
associations, the attempt Is made to: (1) inform the public about
CPSC In general; (2) present the Commission's programs, particularly in
the areas of regulatory development, compliance and enforcement, and
information and education; and (3) develop plans for Involvement of
national organizations in the implementation of Information and
education programs. Groups are also advised of assistance (technical
and otherwise) which is available through the Commission. This Includes
the availability of the Commissioners to speak or meet with them.

In the case of Invitations extended in a general manner, i.e.,

not addressed to a specific Commissioner other than the Chairman,
there is a Speakers Bureau within the Office of Public Affairs which
coordinates these requests. The Speakers Bureau, when assigning
speaking engagements, evaluates the audience size and visibility for
CPSC; the usefulness of the attendees in informing the public about
CPSC; presenting the Commission's programs (regulatory development,
compliance and enforcement, information and education); and their
Involvement in the implementation of these programs.

For the most part, the Commissioners receive their invitations
and determine their acceptances for speaking engagements through their
own offices. In general, the Commissioners accept the Invitations of
consumer groups, but invitations from these groups are not numerous as
compared to invitations from "industry groups" (Trade Associations,
Better Business Bureaus, etc.) which are national or international in
scope. Also, Interest of consumer groups is more diversified, consumer
product safety being only one of many concerns. Industry, on the other
hand, is more concerned about CPSC and extends many invitations due to

direct Impact of the law.
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17. QUESTION

The regulations implementing section 15 of the CPSA state that

it is Commission policy "to enforce vigorously" the filing require-

ment imposed on manufacturers, distributors, and retailers by

section 15(b)- (16 CFR 1116.3(b). Furthermore, these regulations

require that every staff investigation shall include a determination

as to whether there has been a violation of the duty to file.

(16 CFR 1116.6.)

a) What steps is the Commission taking to ensure that those

subject to the filing requirement of section 15(b) are aware of their

obligations?

ANSWER

A variety -of methods are being used to insure that those

subject to the requirements of section 15(b) are aware of their

obligations to report, in a timely manner, information which they

have gathered pertaining to a defect which could create a substantial

hazard. During pre-section 15 investigations, the manufacturer,

distributor or retailer is provided with copies of the Acts, the

rules and regulations and specifically directed to the sections 15(b),

19(a)(4), 20, and 21. From time to time members of the Commission

staff attend conferences, give speeches and generally inform manu-

facturers of their responsibilities to report that information

pertaining to product defects when they reasonably come to the con-

clusion that such defect could create a substantial product hazard.

In addition, the Bureau of Information and Education has developed

a seminar for manufacturers, distributors, and retailers which

concentrates on section 15 reporting requirements.

b) What Other steps is the Commission taking to enforce

vigorously the filing requirement?

ANSWER

Another step that the Commission has taken to alert manu-

facturers, distributors and retailers that the filing requirements

will be vigorously enforced is informing those subject to section

15 that if the staff opens a case under 16 CFR 1116. A(b) (2)

,

based on tha tentative evaluation that a product could create a

substantial hazard, the possibility for filing a voluntary notifi-

cation of defect has then passed. The ability of the staff to open

a case encourages manufacturers, distributors, and retailers to

report voluntarily, in addition to the fact that the manufacturer.
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distributors, or retailer will perhaps not be offered a voluntary
Corrective Action Plan, but will rather have to choose between a
Consent Agreement or section 15(f) hearing.

c) Are the staff investigations required by section 1116.6
consistently being carried out? Have they uncovered any violations
of the filing requirement?

ANSWER

Since October 25, 1975, when 16 CFR 1116 became effective, the
staff's major concern in carrying out that regulation has been using
our limited resources to insure that substantially hazardous
products are removed from the marketplace and from the hands of
consumers as expeditiously as possible. Recently, guidelines
have been sent to all the Area Offices to examine the timeliness
of the report in every case since October 25. A report on every
case since the new policy became effective has been requested and
the staff is now reviewing those cases for possible violation of
section 19(a)(4). The cases will then be forwarded to the Commission
for action.

d) Have there been any enforcement actions against persons
who violated the filing requirement of section 15(b)?

ANSWER

There is one enforcement action pending for violations of
section 19(a)(4) of the CPSA, that of the Consolidated Cigar Butane
Lighter.
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18. QUESTION

An article which appeared in the September 1975 issue of Jhe

New Engineer entitled "Consumer Safety and the Botched Trouble

Light Recall" alleged that the performance of the Commission s

in-depth investigators may be inadequate.

a) Has the Commission made any evaluations of the adequacy

of its procedures for in-depth investigations, and, if so, what

have those evaluations indicated?

ANSWER

Yes The Commission continuously evaluates its procedures

for the conduct of tn-depth investigations. The Commission order

which establishes these procedures is generally reviewed twice

yearly to assure that it takes into account the most up-to-date

techniques and any changes in policy which may occur. Furthermore,

investigative guides are issued periodically as needed to assist

the investigator in obtaining very specific information on certain

products where this information will make the investigation more

complete and useful. This evaluation indicates that the procedure

employed is adequate, and no problem has occurred when the procedure

was followed.

b) Does the Commission have any program to monitor the

performance of its in-depth investigators and their compliance

with Commission procedures?

ANSWER

The Commission has a program for monitoring the quality of

investigation reports. This program also includes a review of

the performance of investigators and compliance with Commission

procedures. To further improve the program, by mid-April ly/b,

first line field supervisors will be required to verify investiga-

tion information.
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19. QUESTION

Has the Conmission considered promulgating its own rules
to assist in the implementation of its responsibilities under the
National Environmental Policy Act, i.e., rules similar to those
promulgated by the Food and Drug Administration at 21 CFR Part 6?
If not, what was the basis for the Commission's determination?
If so, when will these rules be published?

ANSWER

The Coimnlsslon has under consideration a formal procedure
for meeting the requirements of the National Environmental Pro-
tection Act. A final draft is currently being reviewed by staff
and will be proposed for Commission action soon. These draft pro-
cedures have been used by the staff as a guide in preparing the
environmental assessments that have been made.
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20. QUESTION

Has the Commission considered promulgating any rules prescribing

the circumstances under which a hearing will be granted in either a

proceeding under section 15(b} of the CPSA or section 2(q) of the

Federal Hazardous Substances Act? (The Food and Drug Administration

has adopted so-called "summary judgment rules," 21 CFR 130.12(a)(5),

setting out the circumstances under which an applicant will be granted

a hearing under section 505(e) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic

Acttin a proceeding for the withdrawal of a new drug application.)

irthe Conmiss1on:has^;detennined not to promulgate such rules, what

is; the basis for that- determination? If the Commission has determined

torpromulgate roles, when will they be published?

ANSWER

Procedures for the Issuance, amendment, or repeal of regulations

under section 2(q)(l)(B) of the Federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA)

are governed by section 701(e) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic

Act. This section provides that within 30 days following issuance of

a regulation (which was begun by publication of a proposal and period

for public comment) adversely affected persons may object to portions

of the regulation, stating the grounds for their objections, and

request a public hearing. Procedures for the conduct of these hearings

were issued by FDA and published under Part 2 of Title 21, Code of

Federal Regulations. These procedures, as in effect on May lA, 1973

(the date the transfer of functions under the FHSA from DHEW to CPSC

became effective), are applicable to proceedings before the Commission

under section 2(q)(l)(B) and will, according to section 30(e)(2) of

the CPSA, remain in effect until "modified, terminated, superseded,

set aside, or repealed by the Commission, by any court of competent

jurisdiction, or by operation of law."

While these procedures do not contain a "summary judgment rule,"

they do provide that objections may not be accepted for filing if they

are not, among other things, "supported by reasonable grounds which,

if true, are adequate to justify the relief sought." 21 CFR 2.67.

Thus, if objections are not considered by the Commission to be legally

valid, they may not be accepted for filing by the Commission. If not

accepted for filing, the regulation in question would not be stayed and

the hearing would not be held unless a court overturns this Commission

decision and orders the holding of a hearing. Commission regulations

specifically issued by FDA under the FHSA and transferred to the

Commission (now codified as 16 CFR 1500.201) also provide, more

generally, for the rejection of objections that "fail to establish that
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the objector will be adversely affected by the regulation, if the

objections do not specify with particularity the provisions of the
regulation to which objection is taken, or if the objections do not
state reasonable grounds." Thus, even though "summary judgment rules"
have not been Issued, not all objections and requests for hearing will
be accepted.

Although not actively under consideration, the issuance of summary
judgEsent type rules under section 2(q)(l)(B) has not been ruled out.

The- decision will be affected by the outcome of pending litigation in
the. 9th Circuit regarding the Commission's decision not to file
objections and hold a hearing on a regulation banning household products
containing vinyl chloride (Pactra Industries, Inc . v. Consumer Product
Safety Commission , No. 74-2902).

Section 15(b) of the CPSA requires manufacturers, distributors, and
retailers of a consumer product who obtain information reasonably
supporting the conclusion that one of their products fails to comply
with an applicable consumer product safety rule or contains a defect
which could create a substantial product hazard to immediately notify
the Commission. The Commission published in the Federal Register of

February 17, 1974 (39 FR 6061), a regulation establishing notification
requirements to be followed by manufacturers, distributors and retailers
of such products. Since manufacturers, distributors and retailers of

products described in section 15(b) of the Act are required to report
to the Commission, and hearings for such notification are not applicable,
rules prescribing the circumstances under which a hearing would be
granted have not been prescribed.

Under sections 15(c) and (d) of the CPSA, the Commission, if it

determines that a consumer product presents a "substantial product
hazard", is authorized to order the manufacturer, distributor, or

retailer of the product to take certain remedial action. However,

before the Commission can finally determine that a product presents a

substantial product hazard and before it can "order" a manufacturer,
distributor or retailer, to take remedial action, the Commission is

required by sections 15(c), (d) , and (f) to afford interested persons
an opportunity for a hearing. Section 15(f) of the Act specifies that

an order under section 15(c) or (d) may be issued "only after an
opportunity for a hearing in accordance with section 554 of Title 5,

United States Code" (Section 554 of Title 5 describes formal, on-the-
record adjudicative proceedings).

Thus, in any situation in which the Commission wishes to "order"

a manufacturer to .ake remedial action under sections 15(c) or (d) of

the Act, the Commit sion does not have the option of "granting" a
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hearing under section 15(f). Unless a manufacturer, distributor, or
retailer of a consumer product voluntarily agrees to take action
requested by the Commission under section 15(c) or (d) , a hearing
under section 15(f) is a necessary prerequisite for an "order."

The Commission has published proposed and interim rules of
practice at 39 FR 26848 (July 23, 1974) which apply to adjudicative
proceedings under section 15(f) of the CPSA. The Commission has also
published Policy and Procedures Regarding Substantial Product Hazards
(40 FR 30937, July 24, 1975) which pertains to opening cases under
section 15, procedures for laltlating non-binding corrective action
plans, consent agreements, and binding Commission orders.

72-820 O - 76 - 14
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21. QUESTION

Just before Christmas of 1975 the Commission discontinued the

highly successful banned toy 11st.

a) Why was the list discontinued?

ANSWER

The reasons for discontinuing the Banned Products List are

summarized as follows:

1. The list had served its intended purpose in that agency

surveillance and consumer volunteer programs had indicated that

banned toys had essentially been eliminated from the market.

2. The banned toy list had in the past been incomplete and

would always remain incomplete because it contained only those toys

which CPSC had tested and found to violate toy safety regulations.

CPSC does not have the authority or resources to pre-market or

otherwise test all toys.

3. A toy not on the list was often incorrectly assumed to

be safe. Our compliance checks confirmed that retailers were in-

correctly relying on the list as a safe toy buying guide.

A. The list quickly became out-dated as banned toys were

removed from the market, repaired, or safer models manufactured.

5. The Federal Hazardous Substances Act repurchase regula-

tions (16 CFR 1500.202) promulgated in 1974, provide a more rapid

method for removing banned products from the market than had pre-

viously existed.

b) On what date was the decision to discontinue the list

made?

ANSWER

March 6, 1975.
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c) On what date did you receive the NEISS report for FY 75

showing an increase over FY 73 of 21 percent in the number of toy-

related injuries treated nationwide in hospital emergency rooms?

ANSWER

NEISS data for FY 75 became available in August 1975. The

staff analysis which developed the 21% increase figure was made

in November 1975. The analysis showed that fad toys not covered

by regulations accounted for the bulk of the increase and that the

increase was also related to an increase over the whole NEISS

system resulting from improved reporting procedures.

d) Since NEISS reports only toy-related injuries treated

in hospitals, what is the Commission's estimate of the number of

toy-related injuries occurring each year that are not treated in

hospitals?

ANSWER

Using a definition of injury which states that medical treat-

ment was received or activities were impaired, a "Household Safety

Study Summary Report" received in 1972 was used to determine that

approximately 38 percent of product-related injuries are treated

in hospital emergency rooms.

In FY 75, there were an estimated 173,000 toy-related in-

juries treated in U.S. hospital emergency rooms. If this figure

represents 38 percent of all toy- related injuries, as defined, the

number of toy-related injuries not treated in hospitals was approxi-

mately 282,000 for the same period.

e) Would legislation granting the CPSC authority to require

pre-market clearance of toys curtail toy-related injuries?

answ:r

It probably would. However, the evidence we have on toy-related

injuries c'oes not indicate that the risk of injury is so severe -

as in the case of drugs, for example - to warrant such drastic and

costly intervention in the market by the government.
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f) What is your estimate of the cost to effectively imple-
ment such legislation?

ANSWER

We estimate that the cost of pre-market testing and clearance
would be approximately $1,000 per toy.

If we tested and cleared the estimated 150,000 different toys
on the market at the rate of 30,000 toys per year for five years,
it would cost approximately $30 million per year. Subsequent to

this initial period, testing and clearance of the estimated 5,000
new toy models entering the market each year would require an

annual expenditure of $5 million.

g) CPSC staff has advised that the banned toy list resources
were shifted to the monitoring of injuries related to Christmas
tree lights. What were the nationwide statistics on injuries
related to Christmas tree lights, both at the time the banned toy
list was discontinued and now?

ANSWER

As a matter of clarification, we would assume that the shift in

"resources" primarily refers to the use of consumer deputies to assist

in surveying the marketplace for hazardous Christmas lights as opposed
to the earlier banned toy surveillance programs.

The estimated injuries for Christmas tree lights are as follows:

Calendar Year Estimated Number of Injuries

1973 457

1974 428

1975 464

It should be noted, however, that the primary consequences of
hazards associated with defective Christmas tree lights are fires
and electric shock, hazards more severe than those normally associated
with toys. These two potential problems are such that they may
not be reported through the emergency room reporting system used
by NEISS. Other data sources have indicated that a fire problem
does exist; not only are fires resulting in property damage not
detected through NEISS, but injuries from these fires may not be
traced to the source of the fire at the time of emergency room treat-
ment.
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h) What was the annual cost in appropriated funds to publish the

banned toy list and what is the estimated annual cost in appropriated

funds to implement the Christmas tree lights program?

ANSWER

Publication of the two issues of the Banned Products List which

appeared during 1974 cost approximately $52,000. This figure includes

the cost of compiling, editing, and publishing the lists which were

used to support toy safety information and enforcement programs,

especially during the pre-holiday season. Costs associated with, but

not dependent upon publishing a Banned Products List (such as inspec-

tions and testing costs) are not included in this figure.

The estimated expenditure on the 1975 Christmas tree light program

was $150,000. This figure Includes the estimated costs of program

development, inspectional activities, testing of samples and a consumer

deputy program to provide information to retailers.
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22. QUESTION

In February 1975, CPSC personnel attended the Toy Fair in
New York and, according to your public statement, "came away with
the view that tremendous strides have been made by the industry in
dealing with the toy safety problem." Since these observations
were apparently used as a basis for the decision to discontinue
the banned toy list, provide the Subcommittee any analyses, reports,
or other documented details furnished to you in support of the
improvements noted at the fair.

ANSWER

Observation of the 1975 Toy Fair was only one factor which
contributed to the assessment of the industry's progress in deal-
ing with the safety problem. This progress has also been made
evident by meetings and other contacts with the toy industry,
testing of toys, surveillance of retail outlets and attendance at
past Toy Fairs.

Copies of reports submitted by staff members who visited the
1975 Toy Fair are attached.
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THROUGH

:

FBOM

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memonandunn

Bert Simson, SCA

William W. Jones, Directo:
Donald T. Van Houten, BESP £i'J'

U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT
SAFETY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20207

^JC 3//7o^

MAR 51975

SUBJECT: Toy Fair Trip Report

On February 18 and 19, the writer attended the American Toy

Fair for the purpose o£ determining the current state of

safety awareness within the toy industry. In carrying out

this task, the major domestic toy producers displaying their

products at the Fifth Avenue Building were visited.

In general, it may be said that domestic manufacturers

acutely aware of toy safety and have taken significant

to ensure the integrity of their products. For the mo

high impact types of plastics are being utilized to re

impact fragmentation and the generation of sharp edges

CPSC criteria for hazards exist, such as test devices,

criteria are being used to screen product lines. This

being done irregardless of whether the criteria are in

stage or have been officially proposed in the Federal

In cases where non-complying products have been detect
manufacturers have made changes in molding equipment a

substantial expense to the company. In addition to im

compliance to the Commission's proposed safety regulat
major toy manufacturers are attempting to conform to

voluntary toy standard TS 215 which is similar, though

extensive, to the CPSC requirements.

The writer was rather surprised at seeing a considerable i

amount of age labeling which primarily was directed at warning ;

consumers that the product was not intended for children under
|

the age of 3. This apparently is a direct result of the

Commission's proposed small parts regulation.
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Page 2

Bert Simson

It was also surprising that toys produced this year and
contemplated for next year are rather complex in function
and consist of multiple parts, each part requiring its o\m
mold. The complexity of these products could result in a
substantial economic problem for toy companies if changes
are required as a result of CPSC requirements.

Most of the toy bannings of CPSC have concerned imported
products and it was intended to visit the international
toy fair at the New York Coliseum. However, prior
commitments for Tuesday, the last day of the international
fair, prevented the writer from attending.
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TO

THRU

FROM

SUBJECT

:

UNITED STATES GOVERMMENT

Memorandum
Bert G. Simson, OSCA/TAD

: Walter R. Hobby, Director, BEA

: Judith M. Pitcher, BEA <^/^t/
Nancy Klisch, BEA r^^ '^

New York Toy Fair Trip Report

U.S. COIMSUN/IER PRODUCT
SAFETY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20207

ate: March 4, 1975

We attended the New York Toy Fair to see the types of

new toys that will be offered to consumers in 1975. This

was to provide us with notions of what items were included

in the classification "toys, games, and other articles

intended for use by children."

Because of the short time we had at the fair and the

length of time needed to view a manufacturer's line, we

concentrated on the larger manufacturers whose sales repre-

sent the bulk of the toy sales. In the time remaining, we

scanned the lines of some smaller companies.

We were shown through the following companies'

exhibits:

Marx Toys Playskool
Hasbro Industries Tonka
Kenner (General Mills) Block House

Mattel, Inc. Processed Plastic Co.

Creative Playthings

RECEIVtD

MAR b 1975

«li COVEBNUeNT PBIMTINC OFFICE: 197< 7J3-5JJ/J404 1-J
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FROM : Tora Cooper, BESB "^QVV^-^^^'^^Q^^
"

SUBJECT: Toy Fair

U.S. CONSUN/IER PRODUCT
SAFETY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. . C. 2QS07

DAJe: February 27, 1975

On Febru?ry l8 and 19, 1975, I attended the American Toy Fair

in Wew York City. Guided visits were made with all but one of

the follovdng Isrger msiiufacturers.

Tuesday, February l8

V/ednesday, February 19

10:50 n.ra.-Marx (Bob Jennings
Dick Hillegas)

1:30 p.m. - Mattel

3:50 p.m. - Hasbro (Gerald Bloom)

9:00 a.m. - Kenner (Karl V/ojahn)

10:30 a. III. - Gabriel

11:50 a.m. - Mylint (unguided)

The remainder of my visit was spent viewing the exhibitions for

smaller manufacturers located at the Toy Building (200 - 5th

Avenue) the Statler-Hilton Hotel (7th Avenue 8: 53rd Street) ajid

Pennsylvajiia Plaza (7th Avenue).

•Oi COVEKHMENT PRIWTING OFFICE: »74 7J)-i>>/3»M 1-5
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MEMORANDUM CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

DATE: 4 March" 1975

TO : Burt Simpson, Stancjardp Coordinator, OSCA/TAD

FROM: John Thurber^iVision of Engineering Laboratory Operations

SUBJECT: Trip Report, New York Toy Fair

A visit was maae to the New York Toy Fair on February 17,

18 and 19, 1975. In addition, the variety show and the

bicycle show was also visited.

Specific comments with respect to specific manufacturers

are difficult to make but possibly some general comments

and impressions may be helpful.

Mattel, Hasbro, Tonka, Marx, Fisher-Price and Playskool

were among the larger manufacturers' visited. All expressed

concern over the new regulations being promulgated by CPSC

and how they would impact their company. My general impres-

sion was that most companies were cooperating and d.%6.,

in fact, show concern with respect to toy safety.

Approximately three fourths of one day was spent walking

through the Variety show at the Coliseum. This show displayed

an extremely large quantity of products ranging from toys

to perfume, including trinkets and many inexpensive gift items.

Approximately one half day was spent at the bicycle show at

the Coliseum which was very impressive with respect to the

number of bicycles and bicycle parts manufactured.

540:0017:75:JRT:dfc
\
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

THROUGH: VJilliam W. Jones, T>i.t&^<^r , BESP

FFOM Kenneth W. Edinger, BESP i<iL'^^

U.S. CONSUrvlER PRODUCT
SAFETY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20207

5 197F

SUBJECT: Trip Report to Bicycle Fair in New York City on February 17, 1975.

The Bicycle Fair had exhibits from approximately 80 different bicycle

manufacturers coming from 10 different countries. Numerous parts

and accessory manufacturers were also represented.

There were many displays of the newly introduced Hotocross Bicycle

which is used by children for jumping, cross-country racing, and

obstacle course racing. The bicycle manufacturers consider that

the Hotocross Bicycle will be one of their largest selling

bicycles in the near future. It remains to be seen whether or not

these bicycles, which presently appear to be ridden in controlled

track races only, end up on the streets and roads.

Mopeds (motorized bicycles) were also widely displayed at the

Bicycle Fair. Many of these I would consider to be in the small

motorcycle class. From what I have learned from General Counsel,

those Mopeds which can be licensed for use on the public roads and

highways \n.ll be under the control of the state and Federal DOT.

Those V7hich do not fall into this category would be under the

control of CPSC.

The bicycle manufacturers appear to have made considerable progress

in eliminating sharp edges from many parts of the 1975 bicycles,

although they are still concerned about parts that do not come

directly in contact with the riders' arras or legs. In general,

many of the bicycle manufacturers feel they already comply with

the Bicycle Regulation as it was published on July 16, 1974. There

is considerable controversy over the newly proposed chain guard

requirements and the proposed effective date as they were promulgated

on January 7, 1975.

•Ui GOVERNMENT PRrNTING Of FIC£: 1974 733-SJ3/3601 I-J
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandunn
U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT

SAFETY COMMISSION
WASHirsJGTON, D.C. 20207

File
date: March 7, 1975

SUBJECT :

Bert G. Simson, Technical Analysis Division, OSCA

Toy Fair, New York City, Febriiary 17-19, 1975

While attending the American Toy Fair in New York, the fol-

lowing toy ejiiibitions were observed:

Mattel
Marx
Hasbro
Kenner
Gabriel
Kylint
Ideal
Playschool

These manufacturers are among the largest in the toy industry,

and they produce most of the toys on the market.

' The visit to the fair was interesting and informative, in

that it gave me an insight into the vast variety of products which

could be affected by regulations promulgated by the Commission.

•Ui GOVERNMENT fHINTIHC OFFICC; 1974 733-iJ5/3604 1-3
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23. QUESTION

Information provided by the CPSC staff stated that although
toy-related injuries were increasing, there were no increases in

injuries from toys regulated by the CPSC.

a) Were the 1500 toys banned since 1970 only regulated toys?

ANSWER

Under the Toy Safety Amendments to the Federal Hazardous Sub-
stances Act, any toy or article intended for use by children may
be regulated by the Commission. Those that are toxic, corrosive,
irritants, strong sensitizers, flammable, combustible, or which
generate pressure through heat, decomposition or other means, and
which may also cause substantial personal injury or illness, are
banned automatically. Furthermore, any toy or article intended
for use by children which is declared by regulation to present a
thermal, electrical, or mechanical hazard is also a banned hazardous
substance.

Of the 1500 banned toys, almost all were banned by the regula-
tions dealing with thermal, electrical, or mechanical hazards

(16 CFR 1500.18(a) 1-7). A small number of toys were toxic or
flammable, and were banned automatically by section 2(q)(l)(A) of
the Act.

b) How many of the present toy regulations were issued by

the FDA prior to May 1973 when the CPSC assumed the responsibility?

ANSWER

The following eight regulations dealing with toys or children's
articles were issued by the FDA prior to May 1973.

CFR Reference
(All found in Title 16)

Regulation

1. 1500.18(a)(1) and
1500.86(a)(1)

Certain Toy Rattles, Classification
as Banned Hazardous Substances and
exemptions

1500.18(a)(2) Certain Toys Having Noisemaking Com-
ponents, Classification as Banned
Hazardous Substances
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CFR Reference
(All found in Title 16)

Regulation

3. 1500.18(a)(3) and
1500.86(a)(2)

1500.18(a)(4) and
1500.86(a)(3)

Certain Dolls and Stuffed Animals,
Classification as Banned Hazardous
Substances and exemptions

Lawn Darts, Classification as Banned
Hazardous Substances and exemptions

1500.18(a)(5) Certain Caps and Toy Guns, Classi-
fication as Banned Hazardous Substances

1500.18(a)(6) and
1500.86(a)(4)

1500.18(a)(7) and
1500.86(a)(5)

1500.18b

and

Certain Baby Bouncers or Walker
Jumpers, Classification as Banned
Hazardous Substances and exemptions

Certain Clacker Balls, Classification
as Banned Hazardous Substances and
exemptions

Certain Electrically Operated Toys
and Other Electrically Operated
Children's Articles, Classification
as Banned Hazardous Substances

1505 Requirements for Electrically Operated
Toys and Other Electrically Operated
Children's Articles

c) How many toy regulations have been issued since May 1973

by the CPSC?

ANSWER

The following four regulations dealing with toys or children's
articles have been issued by CPSC since May 1973:
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CFR Reference
(All found in Title 16)

1. 1500.18(a) (13)

and

1508.

2. 1500.50, 51, 52, 53

1500. 18(a) (12)

and

1512.

1500. 18(a) (14)

and

1509

Regulation

Certain Cribs, Classification as
Banned Hazardous Substances

Requirements for Cribs

Test Methods for Simulating Use and
Abuse of Toys , Games and Other
Articles Intended for Use by
Children

Certain Bicycles, Classification as
Banned Hazardous Substances

Requirements for Bicycles

Certain Non-Full Size Cribs, Classi-
fication as Banned Hazardous Substances

Requirements for Non-Full Size Cribs

d) Provide copies of all the toy regulations.

ANSWER

Copies of the toy regulations are attached. I Mil n>*W"'<>\. '^ '" '^

72-820 O - 76 - 15
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24. QUESTION

Budget information provided to the Subcommittee disclosed that
the Commission requested $11,488 for FY 75 and $13,931 for FY 76
for "Hazard Analysis and Remedy."

a) Why was there a sharp decrease to $1,864 for this function
in the FY 77 budget request?

ANSWER

The major factors responsible for the sharp difference between
CPSC's budget requests to the Congress for Hazard Analysis and
Remedy funds for 1975 and 1976, on the one hand, and for Hazard
Strategy Analysis funds in 1977, on the other hand, are as follows:

First, much of the difference is due to a revision in program
categories. Major changes were made in the CPSC program structure
and in the calculation of costs by program when the 1977 CPSC budget
request was prepared.

Two new programs. Hazard Strategy Analysis and Regulatory
Development, were created in the place of the old Hazard Analysis
and Remedy program. In addition, the program plans of each bureau
and office were reexamined, resulting in a new distribution of
funds and positions by program. Perhaps the largest reclassification
of costs that occurred between the 1976 and 1977 budget requests
was the consolidation of all ADP costs in the Administration program
rather than the spread of ADP costs throughout Commission programs.
As a result, figures for 1975 and 1976 contained in the 1975 and
1976 CPSC Requests to Congress cannot be directly compared to the
1977 figures contained in the 1977 Request to Congress.

Second, the Commission made no change from its budget requests
to the 0MB when it presented its budget requests to Congress for
1975 and 1976. In contrast, CPSC's 1977 justification of appro-
priations to the Congress reflects a downward change after con-
sidering the 0MB guidance received after submission of the
budget request. While the CPSC budget estimate for 1977 for Hazard
Strategy Analysis differs from the President's estimate because
of differences concerning the cost of the policy of continuing the
Commission's 1975 level of effort, it does reflect a reduction from
the Commission's original resource estimate to the OMli for Hazard
Strategy Analysis.

Taken together, these two factors account for the difference
in magnitude in this area between the 1975 and 1976 figures and the
1977 estimate.
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b) Is the FY 77 request adequate? If not, why wasn't more

requested?

A request for funds can be found adequate or inadequate only

after a goal, workplan and timetable are agreed upon. CPSC presented

to the 0MB in September 1975 a budget request, including $4,098,000

for Hazard Strategy Analysis, which advanced the concept of a

Commission with a finite mission and a predictable end point. The

stated goal was a reduction in the level of hazards associated with

unsafe consumer products to a point which would negate demand for

a federal regulatory safety agency. This level, we predicted,

would be reached at such time as we have 100 mandatory safety

rules, complemented by voluntary standards. A budget level of

$55 million in 1977, with the incremental increases proposed, would

permit this to be achieved by 1982. At this point, the Commission

would have addressed about 75% of the injuries preventable by

standards, thereby reducing the overall problem to more reasonable

levels - possibly enough to change the character of the agency to

a maintenance of "enforcement only" level. Another alternative

would be to abolish the agency. In short, we feel that the initial

budget request to 0MB was adequate to achieve this goal by 1982.

The $1,864,000 request contained in the Commission's 1977

budget request to the Congress is adequate to achieve the above

goal over a much longer time frame. The 1977 request reflects the

movement of five positions from compliance and enforcement efforts

in the field to the Hazard Strategy Analysis Program in order to

ensure that the best mix of resources is used.

Three budget estimates have been transmitted to the Congress:

CPSC's original budget request tied to the seven year plan, CPSC's

estimate of the cost of continuing the 1975 level of effort, and

the President's budget estimate. Each estimate is adequate to

accomplish certain things in certain time frames.
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25. QUESTION

The White House Domestic Council Review Group on Regulatory

Reform, co-chaired by Messrs. MacAvoy and Schmults, has been widely
publicized for its role in coordinating the various efforts and

providing the inspiration for regulatory changes in Federal agencies.

a) Does the CPSC have a continuing dialogue with and provide

input to this group?

ANSWER.

The CPSC does not have any dialogue with this group, to the

best of my knowledge.

b) Furnish the dates, subject matter, and results of any

contacts or meetings between this group and any Commission personnel,

ANSWER

I, as Chairman, have had no meetings or contacts with this

group, and have seen none noted on the public calendar.
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QUESTION #31 [June 25. 1975 Questionnaire]

Suimiarize from operating and statistical data, for each of the
past five fiscal years:

(a) the time required for disposal of the average agency
proceeding in the various categories of proceedings handled (agency
proceeding in the questionnaire is as defined in the Administrative
Procedure Act).

(b) the approximate average length of hearing records in

such proceedings.

ANSWER

(a) The agency proceedings pertinent to the Consumer Product
Safety Commission are the development of regulations, processing of

petitions, and enforcement of its regulations. The average times of

these proceedings are listed below:

pj:gulatory proceedings

FISCAL YEAR
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ADJUDICATIVE PROCEEDINGS REFERRED TO ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES**

FISCAL YEAR NUMBER AVERAGE TIME OF DISPOSAL
(DAYS)

FY 74 2 95
FY 75 1 99
FY 76 Cto 1/31/76) 19 330

SUBSTANTIAL HAZARD PROCEEDINGS (SECTION 15)

FISCAL YEAR NUMBER AVERAGE TIME OF DISPOSAL
(DAYS)

FY 74 147 approx. 180
FY 75 124 approx. 180
FY 76 (to 1/31/76) 98 approx. 180

(b) Average length of transcript where hearings were conducted in
relation to the above proceedings:

RINGS AVERAGE LENGTH OF TRANSCRIPT
(PAGES)

341
240
85

FISCAL YEAR
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QUESTION #35 [June 25. 1975 Questionnaire]

By major category, list the oldest 20 agency proceedings currently
before your Commission by date, subject matter and petitioner or affected

party. Describe current status.

ANSWER

The Commission's oldest proceedings are those which were inherited
from predecessor agencies under the transferred acts; all initiated
prior to May 14, 1973. The particular safety rule developments listed

in the attached tables were selected on the basis that a notice
instituting the proceeding had been published in the Federal Register
and, therefore, additional action is required. These proceedings have
not been completed for a number of reasons. In some instances actions

were permitted to lie dormant because of the press of higher priority
work associated with the Consumer Product Safety Act. In others, the

complex nature of the proceeding has required additional information

to permit the development of reasonable and appropriate requirements.

In the 2-1/2 years since the Commission was established, the levels

of risk associated with some of these products apparently have been
reduced sufficiently to warrant withdrawal of the proceedings. In

these instances, as indicated in the attached table, notices of with-
drawal will be published. The proceedings are broken out into two

broad categories: COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES and SAFETY RULES.
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Question #55 [June 25, 1975 Questionnaire]

Identify any continuing and ad hoc boards, panels,
and committees advising your Commission on its substantive and ad-
ministrative activities whose membership includes non-agency per-
sonnel. Describe briefly the origin and special functions of each
such advisory group. List all reports showing recommendations,
prepared by such advisory groups for consideration by the members
of your Commission (last five fiscal years) . Show Commission action
or other disposition of those recommendations. State when and why
any of your advisory groups was either established or disbanded, in
the last five fiscal years. Describe the frequency with which
these bodies met in the last five fiscal years. Describe how such
bodies are provided staff assistance.

[The following was received in response to the Subcommittee's June 25, 1975
Questionnaire:]

Answer.

Our understanding of Question #55 is that it relates to groups
expected to exercise initiative in defining broad problem areas and
in bringing diverse backgrounds arid expertise to bear on such defined
problem areas with the aim of providing general guidance to the
Commission, but not in developing specific possible solutions to

specific problems. Therefore, certain groups with whom CPSC has had
interactions, even some brought together at CPSC initiative, have
not been included in the following listing. Chief among the not
listed groups are the offerors accepted under Section 7 of the CPSA.
Although each accepted offeror convenes a committee or panel for
the development of a recommended draft standard, the Section 7 Notice
inviting offers has so spelled out the specifics of the problem
(product category, hazard data, pertinent parameters, etc.) that the
offeror is functioning more like a contractor than like an advisory
group. Similarly, CPSC has interacted with groups in the national
and international voluntary standards organizations, such as ISO,

ANSI, ASTM, NFPA, etc., but again on fairly specific test develop-
ment problems rather than to gain recommendations on broad subjects
as mentioned above. Consequently, such groups have not been mentioned
in the response to this question.

I. Statutory (Continuing) Committees

The Consumer Product Safety Commission utilizes the following
advisory committees on a continuing basis: (a) Product Safety
Advisory Council; (b) Technical Advisory Committee on Poison Pre-
vention Packaging; and (c) National Advisory Committee on the
Flammable Fabrics Act. The committees are comprised of non-agency
personnel and provide advice and recommendations to the Commission
on regulatory and policy matters.

The continuing committees advising the Commission have pro-
vided diverse viewpoints on Commission matters from their individual
perspectives as representatives of the consuming public, industry,
and/or government, rather than preparing special group reports.
Their individual opinions are taken into consideration by the Com-
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mission at the time a decision is made on the related matter.

Advice on substantive policy issues and/or proposed rules and regu-

lations is provided primarily at committee meetings; in many

instances, individual members submit written comments and recom-

mendations.

Management of the CPSC Advisory Committees is under the general
direction of the jOffice of the Secretary, with specific

responsibilities for managing, staffing, maintenance of records,

etc. , assigned to the Advisory Committee Management Officer. The

Bureau of Biomedical Science provides technical assistance to the

Technical Advisory Committee on Poison Prevention Packaging and

the "Office of Standards Coordination and Appraisal provides tech-

nical assistance to the National Advisory Committee for the Flam-

mable Fabrics Act.

The following describes briefly the origin, functions, recom-

mendations, and frequency of meetings for each cocnmittee.

A-. Product Safety Advisory Council •

Section 28 of the CPSA (PL,92-573) provides for the establishment

of a 15-member panel to be called the Product Safety Advisory Council

and representing equally the consuming public, government, and

industry. The Advisory Council was activated in January 1974, with

the first 15 members selected and appointed by the Commission to

serve on this Council.

The Council functions in an advisory capacity providing the

Commission with diverse viewpoints on major policy issues, proposed

rules, standards or approaches to special problems and issues re-

lated to the safety of consumer products. The Commission's utiliza-

tion of the Advisory Council has emphasized broad policy issues

more than specific rule-making procedures. For example, the

Commission solicited their opinions on such matters as public
participation in the standards development process, and other

Commission activities; abuse and misuse of consumer products; use

of volunteers in the Consumer Deputy Program; consumer education
aimed at meeting the needs of special groups, i.e., low-income,

Spanish-speaking, elderly, etc.
;
participation and membership jby

Commission staff in voluntary standards organizations; and the

inclusion of sampling plans in safety standards. Additionally,

broad philosophical issues such as "How safe is safe?" and "What

price safety?" formed the nucleus for Council deliberations and

interchange with the Commission. Regulatory matters on which the

Council advised the Commission include record-keeping regulations

(proposed 9/3/74) and toy testing regulations (proposed 1/7/75).

Since its establishment in January 1974, the Advisory Council
has held eight meetings. Future meetings will be held quarterly.
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Bi Technical Advisory Committee on Poison Prevention Packaging

The Technical Advisory Committee was established in April 1971
by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare pursuant to the
provisions of Section 6 of the Poison Prevention Packaging Act of
1970 (PL 91-601). The administration and implementation of this
Act, including the use and management of the Technical Advisory
Committee, were transferred to the CPSC under the authority of
Section 30(a) of CPSA (PL 92-573) effective May 14, 1973.

The Commission consults with the Committee in making findings
and establishing standards for the special packaging of household
products in order to protect children from serious personal injury
or illness as a result of handling, using, or ingesting a substance.

An important function performed by this committee is the review
and evaluation of petitions requesting exemption from the Poison
Prevention Packaging regulations. The recommendations of indivi-
dual committee members on such petitions are utilized by the
Commission in the decision-making pjrocess.

Since May 1971, the Committee has held 13 meetings; and future
meetings are scheduled to be held every three months.

The Committee has advised the Commission or its predecessor
agency, DHEW, on the following substantive matters:

1. A testing protocol for determining compliance with
special packaging standards - Regulation issued on
November 20, 1971; effective January 20, 1972.

2. Special packaging standards which are now final on the
following substances:

(a) Aspirin - effective 8-14-72

(b) Furniture polish - effective 9-13-72

(c) Methyl salicylate - effective 9-21-72

(d) Controlled drugs - effective 10-24-72

(e) Turpentine - effective 4-11-73

(f) Methyl alcohol - effective 4-11-73

(g) Liquid and solid lye preparations - effective 4-11-73

(h) Sulfuric acid - effective 8-14-73
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4.

(i) Illuminating and kindling preparations - effective
10-29-73

(j) Human oral prescription drugs - effective 4-16-74

(k) Ethylene glycol - effective 6-1-74

Labeling requirements for noncomp lying packages -

effective 1-31-75

Petitions for exemption to the Human Oral Prescription
Diug Regulation
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Petition
No. (PP- ) Commission Action Date

19.
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Proposed special packaging standards for the

following products:

(a) Pesticides - proposed 9/14/72

(b) Paint solvents - proposed 2/9/73

(c) Promotionally-distributed samples - proposed

2/9/73

(d) Iron-containing preparations - proposed 1/16/75

C.; National Advisory Committee for the Flammable Fabrics

Act

The National Advisory Committee was established in December

1968 by the Secretary of Commerce pursuant to the provisions of

Section 17 of the Flammable Fabrics Act, as amended (PL 90-189).

The administration and implementation of this Act, including the

use and management of the Advisory Committee, were transferred to

the CPSC under the authority of section 30(b) of the CPSA (PL 92-573)

effective May 1973.

The National Advisory Committee provides advice and recommen-

dations on proposed flammability standards prior to final promul-

gation by the Commission. A tabulation of flammability standards

reviewed by the Committee and promulgated either by FTC or CPSC

as final include the following:

Carpets and Rugs, DOC FF 1-70 (FTC)

Small Carpets and Rugs, DOC FF 2-70 (FTC)

Children's Sleepwear, Sizes 0-6X, as amended,

DOC FF 3-71 (FTC, CPSC)

Mattresses, FF A-72 (FTC)

Children's Sleepwear, Sizes 7-14, FF 5-74 (CPSC)

Additionally, the Committeee has commented on various aspects

of the Commission's ongoing activities in the implementation of

the Flammable Fabrics Act. Such activities cover labeling of appa-

rel and household textile products, proposed amendments to the

mattress flammability standard, upholstered furniture, and general

wearing apparel.
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Commission Action

Upon completion of a review of all the information
available, including the ad hoc committee comments, the Commis-
sioners voted on January 18, 1974, to announce their intent to
withdraw the aerosol spray adhesive on March 1, 197A. The
reason for allowing an interim between January 18 and March was
to permit any interested parties time to make other information
available or comment on the proposed action. Withdrawal of the
ban became effective March 1, 1974.

- Frequency of Meetings

The a^ hoc committee was not convened at any time or
place. All communications were by mail or telephone conversation.

Staff Assistance

The staff of the Commission prepared, gathered, collated
and mailed or delivered all materials th^t were to be reviewed
by the ^d hoc committee. 1

B. National Academy of Science ad hoc Committee to Evaluate
the Hazard of Lead in Paint (March 22, 1973)

Origin

The National Academy of Science was requested, on
March 22, 1973, to convene an ad_ hoc committee to advise the

Commission whether or not there was sufficient scientific evidence
to support the reduction of the lead content of consumer paints
from 0.5 percent to 0.06 percent.

Special Function

The Committee was also requested, "If it was found that
sufficient scientific evidence did not exist to support such a
reduction, to recommend research that should be undertaken to

obtain the required information."

Reports and Recommendations

The final Report of the NAS ^ hoc Committee to Evaluate
the Hazard of Lead in Paint was submitted to the Commission on

November 7, 1973. The input indicated there was insufficient
scientific data available to support a regulatory position at a

lower level than 0.5 percent lead in paint. It was recommended
that further research be conducted. One of the recommendations
of this ad hoc committee was that the Commission conduct comparative
studies on the absorption of lead from the normal diet and various
paints and driers through the gastro-intestinal tract of suitable
experimental animals.
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During the past 5 years, the Coimnittee has held a total of

13 meetings; 9 under the Department of Commerce and 4 under the

CPSC. Future meetings will be held quarterly.

II. Ad Hoc Committees, Panels, etc .

A. Aerosol Spray Adhesives

Origin and Establishment

In August 1973, the Commission moved to ban spray
adhesives from the marketplace pending further corroborative re-
search. This action was taken based on available data which sug-
gested a causal relationship between exposure to spray adhesives
and chromosome damage and birth defects.

An Ad Hoc Committee was established in December 1973,
to review and evaluate the results of the research conducted over
a three-month period, and recommend a course of action to the
Commission.

Special Functions

The Committee members were to respond to a series of
questions (50), but, basically, the Commission sought guidance and
a possible course of action to the following:

"After reviewing the information supplied,
and based on your own personal experience
and knowledge of the subject area, do you
believe the CPSC should lift its ban on the
aerosol spray adhesives? Or what course of
action do you recommend or propose that the
Commission pursue?"

Reports and Recommendations

The Committee members believed that the conclusions as
derived by the original research on which the ban was based were
not corroborated and that the research data failed to establish
a relationship between spray adhesive use and chromosome damage.
Most of the Committee representatives did not believe the rela-
tionship between adhesive use and birth defects was adequately
documented.

The Committee's consensus was that the Commission should with-
draw the ban and they suggested performing additional research
after withdrawing the ban.

72-820 O - 76 - 16
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Commission Action

Consistent with, but prior to, receipt of this recom-
mendation, a contract was negotiated with the New York Institute
of Environmental Medicine, on November 1, 1972, to investigate
the effects, in the baboon, of a paint film formulated with the

most commonly used lead drier (lead octoate) and a soluble lead
salt (lead acetate). A contract was negotiated, effective March 1,

1974, with the Southwest Foundation for Research and Education.
This study was designed to determine the effects, in baboons,
of various concentrations of lead in paint formulated with the two
most commonly used lead driers, lead octoate and lead naphthenate.
A standard dose of a soluble lead salt (lead acetate) was studied
for comparative purposes.

Established - \-Jhen and ^-fhy

This a^ hoc committee was established on March 22, 1973,
to advise the Commission on the sufficiency of scientific evidence
to support the quantity of lead in paint, i.e., reduction from
0.5 to 0.06 percent.

The Committee's charge was complete upon submission of

its report.

Frequency of Meetings

The NAS ad hoc committee met in Washington, D.C., on

April 5, 1973, and on May 25, 1973.

Staff Assistance

Staff assistance was limited to submission of a history
of regulations limiting the lead content of paint to the Committee.

C. National Academy of Science/National Research Council
Committee on Toxicology (September 1974)

Origin

On September 19, 1974, the Commission negotiated a con-

tract with the National Academy of Science Advisory Center on

Toxicology.

Special Functions

The Committee on Toxicology is to organize and convene

a series of panels and sub-panels to perform the following tasks:
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1. Evaluate toxicity test procedures as mutually

agreed to by the NAS and CPSC Project Officer during

the period of performance for their reliability and

applicability to the goals of CPSC.

2. In conjunction with the evaluation specified in Si

above, recommend, where possible, toxicity testing

procedures for consumer products which may be

adopted by CPSC as official procedures for toxicity

testing.

3. Update and expand NAS/NRC Publication "1138 Prin-

ciples for Evaluating the Toxicity of Household

Substances." The updating and expansion should be

suitable for CPSC applicability. Twenty-five copies

of the revised version are to be delivered to CPSC.

4. Perform toxicity evaluations on specific chemicals

relating to CPSC responsibilities. Chemicals to be

evaluated will be specified in writing and will

contain specific instructions for the information

required, including any reporting requirements.

This will be a quick response function.

The National Academy of Science Advisory Center on Toxi-

cology was requested on October 3, 1974, under task 4 of this con-

tract to convene an ad hoc committee to: a) review lead in paint

studies sponsored by the Commission and by other groups, and

b) to evaluate, on the basis of this research, a "safe level" of

lead in paints and other similar surface coating materials.

Reports and Recommendations

In preparation.

Commission Action

Not applicable pending receipt of report.

Established - I'Jhen and Why

Negotiated contract to perform the tasks as described

under section on "Origin." Contract in progress to perform addi-

tional tasks.

Frequency of Meetings

This Committee met twice in Washington, D.C.; first on

December 13-14, 1974, and again on February 6-7, 1975.
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Staff Assistance

Staff assistance consists of supplying the following
documents to the Committee:

1. Copies of the final draft reports of the studies
sponsored by the Connm'ssion at New York Institute
of Environmental Medicine and Southwest Foundation
for Research and Education.

' 2. The final report of the study sponsored by the

National Paint and Coatings Association at Midwest
Research Institute.

3. The interim report of the study sponsored by the
Division of Environmental Health Services, CDC, DHEW,
at St. Mary's Children's Hospital, London, England.

4. Other additional reports and information as requested.

D. American Academy of Pediatrics (December 1974)

On December 4, 1974, the Commission requested the views
of the American Academy of Pediatrics relating to the lead in paint
studies sponsored by the Commission in compliance with the mandate
contained in section 301(b) of the Lead Based Paint Poisoning Pre-
vention Act, as amended 1973. The views of the Academy were
submitted to the Commission on February 19, 1975.

Due to the late submission of the Academy's views, the
Chairman'was unable to incorporate them into "the December 23, 1974,
Report to Congress.

Staff assistance was limited to mailing copies of the
draft final report of the lead in paint studies sponsored by the
Commission, and the reports of the studies sponsored by others.

E. National Academy of Science/National Materials Advisory,
Board Ad Hoc Committee on Fire Safety of Polymeric
Materials

Origin

The National Materials Advisory Board (NMAB) , a unit

under the National Academy of Science, set up the subject Com-
mittee to carry out a task under a continuing study c6ntract with
DOD/NASA but, before the Committee was assemble, NMAB decided to

enlarge the scope of sponsorship and approached a number of other
Federal agencies, including CPSC, as potential cosponsors. CPSC
became one of ten additional cosponsors.
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Special Functions

The Committee is composed of recognized individuals

knowledgeable in the subjects, none of whom are in the employ

of the sponsoring agencies. Each sponsoring agency was invited to

provide one or more representatives in a non-voting liaison role.

The Committee will study the subject and prepare a

series of several volumes as their report. Some of the volumes

are on basic subjects, such as materials, and others are to be on
applications, but none are to be specifically directed to this

Commission or to the subject of consumer products.

The Commission provided a liaison observer at four

meetings of the Ad Hoc Committee, but withdrew from further atten-
dance in November 1974, with the establishment of CPSC policy
against participation in or attendance at closed meetings.

Reports, Recommendations, and Commission Actions

As of November 1974, the Ad Hoc Committee planned to

issue its report in the following volumes:

1. State of the Art Polymers, Additives, Retardants,

Reinforcements; with Conclusions and Recommendations

2. Test Methods, Specifications, Standards, Glossary

3. Smoke and Toxicity - Special Problems

4. Fire Dynamics and Scenarios - Methodology; with
Conclusions and Recommendations

5. Design Guidelines

6. Aircraft - Military and Civil

7. Buildings - Residential

8. Buildings - Nonresidential

9. Buildings - Custodial

10. Vehicles - Rail

11. Vehicles - Untracked

12. Vehicles - Ships

13. Mines and Bunkers
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14, Submarines (report will be classified)

15. Open Road - Tents, Recreational Vehicles, Mobile
Homes

Although several of these volumes are understood to be in various
stages of preparation, this Commission has not received any final
report volumes. Drafts of one volume and several other chapters
have been received for review and comment, but CPSC has refrained
from all participation because the Ad Hoc Committee continues to
operate through closed meetings.

CPSC became a cosponsor because the overall report should
prove to be in the public interest, and, particularly volumes 1

through 5, would be valuable background documents for CPSC in its
work. However, CPSC has not received, and does not expect to
receive, specific recommendations for action.

Why Participation Was Established and Terminated

As just indicated, CPSC became a cosponsor in the ex-
pectation that the report will be of value to the public and to
CPSC. Participation as non-voting liaison was terminated with the
establishment of CPSC policy against participation in or atten-
dance at closed meetings.

Frequency of Meetings

The CPSC liaison representative attended meetings on
June 16-17, 1973; September 24-27, 1973; November 27-29, 1973;
and October 2-3, 1974; and missed one or more meetings in that
period. As of October 1974, additional meetings were tentatively
scheduled in calendar 1975 at approximately two month intervals
but that schedule may have been altered.

Staff Assistance

Staff assistance to the Ad Hoc Committee was provided
by the staff of the National Academy of Science, National Mater-
ials Advisory Board, using funds provided by the several sponsors.

F. Task Force on Inadvertent Modification of the Stratosphere
(IMPS)

Origin

The first scientific report expressing concern over
possible significant reductions in stratospheric ozone from fluoro-
carbon releases to the environment was published in June 1974.
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Since then, various scientific, legislative, and other private

and public bodies have expressed similar concern.

In January 1975, the Council on Environmental Quality

(CEQ) and the Federal Council for Science and Technology (FCST)

jointly created the Federal Interagency Task Force on Inadvertent

Modification of the Stratosphere (IMOS)

.

Special Functions

The area of study for the group, as reflected in its

title, is all potential sources of stratospheric modifications

from human activities. Its initial charge, however, was to con-

duct an intensive study of the fluorocarbon-ozone question within

several months.

Reports and Recommendations

1. The task force has concluded that fluorocarbons

released to the environment are a legitimate cause for concern.

It has also concluded that unless new scientific evidence is

found to remove the cause for concern, it would seem necessary to

restrict uses of fluorocarbons 11 and 12 to replacement of fluids

in existing refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment and to

closed recycled systems or other uses not involving release to

the atmosphere.

2. The National Academy of Sciences is currently con-

ducting an in-depth scientific study of man-made impacts on the

stratosphere and will report in less than a year. If the National

Academy of Sciences confirms the current task force assessment,

the task force recommends that the Federal regulatory agencies

initiate rule-making procedures for implementing regulations

to restrict fluorocarbon uses. Such restrictions could reasonably

be effective by January 1978 - a date that, given the concern

expressed now, should allow time for consideration of further re-

search results and for the affected industries and consumers to

initiate adjustments.

3. Other conclusions and recommendations of the task

force relate to the expected effects of any reduction in the average

ozone concentration in the stratosphere; the need for labeling of

aerosol products containing f luorocarbons; the present federal

authorities under which various regulatory actions could be ini-

tiated; the need for toxic substances control legislation; the

need for international cooperation; and the federal research pro-

gram for addressing the scientific and socio-economic issues.

Commission Action

The Commission denied the petition (regarding the ban

of aerosol products) without prejudice.
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Established - When and Why

The task force was formed in January 1975 to study the
possible effects of fluorocarbons and the environment.

Following are dates of meetings:

February 27, 1975 April 30, 1975
March 12, 1975 May 12, 1975
April 1, 1975 May 21, 1975
April 16, 1975 . June 25, 1975

Staff Assistance

The staff members attended the meetings and reviewed
the reports.

G. Technical Consultant Panel on the Sample Design of the
National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS)'

(October 1974)

Origin

The Bureau of Epidemiology, CPSC, determined the need
for a technical consultant panel on the sample design of the
National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) in October
1974, and initiated activities of this panel in January 1974.

Special Functions .

The panel, with various backgrounds (government, private
industry, and academia) ,

provides expert opinions and long-term
experience in .the field of sampling, as well as practical and
theoretical knowledge of subject matter. The panel functions by
providing expert opinions periodically on recommendations relating
to the high reliability of information used to assist the Com-
mission in making decisions.

The panel has met to review the current NEISS sample
design and make recommendations for modifications, if needed.
Interim recommendations have been discussed by BEP management with
the panel for modifications to be considered for assurance of the
integrity of the sample design of NEISS.

Reports and Recommendations

The panel will assist in preparation of a detailed paper
to help evaluate the adequacy of the present sample design.
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Commission Action

Not applicable pending receipt of report.

Established - T'Hien and Why

Described under section on "origin."

Frequency of Meetings

The panel has met in January, February and May 1975.
It is expected that the panel will meet every other month until
May 1976.

Staff Assistance

BEP support is limited to providing a place to meet and
necessary transcription of interim recommendations made by the
panel.
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[The following was received in response to the Subcommittee Chairman's
"

letter of Mar. 3, 1&76:]

Answer.

The following updates the information provided in the June

25, 1975 questionnaire.

A. Product Safety Advisoiry Council

The Product Safety Advisory Council has met three times since

June 1975, and we anticipate that future meetings will be held

quarterly. It has advised the Commission on the following specxfxc

matters:

o Development of a product identification regulation (in development)

o Policy on the application of section 6(b) of the CPSA in

relation to the Freedom of Information Act (polxcy adopted)

o Procedural Policy for handling substantial product hazard

matters (proposed and interim policy adopted)

o Exportation of products which present a substantial product

hazard (policy under consideration)

B. Technical Adv-'-n- ron,^-tt-tee on Poison Prevention Packaging

The Technical Advisory Committee on Poison Prevention Packaging

has met twice since June, 1975; we anticipate that future meetings

will be held every three months.

The committee advises the Commission on petitions for exemptions

from the human prescription drug in oral dosage form «gf^t^°^;
Since June, 1975, the status of some ot these petitions has changed,

as follows:
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19. Organidin

21. K-Lyte/Cl Powder

Petition
No. (PP- )

74-34

74-38

27. Bilopaque, Telepaque 74-44
74-45

30. K-Lor 74-48

32. Vermox 75-2

33. Achromycin, Decloy- 75-4,5
mycin, et al.

Commission Action

petition granted

Bate

petition denied
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QUESTION #71 FJune 25. 1975 Questionnaire]

How are the principal disciplines of government (engineering,

law, public administration, accounting) represented among your senior

staff skills? How are they represented on your professional staff as

a whole? Give percentages for each major skill.

ANSWER

Defining senior staff as employees occupying GS-15 level and

above positions excluding the four Commissioners and two Public Health

Service Commissioned Officers, we have 96 senior staff members as

indicated in the first column of the attached chart. The second column

indicates total number of Commission employees distributed by discipline.

The third shows percentage of total professional employees in each skill

area, and the fourth column indicates percentage of senior staff in

each skill area.
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niiF5TTfMj_^73 [June 25. 1^75 Questionnaire]

Identify the specific occasions in the last five fiscal years

fndus??, and professional organizations, before con.en.on. and

i.-.^
=-:,r.tr;olicfes'arjr^cfi-s-prr'«?S'src.-Iprer.ance.

show the following:

(a) Name of sponsoring organization and meeting's purpose.

(b) Location and date of session attended by Commission

representative.

(c) Subject of Commission representative's presentation.

(d) Travel and subsistence costs of attendance.

(e) Costs borne by: (D U.S. Government
^ '

(2) Sponsoring organization.

(3) Commission person.

(f) Speakers honorarium or fee:
^^ ^

(1) Nature: Cash
Other (Specify)

(2) Value

ANSWER

r-Th*^ followine charts were compiled from infomation submitted in response

r?he siSitS's June 2^1975, questionnaire and the subcommittee

Chairman's letter o£ March 3, 1976:]
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SUMMARY

ANALYSIS OF PURPOSE OF TRAVEL OF CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSIONERS-GROUPS VISITED AND
COST, MAY 1973 THROUGH DECEMBER 1975

Total trips Total cost

Number Percent Cost Percent

Industry groups
Professional groups '."'!^

Consumer groups [

M iscellaneous groups. . _
".""]]

Federal, State, and local government groups
Universities and schools
International organizations
Foreign government groups
Civic groups

"_"

Total

48
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Question 93 [June 25. 1975 Questionnairel

.

DescribB your Commission's relation with the Depart-

ment of Justice on the litigation process. How are requests or

recommendations to litigate initiated (from whom and to whom)? Is

there a permanent liaison, communications or coordination process

Describe. Are your Commission's requests or recommendations '^^^^Hv

followed. List all instances where such requests were not followed

in the past five fiscal years. State reasons given. Does your

commission have an input in the preparation for trial or appeal

of a matter? Describe the extent and manner of such input. Describe

any instances in which your Commission has been deprived of an oppor-

tunity of making its views known to a court. Evaluate the quality

of representation of your Commission by Department of Justice per-

sonnel with particular regard to the question of whether the expertise

of the commission has been adequately reflected in the presentation

of specialized matters of particular Commission concern.

[The following was received m response to the Subcommittee's

June 25, 1975 Questionnaire:]

Answer.

The Connnission's relation with the Department of
-J-Jj^^^

°^

the litigation process is primarily carried out between the Com-

Mssion's Office of the General Counsel, Division of Enforcement

Sd the consumer Affairs Section, Antitrust Division. Department

of Justice. These two offices serve as the ongoxng permanent

liaison between the Department and the Commxssxon.

Except where the Commission conducts its own litigation to

fulfill its mission (see Question #91), the Consumer Aff-rsJe t,,„

irresponsible for coordinating with both the agency and a local

U S Ittomey in all enforcement cases brought on the agency s

beh;ifSe section also coordinates the defense of agency actxon

aS^s^ third party lawsuits, except in those types of l^^-Jf
SeS another element of the Department

^-\^^--^-'\lllllflfllT

SrL'c^iSssion cases, ^
tfl^Sr^^hir thfCoSu^^r^Iffa^rs

Division coordinates such appeals, ratner tnan

Section.

The litigation process encompasses three areas: (D civil

actions (seizures, injunctions, and civil penalty actxons)
,

(2)

Sminal prosecutions, and (3) defense of agency actxon agaxnst

third party lawsuits.

For seizure actions, the Commission ^

^--'^^^^^^^^Jf^^ Hl^^
forfeiture to a local U.S. Attorney with a request that xt be fxled

with the court as soon as possible. A copy of the complaxnt xs

sent by the Commission to the Consumer Affaxrs Sectxon at he

same time that the pleadings are ^^^ f/°/,
°

LyllttourtS"

^^Lr^rnfurr: crortfe"consL:r'M?airs Section, Lt the Section
prxor concurrenc
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After a seizure Is filed, most coordination thereafter is
between the local U.S. Attorney and the Commission's Office of the
General Counsel, Enforcement Division. The latter office prepares
consent decrees, orders for destruction, or other pleadings requested
by the U.S. Attorney and forwards them to the U.S. Attorney for
filing. Even for contested seizures, almost all coordination is

between the U.S. Attorney's office and the Commission's attorneys,
even though the Consumer Affairs Section is kept abreast of all
developments in the case.

For criminal cases, the Commission's attorneys forward simul-
taneously to a local U.S. Attorney and the Consumer Affairs Sec-
tion a complete recommendation package, containing the agency's
entire inspection file which discloses the violations, and also
containing a proposed criminal information which may include
multiple counts.

Unlike seizure actions, for criminal prosecutions the local
U.S. Attorney has been specifically precluded from making his/her
prosecutorial decision and filing the case, until after he/she re-
ceives the prosecutorial recommendation of the Consumer Affairs
Section.

Exhibit 93-1 (exhibit at end of answer to question) is a letter
bearing date of January 10, 1974, which was sent from Assistant
Attorney General Thomas E. Kauper to all local U.S. Attorneys,
instructing them that final prosecutorial discretion in criminal
cases should remain with the Attorney General. See discussion in
response to Question 94 regarding duplication of effort and coor-
dination, where Exhibit 93-1 is discussed further and note also the
footnote in the answer to Question 94.

Whenever lawsuits are brought against the Commission, the
Consumer Affairs Section coordinates the agency's defense with
both the Commission's own attorneys and the local U.S. Attorney
where the lawsuit is pending. See also answer to Question #94
regarding duplication and coordination in defense of third party
lawsuits against the Commission.

As demonstrated by the statistical data set forth in Exhi-
bit 93-2 (exhibit at end of answer to question) , the Commission has
not been successful in obtaining the concurrence of the Department
of Justice in the majority of its recommendations for criminal
prosecution. Out of a total of 29 criminal referrals, only 5. cases
have been filed by U.S. Attorneys. This means that either the
Department of Justice, the local U.S. Attorney, or both, have de-
clined to prosecute or have taken no action whatsoever in approxi-
mately 83 percent of those cases referred by the Commission for
criminal prosecution. Exhibit 93-3 contains letters received from

72-820 O - 76 - 17
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the Department of Justice (including local U.S. Attorneys) for
those cases in which prosecution has been specifically declined,*
These letters set forth the various reasons upon which the Depart-
ment of Justice has relied for not adopting the Commission's
recommendations

.

As discussed above, initial pleadings in civil and criminal
matters are prepared by the Commission and submitted to the Depart-
ment of Justice as part of the enforcement recommendation.
Occasionally, the Department finds it necessary to alter criminal
pleadings to fit a traditional form acceptable to the attorney
reviewing the case, without regard to whether the alterations
alter or entirely delete the Commission's views. In some of these
instances, pleadings have been altered to reduce the number of
individuals charged or to exclude a parent corporation. Neverthe-
less, whatever alterations or adjustments the Department of Justice
determines to be necessary, become final, and the Commission is
thereafter precluded from further input at all stages of the cri-
minal proceeding.

In civil matters, particularly those actions defended by the
Commission, the Commission's attorneys generally prepare initial
drafts of all pleadings and briefs. The Department of Justice
attorneys thereafter edit, revise or accept the position of the
Commission as they so determine. If Justice attorneys agree with
a policy position of the Commission, the agency's draft submission
may be accepted without much change. However, if the Department
does not support the Commission's policy, then the Department of
Justice can make the final decision as to what positions will
ultimately be filed with the court in a given case.

Where a contested seizure develops after the U.S. Attorney has
filed the seizure complaint, the Commission is permitted to prepare
the initial response pleadings, whether briefs, motions, memoranda,
answers, etc., which are submitted directly to the U.S. Attorney
for final review and editing, where deemed appropriate. The Com-
mission participates in the preparation for trial of a matter to
the extent that the U.S. Attorney requests assistance. When govern-
ment witnesses are needed to provide expert testimony and to esta-
blish a prima facie case, the Commission's attorneys participate in
the process. Trial preparation and trial strategy decisions are
jointly made by the Commission and the U.S. Attorney, although the
U.S. Attorney conducts the trial with the assistance of the Com-
mission attorneys as deemed necessary.

*The identity of the proposed defendants in Exhibits 93-3 have
been deleted since the cases were never filed.
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Having experienced only two instances in which the Commission
has initiated appeal of a matter, there is little evidence available
to measure the Commission's input during the drafting of appellate
briefs, as compared to the level of input retained in the finished
product as filed with the appellate courts involved.

The nature of the present system whereby Department of Justice
personnel represent the Commission in court does indeed cause
problems for the agency. ^'Thile personnel in local U.S. Attorney's
offices are generally efficient, the expertise of the Commission
is not always adequately reflected, particularly in oral arguments

|

and during the conduct of a trial.

Generally, most Assistant U.S. Attorneys or the Department
of Justice attorneys who handle the Commission's cases are carrying
heavy caseloads, in addition to the Commission's cases. Often-
times, they have very little time to devote to obtaining a complete
understanding of the Commission's case, or more particularly, of
the in-depth aspects of the laws administered by the Commission.
Particularly since the Consumer Product Safety Act is still rela-
tively new, with only one court case having been decided there-
under (against an imminently hazardous trouble light) , and also
because four other laws were transferred to the Commission from
other government entities, there are many complexities involved in
the Commission's areas of jurisdiction, which can be difficult to
absorb within a short time by someone unfamiliar with the matters.
For this reason, attorneys employed by the Commission are relied
upon by Assistant U.S. Attorneys when the latter are asked ques-
tions by the court during oral arguments. Similarly, during the
conduct of an enforcement trial. Commission attorneys must often-
times guide Assistant U.S. Attorneys when cross-examining witnesses
and supply them with appropriate questions to ask the witnesses.
Thus, without the benefit of detailed background knowledge of
the Commission's work. Assistant U.S. Attorneys can lack the ability
to "clinch" an argument or conduct appropriate cross-examination.

The quality of representation of the Commission by Department
of Justice personnel can adversely affect the Commission in two
additional aspects. First, Department attorneys may not view them-
selves as advocates to espouse the Commission's policy position
but might view themselves as independent determiners of what
the agency's position in court should be.

Secondly, the Department in certain respects has stock, "boiler-
plate" positions which are included in briefs filed on behalf of
the agency. These positions are argued by Assistant U.S. Attorneys,
without regard to their meaningful applicability to the instant
case.

Thus, in summary, while individual attorneys within the Depart-
ment or local U.S. Attorneys' offices are professionally dedicated
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attorneys, they, too, appear helpless to deviate from established

or set Department positions which require them to deal with the

agency in predetermined ways. Commission attorneys are immersed

daily in the laws subject to the Commission's jurisdiction. Such

laws are oftentimes relatively foreign or unknown to most Assistant

U.S. Attorneys. Since Commission attorneys must largely educate

Department attorneys for any given case, the Commission believes

needless duplication of effort would be avoided and the quality of

its representation before the courts significantly improved if

attorneys employed by the Commission were allowed to represent it

in all cases. (See also answer to Question <f94 regarding duplica-

tion and coordination of effort.)

[The Exhibits referred to are in the Subcommittee's files.]

[The following was received in response to the Subcommittee
Chairman's letter of March 3, 1976:]

ANSWER

The response to question #93 remains the same with the exception
that as of October 12, 1975, some portions of the litigation process
which had been carried out by the Commission's Office of General Counsel
were transferred to the Commission's Bureau of Compliance. These
portions deal with some trial court actions such as criminal prosecu-
tions, seizure actions, and some injunctive relief.
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Question #94 [June 25, 1975 Questionnaire]

Estimate the costs, if any, of duplication of effort

and the costs of coordination between your Commission and the

Department of Justice in the litigation process.

[The following was received in response to the Subcommittee's June 25, 1975
Questionnaire:]

The only case involving significant tine in which there has not

been duplication of effort and coordination between the Commission

and the Department of Justice was the action brought in the name of

the Commission under Section 12 of the Consumer Product Safety Act

against an imminently dangerous trouble light. This is true since

Section 12(f) of the CPSA expressly provides that "the Commission

may direct attorneys employed by it to appear and represent it."

Thus, for an imminent hazard action, the prior concurrence of the

Attorney General is not required before the Commission's own ^
attorneys are authorized to represent the agency in court.

^-

The Commission, as successor to the FTC for enforcement by-

Section 6(a) and (b) of the Flammable Fabrics Act, is authorized

to institute actions for a temporary injunction or restraining order

for alleged violations of the FFA, or to institute proceedings for

the seizure and confiscation of products in violation of the FFA

or a standard duly adopted or promulgated under the FFA. When such

actions are brought by the Commission, there is no duplication of

effort and all coordination with a local U. S. Attorney serves to

conserve the time and resources of the agency. In such instances a

local U. S. Attorney's office assists the Commission by physically

filing its pleadings, thus eliminating the need for Commission

attorneys to be present for filings and ststus calls in a case.

For seizures under the Poison Prevention Packaging Act and/or

the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, which are forwarded directly

to local U. S. Attorneys for filing (with informational copies to

the Department in Washington), the local U. S. Attorneys assist the

Commission by filing and handling such cases. Inasmuch as the vast

majority of seizures are resolved either through consent decrees or

orders for destruction, there is little occasion for duplication of

effort and most coordination accrues to the benefit of the Commission.

The Commission's experience thus far with contested seizure

actions has shown that the only extensive coordination results from

coaching or preparing the Assistant U. S. Attorneys who would actually

handle the case in court.

In the opinion of the Commission, the two areas in which there

is needless duplication of effort and coordination involve criminal

recommendations and suits against the agency.

By letter dated January 10, 1974 to all U. S. Attorneys (see

Exhibit 93-1 at end of Question 93, letter to Mr. Wayman G. Sherrer)

,
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Assistant Attorney General Thomas E. Kauper stated that final
prosecutorial discretion in criminal cases should remain with the
Attorney General and that recommendations for criminal prosecution
must be fon-7arded by the Commission to the Consumer Affairs Section
of the Antitrust Division. Mr. Kauper further instructed all U. S.
Attorneys that after review, the Consumer Affairs Section will
forward the case and its recommendation for prosecution to the local
U. S. Attorney for his prosecutorial decision.*/

^/ In establishing the requirement that all CPSC criminal recommen-
dations be reviewed initially by the Consumer Affairs Section and
thereafter that the Section forward the case and the Section's
recommendation to the local U. S. Attorney for his prosecutorial
decision, Mr. Kauper placed a restriction upon the CPSC which is

contrary to the manner in which FDA referrals are handled, and,

indeed, is contrary to the U. S. Attorney's Manual (a 3-volume
set of guidelines for U. S. Attorneys).

The Manual provides in pertinent part that

"The Food and Drug Administration through the
Assistant General Counsel... refers requests
for legal action (criminal seizure, or
injunction) directly to U. S. Attorneys .***

"Upon receipt of a referral for prosecution
or suit from the Assistant General Counsel,
U. S. Attorneys should proceed as follows:

"A. Criminal Cases — As in all criminal
cases the U. S. Attorneys are responsible for
determining whether the matter warrants pro-
secution, and for selecting the proper
defendants against whom to proceed. Naturally,
consideration is given to the recommendations
of the agency but the final responsibility is
that of the U. S. Attorney. ***" U. S.

Attorney's Manual, pp. 120-121 (Emphasis
added in part.)

By virtue of Section 30(a) of the CPSA, all functions under the
FHSA and PPPA were transferred to the Commission from the FDA.

Hence, any instruction regarding the FDA in the U. S. Attorney's
Manual should be equally applicable to the Commission.
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Under Mr. Kauper's restrictive arrangement, the degree of
duplication of effort and coordination is considerable. Once a
criminal case is forwarded simultaneously to the Department of
Justice and to U. S. Attorney, Commission attorneys spend lengthy
hours with both Assistant U. S. Attorneys and with attorneys from
the Consumer Affairs Section. Under Mr. Kauper's arrangement,
there have been instances where cases were unduly delayed, with the
local U. S. Attorney indeed ready and willing to file the agency's
case, but specifically precluded from doing so until such time as
he/she was in receipt of the Consumer Affairs Section's recommenda-
tion.

In cases where the Commission is a defendant, as explained in
the answer to Question 93, attorneys employed by the Commission
prepare all initial drafts of briefs, and thereafter must "educate"
attorneys from the Department of Justice as to the Commission's
position.

During fiscal year 1975, no less than 28 cases were filed
against the Commission or individual Commissioners, with an addi-
tional major challenge to the constitutionality of the CPSA having
been filed in fiscal year 1974.

The amount of duplication of effort and coordination between
Commission attorneys and Department of Justice attorneys, including
personnel within local U. S. Attorneys' offices, is extensive in the
cases where Commission actions must be defended against lawsuits by
third parties.

From experience thus far in the Commission's existence, it can
readily be estimated that the number of actions filed against the
Commission will increase at a highly significant rate during fiscal
year 1976 and beyond.

The Commission will promulgate consumer product safety standards
and other regulations during FY 1976, with the inevitable court
challenges to follow. More significantly, for petitions filed under
Section 10 of the Consumer Product Safety Act after October 26, 1975
seeking to cause the agency to commence proceedings for the issuance,
amendment or revocation of a consumer product safety rule, any
petitioner may sue the Commission in a de^ novo trial, if at the end
of 120 days the Commission either has denied the petition or other-
wise failed to act. The Commission anticipates a tremendous increase
in the number of lawsuits filed against it as a result of the
petitioning process.

For example, to date approximately 50 petitions have been filed
under the CPSA, with approximately 153 additional petitions having
been filed under the FHSA, PPPA, or FFA. The Commission has granted
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only 8 petitions filed under the CPSA and 20 petitions filed under
the other acts.

While projections for fiscal year 1976 as to the number of
enforcement actions and cases which will be filed against the
Commission are difficult to make, the extrapolation of cost data
concerning the duplication of effort and coordination between
Commission attorneys and Department of Justice attorneys involves
even more variables.

At the present time, a total of 5 attorneys and 2 secretaries
are engaged full-time in the Commission's litigation workload.
Their combined annual salaries are $151,185. In addition to the
above personnel, other senior attorneys within the agency involve
themselves in the agency's litigation on a less-than-full-time basis.

Thus, by using a round figure of $150,000 for full-time annual
salaries and by adding an additional conservative sum of $75,000 to
reflect a portion of the salaries of other persons involved in the
agency's litigation on a less-than-full-time basis, an estimated
total of $225,000 in salaries along is spent annually by the
Commission on its litigation.

To the salary estimate of $225,000 should be added an overhead
rate of at least 50 percent,^ for a total of $337,500.

By using a best estimate that Commission attorneys and support
personnel devote 60 percent of their time to matters involving
duplication of effort and coordination with the Department of Justice,
the Commission estimates that at least $202,500 is currently spent by
the Commission in matters involving duplication and coordination of
effort.

By further estimating that comparable sums would reflect the
salaries and overhead expenses of Department of Justice personnel
with whom Commission attorneys interface, a conservative best estimate
of $405,000 is currently spent on duplication and coordination of
effort.

As explained above, this sum can reasonably be expected to
increase substantially as the agency is involved in more litigation,
thus requiring the services of additional attorneys and support
personnel.

Some agencies charge considerably more than 50% as an overhead
factor. For example, the Maritime Administration of the Department
of Commerce adds an overhead rate of 94.3% (in addition to fringe
benefits) for the salary cost of the services of its administra-
tive law judge when on loan to other agencies of the government.
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[The following was received in response to the Subcommittee Chairman's
letter of Mar. 3, 1976:]

ANSWER

The response to question #94 remains the same, with the exception
that the statistical data is updated for FY 76 as follows:

To date in fiscal year 1976, a total of 7 cases have been filed
against the Commission or individual Commissioners. In addition, a

total of 20 cases filed against the Commission in prior fiscal years
are still pending.

Similarly, a total of 28 petitions have been filed with the Commission
in FY 76. The Commission also has pending a total of 40 petitions from
prior fiscal years.

Of particular significance are petitions filed under the CPSA after
October 26, 1975, since the petitioner may sue the Commission in a
de novo trial if at the end of 120 days the Commission either has denied
the petition or otherwise failed to act. A total of 6 petitions have
been filed under the CPSA since October 26, 1975.
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Mr. Maguire. The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:50 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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Subject: ORGANIZATION OF THE CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

1. FUNCTIONS .

a. OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY . The Office of the Secretary plans,
schedules, records, and follows through on meetings of the Commission
and is responsible for the management of advisory councils and
committees and administers Commission policies under the Freedom
of Information Act. It maintains the docket of Commission actions,
publishes the Public Calendar, controls correspondence for the signature
of the Commissioners, and issues Commission decisions, rules, standards,
reports, and other official documents, and maintains the Commission Seal.

b. OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS . The Office of Public Affairs is the
principal contact point with the information media. It prepares and
releases statements, speeches, press releases, and other materials con-
cerning the policies and activities of the Commission. It provides edi-
torial review and comment for nonroutine releases including films, slides,
videotape and audio as required and provides coordinating policy on the
release of information to the information media from the Offices and
Bureaus (excluding Freedom of Information materials) within CPSC.

c. OFFICE OF CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS . The Office of Congressional
Relations is the principal contact point with the committees and members
of the Congress. It performs liaison duties for the Commission and
provides information and assistance to the Congress on matters of
Commission policy and programs.

d. OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL . The Office of the. General Counsel
provides advice and counsel to the Commissioners and the organizational
components of the Commission on matters of law arising under the Consumer
Product Safety Act, related statutes, and administrative operations of the
Commission. The Office prepares the Commission legislative program, and
comments on relevant legislative proposals originating elsewhere. Other
than enforcement litigation, which is the primary responsibility of the
Bureau of Compliance, the Office conducts or supervises the conduct. of
litigation to which the Ccirmission is a party, according to arrangements
with the Attorney General. It provides final legal review of product
safety standards, rules, bans, or regulations; and legal review of certain
procurement, personnel, and administrative actions..

e. OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE L.W JbT)GES. The Office of Admin-
istrative Law Judges performs such duties in connection with matters
of adjudication as prescribed by the Comiaission and required by statute.
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f. OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR . Under the direction of
the Chain in and in accordance with Commission policy, the Office of
the Executive Director is responsible for the oversight of Conunission
operations and the allocation and utilization of Conunission resources.
It exercises supervision over Commission Offices, Bureaus, and Field
activities.

g. OFFICE OF PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION . The Office
of Program Planning and Evaluation is responsible for the develop-
ment of the Commission's goals and objectives, program and resource
plans, budget function and analysis of program accomplishment. It
prepares the Commission's long-range and annual program plan and budget
in consultation with other Offices and Bureaus. It develops and uses
analytical methods, standards, and techniques for the measurement of
program results. The Office conducts studies of program accomplishment
and recommends such changes as may be required to increase the effective-
ness of the Commission's programs and activities. It is responsible for
preparation of the annual report to the Congress in accordance with the
Consumer Product Safety Act (PL 92-573, Section 27 (j)).

h. OFFICE OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION . The Office provides advice
and assistance to the Offices and Bureaus of the Commission on financial
matters, develops accounting policies and financial systems, and conducts
or supervises the conduct of the fiscal operations of the Com.mission. It
develops the personnel policies of the Commission and conducts personnel
operations. It develops contract and grant policies and regulations,
obligates and administers Commission contracts and grants, and provides
administrative services to the Commission. It administers the Commission
Directives System and property management, security, and transportation
services.

1. OFFICE OF FIELD COORDINATION . The Office of Field Coordination
is the central point for coordination and assistance on field activities
of the Commission. The Office works closely with the other Offices and
Bureaus and the Field Offices to assure effective Headquarters-Field
relationships, proper allocation of resources to support CPSC priorities
in the field, effective performance of field tasks, and representation
of Field views in policy development. It coordinates and reviews field
directives, and prepares field program documents. It provides policy
on direct contact procedures betv;een Headquarters and Field offices.
The Office is responsible for liaison with State, local and other
Federal agencies on product safety programs in the field.
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j. OFFICE OF PRODUCT DEFECT IDF.K^TIFICATION . The Office of
Product Defect Identification supports the Commission's mandate to

protect the public from injury and further exposure to substantial
product hazards stemming from consumer products generally but not
always, in the hands of consumers. It actively identifies as well as
encourages manufacturers, retailers and distributors to identify and
report specific products which because of a pattern of defect could
create a substantial hazard. It is responsible for management of
product defect notifications required under Section 15 of the CPSA and
for continual analysis of historic patterns of product defect.

k. OFFICE OF EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY AND MINORITY ENTERPPvISE .

The Office provides advice to the Chairman and Executive Director on
matters relating to Equal Employment Opportunity. The Office is
responsible for the development and maintenance of the Commission's
overall Equal Employment Opportunity Program both internal and external.
It provides policies, procedures, guidelines and direction to assure equal
opportunity in employment for all qualified persons. The Office develops,
implements, and oversees regulations and procedures for assurance of
nondiscrimination in Federally assisted programs and contracts in
accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Executive
Order 11246. It develops and maintains a program to ensure equal
opportunity in the award of Commission contracts and grants.

1. OFFICE OF STANDARDS COORDINATION AND APPRAISAL . The Office is

responsible for coordinating the development of standards and rules
for all consumer products for X'7hich safety standards or labeling re-
quirements are indicated. The Office recommends whether a standard

is to be developed by the Commission or by an offeror. It compiles
the legal, technological, economic and social impact of proposed
standards primarily coordinating the input of other Bureaus, Offices,

agencies and organizations. It establishes the governing policies
for and encourages the development of standards by other agencies,
organizations and offerors and participates in the development of

international product safety standards. The Office exercises quality
control review on proposed and final standards, including final format.

It coordinates or calls industry-CPSC meetings during standards develop-
ment or potential standards development phases and establishes criteria
for and determines the adequacy of standards development offerors.

m. OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL DIRECTOR . The Office provides the othar

Offices and Bureaus of the Commission with medical review knowledge and

services. It assists the Bureau of Engineering Sciences and Bureau of

Biomedical Sciences in establishing m.edically-sound findings and humm
factors considerations in support of product safety standards. It is;

responsible for liaison with the medical profession.
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n. OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS . The Office of Management Systems

has the primar}"- responsibility for the design, implemantation and

naintenance of all autorriated systems in the Commission. It is responsible

for providing centralized Automatic Data Processing systems support

services as required.

o. BUREAU OF EPIDEMIOLOGY . The Bureau collects data on consumer
product-related hazards and potential hazards; determines the frequency,

severity, and distribution of the various types of injuries and investigates

their causes; assesses the effects of product safety standards and programs

on consumer injuries; participates in determining priorities in establishing

standards or taking other measures to reduce or prevent accidents; and

conducts studies and research in the fields of consumer product-related
injuries. The Bureau maintains an injury data clearinghouse and manages

the National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS)

.

p. BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS . The Bureau provides advisory services

on economic affairs. It studies the costs, benefits, environmental impact,

and economic effects of CPSC programs and standards. The Bureau acquires,

compiles, and maintains product economic data to be available for further

CPSC analysis for priorities, standards, or potential standards. It plans

and carries out economic surveys. It conducts economic analyses relative

to costs of injury, preventable injury costs, and economic and environ-

mental evaluation of the final impact of Product Safety Standards.

q. BUREAU OF ENGINEERING SCIENCES . The Bureau of Engineering Sciences

develops and evaluates performance criteria, design specifications, and

quality control standards for consumer products. It designs, conducts,

.monitors, and evaluates product safety tests and test methods. The Bureau

participates in the development of product safety standards and provides

advice on proposed standards. It performs or monitors research in the

engineering sciences, and provides technical liaison with the National

Bureau of Standards and other organizations concerned with the engineering

science aspects of public health. It exercises technical supervision over

Commission engineering laboratories and testing facilities.

r. BUREiVU OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE . The Bureau is responsible for

programs which reduce the hazards of human injury from chemical consumer

products. It designs, conducts, evaluates and monitors toxicologicil and

chemical tests to identify the potential for acute or chronic hazarcs.

It participates in the development of standards, rules and regulations.

The Bureau reviews and evaluates scientific, technical and medical

reports, studies, and data concerned with chemical hazards, and

provides biomedical support for the promulgation and enforcem.ent of

labeling, banning, and packaging standards. The Bureau provides a

technical liaison with the Department of Health, Education and V.'elfaie

and other orf'anizations concerned with chemical and biological aspects

of Public Health. It exercises technical supervision over Commission

chemical and biological laboratories and testing facilities.
. .
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s. BUREAU OF INFOR>LA.TION AND EDUCATION . The Bureau provides
information to consumers, manufacturers, and the public generally on
matters concerning consumer product safety. It creates and produces
routine educational materials, conducts educational cam.paigns for the
reduction of consumer injuries and elimination of hazards, publishes
studies and reports, develops technical training programs, provides
training and technical assistance and assists other Bureaus and Offices
of the Commission in disseminating product safety information. It seeks
broad input from the public generally on matters concerning consumer
product safety.

t. BUREAU OF COMPLIANCE . The Bureau is responsible for assuring
that the production, importation, and marketing of consumer products
comply with product safety standards and Commission rules, regulations,
and decisions. It participates in the development of rules and programs
for the enforcement of Commission decisions and provides case guidance.
It conducts or supervises the conduct of inspection, enforcement,
surveillance, monitoring and other compliance activities. Compliance
litigation relative to complaints, injunctions and condemnation pro-
ceedings, is conducted in coordination with the Office of the General
Counsel.

u. FIELD OFFICES . Field. Of fices are responsible for carrying
out investigational, compliance and community services activities
within their areas. They support and maintain liaison v/ith CPSC
Headquarter 's units, other Field Offices and appropriate Federal, State
and local government offices. They assure and encourage compliance with
the laws and regulations enforced by the Commission. Seilected Field
Offices possess laboratory capabilities. The Field Office locations and
areas covered are as follows:

Field Office Location Areas Covered

Atlanta, Georgia Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee,
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Mississippi, Alabama, Florida

Boston, Massachusetts Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut

Chicago, Illinois

Cleveland, Ohio

Dallas, Texas

Illinois, Indiana

Ohio, Michigan

Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, Arkansas
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Field Office Location

Denver, Colorado

Kansas City, Missouri

Los Angeles, California

Minneapolis, Minnesota

New York, New York

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

San Francisco, California

Seattle, Washington

Areas Covere I

Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Montana,
North Dakota, South Dakota

Kansas, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska

Imperial County, Los Angeles County,

Orange County, Riverside County,

San Bernardino County, San Diego
County, San Luis Obispo County,

Santa Barbara County and Ventura
County; Arizona

Minnesota, Wisconsin

Nev; York, Nev; Jersey, Puerto Rico,

Virgin Islands

Pennsylvania, Marj'land, Delaware,
Virginia, West Virginia

All other counties not covered

by Los Angeles Area Office;
Nevada, Hawaii

Washington, Oregon, Idaho,

Alaska

72-820 O - 76 - 18
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Commission's Description of the Industry It Regulates

(Source: Response to subcommittee questionnaire of June 1975)

QUESTION §3. Describe the regulated industry (ies) as of December 31,

1960; December 31, 1965; December 31, 1970; and December 31, 1974,

in terms of —

(a) number of companies;

(b) volume of business in terms of goods or services produced;

(c) number of industry employees

;

(d) value of plant facilities , or firms;

(e) profit levels: industry average and 10 largest individual
compani es; and

(f) concentration levels: largest four and largest eight firms.

The CPSC has authority to regulate and set uniform safety
standards for certain consumer products and their components.
Regulation of industries, companies, and firms is, therefore, only

an indirect result of consumer product safety regulation. More-
over, Commission jurisdiction extends to only those activities and
parts of an industry, company, or firm related to consumer product
importation, production, distribution, or sale. CPSC regulation
does not extend to rate regulation. The Industries and the exact
number of companies and establishments subject, indirectly, to

Commission regulation are impossible to determine accurately. We

have, however, estimated data for the companies and establishments
judged likely to make or sell consumer products.

(a) Number of Companies

For each class within the major industry groups identified by

the Department of Commerce in its most recent Enterprise Statistics

(1967), the Bureau of Economic Analysis of CPSC made a judgment on
whether the class included companies and establishments which might
manufacture or sell consumer products. If it were determined that

members of the class did so, data for the entire class were included
in estimated totals of companies and establishments possibly
regulated. Table 1 shows that over 2 million companies, or about
2.5 million establishments may be subject to Commission regulation
of the consumer products they make or sell.

(b) Volume of Business in Terms of Goods or Services Produced

For each of the classes determined by the method described in

(a), 1967 sales and receipts were totaled to arrive at an estimate
of the sales and receipts of firms possibly within Commission
jurisdiction. Companies in this category account for $752 billion
in sales and receipts. The corresponding amount for establishments

(266)
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is $759 billion. (Dollar values for establishments exceed company
total-s for most classes because company data exclude the values of
intra-company transfers among its own establishments.) These data
are presented in Table 2. [Note: These data do not represent the
final value of goods and services possibly subject to CPSC jurisdic-
tion because transfers of intermediate and final goods and services
between and among firms and industries are not eliminated.]

(c) Number of Industry Employees

By the same method described in (a), employment data for
classes judged as including companies and establishments possibly
regulated were totaled. Table 3 shows that companies possibly
regulated employed about 24 million people in 1967 and establishments
possibly regulated employed about 22 million.

(d) Value of Plant Facilities, or Firms

Value of plant facilities, or firms is not available in a
meaningful form. The scope of CPSC jurisdiction is so broad —
possibly covering 50% of all companies in the U.S. — that it is
not feasible to analyze all companies to the extent necessary to
gather accurate information. Published data include value of
plant information for companies regardless of the products, many
of which may not be consumer products, manufactured in the plant.
Therefore, the value of plants actually producing products within
Commission jurisdiction would be grossly overstated by these pub-
lished data. Also, value of plant facilities are not routinely
estimated since CPSC does not regulate rates and is, thus, not
routinely concerned with returns to capital.

(e) Profit Levels: Industry Average and 10 Largest Individual
Companies

While the profit levels of companies are studied during an
economic impact analysis of a specific proposed Commission action,
this information is not collected, nor is it meaningful to collect
it, for all the industries and companies within possible CPSC
jurisdiction. In addition, since many companies manufacture or
sell more than one product, and products which are not consumer
products, it is not always possible to determine the contribution
to profits from specific consumer products subject to CPSC regulation.

(f) Concentration Levels: Largest Four and Largest Eight Firms

Concentration levels for a group of firms producing consumer
products cannot be readily determined since the same consumer
product may be produced by firms classified in a number of different
industries. Also, CPSC jurisdiction extends to imported as well as
domestically produced products and to distribution and sales as
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well as to production. Information concerning concentration
ratios published by the U.S. Department of Commerce reflects only
domestic production and is on an industry basis, not by product
classification.

In preparing economic impact analyses of proposed Commission
actions, information is developed to determine production of the
products affected by the action, companies producing or distri-
buting these products, and the contribution each company makes
to total product production or distribution.
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Definitions and Descriptions of Terms

Company

For purposes of the Enterprise Statistics a company
consists of all domestic establishments specified by the
reporting firm to be under its ownership or control as of
the end of 1967. If a company owned or controlled other
companies, all establishments of its subsidiaries were
also included as part of the owning or controlling com-
pany .

Establishment

An establishment is defined in the economic census
as a business or industrial unit at a single physical
location which produces or distributes goods, or performs
services.

Employment

Employment data represent full-time and part-time
employees reported on establishment payrolls during cer-
tain specific pay periods in 1967.

Sales and Receipts

Sales and receipt figures collected in the 19 67
economic census were of two types. The first represents
gross sales and receipts reported by establishments, in-
cluding the estimated values assigned to intra-company
transfers of goods and services among establishments with-
in the same firm. Because of the duplication inherent in
such establishment reporting, however, company aggregates
of these establishment sales and receipts ordinarily exceed
the firm's net sales and receipts which reflect commercial
transactions with outside customers only.

The second context represents net sales and receipts
reported by companies, excluding the value of intra-com-
pany transfers among their own establishments.

Mineral/Mining

Mining is used in the broad sense to include the
extraction of minerals occurring naturally; quarrying;
well operation; milling; and other preparation customarily
done at the mine site, or as a part of mining activity.
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Construction

The term construction includes new work, additions,
alterations, and repairs. Some examples of the type of
work in this division are constructions of dwellings and
buildings; painting; plumbing; electrical work; carpentry;
and the erection of elevators, sprinklers systems, central
air conditioning equipment, and swimming pools.

Manufacturing

This division includes establishments engaged in the
mechanical or chemical transformation of materials or sub-
stances into new products.

Wholesale Trade

This division includes establishments or places of
business primarily engaged in selling merchandise to
retailers; to industrial, commercial, institutional, farm,
or professional business users; to other wholesalers; or
acting as agents or brokers in buying merchandise for or
selling merchandise to such persons or companies.

Retail Trade

This division includes establishments engaged in selling
merchandise for personal or household consumption, and
rendering services incidental to the sale of the goods. In
general, retail establishments are classified by kind of
business according to the principal lines of commodities sold
(groceries, hardware, eta) , or the usual trade designation
(drug store, cigar store, etc.)

Services

This division includes establishments primarily engaged
in providing a wide variety of services for individuals,
business and government establishments, and other organizations.
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BUDGET REQUESTS OF PRESIDENT AND COMMISSION FOR FISCAL YEARS 1975-77

CPSC'S BUDGET REQUEST—FISCAL YEARS 1975-77

[In thousands of dollars]

Budget category 1975 1976 1977

Hazard identification. 5,923 5,703
Hazard analysis and remedy. 11,488 13,931

Regulatory development.
Policy development and support 1, 974 2, 384

Information and education 5,054 5,922
Compliance and enforcement 14, 944 14,727
Administration 3, 162 7,624
Administrative law judge 274 95

Total 42,819 50,386

Total personnel positions (989) (1,000)

6,262
1,864
6, 831



APPENDIX D

Enclosure to Commissioner Newman's Statement

The Consumer Product Safety Commission:

Does It Can the Ash Report?

CONSTANCE B. NEWMAN*
JUDITH A. HERMANSON**

JAMES A. BRODSKY***

The President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization,

after examining the structure and functioning of independent

* Commissioner and Vice Chairman, U.S. Consumer Product Safety

Commission. A.B., Bates CoU., 1956; B.S.L., Univ. of Minn. Law School, 1959.

Commissioner Newman is the author of the "Policy Formulation section.

•• Special Assistant to Commissioner Newman, U.S. Consumer Product

Safety Commission. A.B.. Smith Coll., 1967; M.A., The George Washington

Univ., 1968. Ms. Hermanson is the author of the "Accountability section.

**• Special Assistant to Commissioner Newman, U.S. Consumer Product

Safety Commission. B.S., Cornell Univ., 1967; M.S.E.E., Columbia Univ.,

1968; J.D., Georgetown Univ., 1972. Mr. Brodsky is the author of the Man-
agement Effectiveness and Quality" section.

The Following AuTHORmES Are Cited as Indicated Below:
President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization, A New Reg-

ulatory Framework: Report on Selected Independetjt Regxjlatory Agencies

(1971) [hereinafter cited as Ash Report]. .^n^^N
J Landis, Report on Regulatory Agencies to the President-Elect (19b0),

issued as Subcomm. on Ad. Practice & PROCEDimE, Senate Comm. on the Ju-

diciary, 86th Cong., 2d Sess. (Comm. Print 1960), reprinted m Subcomm. on
Separation of Powers, Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, Separation of Powers
AND the lNDEa>ENDENT AGENCIES: CASES AND SELECTED READINGS, S. DOC. NO.

49, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 1301 (1969) [hereinafter cited as Landis Report].

Comm'n on Organization of the Executive Branch of Gov't, The Inde-

pendent Regulatory Commissions (1949), also issued as H.R. Doc. No. 116,

81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949), reprinted in Subcomm. on Separation of Powers,

Senate Comm. on the Judiclary, Separation of Powers and the Independent

Agencies: Cases and Selected Readings, S. Doc. No. 49, 91st Cong., 1st Sess.

882(1969) [hereinafter cited as Hoover Report] .

Comm'n on Organization of the Executive Branch of Govt, Task Force

(275)
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regulatory agencies, made several findings and recommendations
concerning agency reorganization. Commissioner Newman, Ms.
Hermanson, and Mr. Brodsky examine the applicability of these

findings, which deal with policy formulation, accountability, and
quality and effectiveness of management, in view of the experi-

ences and policies of the Consumer Product Safety Comvfiission.

They argue that the CPSC's experiences have not supported the

conclusion that collegial bodies, as opposed to single adminis-

trators, are less efficient nnechanisms for implementing policy.

According to the authors, the Council's criticism that collegial

bodies are not sufficiently accountable to the President or Con-
gress is inapplicable to the CPSC because of the Commission's

conscious effort not to insulate itself, and because of its statutory

m.andate of accountability. Finally, the authors cite several ex-

amples of the Commission's accomplishments to demonstrate,

contrary to the Council's findings, that a collegial body can effec-

tively manage an agency.

In 1971, the President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization

studied independent regulatory agencies and in its report, the Ash
Report, recommended fundamental changes in their structures.^ Its

central finding was that the present regulatory structures were
inappropriate because they limited the agencies' effectiveness to

respond, as required by their mandates, to economic, technological,

and social changes. The specific findings of the Ash Report were that

inherent difficulties in the collegial form of organization prevent the

agencies from being effective in both policy formulation and manage-
ment; regulatory agencies are not sufficiently accountable for their

actions to either Congress or the President; deficiencies in the per-

formance of regulatory agencies are a result, in part, of the difficulty

of attracting highly qualified Commissioners; certain judicial activities

of the agencies conflict with their policy-making responsibilities; and
certain functional responsibilities are inappropriately distributed

among the various agencies.

The A.sh Report recommended that most regulatory agencies be
administered by single administrators, appointed by the President

with the advice and consent of the Senate, and serving at the pleasure

of the President. Internal agency review of proceedings should be
limited in time and focused primarily upon the consistency of the deci-

sions with agency policy. Further, appeals from final agency decisions

should be heard by an Administrative Court of the United States.

In reviewing the regulatory agencies, the Ash Report examined
three basic aspects of regulatory administration: The effectiveness of

policy formulation, the extent to which agencies are accountable to

Congress and the President, and the effectiveness of management and

Report on Regulatory Commissions (1949), reprinted in Subcomm. on
Separation of Powers, Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, Separation of
Powers and the Indepektdent Agencies: Cases and Selected Readings, S.
Doc. No. 49, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 812 (1969) [hereinafter cited as Hoover
Task Force Report] .

1. Ash Report.
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the ability to attract and retain able personnel. Dealing with each

of these aspects separately, this article seeks to analyze the relation-

ship between the Ash Report's findings^ and the Consumer Product

Safety Commission's (CPSC)^ experience by considering how the Ash
Report's concerns are being met by the structure of the new independ-

ent agency and by determining the experience of the CPSC. These

considerations will then be used as a basis for judging the findings

and recommendations of the Ash Report.

Policy Formulation

In analyzing regulatory agencies, the Ash Report considers, among
other factors, the agencies' effectiveness in policy formulation. Given

the increasing number of complex issues, the Ash Report contended

that if agencies are to carry out their mandates they must devote

added attention to formulating "anticipatory policies of wider appli-

cability" through efficient informal procedures and the issuance of

rules and regulations.* More specifically, the Ash Report developed

the thesis that collegial bodies are inefficient mechanisms for the

timely formulation of policy through rulemaking and informal pro-

cedures. The report concludes:

Coequal commissioners too often have difficulty agreeing on

major policy statements or rules. They tend to avoid the diffi-

culty, preferring to wait for a suitable case to come along which
will force the issue, though often in a narrow fact situation.

Thus, to a large extent, Commission policy must be discerned

from an analysis of ad hoc case determinations which frequently

2. Like the similar efforts of its predecessor study commissions, see, e.g.,

McFarland, Landis' Report: The Voice of One Crying in the Wilderness, 47 Va.
L. Rev. 373 (1961), the Ash Report has provoked a critical response in the liter-

ature. In Lazarus & Onek, The Regulators and the People, 57 Va. L. Rev. 1069
(1971), for example, an analysis of the Report concluded:

The operation of the regulatory system today presents a crisis for de-
mocracy, as well as an impediment to the managerial aims of the
President. It is a crisis which cannot be solved merely by shuffling
boxes on an organization chart as if they were divisions of a great cor-
poration. We must develop reforms that will banish from Washington
the disgraceful spectacle of the "captive" regulatory agency, open the
closed files of bureacracy to public inquiry, and assure meaningful
and vigorous public participation in agency procedures and decisions.

Id. at 1096 (emphasis added). See also R. Noll, Reforming Regulation
(1971). Literary responses aside, however, the Ash Report has apparently
generated little other reaction. Neither the President for whom it was pre-
pared nor his successor has managed to translate its major recommendations
into legislation, and the Congress, subsequent \-o the release of the Ash
Report, has created a new independent agency whose structure is the an-
tithesis of the Ash Report's proposals.

3. The CPSC was established as an independent regulatory agency in 1972,

See 15 U.S.C. § 2053 (Supp. HI, 1973).
4. Ash Report 34.
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do not give sufficient guidance with respect to similar but dis-

tinguishable situations.^

It is clear that policy formulation within regulatory agencies is

crucial to ensuring that agencies perform their fundamental responsi-

bility of giving meaning to the broadly stated objectives set out by

Congress.^ What is to be examined in light of the CPSC's experience

is the Ash Report's conclusion that collegial bodies are inefficient

mechanisms for formulating and implementing specific policyJ

The Environment for Policy Formulation

The CPSA has four basic purposes: To protect the public against un-

reasonable risks of injury associated with consumer products; to assist

consumers in evaluating the comparative safety of consumer products;

to develop uniform safety standards for consumer products and to

minimize conflicting state and local regulations; and to promote

research and investigation into the causes and prevention of product-

related deaths, illnesses, and injuries.^ To accomplish the goals of the

Act, the Commission,^ by a majority vote, has the authority to develop

general policies and to issue regulatory decisions, findings, and deter-

minations as specified in the Consumer Product Safety Act. The
other participants in Commission policy formulation are the staff

and the public; their roles vary according to the manner in which

the policy issue is raised.

5. Id.

~~
^~

6. Numerous reasons have been advanced for the necessity for policy
formulation within regulatory agencies. Hector advanced the view that al-

though the failure to make policy is unfair to individual litigants, far more per-
nicious is the immunity from public, congressional, and executive criticism and
control which this failure entails. He contended also that it is almost impossi-
ble to examine an agency's policies because it is almost impossible to deter-
mine what those policies are; one generally must be able to deduce them from
a string of disconnected decisions that are often conflicting and seldom articu-
late. Hector, Problems of the CAB and the Independent Regulatory Commis-
sions, 69 Yale L.J. 932, 943 (1960). A second reason advanced for the necessity
of policy formulation is that policies provide warnings to the public and aid
enforcement. McFarland, supra note 2, at 436. Additionally, McFarland sug-
gested that a system of policy formulation would serve to guide, sharpen, and
expedite the administrative process, inform interested private parties, and
serve as the basis for simplifying procedures in contested cases. Id. at 437.

7. Regulatory agencies have used various methods of policy formulation.
The one method most often used and most frequently criticized is the case-
by-case method (i.e., the articulation of principles in the course of time by lin-
ing up precedents). McFarland, supra note 2 at 433. Those who criticize the
case-by-case approach cite its inadequacy in that the common law tradition
is not compatible with speed, specialization, or rapidly changing areas of op-
eration. The argument proceeds as follows:

Those who face administrative regulation cannot and should not be re-
quired to await the centuries when administrative precedents will
have become the new equity. More importantly, for present purposes,
administrators bemused with the notion of precedent as a way of pol-
icy-making do the regulatory system its greatest disservice. They
not only put off the formulation of rational policy expositions for
themselves and others until another day but they also leave it subject
to the exigencies of time and circumstances.

Id.

8. 15 U.S.C. § 2051(b) (Supp. Ill, 1973).
9. The present Commission is composed of: Richard O. Simpson, Chair-

man; Constance B. Newman, Vice Chairman; Barbara H. Franklin, Lawrence
M. Kushner, and R. David Pittle, Commissioners.
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There are four basic systems for policy formulation. General policy

guidelines can be initiated by the Commissioners and reviewed by the

staff and the public before being promulgated. General policy guide-

lines can be initiated by the staff and reviewed and either altered,

adopted, or rejected by the Commission. Policy guidelines can also

arise from an individual case in controversy. Finally, policy guide-

lines can be suggested by the public and either accepted or rejected

by the Commission.

The Mechanics of Policy Formulation. At a regular Thursday meeting

of the Commission in executive session, a Commissioner may raise a

concern about a particular issue which may not be on the formal

agenda.^^ If it is the general opinion that the subject requires policy

formulation, a Commissioner may volunteer to develop a "first draft"

or a member of the staff may be assigned the responsibility.^^ When
a "first draft" policy statement is received, the Commissioners indi-

vidually review, research and, when necessary, rewrite it. The pro-

posed changes are then discussed in Commission executive session, and

further issues are identified. The document is revised until the Com-
missioners are confident that it fairly represents either the full Com-
mission's viev/s, a majority of the Commissioners' views, or that it is

a document suitable for public discussion. A draft is then circulated

among the staff for comment and is further revised to reflect those

changes suggested by the staff and acceptable to the Commissioners.

A proposed policy statement is published in the Federal Register and

noted in the public calendar^^ ^q solicit public comment. Depending

on the issue involved and the extent of Commission agreement on the

policy statement, the policy may serve as interim policy during the

comment period. Finally, comments are resolved and the final docu-

ment made public. ^^

10. The agenda is prepared by the Vice Chairman, but reflects the desires

of all of the Commissioners.
11. Examples of policy statements initiated and drafted by the Commission-

ers are: General policy statement; sampling plan policy statement; import
policy statement; policy statement on section 15 of the Consumer Product
Safety Act; and the revision of the meetings policy. Examples of policy state-

ments initiated by Commissioners and drafted at the outset by staff are: The
policy regarding staff participation in voluntary standards organizations; the
initial meetings policy statement; and the policy governing implementation of

the Freedom of Information Act.
12. The public calendar is the principal method by which the CPSC notifies

the public of its activities. The public calendar provides advance notice of

public hearings, Commission meetings, meetings w^ith outside parties involving
matters of substantial interest, selected staff meetings, Advisory Committee
meetings, and other events such as speeches and panel discussions.

13. During this process, the Commission may hold a public hearing or public

staff briefings to understand further the issue or viewpoints on the issue. For
example, public hearings were held on the sampling plan issue. Staff briefing

sessions were held on issues such as staff participation in the voluntary stan-

dards organizations and the revision of the meetings policy.
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In addition to policies being initiated by Commissioners, staff brief-

ing papers discussing issues and options are presented weekly to the

Commissioners. By agreement of all Commissioners, these matters

are placed on the executive session agenda. Some items may be

general policy statements prepared by the staff in recognition of a

perceived need,^^ while others may be cases in controversy which raise

policy issues not yet covered in general policy statements or decided

in previous cases,^^ or matters initiated by a member of the public, ^^

After the submission of a first draft statement to the Commissioners,

the above six procedures are followed. Therefore, irrespective of who
initiated the consideration of a particular policy issue, a majority of

the Commissioners must agree on a determination of policy need, a

specific policy direction in principle, a draft policy statement for pub-

lic review and comment, and the final statement reflecting the views

of the public, staff, and Commissioners.

The Commission uses various vehicles for communicating final

policy determinations to the public. Even where it is not required

by law, general policy statements are published in the Federal

Register in the form of regulations. The Commission has also

ensured that the overall intent and direction is codified by moving
much of the information traditionally in the preamble to the regula-

tions to the body.^'^ To communicate final policy determinations, the

official minutes of the Commission, documents such as the Annual
Report, the Commission Budget Justification, and testimony of the

Chairman on behalf of the Commission before legislative committees

are made available to the public.

14. Examples include the policy on the confidentiality of citizen correspond-
ence, the policy on model state laws, and the policy on dealing with jurisdic-
tional questions.

15. A flammable fabrics case where a decision had to be made regarding
the Commission's policy on the export of substandard goods, and a case con-
cerning possible criminal violations under the Hazardous Substances Act
where a policy determination concerning who should be subject to the prosecu-
tion was required are examples of this kind of staff briefing paper.

16. For example, several trade associations requested that the Commission
articulate its view of the preemption clause of the Flammable Fabrics Act, 15
U.S.C. § 1203 (1970). See also 15 U.S.C. § 2079 (Supp. Ill, 1973).

17. For example, section 1001.60 of the proposed amended policy on meet-
ings reads as follows:

(a) In order for the Consumer Product Safety Commission to prop-
erly carry out its mandate to protect the public from unreasonable
risks of injury associated with consumer products, the Commission
must involve the public to the fullest possible extent in its activities.

(b) To guarantee public confidence in the integrity of its decision-
making, the Commission must, to the fullest possible extent, conduct
its business in an open manner which is free from any actual or ap-
parent impropriety.

(c) To achieve the goals set forth in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this

section, the Commission believes that, wherever practicable, it should
notify the public in advance of all meetings involving matters of sub-
stantial interest held or attended by its personnel and permit the pub-
lic to attend such meetings. Furthermore, to ensure the widest possi-

ble exposure of the details of such meetings, the Commission should
keep records of them which are freely available for inspection by the
public.

CPSC Policy on Meetings, Proposed 16 C.F.R. § 1001.60, 39 Fed. Reg. 37781
(1974).
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In addition, early in the life of the Commission, the Commissioners

agreed that they would each discuss in public forums certain specific

policies which had been formulated by the Commission. Further,

individual Commissioners often present their views on unresolved

issues to explore public responses. The manner in which four specific

policies were formulated in the Commission is reviewed below.

The policy on sampling plans concerns whether the Commission

should promulgate mandatory safety standards with which each unit

of a manufactured product must comply or whether standards should

require only that a sample of items from production comply with the

standard.^ ^ The Commission's policy on sampling plans as agreed

upon and published for comment is that decisions by the Commission

on the use of sampling plans will be made on a case-by-case basis.

Sampling plans will be included in Commission regulations where

appropriate in view of the combined cost and benefit to consumers,

and, where necessary, will specify unambiguously the technical re-

quirements of the regulation and accompanying legal obligations

to regulated industries. Sampling plans will not be used when those

nonconforming items which may be acceptable under the sampling

plan adversely affect the safety of consumers. They will be used,

however, in the following order of preference: First, in a program

which certifies that the products are manufactured in conformance

with the standard; second, in published enforcement rules accompany-

ing the standard; and third, as part of the standard.

It is difficult to determine which of several events prompted the

Commission's determination that a general policy statement on sam-

pling plans was necessary.^^ In any event, the steps which followed

in formulating the policy are clear. The Commissioners agreed to hold

extensive staff briefings and a two-day public hearing in April, 1974,

since the issue was sufficiently controversial and complex, and at the

public hearing a variety of viewpoints were expressed. Among those

represented at the hearing were consumer organizations, individual

consumers, voluntary standards organizations, a trial lawyers associa-

tion, retailers, manufacturers, universities, and government agencies.

Following the public hearings, the staff prepared, for review by the

Commissioners, a report summarizing the discussion of the issue at

the staff briefings and these hearings. At two or three executive ses-

sions the Commissioners discussed and argued the various approaches

to a policy on sampling plans. One Commissioner agreed to draft a

policy statement which was reviewed and revised by the other Corn-

18. CPSC Staff Briefing Package (May 30, 1974)

.

19. In early 1974 the Commission was considering issuing a children's sleep-

wear flammability standard in which the staff had included a sampling plan.

Members of Congress and the general public had begun to question the wisdom
and authority of the Commission to include sampling plans in standards.

7a-R2n n - 7fi - ifl
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missioners. The Commission then approved a policy statement, agreed

to publish the statement for comment, and adopted the policy for the

interim period.

A second policy issue, freedom of information, confronted the Com-
mission in June, 1973, when it received a request from a member of

the public for all submissions of a TV manufacturer to the Commis-
sion. This request for information led to a briefing of the Commis-
sioners by the General Counsel on the Freedom of Information Act

(FOIA).^^ Individual Commissioners researched the implementation

of the Act by other agencies, and the alternative approaches to dealing

with the discretionary features of the FOIA. In staff briefing sessions,

the Commissioners revealed through comments and questions their

desire to conduct business in the open and their desire to develop a

policy which reflected that view. To implement the FOIA, the

General Counsel drafted proposed regulations which contained a

statement of the Commission's intention "to make the fullest policy

disclosure of information."^^ The Commission staff is currently

reviewing the regulations to take account of public comment.

As another example of policy formulation, several CPSC cases

presented the question whether manufacturers of goods for the

domestic market, when found to be in violation of a federal standard,

should be allowed to export the noncomplying goods. The Commis-
sion asked the staff for complete briefing material which would
include various policy positions and experiences of the Federal Trade
Commission in dealing with this issue. Following a series of sessions

during which the Commission discussed and debated the issue with the

staff, it adopted a policy that goods which were intended for domestic

markets could not be exported if they were found to be in violation

of a statute. It was the majority view that this policy would be an

incentive to the industry to manufacture only complying goods.

As a final illustration, the Commission has now developed an in-

terim policy with respect to section 15 of the CPSA.^^ The need for a

policy statement was raised by, and the statement was developed by,

the Commissioners. There are already published regulations govern-

ing when and what information must be filed with the Commission
when the existence of a substantial product hazard is suspected.-^ By
February, 1974, the Commission had received and was in the process

20. 5 U.S.C. § 552 (1970), as amended, 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 552-552a (Pamphlet
Supp. I, 1975).

21. CPSA Procedures for Disclosure of Information, Proposed 16 C.F.R. §§
1015.1-.20, 39 Fed. Reg. 30298 (1974). See note 54 infra and accompanying
text.

22. Section 15 provides that any manufacturer, distributor, or retailer of a
consumer product distributed in commerce who obtains information reasonably
supporting the conclusion that the product could create a substantial product
hazard must inform the Commission unless there is actual knowledge that the
Commission has already been adequately informed. 15 U.S.C. § 2064(b)
(Supp. Ill, 1973). After a hearing and determination that the product consti-
tutes a substantial product hazard, the Commission may order notice and re-
pair, replacement, or refund (at the option of the manufacturer, retailer, or
distributor). Id. §§ 2064(c), (d), (f).

23. 16 C.F.R. § 1025 (1975).
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of monitoring over 12 million units which could create substantial

product hazards. Although these statistics may appear impres-

sive, the Commissioners determined that there were problems with

the manner in which that section of the Act was being implemented.

As a result, policy formulation was instituted.

The Commissioner who volunteered to represent the Commission in

the development of the policy statement, for the purpose of under-

standing the staff's concerns and views, first met with the staff re-

sponsible for implementing the existing regulations.^* A draft policy

statement was prepared and forwarded to the staff for their views and
comments. The major issues were identified in a draft forwarded to

the Commissioners for review. There was extended review and dis-

cussion of the draft, which resulted in a decision by the Commissioners

to depict the intricacies of the policy with alternative flow charts

rather than with the narrative language. A series of executive

session discussions led to still another draft which was revised and
rewritten after comment from all of the Commissioners.

Currently, there are still several basic issues which must be resolved

before the policy on section 15 can be finally adopted.^^ The Com-
mission has decided that it would be best to prepare the next draft to

identify these unresolved issues. Following this next draft and prior

to issuing a final regulation, staff and public views will be sought on

all aspects of the proposed and interim policy.

This overview of the manner in which CPSC policy is formulated

indicates that, at least with respect to the CPSC, the Ash Report's alle-

gations about collegial bodies can be refuted. The Ash Report con-

cluded that collegial bodies are inefficient mechanisms for formulating

and implementing specific policy. This overview, however, has

identified a few of the policies which have been formulated by a

collegial body using the various mechanisms available to it. The Com-
mission has at least four sources of policy initiation: Commissioners,

staff, cases in controversy, and the public. Furthermore, policy can

be developed by the Commissioners themselves, or by the staff for

Commission review. In either case there is a role for public participa-

tion.

24. The responsible staffs include the Section 15 Group, the Bureau of En-
gineering Science, and the General Counsel.

25. For example, under what circumstances should a manufacturer, retailer,

or distributor be offered the opportunity to negotiate the terms of a nonbinding
plan to correct the product defect (corrective action plan) where violation of

the plan could only result in the initiation of hearings? Under what circum-
stances should the Commission limit the options of the "producer" to either

a hearing or a binding corrective action plan with a consent order waiving pri-

marily hearing rights? What should be the nature and extent of public parti-

cipation in this process?
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A second conclusion of the Ash Report is that the usual procedure

of policy formulation within regulatory agencies is in the context of

individual cases. The CPSC, however, formulates most of its policy

outside the narrow bounds of individual cases even if a case in con-

troversy initially raises the issue. The Commissioners recognize that

policies that are too narrow, after the fact, and at times inconsistent

are not constructive guidance for interested parties. In addition, at

least with respect to the CPSC, the finding that regulatory agencies

underutilize formulation of policy through informal procedures and
the issuance of rules and regulations is erroneous.

Finally, there is the contention by the Ash Report that coequal

commissioners too often have difficulty agreeing on major policy

statements or rules and that they tend to avoid the difficult problems.

The CPSC Commissioners are no different from any other group of

commissioners; there are often difficulties in agreeing on major policy

statements. These difficulties, however, do not result in failure to

issue a statement. Generally, there is first extensive discussion to

convince or, where necessary, to compromise. When compromise is not

possible, the Commissioners often feel that additional outside views

will be helpful, as was the situation in the sampling plan policy

where the staff and public were heavily involved. If there is stiU

no consensus, then a majority of the Commission prevails.

What emerges in all instances where policy issues are identified is

a final policy statement reflecting the majority's view of the public

interest. This is all the public can expect; this is all any public official

can give. This is satisfactory provided the system also allows public

scrutiny and alteration of policies if the public officials should prove

to have been misguided.

Accountahility

In the Ash Report, it is contended that a major inadequacy of regula-

tion by a coUegial body is that such a body does not and "probably

cannot provide for the political accountability required to insure pub-

lic responsibility."^^ In support, the report states that

[t]he overseeing of economic regulation by responsible public

officials, necessary to assure effective discharge of agency re-

sponsibilities, cannot exist if the decisionmakers are immune
from public concerns as expressed through their elected repre-

sentatives. A serious flaw of the coUegial structure is an inabil-

ity to fix responsibility due to the inherent diffusion of author-

ity among relatively anonymous coequal members. In addition,

appointment for fixed terms gives commissioners a degree of

independence that may serve to protect them from improper

influence but was not intended to allow them to become unre-

sponsive. Insulated to a degree from both Congress and the

President, these agencies have little support within government

26. Ash Report 40.
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and hence lack one of the major incentives which motivates ef-

fective performance.27

In many ways, the statutory provisions of the CPSA refute the as-

sumptions implicit in this analysis. In addition, the method by which
the Act is implemented, when considered with the statutory pro-

visions, appears to contradict the Ash Report's conclusion that a
coUegial body cannot be sufficiently accountable.

When one raises the issue of accountability, one must also ask the

question "accountability to whom?" Although the Ash Report in-

cludes accountability to Congress as a possible check on regulatory

authority, it also takes the position that, in most instances, the only

effective form of accountability is that of an organization directed by
a single administrator and housed in the executive branch. In short,

the Ash Report concludes that adequate accountability must be
synonymous with accountability to the President. ^^

In reaching this conclusion, the Ash Report distinguishes between
two types of "congressional and presidential control''^^ in its discus-

sion of accountability: "[R]eview of agency performance, and , . .

improper political influence over agency decisions."^* The Ash Re-
port, however, ignores the possibility that the distinctions between
"review of agency performance" and "improper political influence over

agency decisions" may be blurred in application.^^ Moreover, in

contradistinction to the assumptions of the Ash Report, a close exam-
ination of the statutory provisions of the CPSA reveals that "inde-

pendence" and adequate "accountability" to the "elected representa-

tives" of the people are not mutually exclusive concepts, when applied

to an independent, coUegial regulatory commission. Further, an
examination of the manner in which the Act is being implemented
reveals that there are methods by which the "accountability" of

independent regulatory agencies may be facilitated.

27. Id.

28. Id. at 40-41.
29. Id. at 40.

30. Id.

31. The implications of such a blurring were recognized by the Hoover
Task Force on Regulatory Commissions which made one of the earliest studies
of regulatory agencies:

If the agency is subject to partisan or political influence or control
this will not only defeat the public purposes of regulation and unfairly
benefit the influential, but will also tend to impair public confidence
in the democratic process and the effectiveness of governmental action
generally. Thus, in the interest of fairness to the individual con-
cerned, of the attainment of public objectives, and of the maintenance
of the integrity of government, there is a vital necessity for assuring
that such regulatory agencies are insulated from partisan influence or
control to the maximum extent feasible.

Hoover Task Force Report 20.
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Statutory Provisions

Both the legislative and the executive branches of government have

input into the initial appointment of the CPSC members. Section 4

of the Act provides that the Commissioners are to be appointed by

the President, with the advice and consent of the Senate, and that

no more than three Commissioners may be affiliated with the same

political party. In addition, the Commissioners may not be in the

employ of, or hold any official relation to, any person engaged in sell-

ing or manufacturing consumer products; own stocks or bonds of sub-

stantial value in a person so engaged; or be in any other manner

pecuniarily interested in such a person or in a substantial supplier

of such a person.32 xhe intent is to ensure that those who are

appointed as Commissioners are acceptable to the elected representa-

tives of the people in terms of their capabilities, political persuasions,

and impartiality with respect to the subjects of their regulation.^^

The Commission's bipartisan composition, together with the diver-

sity of the Commissioners' backgrounds, protects against the ability of

improper influence to insinuate itself and control the Commision's

decisions. In effect, the collegial body acts as a check on itself. By
requiring that the President designate one member of the Commission

as Chairman, who is responsible for the management of the Commis-

sion for his or her term of office, the Act addresses itself to the

charges, made by almost every study of the "problem of regulatory

agencies," of diffusion of management responsibilities and the conse-

quent blurring of accountability.^^ The Commission as a whole must

answer for the policies established by the agency; the Chairman must

answer for the efficiency and effectiveness with which these policies

are implemented.

32. 15 U.S.C. § 2053(c) (Supp. Ill, 1973). The employees of the Commission
are, of course, subject to Civil Service rules and regulations. Section 4(g) (2)

of the Act forbids any employee who is compensated at a rate in excess of

the annual rate of basic pay for grade GS-14 of the General Schedule from
accepting employment with any manufacturer subject to the Act for a period

of one year after terminating employment with the CPSC. 15 U.S.C. § 2053

(g) (2) (Supp. Ill, 1973). This provision helps ensure a degree of independ-

ence for the Commission and is unique to the CPSC. Commission employees

are also subject to applicable Civil Service rules and regulations on conflict

of interest.

33. The Ash Report does not address the possibility of improper par-

tisan control of collegial bodies except to remark that the appointment
process of members to a collegial body may lend itself more easily to improper
political pressures than would that of a single administrator. In support of

this point, the Ash Report notes:
[I]t has become commonplace to hear a commissioner referred to as

an "industry man" or a "consumer man" or hear a vacancy labeled

as a "Western seat" or a "Southern seat.". . . Indeed, a Commissioner
appointed under these circumstances may himself feel that he repre-

sents a particular constituency and may be subjected to untoward
pressures for that reason."

Ash Report 41. The Ash Report also asserts that, because such a situation

does not exist in the appointment process of a single administrator, there is

less likelihood that imroper influence will be exerted. Neither of these

points, however, is developed further. The Report prefers, instead, to concen-

trate on developing the consequences that independent collegial bodies hold

for adequate "review of agency performance."
34. See, e.g., Ash Report; Landis Report 22.
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Section 4 of the CPSA also provides that the President may remove
a Commissioner only for neglect of duty or malfeasance in office.

This provision, in conjunction with presidential appointment of a

Chairman, tends to make the Commission more, rather than less, inde-
pendent of the executive and legislative branches of government.^^

The nonpartisan and noneconomic interest requirements of section

4 imply that the process of regulation should be devoid of the improper
intrusion of either of thes& concerns. It appears to follow, therefore,

that for an agency to be credible, its statutory provisions should allow
it both to be, and to appear to be, removed from improper partisan

or economic influence. Thus, establishing a fixed term for the Chair-

man helps to establish the organization's credibility for directing the

Commission's rulemaking and adjudicatory roles in a fair and im-
partial manner.

Establishing a fixed term for the Chairman, however, does not

necessarily eliminate accountability to the executive branch, since the

President may remove the Chairman or any Commissioner for mal-

feasance in office or neglect of duty. If either improper economic or

political influence should interfere with a Commissioner's regulatory

judgments or if he or she is just not doing the job, the President may
call the regulator to account. Therefore, the issue is not whether the

Commissioners are accountable to the President, but rather on what
basis the Commissioners are accountable to the President.

If the purpose of the CPSC is to protect the public from unreason-

able risks of injury associated with consumer products,^* and if it is

not otherwise substantively allied with a particular administration's

programs and policies, as appears to be intended by law, then the basis

of accountability to the President should properly be removed from

the substance of the regulations which are enacted. The situation is

analagous to the checks and balances relationship of the elected legis-

lature to the appointed judiciary; the judge is called to account not

for the substance of his or her decisions, but for the manner in which

they are decided. Accountability in the removal provision therefore

exists.^^ In addition, the existence of the power of removal carries

weight and its importance is not determined by how often it is used.^^

35. Actually, these provisions may have the positive result of causing addi-
tional emphasis to be placed on the quality of the initial selection process. The
Ash Report, however, observes that greater attention is likely to be paid to

the appointment of a single administrator and uses that observation to support
the conclusion that a single administrator is desirable. Ash Report 42.

36. 15 U.S.C. § 2051(b) (1) (Supp. Ill, 1973).
37. Robert E. Cushman, for instance, notes that "whatever power of con-

trol the President has over the independent Commissions will spring from his

power to remove members from office." R. Cushman, The Problem of the In-

dependent Regulatory Commissions, in Ideas and Issues in Pxreuc Adminis-
tration 152 (D. Waldo ed. 1953)

.

38. Id.
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The Commissioners, of course, are individually accountable to Con-

gress through exercise of its oversight function. The subcommittees

to which this responsibility is assigned^^ provide a forum in which

the activities of the Commission are reviewed, with testimony received

from parties affected by the various activities of the Commission. At

such hearings, the Commissioners are questioned closely on specific

matters. The public nature of this process in itself is a type of

accountability. Certainly, the appearance of public witnesses adds to

the significance of the process. In certain instances, if public senti-

ment expresses itself strongly enough to Congress, a special oversight

hearing may be scheduled.*" Also, while Congress does not have

removal power, it does have the ability to amend the statute to clarify

or modify its intent with respect to the fimctioning of the agency.*^ In

the process of the oversight hearing itself, the subcommittee also has

the opportunity to make its views known, informally, to the Commis-

sioners.

A practical demonstration of the accountability of the CPSC occurs

annually when it submits and defends its budget request. Section

27 (k) (1) of the Act*^ requires that the Commission submit to Congress

a copy of any budget estimate or request submitted to the President

or the Office of Management and Budget. This procedure reduces

the President's direct control over Commission policies to the extent

that approval or disapproval may be expressed through specific sums

of money allotted for specific tasks or programs.*^

Nevertheless, the budget provision in the CPSA does not eliminate

the President's authority over implementation of the Commission's

program. The requirement that the Commission submit its budget

request to the Office of Management and Budget and to the Congress

simultaneously does not hamper the President from including in his

budget request to Congress a sum different from that requested by

the Commission.**

39. The Subcommittee on Consumers of the Senate Committee on Com-
merce and the Subcommittee on Commerce and Finance of the House Commit-
tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce have oversight responsibility for the
CPSC. This oversight function has been exercised three times in the brief life

of the Commission. The House held oversight hearings on March 25 and 28,

1974, and April 21-24, 1975. The Senate held hearings on February 19, 26, 27,

and 28, 1975.
40. Such an event occurred with respect to the CPSC. The issue was the

Commission's policy on consumer participation in standards development.
A special Senate oversight hearing was scheduled for October 2, 1974; it was
postponed, however, and the issue was covered during the regular oversight
hearing in February, 1975.

41. Congress can, of course, repeal the legislation establishing the Commis-
sion. In fact, in 1974 one such bill was introduced by Representative Earl
Landgrebe. H.R. 11717, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974). Although the power of
repeal, like the power of removal, is recognizably a power of last resort, its ex-
istence holds significance for the accountability of the Commission.

42. 15U.S.C. §2076(k) (Supp. Ill, 1973).
43. Although the ability to control budget requests is an undeniable power,

these remarks recognize that the executive budget process is certainly more
complicated than a simple funding request for favored programs and no fund-
ing request for programs in disfavor. The President has the responsibility of
coordinating the programs within his Administration and, in so doing, must set
priorities. Programs may fall outside of priority areas, without necessarily
being inimical to the Administration.

44. As a matter of fact, the President requested the same sum ($42.8 mil-
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The significant difference between the Commission budget request

and that of other agencies in the executive branch, which also might
have their budget requests reduced by the Office of Management and
Budget, is that, pursuant to section 27 (k), the Congress has had formal

notice of the Commission's request. Therefore, Congress will have at

least these two recommendations to factor into its decision. As a

practical matter, then, while the unusual budget provision of the

CPSA provides a degree of independence, it does not appear to lessen

the Commission's accountability to the elected representatives.^^

In addition to legislative and executive checks on the power of the

CPSC, the judiciary acts as a check on Conmiission decisions to ensure

that the Commission has protected the rights of those it is regulating,

that the Commission is not exceeding or avoiding its statutory respon-

sibilities,^^ and that when an action of the Commission depends upon
a factual record, it is supported by substantial evidence in the record.'*'^

As with other regulatory agencies, the rules that the Commission

promulgates are subject to judicial review. In addition, the judiciary

acts as a check on the CPSC to ensure that it is being responsive to

the public. Section 10 of the Act allows members of the public to

petition the Commission to take a specific action. If the Commission

does not act on the petition within 120 days, the petitioner may take

the Commission to court to compel it to act on the petition.^^ In addi-

tion, section 24 provides for private enforcement of consumer product

safety rules and of orders issued under section 15.**

Impleifnentation

Accountability to the public may appear too general a proposition to

have much meaning. Accountability to the public, however, may be

lion) as that requested by the Commission for the 1975 fiscal year. For fiscal

year 1976, however, the President has requested a different sum ($36.6 mUlion)
than that requested by the Commission ($42.8 million) . This issue raises an
interesting question as to which budget request the Chairman is boimd to de-

fend before Congress.
45. An additional executive clieck on the CPSC's power lies m the section

22 limitation placed on the Commission's ability to go to court to restrain vio-

lations of its consumer product safety rules, 15 U.S.C. § 2071(a) (Supp. Ill,

1973), or of section 19 which outlines prohibited acts. Id. § 2068. Also,

section 27 (j) requires that the Commission submit an annual report to Con-
gress detailing the costs of various specified activities in which it has en-
gaged. Id. § 2076 (j). Finally, both the executive branch, through the Of-
fice of Management and Budget, and the legislative branch, through the

General Accounting Office, may audit and review the Commission's pro-
cedures and fiscal management.

46. See Committee for Handgun Control, Inc. v. CPSC, 388 F. Supp. 216

(D.D.C. 1975).
47. For a succinct, general discussion of the power of judicial review of reg-

ulatory agencies, see Hoover Task Force Report 15.

48. 15 U.S.C. § 2059(e) (1) (Supp. Ill, 1973).

49. Id. § 2073.
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forged into a meaningful concept by the adoption of specific policies

that encourage and maximize the opportunity for diverse segments

of the public to participate in an agency's activities. Thus, the Com-
mission has taken a series of steps that are designed to ensure that

its regulatory actions may be fully scrutinized both by those affected

by its actions as well as by any other interested members of the public.

Openness and access to information are therefore key concepts.

The CPSC's proposed policy concerning meetings reflects its policy

of openness. This proposed policy^*^ states that "[t]o guarantee pub-
lic confidence in the integrity of its decisionmaking, the Commission
must, to the fullest possible extent, conduct its business in an open
manner which is free from any actual or apparent impropriety."^^

The CPSC has implemented this requirement by having the Office

of the Secretary maintain a public calendar which is available to out-

side parties on request. Any meeting of the Commission's staff with

outside parties on matters of substantial interest must be announced

in the public calendar seven days prior to the meeting, which is open

to the public. Matters of substantial interest, by definition, include

any matter that is pending before the Commission in which the Com-
mission is legally obligated to make a decision.^^ Furthermore, logs

or summaries of all meetings between Commission staff and outside

parties^^ are written and available to the public.

The Commission's openness policy is also reflected in its liberal in-

terpretation of the FOIA.°^ During calendar year 1974, approximately

400 formal FOIA requests were processed and only 10 were denied.

Six of these denials were nondiscretionary imder the FOIA. The
other four were discretionary exemptions and involved documents

containing information about specific Commission legal strategy

or enforcement action.'^^ This policy of openness extends also to the

CPSC's adjudicative proceedings. The Commission has stated in its

proposed policy and interim rules of practice''^ that the Commission's

50. See39Fed. Reg. 37780 (1974).
51. CPSC Amended Policy on Meetings, Proposed 16 C.F.R. §§ 1001.60-.67,

39 Fed. Reg. 37781 (1974).
52. Id. § 1001.61(f).
53. This is required by 15 U.S.C. § 2076 (j) (8) (Supp. Ill, 1973)

.

54. The proposed interim guidelines state:

The Commission, recognizing the fact that public participation can be
best realized when members of the public can readily gain access to

Commission information and records, states that its policy is to make
the fullest possible disclosure of information to any person who re-
quests, without unjustifiable expense or delay. Information exempted
from disclosure vmder the Freedom of Information Act may, when not
prohibited by law, nevertheless be made available when the Commis-
sion determines that disclosure is in the public interest.

CPSC Policy on Disclosure of Information, 39 Fed. Reg. 30298 (1974).
In an attempt to equalize the possibilities of access to material, the proposed

policy and interim guidelines provide that "[t]here shall be no fee charged
for services rendered in connection with the production or disclosure of rec-
ords" unless the charges are in excess of $25.00. Proposed 16 C.F.R. § 1015.9

(c), 39 Fed. Reg. 30299 (1974). The schedule for calculating the charge is con-
tained in § 1015.9(f).

55. See CPSC, Annual Report on the ADMiNisTRATroN of the Freedom op
Information Act (1974).

56. CPSC Rules on Adjudicative Proceedings, Proposed 16 C.F.R. §§ 1025.1-

.82, 39 Fed. Reg. 26848 (1974).
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policy is "to allow intervention in adjudicative proceedings to the

greatest extent practicable."'^'^ The interim rules of practice stress

the importance of dispatch in the settlement of disputes; however, the

Commission has also provided for a maximization of the public's abil-

ity to participate.^^

The Commission meets every week in executive session to vote on
the issues requiring a Commission decision. Although these meetings

are closed,^® they provide a forum at which the various issues are

discussed. The results of these exchanges are recorded in executive

session minutes, where the issues are framed, the alternatives which
were considered are outlined, and the vote of each Commissioner is

recorded. These minutes are public documents. Therefore, it is pos-

sible for Congress, in the exercise of its oversight function, or anyone
else, to determine responsibility for the Commission's regulatory deci-

sions. The CPSC's statutory advisory council, provided for in section

28 of the Act, must be composed of 15 members, of whom five must
be selected from governmental agencies, five from consumer product

industries, including at least one representative of small business, and
five from consumer or community organizations.^*^ The purpose of

the council is to advise the CPSC and to serve as a sounding board
on major policies, approaches to particular product safety issues and
problems, and significant administrative actions. There appears to be
an attempt, as indicated by the membership provision of section 28,

to balance the advice that the Commission receives. Exclusive

access by a particular group to an agency is not in the public interest.

The Commission reasoned further that, if the advice that the council is

intended to give is to be "representative" of various affected interests,

it would be preferable for the advisors to be as diverse as possible

within the statutorily required categories. To maximize the Com-
mission's access to varied views, therefore, the Commission de-

cided to invite applications from the public at large.

The CPSA, in section 7, requires that the Commission solicit out-

side groups to develop proposed consumer product safety standards.

Further, it requires that all interested parties be given the opportunity

57. Id. As with the meetings policy, the publication of these proposed rules
of practice was not required by law. See 5 U.S.C. § 553 (b) (1970) . The Com-
mission decided to seek comment on these rules of practice in order to ensure
that its regulatory posture would be open to scrutiny and, if necessary, to
criticism and appropriate codification.

58. With respect to its one adjudicative proceeding to date, the Commission,
in its order denying an interlocutory appeal, allowed the administrative law
judge to authorize payment of travel and expenses of a public interest attorney
to those places outside of Washington, D.C., where the judge found it necessary
to hold hearings. Minutes of CPSC Executive Session, Sept. 30, 1974.

59. The closing of executive sessions to the public is the only routine excep-
tion to the open meetings policy.

60. 15 U.S.C. § 2077 (Supp. Ill, 1973).
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to participate in the development of consumer product safety stand-

ards.*^ To encourage public involvement, the Commission issues a

press release at the initiation of a proceeding, in addition to publishing

a notice in the Federal Register. The Commission also maintains

a list of all parties who have indicated an interest in being offer-

ors or in participating in the development of standards so that copies

of the Federal Register notice and the press release can be sent to

them.®^ Thus, the Commission intends that the offeror process reflect

the interests of the various affected parties from the beginning of a

standards development process. The due process provided by the

right to comment after a standard is proposed, as set forth in the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act,®^ is a more significant right when inter-

ested parties have participated in the actual development of the stand-

ard. In this manner, there is assurance that the implications of the

issues and the various, inevitable trade-offs being made are understood

and will be exposed to public scrutiny.

The Commissioners routinely meet with members of the press*^ to

brief them on Commission decisions. The Commissioners also discuss

reasons for the decisions made and are open to any questions concern-

ing other Commission activities that might be raised by the reporters.

In this manner, the Commission hopes to convey news of its actions to

the largest possible portion of the public, and indirectly encourage

public participation. The Commission has also instituted a simple pro-

cedure for petitioning it to take specific actions.*^ A letter addressed

to the Commission outlining a program and requesting certain action

is sufficient to qualify as a petition.

With the implementation of these complementary components of

the Commssion's openness policy, the likelihood increases that the pub-

lic will hold the Commission responsible for its actions. With the de-

gree of public participation that these policies allow, it is impossible

for the decision-makers of the CPSC to be "immune from public con-

cerns," as the Ash Report feared would necessarily occur with inde-

pendent coUegial bodies.** Further, the openness, together with the

knowledge that the CPSC's work will be closely reviewed, provide

a major incentive which "motivates effective performance."*^ The
Ash Report foimd such motivation lacking when agencies are inde-

pendent.

61. Id. § 2056. In its regulations governing the implementation of section 7,

the Commission states ". . . standards development activities by offerors will
be open to the public and will afford the opportunity for any interested person
to participate in the development of standards." 16 C.F.R. § 1105.1(a) (1975).

62. 16 C.F.R. § 1105.1(g) (1975).
€3. 5 U.S.C. § 553 (1970).
64. This weekly session is known as the Monday "Muncheon"; it is an in-

formal, bring-your-own-lunch meeting between Commissioners and members
of the press, and is open to interested outside parties.

65. The CPSA provides in section 10 that "any interested person, including
a consumer or consumer organization, may petition the Commission to com-
mence a proceeding for the issuance, amendment or revocation of a consumer
product safety rule." 15 U.S.C. § 2059(a) (Supp. IH, 1973).

66. Ash Report 40.

67. Id.
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It is the interested parties—those affected by the Commission's reg-

ulatory action, including segments of the consuming public—that of-

ten will direct legislative and executive attention both to the general

policies of the Commission and to the specific actions implementing
those policies. In addition, the pressure that members of the public

place on their elected representatives, with respect to those specific

policies or actions which they perceive either to affect their interests

adversely or to be necessary to protect their interests, will result in

closer scrutiny of the Commission's activities by both branches. As a

result of the Commission's openness policy, the ability of affected

parties to bring this pressure is enhanced. Thus, the oversight func-

tion of the Congress can be exercised with some understanding of the

circumstances surroimding a given decision and with a knowledge of

who the responsible Commissioners were. Finally, since the elected

representatives are responsive to their constituents, they should

not pay "inadequate attention"^^ to the legislative and budget
proposals of the Commission, notwithstanding Ash Report claims that

this occurs when an agency is independent.

The issue of accountability goes to the heart of the democratic proc-

ess rather than to the structure of any particular agency. The CPSC's
statutorily established "independence" does not in itself free the Com-
mission from accountability. As demonstrated, accountability on
many levels is woven into the statute. Further, that the Commission,

as a matter of policy, has chosen not to insulate itself from the public

increases the accountability that is provided by law.

Management Effectiveness and Quality

The "effectiveness of management" and the "ability to attract and
retain able personnel" are reported in the Ash Report to be impor-

tant indicia of an administrative agency's organizational health.^®

These twin aspects of regulatory administration also have been of

major concern to those individuals and groups that have periodically

studied these agencies throughout the twentieth century.''^" For ex-

ample, the first Hoover Commission''^ focused its entire report on
issues of management efficiency and quality, and the Landis Report'''^

was concerned "quite heavily" with the "qualifications that should be

68. Id.

69. Id. at 34-39, 41-44.
70. See id. at 26.
71. See Comm'n on Organization of the ExECtrTivE Branch of Gov't, Re-

port (1949). The task force study prepared for the use of the Hoover Com-
mission devoted a major chapter of its "General Recommendations" section to
"Internal Organization and Administration." Hoover Task Force Report 39.

72. Landis Report.
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required of the men called upon to man these agencies.**'^ As a result

of this historical emphasis on management effectiveness and quality as

the touchstone of regulatory agency reform, it is useful to explore its

treatment in the Ash Report and its relationship to the CPSC.
Whether or not the Ash Report has correctly concluded that "changes

in regulatory structure can and indeed should be implemented in

advance of changes in substantive [agency] law,"''^ it appears obvious

that the debate over possible organizational alterations to administra-

tive agencies will continue.'"

The Ash Report

Collegial bodies are the dominant organizational form of the inde-

pendent regulatory agencies. It is a central thesis of the Ash Report

that "[c]ollegial bodies are not an efficient form of managing

operations"^® because there is an ambiguity of direction inherent in

the separate authority vested in each of the members, aggravated by

the formation of individual commissioner-staff alliances ;'''' collegial

bodies are often characterized by extensive deliberation, multiple and

conflicting values, and disparate views ;'^® they are frequently reluc-

tant to delegate authority or relinquish control even "over the most

picayune phases of personnel and business management ;"^^ and they

have failed to establish adequate planning or guidance for the future

conduct of their regulatory activity.*** The consequences of the col-

legial body's ineffectiveness as a management form are described by

the Ash Report as quite disturbing, since agencies structured in this

manner are unable to coordinate their actions with other government

agencies;*^ inflexible and not quickly adaptable to important changes

in technology, economic trends, or industry structure;*^ and operating

73. Id., Letter of Transmittal, at ix.

74. Ash Report, Letter of Transmittal, at iii. Noll, for instance, firmly be-
lieves that the regulatory process is "inherently flawed, regardless of the form
of organization of the regulatory agencies." Noll, supra note 2, at vii.

75. See S.J. Res. 253, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974), which would create a

National Commission on Regulatory Reform with two basic duties, the second
of which would be "to make recommendations within two years to the Con-
gress and the President on methods of improving the independent regulatory
agencies and the regulatory structure." 120 Cong. Reg. S 1897 (daily ed. Oct.

11, 1974) (remarks of Sen. Magnuson). See also National Commission on
Regulatory Reform Act of 1974, S. 4145, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (1974).

76. Ash Report 34-35. Insofar as the Ash Report was concerned, the first

Hoover Commission stated it best when it concluded that "[a]dministration
by a plural executive is universally regarded as inefficient." Id. at 36, quoting
Hoover Report 5.

77. Ash Report 35, 43.

78. Id. at 36.

79. Id., quoting Department of Justice, Final Report of the Attorney
General's Committee on Administrative Procedxjres 21 (1941).

80. Ash Report, quoting Hoover Report 4. This problem is said to stem
from the "overjudicialization" of the agency process flowing from its court-
like, case-by-case mode of operation. Ash Report 36. But see Lazarus &
Onek, supra note 2 (criticizing the suggestion of the Ash Report to create
an Administrative Court)

.

81. Ash Report 37. But see Noll, supra note 2, at 30-31, arguing that out-
right merger or closer coordination of agencies in a particular field might only
aggravate the disturbing anticompetitive aspects of present regulatory policy.

82. Ash Report 38. Such problems, ascribed by the Ash Report to commis-
sions, can also plague an entrenched staff bureaucracy. See R. Fellmeth,
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in an excessively legalistic environment, at the expense of needed ex-

pertise in economics, environmental and engineering sciences, and re-

lated disciplines.^^

The Ash Report also concludes that "talented executives have been
deterred from accepting appointments to commissions because of these

structural deficiencies."^* Among the reasons assigned for this failure

in managerial quality in such collegial agencies are that sharing

management responsibility with coequals impedes creative initiative

and prevents individual recognition,^^ and that such diffuse respon-

sibility minimizes individual discretion to act, and engenders, at the

staff level, divided loyalties and morale problems.^** As a result, the

Ash Report expressed a belief that, in general, appointments to the

agencies have been without distinction and based on considerations

of "balance, whether industry, political or geographic."^^

The primary reform suggested by the Ash Report as a remedy for

these problems with respect to management effectiveness and quality

is the abolition of the collegial body in favor of a single administrator®^

with limited powers of case review.®^ The Report suggests that the

following advantages would flow from the appointment of such single

administrators: The single agency head, unhampered by the necessity

for achieving agreement among a majority of commissioners, could

Nader Study Grout Report on the Interstate Commerce Commission (1970),
describing the tenure of the top ICC staff as averaging about 30 years and
concluding that they share:

a protective attitude toward the transportation industry. They are
afraid of change. The image they have of transportation is set not
in the booming 1960's but in the days of the Great Depression. These
men are in positions of great responsibility and their presence is felt

in many ways.
Id. at 14.

83. Ash Report 39.

84. Id. at 42.

85. Id. at 42.

86. Id. at 42-43.
87. Id. at 92.

88. In arriving at its recpnunendation for a single administrator, the Ash
Report considered but rejected several alternative structural reforms, includ-
ing a reduction in the number of commissioners (rejected as not substantially

altering the collegial form), and statutory placement of all administrative

functions in the chairman with other commissioners limited to policy formula-
tion (rejected as creating an artificial cleavage and ambiguity of function).

Ash Report 42-43.
89. Id. at 33-34, 44. The Ash Report also suggests the realignment of exist-

ing agencies into larger, more comprehensive master-agencies under the lead-

ership of a single administrator, the retention of the collegial form in the com-
munications and antitrust fields "for reasons supervening the advantages of

a single administrator," and limiting agency review of proceedings in time and
scope with final appeals from agency action made to a newly created Adminis-
trative Court of the United States. Id. at 5-7. But see Lazarus & Onek, supra
note 2. Although the discussion in this section concentrates on the sugges-
tion for a single administrator because that is offered as the primary means of

increasing management effectiveness and quality, other aspects of the Ash Re-
port's recommendations bearing on the management issue are evaluated in the
text, supra.
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respond to the necessity for coordination among government agencies

in a timely and effective way, speaking authoritatively for the agency

and adjusting his or her position as conditions require;^" the single

administrator could respond more flexibly and adapt more quickly to

change, without the necessity of gathering a majority, and thus "could

develop more efficient procedures for handling complaints, cases, and

the like . . . [and], also adopt innovations for constructive con-

sultation with the public and the regulated industry";^^ and the single

administrator with limited powers of case review "could effectively

change the legalistic milieu that pervades regulation today . . .

[and thereby obtain] more time to direct attention to setting priorities,

formulating anticipatory policies, and addressing the many and varied

socioeconomic factors affecting regulation."^^ Moreover, the Ash

Report suggests that the opportunity to serve as the sole administrator

of a regulatory agency would magnify the challenge that collegial

administration subordinates, and thereby increase the ability to

attract able personnel to such a position.^^ Since the history of the

creation of the CPSC, as well as its current structure and mode of

operation, provides a living experiment against which the wisdom of

some of the Ash Reporfs largely unsupported conclusions as to man-

agement effectiveness and quality can be tested, it is appropriate that

the CPSC's structure be examined."*

The CPSC and the Ash Report

The Final Report culminating the two-year study of the National

Commission on Product Safety initiated the legislation that resulted

in the CPSA.®^ The National Commission had recommended the

establishment of an independent product safety regulatory agency,

and legislation embodying its recommendations was promptly intro-

duced in Congress.®* The Nixon administration also submitted pro-

90. Ash Report 38.

91. Id. But as Noll has commented, "[p]erhaps the most outstanding char-
acteristic of the Ash Report is the absence of factual or analytical evidence for
most of the conclusions reached by the Council about both the principal fail-

ings of regulation and the cause of these failings." Noll, supra note 2, at 12.

This void is especially pronounced with respect to this particular attempt to
extoll the virtues of the single administrator.

92. Ash Report 39.

93. Id. at 42. And it is undoubtedly true, as the Ash Report points out, that
"it would clearly be easier to find one highly qualified executive than it is

to find five, seven or eleven for a single agency." Id.

94. Limited space forecloses an examination of the Commission in light of
some of the Ash Report's criticisms of collegial bodies. For most of these, the
limited experience of the 2-year-old Commission would, in any event, render
any such analysis premature. For others, however, such as the growing prob-
lem of delay, the Ash Report's criticisms, although not of major significance,
nevertheless appear sound.

95. See National Commission on Product Safety, Final Report (1970).
The legislative history of the Consumer Product Safety Act is succinctly
summarized in BNA 1^ CoNSxnviER Product Safitty Act, ch. 11 (1973)

.

96. Bills were introduced by Senators Magnuson and Moss during the clos-
ing weeks of the 91st Congress, S. 4045, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970), and at the
opening of the 92nd, S. 983, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971). Similar action fol-
lowed in the House. See H.R. 18208, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970) (O'Hara)

;
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posed legislation in 1971, but its bill included a strong recommenda-
tion for establishing a consumer product safety program within the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in an expanded reor-
ganization of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) ^^ Thus
much of the debate over the establishment of a rejuvenated product
safety program concerned the virtues and liabilities of creating a new
independent agency as opposed to an expanded unit within a Cabinet-
level department, and the performance of the FDA under the leader-
ship of the single administrator favored by the Ash Report.
The House Report argued for an independent agency, in part be-

cause of studies which cited the FDA's inefficient conduct and
"identified structural shortcomings in FDA, citing inadequacies in
internal procedures and organization."«8 Although rejecting the

fmiTmli?!'''^''
^'* ^^^- ^^^^^^ (Murphy); H.R. 8157. 92d Cong., 1st Sess.

(1971)^^^ ^'^' ^^^°' ^^"^ ^°''^" ^^* ^^^" ^^^'^^^' ^- ^^'^'^' ®^^ ^"S" ^^* S^^-

thfflo?r^of ?hT^nVe!Sktl'c?:
^°^^- '" "^^^^ '' '''''' ^^^^^°^ ^-*°y^' -

[M]ost of my dealings with FDA make me conclude that the agencvrequires elementary restructuring in the public interest. Stripping itof much of Its consumer protection functions and reposing them in aseparate consumer protection agency seems to be the only reasonable

cS?e%ndintS'ef;L?^^?^ ^* ^"^^^ ^^^-^ -^ ^^^^^^' --

^fr^r,?^!!^""^^"^
example of FDA inability or unwiUingness to enforcestrong consumer protection laws revolves around the Poison Pre-vention Packaging Act of 1970, requiring chUdproof safety closures onproducts contammg substances potentially harmful to small children

II ingested.
It has taken FDA 18 months to guarantee even minimal compli-

ance. ... *^

It took FDA . . . more than 11 months to publish a testing pro-
tocol. Today, even though several categories of products are under
final orders as pubbshed in the Federal Register, not a single safety

S,H"n?T^i'''°**^'^
children is being marketed and sold as a direct re-

sult of FDA enforcement of this law.
It wiU be the middle of August, at the earliest, when FDA enforce-ment results in even one product, aspirin, being sold equipped with

\^?j ^ closure that meets requirements under the law. Meanwhile
children under age 5 die at a rate of approximately one daily, and
at least one other is crippled daily.

118 Cong. Rec. 21868 (1972) (remarks of Senator Montoya).
Similar sentiments have been expressed by others:FDA is often criticized as being too cautious and too protective of

business. For example, the FDA waited about a year before taking

^^^,nn^^°^ °"u,°yu^^®^y; '^f^' *^^^ shopping days before Christmasm 1970, It published a long list of toys regarded as unsafe—too late
of course, for the safety information to have much effect on Christ-
mastime toys sales. Furthermore, the FDA has the power to establish
procedures whereby parents purchasing unsafe toys can receive a fuU
refund of the purchase price; however, the FDA did not act under this
authority, and so no provision was made for parents to return unsafe
toys that they had purchased before the FDA list was published

Noll, supra note 2, at 54 (footnote omitted). The Repurchase of Banned
Hazardous Substances regulations, referred to by NoU, were proposed by the

72-820 O - 76 - 20
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single administrator of the Ash Report,^^ Congress accepted the need

for strong, centralized leadership.

Sections 4(f) and 4(g) of the CPSA^*'° detail the comprehensive and

important managerial powers of the Chairman.^"^ By statute, he or

she is the Commission's "principal executive officer," exercising "all of

the executive and administrative functions of the Commission," in-

Commission on August 3, 1973 (within 10 weeks of its formation), and adopted
six months later on February 4, 1974. 39 Fed. Reg. 4469 (1974).

99. Actually, the Senate, unlike the House, had provided for a single Admin-
istrator to head the independent agency it sought to create. That agency, to

be known as the Food, Drug, and Consumer Product Agency, had responsibili-

ties fai' beyond the consumer product safety functions of the House bill which
was eventually enacted into law. The Senate's agency also embraced within
it a Commission of Foods and Nutrition, a Commission of Drugs, a Commission
of Veterinary Medicine, and a Commission of Consumer Products, each in-

tended to be headed by a Commissioner appointed by the Administrator but
vested with substantial delegated authority. See S. Rep. No. 749, 92d Cong.,

2d Sess. 15-16 (1972). At conference, the Senate abandoned its entire scheme
and acceded to the (Commission structure of the House bUl. See H.R. Rep. No.
1593, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 32-33 (1972).

100. Section 4(f) provides:
(1) The Chairman of the Commission shall be the principal executive
officer of the Commission, and he shaU exercise all of the executive
and administrative functions of the Commission, including functions
of the Commission with respect to (A) the appointment and supervi-

sion of personnel employed under the Commission (other than per-

sonnel employed regularly and full time in the immediate offices of

commissioners other than the Chairman), (B) the distribution of busi-

ness among personnel appointed and supervised by the Chairman and
among administrative units of the Commission, and (C) the use and
expenditure of funds.

(2) In carrying out any of his functions under the provisions of this

subsection the Chairman shall be governed by general policies of the

Commission and by such regulatory decisions, findings, and determi-
nations as the Commission may by law be authorized to make.

15 U.S.C. § 2053(f) (Supp. HI, 1973). Section 4(g) provides:

(1) The Chairman, subject to the approval of the Commission, shall

appoint an Executive Director, a General Counsel, a Director of En-
gineering Sciences, a Director of Epidemiology, and a Director of In-

formation. No individual so appointed may receive pay in excess of

the annual rate of basic pay in effect for grade GS-18 of the General
Schedule.
(2) The Chairman, subject to subsection (f) (2) of this section, may
employ such other officers and employees (including attorneys) as are

necessary in the execution of the Commission's functions. No full-

time officer or employee of the Commission who was at anytime dur-

ing the 12 months preceding the termination of his employment with
the Commission compensated at a rate in excess of the annual rate

of basic pay in effect for grade GS-14 of the General Schediile, shall

accept employment or compensation from any manufacturer subject

to this Act, for a period of 12 months after terminating employment
with the Commission.

15 U.S.C. § 2053(g) (Supp. Ill, 1973). See also notes 34-36 supra and accom-
D3.rivin2 text

101. Although the all-inclusive managerial powers of the Chairman "shall

be governed by general policies of the Commission," as discussed in the text,

infra, in at least one respect—preparation of the Commission's simultaneous

budget submissions to the President and Congress under section 27 (k) (1) of

the Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2076 (k) (Supp. Ill, 1973)—this managerial discretion has

proven ' unduly broad. For this reason, the four Commissioners, over the

Chairman's dissent, have submitted to Congress a proposed legislative amend-
ment to section 4(f) of the Act providing that:

Requests or estimates for regular, supplemental, or deficiency appro-

priations for the Commission shall require the approval of the Com-
mission prior to their submission pursuant to Section 27 (k) (1)

.

S. 1000, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 4(a) (1975), repHnted in 121 Cong. Rec. S 3380

(daily ed. Mar. 7, 1975).
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eluding "the appointment and supervision" of virtually all personnel
and "the distribution of business" among such personnel and "among
administrative units of the Commission," and "the use and expendi-
ture of funds." On these sweeping managerial powers the Act im-
poses two significant limitations. When performing his functions the
Chairman is governed by the Commission's general policies and
by the Commission's regulatory decisions, findings, and determi-
nations.^^2 In addition, the Chairman's appointments to the posi-

tions of Executive Director, General Counsel, Director of Engineering
Sciences, Director of Epidemiology, and Director of Information are

"subject to the approval of the Commission."^"^

Under this Act, there is no groping for a majority prior to taking

administrative action. The Chairman has the power to do virtually

everything with respect to managing the Commission that the highly

touted single administrator of the Ash Report would be able to do.

In fact, the Chairman has in some respects greater freedom to act

than the Ash Reporfs single administrator, since, with the exception

of the two aforementioned limitations, in the absence of "neglect of

duty or malfeasance in office"^*^ not even the President, who desig-

nated the Chairman, may dismiss him.^"'^

102. This "policy" limitation on the otherwise unfettered administrative
powers of the Chairman may be significant. To the extent that it im-
pinges on the management authority of the Chairman, and thereby weakens
the Chairman compared with his single-administrator counterpart of the Ash
Report, it is a diminution of managerial effectiveness well worth suffering in
exchange for the enhanced vigor of the more important policy-setting functions
of the Commission as a whole.

103. The Commission has insisted, with the general support of the Congress
and in the face of general opposition from the White House and the CivU Serv-
ice Commission, that its status as an "independent" agency makes it improper
for it to hire for these and other top-level positions only individuals who have
received "political clearance" from the White House. See 2 BNA Prod. Safety
& LiABiLTTY Rep. 1019 (1974). It is the Commission's view that these Com-
mission officers must be committed to the Commission's product safety policy,
and that whether they support the Administration's general policies is irrele-
vant to their suitability for their positions.

In an attempt to incorporate this viewpoint into the Act, the Commission
has caused an amendment, S. 1000, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975), to be intro-
duced in Congress which would enable the Chairman, subject to Commission
approval, to establish and fiU non-career executive assignment positions ac-
cording to criteria consistent with the role of an independent regulatory
agency. S. 1000, which, if enacted, would represent an important departure
from current practice, also provides that:

No officer or agency, other than the Civil Service Commission for the
purpose of evaluating professional qualifications, shall have any au-
thority to require the Chairman or the Commission to obtain approval
for the appointment, employment, or promotion of any individual to
the Commission.

S. 1000, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 4(a) (1975), reprinted in 121 Cong. Reg. S 3380
(daily ed. Mar. 7, 1975). Such a provision, freeing the selection of top staff
from the vagaries of the White House "political clearance process," would
further enhance the management effectiveness of the Chairman, the Com-
mission's "principal executive officer."

104. 15 U.S.C. § 2053(a) (Supp. Ill, 1973).
105. The current Chairman of the Commission, Richard O. Simpson, is only
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As a result of this job tenure and expansive listing of administrative

powers, there is no reason to believe that there will be greater

difficulty in attracting and retaining as Chairman the services of

individuals of superior managerial capabilities than there would be

in filling the post of the Ash Report's model single administrator.^"®

Nor, contrary to the Ash Reports suggestion, is it inevitable that the

independence of such a regulatory agency will deprive it of budge-

tary resources sufficient to attract and retain a well qualified staff.

One study of the budgets and numbers of employees since 1945 of the

seven independent agencies examined in the Ash Report concluded

that during the 25-year period ending in 1970 these agencies had a

number of distinct budget cycles. In the period between 1955 and

1964, for example, the study found that the agencies' appropriations

tripled and employment increased by 40 to 100 percent, a boom which

applied to all agencies and which carried through two administrations,

one Republican and one Democratic.^®^

serving until October, 1975. His successor will serve a full 7-year term,
as will Mr. Simpson shovild he be reappointed. See 15 U.S.C. § 2054(a)
(Supp. m, 1973).

106. Nor should the limitations found in sections 4(c) and 4(g) (2) of the
Act pose insurmountable obstacles to the attraction of quality personnel. 15
U.S.C. §§ 2053(c), (g) (2) (Supp. Ill, 1973). These sections generally bar indi-
viduals with pecuniary ties to, or official relationships with, manufacturers of
consumer products and their suppliers, or who engage in any other business,
vocation, or employment, from being Commissioners, and further bar top-level
employees from seeking employment with manufacturers of consumer prod-
ucts for a year after terminating their Commission jobs. To the extent that
these provisions actually strengthen the integrity of the Commission and its

decision-making process, such positions should become even more attractive to
highly qualified individuals.

Neither should the quality of the Commissioners serving with the Chairman
necessarily suffer as a result of the substantial administrative powers given
the Chairman. As the task force reporting to the first Hoover Commission rec-
ognized:

One objection sometimes made to strengthening the office of Chair-
man ... is that it will reduce the status of the other members and
make it more difficult to attract good men. This objection seems to

us unsound and refuted by experience. Actually, this proposal does
not derogate from the importance or equality of the other Commis-
sioners. Each member will have undiminished authority on all sub-
stantive policies and decisions and on basic administrative matters.
In fact their participation in substantive action will be facilitated by
freedom from partial and shared responsibility for administrative de-
tails.

Able and intelligent men will recognize that a committee is not well
fitted for administration and that centering that responsibility in the
Chairman does not derogate from the standing or authority of the
other members. Indeed, competent men are more likely to be willing
to serve where a Commission is well run under an able Chairman than
where it is badly managed and no one has the necessary authority to

correct the situation.
Hoover Task Force Report 47. Of course, a Commissioner must be af-
forded an opportunity to participate vigorously in the decision-making and
policy-setting aspects of the Commission's program. Without that opportu-
nity, the role is devoid of substance; with it, and with an able administrator
as Chairman, a Commissioner's position can be rewarding.

107. Noll, supra note 2, at 81-82. The CPSC, although it has suffered some
temporary setbacks on budgetary matters, see 3 BNA Prod. Safety & Liability
Rep. 3 (1975), has recently had introduced a bill proposing a budget in-
crease to $51 million for fiscal year 1976. S. 1000, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 2
(1975), reprinted in 121 Cong. Rec. S 3380 (daily ed. Mar. 7, 1975).
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Finally, the Ash Report condemned collegial agencies for their in-

ability to coordinate their actions with other interested bodies.^"^

Interagency coordination is especially critical for the CPSC, whose
jurisdiction over the safety characteristics of consumer products has
been estimated to embrace over 10,000 items. For example, when
problems recently arose with respect to the carcinogenicity of vinyl

chloride monomer, used as a propellant in aerosolized products,

although the Commission was authorized to take appropriate action

on household items such as spray paints,^"^ the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (EPA) handled similarly formulated aerosolized pesti-

cides"*' and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) acted to protect the workers who manufactured it."^ In the
vinyl chloride case, in addition to many others, contrary to the

experience of other agencies and the dire predictions of the Ash
Report, there has been effective interagency coordination. The Com-
mission has already established formal federal liaison programs
with the FDA, EPA, OSHA, Department of Transportation (DOT),
Federal Trade Commission (FTC^, General Services Administration,

and Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).^^^ ^
liaison coordinator has been designated in each of these agencies, and
regular meetings have been scheduled to resolve jurisdictional issues

and settle substantive questions.^^^ As a result of these meetings,

formal interagency agreements have been signed with DOT, FDA,
National Bureau of Standards, National Library of Medicine, National

Agriculture Library, and OSHA."^ Other liaison contacts include the

108. [C]oordination is impeded, if not frustrated, by the requirement
that a majority position be reached before a Commission can partici-
pate on a cooperative basis with another agency. The traditional re-
luctance of one agency to concede jurisdiction to another is exacer-
bated when negotiations with another agency must be approved, as
now, by a multi-member Commission. Consequently, most efforts at
policy coordination take place as a result of statutory requirements of
consultation. . . .

Ash Report 37. Section 29(c) of the Consumer Product Safety Act, 15 U.S.C.
§ 2078(c) (Supp. Ill, 1973), is such a statutory exhortation, requiring that the
Commission and the heads of other departments and agencies engaged in ad-
ministering programs related to product safety shall, to the maximum extent
practicable, cooperate and consult in order to ensure fully coordinated efforts.
Id.

109. See 16 C.F.R. § 1500.17(a) (10) (1975), regulating such products under
the authority of the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1261 (1970),
one of several statutes administered and enforced by the Commission. See 15
U.S.C. § 2079(a) (Supp. Ill, 1973).

110. See 15 U.S.C. §2052 (a)(1)(D) (Supp. Ill, 1973).
111. See 15 U.S.C. § 2080 (Supp. Ill, 1973).
112. 1974 CPSC Ann. Rep. 53.
113. For example, notwithstanding the Ash Report's characterization of

collegial agencies as rarely willing to concede jurisdiction to another agency,
the Commission has recently done so, despite its grant of some author-
ity in the area, when it agreed that EPA was better suited to regulate child-
resistant closures on pesticide containers. See 2 BNA Prod. Safety & Liability
Rep. 998-99 (1974).

114. 1974 CPSC Ann. Rep. 53. Summaries of what occurred at each of
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Department of Defense, the National Highway Traffic Safety Admin-
istration, the Coast Guard, the Federal Power Commission, the Na-

tional Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, and the Commu-
nicable Disease Center.^^^ In fact, during the last six months of 1974,

liaison meetings between staff members of these agencies and the

CPSC took place on the average of once every other week and ex-

plored the boundaries of agency coordination on several diverse

issues.^^^

Thus, while not ignoring the Ash Report, Congress failed to accept

its organization recommendations totally when creating the CPSC.

When it came to instituting a comprehensive regulatory program for

product safety. Congress examined the Ash Report's executive branch

single administrator, as embodied in the FDA, and found it wanting.

It turned instead to the creation of an independent, collegial agency,

the Consumer Product Safety Commission. In that agency. Congress,

for many of the reasons suggested by the Ash Report, installed a

Chairman with the broad managerial powers of a single administrator.

While it is too early to ascertain whether the combination of powers

found in the CPSC represents a significant organizational improve-

ment over earlier efforts, or whether, instead, the degree to which

the Commission has been able to operate effectively within its

collegial form is merely a pleasant but passing attribute of an agency

in the early stages of its "life-cycle''.^^^ the possibility that some

progress may have been made in ensuring "management effectiveness

and quality" in at least one independent agency is an encouraging first

step toward more meaningful regulatory reform.

Conclv^ion

In 1971 the Ash Council contended that a basic problem with

government regulation is that the present regulatory structures are

inappropriate. Specifically, the Council viewed the collegial form as

both ineffective and unresponsive. A review of the CPSC's ex-

these meetings, and indeed at all meetings of Commissioners or staff with third

parties, are publicly available in the Office of the Commission's Secretary, in

accordance with the Commission's "open meetings" policy. See notes 50-53 su-

pra and accompanying text.

115. 1974 CPSC Ann. Rep. 53.

116. CPSC staff members met to discuss coordinating regulation of noise

(with EPA on August 13, 1974), lead in paint (with HEW and HUD on October
8, 1974), asbestos standards (with FTC on October 11, 1974), and plastics flam-
mability (with FTC on October 17, 1974). See Master Calendar, Office of the

Secretary, CPSC.
117. Professor Galbraith describes an agency's "life cycle" as follows:

Regulatory bodies, like the people who comprise them [sic], have a

marked life cycle. In youth, they are vigorous, aggressive, evangel-
istic, and even tolerant. Later they mellow, and in old age—after a
matter of ten or fifteen years—they become, with some exception,

either an arm of the industry they are regulating or senile.

As quoted in W. Caey, Pouncs and the Regulatory Agencies 2 (1967). See
also M. Bernstein, Regulating Business by Independent Commission 74

(1955). But see G. Kolko, The Triumph of Conservatism 271 (1963).
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perience, and application of the same criteria as those applied by
the Ash Council, does rot support the Ash Council's basic contention

that collegial, independent bodies are unable to formulate policy, are

not sufficiently accountable for their actions, and are poorly managed.

The Commission has been involved in extensive policy formulation,

sometimes through cases in controversy, but more commonly through
the development of general policy statements, rules, and regulations.

A survey of Commission policy statements would not lead to the con-

clusion that the Commission's policies are generally narrow. The
Commissioners have not avoided controversial issues. It is neverthe-

less true that a large amount of time and effort is required to formu-
late many of the anticipatory policies of wider applicability. The
benefit of coequal Commissioner participation in policy formula-

tion is that each decision reflects the judgment of a group compris-

ing possibly divergent viewpoints, whose members are equally

exposed to relevant material. This type of decision-making provides

a check on arbitrary action, but, even more important, it is probably

reflective of a cross section of public views.

Both the statutory provisions of the CPSA and its implementation

by the Commission refute the Ash Council's conclusion that an

independent collegial body cannot be sufficiently accountable. The
Commission is accountable to the public, although the vehicles for

checking its actions are with the legislative, executive, and judicial

branches of government. The statutory vehicles for accountability

are: Appointment of a bipartisan Commission by the President with

the advice and consent of the Senate; ability of the President to re-

move the Chairman or Commissioners for malfeasance in office or

neglect of duty; oversight functions of Congress; concurrent submis-

sion of budget requests and justifications to the President and Con-

gress; and judicial review of Commission activities. The additional

means created by the Commission to facilitate the accountability

of the Commission to the public are part of an "openness" policy.

Thus, CPSC policy requires that in most instances Conmiission

meetings be open to the public. A liberal Freedom of Information

policy allows the fullest possible disclosure of information to any per-

son who requests it, without unjustifiable expense or delay. In addi-

tion, all Commissioners' votes and decisions are published. Finally,

the CPSC has a policy of encouraging the public participation in its

activities.

The Ash Council concentrated on the wrong object of regulatory

agencies' accountability. What is important is that agencies be

accountable to the public, using the executive and legislative branches

as two of the many checkpoints. Accountability on many levels is

woven into the fabric of the Act. Further, the Commission as a

matter of policy has chosen not to insulate itself from the public.
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Collegial bodies composed of highly competent individuals can be

well-managed. The CPSA, designed in recognition of the need for

strong centralized leadership, gave comprehensive and important

managerial powers to the Chairman. In many ways the Chairman

of the Commission, with job tenure, has greater freedom to act than

the Ash Council's single administrator. In addition, the CPSC's ex-

periences have contradicted the Ash Council's finding that collegial

agencies are unable to coordinate their actions with other interested

bodies. The Commission has established formal liaison with over 15

federal agencies, which has resulted in a sharing of information and

a reduction of duplicated effort.

In establishing the Commission, Congress apparently believed that

single administrator agencies are not necessarily managed effectively.

The overwhelming view of Congress, expressed through the legislative

process in the creation of the Commission, was to agree only in part

with the Ash Reports conclusions and to establish another collegial

body with a strong Chairman. The true measure, however, of the

effectiveness of an independent regulatory agency is not merely the

extent to which it can formulate policy, be made accountable and be

effectively managed, but rather the extent to which that agency ful-

fills its statutory mandate. The application of the Ash Report's

criteria indicates only the existence or nonexistence of mechanisms

adequate to fulfill an agency's mandate. It appears that the present

structure of the CPSC contains the mechanisms necessary to enable

it to fulfill its mandate of protecting the public from unreasonable

risks of injury associated with consumer products.

Reprinted from
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON LAW REVIEW

Voliune 43, Number 4, May 1975
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APPENDIX E

Enclosure to Commissioner Pittle's Statement

MEMORANDUM consumer product safety commission

DATE: May 30, 1975

TO : Commission

FROM: R. David Pittle

SUBJECT: Standards Development and Implementation of the Offeror
Process

I have read Larry's excellent speech to the American
Society for Quality Control and was particularly interested
in his comments regarding the offeror process because they
stimulate and reinforce several thoughts I have had with
respect to this process.

Although I have yet to find a comprehensive history of
the offeror process, I have had several conversations with
persons involved in its development emd also have done some
reading about it. Based upon this meager research, I have
concluded that the process is a rather bizarre hybrid
resulting from the clash of two major and divergent
philosophies.

One group of interests involved in developing the process
felt that government should generally defer to industry in
standards setting. They preferred that government take
industry's voluntary standards and adopt them as mandatory,
and held that in no case should government independently
develop standards that industry could form on its own. In
sharp contrast, the other group distrusted industry's
previous efforts at self-regulation and felt that government
should take a leading role in standards development. Unable
to obtain government dominance for the process, this group
felt that some mechanism for insuring consumer input and
scrutiny should be incorporated into the procedure to insure
that government not be "captured" by the industries regulated
by it. The present offeror process contains elements
traceable to the philosophy of each group.

While this capsule history is oversimplified, I offer it
as a reminder that the offeror process was built upon compro-
mise in Congress between interests in fundamental disagreement
about how standards development ought to proceed. Since it
is a patchwork solution to a bitter conflict, I am relucteint
to consider it as sacrosanct.

I have become increasingly concerned about the effective-
ness of the offeror process as mandated by Congress and as
implemented by the Commission. I make no claim of originality

(305)
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for these concerns but hope, by raising them, to stimulate
discussion that will prove fruitful to our goal of mandating
safe and sensible standards.

1. Front-End Analysis ; I completely agree with Larry's
suggestion that the Commission must auialyze more thoroughly
the hazards to be addressed in the standard and the relevant
existing standards. Specifically, I do not believe our staff
should necessarily propose a solution to the hazeirds identi-
fied by CPSC analysis — but I do believe that their
understanding of the problem to be addressed by the standard
must be thorough and have substantial depth. This, of course,
applies to epidemiology as well as engineering and biomedical
sciences.

In my opinion, this will result in fewer "second-guesses"
by the offeror. While I do not believe that we should
prohibit an offeror from disagreeing with our analysis of a

product hazard or with the need for a standard, we should
insist that the offeror complete his or her analysis of the
data within a specified time at the beginning of the develop-
ment period and immediately notify us of any disagreement
with our analysis. This would give us the opportunity to
judge whether or not we wished to terminate the offeror's
participation for failing to make satisfactory progress in
the development of the standard or to withdraw that aspect
of the finding of need.

I realize that increased analysis by our staff will be
more costly. I, as one Commissioner, gladly support increased
funding and time allotment for our staff to do the necessary
front-end analysis. Specifically this means we need to alter
our FY '76 budget to provide for a substantial shift of funds
to front-end analysis. The present FY '76 document indicates
a decrease from FY '75 in this regard.

2. Role of Commission Monitor ; I am extremely pleased
that we have adopted an informal policy of frequent briefings
by our monitors. This should keep us constantly up to date
and permit us to provide helpful feedback to the offeror.
Although I have not come to any final conclusion as to the
exact degree of guidance the Commission should provide to the
offeror through our monitoring, I am convinced that we should,
at a minimum, explicitly and immediately indicate our concern
whenever the offeror undertakes a course of action that we
find unacceptable, such as adoption of part of a voluntary
stajidard previously found inadequate by CPSC (which in turn
requires that our initial finding stem from substantial
research)

.
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3, Time Period for Standards Development ; Several
aspects of the time period for the development of safety
standards bother me. The CPSA provisions are premised upon
the notion that safety standards for products should be
drafted as expeditiously as possible. One might argue that
the offeror process is a good mechanism for promoting rapid
standards development since it provides for a concentrated
emd intensive group effort. It seems to me, however, that
there are delays inherent in the offeror process that are
unaccounted for and ought to be considered in evaluating the
length of the development process. First, there is a period
between the time the Commission decides to issue a Section 7
notice inviting offerors and the time the notice is actually
published in the Federal Register . This "pre-notice" period
is subject to no time constraints and may run quite long.
The period may run even longer in the future if the Commission
decides to do more front-end analysis prior to publishing a
Federal Register notice. Second, the offeror, or at least a
significant nvutiber of members on the offeror team, requires
"start-up" time in order to become familiar with the current
thinking of the Commission regarding the work to be done on
the standard. Third, the 150-day time constraint seems to be
unduly short to permit other than a hurried rewrite of
voluntary standards. Fourth, when an offeror gives the
Commission cui inadequate or incomplete standard, the Commission
must spend additional time in development or refinement of the
proposed standard to the point where it can be proposed as a
mandatory standard,

4. Offerors ; One of the most innovative features of the
offeror process, in my opinion, is the fact that Congress
called for offerors, not solely from industry groups, but
also from consumer and other independent groups. I think the
fresh point of view from nonindustry groups is critical in
the development of standards because they generally are free
from any association with voluntary standards and feel no
undue compulsion to adopt features from such standards where
more desirable features are obvious. In addition, for
industry groups that are accepted as offerors, these groups
provide helpful competition to motivate the industry groups
to pay particular attention to public participation require-
ments in order to gain acceptance of their offer.

With this background in mind, I am particularly concerned
about our usual expectation that offerors finance most of the
activities associated with the development of proposed
standards with their own funds. Over the long run, I fear,
such an approach would effectively freeze out all but industry
groups with easily accessible resources for standards
development. Although I am encouraged by the fact that ASTM
(with the National Consumers League) and Consumers Union have
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become offerors, I am fearful that groups able to expend
funds in the process are too few in number and will be unable
to continue their involvement without substantially increased
funding from the Commission. If we did not or could not
support this effort, I, for one, would have to conclude that
the offeror process was not living up to its potential and
should be thoroughly reexeimined to see if it still served a
useful function.

5. Office of Offeror Assistance ; I believe we should
actively assist potential offerors to an extent greater than
we have done so far. Specifically, an Office of Offeror
Assistance should be esteiblished to both stimulate and train
offerors on the basics, as well as the subtleties, of the
process. For example, I believe that with greater front-end
knowledge provided by an Office of Offeror Assistance,
George Washington University could have been a viable candi-
date to develop a television standard.

furthermore, offeror seminars could be conducted through
such an office as well as the distribution to potential offer-
ors of information concerning format, testing facilities,
participants, management skills and other important matters
associated with the offeror process.

6. Evaluation Process ; At the present time, our staff
engages in a two-step evaluation process in which the
standard developed by the offeror is first analyzed to
determine whether or not it is responsive to the safety
problem in question and then to determine whether or not the
standard is technically adequate. If the first step contrib-
utes to any additional delay, I would prefer to abolish the
first step in the evaluation process or to streamline it
considereibly. To my mind, the problem is that it is, in
general, conceptually difficult to separate nonresponsiveness
from lack of technical adequacy. The staff, consequently,
may end up with a great deal of overlap in the two stages of
evaluation. I suggest that the need for an evaluation for
responsiveness is now somewhat moot, given the fact that the
CPSC monitor will be briefing the Commissioners on a regular
basis. We should now know very early whether or not the
offeror is being responsive. Consequently, I would hope that
we would instruct the staff to simply do one overall
evaluation of the proposed standard.

7. Alternative Approaches to Standards Development ; I do
not pretend to know whether an approach markedly different
from the offeror process would be significantly better. I do
think it would be extremely useful to consider alternatives
that combine some of the outstanding features of the offeror
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process with those of CPSC internal development. Specifically,
I would suggest that, under FFA and FHSA, we provide for sub-
stantially increased public participation in standards
development while maintaining control and direction of the
process. One possible approach would be to publish a Federal
Register notice inviting interested members of the public to
assist us in developing a standard, perhaps on upholstered
furniture should we conclude a standard was warranted. The
CPSC could manage the development of the standard and resolve
all disputes arising during the process. In addition, we
could impose fairly fixed time schedules for the development
period. However, we would have the advantage of significant
public participation. Were such a procedure successful, we
might ask Congress to change the CPSA to correspond to this
procedure. It is certainly worth a try.
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UMITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Commission

R. David Pittittle Y"

.^

U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT
SAFETY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20207

OATE December 10, 1975

SUBJECT Section 30(d) Policy Statement Regarding Use of CPSA

versus Transferred Acts

The Chairman's request to discuss a policy statement

for Section 30(d) prompts me to set forth some of my

thoughts on this subject for your consideration.

I do not, at this time, have major concerns with

respect to Section 30(d) and the Flammable Fabrics Act

(FFA) or the Poison Prevention Packaging Act (PPPA)

.

Consequently, I shall leave to the Chairman the task of

raising any issues regarding 30(d) and these Acts.

I do have a number of concerns, however, with respect

to Section 30(d) and the Federal Hazardous Substances Act

(FHSA) . Specifically, I am troubled by the apparent trend

the Commission is following in making 30(d) determinations

in favor of administrative hearings under Section 15 of the

CPSA at the expense of the FHSA Child Protection and Toy

Safety Act procedures.

First, preliminary to any 30(d) considerations, I do

not believe that the Commission has focused on the proper

criteria for deciding jurisdiction under the FHSA Child

Protection and Toy Safety Act. This is of fundamental

importance because we cannot know whether a 30 (d)

determination is necessary until we know that a product

falls under the jurisdiction of the FHSA.

I believe that the lack of proper jurisdictional

criteria for the FHSA results in decisions to utilize the

CPSA which rest on a very cloudy legal basis. In its

brief life, the Commission, in my opinion, has produced a

very inconsistent set of decisions with respect to products

such as swimming pool slides, model train equipment,

bicycles, aluminized kites, and aluminum baseball bats.

Some products are regulated under the FHSA, some under the

CPSA, and some have been the subject of 30(d) determinations,

No clear legal principle or set of principles is evident.

This inconsistency and consequent lack of predictability

seem very unfair both to the industries we regulate and to

consumers. I believe the solution to this problem is for

the Commission to propose and publish an interpretative
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rule for determining jurisdiction under the FHSA Child
Protection and Toy Safety Act. (I have included a
proposed rule as an Appendix to this memorandum.)

Second, the 30(d) determinations which the Commission
has made to date seem to me, in certain instances, to be
of dubious legality. In particular, I am concerned about
30(d) determinations to use the CPSA rather than the FHSA
because public notice under the FHSA is "potentially" less
effective than public notice under tne CPSA, This is an
incorrect approach. Section 30 (d) does not direct the
Commission to do a section-by-section comparison of the
remedial powers of the CPSA and the FHSA. The claim that
one section of the CPSA is potentially stronger than cui

analogous section of the FHSA does not, per se, justify
complete reliance on this Act and the total abandonment
of the FHSA. Only if all of the remedial powers of the
FHSA, taken as a whole, could not eliminate or sufficiently
reduce a risk of injury would such action be permissible
under the CPSA, The FHSA authority to administratively
ban products coupled with the Act's repurchase requirements
is sufficient to deal with risks of injuries associated
with almost every product falling under the jurisdiction
of the Child Protection and Toy Safety Act, In fact, in
most cases, the FHSA is more effective and efficient than
the time-consuming adjudicatory procedures of the CPSA.

Furthermore, a Section 30(d) determination, while
perhaps ultimately a legal decision, cannot be made without
certain findings of fact. The Commission cannot, in my
opinion, justify its decision to use the CPSA on the basis
of its suspicion that public notice under the FHSA is
potentially less effective than it would be under the CPSA.
Ratner, as I read Section 30(d), the Commission is probably
required to set forth the reasons upon which it bases its
conclusion that FHSA public notice is less effective than
CPSA public notice and is certainly required to set forth
the facts upon which it bases its conclusion that this
lesser public notice authority results in an inability to
eliminate or sufficiently reduce risks of injury under the
FHSA.

The net result of the Commission's 30(d) determina-
tions based on the relative potential for public notice
of the two acts is to emasculate, not only the FHSA, but
also, other transferred acts. If a 30(d) determination is
necessary because the CPSA has greater public notice
provisions than the FHSA, it can be used to justify
abandoning the FHSA Child Protection and Toy Safety Act in
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every instance. Further, 1 can see no reason why the
Commission, if it were to be consistent, would not adopt
the same approach with respect to adjudications under the
Flammable Fabrics Act, which contains no greater public
notice authority than the FHSA.

Third, aside from the problems of legality, I feel
it is unsound policy to abandon the FHSA Child Protection
and Toy Safety Act in favor of Section 15 adjudications
under the CPSA. I believe that Congress intended to
confer the greater powers found in this Act in order to
provide an extra measure of protection to the public
where the safety of those least able to protect them-
selves — children — is concerned. Contrary to what one
might assume, this greater protection is not achieved at
the cost of "due process" to industry. No banning action
under the FHSA (save for imminent hazard situations —
which the Commission has never attempted under the Child
Protection and Toy Safety Act) may be taken without the
"due process" requirements of notice and an opportunity
for comment being provided to a producer of cin allegedly
unsafe article. In the event that one believes that
companies should be provided an opportunity for a hearing,
it is possible to do so under the FHSA. In fact, there is
precedent for this approach. For example, on March 20,
1974 the Commission held such a hearing to investigate the
hazards of plastic balloon toys.

In short, I would be completely reluctaint to adopt
any policy with respect to Section 30 (d) that results in
abandonment of the FHSA Child Protection and Toy Safety
Act.

Attachment
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APPENDIX

After careful review of the court and Commission
decisions with respect to jurisdiction under the FHSA
Child Protection and Toy Safety Act (for a full discussion
see my opinion on the bat and kite decisions) , I have con-
cluded that the most legally supportable (and wisest) rule
is one that measures whether or not a product is a "toy or
other article intended for use by children" by the
objective intent of a producer that children use his or
her product. By objective intent, I mean that intent
which can reasoneibly be attributed to a person based on an

observation of the person's expressions and actions. This
is consistent with traditional decisions on intent which
require one to be judged on the basis of one's objective,
expressed and not secret, personal, intentions.
United States v. 681 Cases, More or Less, Containing
"Kitchen Klenzer " , 63F. Supp. 286, 287 (E.D. Mo. 1945) .

See also. Industrial Products Mfg . v. Jewett Lumber Co .,

185 F. 2d 866 (8th Cir. 1951)

.

I would suggest the following rule: Any article used
for sports or for the amusement of children (including
young teenagers) or any article such as a game, doll,
stuffed animal, or other toys; swings, slides, seesaws,
and other playground equipment, sleds, toboggans, bicycles,
tricycles, and other recreational equipment; infants'
carriages and strollers; slatted, netted, or lidded cribs
and other nursery equipment; children's furniture, science
and construction kits; children's footwear; and sports
equipment; or items similar to these shall generally be
considered toys or other articles intended for use by
children and regulated under the FHSA, especially if:

i) the article is advertised or promoted in a manner
designed to appeal to' children or to adults to purchase
for use by children, or

ii) the article is packaged in a manner designed to
appeal to children or to adults to purchase for use by
children, or

iii) the article is sold in toy stores or toy
departments of stores , or

iv) the article does not contain a clear and
conspicuous statement declaring that it is for adults only
nor instructions warning against use by children.

72-820 O - 76 - 21
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While one can imagine situations in which the
Commission would want to regulate a company under the
FHSA even though it labeled its product "for adults
only»" I believe these situations would be rare.

I believe a rule such as I have proposed is help-
ful because it allows the producer or distributor of
an article which is arguably suitable both for adults
and children to decide whether or not to market it for
children and thus be regulated under the FHSA. If they
have one model of a line which they do not feel is
appropriate for use by children, then they may label the
product accordingly aind avoid much of the uncertainty as
to which act the article is regulated under. Companies
not labeling their products would not be in a particular-
ly strong position to challenge FHSA jurisdiciton over
their products. Furthermore, purchasers and users will
then have proper warning about the age groups which
should be wary about using products not intended or safe
for children to use.
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CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Appeal From the Denial Of
A Freedom Of Information
Act Request For Two Legal
Memoranda Concerning The
Issuance Of An Order Re-
Quiring Access Served On
Berven Carpet Mills, Inc.

DISSENTING OPINION OF
COMMISSIONER R. DAVID PITTLE

PITTLE, COMMISSIONER: This matter involves a relatively

narrow — albeit important — issue. Where the CPSC pre-

viously, as a matter of discretion, provided an investigatory

file, including memoranda which explored possible legal

strategies, to counsel for a company under investigation

pursuant to counsel's Freedom of Information Act— (FOIA)

request, should the CPSC thereafter refuse to release the

file when other members of the public request the same file?

On November 20, 1975, the Commission addressed an appeal

by Richard Gimer, counsel for Berven Carpet Mills, Inc.,

(hereafter, Berven) from a partial denial by the Office of

the Secretary of his FOIA request for copies of all documents

which formed the basis for the Commission's issuance of an

1/ 5 U.S.C. 8552 et. seq.
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Order Requiring Access served on Berven on September 4,

1975. Although the Secretary had provided Berven 's counsel with

copies of establishment inspection reports, sample collection

reports, affidavits, and production data, counsel sought,

in addition, two staff memoranda advising the Commission

about the various legal strategies available to it in its

investigation of Berven.

In his appeal, counsel argued that the CPSC's issuance

of an Access Order in this matter constituted a sharp depar-

ture from past enforcement procedures and therefore required

careful examination by the public

The issue here is far-reaching.
One District Court action has already
been initiated as a result of a similar
process seeking similar information.
Consumer Product Safety Commission v
O.N. Jonas Company, Inc ., C.A. No.
C75-114R, N.D. Ga.i/ Unless there is
a policy change by the Commission,
numerous other such actions may be
necessary. The time is propitious
for public scrutiny of the advice
the Commission is receiving from its
staff on this subject. (Letter from
Richard Gimer to Richard Simpson,
October 23, 1975) (Emphasis added).

Although the Commission concluded that the memoranda

sought by Berven 's counsel were clearly within the exemption

provisions of the FOIA, respectively as "intra-agency memoranda"—

2/ On December 23, 1975, the Federal District Court ordered the
O.N. Jonas Company to permit the CPSC to inspect the documents
sought. Contrary to Mr. Gimer ' s claim, the courts support
broad authority of the Commission to order access to a
company's records.

3/ 5 U.S.C. B552 (b) (5)
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and as "investigatory files compiled for law enforcement

purposes,"!/ it nevertheless, by a 3-2 vote, decided, as

a matter of discretion, to release the memoranda. I dissented.

While I believed that any and all factual information that

formed the basis for the Commission's decision to permit

CPSC staff to seek an access order should be released, I

did not believe that Mr. Gimer demonstrated any compelling

reason for disregarding the law's protection for the con-

fidentiality of staff legal advice.-' . In addition, I

believed that positive harm would result from the release of

these memoranda. As the Congress, in providing these exemp-

tions, and the courts, in repeatedly upholding them, have

stated, frank discussion of legal and policy matters may well

be severely inhibited if the discussion is made public. The

result is that agency decisions decline in fairness and quality.

See , e.g., S. Rep. No. 813, 9; H.R. Rep. No. 1497, 10; N.L.R.B.

v Sears, Roebuck & Co .

,

U.S. , 95 S. Ct.l504, 1516

(1975); EPA v Mink 410 U.S. 73 (1973); Ackerly v Le^, 420 F.

2d 1336 (D.C. Cir. , 1969)

.

4/ 5 U.S.C. §552(b) (7).

5/ The CPSC "Enforcement Policy for the Flammable Fabrics
~ Act," (16 C.F.R. §1602.1; 40 Fed. Reg. 59885; Dec. 30,

1975) sets forth far more thoroughly the distinction
between the former FTC enforcement policy and the present CPSC
approach than do the legal memoranda sought by Mr. Gimer.
Among other things, the policy states the CPSC "hereby
institutes an enforcement policy of using in each case
arising under the Flammable Fabrics Act any and all appro-

priate procedures available under that act." (Emphasis added)

It further states that any conflicting determinations and

policies of the FTC "insofar as they apply to this Commission
are terminated and set aside pursuant to section 30(e) (2) of the
Consumer Product Safety Act ^... (15 U.S.C. 2079(e)(2))."
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Even if CPSC decisions were to be unaffected by the

release of legal memoranda, I believe the memoranda inevit-

ably will be unfairly exploited by litigants challenging

CPSC regulations. Good legal advice necessarily includes

a full discussion of the weaknesses as well as the strengths

of a proposed course of action. Aside from the unfairness

of Government providing free legal advice to adverse litigants,

the release of legal memoranda gives an unwarranted "seal of

approval" to arguments based upon staff discussion of the

weaknesses of the Government's case. Thus, where the agency

pursues a policy contrary to one recommended by its legal

staff, the courts, in my opinion, will not evaluate the new

policy on its merits but will be unfairly skeptical about

it simply because it differs from the staff's recommendation.

Thus, in releasing these legal memoranda, I believe the

Commission crossed the dividing line between "openness" and

"nakedness." As Professor Page eloquently argues:

...release of legal memos may have
a chilling, negative effect on the
quality of legal advice the Com-
mission is receiving. The relation-
ship between the General Counsel '

s

Office and the CPSC is one of lawyer
and client. The General Counsel should
feel free to offer the Commission advice
on legal strategies and alternatives
without having to worry about how his
advice might later be used against the
CPSC in litigation or otherwise.

Neither industry nor consumer groups
have any compelling need to know about
this advice. We support the release of
all factual data the Commission receives
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or generates, but urge that it maintain
the integrity- of internal communications
relating to legal opinions and strategies.

By releasing its legal memos, the
Commission confuses openness with naked-
ness. The public interest demands that
this material be kept confidential.^/

Subsequent to the Commission's decision to release the

legal memoranda to Berven's counsel, Sharon Coffin, Executive

Editor of Product Safety Letter , filed an FOIA request for

the same documents. On January 19, 1976, the Secretary denied

the request on the basis of the sections of the FOIA which

exempt from disclosure "investigatory records compiled for

law enforcement purposes ... to the extent that the production

of such records would. . .deprive a person of a right to a fair

trial or an impartial adjudication, [or] constitute an unwarranted

invasion of personal privacy."—

• Somewhat suprisingly—at least to me--counsel for

Berven joined with the Secretary in opposing the release of

the legal memoranda. In sharp contrast to his earlier urging

of "public scrutiny" of the Commission's legal advice, counsel,

in a nine page letter marked "CONFIDENTIAL," strongly argued

that release of the memoranda would have "devastating con-

sequences extending well beyond the parties involved in the

instant inquiry."

6/ Remarks by Professor Joseph Page and four students from the
Lawyering in the Public Interest Seminar at the Georgetown
University Law Center before the Subcommittee on Consumers of
the Committee on Commerce, United States Senate, Hearing on
B. 644 and S. 1000 (Consumer Product Safety Commission
Improvement Act) p. 150 (February 26, 1976).

7/ 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(7)(B) and (C)

.
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On March 11, 1976, the Commission, by a 3-1 vote,

affirmed the Secretary's refusal to release the memoranda to

Ms. Coffin. I dissent. I believe the net effect of the

decision is the establishment of a policy of CPSC openness

for industry but not for the general public.

In considering the merits of the Commission's decision,

one must be aware that the provisions invoked by the Com-

mission are part of the amendments to the FOIA enacted on

November 21, 1974.—' Because they are new, one has little

judicial interpretation of them for guidance. Nevertheless,

I believe that the concepts they embody are not new and are

reasonably clear.

(i) Deprivation of Right to Fair Trial or Adjudication :

Section 552(b)(7)(B) permits the withholding of investigatory

records to the extent that their release would "deprive a

person of a right to a fair trial or an impartial adjudication."

There is no specific explanation of the exemption in the

legislative history. However, the thrust of the section seems

clear. Congress was concerned that the disclosure of inves-

tigatory files could result in prejudicial publicity in advance

of a criminal trial, or a civil case tried before a jury.

Although I strongly agree with the rationale behind

this section, I do not believe it can be stretched to cover

the instant situation. Each case of alleged prejudicial

8/ P.L. 93-502. The amendments became effective February 19,
1975.
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publicity must rest on its "special facts." United

States V Barrett , 505 F.2d 1091 (7th Cir., 1975). Under

the facts at hand, the possibility of adverse pre-trial

publicity is extremely remote. The Commission documents

have been sought by a Washington-based newsletter with a

readership comprised mainly of corporate executives. The

odds of any of Product Safety Letter'

s

readers being called

for jury duty in California are too small to calculate. Nor,

in my judgment, are the memoranda of such newsworthiness that

any publication of general circulation would be likely to

9/devote an article to them.—' However, to guard against even

this remote occurrence, I believe a carefully worded disclaimer

from the Commission indicating that the memoranda contain

only allegations, not proven facts, and advice, not Com-

mission policy, would place the memoranda in proper perspec-

tive.

Even if the worst were to occur and the memoranda were

to be widely publicized with no attention paid to CPSC

disclaimers, it is highly unlikely that a court would con-

clude that Berven or its employees were deprived of a fair

9^/ Some publicity has been generated by a lawsuit filed by
Berven against the Consumer Product Safety Commission to
enjoin the CPSC from enforcing its Order Requirina Access.
"Firm Sues to 'Hide' Customers," The Fresno Bee . (February
12, 1976). Any notoriety resulting from this action cannot
be held against the Government. In my opinion, the lawsuit
substantially lessens any claim that Berven or its employees
have that release of this material would invade their
privacy. See pp. 12-13 of this opinion. ^
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trial by virtue of adverse pre-trial publicity. The courts

are extremely reluctant to dismiss or reverse cases on this

ground. Only the most extreme cases where there is a "carnival

atmosphere" resulting from relentless, unfair publicity have

been adjudged violative of the rights of defendants. See ,

e.g., Sheppard v Maxwell , 384 U.S. 333 (1966) (months of

day-to-day, pre-trial publicity adding up to five volumes of

newspaper clippings including articles entitled "Why isn't

Sam Sheppard in Jail?" "Quit stalling--Bring him in," held

to violate Sixth Amendment and due process clause) ; Estes

v Texas , 381 U.S. 532 (1965) (Defendant was deprived of his

right under the Fourteenth Amendment to due process by the

televising of his "notorious, heavily publicized and highly

sensational criminal trial."). The reluctance of the courts

stems from the fact that they have a number of legal tools

to effectively protect a defendant's right to a fair trial

including voir dire examination of jurors, change of venue

and continuances. See, United States v Abbott Laboratories,

505 F. 2d 565 (4th Cir. , 1974). These tools, if necessary, have

been more than sufficient to protect the rights of defendents.

See, United States v Tokoph , 514 F. 2d 597 (10th Cir., 1975)

(change of venue unnecessary where four newspaper articles

discussed criminal charges against defendant and another person -

who had pleaded guilty to the charges against him — and one

of the articles contained a photograph of the two together.);

United States v Barrett , 505 F. 2d 1091 (7th Cir., 1975)

(continuance of trial unnecessary where defendant was a
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prominent political figure and was named in a nun±>er of

articles detailing the charges against him) ; United States

V Abbott Laboratories , 505 F. 2d 565 (4th Cir. , 1974).

(Where pretrial publicity attributable to the Government

was prejudicial and highly inflammatory, dismissal of charges

against defendants is too extreme a remedy since voir dire,

change of venue, or continuance probably would be sufficient

to counter the adverse publicity) ; and United States v Pfingst,

477 F. 2d 177 (2d Cir., 1973) (reversal of conviction for

bribery unwarranted where prosecution held a press conference

announcing defendant's indictment "designed for dramatic

effect and to call attention to the prosecutors rather than

for public information and enlightenment about the administration

of justice in Suffolk County.")

It has been suggested that a court would be particularly

concerned about adverse publicity resulting from these memoranda

because they are Government documents. I agree that Government

has a special obligation to respect and protect the rights of

persons. See generally , 28 C.F.R. 850.2, "Release of

information by personnel of the Department of Justice relating

to criminal and civil proceedings." However, as stated

earlier, I do not agree that the release of these memoranda --

especially with appropriate disclaimers -- pursuant to a

Freedom of Information request can be considered in any way

improper on the part of this agency.
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Furthermore, the test that the courts apply in determining

whether or not prejudicial publicity is grounds for dismissal

or reversal is the content of the adverse publicity not the

source of it. In United States v Abbot Laboratories , supra ,

the court found that both the Food and Drug Administration

and the Department of Justice had deliberately issued stories

to the press linking a number of septicemia deaths to intra-

venous solutions produced by the defendents in a manner that

could be expected to have a substantially adverse effect on

the impartiality of prospective jurors. Nevertheless, the

court ordered trial to be commenced.

Of course in the instant case, the
factor of governmental misconduct in
initiating prejudicial pretrial
publicity is greater than it was in
Wansley [v Slayton , 487, F. 2d 90];
but this is a distinction, for
present purposes, largely without a
difference, since the outcome of the
case, as we see it, depends upon
whether fairness to defendants may
still be accomplished and not whether
misconduct of the government warrants
punishment which also forfeits the
rights of society . 505 F. 2d at
571 (Emphasis added)

.

As a final point, I think it is important to remember

that the stated ground upon which counsel for Berven originally

sought these memoranda was to permit "public scrutiny" of the

basis upon which a Commission decision to seek an access order

was reached. Whatever the merits of counsel's argument, it

is hardly fair to the public to permit only one of its

members to see the material. One should not overlook the

fact that the public, which has a right to be protected from
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fljunmable fabrics, possesses an interest in the outcome

of Conunission investigations as strong as Berven's.

(ii) Invasion of Privacy ; The second ground for denial

of Ms. Coffin's request cited by the Secretary is section

552(b)(7)(C) which permits the withholding of investigatory

records to the extent that production of the records would

"constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy."

Except for the omission of the word "clearly" the

language of this section is the same as that in section 552(b) (6)

—

of the FOIA. Thus, in determining the meaning of section

552(b)(7)(C) it seem appropriate to refer to judicial inter-

pretations of section 552(b)(6).

Cases under section 552(b)(6) make clear that privacy

is a unique concept. Court interpretations of other sections

of the FOIA do not permit an agency, when responding to a

request for information under the act, to consider either

the identify or the motives of the requester. N.L.R.B. v

Sears, Roebuck & Co. , U.S. , 95 S. Ct. 1504 (1975);

EPA V Mink, 410 U.S . 73 (1973); Benson v General Services Admin-

istration , 289 F. Supp. 590 (W.D. Wash. 1968). However, cases

involving the section on invasion of privacy do. To determine

whether or not release of material woyld invade a person's

10/ This section exempts "personnel and medical files
the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.
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privacy, an agency must engage in a "balancing of interests

between the protection of an individual's private affairs from

unnecessary public scrutiny, and the preservation of the

public's right to governmental information." S. Rep. 813

89th Cong., 1st Sess. at 9 (1965); Getman v National Labor

Relations Board , 450 F. 2d 670, 674 (D.C. Cir., 1971). Implicit

in the balancing test is a right for an agency to inquire

into who seeks information and to what use the information

will be put. Getman , supra , at 677.

Berven, as a corporation, cannot claim the protection

of an exemption for privacy. Privacy is a right of individ-

uals and not corporations. United States v Morton Salt Co .

,

338 U.S. 632 (1950) ; Clinton Community Hospital Corp . v

Southern Maryland Medical Center , 374 F. Supp. 450 (D. Md.)

(1974); U.S. Code, Cong, and Admin. News, 89th Cong., 2d

Sess., 2428(1966). Of course, individuals within Berven

undoubtedly are protected by the privacy exemption. The

courts have suggested that protected matters -- such as

the names of individuals — be deleted from documents so

that the remainder of the documents can be disclosed. Grumman

V Renegotiation Board , 425 F. 2d 578 (D.C. Cir., 1970);

Bristol-Myers v Federal Trade Commission , 424 F. 2d 935

(D.C. Cir., 1970). Furthermore, no confidential material

should be left which would enable persons with knowledge

of the area to determine the identity of the individuals

involved. Rural Housing Alliance v United States Department
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of- Agricu;ture 498 F. 2d 73 (D.C. Cir., 1974).

A decision on proper deletions to protect the rights of

Berven's employees is made extremely difficult in the instant

situation because Berven has instituted a lawsuit against

the Consumer Product Safety Commission to enjoin the Com-

mission from enforcing an Order Requiring Access against

Berven or any of its officers, agents or employees. Berven

Carpets Corporation , et.al . v Consumer Product Safety Cominission ,

et.al . , C.A. No. F-76-33 (E.D. Cal., filed Feb. 9, 1976). Any

matters alleged in Berven's Complaint are public and cannot

be fairly deleted from the material which the Commission has

been asked to release.—' Because Berven has placed before

the public the fact that its "officers, agents, or employees"

are subject to an investigation by the Commission which may

result in possible criminal charges, it would hardly seem

to interfere with their right to privacy co release a Com-

mission document which sets forth CPSC staff's thin)cing

on this point. Of course, fairness would dictate that the

names and positions of any of Berven's employees be deleted

from the material. Beyond this, I do not believe that release

11/ Counsel, in his letter to the Commission arguing for
a denial of Ms. Coffin's FOIA request, insisted that
release of certain proprietary information would cause
competitive harm to Berven. Paradoxically, most of
the information referred to by him is set forth in
Berven's Complaint. For example, information concerning
the number of Berven's customers for a style of carpet
known as "Whispering Shadow" ("approximately 1,000"
according to paragraph 47 of the Complaint) and the
quantity of "Whispering Shadow" produced in various
production periods ("From April 16, 1971 through
September, 1974, Berven produced approximately 25,153
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of these legal memoranda — which provide few details

other than those already set forth by Berven -- can be

considered to invade any right of privacy which section

552(b)(7)(C) was intended to protect.

Moreover, even if the memoranda did contain material

not disclosed by Berven, I believe that it is fundamentally

unfair to provide the documents to Berven pursuant to a request

under the Freedom of Information Act without providing, to

the greatest extent possible, the same material to the rest

of the public. Denying the public any access to this material

would result in improper "balancing" in favor of Berven.

The public has a right to be protected from unsafe products

(Obviously, I have made no judgment at this point that

Berven has produced any.) Should Berven be placed in an

advantageous litigation position by obtaining these legal

memoranda, the public's protection is diminshed. Citizen

groups or concerned individuals may wish to intervene should

the Commission decide to institute civil proceedings against

Berven. Access to these memoranda would enable them to

judge the Commission's legal strategy in the instant situation

to the same extent as Berven.

linear yards of "Whispering Shadow' carpet" according
to paragraph 11 of the Complaint) are detailed by Berven.
It is difficult to take Berven 's claim for confiden-
tiality seriously given these disclosures in its own
legal documents. Obviously, Berven could have sought in
camera treatment for this information if release of the
material would truly harm Berven.
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Furthermore , should, arguendo , the Commission and Berven

enter into a consent agreement for a cease-and-desist order,

the public would have a right to submit comments on the

terms of the agreement. Their ability to comment is pre-

judiced by the fact that only Berven has access to the Commission

staff's proposed legal strategy.

Finally, one cannot avoid the appearance of impropriety

in permitting the Freedom of Information Act to be used

to benefit a company under investigation while excluding

public access to the same information. This seems to under-

mine one of the basic principles of the FOIA. "The Act is

fundamentally designed to inform the public about agency

action and not to benefit private litigants." N.L.R.B. v

Sears, Roebuck & Co . , 95 S. Ct. 1504 at 1513. EPA v Mink,

410 U.S. 73 at 79.

CONCLUSION

Legal memoranda from CPSC staff provide invaluable

guidance to the Commission. The free release of non-factual

portions of these memoranda to the public severely diminishes

the capacity of CPSC staff to provide candid and innovative

advice. It also unfairly biases consideration of Commission

decisions by the courts. One hopes that the Commission will not

continue to release these documents through the mistaken assump-

tion that the public's very appropriate insistence on openness

dictates such release. Moreover, one hopes that if the Com-

mission ever does release such material to a company, the Com-

mission will make clear that the material will thereafter be

72-820 O - 76 - 22
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Bert Simson

It was also surprising that toys produced this year and
contemplated for next year are rather complex in function
and consist of multiple parts, each part requiring its oi«i

mold. The complexity of these products could result in a
substantial economic problem for toy companies if changes
are required as a result of CPSC requirements.

Most of the toy bannings of CPSC have concerned imported
products and it was intended to visit the international
toy fair at the New York Coliseum. However, prior
commitments for Tuesday, the last day of the international
fair, prevented the writer from attending.

16-

available to any other member of the public.

March 19, 1976 R. David Pittle, Ph.D.
Commissioner



APPENDIX F
[Enclosures to Commissioner Franklin's statement]

THE CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY C0r4MISSI0n
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BCMI No. 186 2

In ths !latter of a CFSC ''.ecorLrnendation for )

Crininal Prosecution for Certain Violations)
of the Federal Hazardous Substances Act )

and the Poison Prevention Packaging Act
)

CONCURRING OPINION OF

COMMISSIONER BARBARA HACKMAN FRANKLIN

In Executive Session on January 8, 1976, the Conmission
voted to reconmend that the United States Attorney cormence
a criminal prosecution in the above-listed matter against a

certain manufacturing company and two of its executive
officers.—' The facts show that the company, in manufacturing
and distributing certain products, failed to utilize child-
resistant packaging required under the Poison Prevention
Packaging Act (PPPA) and failed to display proper cautionary
labeling required under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act
(FHSA) . If prosecuted for these alleged misdemeanors, and
convicted, the proposed defendants would be subject on each
of the counts to a $500 fine, 90-day imprisonment, or both.

I concur in the Commission's decision to recommend
prosecution in this case, and I hope that the Commission
staff will refer the case immediately to the United States
Attorney for a decision whether or not to prosecute.

In reviewing the staff briefing materials, however, I

am concerned by the extensive, unexplained and apparently
unnecessary delays in preparing this case for presentation
to the Commissioners. Such delays make a clear-cut criminal
violation less attractive for the United States Attorney to
prosecute, thereby undercutting the Commission's efforts to
enforce the laws entrusted to it.

This case was developed under a 1975 field delegation
program which was initiated by the Bureau of Compliance to
reduce the time span between the identification of a PPPA
or FHSA violation and the appropriate regulatory action.

*'The proposed defendants are not identified in this opinion,
in order to avoid a) possible undermining of the criminal
proceeding and b) possible unfairness to the proposed
defendants whose prosecution may yet be rejected by the
United States Attorney.

(331)
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Under the program, one of the Cominission ' s area offices
recommends the appropriate level of administrative and/or
enforcement action and is responsible for preparing all
documents to carry the case forward. The program includes
four implementation phases, the first of which requires
Bureau of Compliance reviev; and concurrence before the case
is forwarded to the Commissioners.

The following case chronology was presented to the
Commission:

November 7, 1974 - A CPSC investigator inspected
the proposed defendant's manufacturing plant as a
follov;-up to an earlier inspection during which
violations had been detected. During this follow-
up investigation, FHSA and PPPA violations were
suspected and samples of the suspect products
were obtained.

January 18, 1975 - A CPSC laboratory confirmed
that the products were in violation of the FHSA
and PPPA.

April 1, 1975 - The CPSC area office issued a
notice of hearing under section 7 of the FHSA to
two executive officers of the company. Section
7 provides that before any violation of the FHSA
is reported by the Commission to the United States
Attorney for institution of a criminal proceeding,
the proposed defendant is to be given an oppor-
tunity to present his views, either orally or in
writing, with regard to the contemplated criminal
proceeding.

April 17, 1975 - The Section 7 hearing was held.

May 6, 1975 - The case was reviewed by the area
office's Compliance Officer, and a two-count
criminal information and accompanying case papers
were prepared.

May 7, 1975 - The case was forwarded to the CPSC's
Washington headquarters by means of a four-page
memorandum from the area office. The memorandum
contained detailed information regarding jurisdiction,
case chronology, the individual defendants, and the
violations involved. The memorandum was to be
routed through the Bureau of Compliance for review.

November 10, 1975 - A one-page cover memorandum,
prepared on an unspecified, but earlier date by
the Bureau of Compliance, was approved by the
Director of the Bureau and the Executive Director.
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It reiterated some of the information in the
area office's memorandum and indicated the
Bureau's concurrence with the area office's
recommendation

.

December 31, 1975 - The Office of the Secretary
forwarcled the briefincj materials on the case to

the Cori.missioners . This was the: first tin,e they
saw the case.

This case was initiated in late 1974. The area office
apparently had all of the relevant facts wrapped up in a

package by early May of last year, and the matter should have
been before the Commission very shortly thereafter. The case
should have been on the desk of the United States Attorney
by June or July, 1975. Now 14 months old, this case has
not advanced an inch in the last eight months.

Such extensive, unexplained and unnecessary delay
by this agency in developing and forwarding its cases has
frequently been a decisive factor for a United States
Attorney in declining to prosecute CPSC cases. In declining
a 1974 CPSC request to prosecute, a United States Attorney
stated: "There is no satisfactory explanation for a delay
of an entire year between the alleged offense, where timely
prosecution might be a deterrent, and the arrival of the
prosecution request." In a subsequent case, the same United
States Attorney declined prosecution on the ground that "the
acts complained of occurred quite a while ago, that is,

there has been a delay since the events complained of . . .

In light of this, we do not feel that prosecution is

warranted or would be in the best interest of the government."
More recently, another United States Attorney wrote, in
declining to prosecute a 1975 CPSC case: "We have found,
in our experience, that stale cases do not receive the type
of consideration and penalty from the court that we would
appreciate.

"

This case is not an isolated instance of internal delay
on enforcement matters — not even among those cases developed
under the 1975 field delegation program. The time span
between the identification and confirmation of violations
and the appropriate regulatory action must be shortened.
Hopefully, this will be accomplished during 1976 and cases
ripe for prosecution will be forwarded, with all deliberate
speed, to the Commissioners and then, if the Commissionei s so
decide, to the prosecutors.

Barbara Hackman Franklin
Commissioner

January 27, 1976
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THE CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

In the Matter of

CHARLES CASTRO, an individual

trading as

BAY AREA MATTRESS COMPANY and

KEVA MATTRESS COMPANY

Docket No. CPSC 75-2

DISSENTING OPINION OF
COMMISSIONER BARBARA H. FRANKLIN

REGARDING THE INITIATION OF

AN ADJUDICATIVE PROCEEDING AGAINST THE RESPONDENT

On March 11, 1975, a Notice of Enforcement was filed against

the respondent (herein referred to as "Bay Area") for alleged violation

of the Commission's mattress flammability standard, FF 4-72. This com-

mencement of an adjudicative proceeding against Bay Area is the direct

result of the Commission's decisions on December 5, 1974, and January 23,

1975 to reject a consent agreement (including a proposed order) negotiated

by the Commission's staff with Bay Area. I dissent from both these

decisions.

In my opinion, an adjudicative proceeding involving nothing

more than a technical violation of FF 4-72 will probably not result in

a significantly stronger order than that already negotiated with Bay Area.

Moreover, I do not believe that the delay plus the expenditure of resources

1n an adjudicative proceeding are in the public interest in this particular

case.

FACTS OF THE CASE AS STATED BY THE COMMISSION'S BUREAU OF COMPLIANCE

The Commission's staff alleges that Bay Area violated Section

3 of the Flammable Fabrics Act. This Section prohibits, among other
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things, the manufacture for sale, the sale, or the offering for sale,

in commerce, of any product which fails to conform to an applicable

standard promulgated under the Act. In this case, the mattress flammability

standard, FF 4-72, which became effective on June 22, 1973, applies. The

standard includes requirements for flammability testing and related

recordkeeping, as well as acceptance criteria to determine the actual

flammability of mattresses. However, the standard allows the sale of

a non-complying mattress for six months after the effective date if

an attached label bears a required warning that the item does not comply

with FF 4-72. Specifically, it is charged that Bay Area failed to conform

to the standard in that during the six-month grace period the company

sold about 600 mattresses without either conducting flammability tests

prior to sale and maintaining the required records or, in lieu of the

required tests, attaching a warning label. Of the 600 mattresses involved,

517 were produced for and sold to the County of Alameda, California, for

use in its penal institutions. It is significant to note that a

flammability test performed by the Commission's staff and six flammability

tests subsequently conducted by an independent laboratory indicate that

the 517 mattresses indeed met the flammability requirements of FF 4-72.

THE COMMISSION'S REJECTION OF THE SIGNED CONSENT AGREEMENT

During the course of negotiations between Bay Area and the

Commission's staff, one major issue emerged: the nature and extent

of Bay Area's refund or replacement upon the return of the mattresses
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by its customers. Believing that Bay Area's approach to the subject of

refund/replacement presented both a reasonable and prompt solution to

the case, the Commission's staff signed the consent agreement and sub-

mitted it, along with a proposed order, to the Commission for approval.

The consent agreement provided, among other things, that Bay Area

would notify all of its customers that each of the 600 mattresses was

required by the standard to have a warning indicating that it does not

meet FF 4-72. Moreover, it provided

"... that, with the exception of those 517 mattresses
sold to the County of Alameda under purchase order numbers
83009, 85542, 79826, 81516, 84561 and conforming to State
of California specifications No. 12-6-72, all such customers
may return said mattresses to respondent for replacement
plus an allowance for reasonable transportation costs (the
means of transportation to be determined by respondent)
or refund of the purchase price less a deduction of 1% of
said purchase price per month for use, at respondent's
option."

Because of the above language, the Commission rejected the consent

agreement on December 5, 1974 and, once again, on January 23, 1975.

On the latter date, the Commission decided to issue a Notice of Enforce-

ment thereby placing the matter before an administrative law judge for

formal adjudication.

THE CONSENT AGREEMENT SHOULD HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED BY THE COMMISSION

I dissent from the Commission's rejection of the consent agree-

ment, both in December and again in January, for several reasons.

First , an adjudicative proceeding involving nothing more than

the technical violation of FF 4-72, as in this case, probably will not

result in a significantly stronger order than the one previously negotiated

by the Commission's staff. I do not believe that complete refund or
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replacement should be required for the 517 mattresses which were pro-

duced for and sold to Alameda County for use in the County's institutions.

It is not alleged that these mattresses are flammable. To the contrary,

all testing by the Commission's staff and by an independent laboratory on

behalf of Bay Area indicates that these mattresses indeed meet the flarmtability

requirements of FF 4-72. The only alleged violation of FF 4-72 in

connection with the 517 mattresses stems from Bay Area's failure to

test the mattresses before they were sold to the County, or to affix

warning labels indicating that the mattresses do not meet FF 4-72. For

the Commission now to seek to require complete refund or replacement of

these 517 mattresses is, in my judgment, an act of unreasonable regulatory

overkill.

Second , regarding the remaining 83 mattresses, it is my

opinion that it is unreasonable for the Commission to insist upon a

complete refund or replacement. Had this case arisen under the Consumer

Product Safety Act, Section 15(d) (3) of that Act would provide (after

a favorable ruling by an administrative law judge at the conclusion of

a formal adjudicative proceeding) for a refund of the purchase price

of each mattress, "less a reasonable allowance for use, if such product

has been in the possession of a consumer for one year or more. .
." It

appears from the record that all of the 83 mattresses have been in the

hands of consumers for more than a year. The Commission's staff advised

the Commission that the normal life expectancy of a mattress used for non-

commercial purposes is 8 to 10 years. Thus, in the opinion of the Com-

mission's staff, a reasonable allowance for use would be 1 percent per
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month. This reasonable allowance was reflected in the consent agreement

and the proposed order, but was rejected by the Commission.

Third , I do not believe that the delay inherent in an adjudicative

proceeding is in the public interest in this case. The legal -- and

probably the practical -- effect of the order included in a consent

agreement is essentially the same as that of an order issued by an

administrative law judge upon the conclusion of a formal adjudicative

proceeding. Both would specify that any future violation of any standard

or regulation under the Flammable Fabrics Act would constitute a violation

of the order. Both would subject Bay Area to a $10,000 civil penalty for

each violation of the order after it becomes final. The advantage of

an order obtained by consent agreement is that it is immediately en-

forceable after it becomes final.

Had the Commission accepted the consent agreement on December

5, or even on January 23, it would already have an effective and en-

forceable order designed to protect the public. The course chosen by

the Commission serves only to delay the issuance of a final order for

months. Until a final order is issued, the customers of Bay Area will

not receive the required warnings which th^allegedly should have

received at the point of purchase in 1973. In addition, the customers

who may be entitled to a refund or replacement will not be advised of

their rights until a final order is in effect. If, in fact, the 83

mattresses should prove to be flammable, the return of those mattresses

should not be delayed for months. Clearly, in my judgment, delay in

this case in no way serves the public interest.
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Fourth , I do not believe that the expenses associated with

an adjudicative proceeding enhance the public interest in any way in

this case. A formal adjudicative proceeding, on any matter at issue,

often results in considerable expenditure of time and money. The

preparation and filing of pleadings, the appearance at prehearing

conferences and at formal hearings for oral argument, the filing of

appeals, etc., can consume a substantial amount of the Commission's

scarce resources. Moreover, on March 24, 1975. Bay Area filed a mntinn for

change of venue, requesting that the entire adjudicative proceeding be

held in California. Although the matter is completely within the

administrative law judge's discretion, it seems likely that he would

rule favorably on the motion since Bay Area is a small company and its

witnesses are located on the West Coast. A consideration of the po-

tential expenditure of money and manpower inherent in the upcoming

adjudicative proceeding serves to reinforce my view that this case

should have been concluded in December or January by the Commission's

acceptance of the consent agreement.

Fifth , there is a possibility that the Commission will not

be quite so successful at the adjudicative proceeding -- that the

administrative law judge may issue a ruling which is weaker than the

agreement which the Commission refused to accept. A bird in the hand is

worth two in the bush.
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CONCLUSION

There is no indication that Bay Area is truly a "bad actor"

which, in some way, has to be taught a lesson. There is no indication

that a formal adjudicative proceeding against Bay Area will, in accordance

with the Commission's "motivational compliance" strategy, serve to

motivate compliance by other companies with the Commission's standards,

rules and regulations. There is an indication that this case involves

an alleged technical violation which v;ould have been adequately and

reasonably remedied by approval of the consent agreement.

^oukJU^<-^' Q{^^Jli^~-.^^
Barbara Hackman Franklin
Commissioner

March 26, 1975



APPENDIX G
Materials on the Consumer Product Safety Standard Development Process

OF Section 7 of the Consumer Product Safety Act

CONTRIBUTIONS TO OFFERORS

Obligations to Jan. SI, 1976
Fiscal year 1975 funds :

Architectural glass (Consumer Safety Glazing Committee) $29,655
Power lawnmowers (Consumers Union) (original obligation

$156,910+$25,000 reserve) 166. 608
Bookmatches (American Society for Testing & Materials) 24, 600
Television receivers (Underwriters' Laboratories) 60,895
Swimming pool slides (National Swimming Pool Institute) 14, 000

Subtotal 295, 758
Fiscal year 1976 funds :

Public playground equipment (National Recreation and Park Asso-
ciation) 91, 620

Total—All years 387, 378

Source : Consumer Product Safety Commission.

ESTIMATED MAN-HOURS AND COSTS

The following figures are estimates of the CPSC man-hours and funds ex-

pended for the development of four standards under the Consumer Product
Safety Act from the publishing of a "Notice of Need" in the Federal Register to

January 31. 1976. Related Hazard Identification. Hazard Strategy Analysis and
Administration program man-hours and costs are not included.

Estimated Estimated
man-hours ' total cost 2

Swimming pool slides -

Architectural glazing materials '

Power lawn equipment '

Matchbooks^

1 These man-hour estimates reflect the efforts of a large number of the CPSC staff who have contributed a portion of

their time to 1 or more of these standard development projects. It does not include the effort of the people not employed
by CPSC.

2 Total cost includes salary, operating expense, common cost (overhead), contract and offeror agumenl costs. This does
not include cost absorbed by the offerors.

3 These 3 projects are not complete as of Jan. 31, 1976.

Source : Consumer Product Safety Commission.

(341)

4,160
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Commission Decision and Opinions Pertaining to Funding
IN Proceeding for Development of Architectual Glass
Safety Standard

CONSUMER PRODUCT' SM LTY COMMISSION, , <

WASHINGTON. DC. 20?O7''

0-.
•

cvl^-

CPSC EXECUTIVE SESSION ..r^ll "^ July 22, 1974
1750 K Street, NW. ^^^ '

__.
,^^-pV\^^\9:30 am

Presiding: Chairman S^lfp$d^,^ -' '

Present : Commissioner Franklin
Commissioner Kushner

ITEM

Discussions v;ith National Consumer League/American Society for
Testing and Materials of their offer to develop a mandatory
safety standard for architectural glass.

DECISION

Because of the inability to reach agreement with NCL/ASTM on the

possible payment of salaries to certain consumer representatives •

serving on the standards comjnittee, the Commission decides to

terminate discussions. The Commission further decides to open
discussions with the Consumer Safety Glazing Corrmittee with respect
to that group's offer to develop a mandatory safety standard for

architectural glass.

-^^S^^f^^"^

COMf-IISSION VOTE

In favor of the decision:

Chairman Simpson* !,\'' - /

Commissioner Franklin** ^- ^A<

Commissioner Kushner*
J^..^/f, ,/, ,,.

Against:

Commissioner Newman (by phone to Commissioner Kushner 7-22-74)

Conmissioner Pittle (7-23-74)* jj . ^ ^^j^ (^3^

.Cô S^

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED

Reject all offers and republish request for offers in the Federal

Register.

* Opinion attached
** Opinion to follow

Submitted by: Commissioner Kushner

August 16, 1974

PAGE 1 OF 1
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DISSENTING OPINION OF COMMISSIONER R, DAVID PITTLE'
REGARDING THE BRE.^KING OFF OF NP'.GOTIATIONS WITH

NCL/ASTM ON ARCHITECTURAL GLASS

On Monday, July 22, 1974, this Coiranission voted to reject

the offer of the National Consumer League (NCL) /American Society

for Testing and Materials (ASTM) because of their insistence

that the offer retain a provision guaranteeing funds to

ensure the availability of competent consumer representatives in

the standards writing process. The majority of the Commission

rejected this provision and immediately terminated negotiations.

I cannot agree v/ith either aspect of the majority decision.

I )^elieve that further negotiations would have been fruitful. I

also believe that this Commission has an obligation to take

whatever steps necessary to ensure representation of the

consumer interest by competent technical and nontechnical

persons.

As I understand the latest proposal of the NCL, they have

agreed to modify their original offer by emphasizing that they

would take all possible steps to use consumer volunteers in

every aspect of the standards development process. NCL would

agree to first seek competent consumer representatives who will

serve on a purely voluntary basis in accordance witli any terris

S£t by the Commission to guarantee that such a search would be

conducted on a good-faith basis. Only after exhausting all

reasonable efforts to obtain a balanced and complete consumer

team on a volunteer basis would NCL then seek to fill vacancies

on the basis of compensation.
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I believe the NCL/ASTM position is reasonable and forms a

basis for further negotiations. It recognizes the conunitraent

of this Conunission to the concept of volunteer efforts in the

standards process, yet provides a realistic assurance that

technically competent professionals will help to represent the

consumer's view.

The concept of technically competent consumer representa-

tives is one that must be stressed. To my mind, the major

strength of NCL/ASTM' s offer is the presence of consumer input

during the development of the consumer product safety standard.

One major factor working against the consumer interest in past

government and voluntary standards development has been the lack

of independent, technical consumer input. This stems from the

fact that technically competent professionals, however public

spirited, usually cannot afford to devote a sxibstantial number

of work days totally without salary in as short a time frame as

several months. Furthermore, it is obvious that a consumer

representative faced with a substantial loss of personal income

may be unable or reluctant to participate. I believe that it

would be patently unfair to burden consumer representatives with

such sacrifices. Therefore, in the event that extensive efforts

fail to obtain on a volunteer basis the needed balance on the

consumer teeim, I would not foreclose the possibility of providing

funds to acquire the necessary expertise.
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In stating my position on this matter, I do not intend

toy remarks to be interpreted as indicating that I believe

standards cannot be developed on a volunteer basis. On the

contrary, I have a strong faith in the concept of using volunteer

effort in standards development. The Commission has compiled a

list of several hundred persons many of whom are technically

proficient and willing to serve without compensation. Other

sources of technically proficient persons may also exist and

should be thoroughly explored. However, we must remember that

one of the main tasks of this Commission is to write technically

sibund, adequate 'standards for the protection of the public.

We cannot achieve this goal without strong expert consumer

representation in the standards writing process and I would

not sacrifice this representation for the sake of the principle

of voluntarism.

I would resume negotiations with NCL/ASTM on the basis of

an understanding that:

a) All reasonable efforts be made to secure competent

technical and nontechnical volunteer consumer representatives.

b) Only after a determination by the Commission that all

reasonable avenues to secure such representatives had been

exhausted would the Commission consider alternatives such as

paying a fee tc secure the services of those persons.

July 26, 1974 R. David Pittle, Ph.D.
Comnisi>ioner

72-820 O - 76 - 23
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SELECTION OF OFFEROR FOR THE DEVELOPrH-vT
OF A STAKDAICD FOR AHCIIITLCTUKAL GLASS

DISSENTING OPINION OF COMMISSIONER' CONSTANCE NEVrMA-N

I dissent from the majority in its decision to discontinue

negotiations with NCL/ASTM.

The NCL/ASTM offer represented the best offer to develop

the mandatory standard for architectural glass. Among the

strong features of the offer v.ere:

1. An understanding of the problems associated v/ith

the development of a standard for architectural glass as

Indicated in the issue identification section of the offer.

2. An understanding of the management skills

required to develop an effective standard.

3. An understanding of and provision for the partici-

pation of interested parties - consumers and industry

alike.

The latter feature Is central to the development of a

meaningful standard. Meaningful participation by the

industry affected and by consumers must be assured.

Consumers must be represented in various ways in the

process among which would be by persons with training

equaled to that of the persons representing the industry.

This was the premise of the NCL/ASTM offer with which I

am, in agreement. NCL/ASTM showed an understanding of the
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importance of this promise which was not present in the

other offers.

I disagree v.'ith the assumption of NCL/ASTM in the original

offer that meaningful consur.er representation will not/can

not be provided by volunteers when travel and per die-

are paid. I am not prepared to adopt the position that

there are no innovative approaches to schedule arrangement,

to use of conference calls, to use of briefing papers and

so forth which would accocplish the basic goal of meaningful

consuaer/industry participation. It would be poor public

policy for the Commission to assume that volunteers do not

exist when a number of major volunteer prograr.s prove the

contrary.

In my view, the Commission's offer in the negotiations

should have beeu

:

The Commission would agree to accept their offer v.ith

the proviso that there would be no money allocated for

the payment of salaries for consumer or industry representa-

tives. Further, the Con.T.ission would agree if after a

reasonable period of time NCL/ASTM could prove that

meaningful participation was not possible then the Coiru-nission

would be available to explore all options to insure such

participation.
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I dissent from the majority opinion because I do not

feel that the issue of payment of salaries v/as central

to the offer. What was central to the offer v.as the

Issue of guaranteeing: participation of lay and "technical-
consumers. I feel that more is lost than gained by forcins
a confrontation on the issue of payment of salaries since
both the proposed offeror and the Cor.-nission agree rhat v.e

are interested in insuring maximura participation of

interested parties. I think that through the negotiation
process the Commission's position was made clear. I think
that through experience the Comirission • s position on the

availability of volunteers would have proven correct.

Therefore a forcing of the issue was not necessary.

My dissent from the majority I suppose is more fundamental

and controversial than is indicated by the discussion above.

I feel strongly that public officials have an obligation
to recognize inequities in system.s and where not violative
Of the specific legislative mandate should use their pov/er

to make those unequal systems more equal. Unequal systems
will not be made equal if efforts of previous nonparticipants
.in the system are not accepted with patience and reasonable
flexibility. Therefore I hope that the selection of the
first offeror by CPSC will not be a signal to any segment

'
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of the population that our policy of insuring participation

of a wide variety of groups and individuals into a sorr.owhat

unequal system is merely rhetoric.

As a public official I would hcve gone an "extra mile"

in the negotiations with XCL to insure that what we want

to accomplish, i.e., the developr.cnt of effective standards

through meaningful participation of affected parties would

be a "reality as evidenced by the Commission's selection of

the first offeror.

vXO:.cc^^
Constance B. .Cev—an
Commissioner ,C?SC
July 29, 1974
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MEMORANDUM
co„s=,.« p„„o„ct s.rnv co.:.„ss,o:..

RECl''Vrri

DATE: August 2, 1374 OFFICE^--: -'--af.y

TO :. Sadye Dunn, Secretary .
' ^^^ ^ 8 2} 'M ' (4

'^ROM: Richard O. Simpson, Chairman ^^^.-*P ^Co'.'/''^/'*''^CT
SAFETY i ./. ';;3S10U

^JECT: Ternination of Negotiations with NCL/ASTM as anOfferor to Develop a Safety Standard for Architectural

Kushner^trthif^atte:.°^'"'°^ °' Co^issioner Lawrence M,

cc: Commissioners
Executive Director
S. Dunn
M. Brown
R. Eisenberg
B. Ludden
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CONSUMER ruoinci s \i i rv commission
WAMIl.NUION.lJ.C. :'0'J07 RECt'VrTl

CCN'^ii"--; ' i.::ucT
tAllTr . :.• ISSiOH

OPINION OF

commissio;;er lAv/REricE m. kushijer

ON TERMIfiATIC:; OF liEGOTIATIOriS

WITH NCL/ASTM AS A:; OFFEROR TO

DEVELOP A SAFETY STANDARD FOR

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS

It is with great reluctance and disapoint-ent that I have cast ry

vote to terir.inate negotiations v;ith the .National Consumer Leag'je/

American Society for Testing & Katerials as an offeror to cevelop
a standard for arcniteciural glass under the Co::::iission's Sec. 7

Rules. This Corrxission has unanimously and enthusiastically en-

dorsed the desirability of full and effective participation by

individual consun'ers and consuxer grouos in the developr.ent of

standards. The Sec. 7 rules, themselves, reflect this conviction.

Failure to reach an acceptable agreement vn'th NCL/ASTM is particularly
bitter because of 1) the debilitating effect it may have on the

Interest of consumer groups to become offerors in response to subsequent

Sec. 7 announcements and 2) the potential the decision has to encourage

a cynical view by the public of the Commission's intentions regarding
full consumer participation.

The fundamental issue that could not be resolved in negotiations with
the NCL/ASTM v.'as that of payment to any or all of the proposed '

14 member consumer, team in excess of actual expenses that they r;;ay

incur as participants in the developm.ent of the standard. The IXL/

ASTM negotiating position was for explicit recognition by the CPSC

that such payment could be offered as a last resort if technically
qualified consumer representatives could not otherwise be obtained.
In my view, the majority decision reflects the intent of the
Commission in drafting the Sec. 7 rules not to provide salary for

consumer or any participant on the standards devolopment corr.iittee.

I see no need to reexamine this policy at thi^ time.
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I acknowledge the fact that industry participants and re-r-sent-
atives of other groups on the standards- develcc-.ent cc-~it^°-
wil normally be on the corrjnittee as pare of their duties of"
employment and therefore receiving cor.Densati en in tr- for- ofsalary. However, I do not believe that this need result in in-Tenor represeniation of the consu-er's inf^r^st on t'^e
comrnittee if consumer representatives are notion salary providedby Conraission runds under the terms of the offer.

It is my conviction that Qualified consumer oarticicants can beobtained witr.oui payment in excess of exDenses. This ccn--nticnhas been supponea by a telephone survey of a sarple of --'•^z^son the roster of volunteer consumer representatives coroiled oythe Com.^ission as a result of its recent public solicitation
It shouldbe noted that the majority of those called and v/illinq
to participate without payment in excess of expenses had profess-
ional training and were willing to coT.Tiit to a schedule aporoxi-mating that proposed in the NCL/ASTM offer-about 20 days over a
o to 4 month period.

Departure from the Commission's present policy should only be
considered arter a convincing demonstration of its unsuit^bi lityand after tnorough consideration of alternate policies Such
departure should certainly not be provided for automatically in
an agreement with an offeror in the very first standards develop-ment undertaken under the Commission's Section 7 Rules.

This position is not to be interpreted as precluding funds toofferors to provide the benefit of exoert technical suo-ort to
the full coir.-mttee responsible for ceveloping the standard

commissioner Lawrence M. r^ushner
August 1, 1974
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THE CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

OPINION OF

COMMISSIONER BARBARA H. FRANKLIN

ON THE SELECTION OF AN OFFEROR

TO DEVELOP A SAFETY STANDARD FOR

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS

In Executive Session on August 6, 1974, the Commission voted

to accept the offer of the Consumer Safety Glazing Committee (CSGC)

to develop a proposed safety standard for architectural glass. The

terms of the agreement are set forth in a document entitled "Acceptance

of an Offer to Develop a Consumer Product Safety Standard Applicable

to Architectural Glass," dated August 15, 1974 and signed by the Chairman

of the Commission and the Chairman of the CSGC. A proposed standard

is now being developed under the management of CSGC.

Prior to acceptance of the CSGC offer, the Commission terminated

negotiations with its original first-choice offeror. National Consumers

League/American Society for Testing and Materials (NCL/ASTM). This

episode brought into focus the question of whether "salaries" should be

paid in order to assure adequate consumer representation in the

standards development process.

Now that the offeror has been selected and the development

process is underway, I want to describe what happened in this case and

highlight the issues which were raised.
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I. BACKGROUND

Section 7 of the Consumer Product Safety Act provides a

unique approach to the setting of mandatory safety standards. As I

understand the intent of the law. this section places the burden for

actual development of a standard upon parties outside the Commission.

The Commission then has the authority to make a final decision whether

to propose for adoption, and to adopt, a standard which has been

developed in this manner. (However, under certain circumstances, the

Commission may develop standards on its own,) Section 7 establishes,

among other things, procedures whereby interested persons ("offerors")

are permitted to offer to develop a proposed safety standard for a

given product. This "offeror" procedure is initiated after the

Commission makes a preliminary determination that hazards associated

with a product present unreasonable risks of injury, and that a

safety standard is necessary to reduce or eliminate those unreasonable

risks.

Section 7 further provides that, if an outside party's offer

Is accepted, the Commission may, under Section 7(d)(2), agree to

contribute to the offeror's cost in developing a proposed standard

"....in any case in which the Commission determines
that such contribution is likely to result in a more
satisfactory standard than would be developed without

- such contribution, and that the offeror is financially
responsible. Regulations of the Commission shall set
forth the items of cost in which it may participate,
and shall exclude any contribution to the acquisition
of land or buildings." (Emphasis added.)

Under Section 7(d)(3), the Commission is directed to prescribe

regulations governing the development of proposed consumer product

safety standards. Because of the newness and importance of the offeror
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process, the Conmission considered draft after draft of these

implementing regulations, subjecting them to intense public scrutiny

prior to adoption. In the Federal Register of May 7, 1974 (39 FR

16202), the Commission published its final offeror regulations. Included

in those regulations was the Section 7(d)(2) requirement specifying

the items of cost for which the Commission might contribute toward the

development of proposed standards, as well as the items of cost for

which the Commission would not contribute. Sections 1105.9(f) and (g)(2)

of the regulations are directly relevant to the issue of the payment

of "salaries" for consumer representatives:

"(f) The items of cost toward which the

Commission may contribute are those allowable

direct and indirect costs allocable to the

development project (as set forth in the

applicable subparts of Part 1-15 of the Federal

Procurement Regulations (41 CFR Part 1-15).

The Commission may contribute to the costs of

assuring adequate consumer participation in the

development of the standard." (Emphasis added.)

"(g) The items of cost toward which the

Commission will not contribute include:

***•

(2) Costs for the payment of salaries in

excess of the salaries paid by the offeror to

individuals at the time immediately preceding

the offer, except for longevity and other routine

increases which may accrue during the development

of the standard;"

The architectural glass case has special significance since

it is the first time the offeror selection process under Section 7 of the

Consumer Product Safety Act was used. It might follow, therefore, that

this case would establish precedents for the future selections of

offerors. I do not view it that way. The selection of an offeror in

the architectural glass case was a first attempt ~ and first attempts
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are rarely perfect — which has served to raise policy Issues that

had not been perceived, or completely thought out, when the

regulations were drafted. Also, in retrospect, I think the Commission

could have done a better job communicating with the various parties

Involved in this case.

My comments should in no way be construed as a criticism of

the members of the Commission's staff who handled the case. However,

I do believe that the Commission should now address the policy questions

which have been raised and make efforts to communicate more effectively

with all parties involved in subsequent Section 7 proceedings.

II. THE SELECTION OF AN ARCHITECTURAL GLASS OFFEROR

In the Federal Register of May 28, 1974 (39 FR 18502), the

Commission initiated the offeror proceeding to eliminate or reduce

the unreasonable risks of injury associated with architectural glass.

Four offers to develop a proposed standard for architectural glass

were submitted in response. All four requested Commission contributions

to costs. CSGC requested $451,500, NCL/ASTM requested $166,450, and

Dallas Laboratories and Exterior Home Products Manufacturers Association

requested $220,000 and $180,000, respectively. While these requests

apparently were within the scope of the regulation, it was the feeling

of the Commission that all Involved rather large sums. For the first

time, it became apparent that the offerors and the Commission held

markedly different interpretations of the cost-contribution provisions

which had been set forth in both the offeror regulations and the Federal

Register notice regarding architectural glass.

Moreover, in hindsight, it is not unreasonable for an outside
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party to infer from Section 1105. 9(f) and (g)(2) of the regulations

that the Commission would indeed consider paying salaries to assure

adequate consumer participation on standards committees. However,

the specific question of Commission payment of salaries to members

of standards committees was never explicitly raised, to my knowledge,

during the public dialogue concerning the regulations.

On July 11, in Executive Session, the Commission made its

first decision with respect to selecting an offeror and in dealing

with the cost contribution question. Specifically, it voted unanimously

to "negotiate" with NCL/ASTM, whose offer was regarded as the best

submitted. The Executive Session minute reads as follows:

"The Commission decided that the offer made by

the National Consumers League/American Society
for Testing and Materials came closest to meeting

the criteria specified in the regulations issued

under § 7 of the CPSA and the architectural glass

development notice. Therefore, the Commission has

decided to discuss with NCL/ASTM four areas: method

for consumer participation, economic analysis, time

period for developing the standard and funding level

(to include only administrative costs/travel and per

diem." (Emphasis added.)

NCL/ASTM was seeking, among other things, cost contributions In the form

of salaries for consumer representatives serving on standards conmlttees.

The Commission discussed this and unanimously decided to limit possible

contributions to NCL/ASTM to administrative costs and to travel expenses

and per diem expenses (e.g., hotel and meals) for consumers serving on

standards committees. In other words, salaries were not to be paid to

anyone serving on standards committees, but all actual expenses of
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y
consumer representatives could be funded by the Commission.

On July 18 and 19, a CPSC "negotiating team" met with NCL/ASTM

In a meeting open to the public. The negotiations ended with no

agreement on the matter of funding for consumer representatives. Further,

the Chairman relayed to the Commissioners the report that NCL/ASTM was

"adamant" in its position on salaries being paid to consumer representatives

on the standards committee and that NCL/ASTM was uncompromising on this

point.

On' the morning of Monday, July 22, the Chairman called an

emergency Executive Session because the offeror selection was thought

to need immediate attention. The reason was that the May 28 Federal

Register notice had announced that a proposed standard had to be

developed by October 25, 1974 as a result of the Commission's unanimous

determination to adhere to the 150-day "development period" prescribed

by Congress in Section 7(b) of the Act. Thus, time was running out and

every day counted. Chairman Simpson, Commissioner Kushner and I were

17
Also on July 11 the Commission had before it the question of whether

to approve a draft Federal Register notice which would initiate an
offeror proceeding to develop a proposed standard for another product,
power lawn mowers. In a further attempt to clarify its position regarding
cost contributions, the Commission approved several changes in that draft
Federal Register notice. The Executive Session minute reflecting that
unanimous decision provided:

"The Commission approved the proposed Section 7

Notice for Certain Power Mower Equipment with a

change reflecting the Commission's position that
funding of offerors will be the exception rather
than the rule. The Commission further notes in

the Section 7 notice that the offeror process is

intended to be a process whereby primarily volunteer
resources are utilized."
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present at that emergency session — Commissioners Nevman and Pittle

were out of town.

At that session, I reluctantly voted to terminate discussions

with NCL/ASTM and to open discussion with CSGC, an offeror whose offer

was the Commission's unanimous second choice. My vote was based on NCL/

ASTM's reportedly "adamant" stance regarding the payment of salaries, the

Commission's two unanimous decisions of July 11 regarding cost contributions,

and the need to best serve the public interest through prompt acceptance

of an offer. However, in so voting, I did not, do not, and will not

foreclose the possibility of agreeing to subsidize the compensation

of consumer representatives, should that step prove to be necessary

in order to assure adequate consumer participation in the development

of consumer product safety standards. Again, in hindsight, it might

have been wiser to wait until Commissioners Pittle and Newman returned

before this crucial vote was taken.

Thus the decision was made and announced at the noon "muncheon"

on July 22 that discussions were terminated with NCL/ASTM and that

talks would begin with CSGC, At the same time, the Commission insisted

that CSGC expand its "plan for consumer participation" so as to include

consumer representatives, both "lay" (user) and technical, on committees

to be involved with the development of the proposed standard and that

CSGC absorb all costs except those involving travel and per diem for

consumer representatives serving on standards conmittees.

Subsequently, CSGC submitted a plan which satisfied the

Commission's concern on both counts. In Executive Session on August 6,

the Commission accepted CSGC's offer and agreed to contribute $14,175

toward the offeror's cost. It was stipulated that this cost-contribution
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was to be used only to reimburse consumer members of the various

standard-development committees for travel expenses and as a daily

per diem for subsistence expenses. I voted with the majority both

to accept the CSGC offer and to contribute to the offeror's cost

to assure consumer participation on standards committees.

III. CONCLUSION

It is my understanding that the development process, managed

by CSGC, is proceeding smoothly and close to schedule. In response to

a recent charge of the Health Research Group that consumer participation

in the development process is inadequate, the Commission examined the

current status of that participation and expressed its unanimous

opinion that there has been "substantial and meaningful consumer

participation" thus far. That standards development process has not

yet been completed and evaluated.

On the other hand, the offeror selection process did not go

quite so smoothly. Unfortunately and unintentionally, it was full of

confusion about how Section 7 should and would work and how the

Commission should and would select an offeror. To make matters more

clear for the public, I believe the Commission should clarify its views

on several important issues as soon as possible. They are:

1 . Future Contributions to Offerors' Costs

How much should the Commission contribute to an offeror's

development costs, and for what kinds of items? Based on the Consumer

Product Safety Act and its legislative history, my understanding is that

the standards development process is not intended to be a contract or

grant process, but a process in which primarily volunteer resources are
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utilized. At the same time, the Commission is empowered to

contribute to an offeror's cost, if such contribution is likely to

result in a more satisfactory standard. Thus, the Commission has

discretion to balance fiscal restraint with contributions to ensure

a more satisfactory standard. However, the decisions on appropriate

cost contributions are not easy ones. Currently, v/e are making them

on a case-by-case basis.

It should also be pointed out that if the burden to provide

resources for developing proposed standards is to fall mainly on the

private sector and if the Commission's view of appropriate cost contributions

is too rigid, the Commission could unintentionally discriminate against

the involvement of certain segments of the public in the standards

process, e.g. non-profit organizations (consumer organizations, women's

groups, etc.) and individual consumers. It is this possibility of

discrimination which causes me not to foreclose the possibility of

compensation, salaries, fees for service or what-have-you, in order

to assure that the consumer interest is clearly and adequately represented

In the standards-making process.

At the same time, if the Commission were at some future time

to decide to compensate consumer representatives on standards committees,

the MCL/ASTM case r^/ises a question as to the fairness of compensating

only those represei '
; tives with "technical expertise." V/hile the

consumer interest needs adequate technical representaion, it also needs

the involvement of lay consumers (users) who may not have technical

expertise. The p; Msposition to compensate only technical people

might also discri 'cite against certain members of the public, e.g.

those who are not J -^hnically trained, but who may have valuable insights

72-820 O - 76 - 24
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regarding the way a product in a typical home or recreation setting

is used.

Quite clearly, the salary question is only one of several

issues which can be raised. As the Section 7 offeror process continues

other questions can and will be asked about those "allowable direct and

indirect costs" which are appropriate for Commission subsidy.

However, I do believe the Commission owes the public some

further guidance with regard to its policy on cost contribution — if

only to indicate it will act on a case-by-case basis until the offeror

process has been used more frequently.

2. Adequacy of an Offeror's Consumer Participation Plan

Clearly, both industry and consumer interests need to be

represented in the standards development process. I believe the

Commission should seek to assure adequate consumer participation in

that process. The question is how best to do it. Should consumers be

offerors, serve on standards committees, testify at hearings, comment

on standards proposals, and/or what?

The "what-is-adequate" issue is related to the "what-should-

the-Commission-contribute-to" issue, and I think both need clarification

so that potential offerors and consumer participants are clear on where

the Commission stands. Personally, I am inclined toward adopting

guidelines which, at a minimum, would provide for consumer participation

in the actual drafting of a proposed standard and which would emphasize

a mix of both "lay" consumer representatives (users) and those with

appropriate technical expertise in the area relating to the proposed

standard.
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3. Conduct of the Offeror Selection Process

Throughout the selection of the architectural glass offeror,

there was confusion as to what was actually taking place at any given

time.

NCL/ASTM was apparently unclear about whether it had been

selected as the offeror when the "negotiation process" began. Then,

it further questioned what the so-called "negotiation process" was

intended to be. Perhaps the term "negotiation" -- which implies give

and take on both sides -- should have been replaced by "exploratory

discussions." In any event, there was no explicit communication about

what, the Commission intended, NCL/ASTM reportedly was not even aware

at the time it made its "final offer," that this was to be its last

chance. Further, I learned later that NCL/ASTM was surprised that its

position regarding the salary question had been described as "adamant."

At the same time, CSGC v;as apparently also confused. For a

while, it did not know whether its offer had been rejected and why, and

did not understand why the Commission was "negotiating" with NCL/ASTM..

The discussions with NCL/ASTM were conducted at open, rather

formal meetings in the Commission's hearing room. As one observer put

it, somewhat baldly, "you experimented with a consumer group while its

competitors for the offer sat there listening. Then, you threw the

consumer group out and gave the offer to an industry group."

Needless to say, this is a gross oversimplification. Clearly,

it is not in the public interest to play off one segment of the public

against another, and certainly this was not intended. Unintentionally,

however, the Commission made NCL/ASTM the "guinea pig" as it attempted

to formulate its policy on offerors and cost contribution. Therefore,
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I believe that, in fairness to all segments of the public and to

other potential offerors, the Commission should clarify how the

offeror selection process will work.

.'0^'M-M, y/- ;?C^
Barbara Hackman Franklin
Commissioner

October 8, 1974.
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Consumers Union,
Mount Vernon, N.Y., January 9, 1976.

Ms. Sadye Dunn,
Secretary, Consumer Product Safety Commission,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Ms. Dunn : Consumers Union hereby respectfully requests that the Com-
mission make an additional payment to Consumers Union to defray a portion of
the unreimbursed co.>^ts which Consumers Union has incurred as offeror in the
development of a power lawn mower safety standard for the Commission.
On July 17, 1975, Consumers Union submitted to the Commission our recom-

mended safety standard for power lawn mower equipment, together with exten-
sive supporting documentation. Subsequent to that time, we have been analyzing
and evaluating the costs and benefits of our participation as offeror. The pur-
poses of the analysis were twofold : to determine whether and to what extent, if

any, to participate in the development of safety standards in the future, and to
determine whether CU should apply to the Commission for additional payment.
We have not completed our study of the benefits of CU's participation, since

we do not know what standard will ultimately be promulgated by the Commis-
sion. We have, however, identified numerous items of cost already borne by Con-
sumers Union which have not been reimbursed by the Commission.
This request is addressed solely to the readily quantifiable costs already borne

by Consumers Union and not reimbursed by the Commission ; these costs come
to more than $84,000, consisting almost entirely of non-reimbursed personnel
costs and associated overhead. The attached table contains a specification of these
costs over five relevant time periods. (We do not include those quantifiable and
non-quantifiable costs which have been incurred since October 10, 1975, or which
will surely be incurred in the future, principally the time required by CU to
discuss, defend, explain, and monitor the proposed standard in various forums
as it is scrutinized by the Commission staff, the industry. Congress, the courts and
the public.*)

The financial loss that Consumers Union has sustained as a result of serving
the CPSC as offeror is a matter of grave concern to us for two reasons, both of
which should concern the Commission as well. First, the unreimbursed costs of
the lawn mower project and the limitations on Consumers Union's financial re-

sources make it most unlikely that it could again undertake any similar effort.

As we reported in Consumer Reports, during our 1974 and 1975 fiscal years.
Consumers Union's expenses exceeded its income. While we do not anticipate
any deficit for the current fiscal year, we cannot afford to participate in similar
high-cost projects in the foreseeable future.

Second, Consumer Union's experience, while unique because of the distinctive

and unprecedented nature of the lawm mower standard development process, is

likely to be shared by other non-industry offerors as well. In particular, such
offerors may well incur unanticipated but significant and unavoidable costs, both
during and subsequent to the submission of the proposed standard by the offeror.

The continuing responsibilities intrinsic to service as an offeror have very
serious implications for the offeror process as a whole. Clearly, other potential
consumer or "public interest" offerors, few of whom possess even the limited
resources of Consumers Union, will be deterred if the process is likely to produce
a loss. Since Consumers Union was the first non-industry group to serve as a sole

offeror, its experience as offeror is certain to be watched closely by other potential
offeror organizations.
We believe that the proposed standard and supporting materials which we have

submitted are of the nature and quality sought by the CPSC, and a substantial
achievement in view of the novelty and complexity of the offeror process. Because
of that novelty and complexity, both Consumers Union and the Commission oper-
ated at a serious disadvantage in anticipating reasonable and necessary reim-
bursable cost items at the time of the acceptance of our offer almost a year and a
half ago. Nor did the Commission or CU anticipate the considerable sums which
would be spent by industry in participating in the development process and in
criticizing the result. The offeror process was unprecedented, and had not yet
been fleshed out with experience. The complexity, costliness, and controversial
nature of the lawn mower standard development process was not yet fully ap-

* To cite just one example : criticism of CTT's proposed standard by OPEI and the Council
on Waie and Price Stability has required considerable staff time for evaluations of, and
preparation of appropriate responses.
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parent to many of the participants. That experience and understanding is now
available to us.

In light of that experience, we respectfully urge the Commission to review the
reimbursement issue. If the earlier reimbursement decision had any rationale at
the outset of the offeror process, when the Commission was gathering experiencewe now know that adhering to that decision will defeat the purpose of the process'
Without adequate reimbursement of consumer group offeror.s with demonstrated
technical competence, only well-financed industry groups will seek to become of-
ferors, thus leading to industry domination of the process, a result that mani-
festly contradicts the will of Congress and the oft-expressed intent of the
Commission.

Accordingly, we request that the Commission reimburse Consumers Union for
unreimbursed costs actually and necessarily incurred in performing its role
as offeror, in the amount of $84,131, as descrihed ahove, and set forth in the
attached table. We would be pleased to provide any documentation that you may
require, and to meet with you to discuss this application.
We look forward to an early response.

Very truly yours,

Rhoda H. Karpatkin,
Executive Director.

TABLE OF NONREIMBURSED EXPENSES

Time period i

Overhead for
Nonreimbursed nonreimbursed

personnel personnel Other
costs (25 percent) expenses 2 Total

IV.

v..

Total nonreimbursed personnel costs,

including overhead, plus other expenses.
Overhead on reimbursed personnel costs (25

percent times $93,772) .

$8, 577

6,529
26, 103
2,554
3,042

$2, 144

1,632
6,526

638
761

$440
429

1,325

$11,161
8,590

32, 629
3,192
5,128

60, 700

23, 431

Total nonreimbursed costs. 84,131

' Definition of time periods:

I—Prior to Aug. 21, 1974: preparation of the offer.

II—Aug. 22 to Sept. 27, 1974: preparation of the preliminary standard.
Ill—Sept. 27, 1974 to July 17, 1975: standard-development period and filing.
IV—July 17 to Aug. 1, 1975: collection of additional supporting materials for submission to CPSC.V—Aug. 1 to Oct. 16, 1975: continuing followup activities.

2 Other expenses include miscellaneous expenses (e.g., telephone, copying, postage) and travel expenses during, for
example, preparation of offer and followup meetings.

3 Period V does not include costs that have been incurred since Oct. 16 or which may be incurred in the future.

National Consumers League,
Washington, D.C., January 27, 1976.

Hon. .John E. Moss,
Chairman, Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee, Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce, Washington, D.C.
Dear Congressman Moss : I understand that on Friday, January 30, 1976, your

subcommittee will be holding an oversight hearing with regard to the Consumer
Product Safety Commission. I note that in your "Recommended Components of
Agency Head's Statement", item number three covers the subject: "Adequacy
of Public and Consumer Participation in the Regulatory Process."
The National Consumers League is pleased that you have included this most

important subject as one of the subjects of the oversight hearings. As you are
undoubtedly aware, the League has had first hand experience with the CPSC
on this .subject. We were the very first consumer organization to bid to become
an offeror under Section 7 of the CPSA ; and, in that instance (architectural
glass), we were initially selected to develop the standard. In negotiations with
the CPSC, however, we were unable to convince the CPSC to allow us sufficient
funds to retain the kinds of experts necessary to properly represent the consumer
interest, so the CPSC contracted with an industry group instead of us to develop
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the glass standard. Subsequently, we organized all of the consumer input into
the development of the bookmatch safety standard, where the ASTM was the
selected offeror. In that instance, tinancial support was not at issue, since ASTM
underwrote all of the costs of consumer representation.
Thus the League is intimately familiar with the standards setting process as

administered by the CPSC. Furthermore, I personally served on the Advisory
Committee established under the CPSA. until my resignation in 1974. It is on this
base of knowledge and experience that this letter is written.

I think it very important that the CPSC be questioned hard on the offeror
process. The National Consumers League, along with many if not all other con-
sumer organizations, is very disturbed as to the future of the process, unless the
CPSC removes a major stumbling block to effective consumer participation,
namely, inadequate financial support.
The offeror process was developed by the Congress as an alternative to other

ways of setting safety standards. Congress rejected the "traditional" method of
simply directing the CPSC staff to prepare draft standards, subject them to a
public hearing, and then finalize them. There was too much concern that the
staff would not have the technical capacity to develop the best possible standards.
On the other end of the scale, the Congress rejected the notion that voluntary

consensus standard sought to be codified into law, except in tho.se cases where
the CPSC made a specific finding that they were adequate.

Instead, the offeror process was written into the law. The rationale was that
by broadening the base of (1) who would be able to manage the development of
the standard, and (2) who would be able to participate in the development of
the standard, better standards would result. Furthermore, Congress wisely rec-
ognized that consumer groups and other public interest groups would have a dif-
ficult time participating either as offeror or as pantieipants unless financial sup-
port was forthcoming.
When the CPSC published its rules and regulations implementing the offeror

process, the NCL and most other consumer groups we know about were delighted.
Thc^re set med to be a clear recognition on the part of the Congress that the
offeror process would only work if groups other than industry groups bid to
become offerors, and if citizen and consumer groups actively participated in
standards-setting activities whoever was the accepted offeror. The disillusion-
ment came not with the law or the rules, but with their implementation.
We were the first consumer group, as mentioned above, to run up against

CPSC unwillingness to fund consumer activities at a meaningful level. The .situa-

tion has been repeated since then. In an attachment to this letter, there is included
a complete record of our experiences, as told to the Senate Commerce Committee
last year when that Committee held oversight hearings on the CPSC.

Since that time the fears expressed then have proven to be well founded. To
date, only one consumer organization—Consumers Union—has been the selected
offeror. What is most disturbing is that CU has publicly stated that it doubts it

will ever again bid to become the accepted offeror unless the CPSC increases
substantially the amount of financial support it is willing to give consumer and
other public-oriented offerors.

Some have stated that it really doesn't make any difference who is selected
as the offeror, and that the real issue is simply to be sure that there is adequate
consumer representation regardless of who is the offeror. It is, in my opinion,
both incorrect and dangerous to state the issue that way. It is of cour.se true that
there should be adequate consumer input regardless of who is the selected offeror.

But it is also true that the offeror process, if it is to work as Congress intended,
requires consumer groups to submit offers and to be the selected offeror in at
least a significant portion of standards-development proceedings.
The reason that is true is obvious if one carefully considers the legal role of the

offeror. It is not true that the offeror is only a manager of the proces.s—^one who
"provides the table around which everyone else sits." If that were the case, profes-
sional meeting organizers would be the ideal offerors. No, the offeror, while duty-
bound to conduct a standards-setting proceeding according to law, has tremendous
influence on the outcome of the draft standard. As a matter of fact, nothing in
the law or the rules thereunder re<iuires the offeror to submit either a con-
sensus standard or a standard agreed to by a majority of the participants. What
the offeror must do is be certain that all parties have an opportunity to partici-
pate, and that all positions unaccepted by the offeror be clearly singled out and
passed on to the CPSC with the offerors suggested standard. But the offeror is

within his rights to submit whatever standard he feels is most adequate—even,
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theoretically, if every single participant in the standards-setting activity dis-

agrees.
Let us suppose that because of insufficient funding, no consumer groups were

willing to become offerors. That would immediately raise the question, why have
an offeror process? If all we a,e concerned about is strong consumer input, then
why not amend the CPSA and have the agency write tlie standards, with a provi-
sion that the agency seek consumer input (and pay for it) in the development
process? Clearly that would be sui^erior to an offeror process that on paper held
out the promise of consumer offerors, but in reality led only to industry offerors.

The National Consumers League is not ready to scrap the offeror process. We
believe it to be one of the most innovative ideas in a long time to improve con-
sumer input and participation into a key regulatory function—the setting of
safety standards. It is not the process that is wrong, but the administration of
the process.
A hard look at the administration of the offeror process will show that the CPSC

has grossly underestimated the real costs of standard setting. I believe you will
find there to be unanimous opinion among industry, consumer, and voluntary
standards-setting organizations that the expense of setting a standard is in al-

most every case a half-million dollar venture or more. Certainly industry has and
should bear a large share of these costs, in the sense that much of the cost is the
cost of indu.stry participation. But consumer groups cannot afford the large out-
lays of funds necessary to fully participate. And consumer groups are in even a
more vulnerable position to bear the costs of administering the development proc-
ess, as an offeror. For example, CU has just asked the CPSC for an additional
$80,000 to make up the costs it had to bear as an offeror—and this is $80,000 over
and above the amount already received from CPSC.

If you look at the CPSC budget, you cannot find any sum of money that would
come close to paying for either consumer participation in an offeror's project, or
for the underwriting of consumer offerors. I believe I am correct that the Chair-
man of the Commission is on record as having stated that the CPSC anticipates
expending around $30,000 in the way of financial support to consumers in the
average standards-setting activity. That sum is hardly sufficient to pay for con-
sumer input into the most simple standards setting activity, when some other
group is the offeror. There is no way a consumer group can even think of be-
coming an offeror unless at least three or four times that amount is available
for administrative costs, and adequate technical backup—and even more in a
complicated project.

Good standards cannot come cheaply—^whether the government staff writes
them or whether the offeror process is to be utilized. The fact of the matter is,

while "volunteers" are useful and can be of immeasurable assistance to consumer
grouixs, they cannot be depended upon to provide all or even most of the technical
work on the standard.

I believe that it would be very beneficial for your Committee to explore the
funding issue in depth at the oversight hearings.

Very truly yours,

David A. Swankin,
Counsel to the League.

[The attachment to Mr. Swankin's letter is in the subcommittee's files. The
testimony referred to is Hearings on S. 644 and S. 100 before the Subcommittee
on Consumers of the Senate Committee on Commerce, 94th Congress, 1st session.
Serial No. 94-12, at pp. 89-99 ( 1975 )

.
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BusKE Engineering,
Stamford, Conn., February 2, 1916.

Re Consumer Product Safety Commission.
Mr. John E. Moss
Room 2354 Raybtini House Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Moss : I note the reference to the recent testimony of Mr. Richard
Simpson of the Consumer Product Safety Commission before your subcommit-
tee, and discussion of the future role of CPSC.

I have been interested in safety for many years, and have been involved in
some aspects of it, and have recently been involved in some of the CPSC
activity, regarding power lawn mowers, and feel I must pass on to you some of
this most unhappy experience.
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I feel that I should document some of the things, so you will know that this
letter is not written out of thin air.

Sheet 1 is general background information about me. (Each sheet is marked.)
The two sheets marked .sheet 2 document my seven years of participation in

the writing of the original safety standards for power lawn mowers. These
standards, B71.1, have been revised ana reissued in 1964, 1968, 1972, and 1974.

Sheet 3 refers to work toward safety standards for chain saws.
Sheet Jf is regarding work on one of the committees of CU, who was the offeror

that developed the new proposed standards for lawn mowers.
The two sheets marked 5 are an invitation from Mr. Simpson to come to D.C.

to offer suggestions to CPSC for development of future standards. I did attend
the meeting, and did suggest.
Regarding CPSC, and the proposed new standards for lawn mowers, I agree

that new and tighter standards (tighter than the present B71.1-1974) should be
developed, and these perhaps should be mandatory. I disagree completely with
how CPSC went about it, and in two areas.
When the first B71.1 committee met in 1955, and we started to ask ourselves

how we would specify designs for safe lawn mowers, we asked how people were
getting hurt, so we could specify changes to reduce the number of injuries. So
the first thing that had to be done was to get information about accidents, and 1
did this, and then we proceeded. Today, with information obtainable through
NEISS, which could have been of the same help here, if it had been brought to
bear, the various committees had to proceed without really meaningful informa-
tion. For instance, the B71.1-1972 were tightened up a great deal. Information
should have been and could have been made available to indicate how much good
this had done, and this would have had a heavy bearing on the new proposed
standards. Yet none of the small amount of NEISS information furnished us
indicated which accidents were caused by which vintage of mowers. You simply
cannot tell from the NEISS information we had whether a given mower was
made in 1968 or 1973.
As you may know, the mower engines are date coded, if you know the code, and

it is common knowledge how to read it. So this information could have been ob-
tained for the NEISS "in depth" studies of individual accidents.
What I'm saying is that CPSC went ahead on this program without the proper

preparation, and people sat around tables proposing that a certain thing be done
because it '"should" make a safer mower, and there was not a soul there who
really knew.
The other thing that was done wrong was to accept as an offeror a concern

that considers themselves a "Consumer Advocate", as the CU project director
stated at the August 6 meeting, in D.C.
What an offeror must be, in my opinion, is an advocate for American Society,

which covers the whole spectrum of consumers, manufacturers, and all of this
society. In my opinion, the first meetings (they later improved) were very anti-
industry oriented on the part of CU, the offeror. As a direct result, the meetings
were polarized, and cooperation was very poor. One simply cannot get the best
standard out of such an atmosphere.
For my part, when I heard that CPSC was about to write standards for mowers,

I volunteered to assi-st, as I thought my knowledge might be of help, and I wanted
to try to do something that would help in a field that I know well. It was not a
rewarding experience. I saw first hand how an agency of our government can
take a worth-while program and really foul it up, by just not organizing it

properly. During the program I wrote to CPSC's Simpson, Pittle, and Ehrlich (a
copy of the letter to Simpson went to Pittle), and never received a reply to
either letter.

It is very easy, and become popular, to sit around and gripe about how things
are not done right in Washington. I've done some of it too.

'So when this opportunity came along to pitch in and help in something that
needed doing, and was in my field of knowledge, I decided to try to help.

Unfortunately, I saw, from the inside, just how CSPC went along, picking an
offeror who represented, in his mind, the consumer, and not society, and in asking
committees to write standards to prevent accidents with a type of product with-
out giving them any meaningful information about how people are getting hurt
with those products. I think we had more meaningful information in 1955 or 1956
about how people were getting hurt with power lawn mowers, to use in writing
the 1960 standards, than we had in 1974 and 1975 in writing the proposed new
standard.
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I hope you can do something to help get OPSC on the road. They simply must
get some people in there with some practical knowledge, it would seem, if it can
be made to work.
In my opinion it is ridiculous to suppose that you can write standards to

cover every conceivable hazard, including "those that haven't been invented yet"

at a cost that is reasonable for the finished product.
Very truly yours,

G. E. BUSKE.

[The enclosures to Mr. Buske's letter have been retained in the sub-

committee's files.]



APPENDIX H

A. STRATEGY OF REDUCING UNREASONABLE RISK OF INJURY ASSOCIATED
WITH CONSUMER PRODUCTS

1. Purpose

The strategies and policies pursued by CPSC depend in large
part upon the selection of a finite goal for accomplishing the regu-
latory task. The goal selected by CPSC is based on a projection of

preventable injuries on a product-by-product basis and on the
ultimate costs and effectiveness of the safety standards selected
for development and promulgation. Upon attainment of an effective
body of regulations, CPSC would then revert to monitoring these
rules and surveillance of imminent and substantial hazards, at sub-
stantially reduced cost to the public. The following analysis
summarizes the approach and conclusions.

2. Injuries Preventable by CPSC Action

During 1974, NEISS Injury reports were a basis for a national
estimate of 6,340,000 product-related injuries requiring emergency
room visits. Using a separately obtained estimate of the propor-
tion of all product-related injuries processed through emergency
rooms, a total injury figure of 16.7 million is obtained. CPSC
views this as a low figure in that some types of injuries, e.g., death,

burns, electric shock, and poisonings, are believed to be underesti-
mated in the NEISS sample. A study based on data from the National
Center for Health Statistics places the number of injuries at 21
million per year. Since the analysis described below is based on
percentage of total injuries, the absolute number of the total
injuries is not critical. What is more important is that a con-
sistent data base is used in developing the total injury estimate
and the effectiveness of CPSC actions.

Casual patterns in a number of product categories were
analyzed to determine the fraction of injuries that could be pre-
vented by product safety rules. The analysis showed approximately
17% as a representative figure for the reduction in injuries that
might be expected from a reasonably "adequate" rule governing the
design and performance of selected consumer products. This leads
to an overall estimate of about 2.8 million injuries per year as
the target universe for regulatory action by CPSC. The universe
of preventable injuries could be significantly increased by
information and education campaigns aimed at curbing misuse and
abuse of products leading to injury, by efforts to amplify and
capitalize on the effectiveness of voluntary standards, and by an
expanded program to address chronic hazards.

(Reprinted from Consumer Product Safety Commission Justification of Appropriation
Estimate for the Congress, Fiscal Year 1977.)

C-1
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3. Approach to the Regulatory Taek

Under the provisions of the Consumer Product Safety Act , the
primary tool for increasing safety of products on a permanent and
continuing basis is a mandatory standard. The Commission is en-
couraging voluntary standards development activities as a supple-
mental means of reducing injuries. Through this encouragement it

is expected that more responsibe voluntary standards will be
developed by the system over time, serving to reduce the risk, of

injury to consumers at significantly lower Federal cost than would
be required by a totally mandatory standard strategy. The follow-
ing analysis, however, addresses the scope of the injury problem
with heavy reliance on mandatory rules at the outset. In the near
term, mandatory rules are expected to be necessary as the primary
means of reducing unreasonable risk of injury. At the same time,
the initial reliance on mandatory rules is expected to promote
deeper interest by industry in self regulation through voluntary
safety activities in later years. Informational and educational
activities also help and are most effective when conducted in con-
junction with, and in support of, a newly promulgated standard.
Simultaneous encouragement of voluntary standards' development
activities will also help reduce injuries. However, the following
analysis addresses the scope of the injury problem to be solved by
mandatory rules, which are expected to continue to be a primary
means of reducing the unreasonable risk of injury:

a. The graph in Figure C -1 shows the number of standards as a

function of percent of the injury problem covered and the
marginal reduction in injuries per regulation per year. The
graph shows, for example, that 40 regulations would cover
about half of all potentially addressable injuries, and that
the 40th rule would prevent about 10,000 injuries per year
when the rule was fully effective. One hundred rules would
reach about 75% of all preventable injuries, and the 100th
rule would result in a reduction of injuries of about' 2,400
per year.

A critical assumption underlying this analysis is that rules
will be developed optimally, i.e., that the first rule will
address those products having the largest number of injuries
preventable through performance or design control. In the

past, CPSC's limited budget has confined rule making
primarily to response to petitions and hazard reports. With
increased resources CPSC would be able to exercise selec-
tivity in order to optimize choices for regulatory action.

b. Figure C -2 shows the trade-offs between three important
variables. These variables are:

C-2
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(1) Marginal number of injuries prevented per rule per year,

(2) Percent of injury problem addressed by rule development,
and,

(3) The required average annual CPSC budget for the 1977-
1982 time period.

The analysis underlying this chart is based on assumptions concern-
ing rule development cost and average product life. The analysis
strongly favors a rapid concentrated schedule of rule development
in order to realize higher levels of protection at least cost. One
hundred standards developed in 10 years, e.g., 1973 * through 1982,
will prevent about 4.5 million more injuries than 100 standards
developed over 20 years at a rate of 5 per year. After careful
study of the analysis and Its implications, CPSC proposed the goal
of achieving 100 mandatory rules in effect by the end of 1982. This
goal would require an average annual budget of $71 million over
these six years. The goal would address about 75% of the prevent-
able injuries, and the 100th rule would prevent about 2,400
injuries per year, thereby reducing the overall problem to more
reasonable levels - possibly enough to change the character of the
Agency to a maintenance or "enforcement only" level of effort.
Alternatives would be to abolish the Agency altogether or expand
its mandate. Achievement of the total injury reduction goal will,
of course, not occur until the stock of noncomplying items in use
is exhausted, which will be somewhat later, depending on average
product life.

B. PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR EARLY ATTAINMENT OF GOAL

CPSC's overall goal of promulgating 100 mandatory rules by
the end of 1982 at an average appropriation level of 71 million
dollars for the period 1977-1982 would imply the following rule
development schedule and annual budget:

1973 was the year that the product safety problems became a

national priority sufficient for Congress to establish the

CPSC.

C-7
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APPENDIX I

Description of U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission Consumer Deputy Programs

TOY SURVEILLANCE - CHRISTMAS 1973

In an effort to monitor tha marketplace for banned toys during the 1973
holiday season, the U. S. Consumer Product Safety Commission enliated consumer
volunteers to survey retail establishments throughout the country as Consumer
Deputies. The program began on October 1, 1973 and ran for three months.

This program was primarily oriented toward voluntary compliance in getting
banned toys off retail shelves. In addition, it was designed to begin a formal
program of cooperation with notivated consumers and consumer groups and to

evaluate this interaction, as well as increase consumers', retailers', and
industry awareness of CPSC activities.

There were 989 consumer deputies participating in the 1973 program, including
seventy-four different consumer organizations.

One thousand four hundred thirty-nine stores were surveyed by the consumer
deputies. The deputies found 323 stores with possible banned toys (a toy listed
in the Banned Products List). The store managers were asked to remove the
possible banned toys from their shelves and check with their suppliers to confirm
the status of the toys. CPSC officials subsequently visited 67 of these stores,
and found only 7 stores still selling possible banned toys.

Overall, the program fulfilled its objectives. Public awareness of toy
safety and the CPSC was enhanced because of the widespread favorable publicity,
and follow-up investigations indicated significant cooperation by store
managers in removing banned toys from their shelves at the request of the
consumer deputies.

POISON PREVENTION PACKAGING -

ASPIRIN AND FURNITURE POLISH

The second CPSC Consumer Deputy Program utilized consumer volunteers to
check supermarkets, pharmacies, hardware stores, and other retail outlets for
compliance with mandatory Poison Prevention Packaging Act regulations for
aspirin and certain kinds of liquid furniture polish.

The program began during National Poison Prevention Week, March 17-23,
1974, and lasted six weeks.

One hundred fifty-eight deputies (including employees of two state agencies-

the Ohio Department of Health, Accident Prevention and Product Safety Unit;

(377)
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and the New York State Department of Health, Burn Care Institute) visited
1307 retail outlets.

A large percent of the surveyed stores (A4%) were selling aspirin or
furniture polish not meeting current regulations, but still in compliance
because they were manufactured prior to the effective date of the regulations
(January 10, 1973 for aspirin; and September 13, 1972 for furniture polish).
In that aspirin packaged as early as 1966 was found in the marketplace, we
can assume that products not meeting current regulations, but still in 'compliance,
will be found in the marketplace for some time to come. In almost all cases,
store managers cooperated with the Consumer Deputies, and many field comments
indicated that this program served as an excellent educational tool.

TOY SURVEILLANCE - 1974

The objectives of the third CPSC Consumer Deputy Program were (1) to
encourage removal of banned toys from the marketplace, (2) to develop
recommended prosecutions against those retailers who after a CPSC follow-up
continued to sell banned toys, (3) to continue a formal program of working with
consumers and consumer groups, and (4) to increase public awareness of
Commission activities through publicity of joint CPSC/consumer group accom-
plishments.

One thousand one hundred sixty-eight deputies visited 2,761 stores nation-
wide, and found suspected banned items in 339 stores. CPSC conducted 120
follow-up visits, and found small numbers of banned items in 20 of those stores.
However, it was determined that these items were manufactured prior to 1973,
and that the manufacturers involved had since changed their product design
and/or construction to eliminate the potential hazards found in the earlier toys.

In 1974, the consumer deputies found fewer banned toys than in 1973, and
found retailers to be more conscientious in keeping banned toys off the'shelve^.

CHILDREN'S SLEEPWEAR

The fourth Consumer Deputy Program, initiated May 14, 1975, was organized
to assxst the Commission's surveillance staff in surveying the marketplace to
help determine the degree of retailers' knowledge and compliance with the
requirements of the regulations for flammability of children's sleepwear
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Specifically, the program addressed the retail display requirements of the
regulations for children's sleepwear, sizes 7-lA (FF 5-74) and sizes 0-6X
(DOC FF 3-71), dealing with labeling, recordkeeping, retail display, and
guarantees.

Two hundred consumer deputies visited 703 stores in twenty states. Of
the 703 stores, 637 carried size 0-6X sleepwear, and 605 carried size 7-14.
Required signs were displayed in 84 stores carrying the 0-6X sleepwear, and
62 stores carrying sizes 7-lA.

Overall, the deputies found most stores to carry some flame-resistant (FR)
sleepwear; however, there is still a considerable amount of old stock (manu-
factured prior to the standard) on hand. Deputies found that at least 3/4 of
the stores which carried both FR and non-FR sleepwear did not segregate the
products, as required by the regulations. Since it appeared that many of the
stores were unaware of the requirement, the Consumer Deputy Program indicated
that this subject is a good candidate for future information and education
programs for retailers.

POISON PREVENTION PACKAGING -
DRAIN CLEANERS, OVEN CLEANERS, LYE PRODUCTS

On May 19, 1975, the CPSC began its fifth Consumer Deputy Program, a three-
month nationwide survey of retail stores to check compliance with federal
labeling and child-resistant packaging regulations for certain household
products, chiefly drain cleaners, oven cleaners and lye products.

Three hundred ten consumer deputies (many of whom had participated in past
Consumer Deputy Programs) visited 1266 stores, and reported 140 products which
might have warranted CPSC follow-up activities. Generally, however, follow-
up showed a high degree of compliance.

Apparently, the consumer deputies had difficulty recognizing child-
resistant closures and reported possible non-compliance when actually the
product was in compliance. Also, CPSC review of the deputies' reports showed
that many products reported were packaged prior to the effective date of the
regulation and were not subject to the regulation.
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CHRISTMAS LIGHTS

The Consumer Product Safety Commission's sixth Consumer Deputy Program
was initiated to canvass stores for potentially hazardous Christmas lights.

The program was scheduled to begin on November 1, 1975, but the National

Ornament & Electric Light Christmas Assocation, Inc. obtained an injunction

against the start of the program. On December 5, after hearings and a successful

appeal removing the injunction, the program started with deputies making store

visits; however, the delay did weaken the program. Some Area Offices were unable

to reactivate their volunteers; as many as 92 individual consumers and 26

consumer groups who had been trained failed to participate.

Many store managers refused to allow the survey to be conducted citing
crowded store conditions, confidence that lights were safe, and directives
issued permitting surveys only when stores were closed and by appointment.
Another effect the delay had on the program was that deputies repeatedly visited
stores that were "sold out" of lights because it was so near Christmas.

One hundred twenty deputies participated in this program visiting 441 stores
in 17 states. Deputies found 104 stores had reportedly checked their lights
for safety prior to the deputies' visit and that, another 211 agreed to do so
based on the information the deputies provided.

Overall, the program did not reach its full potential of consumer involve-
ment, store visitations or product identification for various reasons due to
the delay. However, publicity involving the program was extensive.

[Source: Consumer Product Safety Commission]
j



APPENDIX J

Dissenting Opinion of Commissioner Ptttle Discussing
Child Protection and Toy Safety Act

CONSUMER PRODUCT' SAFETY COMMISSION

OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Re: Aluminized Mylar Kites
'

)

Manufactured by ) ND 74-113
Little Peoples Kites, Inc.)
et al . )

and

Aliaminum Baseball and )

Softball Bats Utilizing ) ND 75-18
"Hitter's Pride" Grips )

DISSENTING OPINION OF
COMMISSIONER R. DAVID PITTLE

PITTLE, COMMISSIONER: On May 29, 1975, a majority of

this Commission voted to approve the staff's recommendation

to commence adjudicative proceedings under Section 15 of

the Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA)-/ against all known

manufacturers of aluminized mylar kites. On June 19, 1975,

the majority also voted the same action against a number of

manufacturers of aluminum ball bats employing Eaton

"Hitter's Pride" hand grips. On October 30, 1975, Notices

of Enforcement were issued against the kite manufacturers and

on November 5, 1975, Notices of Enforcement were issued

against the bat manufacturers.

1/ 15 U.S.C. § 2051 et seq .

(381)
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In the case of the aluminized mylar kites, CPSC staff

alleges that once such a kite becomes entangled in a high-

voltage power line and a person touches part of the kite,

such as the long tail, a severe electrical shock might

result. In the case of the aluminum bats, the staff alleges

that an improperly maintained Eaton "Hitter's Pride" grip

may permit disengagement of the bat stem when the bat is

swung and result in severe bodily injury if the bat stem

strikes a bystander.

Having examined the briefing packages which detail

these hazards, I agree with the majority that regulatory

action should be taken by the Commission. However, I

believe this action should be taken under the Federal

Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA)^/ and not under the Consumer

Product Safety Act.

I

A threshold determination must always be made by the

Commission prior to undertaking any action to regulate a

product under the Consiimer Product Safety Act. Section 30(d)

of the CPSA states in part:

A risk of injury which is associated with
consumer products and which could be eliminated

or reduced to a sufficient extent by action

taken under the Federal Hazardous Substances

Act... may be regulated by the Commission only

in accordance with the provisions of [this Act]

.

(Emphasis added)

2/ 15 U.S.C. § 1261 et seq .
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This section is not discretionary. If the Conunission

could eliminate or reduce to a sufficient extent the risks

of injury associated with aluminized mylar kites and

aluminum baseball bats with the "Hitter's Pride" grips under

the FHSA, it must do so even though it might prefer to use a

different act.

Can the Commission adequately regulate these kites and

bats under the FHSA? If these products fall within the

FHSA's jurisdiction, I believe it is abundantly clear that

the FHSA can adequately protect consumers from the hazards

alleged to be associated with them. In fact, the Child

Protection and Toy Safety Act amendments to the FHSA, xinder

which action would be taken in these instances, are to my

mind superior to the CPSA provisions which the majority has

decided to use. Prior to a full discussion of this point,

I shall consider the question of FHSA jurisdiction.

Section 2(f)(1)(D) of the FHSA defines a "hazardous

substance" as any "toy or other article intended for use by

children which. . .presents an electrical, mechanical, or

thermal hazard. " The Act does not further define what is a

"toy" or what is an "article intended for use by children."

The legislative history, while somewhat helpful, does not

completely clarify the situation. The House Committee

Report lists as examples:

games; dolls, stuffed animals, and other toys;
swings, slides, seesaws, and other playground
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equipment; sleds, toboggans, bicycles, tri-
cycles, and other recreational equipment;
infants' carriages and strollers; slatted,
netted, or lidded cribs and other nursery
equipment; children's furniture; science
and construction kitsr children's footwear;
and sports equipment—' .

The Senate Committee lists similar types of examples

and also adds that any item "normally presented to the

child for his amusement. . . [or] normally used for children

in close proximity to themi/ is covered by the FHSA.

Two courts have addressed the question of what is a

toy or other article intended for use by children. In

R. B. Jarts V Richardson , 438 F. 2d 846 (2d Cir. 1971), a

lawn dart manufacturer challenged a regulation, promulgated

by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) pursuant to the

FHSA, which banned lawn dart games intended for use by

children and required games intended for use by adults to

carry statements warning purchaser to keep the product out

of the reach of children-^. The regulation further forbade

the sale of lawn darts in toy stores or store departments

dealing predominantly in toys or other childrens' articles—'-

The manufacturer argued that it had always marketed lawn

darts as an adult game which children should use only vmder

3/ H.R. Rep. 91-389, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (1969), U.S.
Code Cong, and Admin. News 1969, p. 1236. Bats and kites
seem to fit easily into this list.
£/ S. Rep. No. 91-237, 91st Cong. 1st Sess. 5 (1969).
5/ 16 C.F.R. § 1500.18(a)(4).
6/ 16 C.F.R. § 1500.86(a) (5) (iii)

.
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adult supervision-/ and that, accordingly FDA could not

legally ban the game. Prior to finalizing this regulation

the FDA abandoned any attempt to completely ban lawn darts.

However, it argued in court that, as a matter of law, it

had the authority to do so under the FHSA if it wished.

According to FDA, lawn darts could be considered a "toy or

ather article intended for use by children" under the FHSA

even though the intended use by children was under adult

supervision.

The court refused to rule on all of these argxunents.

It did not declare the regulation illegal as requested by

the manufacturer nor did it rule that FDA could have banned

all lawn darts if it so desired. Addressing only the issues

before it, the court characterized lawn darts as an article

"intended primarily for use by adults but also for use by

children when playing with themi/." The court then stated:

When the two sections added to the Regulations

are read together, as they must be, they do not

say that lawn darts are a "toy or other article
intended for use by children" semper et ubique .

They say lawn darts are such when and only when
they do not carry a warning that they are "Not

a Toy for Use by Children" and when they are

"sold by toy stores or store departments dealing
predominantly in toys and other children's
articles." A manufacturer, knowing that lawn

darts can be and have frequently been used by
children, who refuses to label them as "not a

toy for use by children" or to refrain from

selling them in toy stores or toy departments,
can hardly be heard on this record to deny that

—7/ It had placed the legend, "CAUTION: SHOULD BE USED

ONLY UNDER SUPERVISION OF ADULTS" on all of its boxes.

8/ 438 F. 2d at 852.
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darts which are sold in toy stores are a "toy
or other article intended for use by children."
(438 F. 2d at 853-854)

.

The other case in which the question of what is a "toy

or other article intended for use by children" arose is

United States v An Article of Hazardous Substance Consisting

of an Undetermined Quantity of Banned Dolls , No. CV 7471884-

DWW (D.C. Cal., filed September 18, 1974) (hereafter, the

Bradley case) . In a memorandum opinion delivered from the

bench, the Court refused to uphold a government seizure of

a number of dolls containing straight pins. The Court noted

that the record indicated that the dolls were generally for

sale only in adult gift stores and were advertised as center

pieces for wedding cakes, or as gifts for brides or bridesmaida,

Further, none of the company's catalogs displayed the dolls

with a child, near a child or in a children's setting. The

Court stated:

The key that [sic] the Court believes is
the determination as to whether or not
the articles seized are toys or other
articles intended for use by children.
The principal issue to be decided under
that is whether they are articles
intended to be used by children, because
if they are, they would most certainly
have to be considered as toys.... It
seems to the Court perfectly plain, if
the intention that is meant in that
phrase "articles intended for use by
children" is the intention possessed by
the person who places the article in
commerce, either his actual or it's [sic]
in this case, the corporation's actual
intention, or the intention that the
claimant can be said to be bound by on
the basis of what is reasonably
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foreseeable by the claimant considering the
knowledge, business experience, price,
appearance, conduct in the marketplace in
regard to these articles, and the actual use
by the ultimate consumers of this product,
and any other matter that would tend to sug-
gest to the party putting these dolls in
commerce that their ultimate destination
will be at a place where they will be
considered as toys or to be used by children...

there is no evidence in the Court's view that the
claimant had any actual intent that the
seized articles had been considered as toys
(opinion, pp. 9-10)

.

^

In addition to these Court decisions, the Commission

itself, on several occasions, has addressed the question of

what is a toy or other article intended for use by children.

In its invitation for offers for the development of a

standard for swimming pool slides, the Commission chose to

utilize the CPSA rather than the FHSA although it recognized

that such slides could be regulated under the FHSA. The

Commission stated its reasons as follows:

[I] njury reports concerning swimming pool water
slides indicate that many of the most severe
injuries associated with swimming pool water
slides have been sustained by adults. While
regulations adopted pursuant to the Federal
Hazardous Substances Act might be adequate
to eliminate or reduce injuries associated
with swimming pool water slides incurred by
children, the Commission does not believe
that the scope of regulations developed
under that Act would be broad enough to
adequately protect adults. The Commission
reaches this conclusion because such factors
as the weight of adults, their velocity when
entering a pool and their entry angle into
the pool necessitate considerations
different than those used for children.
(39 Fed. Reg. 24028, June 28, 1974).
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Based on these reasons, the Commission chose to proceed

under the CPSA.

On May 7, 1974, the Hobby Industry of America (HIA)

petitioned the Commission to exempt model train and car

electrical transformers from cautionary labeling require-

9/
ments of regulations for electrical toys under the FHSA—' •

HIA submitted extensive documentation, apparently

unchallenged by the Commission's staff, indicating that

over 90 percent of the users of model trains are adults

with an average age of 30 years—' . HIA did not directly

challenge the Commission's right to regulate model trains

under the FHSA. However, it did argue that the trains were

designed and intended for use by persons other than children.

The Commission denied the petition on the grounds that,

notwithstanding the absence of specific injury data, trains

and transformers do present a potential risk of electrical

shock injury. In the course of denying the petition, the

Commission stated:

The Commission has determined that model car
and train electrical transformers are toys
or other articles intended for use by children,
and thus within the jurisdiction of the
Federal Hazardous Substances Act, even if they
are also adult hobby items. (See Executive
Session Minute, March 13, 1975, and letter to
Petitioner, HP 74-15)

.

9/ 16 C.F.R. § 1505(3) (e).
10/ Survey by Model Railroading magazine, 1969, published

1970, Kalmbach Publishing Co., 1027 N. 7th Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. The survey was drawn from a questionnaire inserted
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Aithough the Coiranission did not detail the reasons for

its affirmance of FHSA jurisdiction (the issue was not

specifically before the Commission) , the fact that the

industry specifically advertises to children and often sells

its products in toy stores undoubtedly played an important

part in its decision.

On July 8, 19 75, the Commission issued a MAJORITY

OPINION REGARDING REGULATION OF BICYCLES AND TOYS UNDER THE

FEDERAL HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES ACT^i/. The opinion specifically

addressed the question of whether or not the Commission could

regulate a product, such as bicycles, which can be used by

adults as well as children under the FHSA statutory provision

which is designed to regulate articles intended for use by

children. A majority of the Commission concluded that it

could. The opinion reaffirmed the rationale originally

in random copies of the magazine. It was designed to assure

approximately equal returns from subscribers, hobby shop

purchasers, and newsstand purchasers. While it xs difficult

to know whether the readers of the magazine accurately

represent the exact age of model train users, it seems

logical to assume a significant degree of correlation.

11/ On prior occasions, the Commission turned down

petitions from the Toy Manufacturers of America (TMA) and

the Bicycle Manufacturers of America (BMA) requesting

regulation under the CPSA rather than the FHSA. In both

instances, the Commission noted that the risks of injury

associated with those products could be eliminated or

sufficiently reduced under the FHSA. See 38 Fed. Reg.

28715 (1973) (toys) and 39 Fed. Reg. 26475 (1974)

(bicycles) .
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expressed in the preamble to the proposed bicycle regulations

issued July 10, 1974, that the Commission could include larger

bicycles in its FHSA regulations. The preamble, inter alia ,

stated:

The Commission is aware that a large percentage
of bicycles produced, particularly in recent
years, are lightweight, relatively expensive,
and sophisticated bicycles which are bought by
adults for commuting, touring, and other
recreational purposes. However, these same .

bicycles can be, and are used by children and
adolescents. It is clear there is no precise
way of distinguishing between those bicycles
intended exclusively for adults and those
intended for children as well as adults.
Neither the manufacturer nor the retailer
can accurately predict who the subsequent
user will be, nor can the seller predict
whether the purchaser will give the bike to
a child or share it with a child. Indeed,
the bicycle may be purchased exclusively for
adult use and when a child in the family
becomes physically able to ride it, the use
may change. Moreover, an adult purchaser
may subsequently sell the bicycle to a
parent for a child's use. 39 FR 26105.

Finally, there are the kite and bat cases. In the kite

case, the Commission decided that the specific aluminized

mylar kites at issue were not "toys or other articles

intended for use by children." The majority reasoned as

follows:

While many kites are toys and other articles
intended for use by children, and therefore
within FHSA jurisdiction, the aluminized
mylar kites involved in this matter must be
distinguished from kites in general. They
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measure as long as 45 teet—', cost $10-15, and
appear to be designed for the most skillful
kite enthusiasts. An informal telephone survey
of some retailers of aluminized mylar kites has
revealed that these kites are intended for and
most often used by experienced kite fliers who
are young adults in their late teens or older.
(Executive Session Minute of May 29, 1975.).

The majority did not rest its case for regulating kites

under the CPSA on its claim that kites are not articles

intended for use by children. The Notices of Enforcement .

for kites further addressed the issue of choosing between

the Acts by stating that even if the kites did come within

FHSA coverage, the Commission could make a determination

under Section 30 (d) of the CPSA that action under the FHSA

could not eliminate or sufficiently reduce the risk of

injury associated with kites:

The Commission believes that the metalized
kite at issue, though occasionally used or
misused by children, are nevertheless not toys
or other articles intended for use by children
within the meaning of the [FHSA]. In addition,
the Commission has determined that the risk of
injury associated with metalized polyester film
kites cannot be- eliminated or reduced to a
sufficient extent by action taken under the
Federal Hazardous Siibstances Act. The existing
scope and method of public notice which can be
required under the Federal Hazardous Substances
Act is potentially less effective for these
kites than the notice which can be required
under the Consumer Product Safety Act. Accord-
ingly, pursuant to Section 30(d) of the Consumer
Product Safety Act [citation omitted] , the

12/ While it is true that these kites are marketed as being
45~Teet long, in fact, the greatest portion of this length is
simply the tail of the kite.
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Conunission has determined that any regulatory
action in this matter must be undertaken pur-
suant to the Consumer Product Safety Act.
(Notice of Enforcement, November 5, 1975).

In the bat case, the Commission, although it did not

detail a 30(d) determination in its Notices of Enforcement,

did indicate in an Executive Session Minute that it adapted

reasoning similar to that in the kite decision:

There is some question whether aluminum bats
should be regulated under the Consumer Product

'

Safety Act or the Federal Hazardous Substances
Act. While the use patterns of the bats in
question appear varied the majority believes
the great bulk of the bats in question are not
"toys or other articles intended for use by
children" under the Federal Hazardous Substances
Act. Moreover, even if the majority was convinced
the bats were within the jurisdiction of the
Federal Hazardous Substances Act it would never-
theless vote to proceed under the CPSA because it
considers that 1) the issues in this matter can
best be resolved through the hearing process
prescribed by Congress in Section 15, and 2) the
broader notice requirements available in Section
15 of the CPSA are desirable to eliminate or reduce
the risk of injury associated with the bats, if it
should be determined, after hearing, that the bats
create a substantial product hazard. (Executive
Session Minute July 28, 1975).

II

While I believe it to be an impossible task to fit the

various court and Commission decisions with respect to the

parameters of the FHSA's Child Protection and Toy Safety

provisions into a completely logical and consistent framework,

I do think that certain principles emerge as major dimensions

of these decisions. Three, in particular, merit discussion:

a) Intent that a toy or other article be for use by

children; As I read the FHSA, Congress did not want to vest
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jurisdiction under the Act merely because children use

products. More is required. An article must be intended

for use by children. Common sense confirms this point.

Televisions and refrigerators are certainly used from time

to time (if not a majority of the time) by children. Yet

I doubt that anyone would seriously argue that these products

are "toys or other articles intended for use by children"

within the meaning of the FHSA.

The courts have not clarified how one distinguishes

between those articles which are and those which are not

"intended" for use by children. The Bradley Court, as

discussed earlier, states that a party will be considered

to "intend" to sell articles to children on the basis of

the party's actual intent or on the basis of what is

reasonably foreseeable by the party "considering the know-

ledge, business experience, price, appearance, conduct in

the marketplace in regard to these articles and their actual

use by the ultimate consxamer. .
.
" Bradley at pp. 9-10.

While the Bradley Court's analysis is somewhat helpful,

I believe it introduces a potent source of error when it

refers to the seller's actual intent as a controlling

element. Short of the ability to read minds, we can never

know a person's actual subjective intent. The only intent

that the law should (and does) require is objective intent,

i.e., that intent which can be reasonably attributed to a
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person based on an observation of the person's expressions

and actions. This is consistent with traditional decisions

on intent which insist that one be judged on the basis of

one's objective, expressed, and not secret, intentions.

United States v 681 Cases, More or Less, Containing "Kitchen

Klenzer," 63 F. Supp. 286, 287 (E.D. Mo. 1945). See also.

Industrial Products Mfg . v Jewett Lumber Co .. 185 F. 2d 866

(8th Cir. 1951)

.

The Jarts Court addresses the question of intent in a

very helpful — albeit indirect — manner. The Court held

that lawn darts are a product intended primarily for use by

adults but also for use by children when playing with adults.

To the extent that such products are intended for use by

children, they may be regulated under the FHSA, according to

the Court. Furthermore, as I read the decision, a seller

may, to a great extent, demonstrate that his or her product

is not intended for use by children: (a) by labeling it "not

for use by children" and (b) by not selling it in toy stores

or in toy departments of stores. Inferentially , therefore,

the greater the extent that one advertises and markets a

product for children, the greater the likelihood that the

Jarts Court would place the product under FHSA jurisdiction.

I would conclude from this discussion that a rule of

interpretation for the FHSA can be stated by a minor extrapo-

lation of the courts' decisions. To determine whether or not
a product is a "toy or other article intended for use by
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children," one must examine objective indicia that would

indicate to a reasonable observer how a person meant to

market his or her product. Examples of such indicia are:

to whom (or for whose use) and in what manner a product is

advertised; which stores, or departments of stores, offer

the product for sale; how a product is displayed in a store;

whether the product is or is not labeled for use by-

children; whether the product is labeled as particularly

appropriate for certain ages of children; or how the product

is packaged. The greater the number of indicia that indicate

a product is desirable or appropriate for children's use, the

greater the likelihood that it should be regulated under the

FHSA.

b) Patterns of use ; One might logically assume that if

a product is "intended for use by children" within the

meaning of the FHSA, it will, in fact, be used by children.

The converse proposition is not so clear. As stated earlier,

it seems illogical to assume that merely because children use

a product, it should fall under FHSA jurisdiction.

One might also argue that the frequency of use by

children can distinguish products that are under FHSA juris-

diction from those that are not. That is, if children are

not, the primary users of a product, it is not covered by the

FHSA; if children are the primary users of a product, it is

covered by the Act.

This is a mistaken approach. The Commission's decision
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on the Hobby Industry of America's petition regarding model

trains (where adults comprise the majority of users)

indicates that frequency of use by children is not deter-

minative with respect to FHSA jurisdiction. The same

conclusion undoubtedly would be reached by the Jarts Court.

The Court indicated that the producer intended its product

to be used primarily by adults and only secondarily by

children. However, to the extent that a clear intent that

children use a product can be found, the Jarts decision

indicates FHSA jurisdiction will also be found.

This argument has a second side. One might contend that

where children are the primary users of a product, it is

covered by the FHSA. But this approach also presents

difficulties. -It would not surprise me if someone were to

demonstrate that children use products such as televisions,

refrigerators or household stairs more than adults. Absent

any proof that these articles are intended — other than in

a very general way — for use by children according to the

approach which I have discussed previously, I would be

unwilling to extend FHSA jurisdiction to them.

In addition to the problem of assessing the relevancy

of use patterns to the determination of FHSA jurisdiction,

there is perhaps the even larger practical problem of

discovering actual use patterns for products. The Commission

does not have the resources necessary to survey the homes of

consiimers to determine which age groups do or do not use a
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' particular product. Furthermore, estimates premised on the

notion that purchasers are automatically the users of

products can be very misleading. While it is arguably valid

to conclude that where children are the primary purchasers

of a product, they are also the main users, the converse

proposition is manifestly inaccurate. Adults are the only

purchasers of items covered under the FHSA, such as cribs,

baby strollers, or playpens and yet are clearly not the users

of these products.

In short, I conclude that use patterns, while relevant,

are a secondary consideration in the determination of FHSA

jurisdiction. Far more relevant than use patterns, per se,

it seems to me, is the producer or seller's knowledge of

use patterns. As the Bradley Court (p. 10) suggests, if the

producer or seller knows, or should know, that his product

is frequently used by children, this knowledge could

constitute an important consideration in determining whether

or not he intended his product to be used by children. While

this knowledge would not necessarily be conclusive evidence

in this regard, it would be very important evidence,

c) Injury patterns ; Both the Courts and the Commission

have considered the injury patterns associated with products

to be important in determining whether or not the products

are covered londer the FHSA. The theory behind emphasizing

injury patterns, as expressed by the Bradley Court, is that a
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producer's knowledge of injuries to children resulting from

the use of his product constitutes an important element in

the determination of whether or not the producer intended

that children use his or her product. (Bradley at p. 14)

.

Although not articulating particular reasons for doing

so, the Jarts Court and the Commission, in several of its

decisions, emphasized injury patterns as the basis for

jurisdictional findings with respect to the FHSA.

In my opinion, injury data, perhaps more than purchase

data, provide helpful guidance in determining who uses a

product. More specifically, injury data help the Commission

focus on the risks of injury associated with a product. If

a product arguc±)ly could be considered an article intended

for use by children, the fact that the majority of persons

who are injured are children should count heavily in tipping

the jurisdictional scales in favor of the FHSA. Of course,

the fact that more children than adults are injured by a

product does not, standing alone, mean that a product auto-

matically is covered by the FHSA. Children seem to be the

exclusive group susceptible to suffocation inside

refrigerators. Yet I think it unlikely that anyone would

argue that refrigerators should therefore be regulated under

the FHSA as toys or other articles intended for use by

children. Conversely, the fact that adults are injured in

great niunbers by a product doe^s not necessarily remove that

product from FHSA jurisdiction. Bicycles provide a good
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exaraple for this point.

In spite of these qualifications, I believe that injuries

are a good means for determining whether or not a manufacturer

could foresee, and thus arguably be presumed to intend, that

his or her product would be used by children. A manufacturer

who steadfastly maintains that a product is intended only for

adults in the face of a large niamber of injuries to children

should be required to sustain a significant burden of proof to

establish this point. '

III

I turn now to a specific discussion of the kite and bat

decisions.

Kites ;

The Commission's decision that aluminized mylar kites are

not articles intended for use by children rests, in large

part, upon an informal survey in which, according to the

May 29, 1975, Executive Session Minute, some retailers of the

kites were asked for whom the kites were intended and responded

that the kites are intended for, and most often used by, young

persons in their late teens or older.

While I do not question the results of the survey, I

think it is important to keep in mind its limited nature. As

I understcuid it, fewer than ten stores were contacted euid, of

those, only one had ever sold alviminized mylar kites.

Further, as stated earlier in this opinion, I believe that

one cannot necessarily determine who uses a product based
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upon who purchases it.

Even assuming, arguendo , that the primary users of the

kites are older teenagers and young adults, one should not

blithely conclude that further inquiry is unnecessary. The

Commission ignored several factors which I believe to be of

overriding importance. First, kites are essentially

children's articles—'^- A manufacturer who markets kites

knows or should know that many children will be attracted to

his or her product simply by virtue of this fact. If the

manufacturer markets a kite that, in the manufacturer's

opinion, is unsafe or inappropriate for children, I believe

that manufacturer has a duty to place a label on the kite

which warns against use by younger people. No such labels

were placed. Cf., R. B. Jarts v Richardson , supra .

Moreover, the kite manufacturers specifically sold

these kites to toy stores. The very name of one of the

kites — "Little People" — acts as an inducement for children

(or adults for children's use) to buy and use these kites.

Furthermore, a brief check of the incidents reported

to the Commission in which aluminized kites became tangled

in electric lines cuid caused a power loss does not include

a single instance in which an adult or older teenager was

involved. All cases in which the age of the kite flier is

13/ One should remember that games and sports equipment
are the primary types of articles intended by Congress to
be covered under the Child Protection and Toy Safety Act.
H.R. Rep. 91-389, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (1969), U.S. Code
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known involve young teenagers or pre-teens. Where the age

group in which potential injury occurs is one where the

FHSA is clearly operative, use of this Act should more

seriously have been considered.

Finally, the argument that a determination under

Section 30(d) of the CPSA to use the CPSA rather than the

FHSA because public notice under the FHSA is "potentially-

less effective for these kites than notice under the CPSA,

'

aside from being a gost hoc rationalization for an already

. made decision^/, is an improper interpretation of Section

30(d). I say this for two reasons.

First, Section 30(d) does not direct the Commission to

do a section-by-section comparison of the remedial powers

of the CPSA and the FHSA. The fact that the CPSA might, .

with respect to any given Section, be arguably stronger or

perceived as fairer than the FHSA does not, per se, justify

the use of this Act rather than the FHSA. Only if action

taken under the FHSA could not eliminate or sufficiently

reduce a risk of injury is action permissible under the CPSA.

NO such demonstration has been made by the majority nor do I

think one could be sustained under challenge. In fact, it

is clear to me that a ban of these kites under the FHSA

Cong, and Admin. News 1909, p. 1236.

14/ The Executive Session Minute of May 29, 1975, does not

liit better public notice as a reason for using the CPSA.

only in the October 30, 1975, Notices of Enforcement does xt

emerge.
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coupled with the repurchase requirements of this Act would

be far more effective in removing the hazards associated

with them than the time-consuming adjudicatory process upon

which the majority has embarked—/.

Second, a Section 30(d) determination, while perhaps

ultimately a legal decision, cannot be made without certain

findings of fact. The Commission cannot justify its'

decision to use the CPSA solely on the basis of its suspicion

that public notice under the FHSA is "potentially" less

15/ Under Section 3(e) of the FHSA, . the Commission may usethe informal rulemaking procedures of the Administrative
Pitocedures Act ,^|^, 5 U.S.C. g 553, to ban a dangerous
pr(^lj|g^. This fJ¥5cedure requires only publication of a pro-posed^ ban in the Federal Register and the opportunity forpublic comment before a ban may be finalized. Under Section
15 of the FHSA, 15 U.S.C. § 1274, manufacturers, distributorsand retailers must repurchase all banned products sold bythem irrespective of whether the products were banned at thetime of Sale. In addition, the Commission's repurchase
regulations, inter alia , require retailers who have soldbanned products to post conspicuous notices in their storesof the articles that have been banned and the proceduresfor their repurchase. 39 Fed. Reg. 4469 (1974). FHSAprocedures can be invoked and implemented very swiftly, oftenwith little cost. In contrast, analogous provisions inSection 15 of the CPSA require full adjudicative hearing,the end result of which, if the Commission is successful,will be an order granting the respondent (s) the election ofrepairing, repurchasing, or replacing substantially hazardousproducts. It IS unlikely that cases — other than those ofthe most minimal complexity — can be completed in less thanone year.

Further, unlike the FHSA which prohibits anyone frommanufacturing or selling banned products, the CPSA
adjudicative procedures apply only to those companies
against whom proceedings are brought. Persons not subjectto a CPSA action could continue to sell the dangerous
products.
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effective than under the CPSA. The Commission, at a minimum,

is required to set forth the specific reasons for its

conclusion that FHSA public notice is less effective than

CPSA public notice and, more importantly, why such a fact,

if true, results in the inability of the Commission to

eliminate or sufficiently reduce the risk of injury associated

with metalized kites under the FHSA— .

The net result of the Commission's determination is to

emasculate the transferred Acts. If a Section 30(d)

<te>^r^dnation can be made because the CPSA has greater public

not'i^te provisions than the FHSA, it can not only be used to

j- tify abandoning the FHSA in every instance where the FHSA

might be used, it can also be used for the same purpose with

respect to the Flammable Fabrics Act, which provides no

greater public notice authority than the FHSA.

In short, I believe the majority's decision to use the

cumbersome aiS' more time-consuming provisions of the CPSA

rather than the banning sections of the FHSA is ill-advised

and legally indefensible.

Bats:

In at least one respect, I believe that the case for

regulating aluminum bats under the FHSA is even more

compelling than that for aluminized mylar kites. In the bat

case, at least one company, Easton, openly admitted that it

16/ One might surmise that the majority believes that paid
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produces a special line of bats for use by little league

players. These smallei; lighter bats are clearly intended

for use only by children and would, therefore, seem to be

regulable only under the FHSA.

The Commission decision on bats (and to a more limited

extent on kites) stands as a complete reversal of its prior

decision on bicycles. Instead of regulating bats intended

for use by children, which are also used by adults, under

the FHSA, ^he Commission has decided to regulate them all

under the CPSA. Neither the logic nor the legality of this

approach is very clear to me.

The majority's decision on bats contains a determination

under Section 30(d) of the CPSA to use this Act rather than

the FHSA because of the broader notice requirements set

forth in the CPSA. Again, as with kites, I do not believe

this determination to be legally defensible—/.

The ifiajority advances another reason with respect to

bats to justify its use of the CPSA instead of the FHSA.

advertising can be ordered under Section 15(c)(1) of the CPSA
and that this provides the proper justification. However,
paid advertising might not be necessary to remove the risk of
injury associated with kites from the marketplace under an
FHSA ban.

J-7/ In stating this, I am confining my remarks to the
situation where the Commission chooses the adjudicative
procedures of Section 15 of the CPSA over the more flexible
and effective procedures of the FHSA Child Protection and Toy
Safety Act. Other considerations might lead one to a
different conclusion with respect to bans under 2(q)(l)(B) of
the FHSA. These bans involve adjudicatory hearings that may
require years to complete and may not provide remedial authority
to sufficiently reduce or eliminate risks of injury associated
with many products.
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According to the majority, "the issues in this matter can

best be resolved through the hearing process prescribed by

Congress in Section 15 [of the CPSA] .
" (Executive Session

Minute, July 28, 1975). Although this reason is cryptically

stated, I believe it to be the main reason that the majority

prefers to use the CPSA in this case and in virtually every

other case involving the FHSA's Child Protection and Toy

Safety Act. It is my impression that the majority believes

that a hearinj under Section 15 of the CPSA provides industry

with more "due process" than a ban under Section 3(e) of the

FHSA. I respectfully svibmit that this is not a proper basis

upon which to support a decision to use the CPSA.

First, such an approach is clearly illegal. The providing

of greater "due process" to industry via time-consuming admin-

istrative adjudicatory proceedings cannot — by any stretch of
.

the imagination — be said to apply to the 30(d) requirement

that the CPSA be better able to eliminate or reduce a risk of

injury associated with a product. The exact opposite is true.

Such proceedings can only add to the public's exposure to

dangerous products and increase the risk of injury.

Second, if the majority wishes to provide a hearing to

companies charged with producing dangerous products, it is

certainly possible to do so under the FHSA. While nothing in

this Act requires a hearing, nothing in the Act prohibits it.

Such an approach would be completely proper under the law.
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IV

Notwithstanding any legal aspects, as a matter of

policy, I believe the choice of the CPSA over the FHSA to

be ill-advised with respect to the kite and bat cases.

The approach chosen by the Conunission is to utilize

the procedure set forth in Section 15 of the CPSA which

entails a full adjudicative hearing which, as described

earlier, can be both cumbersome and time-consuming. During

the proceeding, these allegedly dangerous products will

remain in the hands of consumers. While I do not question

the need for hearings in appropriate cases, the seasonal

use of these products should have dictated a more rapid

course of action.

In contrast to the CPSA, the FHSA, under Section 3(e)

would have permitted the Commission to propose a ban of all

of the allegedly hazardous products (not just those produced

by those who were named as respondents) , take comments and

then finalize the ban within a much shorter time frame—/.

Viewed from a broader perspective, I believe that the

Child Protection and Toy Safety Act amendments are superior

in many respects to the CPSA. The FHSA, for example,

provides in Section 3(e)(2) for administrative banning of a

18/ Given that the Commission did choose the CPSA, I think
that the majority should have considered a Section 8 ban of
these products, especially in the case of the kites. I say
this because kites constructed completely of aluminized mylarprobably cannot be made sufficiently safe by a standard.
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dangerous toy in the case where the Conunission fihds that

it presents an inuninent hazard to the public health. This

procedure protects the public from immediate danger. The

CPSA, by contrast, requires the Commission to seek out

individual defendants and take them to court to obtain

injunctive relief in the event that it believes that it has

found an imminent hazard.

Similarly, Section 15 of the FHSA provides for the

immediate and automatic requirement of repurchase of banned

goods by the industries that produced, distributed, and sold

them. The analogous provisions in Section 15 are, as I have

discussed, weaker and more time-consuming_/.

CONCLUSION

In choosing to regulate aluminized mylar kites and

aluminum bats under the CPSA, I believe the Commission

erred both as a matter of law and of policy.

R. David Pittle, Ph.D.
Commissioner

December 22 , 1975

19/ It is true that there are no criminal sanctions
provided in the FHSA for the repurchase sections of the Act.
However, the Commission has available to it the remedy of
injunction and individual members within the chain of
distribution have private causes of action to compel repurchase.
In this case, the desire of a company to be reimbursed for
unsalable banned goods should be sufficient to make the section
self-enforcing and effective. '



APPENDIX K
COBEESPONDENCE BjSTWEEN SUBCOMMITTEE AND COMMISSION

Eegabding C .gbessional Investigations

CONGEESS of the UNITED STATES,
House of Repkesentatives,

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,
OF THE Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

„ „ ^ „ Washington, March 25, 1976.
Hon. Richard O. Simpson,
Vhairman, Conmmer Product Safety Commission,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Chairman Simpson : It has recently been brought to the Subcommittee's
attention that the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) has adopted written
instructions for its personnel which require, in substance, that any discussions
with congressional investigators must be pre-cleared by certain officials of the
FEA. Any such rules are of concern to this Subcommittee.

Therefore, we request that you advise us whether the Consumer Product Safety
Commission has any similar or comparable instructions which govern iji anyway communications between Commission staff and Members of Congress Com-
mittees or Subcommittees, or the staff of Members or of Committees. We are
interested, for example, in any rules which require that such communications
be subject to either pre- or post-review by the agency. We wish to know about
written rules, guides, or directions (without regard to how they may be charac-
terized) or any practices of the Commission which, though not reduced to writ-
ing, are generally understood to apply. In the case of written instructions or
rules, please attach a copy of each one.
We would appreciate your reply as promptly as possible.

Sincerely,

John E. Moss,
Chairman, Oversight and
Investigations Subcommittee.

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission,
„ , „ ,, Washington, B.C., April 7, 1976.
Hon. John E. Moss,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Washington, B.C.
Dear Mr. Chairman: This letter is in response to your correspondence of

March 25, inquiring if the Consumer Product Safety Commission has instruc-
tions governing communications between Commission staff and Members of Con-
gress or their staffs or committee staffs.
The Consumer Product Safety Commission has adopted no written policies or

instructions similar to those of the Federal Energy Administration which re-
quire that its personnel must pre-clear with CPSC officials discussions with con-
gressional investigators. The Commission does not require, either formally or in-
formally, pre-clearance of discussions between its staff and Members of Congress
and their staffs or committee staffs. However, the Commission's Meetings Policy
(copy enclosed) does require that meetings between Commission personnel and
non-Commission personnel be listed on the Public Calendar seven days in advance
and open to the public. You will note that this policy provides for specific, limited
exceptions.
Our general unwritten policy when a member of the Commission staff is con-

tacted by Members of Congress or their staff or committee staff is as follows

:

(a) If the staff member is contacted regarding subject matter in his area of
expertise, he is to respond to the inquiry and advise the Office of Congressional
Relations (OCR) by phone or memo that the inquiry has been answered.

(408)
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(b) If a staff member is cdiitacted on a subject tbat is not in his area of exper-

tise, he is to advise the inquirer tliat he will have someone return the call. The
staff member will advise OCR so that that office can insure that the Members or

their staffs are i)rovided with the most appropriate source of information.
(c) All written Congressional incjuiries are routinely routed through OCR for

coordination of response.

Our Office of Congres.sional Relations is responsil)le for coordinating, follow-

up, and review of all congre.ssional imiuiries in order that Members are properlv
appraised on matters of policy of the Commission and that they are provided
with the most complete response available.

I hope this information will be of assistance.

Sincerely,
Richard O. Simpsox,

Chairman.

[A copy of the Commission's meetings policy has been retained in

the subcommittee's files.]
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REGULATORY REFORM—NATIONAL HIGHWAY
TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION (NHTSA)

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1976

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee ox O^^RSIGIIT axd In\"estigations,

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Washington^ B.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2123,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. John E. Moss, chairman,
presiding.

Mr. Moss. The subcommittee will be in order. Today, the subcom-
mittee moves to the third agency to be studied in its regulator}^ reform
oversight hearings. This morning we will consider the programs of
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, focusing pri-

marily on NHTSA's program of issuing safety standards for motor
vehicles.

The Federal motor vehicle safety standards are at the heart of this

Nation's effort to cut back the continuing carnage on our Nation's
highways, which still claims over 130 lives and 10,000 injuries each
day.
The hearing-s are designed to explore two basic questions: first,

whether the regulatory programs under this subcommittee's jurisdic-
tion, currently in operation, are achieving the goals set forth by Con-
gress; and second, whether additions, deletions, or other revisions to
existing regulatory authority are in order.

Proposals to reform the regulatory agencies currently abound in the
executive branch, in the Congress, and elsewhere. We recognize that
this process of reassessment is critically needed. However, this sub-
committee is particularly concerned that we, as a Nation, take care to
preserve and to make more effective those regulatory programs which
seek to protect the health and safety of our citizens and to reduce en-
vironmental hazards.

Efforts—commendable as they may be—to reduce the burden of
regulation on business, cannot be allowed to lead to indiscriminate
attacks on regulatory programs, especially those producing clear
health, safety, and environmental benefits to society. The "surgery"
we are directing at Federal regulatory bodies must be performed with
extreme care.

Becaiise the motor vehicle safety programs of NHTSA are among
those with a high potential for producing a further direct reduction of
fatalities and injuries, we must address them with particular emphasis
on increasing their effectiveness. '

,
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To facilitate the subcommittee's regulatory reform study, I asked
NHTSA last summer to reply to a questionnaire. I want to take this
occasion to thank NHTSA for its care in responding both to the ques-
tionnaire and to our foUowup inquiries. Today's hearing grows
directly out of these previous efforts.

Since the record we are compiling today and through this series
will be one of the principal sources from which the subcommittee's
regulatory reform report and legislative recommendations will be
drawn, the Chair would ask at this time for unanimous consent that
the record of hearing remain open for 10 days for supplementary
statements by NHTSA and material the subcommittee may request
from the agencies or outside experts.

I would also ask for unanimous consent to include relevant staff
questionnaire returns, and other documentary material at appropriate
places in the record of hearings.

Is there objection ?

Hearing none, such will be the order.
In the 10 years since Congress passed the National Traffic and Motor

Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, the historically rising highway casualty
toll has been reversed. Beginning at the time the vehicle safety pro-
gram was initiated, the fatality rate has steadily declined from its
1966 high of 5.7 deaths per million miles traveled.'
By 1973 this rate had dropped 26 percent to 4.2 deaths per lOQ mil-

lion miles traveled, and after the imposition of the r)5-mile-per-hour
speed limit, the rate dropped another 17 percent to 3.5 percent.
Had the 1966 rate prevailed over the 10-year period, about 30,000

more fatalities would have occurred, including 20,000 up throuo-h
the end of 1973. Actual fatalities have fallen from 53,000 in 1966
to 46,000 in 1975.

A substantial portion of these lives saved, and corresponding reduc-
tion in injuries can be attributed to the safety improvements in motor
vehicles required by NHTSA's safety standards. Thus, NHTSA's
program is one of a very few in which a public policy initiative, writ-
ten into law by the Congress, has brought about a clear turnaround
in a mounting public health problem.

I5ut a monumental task remains before us. Translated into dollar
terms, the continuing cost to society of automobile death and injury
has been estimated to range from as high as $46 billion, to a low of
$17 billion annually. Vehicle damage, conservatively estimated, adds
at least another $5 billion yearly. Even taking the conservative total
of $22 billion, the result is a staggering average of $2,200 in losses
per each U.S. automobile during its lifetime.

If this figure represents total benefits achievable by vehicle safety
and cost-savings countermeasures, then NHTSA has wide latitude
on the cost side in issuing new standards, before the total costs of
the standards exceed the total benefits.

In the face of this task, however, NHTSA's production of new
safety standards has slowed seriously. Only one new standard was
issued in the 2-year period ending in December 1975. This subcommit-
tee ackno\yledges that NHTSA has entered a phase in its history in
which achieving further significant safety gains depends on carrying
through with a number of rulemaking actions that will mean greater
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impositions on the industry, and will require vastly greater amounts
of technical preparation and political courage on the part of NHTSA.
By contrast, most of NHTSA's list of 47 existing motor vehicle

safety standards have imposed marginal burdens on the auto compa-
nies, and were relatively uncontroversial when issued. We also nnist

acknowledge that the Congress has recently sounded what some may
consider to be a cautionary note to NHTSA. However, these factors

alone cannot explain NHTSA's loss of momentum.
Therefore, the subcommittee believes it is imperative to raise a

number of questioiis regarding the future of NHTSA's regulatory

program. The questions we hope to explore this morning include

:

I-ias NHTSA allowed itself to be put on the defensive by intensified

participation in rulemaking over the past 2 years by executive branch

units such as the Council on Wage and Price Stability, which has

consistently pressed for delays in NHTSA rulemaking ?

Has theAgency entered a state which might be termed "paralysis

by analysis.-' holding up rulemaking while seeking to prove the un-

provable, and undertaking continuing refinements of benefit-cost stud-

ies beyond that required by law?
Wliat is the Agency doing to remedy its lack of a program plan

and the deficiencies of its data base, both critical to establishing the

safety need and priorities for future proposed standards?

What othei- factors are impeding NHTSA in its efforts to fulfill

conG:ressional mandates?
The issues reflected in these particular concerns also arise m our

consideration of other Federal regulatory programs, and thus, our

exploration of them this morning has wide significance.

I believe that todav's hearing will serve a useful and constructive

purpose. For wliatever the subcommittee's criticisms or recommenda-

tions, we are unified with you in pursuit of a connnon goal—the sub-

stantial reduction in death's and injuries in automobile crashes.

Dr. Gregory, we are pleased to welcome you here.

I want to note that I express personal regret at learning of your

action yesterday afternoon in determining to leave the Agency. 1

have enioyed working with vou.

I hope that in whatever you do in the future after leaving

the Agency you will be successful and find it a very comfortable

ex])erience. ,

Now. at this time. T wonder if you and the members of your panel

will stand to be sworn.

TESTIMONY OF JAMES B. GREGORY, Ph. D.. ADMINISTRATOR,

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAEFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION, DE-

PARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT L.

CARTER, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR, MOTOR VEHICLE PRO-

GRAMS: HOWARD DUGOFF, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR, PLAN-

NING AND EVALUATION; GENE G. MANNELLA, Ph. D., ASSOCIATE

ADMINISTRATOR, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT; AND FRANK

BERNDT, ACTING CHIEF COUNSEL

:Mr. Gregory. Thank you. :Mr. Chairman, I thank you for those per-

sonal comments.
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The last 2i/^ years have been extremely interesting and challenfrino-.
I would like to think that the contributions wliich we have made^'and
in which I have had a small part have indeed made the highways and
the vehicles in this country safer.

^
I think over the years, as I have indicated, the Agency's work has

indeed impacted the bottom line. The benefits can be measured month Iv
5a« well as annually.

I am grateful particularly for the opportunitv to have worked with
so many dedicated people, both inside and out^side government, who
have helped to bring this about. I certainly will have a personal dedi-
cation m the future to this particular area.

Firet of all, if I may, I would like to introduce my colleagues who
are with me at the table.

Mr. Moss. Doctor, I think we might do that after this formality If
you will all stand now and be sworn.
Do you and each of you solemnly swear that the testimony you are

about to give this subcommittee shall be the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

'

Mr. Gregory. I do.
Mr. Carter. I do.
Mr. DuGOFF. I do.
Mr. Mannella. I do.
Mr. Berndt. I do.
Mr. Moss. Will you identify yourselves for the hearing record ?

Mr. DuGOFF. Howard Dugoff, Associate Administrator for Plan-
ning and Evaluation.
Mr. Carter. Robert Carter, Associate Administrator for Motor Ve-

hicle programs.
Mr. Berndt. Frank Berndt, Acting Chief Counsel
Mr. Mannella. Gene Mannella, Associate Administrator for Re-

search and Development.
Mr. Moss. Now, Doctor, you have a statement for the record. Would

you care to have the statement entered in its entiretv in the record and
proceed to summarize it ?

Mr. Gregory. Yes. if I may, Mr. Chairman. I have a rather lengthy
statement. I feel because of the time constraints on both the commiftee
and ourselves in getting ready for other hearings, if it is permissible I
would like to have the entire statement entered into the record.
Mr. :Moss. Without objection, that will be the order of the commit-

tee.

You may proceed to summarize the statement.
Mr. Gregory. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I feel vou have covered

many of the subjects which I covered in my own statement. Indeed,
the progress that we have seen in highway safety over the past 10 years
has ] ustified the original legislation.

I think when we speak about regulatory reform, we have to look botli
at tiie motor vehicle safety standards themselves, their effectiveness,
and the process by which they were and will be formulated. I feel
that, m view of the intent and the objective of the committee, the
philosophy that I have expressed here in mv statement, and the re-
sults that we have seen in highway safetv, will come out in the answers
to various questions that the subcommittee mav have.
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With your indulgence, I would ask thai we proceed immediately to

the questions.

[Mr. Gregory's prepared statement follows :]

Prepared Statement of James B. Gregory, Ph. D., Administrator, National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration

Mr Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am pleased to appear before

this Subcommittee today to discuss my agency and the issues of regulatory

'"'^Th^mission of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is Public

protection. Our efforts are aimed at (1) reducing the number of motor vehicle

Occidents, deaths and injuries, and (2) providing economic protection to con-

sumers and to users of motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment.

The National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act authorizes us to issue

st4dardf mproving the safety of new vehicles and to secure the eUmination

of safety dSecS m vehicles on the road. In addition, the Vehicle Safety Act

prov^des^he authority for such safety related consumer
^-l<>Zf'2t!f''^%cll

the Uniform Tire Quality Grading System and requirements that n^otor veh cle

mLufacturers disclose certain safety-related data to prospective purchasers of

"r.ufer the Hiehwav Safety Act of 1966, we develop uniform standards for

Stitfrn^wavfafrty programs and provide Federal funds to assist the States

fn IdmfeisTSng such"^ programs. These programs focus on developing safer

^''^S:i^^'S:^?c^^f^S^^tion and Cost Savings Act has required us

to uiSakraction in such marketplace consumer protection areas as automobile

darieawmv, odometer fraud, and the development of information to facilitate

^^SwS^Se^S^iSS^StlSc safety is to consider the reduction

in Se Traffic faSity rile, measured typically in the annual number of deaths

^^^JiJ^Se^rS^l^n^Ss on highway safety begai. ^^^^^ty^ra^e

S'.00 in 1^73 rather than the 55.000 which actually occurred. That was still,

'''S:^^:'^:^::?^'^!;^^^^^ t^e fataUty rate remains. And it is doubtful

'^?t fsl£rf/n<?t?mtSe. to sort out and quantify individual portions of

th \iatiS Vog"m\v?n^ must be given «-f/.t
for this improv^^^^^^^

Indeed, no single action or program alone
^^^J^^^r^^^^^i^^^^y^e^dS

?:,e,y programs in .t„tesan,U.om„u.,mies^wer^^

earlier effect than efforts aimed »'. ">''
"if^^'J'^f \ I ^k we must Sedit our

driving habits. Therefore, »""<>"S NHTSA s effo ts I thmk we
^^|,i„ed

motor vehide safety programs with a majority ot the saiety gai »

;ss^ae:sii.:^s=i^tj^e^f^3ii
-rilft i=Ser.iia'^^tono1.Sutl7S^^^^^^^^^^

S SsTr lesfbecanse of an ^^^ in miles driven last year <^o°iPa^^^ ^o
f'4^

mnrp are beins" iniured However, we can say, based on the record, that me imp e

TnUionS tie VeScie Safety Act and the Highway Safety Act has had measur-

able, significant benefits.
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Carrying out the intent of the Acts which NHTSA administers has meant
regulation in more than one sense of the word. NHTSA directly regulates the
safety of vehicles and their components, the principal subject you have asked
us to discuss today. But the traffic safety program standards developed under
the Highway Safety Act are regulations as well; they form the basis on which
State programs are judged to be satisfactory and therefore supportable with
l^ederal funds. Indeed, virtually all government based on laws, rules and uro-
cedures can be .said to be "regulatory."
The concept of "regulatory refomi" needs, in my judgment, more precise detini-

nition when we begin seriously to consider and debate the subject If I mav I

xT'^'r^^li"^^ i^ ^*^^^*f
™^ discussion of the concept as well as I can to the mission ofNHTSA and specifically to the Vehicle Safety Act.

At the outset, we must a.«k ourselves whether the need for the legislation lead-
ing to vehicle safety regulation was at its inception and is todav substantial

^^i.
we must ask whether that type of regulation is still necessary and. if .so'Whether the approach taken has been appropriate and effective and is likelv to be

so in the future. In considering these questions, we must discriminate between
the substance of regulations and the process by which thev are developed
There seems little que.stion that reducing death and injury on the highwaycontinues to be an acknowledged, worthwhile societal goal. Indeed, the propor-

l]?If ? , J' PJiP^'^^^^o'^f'''''^
"'"^-^^ ^^ "^^'^y medical diseases. It was this perception

that led to the 1966 legislation which NHTSA administers. The creation ofsafer vehicles, .safer roads and more .safety conscious drivers and pedestriansthrough the force of national legi.slation and the funding and regulations thatflow from that legislation was the objective. Certainly the extent of the problem

worHw n^i
"^^\^"''^1 fr"« rl*''^"

^'^^"^ ^^^^"- The intent of the legislation wasworthy and hard working, dedicated people got busy to carry it out. Yet, de.spitetheir effectiveness these programs seem at times to have been among the most
controver.sial m this country since the Stamp Act of 1765

^.J ^-^^ T*'
^""^^ '^'^ parallel lightly—nor am I suggesting that safety legislationbe withdrawn as was the Stamp Act in 1766. The i-oint is that pers.,n-^I safety ofany kind is just tliat—very personal—and it is subject to the personal interpreta-

tion and action of each of our citizens. It is strange but true that unless a person
perceives himself in or about to be placed in jeopardy of personal injury or death.

PvnpH.n^r
"?|."^^'" ^" ?'?^'^ '' high place in his thinking priorities.Training andexperience will increase his perception.

I am confident that air travelers wish to be assured of a safe flight, includingthose travelers most hostile to the idea of wearing safety belts for their protec-

ofVmnl!!'''J'7V''''- ^^'"'•J^
''"•^- "^ ^^^ travelers would fault the expenditure

jLii f?fl- f . r
'''^''''''' ^^'' ''''^''' *^ improve air safety or balk at the costsadded to flight fares to ensure their safe arrival. They expect safety : they are in

rel!ati"e"i?minoS?rd.'''
"'""' '"'' ^'"''""•" ^^-^l^i"- ^he costs are indirect and

Perhap.s it is because being a pedestrian, driver or passenger in highway trans-ortation is .such a common experience that an individual's traffic safety aware-ness suffers Certainly, the.se are more personal experiences in which personaldecision and action exert a direct influence over safety. Long before the 1966

a7'^?lrVl!^'^
^^''^ *""?" ^'''''' ^"^ ^'^"^'•"' "^'-^"^ "f fhese actions in the intere.s;

ad^Tce whi^h!.'n„irr
''^ «''"n<3ance of helpful advice going beyond the statutes.

f,.2 !• !, "V^''^ embraced or ignored by individuals regarding .safe vehicleoperation and maintenance, pedestrian practices and the like. Much of the adv clcalled for personal investment in dollars, time, inconvenience or effortWith some exceptions, es.sential vehicle safety was pretty much left to indi-vidual manufacturer initiative or to indu.strv-wide adoptionWith the 1966 Vehicle Safety Act came requirements 'for manufacturers tobuild in standardized .safety features. To the extent whioh costs were adde^ aHcar purchasers paid these costs whether they welcomed or were indifferent toimproved vehicle safety. Standardized braking, lighting and other accident avoidance measures have been introduced. Interior padding. cllaSle steeringwheels, more protective windshield glass, safety belts and other feaures"omiprove car occupant protection in the event of a crash are found in all of odaVsnew passenger cars and in many other types of vehicles as well. And y rtuaZ all

passne, that is. they provide protection without requiring any human action.
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So, the car purchaser huys safety protection for himself and others whether

he would otherwise choose to do so or not. It is a direct cost, no matter how
modest. Probably only to a few persons can this be said to be a truly '"popular"

purchase. Relatively few of the millions of persons who purchase cars each

vear will be involved in a .serious accident. Fewer still will perceive the money

"spent for the safety features to have resulted in a benefit, even when the benefit

was avoiding death or serious injury. If the occasion does not arise when safety

features, like insurance, must perform their intended function, the cost of those

features may be thought of as "'wa.sted" by many persons, even by those grate-

ful for protection against the risk of injury. Further, among those persons who
have enjoyed the benefit, most cannot quantify the effectiveness, much less the

cost-effectiveness of their purchased safety.

Here we must face squarely not only the question of regulation effectiveness

and benefit, but also the question of who benefits from regulation. Many laws

today require that virtually all citizens pay in some way, generally through tax

dollars, but in many cases the benefits of such regulations accrue only to a seg-

ment of those who pay. Those who rarely use the Interstate Highway system may
be devoting a disproportionate share of their gasoline tax dollars to the sys-

tem's construction and maintenance of the system which includes by the way,

many safety features.
This indirect purchase of safety may not be welcomed, but at least has been

largely accepted on the basis, whether fully thought through or not. that overall

societal benefits equal or exceed societal costs. These benefits include those which
can be expressed in terms of dollars as well as those expresed in the less quanti-

fiable terms of human injury and death.
Again. I must emphasize that the "costs" of safety also go beyond dollars

alone, and include inconvenience and expenditures of time and effort. For ex-

ample, there is a dollar cost for a traffic stop sign, of course, but if the dollar

cost of the personal time lost, the gasoline u.sed and the inconvenience experi-

enced in .stopping for it during its life time could be quantified, it would un-

doubtedly far exceed the installation cost. Here I would like to point out as a

basis for further discussion that, in stopping at a stop sign, an individual is

personally taking an active role in safety as opposed to relying on the passive

safety features of the highway or the car which I talked about earlier. And,
grudgingly or not, he is paying a price for doing so. Despite this, we can say

that stop signs have public acceptability, a factor not to be disregarded in talk-

ing about regulatory reform.
I have worked my way into the subject of benefit/cost analy.sis becau!«e it

is another aspect of regulation that is being examined and debated today. I think

I have already made it clear that safety regulation contains benefit/cost factors

in the equation which are very difficult, if not impossible, even to estimate accu-

rately. This difficulty sets safety regulation apart from strictly economic regula-

tion. This is not to .say that, when a safety regulation is propo.sed, as good a

job as possible should not be done to predict the benefits and a.ssess the costs. I

think that such a job .should be done as early as possible and that NHTSA made
good .sense strides toward that goal long before the present debate. Nevertheless,

we cannot ignore the consensus I see among the public, the Administration and
the Congress for even more precise and i>ersuasive information as a basis for

regulation of all types. This, by the way, includes not only prosi>ective regulation

but, past requirements as well—a post-audit, if you will, of regulatory practice.

Good solid answers to tough questions must be provided if the credibility and
integrity of regulatory programs are to survive, despite the worthiness of objec-

tives. Safety regultion is embattled along with other types of regulation, whether
we wish it so or not. And it will .survive ultimately on public understanding of
problems and acceptance of practical solutions.

Again, perhaps the problem is i)erceived and accepted all right, hut the solu-

tions are not. In either ease, we in government must .share the blame if we have
not communicated well or have sought unacceptable solutions.

I seriously doubt that many individuals know or care about the societal l>en<^-

fir/cost ratio of their automobile's safety features. Nor do many take pains to

analyze the increased costs that are placed on them as a result of other people's

accidents in terms of emergency services provided, community-sponsored hos-

pitalization, increased insurance rates, and the like. Yet these costs are real, even
though they are not direct. We still have a lot of informing to do, it seems to me.
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Even so, the informed person may legitimately choose an alternative to mandated
safety action on philosophical grounds as we have recentlv seen in the case of
the motorcycle helmet question in the Congress. Here the facts were known;
the savings in lives and the societal costs were identified. We must view the
action to date as a signal from the public on how far safety regulation may be
extended to require personal action.
The issue of requiring personal action previously arose under the Vehicle

Safety Act during my tenure in the case of the safety belt ignition interlock.
It would be easy for me to file a disclaimer on this subject, since the requirement
came into being before I assumed the Administrator's job, but I shall not do
so. Nor do I pretend to claim that all the belt and interlock systems were well
designed by the manufacturers to facilitate easy use by ear drivers and pas-
sengers. The fact is that the interlock was largely a safety'success. People buckled
up in increasing numbers beginning with the 1974 models which contained this
"ultimate reminder." Even as all the unhappy shouts against the interlock
finally abated we were seeing over twice the average lap belt wearing in these
cars and upwards of S times the normal shoulder belt usage. Lives were indeed
being saved and injuries were indeed being reduced among about 10% of the
total car occupant population by the fall of 1974. We conclude that it was
primarily expressed unpopularity which prompted Congress to do away with
the interlock in favor of a less strident reminder. It was another signal regard-
ing the lengths to which personal action can be required to promote safety Yet
the answer might have been different had all those working on this idea-
government, industry and the public—communicated better in advance and had
provided better designs. The interlock experience was perhaps as much a failure
of this aspect of the regulatory process as it was the idea of interlock itself
or its implementation.

ftn the other hand. I think the struggle to maintain the integrity of MVSS 121,
the truck air brake standard, might have taken on a different character had the
public been truly involved. In many ways, the air brake standard could be said
to be more like the air safety standards I mentioned earlier. There is hardly
a car driver who has not felt misgivings a time or two when sharing the road
with a large articulated vehicle which outweighs his car by some 15-20 times
and over which he has no control. And there are probably" few who have not
been further concerned over the potential hazards in a stopping emergency
particularly when such a vehicle is behind them. To all these people the idea
of better track brakes and the avoidance of fishtailing and jackknifing should
basically have merit. As in the case of the air traveler, the safety is built in for
his protection with the costs being basically indirect. Yet the public has seemed
largely uninterested even with the recent news and editorials which have drawn
attention to the subject. This too is a signal for better communication and public
involvement early in the regulatory process, all technical merits of the regulation
aside. I cannot leave this subject without saying that, ba.sed on my Congressional
mail, the perception of MVSS 121 has largely been negative, although in recent
days I am happy to report a more understanding and supportive tone.
As I have indicated, problems in the regulatory process for the NHTSA come

from a variety of sources. However, many of these problems grow out of the
fact that the automobile is an integral part of the economic and social fabric
of the Nation. We at the XHTSA frequently find ourselve.-! faced with a number
of legitimate societal and legal interests that are inconsistent and competitive
with one another. One problem involves the technological complexities of our
programs. Injury causing accidents are extremely complicated affairs, and our
data concerning the pre-crash. cra.sh, and post-crash environments is not as com-
plete as we would wish. There is an unavoidable subjectivity in the determination
of the cause of an accident or injury by an after-the-fact investigator. Further-
more, accidents and injuries t.vpically involve several causes, in varying degrees,
which cannot be easily factored out for purposes of devising programs which
can M'itJi precision predictably eliminate, or at least mitigate, such causes. I
also must say that our crash data has not been limited solely by the state-of-the-
art of data collection. The NHTSA has requested without success appropriations
to purchase and install crash recorders in automobiles. These devices would add
substantially to our ability to determine the dynamics of an injury or death
producing accident, and would thereby aid our efforts to issue motor vehicle
safety standards tailored precisely to meet the need for motor vehicle safety.
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Establishing cost and leadtime estimates for safety standards has been diffi-

cult. The industry is the major source of information regarding the costs of

safety regulation. We often receive cost estimates for a safety feature com-
puted on the basis of the added-on equipment that would be used in the first

years of compliance rather than on the basis of the designed-in equipment that

would be subsequently used. Since added-on equipment is more expensive than
designed-in equipment, the estimates tend to be somewhat inflated. Another
factor leading to inflated estimates is the practice of expensing engineering and
design costs and amortizing, over a short time, tooling costs. In addition, the

industry's comments on the total costs for safety equipment that was installed

in cars prior to any Federal standards or that in some instances might well

have been adopted in some form by the manufacturers in the absence of

standards.
There are legal and procedural requirements with which we must comply in

our regulatory activities which unavoidably slow down the administrative proc-

ess. However, I do not regard these requirements as "impediments." As I have
indicated earlier, the safety regulation of automobiles and drivers of auto-

mobiles has an effect on other societal interests of importance comparable with
motor vehicle safety, particularly the economy, energy, and the environment. I

firmly believe that the time taken for a full consideration of the views received

in our notice and comment rule making procedures, is necessary for a responsible

administrative decision which is likely to have far reaching consequences.
In summary, the major problems which the NHTSA faces are substantive

rather than procedural. More often than not, it is the increasing complexity of

our problem solving that governs our schedule. Motor vehicle safety is not a

problem area for which it is always reasonable to expect quick and cost-free

solutions. It is also impoi'tant to remember that our basic safety programs are
in operation and are working. We have reached a much higher level of sophis-

tication in motor vehicle safety than existed at the program's inception. I think
the controversy arising around the safety program has grown in direct propor-

tion with the difficulty of achievement. In the early days, adoption of standard
practice was palatable to the regulated industry in the case of motor vehicles

and to the States in the case of traffic safety standards. New ideas, new hard-

ware, new approaches are always hard to sell because they disturb i)lans largely

based on the status quo or which are aimed at objectives other than those of

the regulation. We have had to make tough decisions, and the job ahead is even
more complicated as we consider major changes in the interest of vehicle

occupant safety.

The lingering, most important issue today is the improvement of MVSS 208,

the Occupant Restraint Standard.
I mentioned that in 1974 and again in 1975 traffic fatalities dropped by more

than 9,000 as compared to 1973. In my view, only one other step in highway
safety can be expected to produce an additional decrease of that magniture
within predictable time : either greatly increased use of present and improving
"active"' safety belt system, or provision for so-called "passive" restraints.

Somehow the whole subject of "passive restraint" has become confused. Passive

restraint systems have been equated by some persons with air cushion restraint

systems, commonly referred to as the "air bag." This equation is not correct,

and I want to take this opportunity to set a few things straight publicly.

First, there are many passive protective features in cars already as I briefly

mentioned earlier in my statement. The interior padding, collapsible steering

wheel, the head restraint, and the windshield glass are passive and. if you
will, so is the absence of many protruding handles and knobs that formerly
injured people in cars of bygone years. All tliese features are passive and pro-

tective, as are the side door guard beam and the other collapse characteristics

of the ear's structure. Proponents and critics will differ on their quantitative

assessment of these features' effectiveness, but the features reduce the severity

of injuries and help avoid fatalities under a wide variety of common crash
ecmditions. The idea of a "passive" restraint merely carries this type of

protection one step further.
Second, the "air bag" need not be the only answer. For many future smaller

cars, the three point belt could be replaced by soft or collapsible knee bolsters

below the dashboard for lower torso protection and a simple, comfortable shoul-

der belt that is automatically placed around and restrains a person's upper
torso in the event of a crash.
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Third, reduction of car weiglit is the single most effective measure to improve

automobile fuel eflBciency, although improved technology in carburetion, ignition,

and power transmission undoubtedly will play a part. Even given the continued

salutary effects of reduced speeds, the laws of physics dictate that occupants

of lighter cars come oft' less well in a given crash than they would if surrounded

by the greater energy absorption potential of heavier vehicles. The chances of

a person's being in a smaller car are rising and the chances of a small car's

being in a crash with a larger vehicle will remain high for sometime. Even
after the fleet is "converted" and smaller cars are the rule, the potential for

injury and death will still be greater than in today's world.

With this in mind, NHTSA is digesting the voluminous series of docket sub-

missions and reports from all sides which were received in our hearings of last

May. We are being as careful as possible in reaching our decisions. We must
be, because of the controversial nature of the issue. Moreover, we must be

mindful that the Congress has reserved the right to pass on our final judgment

in this matter. My goal is to have a final rule published before the traditional

August recess this year.

If the Committee would like, I am prepared to discuss after my statement our

most recent analysis and indicate the set of options we can consider.

Although I thought it extremely important to express some of the basic dif-

ficulties in improving motor vehicle safety, I do not want to leave the Subcom-
mittee with the impression that we have been overwhelmed by the difiiculty

of our task. Not only would such an impression be inaccurate, but it would be

unfair to many people in the NHTSA whose talents and energies have resulted

in substantial safety gains since 196G. We have been saving lives, as the record

sliows. Indeed, NH'TSA is one of the few agencies which can point to a measur-

able "bottom line" impact, month to month, year to year.

As you know, motor vehicle safety standards are issued and modified pur-

.^uant to tlie informal rule making provisions of the Administrative Procedure
Act. These procedures maximize participation in the rulemaking process by
persons outside the NHTSA, whether from a member of an industry which may
be affected by a standard, or from a person or organization representing the

purely "safety interest," or by a governmental entity or member of Congress.

Such persons have an opportimity to submit their views and to consider and
respond to the views of others.

As a practical matter, most of the comments received in the course of a rnle

making are from industry members or associations. The interest of such organiza-

tions is usually direct and economic, and induces them to expend the resources

necessary to participate in an effective way. However, it must be remembered that

not all commercial concerns come out the same way on safety issues. The insur-

ance industry and manufacturers of safety components have contributed useful

information in support of what is usually called the "consumer interest."

Nevertheless, it is true that consumer groups participate less in our rule mak-
ing than industry and certainly less than we would like. This imbalance in the

quality of participation creates a problem for the NHTSA—we seem to be vari-

ously criticized as adversaries of the industry, or as its advocates. But more
important, the imbalance in participation deprives the NHTSA of useful input
in the rule making process as I have already indicated.
The problem of increasing the quality of consumer participation is not an easy

one to solve. Effective participation in a complex rule making proceeding requires

substantial skill and education in the safetv area. Thus, merely increasing the
publicity of rule making activity, while perhaps stimulating some participation,

would not necessarily lead to the quality of participation that we need.
There does seem to be a natural selection process at work. Although participa-

tion in rule making is not great when viewed across the board, certain issues,

esnecially those involving children, do arouse considerable useful consumer input.

Thus, it seems that the level of consumer participation is related to consumer
interest, and consumer interest in safety varies with particular issues. If so, the
best approach may still be the one which we presently employ, that is, to ensure
easy access to the decision-making process and consider all comments received.
I have nlrendv mentioned the critical factor of basic communication.
A safety standard program is not worth much unless there is an adequate en-

forcement effort to ensure compliance in the industry. We have eniphasi^ed an
a gressive enfoi-cehient posture.

'"••- *-'-' -i . ' ;•'
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Our standards enforcement is done through compliance testing f
.^^otor yehi-

les bv indenendeut test laboratories. Although I am submitting a detailed desci p-

tion of the scope ^^^ depth of our compliance testing program as part of my

wr ftPn statement let me say in passing that in 1974, we tested a total of 253

vVh Hes incSng 210 passenger models, 19 trucks, 6 multipurpose vehicles, and

II InS we al"f tested approximately 5,112 items of motor vehicle equipment,

inflndinffl 089 tires and 1,995 seat belt assemblies.

ieSr aspect of our enforcement effort is our Defects Investigation pro-

gram This program is designed to deal with safety related problems that are

no "overed by aTarticular standard, by identifying safety related defects in

motor velSles and requiring the manufacturers of such vehicles to recall and

lemSv t i"se velUcles at no cost to the vehicle owner. The defects investigation

prSam relfes in large part on consumer complaints. Public participation in

his area has been excellent-we receive about 1,500 letters a nioiith^ Further,

ou^ Auto Safety Hotline Pilot Project, where consumers may telephone com-

Xints about their automobiles had added to the volume of consumer input in

Se defects area. I might add that our Office of Defects Investigation does not

pYay a passive role in detecting defects. We have, for example, conducted surveys

of recreational vehicles which have unearthed several safety problems which

have been the subject of investigations. We have conducte<l a school bus survey

and are presentlv analyzing the data to determine whether defect trends exist

We hive also be"en conducting monitoring of manufacturer recall campaigns to

ensure that manufacturers have been conducting these campaigns Properjy.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, NHTSA's programs have been effective despite

impediments knd problems we face involving human nature, public acceptance

of regulation, technological complexities, and procedural requirements The

prospects for the future are good, but better results will not come easily As

much rests on communication and public involvement as on improved technology

and sheer rulemaking. Frankly, I fear ill-advised or irresponsible rhetoric, what-

ever the position taken on issues, far more than I do any potential inability to

identify and continue to solve the problems of motor vehicle and traffic safety.

Now, Mr. Chairman, we welcome any questions you may have.

[Attachments to Mr. Gregory's statement follow :]

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration—Allocation of Agency

Money by Function in the Last Three Fiscal Years; January 19, 19 <b

(In thousands)

1975 actual 1976 estimate 1977 estimate

J35 090 $38 320 $44,185
Traffic and motor vehicle programs

7674 950 995
Motor vehicle consumer information oo'un 29 184 28 800
Highway safety research and development ^°'^^"

Zll —

-

, ^. . , 70, 874 68, 454 73, 980

.>... .^li'^^lgLn^v h^av safet;:::::::::::::::::::::::::: sm^^ 105,000 103^

Grand total
156,950 173,454 176,980

Allocation of Agency Personnel by Function in the Last Three Fiscal

Years

1975 1976 1977

225 197 202
Motor vehicle program j24 134 134
Traffic safety program jgg 133 180
Research and analysis _-.-

33 3Q 25
Motor vehicle consumer information

217 221 221
General administration

.
(93) (97) (97)

Program direction and coordination .;24) (124) (124)
Staff and administrative support ^ '

765 765 762
Subtotal 1J6 116 116

Regional offices .

^ ^.., 881 881 878
Grand total
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SUMMARY OF DEFECT RECALL CAMPAIGNS

Defect campaigns Vehicles recalled

(thousands)

Year Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign
Defect recall

campaigns'

1969.

1970.
1971.

1972.
1973.,

1974..

1975..

138
100
182
277
208
208
190

42
54
53
43
43
39
27

7,502
738

8.790
7,814
6,667
2,338
1,931

416
502
630

4,263
334
531

280

4.4
5.3
9.7
14.9
14.3
14.9
14.3

Directly influenced by NHTSA (accumulative percent since 1966).

HHTSA SAFETY STANDARD- COMPLIANCE - TOTAL TEST PROGRAM

Tested To A Vehicle REQUIRE^E^r^ Or As A Componemt Or Equiphewt

./
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NUMBER

' OF

STANDARDS

NHT.^A COMPLIANCE TEST PROGRA M

Nlwber Of Standards Against V.'hich Vehicles And Equipment

Are Being Tested

50

^5

^0

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

1968-1975
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TSA-COMPLIANCE TESTING BUDGET

5



VEHICLES

TESTED

425

NHTSA COMPLIANCE TEST PROGRAM: ITEMS TESTED

1968-1976

250

225

200

175

150

125

100

75

50

25

' 68^"""
69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77^

CALENDAR YEARS

.

EQUIPMENT

eK ITEMS

TESTED'

December 31, 197o

72-820—76- -28
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fjHTSA OFFICE OF STAND ARDS ENFORCEMENT INVF.STI GATIQNS

2000

NUMBER

OF lOOO

INVESTIGATIONS

Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec.
69 70 71. 72 73 7^! 75 76 V IZ

CALENDAR YEARS

December 31, 1975

\i::r. 2-?
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CIVIL PENALTIES FOR NONCOMPLIANCE WITH NHTSA STANDARDS

250

225

200
NUMBER

OF 175

CIVIL

PENALTIES
150

125

100

75

50

25

Calendar Year 8 Cutiilative

1 i 1

'

1 1 :
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DOLLARS
(in "mous/viDs)

2000

1800

1600

I^iOO

1200

1000

800

600

200

CIVIL PENALTIES

Calendar Year s Cumulative

! . 1
i

1
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NOTOR VEHICLE IMPORT INFORMATION
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LABORATORIES [INHER C O^JTRACT TO OSE

1963-1975

LA.EORATORIES

2^

22

;20

18

16

W

12

10

8

6
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Mr. Moss. Fine. ;Mr. Dodge.

GREGORY RESIGNATIOX

:Mr. Dodge. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.

Dr. Gregory, we learned late yesterday, quite to our surpri^,_^ot

your decision to resign from your post as Administrator of NHTbA.
We understand tliat the President has asked that you stay on as Ad-

ministrator until your successor takes office.

[Letter of resignation and President P^ord's acceptance follow :J

U.S. Department of Transportation,

,. ' National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Washington, D.C., February 23, 1976.

The President,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President : I wish to submit my resignation as Administrator, Na-

tional Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Department of Transportation, to

'^t: mor^S^tSfanTone-half years during which I have had the honor to

serve as NHTSA Administrator have been challenging and eventful. National

programs to reduce death and injury on our streets and highways have continued

to have a significant impact. In addition, dramatic reductions have occurred as

a result of lower speeds during the last two years. State and community em-

phasis given to the traffic safety problem has also played a large role.

I have been privileged to participate in these programs along with many dedi-

cated people, both in and outside government, who are actively working tor

greater safety. For this I shall be forever grateful.
^ ^

I am grateful also for vour support and that of Secretary Coleman, former

Secretary Brinegar and Deputy Secretary Barnum, without which the progress

we have witnessed could not have been realized.

Respectfully, ^ „ ^James B. Gregory,
Administrator,

National Highway Traffic Safety Administrator.

o

The White House.
Washington, Fehruary 26, 1976.

Hon. James B. Gregory.
. ti-„„j,,v,„+««

Administrator, Natior,al Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Washington,

D.C.

Dear Jim : I have your letter of February 23, and it is with sincere regret that

I accept your resignation as Administrator of the National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration, effective upon the appointment and qualification of your

Throughout vour tenure as NHTSA Administrator, you have fulfilled your dif-

ficult and challenging responsibilities with skill, integrity and dedication, lou

have brought objectivity and a high sense of purpose both to the process of de-

cision making and to the professional management of the agency. Under your

direction and leadership, new and effective programs of highway safety have con-

tributed significantly to a reduction in the Nation's traftic fatalities and in-

juries Yours is a record of achievement in which you can truly take great pride,

and I welcome this opportunity to express my personal gratitude for your service.

Now, as vou prepare to return to private life. I want you to know that you take

with you my warmest good wishes for every continued success and happiness in

the years ahead.
Sincerely, ^ _

Jerry Ford.

Mr. Dodge. A resignation such as yours which comes unexpectedly

inevitably raises questions as to wdiy. We wonder whether you can
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share with the subcommittee the factors that figured into your decision
to resign

Mr. Gregory. Mr. Dodge, my resignation was strictly a voluntary
and personal decision, one which I came to sometime around the 1stot the year. I indicated my feelings to Secretary Coleman and he was
generous enough to insist that I think it over. I felt that I owed him
that additional thought.

But in the end I feel that eventually a person must ask himself
whether he has fulfilled the commitment he has made to himself when
he takes a job.

Again, all factors considered, it was a strictlv personal and volun-
tary decision. I hope to lay any questions to" rest bv making that
statement. " ^

1 was not asked to resign. I was not fired. There are no hidden mean-
ings m all of this. I am grateful that I have the chance to set that
record straight today.

Mr. Dodge. Granting that it was a personal decision on your part,

.'^.fnlH'^Tw^Q'i"^'''
'1''*^'^'. '"^^ «^ ^^^^ particular frustrations ofcompleting NHThAs rulemaking on the passive restraints in any

\A ay were a factor m your decision r ^

_
Mr. Gregory. No, not at all. As a matter of fact, I really feel that

the regulatory process is going very well in that area. I have been able
to work very well with the Secretary in keeping him up to date on thedata as it comes m and on our analvses of the data.

I would like to go on the record as saying that Secretary Coleman's
position with regard to NHTSA is one of keeping NHTSA an inde-
pejident agency, independent of outside influences. Pie has expressed
rnis view to me on numerous occasions.

For some^ instances where there is a great impact both on benefitsand costs I do inform him of the analyses and thoughts goino- inregard to those issues. On important issues, I believe he deserves "thisand am sure he expects it.

A-i?"i''%^''J'^?\T ^P.'^'"'^'^ frustrations relating to Federal Motor
V ehicle Standard No. 208 are concerned, I categorically deny thei-ewas any connection with my resignation.

I think you have a combination of factoi-s in any regulatory iob—
J guess it might be dcscril^ed as a minefield—there are pressures all
tne time. No one can leave a job without unresolved issues

iSaturally there are always questions as to whether any specific
thing occurred to necessitate a resignation. I guess what I am sayin^r
Ls that when you add up 2i/, years of service, any words you want tS
use. whether it is frustrations or energy spent or something else, you

fo T,,r';r
"^,*?™"^^ «nfl you are worn enough at that point that Vou

sa>. With all these factors that I have been thinking about, I thinkmavbe it is a ffood time to lay this career to rest."

^ '!? ^^ ^1 S^?
confidence that we have attacked many difficulties

NHTS l^""
•^^^'"'

^ ^^^^ ^""^ ^^^ ^''"^'* ^"^ ^^ associated with

Mr. Dodge. You leave us with some sense though that you have ex-
perienced some general frustrations on the job. Is that the case ?
Mr. (tregory. Not anything that I didn't expect when I jrot hereAs regulators, and particularly I think in this field that affects so
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many people directly, you have a tendency to be criticized by the

majority on almost any decision you make.
i have said many times in interviews that in a regulatino: area sncli

as ours, there is no 51 percent majority. As a matter of fact, if I get

1214 percent I consider it a landslide.

I believe that, far from being a frustration, that circumstance allows

me to be as objective as possible because if I know that the majority is

going to find some criticism of my decisions, I am allowed to be as

objective as possible in making it.

Mr. Dodge. One of the decisions which has been relatively contro-

versial is the one to go forward with the airbrake standard for heavv
trucks. The trucking industry, or at least some elements of it, are

among those who have been consistently predicting your resignation.

I wonder if the controversy which has surrounded this rulemaking
action and your decision to stick to your guns on it has in any way
contributed to the abbreviated nature of your tenure ?

Mr. Gregory. I doubt that I would resign because of something that

lam rather proud of.

Mr. Dodge. Can we expect over the next few months that you will

hold fast to the agency's current position to keep the 121 as it applies

to trucks essentially in force ?

Mr. Gregory. I think you Avill find that in today's Federal Register
or certainly next Monday's the final rule on 121 was issued. I signed

it in the past dav or so.

Mr. Dodge. Thank you.

You were confirmed by the Senate on August 8, 1978. and you sub-

mitted your resignation I gather this past Monday. Your brief tei'm

of 21A years as Administrator conforms roughly ot those of vour
]^redecessors and suggests a short life expectancy for NHTSA
administrators.
For our regulatory reform study, and T don't mean this question face-

tiously, can you propose any ways in wliich regulatory agencies and.

particularly the post of agency head, might be made more hospitable

so that capable persons who are attracted to posts such as yours will

choose to stay longer after they have learned the ropes?

Mr. Gregory. I reallv don't have anv suggestions on that. If '2\A

years is average, then you can call me average. In this realm of pres-

sure, I guess you have to mnltiply time times pressure and somehow
get a total effect on the individual.

I really have no comment on that except tliat T think the admin-
istrator, who comes in when all the hir issues have been solved, would
liavp a delightful time. T think in this area anvono dedicated to re-

ducinc: something" as important as injuries and deaths, and who starts

]^rograms and guides proc:rams in anvthiTio: so serious, is bound to face

the tvne of pressure that someone deciding other types of questions

mav not have.
Yoii i^Mist remember that the constituency on safety is broadly scat-

tered. The Congress is interested. It has mandated. The industry is

interested. It is re.<yulated. Tliere are public interest groups who have
spe<^ific tvpes of interests, indeed at times rather narrow interests,

Avhich they are asserting.
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You have the broad-based public sector in safety which don't nec-
essarily establish the same priorities for programs as you might as
head of NHTSA.
Then you have the public's perception of what you are trying to

do. I think that we all know, and I have said this many times, but I will
repeat it here before this committee, that in the thinking priorities of
the average citizen, traffic safety per se is probablv about as exciting
as a bad haircut.

^

Communication of what you are trying to do, an identification of a
problem, and communication and involvement of the public on sepa-
rate solutions are some of the most important things that can be donem our programs.
Here in Washington, we talk about benefit-cost analvsis, and we talk

about great programs, but the average person does not weigh the bene-
ht-cost analysis of anything that he buys. He will purchase safety be-
cause It is required that safety is sold.
Even the grateful who escape serious injury or reduce the chances

ot deatii m a given situation may look on the purchase of safety equip-
ment as a wasted thing.
There is a great philosophical argument that can be made on all

sides of this safety question.

SAPETT STAISTDARDS

1 oJ?\
'^*^"^^* ^^^^^" ^^^^ mandate of the Congress as reflected in the

l.)6() Act, you will agree that at least for the time being that NHTSA's
prime duty is to move forward with the vehicle safety jjrosram in its
best]udgment?

.x.^^\^^'^f^^^'-
^^^^^ ^^ ^''^^^^^- I ^^"^k we have to recognize that in

the establishment of vehicle safety. The chairman's statement was en-
tirely correct. As you move ahead from the more or less standard prac-
tice that may have been in effect in the automobile industry regardincr
safety in the early days toward the more complex, vet effective ideas,
you must use a much higher degree of analysis.
You also get a much higher degree of resistance. The communica-

tion witli the public and increasing their safety awareness, becomes
more difficult.

So you are indeed climbing up a mountain in many ways in this
complexity while you are trying to get down the curve of effectiveness
and appi-oach some level of what we alleged scientists sometimes call
an asymptotic level.

Mr. Dodge. With respect to these increasing difficulties and acknowl-
edging that they are reflected in a slowdown in the issuance of new
standards, I would, Mr. Chairman, at this point like to request that
there oe introduced in the record a chart which shows the chronology of
the number of new rules issued in differing time periods since 'the
beginning of the safety standards program.
Mr. ^loss. Under the ]n-eviouslv granted unanimous consent that

will be placed in the record.
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Federal Refjlster

2972 citatinrifi

1972 -i~-iriiiiii"iiiiiiiz ^^^

1973 131

1974 171

1975 — -iiiiiiiii::::::::::::::::: 219

WHITE HOUSE ROLE

Mr Dodge Dr. Gregory, jour predecessor, Donelas Tom^ n-rnnfprl

press rr^^at '^T^ ''
'^f 'T^'

'' ^'^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ -"-^-^ - t^-press. At that interview, Mr. Toms detailed off-the-record WhiteHouse mterfei-ence m passive restraint rulemaking and named PeterFlanigan and John Ehrlidnnan in particular as tho.e officials 4o!edirect intervention brought about a 2-year delay of the paSiv; restramt rulemaking. '^ pas.iveie

This interview was reported in Mv. Nader's 10-year review of theautomotive safety program entitled "Washington Under tlie Influ-

v/^^^^J'?i'-"V''''
^ '""""^^ i-equest at this time that we also add to thelecord o± this hearing relevant segments of this review

Mr. Moss. Both the material referred to bv Dr. Gregory and
Mr. tecHEUER. Mr. Chairman, in connection with this unanimous

consent you have ]ust made
Mr. Moss. There was a previous unanimous consent granted I was

merely instructing the reporter to include in the record at this point
the material referred to by Dr. Gregory and the material just referred
to by Mr. Dodge.
Mr. SciiEUER. I have a relevant unanimous consent request to mal:e.

to the President.
I would like to ask unanimous consent that if Dr. Goldmuntz cares

to address a brief reply that that be included immediately after the
statement by Ptalph Nader.
Mr. Moss. Is there objection ?

Hearing none, such will be the order of the committee.
[The documents referred to follow

:]

[EXCERPTS]

Washington Under the Influence: A 10-Year Review of Auto Safety
Amidst Industrial Opposition

(By Ralph Nader)

introduction

In 1966 the federal government M-as given authority to embark on a historicpuDUc .safety effort—the humanizing of automotive technology. The Congressional
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liearings of 1965 and 1966 established the facts and judgments for the legislation

;

namely, (1) that it was technically possible to build much safer vehicles; (2)

that it was possible to do so in many areas with little or no additional cost and

where this was not the case, the safety and economic benefits to motorists and

society were greater than any added vehicle cost and, (3) that the law had a

legitimate role to establish, through mandatory standards, the public interest in

safer vehicle design and construction. .,..., .p * ^ ^

«o meritorious and accurate were these judgments that in the face of deter-

mined opposition by the auto industry, and since 1969 the White House, sigmlicant

successes have resulted in the halting and reversal of the large casualty toll on

the highwav In fact the highway casualty epidemic is diminishing, making this

national problem almost uniquely one that has responded to public pohcy actions

in the past decade. In a period when calculating corporate lobbyists are striving

to turn their obstructionist eliorts into a more generalized public disillusionment

with government safety and health regulation, the saving of thousands of lives

and tens of thousands of injuries every year stands as ^ "}"inous rebuttal as

wVil -m <i n-irtial <^liminer of what could have been accomplished had Presidents

xrxofand'^Fonl and Sveral Department of Transportation officials upheld their

^^^re'dtSToteSrs'ounTregulatory programs by actively interfering with

their iinplementation, in manner both corrupt and callous, has been one of the

WMte iloS most noxio^^ traits in the past seven years Whatever can be

said about the lethargic and unimaginative leadership of the National Traffic

Hi-hwav Safetv Administration (NHTSA), as this report describes, the White

Sous! and with few exceptions, the Department of Transportation climates

Sere both poTitcal and suppressive of advancing auto safety and auto savings

?or consumers The following pages note such political interference especial y

in the notorious case of White House action against the passive restraint (air

^'^With'c?S?al recognition of what tragic consequences they were producing for

the mot.n-ing public. Presidents Nixon and Ford played politics, mixed with an

cv ind fference. with auto safety. They traded off the savings of thousands of

ives and billions of dollars gouged from motorists for political ^"PP^rt and

approval of the giant auto industry. Confronted with an opportunity to apply

knwn technology and fair business practices to further auto ff^ty, they chose

defiant intransigence to faster reduction of a highway toll claiming over 130

^TiStiSSiJT^'oS that the failures of the NHT.A prcK^eded from

obvious and correctible deficiencies in the regulatory environment. If l^^^'^^d b>

a Wliite House svmpathetic to the cause of auto safety, the program .s leaders

would have been chosen for their sensitivity as well as their administrative or

technical competence. A mission of deliberate urgency would l^«yf ^^"I'J^^J/;^

institutionalized inaction and delay that has characterized the NHISA, to ^Mt

.

"
( 1 ) a virtual de facto moratorium of its safety standards function ;

"2) unconsionable non-implementation of statutory deadlines and Congres-

sional intent, ranging from its violations of the used car standard and tire

qualitv grading svstem mandates to its obvious disinterest in pursuing its

duties under the Motor Vehicle and Cost Savings Act

;

f^,t;„,,
"(3) repeated delavs in establishing its own research and compliance testing

installation so as to better enforce the regulations which are frequently violated

with only minor and infrequent sanctions being applied. Even the research it

has contracted for receives little quality evaluation and less application ;

"(4) the great promise of the experimental safety vehicle program has ap-

peared ^o embarrass the NIITSA into torpidity and program stretchouts winch

have discouraged or hindered the foreign car manufacturers. These companies,

unlike GM Ford and Chrysler, took W^ashington seriously in the early stages or

the project and produced real design breakthroughs in light experimental ve-

hicles suitable for mass production.
. ., . . 4. „,:*.

"(5) an almost ingenious ability to avoid promoting its own mission, to wit,

"(a) little use of the substantial Congressional favor behind the auto

"(b) reluctance, with one exception, to rebut industry lies and distortions

about its program such as the cost of auto safety standards and the phony

repetitions of inadequate lead times or insufficient engineering capabihty
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tion in this market. [A re.ent State Farm Mut^ua report otee ^ed tl^-v !-fI"

into non-coverage T2ie NHT^A L ,,. f „
^^t.rked \\ell to bore the media

to^the auto complies howeT-er
^^^^"^^"-u-. in whole or in its parts,

"(e) delight that tlie advisory committees to thf vtttqa o,.^ «ii ,

dissemination of InfornlationnSdbvXpubS '"'"''"' "' "'""

tion additional and strenlthene^au Lrity s ncL T^Pfr/'"?™' '!f
Transporta-

int^'™^iepS,^„r„?5fL"„%^J^FSiS £d^^^^^

auto safet.-a p'Jo.ran, .rJeXllTJZ l?iuZiTtlt\STa'o?,^,tlZZ
Ralph Nader Inteeview With Douglas Toms, Fobmer Administrator Nation >,HiGHWAT Traffic Safety Administration (Jan 5 1976)'

""*'•

Congressman John Moss of the House Commerw Pommittao > .
determine some more details of tho wi,iti i.

committee was later able to

straint rulemakin^7thlch he ?ete?red to In ?hoTo^T""?"'?':. "" P"^"'^'' "^
repeal of the interlock standard " Congressional debates over the

rrb?e?uZrelt!nT?t^^l,'l|.rr Fo^£S'^^^^

proposal at the Department of Traisportatfo^was conlirmed''l"/s''-^^^^^^

sX'Tdmrst?tS'T\X%it£e^rth°fB~
-f^^fp^t'i?^.r&-d4i5^aS^^

.'n/"VotTS;^d" « "^ ^"^ --',^- " -S^-eaS'^<ri=T!^^^^^^^^^^^^^

™nda.e^passi/e%sss'^:-j 5r.i';;,;'d';Lt^rtoier/err^r^'rs? s
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^\^lite House interference has and will continue to cost thousands of vehicle

occupants their lives as their cars without passive restraints were and are

involved in serious accidents.
, ^ , , ^, „<- x-tit«a

The inappropriate behavior has been exacerbated by the current MITfeA

Admfnistrator James Gregory's delay from the 1916 to effectively the 19.8 mode

year perhaps to placate President Ford's wishes for a moratoritim on safety and

emission requirements. Dr. Gregory could have easily satisfied all the procedura

requirements within one year of taking office on August 6, 1973, and promulgated

a iassive restraint standard by the middle of 1974 effective tor the 19.7 mode

vear The serious impact of such postponements is reflected in former General

'Motors Vice-President John DeLorean's finding that delaying the introduction

of front seat air bags as standard equipment in all cars for only three years will

result in 37,600 deaths and more than $18.6 billion in social loss due to injuries

''"tWs medSug at the request of the auto industry was but one of several major

White House attentions to the auto industry in recent years. In the late spring

oi' 1971 the White House Ofiice of Science and Technology was directed to

,n-epare' a report on the "Cumulative Regulatory Effects on the Costs of Auto-

motive Transportations" (RECAT) that was a frontal assault on safety and

pollution standards when it was issued in early 1972 To assure tighter con rol

of consumer programs and other proposals disliked by big business% the White

House Oflice of Management and Budget on October 5. 1971, ordered all federal

agencies other than the independent regulatory agencies to clear through OMB
all rules and guidelines pertaining to environmental quality, cwisumer protection,

and occupational and public health and safety. The purpose was to inform the

White House political oi>eratives of any agency actions which would mconveni-

ehce corporations by requiring them to engage in greater ^^^ty o^^?,^^*^
Pff^^"

tices The sheer volume of the assignment and the diversion of the 1972 election

effectively undermined this inappropriate attempt at political interference with

administrative regulation.
. , ,. . ^ i ^^^

President Nixon's startling economic program including price controls was

a bi- grabbag for the auto industry. The auto companies manipulated exemptions

and exceptions to the price controls with so-called "new" models, changes in

accessory equipment, and demands for price increase approvals. The import

surcharge hampered the only price competition facing the domestic industry.

Other economic bonanzas for the auto industry included accelerated deprecia-

tion for capital equipment and excise tax cuts.
, „ . o,i. v,-,-^ i.

More recently the White House Council on Wage and Price Stability has

undertaken the major mission of opposing all automotive regulations with artifi-

callv inflated estimates of the cost of regulation while displaying an icy indiffer-

ence to the value of life and limb. Targets in 1975 have been pas.sive restraints,

truck brakes, motorcycle emission control and bumper.s^
v. »,• ^ ^-v,^

Nor is the White House Office of Management and Budget lagging behind the

Council on Wage and Price Stability in questioning the c«sts ^f
^e*i^^^;iJ^J"^^ff„^

without adequately looking at the benefits. In early 19-5 the Office of Man-

agement and Budget required the NHTSA to submit a ^^^^^^ ^^,?P«°!^ J^.^^^^^^^^

of hostile questions prepared on passive restraints by none other than the former

director of the RECAT study who also consults for the auto industry. Dr.

Lawrence Goldmuntz.

Reply of Lawrence A. Goldmuntz

The report, "Washington Under the Influence", by Ralph Nader dated Febru-

arv '>3 1976 excerpts from which are included in the hearing record of the Sub-

committee on Oversight and Investigations of the Committee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce, is in substantial error. In particular it^is m error with

respect to the origin and conclusions of a report "Cumulative Regulatory Effects

on the Cost of Automotive Transportation" RECAT. This report, was under-

taken at my request acting under my responsibility as an Assistant Director

for Civilian Technology in the Office of Science and Technology (OST) m the

Executive Office of the President. White House officials did not direct me to

undertake this studv, in fact they were somewhat wary about tackhng a tech-

nical issue with such political ramifications. This is contrary to the Nader im-

plications that OST followed executive office directives that were prompted by

the automobile companies.
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More importantly, the report was not an assault on safety and pollution stand-
ards as Nader claims. In this regard the report can best' speak for itself. The
following are quotations from the RECAT report

:

SAFETY ISSUES
General consUleratiotxs

The direct regulation of motor-vehicle design and performance through the pro-
mulgation of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, as it has been practiced to
date, is found to yield expected economic benefits, in terms of deceased costs of
injury and .property damage, that are greater than the costs to the consumer of
the vehicle design modifications, and hence can be said to reduce the aggregate
cost of automotive transportation.

Similarly, the imposition of advanced highway standards, as exemplified in the
design of Interstate highways, yields 30-year safety benefits whose present value
amounts to 58 i>ercent of the investment costs of the highways. When estimates of
motor vehicle oi>erating cost reductions and the value of time savings are added
to the safety benefits, Interstate highways return far more in benefits, over a 30-
year time span, than their original investment costs.

Bumpers
It appears that the predicted benefit of 5-mph bumpers in terms of mitigation of

direct vehicle damage is almost equal to their cost. When other direct costs (loss
of use of vehicle, etc.), and the pro-rated cost of administration of collision insur-
ance (averaged over uninsured as well as insured vehicles) is taken into account
the benefit of MVSS 215 bumpers substantially exceeds their cost.
Though the promulgation of MVSS 215 stirred controversy among automobile

manufacturers, insurance companies, and consumer advocates, the standard car-
ries with It no implication of a requirement for application of advanced technol-
ogy. Meeting the standard required only straightforward engineering and restyl-
ing; the physics is well understood; (12) ; and safe, reliable designs were readily
^"^'^

i^oA^^^^*'
requirement represents, in some respects, a reversion to the 1920sand li«Os, when bumpers were protective devices, rather than ornaments.

TABLE II-6.-C0ST AND BENEFIT FACTORS FOR IMPROVED AUTOMOBILE BUMPERS
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the predicted benefit is no greater, than the corresponding cost and benefit of the
well-known, time-tested, 3-point belt harness system. However, the belts require
occupant action to make them effective, and their utilization rates are currently

so low that most occupants go inadequately protected. Although MVSS-208 also
requires warning systems in 1972 and interlocks in 1973 that are expected to

increase belt utilization substantially in the next three years, the "passive" re-

traint requirement is to l>e imposed in 1975 regardless of the extent to which belt

utilization is improved by these measures. Thus, large added costs (about $300)
per car are to be imposed on automobile consumers whether or not added benefits

can be expected. A potential alternative is, through local ordinance, to mandate
the wearing of seat belts. Such a step was taken by the State of Victoria, Aus-
tralia and increased usage rate of belts to 75 percent.

Miscellaneous safety issues

Safety improvements that have enormous, and to date unrealized, potential
benefits are elimination of drunk drivers ($3.8 billion), mitigation of pedestrian
casualties ($1.9 billion), and adequate emergency treatment of accident trauma
($1.4 billion). The importance of these is recognized by the Highway Safety
Program Standards issued by the Secretary of Transportation.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Automotive emissions

Relaxation of the prescribed Federal limit for 1976 of 0.4 gm/mi NOx to ap-
proximately 1-2 gm/mi would greatly reduce the cost of controlling NOx, which
is the most difficult automotive pollutant to suppress. The effect on ambient air

of such a relaxation would be minimal in many locations in the U.S.
A "two-car strategy" for the country might well be a sounder approach than

the present national approach to the automotive emissions problem. This strategy
calls for the production of two types of vehicle : a high-cost, low-emission auto-
mobile for those regions in which automotive pollutants are of major importance
to ambient air quality v/ould not be essentially degraded by these less controlled
vehicles.

Interaction of mobile and stationary sources

Stationary NOx sources—power plants and space heating units—dominate
this region so strongly that NOx pollution would not increase substantially,
even if the 1976 automotive NOx emission control were relaxed by as much as
a factor of 3 from its currently specified level, i.e., from 0.4 gm/mile to 1.25 gm/
mile, as shown in Fig. 2. This less stringent NOx control level would correspond
to a 60-percent reduction of automotive NOx contribution from its value in
the peak year of 1970. In Los Angeles, however, the situation differs quantita-
tively from that in the New Jersey-New York-Connecticut Region, because the
automobile currently is the major contributor to NO^ pollution in Los Angeles.

The relative costs of removing pollutants from mobile and stationary sources
should be investigated further in order to place air-pollutant control on a ra-
tional economic basis. Costs of compliance should be included in the factors
considered for the control of all new mobile emission sources as it is for sta-
tionary sources.

72 S'20 70 — :><)
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The automotive NOx statutory standard

A major portion of the control costs previously discussed is attributable to
meeting the 1976 model year NOx standard of 0.4 gm/mile. On the basis of infor-
mation which this Committee has received from numerous experts, it would
appear that the permissible level of NO,: emission could be increased to 1 to 2
gm/mile without materially harming the effort to impi-ove ambient air quality
in many regions. The technology for achieving this level of NOx control is

virtually at hand and would impose a relatively small economic burden upon the
consumer for engine modiflcation and fuel penalties. Specialized controls or
automotive use restrictions could be adopted in those areas where an increa.sed
NOx level would not l>e acceptable. Such a system would relieve the great majority
of citizens from paying an unnecessarily high price for motor vehicles. Relaxii;g
the NOv emission standard as suggested would require Congressional action.

Thus, the RECAT report supported motor vehicle safety standards, including
5 m.p.h. bumpers, but suggested mandatory seat belt laws as an alternative to
air bags. RECAT supported automotive emission standards except for the 0.4
grams/mile NOx requirement. RECAT suggested that control of NOx should take
into account emissions from both mobile and stationary sources, since it might
be more cost effective to remove NOx from stationary sources. EPA now agrees
with these RECAT positions. However. EPA has not accepted the "two-car"
strategy proposed by RECAT—a clean car in highly polluted areas and a car with
less stringent standards in less polluted areas. However, a number of other
studies have treated the "two-ear" strategy with favor, in particular a University
of Chicago study called "Urban Transportation for the Environment," a Na-
tional Science Foundation supported study entitled "The Automobile and the
Regulation of Its Impact on the Environment" and the National Academy of
Science evaluation for the Committee on Public Works, United States Senate,
September 1974, Volume 4.
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With respect to the remaining Nader implications, the bulk of support for

EconomicsS Science Planning, Inc. has come from Federal agencies We have

no programs with automobile companies. A number of years ago I was interested

iTi attempting to convince automobile companies to promote personal rapid

SanitTpRT), an advanced public transportation mode. I did some work for

the automobile and computer industry in that regard for which ESP was com-

pensated ESP has also consulted with fuel injection and catalyst manufac-

turers, neither of whom would benefit if our view on automotive emissions were

^""maefs requirement to discredit those who differ with his own ^e^y,5.an un-

fortunate development in consumer advocacy. There is room for honest difference

on Sues such as (1) air bags vs. mandatory seat belt laws, (2) removing NO.

from automobiles or power plants, (3) fuel economy vs. automobile emission

standards. Lowering the standards of debate is of no service to anyone.

Mr Dodge. To return to the question, Dr. Gregory, can you please

share with the subcommittee your experiences, if any, with VVliite

House involvement in NHTSA's regulatory program during your

.-time in office ?

Mr. Gregory. You say interference i

Mr. Dodge. "Involvement" is the word I used.

Mr Gregory. My contacts at the Wlute House have been solely

limited to infrequent discussions. We have had discussions with the

Cmincil on Wage and Price Stability, as you Imow, and the ma]ority

of those have been placed in the relevant dockets, _

We have had informal contacts, not mvolved m regulatory pro-

tpedures with members of the Domstic Council.
-, . v +

I can sly categorically that no one in the executive branch, and that

includes the whole executive branch, has ever come to me and said

''Dr Gregory, you are not to do this or you are to do that." I have felt

"^^fCel^f^^or advice, I have gone to either former Sec-

retary Brinegar, Secretary Coleman, or Deputy Secretary Barnum, to

let them know how I was feeling. ^^„i^
I have in no cases that I can remember, and I am sure they would

stand out if there were any, been told this is not policy, you cannot

"^""nm^e felt as independent as I could be in this Agency. Whether

v;e 1 £ it 01- not, we all have a boss. I seek their advice on many thmgs

But I cannot saV I have had anything that could be classified as direct

hitLf^ren^witl my programs or with programs of the Agency, or

with the actions which I have taken.

Now there may be discussions of our programs and actions. I get

the feeling sometimes they wish I wouldn't put out such controversial

re^S^^ but no one has ever stopped me. I have felt as mdep^^f
J^^^

as one can be working within an executive branch whose boss is the

^%''Sly:'Thavftte\ighest regard for both Secretaries with

whom I have worked, as well as for Mr. Barnum.

Mr Dodge. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
,

Mr' Moss The Chair at this time is going to recognize the gent e-

man from Texas, who has to leave. He stayed over m order to assist

in getting hearings underway this morning.

At this time, Mr. Collins, you are recognized. , ^ „ . ,

Mr Columns. I thank the Chairman very much for allowing me to

come in right now.
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I want to say first, Dr. Gregory it came as a surprise and with

reiret to learn that you are leaving this Agency. I appreciated partic-

ulSlY as oi^who is very critical of the functions of your Agency,

tirXirness"ith which /ou have always t-ated me I know^^^^^

seat belt situation I have always been a most outspoken critic of the

""
You not only invited me to a hearing, you followed up on it when.

you had that hearing.
, t j- _ ^-nU^r. T7m>>

I would like to add this : I think I have heard from every critic you

have both in business and as individuals, but I have never heard one

single individual ever suggest that you be replaced.
„^^^^p

So, we might differ with you in principal, but I don t think anyone

has differed with you as to your administrative ability.

Mr. Gregory. Thank you, Mr. Collins. I take that as a sign that our

representative democracy is working.

Mr. Collins. It really does.
. e ^t -

Now, after saying that, I would like to start m on a few things you

are doing and I am wondering about.
jt

.

Now, we talk about school buses and developing more safety in

school buses. It would help discourage this country from using school

buses as much as thev do. The real problem in America on safety

of school buses is the fact that children are not walking to schools m
the neighborhood as they should.

. i a. r»„,^
Now^ I want to get on to the subject of highway standards. Uui

counsel brought out very well the fact that there have been very few

standards brought out in 1974 and 1975, but you m turn said we have

amendments on the amendments on amendments. Your agency is stUi

under the mandate, as you spoke of it, to provide for everyone s safety.

There are many people in America today who would just as soon

do the thinking for themselves. We have so much of this mandating m
America that vou can't do it. I was sitting and thinking, as I went

throuo-h this, about breakfast cereals. I have now become a complete

disciple of natural breakfast cereals. I think they are the greatest

thing in the world. My wife uses Total, my three kids won't use any of

them. My grandchildren have this trash. Up and down the line we

have this full spectrum.

In our case we believe we are aU better off and we all know what we

are doing.
RESTRAINT SYSTEMS

When we got on this seatbelt business and put that buzzer on it we

started thinking for America. I have never needed my seatbelt but two

different times I have had those buzzers break. I tell you one thing

that will drive a person crazy, and Americans crazy, is to spend a day

with that buzzer.

Mr. Maguire. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. Collins. I yield.

Mr. Maguire. t understand the gentleman from Texas feelings about

the seatbelt question, but the thing that perplexes me when it is

brought up, as it is frequently in these hearings, is the relationship

between the decision to go ahead with the interlocking seatbelts and

the decision at the same time not to go ahead with the passive restraint

airbag approach.
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From my understanding of the historical record which has been de-
veloped on this subject, it is the auto manufacturers themselves who
nxanaged to get the political decisions made which proceeded with the
interlocking seatbelt system which was a folie applicacious.
Here we are sitting today with NHTSA talking about the absence

of the action on the passive restraiiit system which everybody knows
is a very effective system and which would not involve all the buzzers
and all the rest of it.

I wanted to make that point while the gentleman was making his.

Mr. Collins. I thank the gentlema]i from New Jersey.
"We are noAv on the seatbelt and all the statistics show it is the best.

Now we are talking about these passive airbags. I want to put in the
record right now the result that General Motors has had.
They have been offering these aii'bags and they have had them as

an option for anybody in a Buick. Cadillac, or Oldsmobile tliat wants
to have them. They were only able to sell 10,000 of them during the

years 1975 and 1976. They had the price pretty reasonable, $325. So
they might be a good thing but the people just simply didn't want
them.

]Mr. Moss. At this point under the previously agreed upon unanimous
consent, the item referred to by the gentleman from Texas vv'ill be

placed in the record.

[The document referred to follows :]

GM AIR CUSHION OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT ON 1974-76 OLDSMOBILE, BUICKS, AND CADILLACS PRODUCED

AND DELIVERED
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from very hard-nosed laws which sometimes are not carried out to the

soft approach which is unsatisfactory to many people such as yourself.

I think that a discussion of this problem and what we have been

able to do would be rather lenjrthy. Nevertheless we would be most

happy to brief you and your staff on our results.

Generally speaking, what must be done is involve the entire enforce-

ment and adjudication community as well as the public, m the prob-

lem so that the laws are fair and reasonable, the enforcement is good,

and the iudge on the bench has options based on the type of offense and

type of individual involved. In the long run, we have been able to hnd

that through this kind of pressure on both the social drinker as well

as tlie alcoholic that we are able to make progress.

Now, changing human habits is a long and involved process. AVe can

change roads and we certainly can change automobiles for safety, and

tho^e' physical engineering changes have effects that are felt quite

rapidly.
. , , . i • • +i „4.

Yoii can draw a learning curve m the physical engineering area that

is much steeper than in the area of changing human habits. In many

European countries where society has decided that the drinking driver

is socially unacceptable, real progress has been made.

Until we come to that approach, encompassing the individual, the

family, the communitv, and the State and Federal Governments, we

will not really have a heavy impact on this alcohol problem of which

you speak. ^ -, -,1 i •.. i.i •

Mr Collins. Dr. Gregory, in that respect England has made it their

number one drive on traffic^safety. They have concentrated on it. Have

you been able to get their figures or is it possible to send somebody to

England to make a study ?
<. ^ .

Mr. Gregory. I would be happy to. They have had an unfortunate

experience which I think they are nov/ reexamining. They started

out originally with a very, very tough enforcement program
_

Unfortunately, they did not keep it on long enough and I think,

as people find out enforcement is not there, there is, as the tecnnicians

sav, a good bit of recidivism and the problem is recurring.

They" are beginning to revive a tough program over there, we will

be happy to send all the results they have achieved.

Mr. Collins. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. 3foss. The gentleman from New Jersey, Mr. Maguire.

Mr. Maguire. Thank you, ^Ir. Chairman.

COUNCIL ON WAGE AND PRICE STABILITY

Dr. Gregory. I am anxious to pursue with you for a moment the

question of the Council on Wage and Price Stability as it relates

to the efforts that vou have been undertaking. _
Criticisms have"been made by the Council, they have criticized you

for the poor quality of vour data from time to time and then they have

also criticized vou' for imposing too much of a cost burden on manu-

facturers when you have tried to 2^0 collect data, a juxtaposition

which I find, to put it in its most mild form, ironic.

I wonder if you would comment on that specific matter and then

more crenerally on how vou feel about the intervention of the

Counci^l and how you feel about its criticisms of your agency's work.
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Mr. Gregory. First of all, the Council on Wage and Price Stability
has entered into several dockets their official comments on their posi-
tion. I think the data to which you refer, has to do with accident
data on which we based our decision relative to the airbrake standard.

I accept the Council on Wage and Price Stability's capabilities to
make an economic analysis. I do not accept the Council on Wage and
Price Stability as experts in accident analysis. That is perhaps where
we parted ways as far as their comments on the airbrake standard
are concerned.
We certainly will consider their comments and anyone else's. It is

our job to hear opinions. But we did not, on the basis of their com-
ments on the airbrake standard, cease to move ahead.
Mr. Maguire. When you say you don't accept their expertise in

the field of analysis of accidents, are you referring to factual analysis ?
Are you referring to economic analysis of the facts, or are you refer-
ring to evaluate judgments as to what the interpretation of those
facts and analysis might be ?

Mr. Gregory. I felt I must disagree with them and I believe I
said in the hearing in which they appeared on this subject, that I
really don't feel that they should or can compete with us in the area
of accident analysis.

I feel we have the experts who are able to analyze the causes of
accidents.

Mr. Magtjire. Have they tried to do that ?

Mr. Gregory. They have made such an analysis and it was part of
their statement at the hearing on the airbrake standard.
Mr. Magtjire. As I understand their role and their mandate, it is

to assess the inflationary impact.
Mr. Gregory. That is my understanding.
Mr. :Maguire. And your experience has been that they go beyond

that V

Mr. Gregory. Well, they did in this instance. I can't criticize them
for wanting to look at the data and wanting to make their interpre-
tations, but when we have made an assessment, I have to either accept
their assessment or ours.
In the case of accident evaluation, we have the experts in NHTSA.

I would not propose to have them accept my economic analysis walk-
ing in_ as a chemist and trying to impress them with my economic
expertise.

Mr. Moss. Will the gentleman yield ?

Mr. Maguire. Surely.
Mr Moss. As one of the authors of the basic legislation it is my

recollection that this committee rejected economic impact analysis
as being a prerequisite for the promulgation of regulations, and any
eflort by the Cost of Living Council or the Council on Wage and Price
fetabihty to impose such a requirement is violative of the law as clearly
as anything could ever be.

I would say to them that if evidence persists that they are trying
to do so I will summons them before this committee and have them

^"ai-^^/^
public record exactly where they derive their authority.

Mr. Gregory. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully say that I also have to
operat^ under Executive Order 11821 from the President, on analyzing
the inflationary impact.
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Mr Moss Doctor, Executive orders do not supercede statutory law.

Nor does this Member ever intend to suffer that to happen.

Mr. Gregory. If I may, I must say that as ^^^ '^seyahiamg safety

standards, Mr. Chairman, or any regulations, I think that we all

probably asree that we want to know, when we write a regulation, the

impact on the industry or the pocketbook as well as the benefits.

Mr. Moss. You do indeed. Doctor, excepting where Congress says

after carefully considering it that you need not do so.

Mr. Gregory. If I might finish. Putting it a different way, we all

want to know the benefits as well as the costs. These costs are not m
dollars alone. They are costs also in time and mconvenience and other

things.

Mr. Moss. Tangible and intangible, both.

Mr. Gregory. That is right. I will say as responsible regulators that

we should have a pretty good idea of these costs as we move througH

the rulemaking process. . , .

I don't mean that NHTSA has ever regarded economic analysis as

determinative. We know what the statute says. One of the first things

I did when I came to the Agencv was review Avhat the statute said

and what subsequent interpretations by the court or by conference re-

])orts indicated it meant.
i,

• +

Certainly we have never treated economic analysis as a barrier to

Mr. Moss. I would not want this record to infer that I am alleging

that you have. I merely want it to reflect my concern over the efforts

of the Council on Wage and Price Stability to impose that on you

and to serve clear warning that we do not intend to tolerate their

doing so. , . „ ,1 , 1

Mr Gregory. I think we agree that analysis of the costs, and again

the costs can be many things, and of the benefits are something that

men ought to know as they proceed to write regulations which are

derived from basic legislation. u ^.i
•

i +i f

While making such analyses requires resources 1 don t tliml^ tnat

our policy has ever been such that analysis is a severe impediment, and

I would hope that it never is. Nor have I allowed outside mfiuences

in this regard to be controlling. . .

I think many of these inputs, done well, can enhance our mission

in a way because we do not have to devote as many resources to those

issues. . , „

I would look to the Council, with experts m the process of economic

analysis and so forth, to help us do our job. I bring up this other point

that "I rejected their advice given as experts on acciderit analysis.

Mr. Moss. I think they are confined to wage and price stability ana

they are not to be involved in things where we specifically excluded

them.
I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Maguire. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Doctor Gregory, would you say that the Council's interpretations

with NHTSA have added 'in any substantial way the length of time

that it takes you to generate safety standards ? _
. tv/t

'

Mr. Gregory. I think I must stand on my previous statement, Mr.

ISIao-uire, that their inputs to us have been considered carefully. But
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I would not say they have in any way materially impeded action apart
from our studying; what they have to say.
Mr. Maguire. Thank you.
Could you explain, in your own mind, the Council's major objec-

tions? Do you understand why they have objected?
What pressures are at work in the situation in your judgment?
Dr. Gregory, I really feel that the criticism that the Council has

leveled at, for instance, the airbrake standard is that they feel there
was inadequate analysis of the accidents from which we could derive
the benefits to be gained by issuing the airbrake standard.

I also must ask myself the question : If somebody says "these aren't
enough data," how much do they think we really need ?

We know when we propose standards, particularly in accident pre-
vention-type standards, it is very difficult to get data on equipment
that may not yet exist. What we can do is analyze the problem and if

we feel that we have, under the law, a practicable effective method of
correcting that safety problem, then we can move ahead while making
good analyses, so that if we find that we are off the mark, we can stop
at any point.

As I say, I really feel that anyone, the Council or anyone else, can
say we don't have enough data to adequately identify the problem.
Mr. Maguire. As you have said, and as we all know, we are talking

about people's lives here.

Mr. Gregory. That is right.

ISIr. ^Iagttiee. We liaA^e 45,000 deaths a year. Tlie evidence suggests
that if standards were put in on passive restraint systems, for example,
that we could cut that by some 10,000 a year.

Is that correct ?

Mr. Gregory. Based on our analysis, we would find that if people
used the restraints that are now required, or if there were an alterna-
tive such as the passive restraint, many people come out with an
estimate of about 10,000 additional lives v/ould be saved per year in
today's world.

DOLLAR value OF A IIUMAX LIFE

Mr. Maguire, How does the Council evaluate those lives? Do they
put a dollar figure on those lives when they criticize your cost-benefit
analysis ?

Mr. Gregory. I might refer this to Mr. Dugoff because he has looked
at many of their analyses, but I think by and large they have ac-
cepted our dollar figures.

Mr. Maguire. Which is $240,000 ?

Mr. Gregory. Basically so. As a matter of fact
Mr. DuGOFF. Yes, sir.

Mr. Gregory. May I have Mr. Dugoff add something ?

Mr. Maguire. Yes,
Mr. DuGOFF, In summary, I think the position of the Council on

Wage and Price Stability vis-a-vis the passive restraint standard is

that the analysis that the NHTSA has been able to perform to demon-
strate the magnitude of benefits that would accrue, given the existence
of a passive restraint standard, is not sufficiently definitive as to war-
rant the expenditure of funds which the promulgation of that stand-
ard would require.
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Mr. Maguire, That is what they say ?

ISIr. DuGOFF. Yes, sir. This, again, as Dr. Gregory put it, is a matter
of vahie judgment as to the level of rigor of analyses and the amount
of data that is required for regulatory decisionmaking.

IMr. Maguire. You know, we all know, that we are talking about,
roughly speaking, 10,000 lives a year. Do they dispute that ?

Mr. DuGOFF. Yes.
Mr. Maguire. Suppose it is three-quarters of that or half that? The

thing that frankly astonishes me is, here we have, and here we are
reading from a release of November 26, 1975, from the Council on
"Wage and Price Stability and the final paragraph says

:

In any case wo would hope tliat NHTSA's final information requirement will

balance the legitimate need for such information against imposing additional
costs on manufacturers and discouraging manufacturers from legitimate speak-
ing out against future NHTSA regulations.

I don't see anything in here about human life. Even the $240,000
standard strikes me as something that ought to make us all very angry.

Is a life worth $240,000? If we know that something can he!]) in

significant numbers, what conceivable excuse can there be for not pro-
ceeding on it and in particular, how can it be balanced against esoteric

stuff about legitimate need for information and so on ?

Mr. Gregory. Mr. Maguire, I receive much criticism, including
criticism from the Council on Yfage and Price Stability. I must take
what they say in the same context as I take everybody else's.

Mr. Maguire. Have they ever proposed faster action or better stand-
ard or are they always on the other side of the fence ?

Mr. Gregory. I think based on our infrequent contacts I would have
to say no. I never heard them ask me to speed something up.
Mr. Maguire. Or produce a better standard ?

Mr. Gregory. Let m.e say that I think implicit in some of their re-

marks is their belief that we have a good standard but they have taken
issue with us in some of the analyses.

Mr. IMaguire. They are part of the White House, right?
Mr. Gregory. They are a member of the executive branch

;
yes. sir.

Mr. Maguire. Would it be fair for me to suggest that there might
be some reason to believe that automobile manufacturers and truck
associations have had undue influence on the deliberations of the
Coimcil on Wage and Price Stability with regard to the matters that
your Agency is supposed to deal with?
Will you comment on that ?

]Mr. Greoory. I have no idea on that, JMr. Maguire.
Mr. ]\Iaguire. No suspicions ?

Mr. Gregory. I have no suspicions in that regard.
]VIr. Maguire. Have they had any influence that you know of?
Mr. Gregory. I am sure that that is the position of a variety of peo-

ple. Whether it is an industry or an individual, they have tlie right

to put their views before any number of ])eop]e in the executive branch
as well as before the Congress or before NHTSA.
The thing that I would be concerned about, and I am glad I can

answer in the negative, is whether the Council on Wage and Price

Stability has been an impediment, and whether I felt that they have
interfered with what I am trying to do.
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-If tliey could pressure me to change my mind, if they could pressure
"me to stop a regulation, then I would be worried.

Mr. Maguire. They don't have to be that heavyhanded. The objec-
tive is served; namely, if you don't issue standards as in the. case of
passive restraint systems, then they don't need to do any more than
^that, do they ?

IVIr. Gregory. Well, that is a kind of long shot, I think. I don't quite
imderstand what you are implying. In other words, your question is,

if they just keep sending us memos, will that stop a standard from
being issued.

Mr. Maguire. The automobile industry has consistently fought over
a period of years every step that has been proposed for improving
safety and efficiency of vehicles and so on. There is a record of that

sort.

There is also a record which indicates that they have been able,

through bringing political pressure to bear on the White House and
on Congress, to get yet additional extensions of this and that and the

other thing and to fuzz up the isues and to actually frustrate the ob-

jectives of this 1966 legislation and certainly to frustrate, I would say,

rapid and timely action by your Agency.
Looking from the outside, that is the way it looks.

Mr. Gregory. Looking at it from the inside. I don't share that

concern as far as my Agency and me personally have been concerned.

Mr. Magtjire. It has nothing to do with your resignation ?

Mr. Gregory. Absolutely not. As a matter of fact, I think one of

the things that I have done voluntarily in advance as our studies de-

veloped, is that I have actually had discussions with them, as I have

indicated, on what our results are showing.

I have, if you will, put in my 2 cents in their thinking just as you
imply other people have.

OBTAINING INFORMATION TO SUPPORT REGULATION

Mr. Maguire. One moment, Mr. Chairman—and I am well aware

you have been generous with time here—your statement on page 15

says that the industry is a major source of information regarding the

cost of safety regulations.

We have that and then we have the Council on Wage and Price Sta-

bility in the memo just quoted a moment ago saying above all else let

us not attach too much additional cost to industry for finding what
the facts are about safety regulations.

^Yhnt are we to make out of that? If you only could get the data

from one place and you can't even get it from there because it might
inconvenience somebody or increase costs slightly, where do we go
from there?

Mr. Gregory. Let us clear up what the Council was referring to in

regard to our inquiring for information. I think perhaps Mr. Berndt,

our Acting Chief Counsel, could help us with that.

Mr. Berndt. I think, Mr. Maguire, that it is true that industry has

a lot of information and you do put your finger on the point

—

From the Audience. Louder.
Mr. Maguire. Could you speak a little louder, sir, into the

microphone ?
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Mr. Berndt. That some of the information that you are focusing
on is not available. We recognize that.

Mr. INIoss. The only people who can be concerned with the volume
level are the people here. I can't guarantee that everyone in the hearing
room can hear every witness.

I want this clearly understood. No person in this audience ever inter-

jects in a hearing room under my control. Let us have no more of it or
you will be excluded from the hearing room.
You really want the volume up because you are recording it. That is

your problem, not mine.
You may continue, JSIr. Berndt.
Mr. Berndt. Thank you.
We do reach a point, as standards become more sophisticated, where

we try to improve our data bases. But some of the information just

referred to, from the Council on Wage and Price Stability and from
industry itself, is not as you have pointed out available.

So, we have to take the data that we do have and make judgments
from that.

With respect to the Council on AVage and Price Stability analysis,

as Dr. Gregory has said, we defer to them in the economic area. They
perhaps may tliink they are making economic analyses when they are
analyzing
Mr. Maguire. Did you say defer to them ? What did you mean by

defer?
Mr. Berndt. That is the wrong word. We consider their comments

like all others. I again must point out that I think they have only
really commented on three standards. Where they made a truly sub-
stantive comment and a clear recommendation on what to do, we
rejected their recommendation. They asked us to suspend the 121
standard and we did in fact reject that request, based upon our own
anal3'sis of the data.

Mr. Maguire. One final question. We have agreed here that the
industry is a major source of information regarding the cost of safety
regulations. That is what I saw in your statement. You then go on to

indicate that the costs that are projected for added-on equipment are
not by any means the costs that would be projected for designed-in
equipment, amortized over a period of time and so on, and in addition
if distinctions were made between what they would have done in any
case and what they are doing as a result of official regulations.

We are familiar with the pattern of loading costs on a particular
item if you think it serves some purpose. "Wliat discount figure do you
use, if any, on the cost data that they supply to you based on those
considerations ?

Mr. Gregory. We have some basis for this. Let me talk about the
interlock for just a moment.
As I recall, the average figure was on the order of $46—excuse me^

if my memory is not exactly right, but it was of that order—which
the industry I believe by and large indicated was the cost of the inter-

lock system.
As I remember, one manufacturer immediately following the re-

moval of the interlock reduced the price of his cars $13. Tliere were no
other reductions in price.
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Now, again, I would like to adjust the record for those figures if I

may, Mr. Chairman.
]Mr. Moss, You may indeed at the time the transcript is sent to you

change those figures to conform to the more accurate figures.

[The following information was received for the record:]

Adjustment of Cost Figures for the Interlock

The average figure for the cost of the seatbelt interlock was $46.80.

Mr. Grego'ry. That is right. I think it has to be done, Mr. Chairman,

it will vary depending on our analysis.

By the way, we have recently written to all motor vehicle manu-
facturers to determine the amount of reduction in the price of a ve-

hicle that would result if existing safety standards were abolished.

What I am trying to establish in all candor is exactly what the

designed-in safety standards really cost today. I think that those

figures will be most important to us in trying to find some sort of

standardized discounting, if you will, for the future.

Mr. Maguike. You don't believe for 1 minute the figures that are

given by the manufacturers
Mr. Gregory. I might believe some of them based on our assessment

of the situation. After all, we do have availability

Mr. Maguire. Which way is it ?

Mr. Gregory. Let me say this. When the figures come in, Mr.
Maguire, we give them a thorough going over. To say I don't believe

anything anybody sends me would be erroneous. I think we have a

right to be suspicious of the initial cost figures that are put together

by the industry on any standard.

And they have a right to be suspicious too because sometimes they

don't know.
Mr. Maguire, Have you ever had any evidence that any figure

submitted to you was a correct figure ? Has it ever been borne out ?

Mr. Gregory. That is a rather broad question. Perhaps Mr. Carter

who deals with these figures day to day might wish to comment on
that.

Mr. Carter. Mr. ISIaguire, the figures that first come in are usually

on the high side. I think the industry would probably respond that

tliat would be a very natural thing to do because at that time they are

estimating and it is to their advantage to estimate on the high side.

As Mr. Gregory points out, we take their figures, analyze them, and
draw our own conclusions from them.

Mr. Gregory. We have some basis for evaluation because we also

pretty well know the suppliers' figures of any supjDlied items. So we
are able in various instances to establish a reasonably accurate figure.

At times, the figures themselves become a part of the regulatory

process, as a part of the debate.

So I really feel that we are sometimes very much in the dark.

Recently, for instance, we heard various anticipated costs for the 121

airbrake standard. In many ways, we had a better feel for the actual

cost.

I will be happy to supply from the docket, if I may, Mr. Chairman,
the estimated cost which I believe was on the order of $1,800 to $8,000

per vehicle and again this is a rather broad average. It was interesting,
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at least as reported in the Automotive News, and I will be happy to

supply the article for the record, if I may, that the estimated reduction

in the price of non-121 equipped trucks during the 2-week stay of the

regulations on the order of, I believe, only $450 to $1,000.

[The following material was received for the record :]

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION

INDUSTRY ESTIMATES OF COST OF "121 BRAKES" (1975) INCLUDING WEIGHT DATA

Urban
and

intercity

Type of vehicle 4 by 2 truck 4 by 2 truck 6 by 4 truck School bus bus Trailers

Vehicle class 6 7 8

GVW (pounds) 18,501-26,000 26,001-33,000 (')

Number of axles 2 2 3

FMVSS 121 price $1,130 $1, 130 2$1, 570-$2, 085

Annual vclume< 18,000 37,000 145,000

Weight increase (pounds).. 350-350 260-400 250-500

Annual cost (million) $20 $42 $273

1 Over 33,000.
2 $1,670 hgure is for vehicle with 9,000 and 12,000 front axle.

$2,085 figure is for vehicle with 16 000 front axle.

3 $350 figure is for a single axle trailer, $450 for a tandem.
* Estimates based on 1973 domestic sales.

5 A 25 percent-75 percent volume split was used single versus tandem axle trailers.

Note; Total "worst case" annual cost increment; $428,000,000.

20 000-25,000 - -
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PACCAR reportedly had an inventory of pre-121 components when 121 became

effective March 1, 1975, and has been using the equipment on trucks built for the

Canadian and export markets.

Since most manufacturers have ample antilock inventories, production of

these devices by the major suppliers to heavy-truck producers has either been

halted or sharply curtailed,

Kelsey-Hayes Co. said it had intended to shut down its plant, but has con-

tinued with a skeleton force after some customers said they would need the

equipment. Eaton Corp., however, said it has suspended production.

There is some question as to whether the antilock systems can be removed

from or disconnected on 121 trucks in dealer hands or units on the road.

According to NADA's American Truck Division, which called the suspension

"a very welcome step in the right direction," the Transportation Department's

initial view is that manufacturers, dealers and operators cannot tamper with

121 trucks built prior to Feb. 16.

Some manufacturers say that unless a person is thoroughly familiar with the

system, a great safety hazard could result in attempting to remove or discon-

nect the devices without depowering the front brakes.

Meanwhile, members of the American Trucking Assns.' Safety Committee on

Research and Environment, manufacturer representatives and officials of the

Transportation Department will meet in Detroit Feb. 10-11 to see, as one execu-

tive said, "if we can arrive at a (121 ) standard we can Uve with."

"It's a good system and requires only a few modifications to make it work-

able," he added.

]Mr. Gregory. Xow. maybe we are looking at apples and oranges. We
are trying to sort this out, but this will give you some idea of the prob-

lems that I think the manufacturers themselves face in making their

cost estimates, and which we nuist be very alert to.

So, rather than indicting everybody for putting in false figures, I

think many times the early figures are not very well know-n and they

will, I think, tend quite naturally to be a bit inflated on the ''safe side.'^

I think we all get smarter as we go along.

Mr. JMaguire. On the unsafe side.

Mr. Gregory. I will accept that editorial comment.

Mr. Maguire. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ISIoss. ^Ir. Scheuer.

Mr. Scheuer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

SL0^\T)0WN IX XHTSA RULEMAKING

Dr. Gregory, I, too, wish to express my sorrow that you are leaving.

You performed a notew^orthy service during your years of service.

There seems to be a depressing trend downw-ard in the vigor with which

NHTSA is prosecuting the public interest and issuing new rules, for

example. New vehicle standard rules have declined at an alarming rate.

You had 29 of them in the period from 1966 to 1969. In 1971 and

1972 you had nine ; in 1972 and 1973 you had eight. In 1974 and 1975

Tou had one.

Is this sending us a signal of some kind of benign neglect, to use

the words of a well-known American comunentator ?

Mr. Gregory. Mr. Scheuer, I think the signal is not that NHTSA is

not in any way going forward with its statutory requirements and its

dedication.

As I indicated early in the hearing, I think we are getting into a

posture of more complex rules wdiich require longer, more sophisti-

cated analysis. I think in all seriousness that many of the amendments
which are not listed here, many of the amendments to the original
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standards, were actually more important to safety than the standards

''cerSw i'don't want to be dramatic about this but Mr Carter

was knd enough to bring me the computer printout of all the regu-

fations and changes, important changes, many of them, m the

'^Tf^^Imay, if you want to pursue this a little bit further, so that we

mitht indicate the importance of some of these amendments, I would

^^Tr^ScHEUER Let me ask you, does this diminution, this rather

sharp turn downward in the nmnber of new vehicle standards indi-

cate to you that there is either a dimmishmg rate of interest or an

already low rate of interest in prosecuting these new rules and new

safety standards on the part of the administration^

Mr gS:gory. In all honesty as I have already indicated, no one

has come to me and said slow it down. •
7>^ .

Mr ScHEUER. I understand that nobody has said to you tn haec

verha slow it down. Somebody in that administration once said,

"Don't listen to what we say, watch what we do.
^, . r .

^ „

.

In terms of actual support for your work, have you the feeling that

they are vigorously encouraging you and supporting you on a day-to-

day basis in the prosecution of the promulgation of new safety

standards ^

Mr Gregory. I must honestly say, in my contacts no one has come

over, and iust as they have not said slow down, they have not come

over and said you have to do this as far as pushing something ahead.

I have to put that in the docket as well.
, ,-, , .i i

Mr. ScHEUER. Have you had any encouragement that the general

work you are doing sits with favor in their eyes ?

Mr." Gregory. I would hope so.

Mr. ScHEUER. I am not asking you what your personal hopes are.

I am asking you what kind of signals you have been getting from the

executive branch. The actual product seems to be diminishing sharply

in terms of output in the safety area. What I am asking you is, what is

your perception—not your hope, but what is your perception—ot the

support you have been getting, not perhaps by word, but by all the

indices which you know count more than words ?

What kind of tangible, expressed support are you ^^ettmg by word

or deed or act from the executive branch? And is it diminishing?
_

Mr. Gregory. Let me take a couple of minutes to tell you my experi-

ences. First of all, I think we have to go by the budget, by the funds

that we are given. I think that has been very satisfactory m my eyes.

Indeed, our budget has increased, I believe, each year that I have

been here.

Second,' former Secretary Brinegar's instructions to me were very

clear. He said, "This is an important program. Go down there and put

it together and move."
Secretary Coleman has been extremely interested m our projects.

He is, if I may use the word, prosafety. One of the things that he has

constantly told me and other members of our department, "We have

the law and the law directs us to move."

So I can honestly say from the standpoint of budget, from the en-

couragement I have gotten from my immediate superiors, that no

72-820—76 30
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damper has been put on our programs. Indeed, I am gratified to say,
as an example, that Secretary Coleman has stood with me firmly in
the prosecution of airbrake standard 121. He is extremely interested
in that regulation and is pushing for it, as well as for resolution of the
restraint system issue. I honestly can say that I have his backing.
Mr. ScHEUER. In other words, you don't feel, in the words of John

Ehrlichman, that you have been left to twist slowly, and slowly in the
wind ?

Mr. Gregory. In no way, sir. To carry the thought further, that was
not a part of my decision to leave the Agency.

MANDATORY SEATBELT USE

Mr. ScHEUER. Eight. You have made yourself clear on that.
I note that NHTSA has issued perhaps 19 or more safety program

standards, highway safety standards covering motorcycle helmets,
vehicle inspection, and so forth, but they have never issued a highway
safety program standard on mandatory seatbelt use.

I have put in a bill to do that, H.R. 10744. 1 just got back from Aus-
tralia and New Zealand. In Australia the rate of seatbelt use went from
25 percent to 85 percent when they installed similar legislation. Their
deaths dropped by 25 percent, and their serious accidents dropped by
about 35 percent.
We estimate that if our 29 percent seatbelt use average went up to

roughly 80 percent we vv^ould save, and I believe these\re NHTSA
figures, over 13,000 lives and just under $13 billion.
Now, this is a lot of money and a lot of lives. In addition, we are

now moving toward a national health insurance program, and with
such a program virtually all accident and death costs are socialized,
are public costs.

The cost-benefit ratio here is infinite because the equipment is al-
ready mandated and installed. The equipment is Iving flat on the seats
of those cars. It seems to me that if we have a nationatpolicy expressed
by the Congress that seatbelts ought to be installed, then it Would seem
logical, it would almost behoove us to issue some kind of reasonable
and eflt'ective legislation encouraging, if not mandating use I wonder
M-hy you have not done that ?

Air. Gregory. I think that up to now the actions bv our Agency, and
by the Congress by way of incentives, have been to allow each State to
make that decision.

Mr. ScHEUER. Are there any States that have mandated the use of
seatbelts ?

Mr. Gregory. The only jurisdiction within the United States which
has done so is Puerto Rico. I can report to you, at least from the latest
figures that I have received secondhand, tliat Puerto Rico moved from
somewhat less than 10 percent in seatbelt usage to about between 20
and 30 percent at the present. So that it is effective ahhough it is indeed
slow going.

I have been extremely discouraged bv the States' inaction because
all of these figures that you have cited are well knovrn. Indeed, I think
you are high on your estimate of present usage.
Mr. ScHEUER. You think the 29 percent is high ?
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Mr. Gregory, Yes.
. <. ^ o

Mr. ScHEUER. What is your estimate of present usages
. . , •

Ur Gregory. It would fall below 20 percent. As a matter of tact, m
our most recent analysis, and we have been comparmg the ellectiveness

of various passive restraints and active restramts, the hgure you used

of about 80 percent is approximately correct.
.

In other words, if we could reach the 70 to 80 percent wearmg rate,

with the good comfortable belts that are begmnmg to come out, the

number of lives saved would equate roughly to that calculated tor, at

least two different passive restraint systems. You are entirely correct,

that is the number, no matter who does the analyses, friend or toe ot

the passive restraints. We have saved nearly 10,000 lives a year as a

result of the 55-mile-per-hour national speed limit during the last 2

years, and the next big, most significant improvement m the fatality

picture on the highways, must come through occupant restraint, either

active or passive. vi. ^-u c<-„f^o'
Mr. Scheuer. How long have you been disappointed with the states

performance in mandating occupant restraints?

^Ir. Gregory. I was disappointed all during 1975. I announced in

October 1975 that I was putting out a standard which would, at least,

demand that the States have a positive program on belt wearing, to

increase seatbelt use.
,, . i , tt i

Mr. Scheuer. This is what I am talking about. Have you promul-

gated such a requirement ?
. . ^i i ,

^Ir. Gregory. I have not because I have been revising my thoughts.

You will probably see within the next month or two the results ot that

Mr. Scheuer. Will it include some kind of penalty for States that

don't have a mandatory-use requirement?
.

Mr Gregory. Under the legislation as it presently exists, altiiougii

it may be changed as a result of legislation now before the Congress,

we are empowered to take away safety money and up to 10 percent

construction funds if a State does not have an approved safety pro-

gram.
We tried that with motorcycle helmets, Mr. Scheuer.

Mr. Scheuer. How did it work?

^Ir Gregory. What happened was that each House of Congress

introduced a measure, which is now a part of both Senate and House

versions of the Highway Act of 1975, providing that a State would not

be sanctioned if it did not have a motorcycle helmet requirement.

It gives me pause as to the change in the attitude of the Congress,

fromlhe original intent of the Highway Safety Act of 1966.
_

Mr Scheuer. I personally think this latest action was a mistake on

the part of the Congress. I presume, though, that many States have

the motorcycle helmet requirement?
. .i i ^r, . t

Mr. Gregory. 47 States at this time. I would like to think that 1 was

the first one to have the guts to try this sanction.

Mr Scheuer. I congratulate you for having the guts to do so. Since

you have the power and jurisdiction to do it on mandating se'atbelt

use, why don't you use the authority that the Congress gave you ? ^\ hy

do vou liave to speculate on what the mood is today ?

ih\ Gregory. First, we have to have a standard, and I assure you

that is now in the mill.
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Mr. ScHEUER. What kind of standard ? The seatbelts are there. We
have mandated seatbelts.

Mr. Gregory. It will be a standard relating to seatbelt use.

Mr. Scheuer. I congratulate you. Have you announced any terminal
date for your departure from your present responsibilities ?

Mr. Gregory. No. The President was very gracious in his remarks
and asked me to stay on until a successor was appointed.

Mr. Scheuer. Will it be your intention to issue this rule on seatbelts

before you leave ?

Mr. Gregory. I think that is entirely possible. It will be related ta
safety belt use. I think we can issue it in reasonably good fashion.

Mr. Scheuer. I am talking about penalties for States that don't
adopt mandatory seatbelt use requirements.

Mr. Gregory. The penalties are already provided in the legislation.

We must base our judgment on whether the States are following up
on the standards.

jSIr. Scheuer. You intend to prosecute that vigorously before you
leave ?

Mr. Gregory. I stand on my record with respect to motorcycle hel-

mets.

Mr. Scheuer. Yes, and that is a credible record. Do you expect to-

get full cooperation and support from the executive branch ?

Mr. Gregory. I wouldn't know why not.

Mr. Scheuer. You have no reason to believe you won't ?

Mr. Gregory. No.
Mr. Scheuer. I appreciate your testimony very much. I am going

to take the liberty of sending you my bill and getting your reaction.
I hope it won't be necessary for me to push it further. I hope you will
make my bill a theoretical matter.
Mr. Chairman, I would like at this point to ask unanimous consent

to insert in the record a very brief statement I made to my colleagues
on this committee when I introduced my bill mandating seatbelt use.

I want to thank the witness for his testimony.
Mr. Moss. Under the previously agreed upon unanimous consent, the

material will be placed in the record at this point.
[The material referred to follows :]

Congress of the United States,
House of Representatives,

Washington, D.C., November 16, 1915.

Dear Colleague : In recent days, those responsible for protecting the President
of the United States have agonized over the adequacy of the security measures
they employ.

Yet on October 15, when the President's limousine was struck by another car iu.

Hartford. Connecticut, the President had failed to perform a simple act to protect
his own life—buckle his safety belt.

I have introduced a bill to require the states, under penalty of a 10 per cent
reduction in Federal-aid highway funds, to enact legislation making the use of
safety belts mandatory for all citizens at all times, subject to certain state-deter-
mined exemptions for reasons of physical or mental infirmity, occupation, or body
size. Traffic citations, which would carry fines of between $10 and $25, would be-
is.sued for violations of such laws.
The National Highway Traflic Safety Administration (NHTSA), an arm of

the Department of Transportation, estimates that in 1974, 13,530 deaths and
1,260,000 serious injuries could have been avoided, as well as more than $12 bil-
lion saved, if 80 per cent of all motorists wore safety belts. And President Ford:
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declared one year ago, "I give my strongest recommendation tliat all Americans
follow the sonnd advice which tells us to 'buckle up for safety.'

"

In spite of this "strongest recommendation," President Ford himself has
joined the more than 70 per cent of the American people who do not regularly
wear their safety belts.

The use of safety belts already installed in passenger cars constitutes the single

most cost-effective measure for reducing fatalities and injuries in motor vehicle

crashes. No one can dispute the efficacy of safety belts in preventing injury and
death in automobile accidents, and since the necessary safety equipment is

already installed, not one additional dollar need he spent on this invaluable means
of preventive medicine.

Health care costs are soaring into the stratosphere. In 1975 alone, these costs

account for $120 bilion, or 8 per cent of our total GNP. We are presently moving
toward funding a national health program, which inevitably will give further
impetus to these costs. At such a critical time, the Congress and the American
taxpayer should be particularly conscious of—and adamantly opposed to—vast,

needless, and clearly avoidable expenditures on claims for health care, lost work
or death. No taxpayer should be forced to bear the costs of another's gross
negligence.
The importance of wearing safety belts is also underscored by the recent trend

toward the manufacturing of smaller, lighter weight vehicles which are substan-
tially less able to withstand collision impacts than the larger cars which com-
prise the majority of the present American fieet.

NHTSA estimates that such a shift to smaller cars, resulting from the tre-

mendous increase in tiie price of gasoline as well as from enei'gy and clean air

legislation presently before the Congress, could lead to an increase of up to 25
per cent in the rate of serious injury and death. As we conserve our energy
resources, surely we have a moral obligation to consider the precious human
resources which will inevitably be lost if compensatory measures are not taken.
Demonstrably, the people of this country do not voluntarily "buckle up." While

the states have evidenced a clear inability to pass safety belt legislation on
their own, every 25 seconds one American will be needlessly injured on our
nation's roads because he was not wearing his safety belt. One American will be
killed unnecessarily every 38 minutes.
To fail to pass legislation which would immediately prevent the tragic waste

of so many lives and dollars, and at no expense, would be a tragedy in itself, and
I urge your support for H.R. 10744.

If you wish to cosponsor this bill, or would like any further information, please
contact Dick Osmau at X 55471.
With every warm best wish,

Yours,
James H. Scheuer, M.C.

Mr. :Moss. Mr. Wunder?
AIR BAGS

^Ir. Wunder. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Gregory, I would like to pursue for a moment the question on

the airbags, a step beyond what Mr. Collins took it.

Can you tell me how manj^ deployments there have been with the
10,000 Buick, Oldsmobiles, and Cadillacs ?

Dr. Gregory. With your permission, I will ask Mr. Carter to reply,
or Dr. Mannella. It is of the order of 60 or 70.

Dr. Mannella. I will give you the latest figure on that. As of
February 20, there were 90 deployments, 84 of them in a crash mode.
Mr. Wunder. In those 90, do you have any records that would in-

dicate the number or product liability suits that were brought as a
result of deployment ?

Dr. Mannella. I have no information on that.

Mr. Wunder. Is there any—is there a possibility that you could
acquire that information ?
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INIr, Gregory. We can obtain the information directly from the

General IMotors Corp.
Mr. WuNDER. I spoke to them yesterday. They tell me that there

are four that have been brought and numerous others under considera-

tion, the allegation being improper functioning of the airbag in its

deployment.
Have you heard any information about these suits ?

Mr. Gregory. Outside of reading about several of them in the paper,
I have no information. Perhaps our legal counsel may know of them.
I really do not know what the basis of the suits has been nor in reading
could I readily determine the basis.

Mr. Berndt perhaps may be able to add something.
Mr. Berxdt. I don't know of the suits but I am sure we can get the

information.
Mr. Wunder. Mr. Chairman, under the previously agreed upon

unanimous consent. I wonder if we could have the record held at this

tim.e to accept the data that the general counsel says he can supply on
the number of suits.

Mr. Moss. Yes, indeed.
[The following letters were received for the record.]

U.S. Department of Transportation,
National Highway Traffic Safety Adjiinistration,

Washington, B.C., April 8, WTS.
Hon. John K. Moss,
Cliatnnan, Subconimittcc on Oversight and Investigations, Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Washington. B.C.

Dear ]\Ir. Moss : We have received from the (4eneral Motors Corpora tiou

information relating to the number of product liability legal actions arising from
airbag malfunctions and can supply this information to you. The General Motors
Corporation has informed us that five product liability cases arising from air-

bag malfunctions have been filed against them. In three of these cases, it was
alleged that the airltag failed to deploy. In the fourth case, it was alleged that the
airbag deployed without v,arning. In the fifth case, it was alleged that the air-

bag "malfunctioned."'
Please note that the General Motors Corporation has requested that the Na-

tional Highway Traffic Safety Administration afford this information conii-

dential treatment, althoiigh General Motors did not object to the release of the
information to the Subcommittee.

This completes our response to your letter of March 3, 1978. 'We hope tliat

the information we have supplied will assist the Subcommittee.
Sincerely,

Fr.'VNk Berndt,
Acting Chief Counsel.

U.S. Department of Transportation,
National Highway Tr-\fkic Safety Administration,

Washington, B.C., June 3, 1976.
Hon. .John E. Moss,
Chairnian, Suhcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Moss : This is in further response to our letter of April S. 1076,
in which we provided you with information relating to the five product liability

legal actions filed against the General Motors Corporation in which it was
alleged that an airbag occupant restraint system had malfunctioned. The Gen-
eral Motors Corporation has informed us that an additional two such actions
have been recently filed. In one case, it was alleged that the "airbag safety sys-

tem was designed, manufactured and installed in such a defective, negligent and
improper manner that said airbag system was directly responsible for the injuries
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which the PUiintiffi sustained after impact of her vehicle." In the other case, it

was alleged that the airbag failed to deploy.

We hope that this iiiforuiation aids your inquiry.

Sincerely,
Fkaxk Bekndt,

Acting Chief Counsel.

Mr. WuNDER. Dr. Gregory or Mr. Carter, I wonder if you can tell

me what are the costs to replace an airbag once it is deployed ?

Mr. Gregory. We have a recent estimate. Mv. Carter, I think, is

best equipped to answer that question.

Mr. Carter. As far as the replacement cost, IMr. Wunder, I think
you would have to make some assumption as to the number of vehicles

you had out there.

For exam])le, at the present time I think $325 is quoted for tho

GJM system. With the level of production that they have that is indeed
a very low figure.

If you had them in mass production, then the replacement cost

would be caught up in the same type of thing as the replacement parts
business. I would not want to try to project those costs.

JMr. Wunder. The $325 figure is the cost of the airbag, not the cost

of replacement, is that correct ?

Mr. Carter. I am sorry.

Mr. Wunder. The $325 figure that you used was the cost of the
airbag as offered by General Motors as an option, and not the replace-

ment cost once it has been deploj^ed.

JSfr. Carter. You say it is not the replacement cost ?

Mr. Wunder. Yes, sir.

Mr. Carter. Indeed not.

Mr. Wunder. Do you have a figure on what the replacement cost

would be on what has been deployed.
Mr. Carter. No, I do not have that figure. My point is that once you

get it out there and should you get these in mass production, then it

would be in the same category as replacement parts.

Some of these have a markup of, I don't know, there are markup
rates all over the board. That would have to be determined. I would
not want to speculate on what the figure might be.

Mr. Wunder. In pursuing that point about m.ass production, do you
have any estimate as to how long it would take to have airbags in

mass production ?

Say you imposed the standard today, how long would it take the
manufacturers to produce a sufficient number of airbags to place them
on all cars ?

Mr- Carter. The estimate supplied by the industry which probably
are reasonable, normally range from 30 to 36 months. In other words,
once a requirement would be established, it would take them 30 to 36
months to get everything ready to put them on 100 percent of the cars
being built.

Mr. Wunder. So 30 to 36 months would take us to 1^79. How many
cars are replaced each year? Do you have a figure on that?

]\rr. Carti<:r. The average life of a car, I\Ir. Wunder, is estimated
to be about 10 years. Actually, the replacement rate is normally about
10 percent a year for the first 6 years. Then the rate begins to de-
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crease. As I recall, at the end of 10 years, 90 percent of the vehicles

are replaced. It takes 15 to 16 years to approach 100 percent. Those

figures are approximate.

Mr. WuNDER. To get them on all cars, it would be 1995 according

to those figures ?

Mr. Carter. It would take about 10 years from introduction to have

them on something like 90 or a little bit higher percentage of the

cars.

Mr. WuNDER. 1989 ?

Mr. Carter. That is right.

Mr. WuNDER. Is it true that General Motors is going to discontinue

offering airbags as an option on the 1977 year models ?

Mr. Gregory. It is my understanding they have done so already.

Mr. Wunder. Do you have any indication why they dropped offer-

ing the airbags as an option ?

Mr. Gregory. I guess we can give you the reason.

Mr. Carter. I think you should ask General Motors this question

and not us. However, as I understand it, the big cars that are now
offered are being totally redesigned for 1977 model year.

It is my understanding that the question arose whether dashes for

those vehicles should be designed to accept air cushions. I understand
that a trade-off study was done anticipating a possible requirement
for airbags and some judgments had to be made on the part of the
company as to what the earliest possible date would be.

Then a cost trade-off study was conducted as to whether it would
be cheaper to design the dashes not to accept air bags and redesign
them to the extent necessary later, or design them to accept airbags.

It was cheaper to design them not to accept airbags.

So it is my understanding, but again I am not sure of this, we have
no official data, that the dashes simply will not be designed to accept
an airbag in those cars in the 1977 and subsequent model years.

Mr. Moss. The Chair would like to make this observation. That
would not be particularly relevant in any event. In 1956 Ford offered
a safety package. This was prior to the time that we mandated, for
example, seatbelts. We had to go through the process first of requir-
ing seatbelts for the Federal fleet as an inducement to getting the
floor bolts in so that they could be attached to any car.

Ford withdrew the safety package because of a lack of public in-

terest. So, the fact that General Motors may or may not continue the
passive restraint system in their 1977 cars has no relevance to the
effectiveness of the system nor to its probable lifesaving capability,
should it finally be mandated either directly by the Congress or
through the promulgation of a regulation by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration.
Thank you, Mr. Wunder.

EX p.vrte contacts

Mr. Wunder. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Gregory, on another subject, I was wondering if NHTSA is

taking any steps to overcome or preclude the dangers that arise from
ex parte contacts within the agency ?
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Have you issued any regulations or directives ?

Mr. Gregort. I am in the process of doing just that although I

think the record will show in the information we have supplied to

the committee that within about 10 days after I arrived at the agency,

I issued a directive in which I discussed the way I would conduct my
personal business and how we would operate in the office and I in-

structed all employees to do likewise.

That can be entered in the record if you so desire.

Mr. WuNDER. Could we do that under the previously accepted
unanimous consent ?

Mr. Moss. The item referred to will be placed in the record at this

point.

[The material referred to follows :]

Policy Guidance—National Highway Traffic Safety Administbator

This is to set down in writing my position regarding several matters which I

understand to be consistent with policies established in the past

:

1. Business meetings relating to regulatory or enforcement matters between
NHTSA representatives and industry representatives, consumer groups, or other
members of the public should be conducted on NHTSA premises as a general
rule. There will, of course, be situations where this rule cannot be complied with.
Regardless of where the meeting is held, you should attempt to have another
member of NHTSA accompany you and, shortly thereafter, you shall in all cases
prepare a memo for the record summarizing what was discussed.

2. It will be my practice, at meetings held in my office with industry representa-
tives, consumer representatives, or other members of the public, particularly
when such meetings relate to regulatory, enforcement or policy matters to in-

clude the appropriate NHTSA program official and any staff member as may
be necessary to aid in and witness the discussion.

3. It is my view that decision-making on policy matters should not be dale-

gated below the Associate Administrator level. Counsel should, of course, be
consulted beforehand in exercising such delegated authority.

I urge each of you to make sure that these policies are well understood within
your organizations. I am confident that all parties interested in the mission of
NHTSA will understand and appreciate the reasonableness of these poUcies as
well.

James B. Gregory.

Mr. WuNDER. Dr. Gregory, I was wondering to what extent you
made efforts to increase public participation in your activity?

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF REGULATIOISr

Mr. Gregory. We have tried over the time I have been there, and
it is a difficult thing to get public participation. We have to identify

who the public are. Also, it is very difficult to get public participation

in complex technical issues.

However, we have made a valiant try, and at times we have stimu-
lated public interest. On widely advertised, controversial issues such
as the passive restraint and the so-called airbags, I do get letters

from private citizens.

I did get letters from private citizens on the interlock. This was
something they were experiencing. The airbag question has been out
in the public enough and editorialized enough to arouse interest.

I have not yet received one letter that I can think of, from an in-

dividual citizen who thinks much of the airbag.
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"Whether you should credit this to the editorializing or what he has
heard from his neighbor, I am not sure. However, this signals to me a

lack of understanding; it is obvious that we as a government agency
are not really involving the public as much as we could.

I think that in the case of the interlock, had the whole preparation

been better, had our communications been better, had the industry
itself, along with government and the public sector been involved
earlier or done a better job, we would probably have had a different

result.

If I may, I would like to go on the record that despite the things

that were said about the interlock, when everytliing abated and
equilibrium was restored in the interlock use, we liad on the order

of 40 percent use of not only their lap belts, but shoulder belts as well.

This is essentially twice the lap belt and eight times the normal
shoulder belt wearing rate. We were saving lives.

Although I have never spoken out directly on the interlock because

it was a fait accompli, I want to go on record and say I did not act

to remove the interlock. Lives were being saved and that was my
]ob, as I saw it by law. I want to go on record as saying that I was
never encouratjed to remove the interlock, and as far as I was con-

cerned I was fully supported by the administration in that.

I think that should be known at this time.

I think we would have had a different result had the public been
7:)repared and understood it. Also, I think we would have had better

results if the designs of the interlock had been better, and if the belts

und equipment functioned better.

But, this public involvement and acceptance, is something that we
must keep in mind during the preparation for new programs, or we
will not succeed.

]*»iany good ideas, if not thoroughly looked at, and thoroughly
planned, can be shot down through lack of public acceptance, through
Inclc of congressional understanding, through lack of administrative

understanding. Therefore, I say that public involvement is important.

I think that if the public perceived what we were trying to do in

shortening the sto]3pino; distance of trucks, we would have more sup-

port on standard 121. There are millions of drivers out there who have
felt threatened at one time or another by large trucks on the highway.
If they perceived what we are trying to do in shorteninj? the stopping
distance in emergency situations, and curtailing fishtailing and jack-

knifing, I think the public might have gotten involved in and sup-

ported 121.

But despite editorials fairly late in the game. I rould feel practically

no public interest. As a matter of fact, I was rather surprised that we
did not hear voices raised at least from some of the public safety

interests about this item, technically complex though it was.

I am not critical. I am just saying that this kind of public involve-

ment in important issues is difficult to achieve. If we had maintained
the stringency of standard 121, ultimately with the familiarity which
breeds confidence, we would have been able to improve safety in the

long run to the great benefit of many manv people on the highways.
My. AVunder. Thank you. Dr. Gregory. Thank you, Mr. Cliairman.

]Mr. Moss. Dr. Gregory, on this matter of interlock, is it quite possi-

ble that the failure to have the public involved was the speed with
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^•hicli the determination was made to go the interlock route rather
than an alternative route?

Let me make it very clear, Doctor, I know exactly what happened
on tlie interlock. That was not your Agency's proposed ideal solution.

That Avas the one that was ordered after a meeting at the White House,
not mider President Ford, but under President Nixon.
That was the idea of iDrimarily Ford Motor Co., so that we can talk

in the context of the fact that I know that did take place.
You were then faced with not the ideal alternative. It did save

lives, quite a number of lives. It was a very complex thing and it was
tlirust upon the public without advance preparation and with the ver}^

supporters of the system becoming its immediate harsh critics.

If you drove into a dealership l)ecause you had a problem, they
started to take off on Federal bureaucracy even though the manufac-
turer had been the one who dreamed up the contraption.

I happened to take the floor of the House to fight what I considered
then tiie ill-conceived eiforts of the Congress to interfere midway and
at a moment of high emotion and I got thoroughly clobbered and I
had damned little help from anyone.
Mr, Grkgory, ]Mr. Moss. I would like to go on record as saying

—

when I say the Congress. I have to use that word—but also I also

Avoiild like to express my appreciation for the support of many Mem-
bers, not only on this issue but on the recent motorcycle helmet
issue.

Also I would like to say that although congressional mail in the

beginning on 121 was rather critical, I am happy to see that many of

your colleagues in both Plouses are now very supportive and under-
stand what was indeed a very complex issue.

So, I want at this time to say that I must discriminate between
these members who support us and those who take what is, in my judg-

ment, ill-advised action. But thank God we are still in a position to

debate these things and ultimately I think the correct results will

come out.

PASSIVE RESTRAINTS

Mr. IMoss. I recall the hearings we had in 1975, and the hearings

prior to that time in which we discussed passive restraints. "Passive

restraints" does not mean necessarily airbags, does it?

]\Ir. Greoory. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
As a matter of fact, in our most recent analysis that will lead to

ultimate decision on this rule—which I have written you, by the way,

and said I hope to have a final rule—I am pretty darn sure we will

ha ve a resolution or final rule before the August recess.

We suspect that manv cars, particularlv the smaller cars, will have

a passive belt system. It is unfortunate that the polarizing debate on

passive restraints has circled around the word airbag when it need

not have done so. There are many passive restraints on cars as you

kiiow. The padded dash, the padding that kids bang into when they

are in the back seats if they are not belted, the windshield, collapsible

steering wheel, the collapsing characteristic of the cars themselves

are passive restraints.

So, som.ehow we have unfortunately got polarized and confused

in this. I hope that, as we develop the final resolution of the issue of
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occupant restraints, I can look to all branches of Government, the pri-

vate sector, and industry as well, to help us so the facts will be known.
We will do our best, Mr. Moss.
Mr. Moss. As we move, and inevitably we are going to move, to

smaller, more fully efficient automobiles, it is going to have increasing
importance that we have more effective passive restraint systems as a

protective substitute for the weight of the typical American car of

the past several decades.

Mr. Gregory. I certainly think it is true that we must make more
effective use of occupant restraint. If we could get the American pub-
lic to belt up on the order of 70 to 80 percent, the strictly passive re-

straints, as many people think of them, would not necessarily be the

right answer.
Certainly you are correct with respect to the trend toward smaller

cars. As the world is going now and in the interest of conserving en-

ergy the most effective measure we can take is to reduce weight. When
you reduce weight you are going to go to smaller cars, and conse-

quently by the laws of physics you are going to be surrounded by less

protection.

I honestly feel that we could very well go through a safety crisis, if

you will, as it becomes highly likely that you are in a small car and yet

also highly likely to be hit or be involved in a crash with a large car.

I see this as a definite probability, and certainly more than a definite

possibility.

This safety crisis can be averted only through increased dedication

to safety, and not only in the motor vehicle area, because you can only

replace the fleet with safer cars at a certain rate, as Mr. Wunder
pointed out. We are also going to have to rededicate ourselves at the

family and community level with regard to basic highway safety.

It will be a long, hard struggle to change driving habits but we
proved we can succeed. We had what I called the biggest field test in

traffic safety during the last 2 years, with the 55-miie-per-hour speed

limit and strict enforcement, and we moved, that when you do change
habits of millions of drivers you get a beneficial effect. I think that al-

though it is going to take a long time, we have to make an even more
dedicated effort in this highway safety effort of changing drivers

habits while we are making safer automobiles.

So, although we have concentrated on motor vehicles here, I think

we do know that it is possible to make inroads in human factors, as

well to avoid this traffic safety crisis. If you can scare people into that

as a result of this statement, then maybe we can

CONTRIBUTORY XEGLIGENCE

Mr. Moss. Maybe there is another way. Doctor. The insurance rates

are going up at an alarming rate. Unless drivers and passengers start

belting up and taking all precautions, the rates are going to escalate

far more rapidly to the point where some of them just may not be able

to have insurance.
Mr. Gregory. As you know, there have been a selected number of

cases in which damages have been reduced at least as a result of the

court finding that the individuals in the suit could have protected them-

selves better by having belts on. As a matter of fact, this was finally
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put to rest I understand—I don't like to be my own chief counsel, but

as I read it in a recent British journal, this question of safety belt

involvement and protection was laid to rest finally in the British Court,

and there is actually a formula now that if a suit is brought and belts

were not used they now have a formula by which to reduce the

damages.
Mr. JSIoss. I think it ought to be regarded as contributory negligence,

and the right of recovery severely limited if they are not belted.

:Mr. Gregory. I apologize for my lack of a proper term. That is the

concept that I was feeling for, contributory negligence.

Mr. Moss. As one non-lawyer to another, we can tolerate that.

Mr. Maguire.
Mr. JklAGUiRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

SAFETY STA]ST>ARD FOR CHILD SEATS

Dr. Gregory, we are going to have in a few minutes two other wit-

nesses, Annemarie Shelness and Arthur Yeager will be talking to us

about two standard areas : Namely, child-seating systems and school

bus safety.

Because they come after you, you will not have an opportunity to re-

spond to the thrust of their testimony, I wanted briefly to ask you to

respond to it now.
Ms. Shelness in her statement on child-seating systems indicates that

in early 1971 standard 213 was put out, that in the months following

that, 1971-72 it became very clear that this standard was woefully in-

adequate as a result of various tests that were done at universities and

DOT, and so on.

It was proposed in February 1974, after no action had been taken

by NHTSA—well, NHTSA itself proposed in February 1974 that the

standard be upgraded and that it be put into effect by October 1975.

The thrust of the evidehce was that a majority of the de^dces tested at

30 miles per hour either collapsed, thereby adding to the injury poten-

tial, or pivoted forward, allowing the dummy's head to slam into the

instrument panel, and so on.

They then met with you on April 4, 1974, to urge an interim stand-

ard, because obviously

Mr. Gregory. You are talking about a dynamic test.

Mr. Magutre. Yes, sir.

Children are being killed or injured as a result of inadequate equip-

ment during this period of time we are talking about, 1971, 1972, 1973,

1974, 1975, and now it is 1976.

It was indicated that the permanent standard would come out by
October 1975 and, therefore, they did not want to proceed with an
interim standard in the intervening year and a half.

As I understand it, we have no standard yet, and that is essentially

her case. Also she points out there is no issue here of manufacturer
opposition which so frequently there is ; the manufacturers themselves
don't oppose a better standard. Indeed, they want one. What is the

reason for such delay, 1971 to 1976 ?

Mr. Gregory. I can only speak from the time I got into it and re-

vived the whole idea. It becomes a technical problem. I would like

to have Mr. Carter respond-
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Mr. Carter, Indeed the statement is accurate. We issued the notice

in February 1974. We have not issued a final rule since that time. I

Mould not completely agree with the statement that there has not been
manufacturer objection.

The reason for not issuing the final rule was simply that it was our
judgment that additional work had to be done on the development of
the 3-year-old dummy.

IMr. Maguire. Development of wliat, sir?

Mr. Carter. On what we call the 3-year-old dumm.y. In other words^
the test device for the dynamic test, what you put in the seat to actually

test child restraint systems under dynamic conditions.

Mr. JMaguire. In other words, the Michigan lesearch done on this

was not regarded as adequate to establish the need for a 30-mile-per-

hour collapse standard.
Mr. Carter. I am familiar with the jNIichigan work. Tlie Michigan

work basically concluded that the current dummies were not ade^iuate

for dynamic test measurements. That was the conclusion of the

Michigan study.

Mr. IVIaguire. So. you have to have what, a more adequate dummy
that will be more easily cut up into pieces or less eaf^^ily cut up into

pieces before we know that tlie stuff that collapses on impact is not

good enough for our children? Is that what you are telling me? Is that

a technical answer ?

]Mr. Carter. I am not giving you a technical answer. I am giving
you a direct answer. It is our judgment if w(^ had proceeded wiih an
inadequate testing device we might have had a standards delay for

the same reason as in the 208 experience.

IMr. Maguire. The problem is that we have not had adequate testing

procedui'es and methods, is that right ?

Mr. Carter. Yes. I am telling you that we have not had them but
we are now finalizing the development of a dummy which is necessary

for the test procedure.

jMr. ISIaguire. It is 4 years since the IMichigan studies were done.

Mr. Carit:r. That is correct, sir.

;Mr. IMaguire. Why wasn't the standard issued in October 1975
which was the very last final date that you yourself ga^e for the issu-

ance of the standard ?

Mr. Carter. Because it was our judgment the dummy was not ade-

quately developed.

jMr. INIaguire. Wlien do you expect the standard to be issued after the
development of adequate dummies ?

Mi\ Carter. It is our judgment now, sir, that the final rule on this

will probablv be issued in April, no later than IMay. "We think April.

Mr. ]\Iaguire. 1976.

Mr. Carter. Yes, sir.

]\Ir. Maguire. I think this is an appalling record of total incompe-
tence on the part of your agency. I think it is most astonishing you can
sit here 4 years after the Michigan studies were done and talk to us
about inadequate dummies.

SCHOOLBUS SxVFETY STANDARDS

I wanted to ask you about Dr. Arthur Yeager's paper on school

buses. I understand you have just issued a school bus standard. Is

that correct?
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Mr. Gregory. Yes, that is correct.

IMr. Maguire. That is supposed to be responsive to Public Law 03-
492 of 1974, is that correct?

Mr. Gregory. That is correct.

Mr. Maguire. Accordiiifj to Dr. Yeai'-er's analysis there were a num-
bcr of categories in which action was to be taken. Emergency exits—his
evaluation of what you have done is no improvement in the status quo.

Interior protection for occupants—ignored congressional mandate.
Floor strength—ignored congressional mandate.
Vehicle operating systems—failed congressional mandate.
Windows and Avindshield—ignored congressional mandate.
Fuel systems—failed congressional mandate.
Seating systems—poor, seat back height insufficient, requires many

areas to downgrade, no seatbelt for most users.

Only on the crash worthiness of body and frame does Dr. Yeager
give you a good mark.
Can you respond to that, please, and in particular with regard to

ignoring congressional mandates in these areas.

Mr. Gregory. ]\Ir. Maguire, that is quite a bit to try to respond to
here. I don't know on w4iat basis Dr. Yeager is making these state-

ments. We will be more than happy
Mr. jMaguire. He is saying on interior protection for occupants, floor

strength, windows, and windshield, that you did absolutely nothing.
]Mr. Gregory. That is not true.

]\lr. Maguire. Is that correct ?

ISIr. Moss. I think it might be much fairer to wait until the agency
has had an opportunity to analyze the testimony and if the gentle-
man then desires that we call the agency back for another session to
respond directly to the testimony given, the Chair will make the ap-
propriate arrangements and we wnll have the agency back.

I would not personally want to have to comment in depth on ma-
terial of which I just became aware. I know that my colleague from
New Jersey is most anxious to treat fairly with all persons in or out
of Government.
Mr. Maguire. I am most anxious to treat the witnesses most fairly.

I have asked questions of a factual nature which I would like the gen-
tleman to respond to at this time. If he would like later to respond to
the evaluative material in the testimony then, of course, I would be
more than happy. My question at the moment, which I would like

answered, is, is it true or false that the standard on buses has not
dealt with interior protection for occupants, floor strength, windows
and windshields? That is a question of fact which the gentleman should
be able to respond to.

JNIr. Carter. Mr. Maguire, I can respond to some of that. Again I

don't know the details of about what they mean. I will give you a
response which I consider to be speculations.
Let us take floor strength, for example. There is nothing in the

standard which mentions floor strength directly. There are no require-
ments in there for floor strength per se. However, the standard does
require a basic dynamic test in which the seats must not separate from
the floor when impacted in the rear by an object of specified size. Floor
strength will have to be increased to meet that standard. I am not sure
about Dr. Yeager's concern or comment, but it is possible that his per-
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ception did not include the total system aspect of the regulation. Many
times the performance of one part of a system can be upgraded in-

directly by setting a performance standard for another part of the

system.
Mr. Mag-dire. What about windows and windshields ?

Mr. Carter. I would have to wait and study his testimony.

Mr. Maguire. Did you or did you not include anything on windows
and windshields as standards?
Mr. Carter. I don't think he means that per se. I am not sure what

he means, Mr. Maguire.
Mr. Moss. I assure the gentleman as the author of the school bus

amendments that I am most anxious that the standards fully carry
out the intent I had when I wrote them into the legislation and will

cooperate with him to see that they are indeed carried out.

Mr. Maguire. I think the gentleman and I will withhold further
questions although I am somewhat surprised that we can't find out
from the witnesses whether or not certain standards have been
addressed.
Mr. Moss. I think we have to know the basis for the evaluation by

the next witness of the standard and then see where we have differences

of opinion.

Mr. Maguire. Thank vou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Gregory. We will be most happy. Mr. Chairman and Mr.

Maguire, to respond in full and also provide you at a very early date
with a copy of the standard and the amendments as we prepare them.
[NHTSA's response to Dr. Yeager's testimony was subsequently re-

ceived for the record :]

:NHTSA Response to the Testimony op Arthur Yeager, D.D.S., Physicians
FOR Automotive Safety

This paper is tlie NHTSA response to criticisms of NHTSA actions in the area
of school bus safety made by Arthur Yeager, D.D.S. on behalf of the Physicians
for Automotive Safety (PAS). The NHTSA has recently issued several Federal
motor vehicle safety standards which apply solely to school buses. Standard No.
220, School Bus Rollover Protection, issued January 22, 1976, provides minimum
performance requirements for the structural integrity of school buses in rollover
situations. Standard No. 221, School Bus Body Joint Strength, issued January 22,

1976, relates to structural integrity as well as reducing the likelihood of injuries
from sharp edges of body panels that become separated from structural com-
ponents during a crash. Standard No. 222, School Bus Passenger Seating and
iJrash Protection, issued January 22, 1976. provides for restraint of school bus
•passengers in an accident situation, and contains minimum requirements for seat
strength. In addition, certain existing standards are applicable to school buses. A
list of these standards is attached. PAS has criticized these measures for allegedly
failing to provide an adequate level of safety, and to respond adequately to Con-
gress' mandate in Title III of the Motor Vehicle and Schoolbus Safety Amend-
ments of 1974.
The NHTSA welcomes public debate on all motor vehicle safety issues, and is

pleased to respond to PAS" testimony. We will respond to points in the order that
PAS raised them.

{1) Emergency exits.—It was claimed that the NHTSA requirements for emer-
gency exits found in Federal motor vehicle safety standard No. 217, Bus Windoiv
Retention and Release, represent no upgrading of existing practice. In addition,
it was noted that while automobiles, which carry only six passengers, have two
or four doors, school buses, which may carry up to one hundred passengers, have
only two doors.

First, the reference to the number of doors on passenger cars was inappro-
priate. Gonvenience, not safety, dictates the number of doors on passenger cars.

It should be recognized that too many emergency exits could create potential
:safety hazards on a school bus m the usual, non-post-crash situation. If unsuper-
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vised, children on schoolbuses are likely to play with emergency exits, thereby

creating the danger the exits may open and that the children may fall from the

bus. School bus drivers can monitor one or two emergency exits, but can not be

expected to control a large number of such exits while still devoting sufhcient

attention to safe and careful driving.

PAS is correct in asserting that NHTSA is studying the use of roof hatches

in school buses. However. PAS seems to assume the benefits of room hatches

while not attaching sufficient weight to possible costs of hatches to safety in

other areas. We know of no instance where roof hatches would have been neces-

sary in assisting children to escape from a bus which had rolled over on its side.

In addition, the effect that roof hatches will have on the structural integrity of

the roof in a rollover situation is unclear. The NHTSA has not rejected using

roof hatches as an emergency exit in school buses, but we feel there are a number
of safety questions still unresolved concerning roof hatches.

(2) Interior Frotectioii for Occupants.—It was asserted that this aspect of

performance was ignored by NHTSA. This assertion is incorrect.

Interior protection for occupants is provided for in Standard No. 222, .School

Hits I'uH.'icnger i^vatiitf/ and Crunh Protection. This standard relies on compart-
mentalization through the use of well padded and well constructed seats t(^ pro-

vide occupant protection and school buses. The standard requires that any
surface of the vehicle in the head impact zone, which is the area within which
a cliild's head would move in a crash, must be sufficiently soft to comply with
minimum head form impact requirements. Any stanchions within the liead impact
zone will have to meet the head impact requirements. PAS does not realize that
NHTSA relies on the interrelation between the restraining effect of the scats,

well anchored to the floor and designed to absorb impacts, and the impact re-

quirements for surfaces within the impact zones, to achieve improved interior

protection for occupants. This reliance by NHTSA is entirely consistent with
the House committee report on the Schoolbus Safety Amendments, which recog-
nized that seating requirements were directly related to interior protection.

11.R. Rcpt. No. 93-1191, 93d, Cong., 2d scss. U (197Jf). In addition, Standard No.
221, .School Bus Body Joint Strength, which PAS has approved in their testimony,
will provide protection to occupants by reducing the likelihood of injuries from
sharp edges of body panels that become separated from structural components
during a crash.

(.3) Floor strength.—It is asserted that NHTSA has ignored the problem of
floor strength in school Ituses. Again, this assertion is wrong. Although there is

no particular standard entitled "Floor Strength," the problems attendant in
inadequate floor sti*ength are addressed in other standards. Standard No. 220,
School Bus Rollover Protection, issued January 22. 1976, requires that each bus
roof have the capability to withstand a vertical downward force equal to ly^
times the unloaded vehicle weight without crushing more than 5% inches. Al-
though the force is applied to the bus roof, the bus is supported by its frame or
sills. Failure of the floor to support this force would result in more deflection
tlmn permitted, and the bus would fail the standard's recpiirements because of
inadequate floor strength. In addition. Standard No. 222, School Bus Passenger
Seating and Crash Protection contains requirements for force application tiiat
recpiire sufficient floor strength to hold the seats in place. Thus, school buses
must have adequate floor strength to meet a number of performance require-
ments. Again, PAS has failed to realize that a systemic approach to veliicle
safety can require improved levels of performance for features not directly
addressed l)y a standard.

(4) Seating Systems.—PAS claimed that the required height of the .school
bus seat back is inadequate, and that the NHTSA standard would cau.se a down-
grading of present industry requirements. PAS also criticized NHTSA's failure to
require seat belts for school l)uses. Finally, PAS criticized NHTSA's failure to
provide protection for lateral impact crashes.

It should be noted that data on school bus accidents do not indicate a signifi-
cant whiplash problem that would justify seat back lieights comparable to those
required in smaller, lighter, passenger automobiles. Therefore, the seat back
height requirement was designed to contain the occupant of the seat, rather than
to guard against whlpla.sh.
The seating systems standard requires that seat backs be at least 20 inches

high when measured from the seating reference point (SRP, which is roughly 4
inches above the surface on which people sit). PxVS contends that seat back
height should be at least 28 inches when measured from the cushion, or about

72-S20—76 ZX
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24 iuches when measured from the SRP, and relies on a study done at UCLA
in 1967 and 1969, to support that view.

The UCLA study upon which PAS relies is only one effort to determine the

appropriate height of school bus seat backs. A more recent .study, consistin.;?

of static and dynamic testing by AMF Corporation of prototype seats designed
to meet the proposed requirements of the standard, was found hy NHTSA to

be more persuasive than the UCLA study. The data generated by the AMF study
support the position that suflScient compartmentalization of occupants would
be provided by a 20-inch-high seat back height requirement, measured vertically

from the SRP.
The seat back height required by XHTSA would be approximately 4 inches

higher than seat backs commonly offered in school buses at present. Thus, con-

trary to PAS" assertion, the XHTSA standard would upgrade, rather than down-
grade, existing general practice. Although some school bu.ses have been .specially

provided with seats having backs higher than required by the NHTSA .standard,

we believe that high seat backs will not result in a significantly higher level of

performance.
Further, the XHTSA standard will not preclude States from imposing more

stringent .standards for publicly owned school bu.ses. Section 103(d) of the
Xational Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, provides

—

§ 103. * * *

(d) Whenever a Federal motor vehicle safety standard under this .sub-

chapter is in effect, no State or political subdivLsion of a State shall have
any authority either to establish, or to continue in effect, Vvith respect to

any motor vehicle or item of motor vehicle equipment any safety standard
applicable to the same aspect of performance of such vehicle or item of

equipment which is not identical to the Federal standard. X^othing in this

section .shall be construed to prevent the Federal Government or the govern-
ment of any State or political subdivision thereof from establishing a safety

requirement applicable to motor vehicle equipment procured for its own use
if such requirement imposes a higher standard of performance rhan that
required to comply with the otherwise applicable Federal standard.

The second sentence of section 103(d) qualifies the limitation on safety regu-
lations of general applicability, so that governmental entities are not prevented
from specifying additional safety features in vehicles purchased for their own
vise. Thus, a State or its political subdivisions could specify a seat back height
higher than 20 inches in the case of public school buses.

With re.spect to seat belts for school buses, it must first be recognized that

no one is more familiar with the benefits of .seat belts than the XHTSA. How-
ever, seat belts must be used properly to be effective. Clearly, non-use of seat

belts will provide no safety benefits. Moreover, an improperly adjusted seat belt

is ineffective and can be dangerous to the wearer. XHTSA did not believe that
children in the largely unsupervised school bus situation woiild make proper
use of belts.

In summary, XHTSA has determined that a passive system of occupant con-

tainment by the seating system or a restraining Itarrier offers the must reliable

cra.sh protection in a school bus, and has no attendant safety disadvantages from
misu.se.

With respect to occupant protection against lateral forces in the 23 percent
of school bus accidents involving side impacts or rollovers, the commonly avail-

able means of attempting to provide additional protection in such accidents
would be seat belts. However, as discussed above, XHTSA's view is that seat
belts would not be properly used unless persons were hired to ride school buses
and monitor seat belt use. Under Standards Xo. 222, seats will be strong enough
so that school districts that wish to do .so may attach seat belts to them raid hire

the necessary monitors.

(5) Crashworthiness of Body and Frame and Rollover protection.—PAS ad-

mitted that the seam strength standards is good. Imt claimed that tiie provision
for rollover protection are inadequate and represent a downgrading of present

practice.
Contrary to PAS' criticism, the XHTSA standard is an upgrading of existing

practice.

A static load test code developed by the School Bus Body Manufacturers As-
sociation was the basis for crashworthiness testing of school buses. Those test
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results indicated tliat a school bus body l»uilt in conformity wirh that industry
test code was capable of sustaining forces of approximately twice the vehicle's
unloaded weifrht, exerted in a downward vertical direction. However, the industry
test code which was evaluated specitied that the bus roof withstand a force equal
to the vehicle's loaded weight, whicli is api)roximately IV^ times the vehicle's
unloaded weight. Thus, the XIITSA standard is not downgrading of industry
practice, as PAS suggests, but incorporates the same weight specification as
the industry standards. The bus which was tested exceeded the weight standard
because of the fact that when products are l)uilt to conform to a nominal standard,
some products exceed the standard and scnue fall below the standard.
The XHTSA minimum standard will result in an upgrading in the roof cnisli

resistance in school buses, since all school buses must be capable of meeting the
XHTSA standard. This means that the manufacturer must design its vehicle
to meet a higher level of performance than the minimum, to provide a com-
pliance margiii for those of its products wliicli fall below the nominal design
level.

{G) Vehicle Operatiiif; -S'//.v/r»(.s'. Fuel S!/-'<tciii.s.—Contrary to PAS' assertion,
final standards exist for I)oth brakes and fuel systems on school buses.
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard Xo. 105-75, Hifdraiilie Brake Syiftems,

has been amended to extend its applicability to school buses and to establish
performance levels for this vehicle category. 41 FR 2391 (January 16. 1976).
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard Xo. 301. Fuel t^i/ston Intcfirity has al.so

been amended to extend its applicability to school buses. 40 FR 4S352
(October 15, 1975).

(7) Windows and Wiiid.'^hiclds.—It is claimed that no standard has beeji
issued to provide improvements in visibility, defrosting, and windshield wiping.
Standard Xo. 103. Windxliirld Dcfr'tstituj and Defof/f/iuf; Si/stcms-. which speci-
fies requirements for windshield defrosters to provide visibility during frosting
and fogging conidtions, was issued in April, 196S. Standard No. 104, Windshield
Wiping and Washing t^i/stems. which specifies requirements for wiiidshield
wipers and washer systems to provide improved visibility during inclement
weather, was issued in April 196s. Standard Xo. 205. Glazing Matrrinlx. wliich
specifies requirements for all glazing materials to reduce the likelihood of
lacerations and occupant penetration of the windshield, was issued in 196s.

All these standards have been applicable to school buses since their issuance,
and there is no indication that the standards are inade(]uate for school buses.
Indeed, Congress recommended that performance standards for vehicle op-
erating systems such as windshield wipers and defrosters be provided liy ex-
tending existing Federal motor vehicle safety standards to school buses where
feasible, if they were not already applicable. H.R. Rept. IS^o. {13-1191, 93d Conq
2d scss. U (1974).

]Mr. jVIoss. Very briefly. Doctor, can you tell me 'when the probable
issuance of a passive restraint rule or regulation might be anticipated ^

Mr. Gregorv. As I ha\e written you, Mr. ]Moss, I believe we will
be able to come out with a final rule before the August recess.

Mr. Moss. And the etfective model year would be what?
Mr. Greoory. It is generally conceded by many people that it coiikl

not be before the 1980 model year whicli would begin in 1979.

^Ir. ]Moss. Thank you.

Mr. Magtjire. Would the gentleman yield for one further question
on that ?

]Mr. Moss. Certainly.

Mr. INIaguire. This standard has been pending since 19()9, is that

right ?

!Mr. Gregory. That is correct in a sense. T reviA'ed the whole idea

in 1974.

]Mr. jMaguire. "We are talking 19(59 to 1980 model year. Now you
earlier testified that the Council on Wage and Price Stability which
has interjected itself in a number of respects in I'egard to this stand-

ard was not responsible through those interjections for any delay. I
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take it from tliat yon and ,voiir ajreiicv assume full responsibility for
Ion"- delays from the 1969 to 1980 model year ?

^Ir. Gregory. It is yery difficult to take full i-esponsibility for tech-
nical complexity. It would be easy for me to file a disclaimer. I hon-
estly think it is oyei-simplifyino^ to expect an agency to take the full

responsibility for technical complexity, things that haye to be ironed
out. Certainly I will say

]\Ir. Magltire. The technical eyidence can be coming in from now
until doomsday. What we need out of you is action that is timely
based on the preponderance of ayailable eyidence. It is going to safe-

guard the public.

At some point continued technical fiddling around and rationaliza-

tions like we have heard this morning aljout nonaction flies in the face

of public interest, because we are talking about people's lives. I don't

detect a]iy urgency on the part of you gentlemen on this score.

I must say, Mr. Chairman, I am yery imhappy with the lack of

tone and urgency that I detect here this morning.
:Mi-. :Moss'. Mr". Dodge.

REGULATORY DELAY

jNIr. Dodge. Thank you, ^Ir. Chairman.
I have one final question, but it has several parts.

Dr. Gregory, in response to this subcommittee's questionnaire in

June 1975, your Agency submitted lists of its 20 oldest proceedings in

three categories, the categories of standards, defects and enforcement.

At this time, Mr. Chairman, I would like to request that three docu-

ments be placed in the record in this regard.

Mr. INIoss. lender the previously agreed-upon unanimous consent,

the material will be placed in the record at this point.

[The material referred to follows :]

National Highway Tr.vffic Safety Administration

20 oldest agency proceedings. in three categories : (a) standards. (b)

compliance investigations (enforcement), (c) defects

Question 20. (From Subcommittee Questionnaire of June 1975) : By major
category, list tlie oldest 20 agency proceedings currently before your agency by

date, subject matter, and petitioner or affected party. Describe current status.

List the io most recently promulgated agency proceedings, identifying the sul)-

ject, tlie date of issuance, and the date the matter was initially presented for

agency consideration.

Oldest (not in chronological order) :

1. Date: October 11, 1967. Subject: Hijdnnilic Brakes, Truel--s- and Buses. Af-

fected Parties: Truck and bus manufacturers, brake suppliers. Current Status:

Truck and bus application delayed until further notice.

2. Date : October 11, 19(37 (AXPRM ) . Subject : Brake Lininf/s. Affected Parties :

Automobile manufacturers, truck and bus manufacturers, l)rake suppliers. Cur-
rent Status : Alajor research to be completed in 197.j.

3. Date: October 11, 19fi7 (ANPRM). Subject: Maximum Speed Control (now
Speedometers and Odometers). Affected Parties: Automobile manufacturers and
truck and bus manufacturers. Current Status: Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
in process.

4. Date: October 11, 1967 (ANPRM). Subject: Indirect VisihiUfy (now Rear-
view Mirrors). Affected Parties: Automobile manufacturers and truck and bus
manufacturers. Current Status: Seccuid Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)
in process.
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."). Date: February 2^^ 1970 (AXPRM). Subject: Ficl(l<^ of Direct Ticir. Affectec]

Parties : Automobile industry. Current Status : Second XPRM is in process.

C. Date: August 29, 1972 (XPRM). Subject: Jdent ifloat ion Code for Lifihtiiuf

Equipment. Affected Parties: Automotive lighting equipment manufacturers.
Current Status : In hold status pending completion of higher priority proceedings.

7. Date: October 25, 1972 (XPRM). Subject: Major Amendment of P\^IVSS
108

—

Lamps, Reflective Devices, and Associated Equipment. Affected Parties

:

Automobile manufacturers, truck and bus manufacturers, lighting equipment
manufacturers. Current Status: Issuance of se<-ond XPRM is in hold status

pending ccmipletion of an inflationary impact statement.
S. Date: X'^ovember 30. 1973 (XPRM). Subject: KeetanyuJar Headlamijs—Ex-

tension of Time Limitation on Usage. Affected Parties: Automobile manufac-

turers, lighting equipment manufacturers. Current status : Final rule is in

process.
9. I>ate: Xovember 30, 1966.—Subject: Occupant Protection, in Interior Impart

(Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) Xo. 201: Docket Xo. 2-1).

Affected Parties: Manufacturers of all vehicle classification. Current Status:

Delayed pending resolution of policy decision.

10. Date: Xoveml)er 30. 1966. Subject : Fuel Tanks. Fuel Tank Filler Pipes, ami

Fuel Tank connections (FMVSS Xo. 301: Docket Xo. 73-20). Affected Parties:

Manufacturers of all vehicles under 10,000 pounds GVWR. Current Status : Legal

draft is in preparation.
11. Date: Xovember 30, 1906. Subject: Impact Protection for the Driver from

the Steering Control System ( FMVSS Xo. 20.? ,• Docket Xos. 2% ) . Affected Parties :

Manufacturers of all vehicles except walk-in type vans. Current Status: Legal

Draft is in preparation for XPRM.
12. Date: Xovember 30, 19<>6. Subject : Steering Control Feanrard Displacement

(FMVSS No. 204; Docket No. 70-3). Affected Parties: Manufacturers of all

vehicles except walk-in vans motor homes, and vehicles built in two or more
stages. Current Status : Legal Draft is in preparation for NPRM.

13. Date: Xovember 30. 1966. Subject: Anchorage of Scats (FMVSS Xo. 207;

Docket No. 2-12 ) . Affected Parties ; Manufacturers of all vehicle classifications.

Current Status; Engineering draft documents are being prepared. Additional

tests may be required to validate new requirements.

14. Date : Xovember 30. 1966. Subject : Seat Belt Installations (FMVSS Xo. 208 ;

Docket No. 74-14). Affected Parties: Manufacturers of multipurpose passenger

vehicles and trucks and buses weighing less than 10,000 pounds. Current Status:

Amendment (Final Rule) was issued July 3, 1975.

15. Date: October 11, 1967. Sul)ject : Windshield Mounting (F:\IVSS Xo. 212;

Docket No. 69-29). Affected Parties: Manufacturers of all vehicle classifications.

Current Status : Action withheld pending availability of further information.

16. Date : October 11, 11Hj7. Subject : Emergency E.rits— Busies ( FMVSS Xo. 217 ;

Docket No. 75-3). Affected Parties; Manufacturers of buses and van-type ve-

hicles. Current Status ; Engineering draft documents in preparation.

17. Date: October 11. 1967. Subject : Child Festraiiit Systems (FMVSS Xo. 218 ;

Docket Xo. 74-9). Affected Parties; Equipment only, aftermarket sales. Current
Status : Legal draft is in preparation.

18. Date: October 11. 1967. Subject; Rider Profecfjojt—Motorcycles (Docket

2-17). Affected Parties ; Manufacturers of motorcycles. Current Status : Awaiting
results of additional research.

19. Date: October 11, 1967. Subject: Fire Retardant Materials for Interiors

(FMVSS Xo. 302 ; Docket No. 74-41 ). Affected Parties ; Manufacturers of trailers,

motor homes, and equipment (CamiKjrs). Current Status; Legal draft is in

preparation.
20. Date; October 11. 1967. Subject: Exterior Protrusions (Dcx-ket Xo. 2-5).

Affected Parties : Manufacturers of all vehicle classifications. Current Status

:

Awaiting results of additional research.

Key to abbreviations

;

AXPRM—Advanced Xotice of Proposed Rulemaking.
XPRM—Xotice of Proposed Rulemaking.
FMVSS—Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard.
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REVISED ANSWER TO QUESTION NO. 20: STATUS OF 20 OLDEST COMPLIANCE PROCEEDINGS

Number Date file opened File No. Company Violation Status

1 January 1972.... CIR 617 Tri-Way Trailers.

2 February 1£72... CIR 667

3 July 1972 CIR 733

4 September 1972.

5 October 1972....

10

CIR 773
CIR 794

€ Novemberl972.. CIR 808

.... CIR 810

.... CIR 814

9 December 1972. . CIR 856

.... CIR 857

.do.

.do.

.do-

ll do
12 do

13 do
14 January 1973_.
15 December 1972.

16 January 1973_.

17 do
18 do
19 do _.

20 do.

.. CIR 864

._ CIR 873

. CI R 875
.. CIR 881

. CIR 886

.. CIR 892

.. CIR 898
. CIR 902

.. CIR 906

.. CIR 910

British Leyland.

General Motors.

AMC—Jeep....

Mohawk Tires.

Rocket Trailers.

Ambassador Leather
Products.

Firestone— Senator
Farm Tires.

Wonder State

Custom Trailers.

Appleby
Manufacturing.

Frontier Inc

Kar-Go,

Manufacturing.

Rademacher
Murray Boat Trailers

East Side Machine...

No information,

lighting.

Standard 209 belts.

Standard 207
LaSabre seat

adjusters.

Standard 207
High speed

Standard 109.

Certification

lighting.

Standard 209,

Tire registration.

Certification

Considering action because of

failure to supply information
on lighting violations.

Manufacturer testing more belt

samples.
Agency investigating.

Do.

Civil penalty notice letter being
prepared.

Civil penalty notice letter re-

sponse under evaluation.

Will subpena resources.

Case being closed.

Do.

.do Court action contemplated.

.do_ Agency investigating.

.do Do.

-do.

-do-

.do.

Sterling-Salem
Long Manufacturing.

Tide-Craft
Ford Motor...:
Franklin Coach

Do.

Do.

-- Case being submitted for

penalty consideration.

do. Agency investigating.

do Do.

- do. OSE investigating.

Standard 207 OSE reevaluating.

Certification Case being closed.

civil
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Congress of the United States.
House of Representatives,

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

Washington, D.C., January 19, lOtti.

Hon. William T. Coleman. Jr..

Secretary of Transportation,
Washinf/'tori, B.C.

Dear Mr. Secretary: A recent Snlxommittee staff review of proffres.<^ in tlie

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration toward issuing and upgrading
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards has identified five important rulemaking
actions in which final NHTSA decisions are long overdue. Please note that these

much-needed decisions are in addition to current efforts to bring the passive

restraint rulemaking action to completion. We exi^ect an announcement on
pa.ssive restraints shortly and would propose that you direct NHTSA's attention

to expediting the.se additional agency actions as sjon as your efforts on passive

restraints are concluded.
I would appreciate very much receiving a clear indication of your timetable for

completing each of the following long-pending NHTSA rulemaking actions

:

( 1 I Upgrading of the requirements for tiammability of interior materials
(FMVSS 302).

(2) Imi>rovement in the standard on energy absorbing steering columns
(FMVSS 203/204).

(3) Issuance of a standard on sharp protrusions from motor vehicles which
unneces.sarily multiply injuries inflicted on pedestrians, bicyclists, and motor-
cvclists when thev are struck bv these protrusions (Exterior Protrusions, Docket
2-5).

(4) Incorporation of a dvnamic test requirement in the child restraint

Standard (FMVSS 213).
(5) Extension of the recent upgrading of the Hydraulic Brake Standard to

multipurp'>se passenger vehicles and lighter trucks ( FMVSS 105)

.

Let me describe more full.v the Subcommittee's concern in each of these areas,

to underscore their importance as candidates for expedited action by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

Flammahility of interior materials

NHTSA's current standard allows interior materials which permit flames to

spread at an extremely high rate. Metro officials in Washington, D.C. justify

their choice of seating materials which fed the recently reported flash fires in

IMetro buses by asserting that these materials meet NHTSA's flammahility
standard. A recent study by the National Bureau of Standards confirms that
these seats meet the standard. The outrageousness of a standard shown to be this

weak speaks for itself. At a minimum, NHTSA .should adopt the recommenda-
tions of the National Transiwrtation Safety Boai-d. which also studied the bus
fires. The Board points out that the current standard—"reijuires that material
be held in a horizontal position for flame propagation test purposes, yet at least

half of the interior materials in a vehicle present a vertical surface. In an acci-

dent environment, tho.se surfaces that normally would be horizontal could be-

come vertical surfaces. Tlierefore the Safety Board believes that interior mate-
rial should be tested in positions which produce the most adverse results."
Burn injuries and death by incineration, like school bus crashes, generate

widespread public concern in addition to causing intense pain and suffering to

tho.se directly affected. NHTSA is therefore well justified in granting increased
attention and priority to this rulemaking.

Itnpact protection for the driver from the steering control system

NHTSA has recognized for some time the need for upgrading the performance
of .steering columns in cra.shes. Studies have shown that the current standard
permits columns which do not give way as they should, except when the driver
strikes the column in a straight forward manner. NHTSA's own 1974 Annual
Report to the Congress states that despite some improvement in injury experience
from the existing standard "the steering column still ranks high as a source of
injury." (p. 56) Accident investigators from Birmingham, England, reported to

the Stapp Conference in Detroit in December 1974 that energy absorbing columns
meeting the laboratory tests of the present standard do not perform up to expecta-
tions in the field.
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NHTSA does not need further data to defend an upgrading of Standards 203

and 204. Nor should NHTSA delay thees improvements while awaiting passive

restraint rulemaking. Even if a passive restraint decision is reached soon, it may

nonetheless remain locked in controversy for some time.

Pedestrian impalement

The exterior protrusion rulemaking, pending now for more than seven years is

a good example of a safety standard that imposes little or
^^/f

^^ «"
^^^J^"^^'^

and consumers while adding significantly to motor vehicle safety. Auto makei.

need only alter vehicle designs to replace sharp objects on the fi'o^t feurface ot

vehicles with less dangerous ones. A federal court jury ^^'ithe District of

Cnlumhia recently handed down a verdict against the Ford Motor Company

hoSg Ford liable for damages inflicted by totally unnecessary sharp features

on the'front end of a 1968 Mercury station wagon to a ^^^orcydif (A^en^
Ford CA 75-1892 and CA 75-2049, now on appeal by both parties. Ihe jurj

found that the sharp features caused lacerative injuries of considerable severity

iraMltion to the blunt injuries normally associated with collisions between

vehicles and humans. The need is clear for stating the exterior Protrusions safety

standard in performance terms rather than by setting design specifications. How-

ever, this need does not justify a delay of seven years.

Dynamic testing of child restraints

The need for upgrading the testing requirements for
.<:5;ilf^/^,f^f;i^_L^,7^^-5

estahlished years ago when Consumers Union, working with the Universitj ot

SS gan prSuced^ test results showing that the current standard pern^its

dangerous and perhaps lethal child restraint designs to remain on the market.

^HTSA has slaSi: '^There is no debate over the fact that <^^i ^ r^Jf^^'offer
be improved." Tests also show that reasonably-priced child r^traints which otter

a h^hS of protection are currently available. However, these producs must

?om?ete with the cheap, unsafe alternatives tl^at the current standard allows t^

remain on the market. Physicians for Automotive Safety, a group of protes

sionals wMchmritors this field, lists at least a dozen safety devices A standard

tliror^To^he^e devices would clearly meet the need for motor vehicle safety

Now tTat NHTSA has selected a suitable child dummy for use m dynamic test^

the task of describing the specifications for th^
t^^^^^H^^^n^TfuSr Sllavl^

in a new standard is certainly not a process which .sl^<>"\d

,f^ff/'i'J^^^^f^f/nc^
upgrading this standard. Administrator Gregory, in a letter t^ Se"ak)r ^ anc^

MarfkP dated November 14, 1974, promised "no unnecessary delay in rule-

Saking on fchUd retrain system.'The time for action on this standard has long

since passed.

Extensions of the hydrauUc l)rake standard to small trucks and vans

The benefits of NHTSA's accomplishments in upgrading FMVSS 105 have

been denied to owners of pick-up trucks, vans, and other multipurpose^passenger

vehicles and light trucks (trucks up to 16 tons, at which P^^^^ air brakes are

-enerallv substituted). In fact such vehicles are covered by no federal brake

standard at all, following NHTSA's decisions to delete them from the coverage

of FMVSS 105. This continuing omission is particularly unconscionable in view

of the increasinglv popular practice of loading vans with equipment and pick-

ups with camper bodies, thus adding considerably to brake performance needs^

Similar concerns can undoubtedly be raised about other pending rulemaking

actions. However, action on these standards, together with a decision on the

passive restraint rulemaking, would do much to put to rest growing concern that

the Administration—under the banner of regulatory reform—is seeking to slow

down or terminate not only dubious forms of price and market entry regulation,

but also safety regulation determined by the Congress to be vital for the protec-

tion of the public from unreasonable risks.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. We would appreciate a response

bv January 30, 1976.

S^'^^^"^^^'
JOHN E. Moss,

Chairman,

Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee.
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House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the

COMMITTBIE on INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE
Wushinffton, D.C., February 11, 1916.

IIoii. AVii.LiAM T. Coleman, Jr.

Scrrctari/ nf Transportation,
Washinfftori. n.C.

Dear Mr. kSecretaky : My letter to you of .January 19. 1976, seeking your time-

table for completing live major National Highway Traflic Safety Administration
rulemaking actions, requested a response by .January 80. 1976.

We have not yet received your reply to this letter. We recognize that our
retjuest set forth a relatively brief time period for reply. However, we regard
the (subject matter of the letter as highly important. Your timetable for the^e
rulemakings is an essential aspect of this Subconmiittee's concern for moving
NHTSA's vehicle safety program in a positive direction.

We would thei'cfore greatly appreciate your efforts to expedite the resijonse

to this letter.

Sincerely,
John E. Moss,

Chninnnn, Orcrnifiht and Invcstioations Subcomniiltce.

Secretary of Transportation,
Washinffton, B.C., Marvh 1, 1916.

Hon. John E. Moss, i : ;
'

. i. .. . ., /. •

Choiniwn. Orcmifjlit and Invcatigationi^ Si(hrnmmittee, Committee on Tnfrrstote

(Did Forci(/n Coitimcrcc, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Moss : Thank you for your January 19, 1976. letter recpiesting a
timetable for completion of action by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) on five aspects of mot(»r vehicle safety: upgraded
fiammability requirements for materials used in the vehicle interior, im])rove-
ment of steering column performance in crashes, establishment of an exterior
protrusions standard for motor vehicle ))odywork, incoi-poration of a dynamic
test requirement in the child restraint system standard, and extension of the
hydraulic brake system requirements to multipurpose passenger vehicles and
light trucks. You suggest that the NHTSA be directed to exi>edite rulemaking
in these areas, and you conclude that such action would be consistent with Con-
gress' view that safety regulation is vital to the protection of the public from
unreasonable risks. This letter also responds to your February 17, 1976, request
for an exi>edited reply.
As it moves forward with its comprehensive regulatory reform efforts, the

Department certainly recognizes the distinction between regulation which is

primarily economic and that which is primarily safety. As you know, the Depart-
ment has submitted a series of proposals aime<l at reforming and improving
the Federal regulatory climate in which our private transportation system must
operate.
We also believe, however, that safety and other types of Federal regulation

must be carefully examined to ensure that their costs to the taxpayer and the
private sector are .iustified by the anticipated benefits. We are currently striving
to improve our abiltiy to analyze these issues ;ind to incorporate the results prior
to any final action on new or revised Federal regulatory actions.

As a general matter, your request for a "timetable for completing" action in
the five areas of rulemaking cannot be answered with complete specificity, be-
cause several actions are presently being evaluated to the degree that available
accident data and causation methodology permit.
With regard to upgrading the requirements of Standard Xo. .'i02. Flammnhilifii

of Interior Materiuls. the NHTSA has concluded that a more stringent limita-
tion on burn rate of interior materials would be unjustified. Analysis of acci-
dents (including the bus fires investigated by the National Transportation Safety
Board) indicates that the current requirements of the standard are sufficiently
stringent to allow evacuation by vehicle occupants. Deaths and injuries directlv
f'aused by fire are almost always attributable to fires that involve burninc fuel.
Since the burn rates nr mode<? of testing interior materials do not significantlv
affect the intensity of these fuel-fed fires, the standard's nresent performance
level and test procedure (4 inches per minute in a horizontal test) are calculated
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to permit evacuation of a vehicle in tliose cases where fuel is not a factor and

the burn rate can make a significant difference.

The NIITSA has granted a recent Center for Auto Safety petition to coni-

nience rulemaking to amend Standard No. 208, Impact Protection for the Driver

from, the Steerinfj Control System, to upgrade the i>erforniance of steering

columns in vehicles. Earlier proposals by the NHTSA to upgrade both Standard

No. 203 and Standard No. 204, Steerinfj Control Rearnard Displacement, and

to extend their applicability to vehicles other than passenger cars were deter-

mined to require revision and were withdrawn. While some level of minimum
steering column performance is undoubtedly needed, the agency is presently

evaluating as closely as i>ossible the incidence of steering column injuries and

fatalities for all vehicle tyi)es, the minimum performance levels required to

prevent such injuries and fatalities, and the costs of mandating this level of

l)erformance. Because of the complexity of this process and the need to rely on

incomplete accident data, we do not at this time have a schedule for action in

this area.
The NHTSA is holding in abeyance its rulemaking on exterior protrusion

protection until basic research is more advanced on the fundamental problems

of pedestrian injuries and deaths from motor vehicles. Because the accident

data indicate that the vast majority of injuries caused by motor vehicle impact

into pedestrians are "blunt trauma," the agency considers that the most reason-

able rulemaking action would address the "hostility" of the vehicle body as a

whole and not establish arbitrary limits on sharp protrusions in the interim.

The NHTSA is planning to issue a proposal for general pedestrian protection

in 1979.
The NHTSA has issued a proposed amendment of Standard No. 213, Child

Scatinff Systems, to incorporate dynamic testing of all child restraints in simu-

lated frontal, lateral, and rear barrier crashes. Certain aspects of the proposal

would have eliminated several of the "safe devices" referred to in your letter,

and the NHTSA is undertaking revisions of the proposal to i>ermit their con-

tinued production. Cnfortunately this process may require a new proposal, but
the NHTSA intends to complete specifications for a child dummy and issue

either a limited rule or a new proposal not later than April 1976.

The NHTSA is planning to extend the applicability of its hydraulic l)rake

standard for passenger cars and school buses ( Standard No. 105-7."i) to trucks,

buses and multipurpose passenger vehicles. A decision on whether to. issue such
an amendment will be made in April 1976.

Sincerely,
William T. Coleman. .Tr.

Insurance Commissioners Urge Auto Air Bags

For immediate release

As a part of its continuing concern for major consumer affairs issues affecting

the insurance-buying public, the National Association of Insurance Commission-
ers (NAIC) has urged the U.S. Department of Transportation and its National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to finalize its standards for

auto air bags automatic crash protection systems.

The professional association of the 50 states insurance directors took this ac-

tion via written resolution adopted unanimously by its Executive Committee. The
resolution was sent to Secretary of Transportation William T. Coleman and
NHTSA Administrator .James S. Gregory.
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208, under consideration by the Department

of Tran.sportation, would require installation of passive restraints at the earliest

practicable date as standard equipment on all new automobiles sold in the United
States, with the primary goal of saving lives and reducing injuries. The Commis-
sioners pointed out that this action also could produce substantial savings for
automobile insurance purchasers.

In a letter submitting the resolution to the federal government. Oregon In-

surance Commissioner Lester L. Rawls, Chairman of the NAIC Executive Com-
mittee, and Nevada Commissioner Dick L. Rottman, NAIC President, said

NAIC the insurance rates are neces.sary to compensate injured parties, but more
importantly, for the protection of those persons who may be injured victims of

automobile accidents.
'"With the critical condition facing the (auto insurance) industry in regard

to increased rates as a result of injuries and property damage, the insurance
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commissioners of this country feel that they have a responsibility to the citizens

of this country to urge that all safety factors be considered," Rawls and Rottmau
wx'ote.

A five-point preamble to the NAIC resolution pointed out that

—

1. Some two million people are killed and injured in auto crashes yearly,

causini? "an intolerable level of human pain, suffering, anguish and bereavement,
and billions (of dollars) in economic loss"

;

2. The human tolls will "substantially increase in the next ten years" because
of increasing numbers of compact and sub-compact automobiles entering U.S.

traffic streams in response to tlie national energy crisis ;

;;. The anticipated increased casualties "will increase tlie costs of automobile
insurance for the American automobile" and further burden "the health care
resources of our nation"

;

4. "Air bag passive restraint systems promise to substantially increase the

protection again.st such higliway deaths and injuries" ; and
n. The Department of Transportation has proposed passive restraints "as

standard equipment for 1972 model year, postponed to 1974 model year, post-

poned to 1976 model year, and again effectively postponed to 1978 model year,

with no final standard yet issued."

In the wake of these factors, the resolution stated that the National Associa-

tion of Insurance Commissioners urge the Department of Transportation to

promulgate without further delay Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208. requiring
air bag passive restraint systems as standard equipment on all new automobiles
for the earliest practicable model year.

« ii: * * « * *

National Association of Insurance Commissioners,

January 30, 1916.

Hon. William T. Coleman,
Secretary of Transportation, Washinr/ton, B.C.

Dr. .Tames S. Gregory,
Administrator, National HigJiway Traffic Safety Administration,
Washington, B.C.

Gentlemen : As Chainuan of the Executive Committee and President of the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners, we take this opportunity
to forward to your attention the attached resolution which has been adopted
by the National Association of Insurance Commis.sioners.
With the critical condition facing the industry in regard to increased rates

as a result of injuries and property damage, the insurance commissioners of this

country feel that they have a responsibility to the citizens of this country to

urge that all safety factors be considered in an attempt not only to stabilize

the insurance rates that are necessary to compensate injured parties, but more
importantly for the protection of tliose persons who may be injured victims of

automobile accidents.
Yours re.spectfully,

Lester L. Rawls.
Chairman, Executive Committee, NAIC Insurance Commissioner, State

of Oregon.
Dick L. Rottman.

President, NAIC Insurance Commissioner, State of Nevada.

Whereas, thousands of motor vehicle occupants are killed each year and
nearly two million are seriously injured causing an intolerable level of human
pain, suffering, anguish, and bereavement, and billions of economic loss

;

Whereas, this tragic toll of death and injury will substantially increase in the
next ten years as a result of the increased use of compact and subcompact auto-

biles in order to meet our nation's fuel conservation goals

:

Whereas, the national tragedy of death and injury on our highways and an-

ticipated increase from the growing use of such compact and subcompact auto-

mobiles will increase the costs of automobile insurance for the American auto-

mobile and will place a heavier burden on the health care resources of our
nation:

Whei'eas. air bag passive restraint systems promise to substantially increase
the protection against such highway deaths and injuries;
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Whereas, the Department of Transportation has earlier proposed passive

restraints (air bags) as standard equipment for 1972 model year, postponed

to 1974 model year, postponed to 1976 model year, and again effer-tively post-

poned to 1978 model year, ^Yitll no final standard yet issued ; Now, therefore,

be it

Resolved, That tlie National Association of Insurance Commissioners urge

the Department of Transportation to: (1) promulgate witlioui further delay

Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208. requiring air bag passive restraint sys-

tems to be installed on all new automobiles si.ld in this country at the earliest

practicable date; or (2) satisfactorily explain to the American public why
suc-h regulation is not adopted.

Mr. Dodge, The first document is the Agency's response to the sub-

connnittee's June 1975 questionnaire, listing XHTSA's 20 oldest safety

defect proceedings, including among others, the old chestnut of the

Ford lower control arm investigation and other defect investigations;

XHTSA's 20 oldest i-ule-making actions, including, for instance, the

lack of application of the hydraulic brake standard 105 to vans and
trucks, and I am sure lightweight trucks and vans; and, XHTSA's
20 oldest compliance proceedings.

As I am sure you knoAv, about one out of every four vehicles that is

sold today is a light truck of some sort, or a van. Yet we have no brake

standard covering these vehicles. So we would like to introduce this

into the i-ecord.

The second document is a list of the five particular rulemaking ac-

tions contained in a letter from Chairman jSIoss of this subcommittee

to Secretary Coleman outlining the {)articular standards which we
would hope you could turn your attention to once the 208 rulemaking

is concluded.
In that regard, the third document is an indication that the insur-

ance commissioners of the various States of the United States—hardly

known for being a radical group—have recently by resolution come out

in strong support of the passive restraint standard, in particular of

the airbag route of meeting that standard.

I would like to ask you. Dr. Gregory, in this connection, whether
you are undertaking any particular efforts to clear out any of these

ancient rulemaking proceedings, many of which date back to 1966 and
1967.

Mr. Gregory. Mr. Dodge, the answer is yes. As a matter of fact

throughout the defects, the enforcement area and the standards area, I

think the record will show that we have made a number of critical

decisions, many of which find their way to court.

On many of these cases, as you know, we have to exercise some de-

gree of discretion in choosing the cases in which we will proceed. With
respect to the defects area, we have a weekly meeting called the defects

correction meeting which I chair, and which addresses the important
defects issues.

We also meet frequently on the standards. If we have neglected some
standard areas, it is because we have felt there is a priority in another
area. As I have indicated, we probably will never have a more impor-
tant decision on a standard than the one on restraint systems. If we
can get the public restrained in crashes, that will probably be the
single most effective step that this Agency can take within predictable
time. After that the gain will be in smaller bits and pieces.

If you analyze the facts that : We have reduced by approximately
9,500 the number of fatalities in 1974 and 1975, as compared to 1973;
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that we can achieve through an improved restraint situation a further

reduction of 10,000 to 35,000 ; assume that the next steps will be in bits

and pieces that may not net more than another 10,000, given today's

^vorld—it is tragic to say so, but the asymptotic line may never be

lower than 20,000 to 25,000 deaths. I am sorry to say that.

LIVES POTEXTIALLY SAVED BY PASSIVE RESTRAINTS

Mr. ]Moss. Incidentally I had intended to ask a further question.

Earlier I believe we had an ambiguity develop on the record. You
indicated that you use the 10,000 figure as being the number of addi-

tional lives that could be saved.

I believe, however, Mr. Dugoff, you indicated that the people at the

Council on Wage and Price Stability themselves had a figiire different

from that. Am I correct in that recollection?

:SIr. Dugoff. I perhaps did not express my thought accurately. If

I could take the time to characterize the Council's position, as I un-

derstand it, more completely, it is to the effect that the existing data

base does not provide a sufficient basis to make an absolutely confident

piediction of the number of lives to be saved.

They have pointed to studies conducted by experts m the field and

demonstrated a very wide disparity in the predicted numbers of lives

to be saved, and cited that disparity as a basis to conclude that the

existing data base is inadequate.
, . , -^^ o

Mr Moss. Have those citations been supplied to this subcommittee f

Mr. Dugoff. I believe they have, sir. If not, we can supplement the

record.
-, , ,i • • , i

Mr ^loss Thev will be entered into the record at this point and we

will look them over. We will be interested in them and will bring the

Council on Wage and Price Stability before us.

[The following information was received for the record
:

J

Summary of Disparities in Predictions of Lives Potentially

Issuance of Passive Restraint Standard
Saved by

In testimonv at our 208 hearinss on May 23, 19T5. Cxeorge Eads, Assistant Direc-

tor for Government Operations and Research COWPS. cited source data from

NHTSA. Economic and Science Planning. Inc.. De Lorean t^'orPf'^tion General

Motors uKl Ford. Examination of the data submitted to tlie 208 docl^et as of that

da e bv those organizations (see citations accompanying talndated data) reveals

the following estimates of potential annual life savings attributable to a passne

restraint standard (in terms of incremental savings at equilibrium i.e.. lives

saved if all cars were equipped with passive restraints'^ less lives saved oy safety

belts assuming realistic rates of usage) :

Source

Net lives

saved

'

Documentation from which derived

NHTSA...

EPS

De Lorean

-

GM

Ford

8 900 "Analysis of Effects of Proposed Changes to Passenger Car Requirements of FWIVSS

208— First Amendment," NHTSA, December 1974.
,» « i .ic •-

3,000 "Review and Critique of NHTSA's Revised Restraint System Cost Benefit Analysis,

19 000 "A^utomotive Occu'pant Protective Safety Air Cushion Expenditure/Benefit Study for

the Allstate Insurance Co.," De Lorean Corp., August 1975.
. , ^„ . ,

2.700 "Comments of CMC with Respect to NHTSA Report E"*''l5^„'An|ly^is of Effects o

Proposed Changes to Passenger Car Requirements of FIVIVSS 208, CMC, October

3 600 "Comr^ents of Ford IVlotor Co. on 'Analysis of Proposed Changes to Passenger Car

Requirements of FIVIVSS 208,' " FoMoCo, Oct. 9, 1974.

1 Air cushion with lap belt.

*Air cushion with lap belt.
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There are three principal reasons for the disparity in tlie foregoing projection

of benefits. These relate to the estimates of belt utilization, belt effectiveness

uiien used, and effectiveness of the passive restraint system. Belt usage is around
209r over the current fleet of pas.senger cars and the several studies project this

usage will range from 20'7f-(J0%. Belt effectiveness in saving lives when worn, is

estimated variously at 27%-90<7f. Air cushion passive restraint effectiveness has
been projected to span an equally large range—28% to 83%.

Mr. Gregory. A wide variety of individuals made analyses, whether
they be j)roponents of passive restraints or belts, or a variety of other
interests, and regardless of the purpose for which they made the

analyses, generally speaking, it is agreed that if we can get the great
preponderance of the public restrained—adequately restrained in some
way with belts or other means—then, oversimplifying it, about an-

other 10,000 lives can be saved.

Mv. ]Moss. I have the same conviction : If the Council on Wage and
Price Stability feels a difi'erent data base and different figures are

more reliable, I think they assume the burden of proving their figures

to be more valid than yours. I will expect them to do precisely that.

Are there further questions ?

Mr. Dodge. I have one further question, ]Mr. Cliairman.
]Mr. Moss. ]Mr. Dodge.

FUEL ECOXOMY STANDARDS

'Mv. Dodge. Dr. Gregory, section 502 of the recently passed Energy
Policy and Conservation Act requires that the Department of Trans-
portation assume responsibility for issuing future fuel economy stand-
ards. We understand that some consideration is being given within
the Department to assigning this task to your administration.
The regulatory reform study that this subcommittee is undertaking

is assessing, among other things, the appropriateness of existing Fed-
eral regulatory mandates from the Congress. We are asking, among
other things, whether the mandates are appropriate.

In that context. Dr. Gregory, can you shai'e with the subcommittee
your views on the appropriateness of assigning the development of
the new fuel economy standards to NHTSA ?

]Mi'. Gregory. Of course there might be some concern, I suppose
that responsibilities in the area of fuel economy might dilute our safety
effort. Actually I feel that we have the types of people in the agency
who are familiar with the automotive area and who would be quite
competent to carry out any new responsibilities. Certainly we could
select additional people, and with our leadership, be able to carry out
any new duties.

I have espoused in the past, and I don't pretend that it is admin-
istration policy or anybody's policy except tliat it makes sense to me,
with all of the competing forces relative to the automobile in terms of
fuel economy, damagability, safety and a wide variety of other con-
cerns, that perhaps these various aspects of performance might ulti-

mately at some future date be dealt with in concert. Whether that is

a good idea in today's climate of regulatory reform or whether it could
be achieved, I do not know, but I put this out as a personal observa-
tion.

Perhaps I am less reluctant to do so because this is somewhat my
valedictory but I think in the future this might be considered.
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I have the idea that it mi<rht be very v.ell to consider that what I

call the S3E, or the safety, energy, economy and environmental im-

pact of so vital a product in our society. Again I wish to state it is

strictly a personal observation but with the proper dedication and

proper people I think something in the future like that might make
sense,

Mr, Moss. I think it is an observation that deserves very careful

consideration by the STibcommittee.

^Ir, Dodgp:, 1 have no further questions, ^Ir. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Are there further questions ?

If not, I do want to thank you for your appearance. iS^ot knowing
the date of your departure I ami say Avhether Ave will have you before

us ao:ain in "a hearinjr but in anv evciit I hold onlv the verv best wishes

for your future endeavors.

yir. Grf-oory. Thank you. I appreciate that.

I want you to knov.- my Avork schedule has not changed. As long as

I am Adn'iinistrator and the invitation is proforred. I Avill be here.

]Mr. Moss. I would exj^ect that. Thank you A^ery much.
Mr. Grkgory. Thank you, ^Ir. Chairman
iNlr. ]Moss. At this time T Avould like to call Dr. Arthur Ycager,

School Bus Safety Chairman, and ^Is. Annemarie Shelness, executiA^e

director. Physicians for Automotive Safety. Irvington, N.J,

Dr, Yeager and ^NIs, Shelness, Avill you both rise and be sAvorn?

Do you solemnly saa ear that the testimony you are about to give this

subcommittee shall be the truth, the AA'hole truth, and nothing but the

truth, so help you God ?

Dr, Yeager. I do.

Ms. Shelness. I do.

Mr. Moss. Will you each identify youiselves for the hearing record ?

TESTIMONY OF ANNEMARIE SHELNESS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOE,

PHYSICIANS EOR AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY; AND ARTHUR YEAGER,

D.D.S., CHAIRMAN, SCHOOLBUS SAFETY, PHYSICIANS FOR AUTO-

MOTIVE SAFETY

Dr, Yeager, Arthur Yeager, a dentist from Westwood, N.J., chair-

man. Schoolbus Safety, Physicians for Automotive Safety.

Ms. Shelness. I am Annemarie Shelness, executive director of the

Physicians for Automotive Safety, a New Jei-sey based organization,

but T am actually a resident of Rye, N.Y.
M]-. Moss. Do each of you have a statement?
Dr. Yeager. Yes, Ave do, ]Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. HoAv Avould you like to proceed ?

Dr. Yeager. Ladies before gentlemen.
^Ir, Moss, ]\Is. Shelness. do you desire to read the statement or have

the entire statement placed in the record and summarize?
Ms, Shelness. It won't take long to read. I won't read it all.

ISlr. Moss. It is a matter of preference for you at this point.

]\Is. Shelnicss. I Avoidd like to read some of it.

]Mr. INIoss. Without objection, the statement Avill be entered into the
record following your summation [see p. 491].
You may proceed as you desire.
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TESTIMONY OF ANNEMARIE SHELNESS

]\[s. SiiELXESS. Thank you.

I am here, as has been pointed out reo^arding the failure on the part

of XHTSA to issue a revision of standard 213.

CHILD RESTRAIXT SYSTEMS

Altliouofh seat belts have been available as optional equipment since

1956 and become required equipment in January 1968, there was no
way parents could protect their small children until April 1971, when,
foliowino; a number of postponements, a standard was finally issued

for "child seatino; systems." This excluded all devices for infants as

well as childi-en's harnesses which are covered by an inadequate speci-

fication under Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 209.

No. 213 was a vast improvement over what we had before. Until
then there was no way of fastenino; the seats to the actual structure of

the vehicle and there was no harness system to keep the child contained
within the device.

Nevertheless, as has been pointed out by Mr. Maguire, the standard
was soon shown to be totally inadequate.

I will skip over part of the testimony because it is known those tests

were inadequate and it is also known that a meeting took place with
Dr. Gregory and his staff at which were present two key figures, Arnold
Siegel and Richard Stalnaker.

^Mr. Siegel who is one of the countiy's leading safety experts did
the only in-depth clinical study of injuries sustained by children

in automobile collisions. These are very expensive studies but he did

them under aUCLA project.

The other person, a key figure in the whole picture, is Dr. Stalnaker
of the University of ^lichigan Highway Safety Research Institute

who was actually engaged in the testing of these child restraints.

It was the opinion of the people present, that is Mr. Siegel. Dr.
Stalnaker, Dr. Charles who is the co-founder and president of Physi-

cians for Automotive Safety, Dr. Yeager and myself that an interim

standard shoidd be issued because we realized, particularly Dr. Stal-

naker realized, it would take a long time to get to the optimum protec-

tion which NHTSA was trying to accomplish.

I don't want to be nasty, if that is the word, but when the meeting
broke up Dr. Stalnaker said, and I am paraphrasing, to INIr. Carter
who answered questions here today, "You will never get the standard
out by October 1975.'' INIr. Carter insisted that he would. I heard here
earlier that the standard is going to be out by May. I learned prior to

coming here that the University of Michigan has been awarded a con-

tract for further research into the child dmnmy.
The work has not yet been started, and it will take 3 to 4 months to

complete. So, there is absolutely no chance in my opinion that this

standard will be out in May because presumably this research would
not have been undertaken unless it was needed for finalizing the
standard.
The irony is that there is no opposition by the industry. I spoke to

an industrs^ spokesman again yesterday. I ascertained that with one
exception all manufacturers today make devices that hopefully will

meet the proposed Federal standard.

72 820—70 32
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The manufacturers want a standard because they are gropinf^ in the

dark right now hoping that what they have produced will meet Fed-
eral specifications. The development of these devices is extremely
expensive. The tests, the dynamic testing alone is extremely expensive.

So they have really gone out on a limb to produce good devices.

Yet they are forced to compete with the one or two companies that

still put out the so-called junky seats. So it is very difficult for me to

find any justification for what NHTSA has done or is not doing.

I should like to also say here that the only organizations that make
information available to the public, who have been responsible for

getting articles into magazines and so on, is our own organization and
Action for Child Transportation Safety which is a citizen's group I

helped to found which supplements some of the work done by PAS.
A list of manufacturers, incidentally, is attached to the testimony so

that you can convince yourselves that they all make dynamically tested

seats.

I have also suggested to XHTSA that the standard should now be
tailored to meet the devices already on the market, already approved
by the University of Michigan scientists, rather than coming out with
a new standard that they would again have to meet.

It is also a matter of convenience. We do put out a pamphlet and I
will give credit to NHTSA for one thing, Mr. Chairman. We have
for a long time criticized their pamphlet, "What to Buy in Child
Restraint Systems," because it is outdated, inadequate and gives par-
ents no helpful information whatsoever. The Motor Vehicle Council
also said that pamphlet ought to be withdrawn from circulation be-

cause parents are confused by it.

So the one thing I must give credit for. an insert has been added to

that pamphlet—they are still putting it out, they have huge stocks

—

referring the public to Physicians for Automotive Safety for product
information.

In a way, of course, they have passed the responsibility on to us
now.

I also would like to touch upon education. It has been shown that
parents do not secure these devices properly because they really do not
understand their function. We have made a comment to the docket on
child restraints that manufacturers must find some way, where the
consumer cannot miss it, of drawing attention to the function the
device was designed to perform. Hopefully it will be included in the
standard. Some of the manufacturers are now doing it voluntarily.
When I said education I really feel that parents need to be told

that their children have to be protected because an insurance institute
study done recently disclosed that even parents who used belts them-
selves did not restrain their children. This is very difficult to under-
stand except that there may be some misconception that the children
are safe in the back seat. This is something that a lot of people still

believe.
' We had seatbelts in the front only in the beginning so what people
interpreted from that was that the back seat is safe. Somehow we have
to reach parents and obviously a small membersliip supported organi-
zation such as the Physicians for Automotive Safety cannot do the
job alone.

With this I will complete my testimony, if the rest can be included.
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[Ms. Shelness' prepared statement follows:]

Prepared Statement of Annemarie Shelness, Executive Director, Physicians
FOB Automotive Safety

My name is Aunemarie Shelness ; I am executive director of Physicians for

Automotive Safety, a 500-member organization of the medical profession. I am
here today on behalf ol my organization to draw this Committee's attention to a

matter affecting the life and health of infants and small children. It concerns the

failure on the part of NHTSA to issue a revision of MVSS No. 213, a standard that

has been shown grossly inadequate in providing crash protection.

Although seat belts have been available as optional equipment since 1956 and
became required equipment in January ltK38, there was no way parents could

protect their small children until April 1971 when, follDwing a number of post-

ponements, a standard was finally issued for •'child seating systems." This ex-

cluded all devices for infants as well as children's harnesses. The latter are
sul)ject to some—albeit inadequate—specifications under MVSS No. 209.

There is no denying that No. 213 was a vast improvement over what we had
available in the past. Major innovations included: (1) means of anchoring the

device to the seat of the vehicle with a standard lap belt; (2) provision of a har-
ness to keep the child contained within the device; and (3) head support to

minimize "whiplash" injury. It was further required that the device withstand a
specified gradual pulling force, a "static" test requirement employing a wooden
block to simulate the child occupant—a simple lab procedure. Manufacture of
the popular bail-type models that hook over the back of the car seat was no
longer permitted.
The new seats did nor look much sturdier than their pre-standard counterparts,

and it was soon confirmed that the test procedure recjuired by DOT's National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration was. indeefl, woefully inadequate. In
October 1971, six months following the implementation of Standard 213. Dr.
Verne Roberts, then head of the Biosciences Division of the University of Michi-
gan Highway Safety Researcli Institute, the scientist in charge of the crash
testing of child restraints under a government contract, felt compelled to expose
the inadequacies before the final report on these tests was released by the DOT
in September 1972.

Ten months later, in August 1972, the results of a series of simulated crash
tests sponsored by the Consumers Union, also conducted at the Michigan research
facility, drew national attention to the "shocking" .shortcomings of the federal
standard based on static load criteria. Of the 17 car restraints tested, all meeting
government specifications, 12 were rated "not acceptable."
The Michigan research employed simulated crash tests, i.e., "dynamic" tests,

which reproduce the violent, split:-second forces unleashed in real-life crashes.
This consists of installing a device containing a properly restrained child dummy
occupant on a standard car .seat whicli, in turn, is mounted on an impact sled.
The sled is propelled at predetermined speeds into a concrete crash barrier. The
event is recorded with high-speed movie cameras and appropriate parameter
technology of all strategic forces that come into play. The majority of devices
tested at 30 miles per hour either collapsed, thereby adding to the injury poten-
tial, or pivoted forward, allowing the dummy's head to slam into the instrument
panel. Furthermore, man.\ permitted the vehicle lap belt to dig deeply into the
dummy's abdomen despite indications that such loads may exceed the child's
tolerance limits.

Although the evidence showing these devices to be inadequate was overwhelm-
ing, it was not until February 1974 that NHTSA issued a proposal for upgrading
test requirements. The date specified for implementation was October 1975.
On April 4, 1974 a meeting took place with Dr. James Gregory, Administrator.

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and members of his staff. Pres-
ent were : Mr. Arnold Siegel. one of the country's leading auto safety exijerts, di-
rector of Engineering for the Trauma Research Group at the Department of
Surgery UCLA School of Medicine and co-author of a clinical study "Injuries
to Children in Automobile Collisions," Dr. Richard Stalnaker, the engineer in
charge of crash testing of child restraints at the University of Michigan Highway
$afety Research Institute, Dr. Arthur Yeager who is testifying here today. Dr.
Seymour Charles, founder and president of Physicians for Automotive Safety,
ami myself.
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At this meeting NHTSA was urged to issue an interim standard, whicli would
merely require that devices remain intact in 30 mph frontal crashes. It was ex-

plained that doing so would eliminate from the market the majority of inferior
devices without delay while specifications for optimum ci'ash protection were
being finalized.

NHTSA rejected the proposal, insisting that implementation of the revised
standard would not take significantly longer than writing specifications for in-

terim requirements. I distinctly recall a brief exchange between Dr. Stalnaker
and Mr. Robert Carter as the meeting was breaking up. Dr. Stalnaker said, and
I am paraphrasing, "you'll never get the Standard out by October 1975." .Mr.

Carter insisted he would.
October 1975 has come and gone.
I have just learned that the University of Michigan has been awarded a con-

tract for further research on the child dummy. The work which has not yet begun,
will take three to four months to complete. I leave it to you Mr. Chairman, to
draw your own conclusions . . .

Even when .specifications are finalized, several months are likely to elapse
between the date the new standard is published and the date it goes into effect.

Furthermore, inferior devices will probably remain in the stores for a long time
to come in view of the fact that the Department of Transportation controls only
the date of manufacture—not sale.

The irony here is that there is no opposition to the new standard—in fact the
industry is more than anxious to know what the specifications will be. 13 manu-
facturers have developed a total of 16 good devices in the hope that these will
meet the new standard.^

All but one juvenile products manufacturer have developed crashworthy de-
vices and are anxious to phase out production of their inferior seats merely
complying with #213. They can't do so while other companies continue to mar-
ket them. For once, there is not only no industry opposition, but industry suj)-

port for federal rule-making.
If any progress has been made in getting information to the public on safe

child transportation, it is solely due to our own organization and a citizen's
group Action for Child Transportation Safety which I helped to found and
which is pursuing goals similar to those of our own organization.
The problem is not only the inadequacy of devices on the market, but also

the fact that they are often not used correctly. A survey by the Insurance Insti-
tute for Highway Safety revealed that three out of four special child restraints
in use were not used correctly and their protective potential was thereby en-
tirely defeated.

Education of the public on why and how these devices must be used is as
important as the safety of the devices themselves. NHTSA has failed in both
areas.

1 CRASH-TESTED DEVICES AVAILABLE :

American Safety Seat
(Swyngomatic)

Astroseat #V
anteni'l Mfg Co.)

Bobby-Mac
(Collier Keyworth)

Bobby-Mac LeLuxe
(Collier Kevwoorth)

Child Love Seat
(General Motors)

Infan.seat Harness
(Qiiestor Juv Prod)

Infant Love Seat
(General Motors)

Kantwet Care Seat #885
(Questor)

Kantwet Care Seat #985
(Qnestor)

Mopar Child Seat
(Chrvsler Corp)

Motor Toter
(Centry Prod)

Positest Cur Seat
(Hedstrom Co)

Safety Shell #74 & #75
(Peterson)

Sweetheart #11
(Bunny Bear)

Tot-Ciuard
(Ford Motor Co)

Wee Care #597
(Strolee)

Rose Mfsr. Co. has just developed a new harness which will be marketed by them as
well as by Sears Roebuck. (A previous model was found not wholly satisfactory.)

REFERENCES

"Children as Passengers in Automobiles : The Neglected Minority on the Nation's
Highways " A. Shelness and S. Charles. M.D.. PEDIATRICS, Vol. 5(5 No. 2. August 1975.

"Don't Risk Your Child's Life!" (a pamphlet) Physicians for Automotive Safety,
July 1975.

Physicians for Automotive Safety, 50 Union Avenue, Irvlngton, New Jersey 07111.
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^Ir. Moss. Thank yon.
Dr. Yeager,

TESTIMONY OF ARTHUR YEAGER, D.D.S.

Dr. Yp:ager. In 1974, dissatisfied by the slow pace of rnlemakini>'
reoai'dino; school buses and unimpressed with exaggerated claims of
safety by the pupil transportation establishment. Congress passed the
Motor Vehicle and School Bus Safety Amendments of 1974.

The resulting Public Law 93-492 mandated the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration to finalize standards in eight specific

areas by January 28, 1976.

SCHOOLBUS SAFEIT

To evaluate XHTSA's performance I have prepared a chart which
follows and I will comment on each section.

[The chart referred to follows:]

NHTSA IMPLEMENTATION OF PUBLIC LAW 93-492

Category Present school bus New school bus standard Evaluation

Emergency exits Doors, none windows stand- Amend 217 for either 1 rear No improvement in status

ard 217, window reten- exit or 2 side exits at quo.

tion. option of manufacturer,
nterior protection for occu- None None... Ignored congressional main-

pants, date.

Floor strength. do .-do _ Do.

Seating systems do Standard 222, pad seats, Poor seat back height n-

Raise height 4 in., seat sufficient, requires many
belts for small vehicles. areas to downgrade, no

seat belts for most users

Crashworthiness of body and do Standard 221, strengthens Standard 221, good.

frame (including protection metal seams.
against rollover hazards). Standard 220, roof strength Standard 220, less stringent

requirement. than current industry re-

quirement.

Vehicle operctmgsystems--- do None, brake proposal Failed congressional man-
date.

Windows and windshields Standard 217, window re- None Ignored congressional man-
tention. date.

Fuel systems None None; leak proof tank pro- Failed congressional man-
posal. date.

Dr. Yeager, Emergency exits. Automobiles carry .six passengers
and have two or four doors. Schoolbuses may legally crowd up to 100

children into a bus which has only two doors. That does not make
sense.

NHTSA's new standard calls for either one rear door or two side

doors at the option of the manufacturer. Since buses are currently
being produced with one reai- door, and manufacturers will select the
single rear door choice, there will be no upgrading. The standard is a
reaffirmation of the status quo.
To make matters worse, in the same issue of the Federal Register

[F.R. vol. 41, No. 11, January 27, 1976], a proposal to water down this

standard appears. If ordered, only the very small percentage of school-

buses which have motors in the rear could utilize the side door option
and the choice would be reduced to one side door and a rear push out
window.
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In other words, if your bus is front driven it would stay as it is

with one rear door. Only a rear-motor bus would have a rear pushout
window and one side door.

In a recent study of schoolbus crashes over a 5-year period, NHTSA's
David Soule reported that 838 out of 5,872 schoolbus collisions resulted

in a schoolbus rollover, a high rate of over 14 percent. Getting children

out of an overturned bus is of deep concern. Picture the following
situation : A schoolbus is on its left side. The front door is 9 feet in

the air as are all the windows on the right side. All of the left side

windows are against the ground. "When the rear door is opened, gravity
tends to close it again. How do the kids get out?
The only way is to have somebody outside the bus holding the rear

door open or kick out the front window and have the children climb
over the driver's seat around the steering wheel and out. If children
are injured in there, broken limbs, unconscious, it becomes extremely
difficult to get them out.

The answer is relatively simple. If roof hatches were to be placed in

the roof of the bus then egress would be simple. To prevent this soi't

of disaster buses should be equipped with at least two roof hatches.

NHTSA tells us they are thinking about it.

A standard for interior protection for occupants—recessing sharp
objects, padding of stanchions, protecting stair wells—as well as a

standard for floor strength were ignored by NHTSA.

SEATIXG SYSTEMS

Every new car sold in the United States is required to have a seat

of sufficient height to prevent whiplash and to be equipped with a lap
belt for every seating position. The injury and fatality reducing po-
tential of such a seat-seatbelt system is well established.

The new seating standard falls far short. Standard 222 calls f(jr

a seat with a back height of only about 24 inches from the cushion.
That is about the seated height of a 5-year-old. Since children grow
about an inch a year in seated height, when the child is in the sixth

grade his head and neck will be over the seat back, when in high
school the head and shoulders are vulnerable. Commonsense dictates
that the seat back should be higher.

Automotive engineers at UCLA in 1967 and 1969 using sophisti-

cated test methods found that seat back heights in schoolbuses should
be at least 28 inches. As a result some States and many districts now
require a seat back height of 28 inches. It is therefore with deep per-

sonal concern that I must report to vou that, as carefully explained
by NHTSA, according to 103 (d), 15"^ U.S.C. 1392(d), when the new
seating standard takes effect those more responsible localities will be
forced to order buses with seat back height reduced by 4 inches. I do
not believe that such a downgrading was the intent of Congress.
Of further concern is the persistent watering down of the standard

during the rulemaking process. When this seating standard was first

proposed in early 1973, it called for a seat of 32 inches in back height
and contained an optional seatbelt. As a result of industry pressure,
four subsequent notices dropped the seat back height to 28 inches anrl

then to 24 inches; seatbelts were eliminated in favor of seatbelt an-
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chorages alone; and then in the final notice the anchoraofes were
dropped. Presently there is no standard or guideline for an end user
desiring seatbelts.

As we watched these standards come out and we watched each one,

we said to ourselves what did we lose now? From the start to the

finish we ended up with very, very little.

The resultant unavailabilitv of seatbelts on school buses is regret-

able for two reasons: (1) Children are denied the use of a restraint

system, if desired, and (2) the potential educational value of teach-
ing and habituating over 20 million children to use seatbelts every
school day is lost.

NHTSA explains that children will receive protection from fore-

aft crashes by compartmentalization between padded seats. They have
consistently igi^ored postcrash passenger dynamics in side and
rollover collisions which represent about 39 percent of schoolbus
collisions, 2,262 of 5,872 according to the Soule study.

[The material referred to follows:]
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^Vithout restraint in these crashes children are thrown forcibly from

their bench-like seats by the lateral forces. ^Ve must insist that no pro-

tection -59 percent of the time is not good enough.

Because of these reasons. PAS has petitioned NHTSA to reconsider

their seating standard. With permission of the Chairman I would like

it included at this point in my testimony.

Mr. ]\Ioss. Under the previous unanimous consent request the mate-

rial will be entered at this point in the record.

Dr. Yeager. Thank you. sir.

[The material referred to follows :]

M:>MiJUK CHARLES. h'.D.

Ci)!) ?:» 1710

AB-sOLD N rOSiTAD. .M D

i:uii )r»Mo»

lOFL tJ ADIXR Mr> A DAVIO CL'BEWITSCH. MO.
»^ J UJSlNMfcKRc. M-D .MiLTOS HcLPtk-S. M l>.

PHYSICIANS FOR AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY
50 UNION AVENUE. IRVINGTON. NEW JERSEY 071 1

1

ARNOLD N CONiTAD. M O,

w.-UJaM D AliE.TB, MD
CMHISTOPMEB T BEM:R. MD.
IVSN P CAa'-itOHACL. MD.
t OJBTJS rx^MAS'. M D
HO»A«J iJ I,i:E', MD.
.HCMHa C ?.H,=li,S\NT. MO,
^A^air a -r^'z., m j

ARrriUK C. SHIP. MO.
A'JL STSASSAUtGElt. M O.
VUJJA.M WEIU- M 3.

PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION 0? >f\^SS '• 222, issued by the

:iational Hish'-ay Traffic Safety A.Jn-.inistiration January 22, 1976:

eiOMAl CHAItUiM
CA11SC»MIA

SEC-Of.^JCT MEAD. MD.

CONNrCT'CUT
DONALD f GieiOS. MO.
<..^ Ci imA

THiOOCMiE C DOECE. MD.

KUV CIKaS. M3.
::.,.^.r. •) M.)s.aM

NEW *OI(
AJ^CiLO TAJtA-^TA. MO.
NYU M-:.-.lC.«.
N«. Y«V 1M>«

KEW ^0^t
JOHN D STaTT-S, MD.
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»|N
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IMODt IILanO
XlSl SalTo^STAU, MD.
U S Ni..r H»p.,J

^f:LTOS S THOMPSON, MD.

VII6IMIA
adce meyl »:f'-sunc. mh.

Va^m hSION
CSCE B Hi:l, MO.
* Jue
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CaNaS*
P & ASt-rvciE. M-D.

?HYS1C1A.\'S FOR AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY (FAS), a 500-meiDber national

crganization devoted to pron:oting motor vehicle safety^

ACTION FOR CHILD TRANSPORTATION SAFETY (ACTS), a 500-meinber

national organization dedicated to promoting the safety of

child passengers,

SE^?-10UR CHARLES. M.D. . PAS Presiaent,

ANNEM.\RIE SHELNESS, PAS Executive Director,

ARTHUR YEAGER, D.D.S., PAS School Bus Safety Chairman,

DEBORAH RICHARDS, ACTS Board ChairiLan, and

JANET BAJOF.EK, ACTS School Bus Safety Chairman

as individuals, and

WILLIAM, A1;DREW, and DAVID YEAGER; PETER AND JENIFER BAJORFJC,

as school bus passengers,

exercising their prerogative according to Section 553.35 of

Title A9, Code of Federal Regulations,

hereby petition the Administrator, National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration, AGO Seventh Street, S.W., Washington, D.C.,

to Reconsider Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 222 ,

"School Bus Seating and Passenger Protection :

The standard requires, effective October 26, 1976, a padded

scat with a seat back height of 20 inches ir.easured from the

seating reference point (SRF) on school buses.

The requirements of this Standard are inadequate and, therefore,

not in the public interest by failing to provide adequate crash

protection to more than 20 million children who ride these buses

jTapNING UtUBERS
Br..-u.<JL AlUn. S\ D.
P,y.. A tt.»w«. MD
»t»H U' &rn.Bn. M D.
A'lSwr n."..ir.n. MD
c^-i'd C Sour. J. M D
f»Jr, C Tj,,-,. ,*.1 D
^.l.j-» C..iil>.o. MD,

W.II.rd n/frmpfc. MD.
roT»l S D..... MD
Ar^n Et..l.K. Y.\0

M*n* e^trten. M D.
SopKrn Ftomrt. M D
W.n.im A GritKFi. MD
C L«,.<s, G'».'.-=tJ. MD.
K>,(k E f<]»>». MD

o;k* H.i:*r. M D
R.;ph N H.«i.ft. MD.
r.r«.,« B H.ri. w D
B,1?K F. H..i£«n, MD
• - E IC;;.r-S.n. M D.

>-.m.M Kumm*.. MD.
Hfnrr ft Lui. M D,
M'r...i B L«.. MD.
Jj-,.. »^ M>tim». M.O.
.Sr.l M.nLaft. M D.

W.It„«. A. M«d(.. M O.
C.I-.« M Cfc*. M D.
J.r., B 0:JJ.n. M D.

».r I PK.I.fp MD
U^.« W Rob«.«n. MD.

L#ort I. Sw.ll MD
C».tf V 5-v.p» r.t O.
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every school day. rurthermore, the standard as written may result in a

do-Ti-grading of a higher level of protection already adopted or under active

consideration in certain localities and states.

From the start of the rulenaking process in February of 1973, and continuing

through each of four subsequent notices, the Standard has been subjected to

persistent weakening. The 28-inch seat back height (measured from Che SRP)

proposed originally was reduced first to 24 inches and finally to 20 inches.

The option for safety belts was eliminated, replaced with a requirement for belt

anchorages; even the requireiient for anc'.ior^^es was renoved from the final notice.

As explained in the Federal Register, "The standard relies on compartmen-

talizaticn between well-padded and well-constructed seats to provide occupant

protection on school bases. PAS, in previous responses, has pointed out that

this seat design offers little if any protection in lateral impacts: NHTSA's

own David Soule has reported the following school bus accident data for 1969-1973:

Type of Collision Number
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succeeded in convinicing t.TlTSA to eliminate the anchorage requirement.

The industry argues that:

anchors have no benefit uithout seat belts;

only a small fraction of school districts would install belts;-

where installation is implemented the seat belts might be used without
proper supervision.

Petitioners must strongly disagree. Providing anchorages offers to all

purchasers and users the option of installing properly engineered and designed

seat belts. The passing statement in the standard that " an operator or

school district may safely attach seat belts to the seat frame...", does not

offer sufficient guidance for correct installation. Further, such vagueness oti

the part of IfflTS.A may lead some end users to believe that all school bus seats

are capable of supporting seat belt assemblies, and may be. misguided into attach-

ing belts to present school bus seats.

While PAS can furnish no estimate regarding the number of districts which

would use seat belts if anchorages were available, we can report that we

constantly recaive inq-^iries from around the nation regarding restraints or, more

precisely, the abse::c= of restraints in school buses,. Districts have indicated

to us their •-illir.gness to try seat belts.

The argument that an unaware school district might be tempted to install

seat belts without ensuring their proper use must be rejected. The members of

the National School Transportation Association are not the only individuals privy

to the vagaries of school children. Districts are keenly aware of child behavior

patterns and their concerns for children's safety must not be subverted by such

negativism. These same arguments regarding misuse of seat belts by Surrey, Karasik

and Horse en behalf of their industry clients were offered a decade ago during

the debate regarding restraint requirements for automobiles. Considering the

overall positive result of seat belt use in cars, petitioners must question their

unavailability in school buses.

The undeniable educational impact of habituating children to use seat belts

on school buses would go a long way toward reducing the annual highway toll in

motor vehicle accidents.
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not even belt anchorages, instability' persists leading: to rollover and
operational sj'stems and visibility are changed little. Apparently
XITTSA has preferred to concern itself with the periphery of the
Congressional mandate and have not produced a vehicle reasonably
designed to give children a safe ride.

It has taken a decade to get these few changes. How long must we
wait for meaningful action ?

Thank you.

rSee p.'472 for NHTSA's response.]

Mr. Moss. Mr. Dodge.
Mr. Dodge, Ms. Shelness, in your testimony you indicate that there

is little or no opposition from the chief seat manufacturers to a dyna-
mic test standard. Can you provide the subcommittee, since we suspect
this may be a disputed point in your testimony, with the basis for that
statement? Have you had an opportunity to speak personally with
many of these manufacturers ?

Ms. Shelt«i^ess. Not only with many of these manufacturers, Mr.
Dodge, but with the industry representative. There is a Mr. Swigg who
is the chairman for the car seat committee of the juvenile products in-

dustry. He works for the International Manufacturing Co. who also

make car seats. I called him up yesterday. I ascertained from him that
there is only one manufacturer now who has not developed a seat that
has passed the criteria established by the University of Michigan.
And that manufacturer is still w^orking on a new seat.

It really is a case of the industry having felt that they had a respon-
sibility to the public. I should like to say that there was a great deal
of opposition originally, 4 or 5 years ago, but there has been a com-
plete turnaround.

I went to the juvenile products manufacturers' show again last Oc-
tober where I speak to usually the presidents and representatives of
the companies. They are all for it and they would like to pliase out
their inadequate seats. They can't do so while one or two companies
remain in business making the so-called junky seats, as we like to call

them, because they would lose sales. They still have to stay in business.
They are not in business for good deeds. So they have to keep the 213
seats on the mai'ket.

Mr. Dodge. The objection that we hear continually is that the
dummy, the 8-year-old dummy, still needs to be perfected. This is not
a new objection. I wonder whether you have had an opportunity to
explore the validity of that continuing objection ?

Ms. Shelness. 1 am not an engineer, it is very difficult. All I can do
is talk to people like Stalnaker. Melvin, and so on. They feel XHTSA
is now out to get something too perfect. It is a matter of test criteria
and repetition of tests.

I have no objection to them getting to the ultimate and something
that can be repeated with no variables because there are a lot of varia-
bles. You have to be able to repeat the test with exactly the same cri-

teria each time in order to meet a certain seat requirement. Maybe they
have a certain amount of difficulty with that while the dummy is not
perfected.

What we felt wms that an interim standard should be enacted now,
we felt that something should be enacted in between while they are
puzzling over how to get the ultimate protection. '" '
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]Mr. jNIagtjire. Will you yield to me at that point?

Ms. Shelness. Yes.
Mr. Maguire. I want to understand this problem with the child

dummy. I found the answers I got this morning quite inadequate.

Is the theory that they are advancing that if the dummy were made
difi'erently, presumably to be a more exact duplication of a real child or

something, that these harnesses would not collapse at the 30-mile-per-

hour speed ? Isn't that the question ? If they collapse then it is no good ?

Is that the argument ?

Ms. Shelness. You are quite right, it would have absolutely no
effect on whether the devices collapse or not. The weight of the dummy
combined with the G forces which these devices are subjected to, would
certainly cause them to collapse regardless of the type of dummy.
Mr, Maguire. What is the relevance of the dummy's further per-

fection to the question of whether or not the seats collapse?

Ms. Shelness. None at all. That is why we said to them that tliey

should enact an interim standard. With the perfected dummy, and they

have had a lot of trouble with the adult dummies, too, it is not only

tliat the dummies should be able to faithfully reproduce the movement
of the human body, which is a very difficult thing because we have a

great deal of flexibility in our limbs ; the dummies also have to record

on certain parts of the body impact forces.

It is the hardness in certain places and how mucli will a human skull

take and this should be reproducible in the dummy's skull. I cannot go

into the engineering intricacy of this. This is what NHTSA is trying

to get not only in the child dununy but also in the adult dummy. They
are trying to get the child dummy very similar to the adult dummy.
Your question is quite correct, the seats that collapse and I don't

know whether the committee saw the films but the devices literally

collapsed, all the steel tubes were coming out in different directions.

That would not be affected one way or the other.

Mr. Maguire. The only remaining question is how badly damaged is

the human body going to be after the seat collapses, is that right ?

Ms. Shelness. That is right.

Mr. Maguire. We are spending a lot of time perfecting dummies in

order to find out whether you have multiple fracture of the skull or

simple fracture of the skull or what have you. I think that borders on
the absurd.

Thank you.

INIr. Dodge. Dr. Yeager, you submitted for the record a petition.

Plas this petition for reconsideration of standard 222 been sent to the

Highway Traffic Safety Administration ?

Dr. Yeager. Yes ; and I would like to thank the committee because

the proper people were here and we served the petition this morning
as a going away present.

Mr. Dodge. Can you in the future keep this committee posted as to

the response you receive to that petition ?

Dr. Yeager. We certainly will, sir.

Mr. Dodge. Thank you very much.
I have no further questions.

Mr. Moss. Mr. ISIaguire.

Mr. Maguire. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I just wanted to clarify one point on page 3 of your statement, Mr.
Yeager, with regard to the seat back heights. When you say that the
new seating standard will force localities that have adopted more than
the 24 inches to revert back to the 24 inches from the 28 inches, why
is that ? Is that because by law they won't be able to have higher seat
backs or the manufacturer won't make them with higher seat backs or
what ?

Dr. Yeager, By law, when the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration issues a standard directed to one specific thing, a seat
back or a seat back height, no other authority, whether it be Federal
or local or school district, may change that in any way.

]\Ir. Magulre. Even to improve it?

Dr. ^'eager. Even to improve it. I cjuoted the section there.

Mr. ]\l()ss. I think we have a little misunderstanding. I think a
school district may purchase a bus witli safety package, and it is

clearly within the option. We have not taken away from the school

districts tlie authority to exercise their independent judgment.
Dr. Yeager. May I read that section?

Mr. Dodge. If I may suggest what the problem is here
Mr. Moss. The question really goes to whetlier or not a maiuifac-

turer wishes to take the order to produce it. There is nothing to pre-

vent him from producing it.

Dr. Yeager. Section 103(d) : "Whenever a Federal motor vehicle

safety standard is in eifect, no State or political subdivision of a State

shall have any authority either to establish or continue in effect with

respect to any motor vehicle or item of a motor vehicle equipment any
safety"

Mr. INIoss. Doctor, that is exactly what I am addressing myself to.

I am quite familiar with the doctrine of preemption. I am saying that

a school district desirous of buying a safe bus can do so to meet its own
specifications. It may not go below the Federal specifications, but it

can exceed them.
Now, a State cannot adopt a law that prescribes mandatorily a

standard that is different from the Federal standard, but the school

district which does the buying of the buses can impose any kind of

additional requirement it wants as a specification which must 1)6 met

by the manufacturer or they will not buy from him.

Dr. Yeager. As I understand, what was asked for was a wider

spaciuo-. Let us assume that the school district did not waiit to crowd

the bus with 11 rows of seats and perhaps wanted to have eight rows

of seats more widely spaced. In their opinion, they could not do it

l)ecause once the seat spacing distance had been established, it couldn't

be phanired.

Mr. Moss. A school district is pretty much the sovereign m deter-

uiinino; whether it wants to have a better bus than the standard pre-

scribed bv the Federal Government. I am not here entering any de-

fense for'anvone, and I believe that the record will show quite clearlv

that while vou cite April 19T4 as the date of great concern, I jaised

this question when I was the coauthor of the original Auto Safety

Act in 1966, and I have been fighting to get better schoolbuses, safer

schoolbuses.
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If my city of Sacramento wants to place an order for buses specify-

ing 8 rows of seats and not 11, it can damn well do so. There is nothing

in the Federal law that says that it cannot.

Mr. r^lACiuiUE. Isn't there a practical difficulty at that point, though,

relating to the availability of buses and their cost?

]Mr. Moss. Most of these buses are made on order; and from the

manufacturers who appeared before this committee, a number of them
supportive of much more exacting standards than have been required

by the Federal Government, they indicated tlieir willingness to pro-

duce a safe bus. In fact, some of them have safety packages that exceed

any Federal standard contemplated, available for additional cost.

I would not want a school district to feel that it was bound by what
appears to be a relatively weak response of NHTSA to the mandate
of the committee. I am not sure that we will not take some steps on

behalf of the committee to see that the mandate is specified in the

standard
Dr. Yeager. Mr. Chairman, we are well aware of your fantastic

support of this legislation since 1966. In our petition we have asked

for clarification on this very point, that if a standard addresses itself

to a specific issue, can a jurisdiction surpass. Further in our petition

we suggest that the standard be changed, that the word "minimum''

be inserted which would certainly clarify it; their standard be a mini-

mum standard, and that they make that statement clear.

Mr. Moss. There is nothing preventing the school district from

building its own buses if it wants to. I think these do become mini-

mums. Minimums tend to become maximums for most school districts

because of budgetary constraints. There is nothing to prevent the school

district which has the resources from requiring a far more stringent

standard than that applied by the Department of Transportation.

If it wants a triple backup brake system, it can do it. I think we
ought to have as an absolute minimum on the Federal level, a rule

that no bus could be produced that did not meet it. That is really what
we are talking about, not in any way the limitation upon the right of

a district to order a bus from a manufacturer willing to construct it.

Dr. Yeager. Thank you.

INIr. Maguire. Mr. Chairman, if I might continue for a few rnoments,

I would like to ask both of the witnesses what their analysis is of the

underlying reasons why an agency of this sort set up by congressional

action with a specific mandate has such a miserable record of timeli-

ness in setting standards and adequacy of standards.

You referred earlier to the fact, Dr. Yeager, that you start at a cer-

tain point which seems to be that point that any sensible person would
start at based on available evidence. By the time the process is com-
pleted and standard issued, you have something which approximates
nothing or a minimum which is far below what is desirable.

What are the underlying reasons for this ? In all the work both of

you have done over the years, you must have drawn some conclusions

or at least developed some thoughts on the subject of why we face this

problem in Government.
This is what this hearing is about, to make the regulatory process

function better.

Dr. Yeager. Mr. Maguire, we have agonized over this for hours and
hours. It seems to me that there are certain imperatives. When you are

72-820—76 33
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in a multimillion-dollar industry, the manufacturers, the people who
purchase them—either school districts or contract operators—the

school budi^ets to be prepared, the profit motive, there is a tremendous
economic imperative on that side.

Let us talk about the other side. You know in the industry they talk

about the end user as if the end user is the one who purchases the vehi-

cle. The end user is not the purchaser of the vehicle. The end user is

the children who ride the buses. Mother o;ets them ready, and they ride

off to school. They could not care less whether the seats are bad or have
seatbelts or any of the concerns we voice today. There is little impera-
tive on our side.

Who has the expertise to challenge the engineers of manufacturers?
Who has the gall to go speak to pupils, transportation supervisors, and
directors of pupil transportation? They will tell j^ou it is the safest

transportation in the world.
We cannot mobilize a great deal of effort and literature. We cannot

bring the people to Washington to picket. AVe don't have the economic
resources.

Mr. Moss commented on the docket that removed the seatbelt

anchorage. The schoolbus industry had lawyers write a letter that ran
11 pages, one of these fancy Washington law firms with a cable address
in Zurich and everything else. I will be willing to bet they spent more
money on that one letter than PAS has as an operating budget for
perhaps 5 years.

INIr. Magthre. The irony being, of course, in spending all that money
to perpetuate a status quo which is inimical to the health and welfare
of consumers, they then will spend the money and presumably pass on
those costs to the very same consumers.
Dr. Yeager. Unquestionably.
Ms. Shelness. Mr. Maguire and Mr. Chairman, I would like to

clarify something Arthur said.

When we are talking about the industry, there are two sides to the
industry. One is the manufacturers themselves. I must say on the
whole as you pointed out, Mr. Chairman, the manufacturers have come
out already with these packages. There are manufacturers who make
the better structure and higher back seats and sold them to school
districts 3 years ago.

I don't think it is the manufacturers; they only stand to gain to
some extent because they will get more money for the buses. It is the
operators, the contractors who have to at the end of the year show a
profit for themselves. It is the schoolbus operators' lobby which seems
to live on Capitol Hill and at DOT, and go to hearings and simply
manages to counter everything the people for bus safety have been try-
ing to do over the years.
We feel so helpless. Here is the lobby with a tremendous budget,

a so-called nonprofit organization which is something I always resent,
and a group which consists of volunteer doctors, not forgetting the
dentists, who have no funds to counter that.
The schoolbus operators have a direct financial stake in this. Al-

though the cost will ultimately be passed on, they have a job in the
district bidding. It is all put out on bid, as you know. It is lowest bid
that gets the contract.
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Mr. Maguiee. Are you suggesting that they have an impact on the

decisionmaking processes within NHTSA?
Ms. Shelness. a tremendous impact. I had a note from a member of

the Motor Vehicle Advisory Council—I don't think I can mention her

name without her permission at this point—where she sent me some
of the schoolbus standards and said, "Annemarie, this lobby is here,

they have presented their case, and where are you people? Can't you
come to Washington more often ?"

Mr. Maguire. Why wouldn't XHTSA adhere to a process that gave
top priority to the factual material that was available to them ?

Ms. Shelness. Mr. Maguire, I don't understand it myself. That is

the big enigma. We don't know.
Mr. Maguire. They admit they get most of the factual material from

the industry.
SEATBELTS IX SCIIOOLBUSES

Ms. Shelness. You see, there is someone working at NHTSA who,
while Dr. Haddon was still in office, used a physician who put out a

paper which showed that seatbelts were hannful to children under tlie

age of 10. We don't know whether this particular physician was paid
to go around the country to broadcast this theory.

I picked up a letter by a Congressman where there had been State

testimony given by this official—I don't know if I dare mention liis

name—where it was said that seatbelts in schoolbuses for children

under the age of 10 would be terribly dangerous, and in fact, that seat-

l)olts fo!' children under the age of 10 in all motor vehicle^ were
dangerous.

I then sent a letter to Dr. Haddon who put out a memo of which I

should make such statements. The gentleman who made it is still on

the staff.

Mr. Moss. If the gentlelady will yield, I believe that in the hearing

record before this subcommittee in either 1973 or 1974 that there was
testimony given by a consumer group very strongly oriented to pro-

tection of the child expressing serious reservations about the use of

belts as a means of dealing with safety in a schoolbus, pointing out

that there would be in many instances three or four youngsters to a

seat depending on the age group of the youngster, the problem of

getting the child of 6, 7, 8 to fasten the belt, if there were enough belts

available, and we had strong recommendations that passive-type re-

straints be considered as more desirable alternatives than seatbelts

themselves.
I think in simple fairness to a difference of opinion that we should

not undertake here to leave a record implying a lack of interest.

I personally have very serious reservations about the efficacy of
Ijelts in schoolbuses for grade school students. I have seen some of them
very heavily crowded. As long as school districts will permit them
to be loaded far beyond any reasonable capacity, we are kidding our-
selves if we think that the schoolbus is going to become safer because
of a belt.

Far better that we have padding. Far better that we have improved
seating, perhaps a different layout entirely for seating than presently
employed. Perhaps restraint bars properly padded where the young-
sters are protected, whether there are two or four seated together.
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There are legitimate dift'erences of opinion which should connote no
sensible lack of interest or concern over the welfare of the student.

Dr. Yeager. It is our feeling on the seatbelts that, for example, my
children are not allowed in our car without being restrained, wearing
a seatbelt, and it should be so in everyone's car. It is of concern that

they spend more time in a schoolbus, and there is not even the avail-

ability of a seatbelt there. I have with me a list of many objections to

seatbelts and our response to them.
I would not want to take the time now
Mr. Moss. As one who, again going clear back to the 1950's, par-

ticipated in starting down the road to the mandatory seatbelt, I have
used one back since the days when you had to go shopping to find a

shop that would install them for you.
Dr. Yeager. That has been our experience.

Mr. Moss. We had quite a victory when we finally found it possible

to get the boltholes through the floorboard to accommodate seat-

belts if the person wanted to buy them as an option and then to get
the manufacturers to promote them as options. That still does not
deal with the problem of the typical schoolbus. That is a difi'erent

matter.

I doirt question that belts used save lives. The mere presence of
seatbelts for three to a seat in a schoolbus that is going to have four
to a seat is not going to insure protection to the children.

Dr. Yeager. Mr. Chairman, in the seating standard, seatbelts are

required in vehicle under 10,bOO pounds. This means the van-type
vehicle. Now, in the larger vehicle, the same seat is required except
the seatbelt is not required. So to question the dichotomy of opinion,
that if you have, say, a three- or four-row school bus that you are re-

quired to have a seatbelt, and if you have something larger, the con-

ventional style, you are exempted from the seatbelt. In our opinion,
granting everything that you say, if there are no problems with
children wearing seatbelts in a small bus, it is the same for kids who
number twice or three times as many in the larger bus.

Mr. Moss. What would you prefer, seat belts or an effective restraint

system ?

Dr. Yeager. No question, an effective restraint system but lacking
an effective restraint system, and I don't think what NHTSA has come
up with is an effective restraint system—-—

-

Mr. Moss. I am not at this moment defending what NHTSA has
come up witli. In fact, I am just told by the staff' here that I expect to

have a report on the standard and its responsiveness to the provisions
of the statute which I authored. But I don't think the alternatives are

this meager effort or nothing. I think the alternatives are numerous
and we intend to explore those.

Dr. Yeager. In further response to your question, without any ques-

tion a passive restraint works 100 percent of the time. All you have
to do is sit down and the system is effective, it is there. I don't care
what the system is. If it is a restraint system, fine.

In schoolbuses, considering the state of the art and considering the
10-year longevity of schoolbuses, if we started today kids in kinder-
garten could conceivably go through their entire time in school and
graduate from high school and not see that system. There is no effective
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passive restraint system today. When a bus is hit from the side the

passenfrer falls in the aisle.

Mr. Moss. I am not willinfr to accept that there is no system

available

Dr. Yeager. That Avill effectively restrain children in all configura-

tion crashes that are happeninof on the road today.

Mr. ]Moss. You are adding a lot of qualifications to your statement

because your seat belt is not going to do that.

Dr. Yeager. Not 100 percent, no, sir.

Mr. Moss. So let us not throw cjualifications on the one without
demanding it on the other.

Dr. Yeager. A seat belt system is not a perfect system. It is an
improvement.
Mr. Moss. That confirms the point. T don't want people of good

will, of good faith, to be branded as l>eing disinterested because tliey

are not supportive of seat belts in schoolbuses.

Dr. Yeager. I agree.

]Ms. Siielness. ]May I clarifv briefly something.
There are two aspects to the opposition to seat belts. One. is the seat

belt harmful to the child? Can it cause internal injuries until the child

is above the age of ten? That is what I raised. That was one of the

aspects used, that the seat belt itself in a crash could hurt the child.

Xow this has been entirely refuted but it was being used at that

time to counter all attempts to have seat belts installed in buses. This
is what I objected to.

Xow T think there is every justification in saying would belts work
in a bus in view of the present discipline problems and in view of the
four-seat seating and so on. It is really a matter of what happens on
a schoolbus. It would be up to the schools to some extent also to pro-
vide the discipline.

There were two aspects to this. It has been shown that seat belts

are a safe means of restraint as far as the child's internal organs are

concerned.
Mr. Moss. I don't question that.

Ms. Shelness. This was one of the arguments used.

Mr. Moss. I am questioning the allocation of resources if we are

going to impose certain mandatory requirements.

consumer PARTICIPATIOX IX AGEXCY RtlLEMAKING

Mr. Maguire. May I ask l)oth of you another question which follows

on the one I asked earlier.

You have indicated that you feel that some industry principals have
substantial and indeed I would suspect you would say inordinate in-

fluence on the final result both as to timeliness and as to adequacy of
standards.

The other part of it is what can be done administratively or legisla-

tively to provide more adequate public and consumer participation

and representation in the process of setting these standards? Have you
given that any thought or would you like to comment on that now or

submit a statement ?

Dr. Yeager. We have given tremendous thought to the answer Avhere

do you start when you talk about improving safety?
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You start with the figures, how many jjeople are hurt, how many
million miles and so forth. On the last page of my testimony you will

see NHTSA figures prepared by David Soule. The information is taken

from reports of school bus collisions by the School Bus ]\Ianufacturcrs

Institute.

This is all we have to base it on. I go over to DOT. It is a tremendous
building. There are all kinds of people working there. It seems in-

credible, if you ask how many people are hurt each year in school

buses, they don't know and they have to ask the schoolbus industry.

Something has to be shored up there so that we get substantive data.

How do we move when they don't do it ?

The clmirman's bill was passed 15 months ago. I am not satisfied

with it. That is why we are here. That is why we have oversight. You
pass a bill. You wait 10 years for them to do something. They finally

do something and it is inadequate.

^Ir. Maguire. In treating i'esi:)onses to representatives of various

interested groups, is there anybody there to receive and act on the stuif

that you provide ?

Dr. Yp:ager. Yes. The material goes into the docket.

]\lr. ]Magfire. Kow quickly do they do it ?

Dr. Yeager. We don't get any response. It goes in the docket. They
will read it. In the standard they will have some comment that PAS
said this or this group said this or this manufacturer said that. All I

can say it that when the original standard came out the school bus in-

dustry got together and said in no way would 32 inch high seats and
anchorages be furnished, they wanted a seat with a 24 inch height. They
also agreed to better padding and structure.

When the standards finally came out that is exactly what was
ordered.

^Nlr. ]\Iaguire. Would it be advantageous to have a consumer council

office in the agency or separately through the Consumer Protection

Agency which has been proposed to be set up to ride herd on them 'I

Dr. Yeager. I think that would be most positive.

Mr. ^Maguire. Which would you prefer ?

Dr. Yeager. I would have to study it. I don't know. I think it would
be positive for another reason. When we were here last year for hear-

ing before this subcommittee there were groups represented that no

longer exist. You know an accident happens in a particular area, people

are excited about schoolbusing. Five years later there is not the persist-

ence. The industry is still there.

Mr. ISIagutre. Are there any other suggestions you have ?

]Ms. Shelness. I would like to point out one thing. Congress has re-

cently required the Motor Vehicle Advisory Council to have increased

consumer representation—that is the council which advises the Secre-

tary of Transportation.
I w^nt before that council a few months ago in order to explain to

them what had or had not been done on schoolbuses. My experience is

that there are very few people on that council, industry or otherwise,

Avho know very much about automotive safety in general. That was
my impression. Certainly much less than you do.

Tlie second observation is, and that I have from Council members,
that they have so little input—that here we have a so-called consumer
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representation, half industry and half consumer—whatever that

means. So they are sitting there getting $100 a day and all their ex-

penses, dra\Yn from all over the country. They make recommenda-
tions and the Secretary does not act upon those recommendations.

Presumably, if there were more input or another group or another

ombudsman or whatever you like, I feel the same would happen. It is

just that the reconmiendations are being ignored.

Mr. jMaguire. Why is that? Of course that takes us back to our ear-

lier discussion.

Dr. Yeager. I think you heard, Mr. Maguire, part of it today in

response to many of your questions.

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

]Mr. Maguire. Let me ask one final question, Mr. Chairman. I do
appreciate the Chair's patience.

How do you feel about XHTSA's use of a $240,000 figure as the

value of a human life in their cost-benefit analysis of the economic
aspects of proposed alternative policies.

Dr. Yeager. I have a one word answer. I think it is obscene.

]Mr. ]Maguire. Ms. Shelness ?

i\Is. Shelness. The National Safety Council puts the figure lower,

somewhere like $175,000. These are such abstract things that I cannot
compreliend them.
Mr. Maguire. As I understand it what they do in a cost -benefit anal-

ysis and I am all for cost-benefit analysis but when you move on to

human life you are dealing with a qualitatively different plane. They
take the $240,000 figure and they multiply that times the number of
}>eople who are dead under a specified set of circumstances and then
that gets balanced off as I understand it against the incremental cost

to tlie manufacturer of producing some sort of safety device.

Tlien we are supposed to be weighing those things on some sort of
scale in deciding when additional costs—the words that are frequently
used are things like appropriate.
Mr. Moss. Would you yield ?

Mr. Maguire. I will yield, sir.

]Mr. Moss. Again I want to have the record reflect that this com-
mittee consciously considered economic impact and rejected it and the
statute and the record of the legislative history makes it quite clear
that economic impact is not the basis for consideration of safety stand-
ards. It has been improperly injected into the considerations by the
Council on Wage and Price Stability. Tb.ey are without any authority
to impose that in face of the clear statutory language and the legisla-
tive history of this nai'ticular act.

]\Ir. Maguire. I thank the chairman for that clarification.

I might point out that the witness. Dr. Gregory, this mornincr indi-
cated that the Council on Wage and Price Stability accepted JSTHTSA's
own figui-e. So NIITSA itself is using the figure of $240,000 for a
human life as I understand it.

]Mr. Moss. They also did not ascertain tliat they relied on a cost
benefit ratio in arriving at these standards.

'Sir. ]Magutre. That is correct. I tliank the chairman.
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr, Moss. I thank you again because I have had your organization
appear before the committee I think on about four or five occasions
over the years as we have worked on these problems. You show a con-
tinuing commitment. I urge you to do all you can to intensify it.

You ask what can be done. There are always many forces working
to block the achievement of safety standards. There are those who feel

that human life is totally expendible. Perhaps it is. There are others
of us who feel it has some value and should be conserved.
There is also a very important economic issue here. Injuries are

costly to somebody. They are vei*y costly to society as a whole, if for no
other reason than to save our pocketbooks, a little more safety might
help in that direction.

The school board probably is as deeply beset with problems as any
unit of government. I don't think there is a school budget which comes
that does not lead to many individual taxpayers appearing to i^rotest

the levies for expenses. So it is quite understandable when they seek
to cut the cost of everything they acquire.

We have to resist cutting into the bone itself which is what we are
doing when we start to buy inferior buses.

If there are no further questions the subcommittee will excuse you
with our thanks and stand adjourned.

Dr. Yeager. Thank you, sir.

[Whereupon, at 1 :30 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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House of Representatives,

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

Washington, D.C., January 19, 1976.

Dr. James B. Gregory,
Adniinistrator. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,

W^ash ingfon, D.C.

Dear Dr. Gregory : This Sul)Committee"s long-standing interest in the outcome
of the passive restraint rulemaking remains undiminished as we enter the New
Year. It is simply not acceptable that this critical rulemaking, begun six and one-

half years ago, has still not yet resulted in a final decision.

It was my understanding that you had intended to promulgate a rule in this

proceeding before the end of 1975. Now I am advised that the need to study

even more data is the stated reason for the latest in a marathon series of delays.

The Subcommittee requests your definitive timetable for this proceeding. The
target date is important because NHTSA is holding up much needed upgrading

of FMVSS 203, impact protection from Steering columns, pending the outcome of

the 208 rulemaking.
In addition to your advice in this regard, the Subcommittee also requests a

complete listing of recently received data under study in this rulemaking, and an

indication of the conclusions suggested by these data.

The Subcommittee would appreciate this timetable and material by February

3, 1970. lliank you for your prompt attention to this request.

Sincerely,
John E. Moss,

Chairman, Oversight and Investigations Suhconimittce.

(513)
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U.S. Department of Transportation,
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

Washington, D.C., Feb. 18, 1976.

Hon. John E. Moss,
Chairman, Oversight and Investigation Subcommittee, Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Moss: This is in response to your letter of January 19, 1976. re-

garding Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 208, Occupant Crash

Protection.
The May 1975 hearings were comprehensive and provided a pretty clear

focus on current technology and industry capabiUty, along with many of the

previously held disparate views, of course. At that time, NHTSA was promised

additional data which we did indeed receive, including the DeLorean Corpora-

tion's detailed benefit cost analysis and results of some fundamental studies on

safety belt effectiveness and usage. These latter included results of our own
studies which became available in the latter part of the year. Additionally, I

believe the meeting served as a catalyst to bring forth ultimately as quantitative

a picture as possible.

There is no question in my mind that the next significant and predictal>le re-

duction of highway fatalities and injuries within a predictable time will come
with improved occupant restraint. The results of our analysis present us with

defined options and a basis for rulemaking decisions.

It is unfortunate that there has been so much polarization over such a vital

issue. Not only is this evident in Congressional mail and communications from
various interest groups, but in correspondence from private citizens as well. It

is therefore important that any rulemaking be backed up by as meticulous an

analysis and justification as possible.

While I cannot give you a precise day on whicli our rulemaking will be com-

pleted, I can indicate to you that my goal is to issue a final rule prior to the

traditional August recess this year and I am confident we can do so.

With respect to your comments on ]\IVSS 203, while protection aiforded relates

to occupant restraint, I view any delay principally as one proceeding from the

need for additional accident and biomechanical data.
Sincerely,

James B. Gregory.
Administrator.

December 23, 1975.

Hon. William T. Coleman, Jr.,

Secretary, Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C.

Dear Secretary Coleman : The Department of Transportation has had rule-

making pending on lifesaving passive restraints since July 1969. Repeated de-

lays have pushed the original effective date for early 1972 models (those made
after January 1. 1972) back to no earlier than early 1978 models. Cars niade

without passive restraints during this five and one-half year period will cause

at least 45,000 deaths and hundreds of thousands of injuries that could have
been avoided if passive restraints had been installed beginning with the 1972

models.
On May 19-23, 1975, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

(NHTSA) held extensive public hearings to review the record on passive re-

straints prior to making a final decision. That hearing firmly established the

reliability, feasibility and effectiveness of passive restraints. Few safety tech-

nologies have been so proven as passive restraints which have already traveled

more than 100 million miles on vehicles in use.

Seven months have passed since the extensive May hearings but no decision

has issued on the lifesaving passive restraints. For every month that passes

without a decision, the auto industry finds it.self more able to say that the lead-

time for the designated model year is inadequate. So tmsupportable delay means
an iniconscionable decision for the auto industry. Even while the NHTSA is

making the passive restraint decision, it is letting out redundant research con-

tracts that can be used by the auto industry and non-safety government agencies

such as the Council on Wage and Pri'^e Stability to urge furth'^r d^lay for more
consideration. For example, the NHTSA on December 17. 1975. entertained cor-

porate proposals for a 19 city seat belt usage study that could take up to two
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years to complete. If the passive restraints are to be required in two years, wliy

is yet another seatbelt usage study being- conducted at the taxpayer's expense?
An immediate decision on passive restraints is all the more necessary due to

the shift to smaller cars to improve fuel economy. All other factors being

e(iual, present small car occupants have more sevei'e injuries in crashes than do
large car occupants. According to John Z. DeJjOrean, former General Motors Vice-

President, the shift to smaller cars will result in an incredible 40 percent in-

crease in injuries and fatalities by 1985 if no improvements in restraint sys-

tems are made. Mr. DeLorean's studies show that air bag installation beginning
with 1978 models will save 69,000 lives over the next ten years, more than oft-

setting the effect of shifting to smaller cars. The foreign manufacturers par-

ticipating in the Experimental Safety Vehicle Program have dramatically .shown
that small cars can be made safe with passenger survival at up to 50 miles per
hour in barrier crashes or far al>t)ve what present large cars can do. This
safety in small cars is made possible by coupling passive restraints with im-
proved vehicle structure that adds relatively little vehicle weight.

In conclusion, would you provide an explanation of what the NHTSA has
done to advance the passive restraint rulemaking since the May 1975 hearings
and when a decision on passive restraints will be made.

Sincerely,

Ralph Nader.

April 20, 1976.
Mr. Ralph Nader,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Nader: This is in response to your letter of December 23, 1975,
requesting information on the progress of our rulemaking on passive restraint

systems for motor vehicles.

Since the May 1975 hearings on the subject, the National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration (NHTSA) has been occupied in analyzing the data pre-
sented at the hearings, new data regarding restraint systems effectiveness, a
cost-benefit analysis of the John Z. Del^orean Corporation Study, and rlie

major changes in highway traffic caused by the fuel crisis and the nationwide
speed limit.

NHTSA has also prepared material for my review which discusses optional
decisions applicable to FMVSS 208. "We are assessing the design options, as well
as the social benefits and economic impacts which might be caused by mandat-
ing passive or active resti*aint systems.

I am aware of your interest in this very important safety issue and am at-

tempting to seek a resolution as quickly as possible while giving all interested
parties an opportunity to register their views for consideration. A copy of your
letter has been placed in the public docket on occupant crash protection.

Sincerely,

William T. Coleman, Jr.

Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.
Washington, B.C., May 10, 1976.

Ms. Judith T. Connor.
Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety and Consumer Affairs, U.S. De-

partment of Transportation, Office of the Secretary, Washington, B.C.

Dear Ms. Connor : I am writing to follow up on our discussions with vou on
April 27.

Because your original request was that we brief you, Mr. Herman and Dr.
Jischke on the Institute's relevant research and data concerning passive re-

straints, I was surprised to find that the format of the meeting was more that
of a debate, with a number of DOT staff members taking the part of antagonists
to air bag technology, or, as Mr. Schmidt said, "devil's advocates."
This was dismaying. The issue that has been before the Department and the

pid)lic for more than six years is not whether auto makers should be ordered
to j)ut air bags in cars ; the law clearly (and I personally think correctly) leaves
such design judgments to the manufacturers, and relies on their long-developed
technological competence to make the correct decisions from available design
alternatives.
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The question before the Department and the public is simply this : Should
auto makers be required to provide passive restraint protection—that is, pro-
tection for one or more occupants against deaths and serious injury in in specified
types of crashes—on all new cars starting on a future date certain? This is, of
course, a performance—not a design—standard.

Rarely has a contemplated performance standard been so thoroughly proved
in the Held for so long before its issuance. (Few federal performance standards,
including those being met by provision of safety belts, head restraints, and other
crash protection features of cars, have been so thoroughly researched and tested
in advance of their introduction.) In the case of passive restraints, manufactur-
ers developed both sy.stems now available to the public—air bags and passive
helts^and then made these systems available on many thousands of automobiles,
and. in the process, certified that these systems already meet a federal passive
restraint standard which has been a proposal for some six years, and an option
to the manufacturers for four years.

(Should fliere be any doubt, incidentally, that both air bags and passive belts
have been highly touted by domestic and foreign automobile manufacturers for
some years, note not only the 1973 General Motors film that we screened for
jou at the Itriefing, but also Eaton Corporation's three films made in 1969 and
1970, in which narrator Rod Serling emphasizes the great success and unparalleled
research and testing liasis for Eaton's air bag system, and subsequent films l)y

Volvo and A'olkswagen demonstrating and prai.sing passive belt systems. If these
films are not available to you, we will be happy to provide prints. The films make
clear that, as GM says in its version: "Naturally, years of research and testing
have gone into the development of passive restraints.")

In Chrysler Corporatiofi, ct al. r. Department of Transportation, et eiL, 472
F.2d (6th Gir.. 1972). the court said that. "The explicit purpose of the (1966
National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety) Act ... is to enable the federal gov-
ernment to impel automobile manufacturers to develop and apply new tech-
nology to the task of improving the safety design of automobiles as readily as
possi})le." The court refused tf) accept auto manufacturers' interpretations of
the Act under which, it said the Department "would be unable to require tech-

nological improvements of any kind unless manufacturers voluntarily made the.se

improvements themselves."
"This is precisely the situation that existed prior to the passage of the Act,

and we decline the eviscerate this important legislation by the adoption of this

proposed interpretation" the court said.

The present .situation, however, contains potentials for just what the court
was rejecting. The short of it, as the attached 1970 article shows, is that auto
makers and their contractors developed systems to provide passive crash ])ro-

tection. and brought these sy.stems to the Agency's attention (in 1968 and 1969)
;

on that basis the Agency proposed an appropriate passive restraint performance,
not design, .standard; seeking a delay in that standard, the three largest do-

mestic manufacturers promised vohiutarily to make hundreds of thousands,
and by the current model year millions upon millions, of air bag equipped cars
available to Americans (they, not the government, decided on the air bag design,
just as Volkswagen, not the government, has decided on the passive belt alter-

native) : then, the same manufacturers slashed their air ))ag production to zero
in two cases and a maximum of ten thousand cars in the third; Ford Motor
Company sought and got a Department standard for the ignition interlock, a
system that at best had been only skimpily tested ; now, GM, the sole trustee
of air bag availability in tlie U.S. market, .says it will discontinue offering the
system.
The Department's duty under the 1966 Act and the Chrysler decision, and in the

interests of the people who otherwi.se will die or be crippled in future car crashes,
is clear; indeed, the Agency should already have met its obligation to the public
to require passive restraint protection in all new cars .sold in this country.

Mr. Schmidt suggested that one of his reservations about a passive restraint
standard was that it will be "unpopular"—that he has "a mailbag full of letters

from people who are against air bags," and feels that Congress may reject a

passive restraint performance standard. Since most of the information made
available to the public concerning air bags has been at best confusing and at
worst misleading, this is not .sui*prjsing. But the Act does not require or even
permit the Department to set standards on the basis of public opinion and pop-
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nlarity. It requires standards which set performance criteria that are practicable,

meet tlie need for motor vehicle safety and are objective—all to the end of pro-

tecting the public against "unreasonable risks of accidents occurring as a re-

sult of the design, construction or performance of motor vehicles and ... of

death or injury in the event accidents do occur. . .
."

In reporting out the Act, the Senate Comniei'ce Committee said that the law
"reflects the conviction of the committee that the soaring rate of death and de-

bilitation on the Nation's highways is not inexorable. This legislation also re-

flects the committee's judgment that the Federal Government has a major re-

sponsibility to meet in assuring safe performance of private passenger cars which
it has not yet met. Finally, this legislation reflects the faith that the restrained
and responsible exercise of Federal authority can channel the creative energies
and vast technology of the automobile industry into a vigorous and competitive
effort to improve the safety of vehicles."

Tlie story of passive restraint teclinology, now some fifteen years old for auto-

mobiles, is a story initiated by the "creative energy and vast technology of the

automobile industry." It is not for the Department to decide how manufacturers
shall provide feasible, urgently needed passive protection to those who travel,,

and sometimes crash, in cars and other motor vehicles. But it is the Depart-
ment's duty, as a "restrained and responsible exercise of federal authority," to no
longer permit the withh(»lding of passive restraint technology from the vast bulk,

of American car buyers and occupants, and to meet its clear statutory respon-

sibility by immediately issuing the performance standard that it has so long;

been proposing.
Should you need additional data or material, please feel free to contact us.

Sincerely yours,
Albert Benjamin Kelley.

Allstate Insurance Co..

Northbrook, III, May 11, WIG.
Hon. Hamilton Herman,
AMiitstani Serrctan/, Siistcms Dcvclnpnicnt and Tcclvnology, TST-8, U.S. Deparf-

ment of Transportation. Washinf/ton, D.C.

Dear Mr. Herman : I had earlier received and commented for Allstate on the

Safety Panel Report of the Interagency Task Force on Motor Vehicle Goals
Beyond 1980.

Having since received the Report of the Panel on National, Industrial and
Consumer Economics, I believe some additional comment is also required from
the automoble insurance viewpoint.

The report sets out the difSculty of quantifying the costs and benefits to bal-

ance the various national goals of energy conservation, air quality improve-

ment and highway safety. Obviously, it would be highly desirable if precise

dollar amounts could be placed on all varialiles, the columns of costs and benefits,

neatly added with the mathematical results producing the proper decision.

Since this can't be achieved as a neat mathematical exercise, we must rely

on common sen.se and judgment to reach the proper decision based upon avail-

able data. This is essential to balance our energy conservation goals with our
safety goals—we cannot and need not buy fuel economy at the price of a sub-

stantial increase in deaths and injuries.

The De Lorean Study, filed with the Task Force as a part of AUstate's testi-

mony, projects the mix of automobiles by size and weight over the next decade.

Thi.s indicates a substantial switch to lighter and smaller cars in order to meet
our energy conservation goals. De Lorean predicts about a 35% increase in deaths

and injuries to vehicle occupants through the switch to smaller automobiles

unless occupant protection is improved.
Another available fact is that belt usage does not exceed 25 to 30 percent and

i.s unlikely to go any higher. Another fact from the Allstate test films and data

presented at your hearings is that present belt systems have a limited perfor-

mance capability in small cars and at higher speeds.

The De Lorean study places a mass production additional cost of .$111.50 for

front seat air bag system for large cars (including about $50 dealers' mark-up
and manufacturers profit) and $90 for smaller two front seat automobiles (in-

cluding about .$40 dealers' mark-up and manufacturers profit). These are sticker

prices but as standard equipment air bags would become part of the overall price
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of the automobile and a competitive part of tbe total price. I think we all realize

that under these circumstances virtually nothing sells for the full sticker price.

The suppliers of air bag components who made public statements in the NHTSA
Standard 208 hearings of last May generally supported the De Lorean cost figures

as accurate.
De Lorean proceeded to a detailed cost benefit analysis concluding that with

front seat air bags there was a definite cost benefit ratio in favor of that system

and that we could have lighter, more fuel economical, cheaper and safer auto-

mobiles. That with the improved occupant protection system we could reduce

deaths and injuries rather than increase them by 35%.
We also have the data from the NHTSA cost benefit analysis which clearly

indicates that the air bag/lap belt system is several times more cost beneficial

than pi-esent belt systems with any realistic belt usage assumptions. In addition

NHTSA projects a savings of <S,<XM) lives and ."00,000 injuries annually if air

bags were standard equipment on all automobiles. This projection does not con-

sider the switch to smaller and lighter cars and if that data were factored into

the NHTSA analysis, we believe the deaths and injuries which can be prevented

through an air bag/lap belt system substantially exceed the NHTSA estimates.

So common sense and available data tells us the switch to small cars to achieve

energy goals will kill and maim thousands of people unless we improve occupant

protection. Experience tells us the air bag/lap belt system is the available way
to prevent this disastrous result.

At Allstate we have operated air bag equipped automobiles for many years

and models. We started with 1!>72 INIercurys and have followed with 3 073 Chevro-
lets, 1974-5 and 6 01dsmol)iles and Ruicks and 1975 Volvos. These cover five dif-

ferent makes and five different model years.

In addition to General Motors other great names in American industry are

involved in the development of air bag systems. P^aton Corporation, Allied Chemi-
cal. Thiokol, Olin Chemical and Talley Industries just to name a few. The sys-

tems are reliable and available but can be furnished at reasonable cost only

through the volumes produced through installation as standard equipment. If

the enei'gy conservation requirements of the government are to force people into

smaller cars, then the government must provide a safer occupant protection

package for the public.

Providing the air bag/lap belt system gives the occupant the liest of both

worlds. For the 25% or so who will iise belts they have the lap belt protection

in 100% of the crash situations plus the superior protection of the air bag in the

additional 65% or so of the crash modes in which the air bag is designed to in-

flate. For the 75%, who refuse to wear belts and who currently have no restraint

protection, the air bag furnishes automatic crash protection in about 65% of the
crash modes.

If there is a possibility of getting the public to increase l»elt usage, it is much
more likely with the lap belt than with a combination lap and shoulder belt. In

addition, serious questions have arisen about the effectiveness of some current
lap and shoulder belt inertial reel systems. The recent University of ^Michigan

HSRI study indicates the lap and shoulder belted occupant of 1974 models fares
little better than the lap belted occupant of 1973 models. Thus the lap belt fur-

nished with the air bag may itself perform as well as current lap/shoulder belt

inertial reel systems. Added to this is the superior protection of the air bag as a
total plus.

Even when used lap/shoulder belts furnish no facial protection from flying

glass and from facial or head impacts. In air bag crashes to date the bag has
j)rovided almost total facial injury jn-otection. In fact to our knowledge none of

the several crash occupants wearing glasses have even had their glasses broken.
Current lap/shoulder belt systems are not required to meet any dynamic crash

testing to demonstrate their degree of injury reduction potential. No human
volunteer tests of standard belts have occurred over the 15 to 17 m.p.h. range
because this exceeds the pain and injury threshold. Air bag cars meet the 30
m.p.h. injury severity tests and human Tolunteer crashes have occurred at that
speed with no injury. The pulilic has no way to know that the reels will lock and
the belts prevent injury in cra.sh situations. To mandate l)elt systems without re-

quiring dynamic performance testing and certification is a fraud on the pulilic.

So all common sense and logic require air bag/lap belt systems as standai-d
equipment.
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Now to move to some comments on specific parts of the Tasli Force Report. On
page 1-3 tlie Report states : "Advanced automobile construction tecliniques offer

a possibility of improved crasliworthiness and weiglit lower than present models.
However, for any level of technology, increased structural strength implies a
penalty in cost and fuel economy particularly noticable in small cars."

Minicars, Inc. has done a great deal of air bag development work with subcom-
pacts and has crash-tested a number of Pinto-sized automobiles to compare belt

results with air bag results. Some of these crash films were shown at your
hearings.

iliuicars testified before the Subcommittee on Consumer Protection of the
House Commerce Committee on March 4, 1976 in the NHTSA oversight hear-
ings. Among other conclusions based upon their research they stated :

"As the number of small cars increases to 50 percent of the car population dur-
ing the next decade, the effective velocity seen by car crash victims will increase,
with dramatic increases in the severity of injuries, the number of fatalities, and
the losses to society as a whole.
"Advanced airbags could protect the drivers of all production cars (including

subcompacts) to substantially higher velocities than lap and shoulder harnesses.
"A driver airbag restraint in conjunction with modest structural substitutions

can be demonstrated to reduce the weight and costs while improving the safety
performance and fuel economy of productions cars.

The examples Minicars sets forth in its statement (copy enclosed) negates the
unsupported conclusion at page 1-3 of your report. We can have lighter, more
fuel economical, cheaper and safer automobiles.
You proceed on page 1—t to ask the question "What fuel consumption penalty

are we willing to accept for improved highway safety?" The foregoing comments
clearly indicate our view supported by De Lorean, Minicars, virtually the entire
automobile insurance business, many consumer advocates (and we assume
NHTSA) that no fuel penalty is required and your question starts from a false
premise.
We wonder how sincere automobile companies are in attacking safety measures

as adding Vv'eight to produce fuel penalties. Anyone who watches television has
seen the Ford Motor Company ads for the Granada. These commercials point out
how much quieter the ride is in the 1!>76 Granada compared to the 1975 Granada.
And why does Ford say it's quieter? Because they proudly assert they have addetl
1("<) poimds of sound insulation to the 1976 model.
The air bag system in the 1975 Volvos in our fleet w^eighs about 28 pounds.

Ford objects to adding air bags for a nafe ride, partly on the bj^sis of added
weight, yet brags about adding 100 pounds for a qiiict ride. What are our
priorities?

Allstate also appeared and testified that we have been granting a 30% dis-

cimnt on no-fault and medical payments coverages since the 1974 model year
and further stated that if all cars had air bags equal savings of approximately
30% could be realized on the liability coverages. We expressed the view that
Nation^A ide's estimate of $2 billion ultimate annual insurance savings seemed
reasonable. (Copy of Allstate statement enclosed.)

Also realizing the need for auto design for injury reduction and the favorable
impact upon insurance costs, the National Association of Insurance Commis-
sioners adopted a resolution in January, 1976 urging prompt promulgation of
Standard 20S and installation of air bags as standard equipment at the earlipst

practicable date. The resolution was transmitted to Secretary Coleman and Dr.
Gregory by letter of January 30, 1976 from Commissioner Rottman of Nevada,
President, and Commissioner of Oregon. Chairman. Executive Committee of the
N.A.I. C. (Copy enclosed.)
On page 3-8S in discussing automobile insurance you state that "Auto crasli-

worthine'^s design aims at reducing the personal damage from accident nnd hence
would affect the size of claim rather than the number of claims." This is not
necessarily true, particularly as it affects the air bag and injury claims.

[Many persons have walked away from accidents in air bag-equipped auto-
mobiles v.ith zero injuries. In single car accidents where no collison insurance
was carried for damage to the vehicle, if the air bag prevented injuries com-
pletely there would be no insurance claim at all even in a nofault state. Even
in car to car accidents if no injuries resulted because of the air bag there would be
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no injury claim. Thus the air bag has the potential to reduce both the number and
size of claims.
The di.scussion commencing on page 4-6 of your report relating to the role

of the government in personal safety relates to how much right the individual
has to take personal risk and how much right the government has to limit tliat

risk by requiring certain safety equipment on the vehicle. Unfortunately, that
discussion is cast as though the buyer of the car will be the only occupant.
Actually the buyer makes a decision which affects all future occupants of that
vehicle. The government in its equipment requirements also makes a decision
which affects all future occupants of the automobile, not just the purchaser. So
the duty to provide the safest crash environment extends to all occupants and
should not be solely the decision of the purchaser.
For instance I.I.H.!^. studies indicate 93% of the child occupants between the

ages of 3 and 10 are presently totally unrestrained. They are too young to make
the restraint decision for themselves and also too young to be car purchasers.
They are probably too large for kiddie seats and too small for some belt systems.
Yet the air bag can provide automatic crash protection in many crash modes for
these small citizens. In any event the point is that a government decision for
effective safety equipment affects many vehicle occupants other than purchasers.
On page 4-15 in discu.ssing injuries you point out that the data source was

personal injury claims in which single car accidents were only 3.4% of the total
whereas for all accidents they comprise 19% of the total. You say the effect of
this bias is uncertain.
The effect of this bias is actually quite certain. A high proportion of single

car crashes involve frontal impacts. It results in a major overstatement of belt
effectiveness and understatement of air bag effectiveness. Dr. Leon Robertson
of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety has just pointed this out in a
paper dated April 27, 1976 entitled "How Air Bags and Seat Belts Complement
Each Other." (Copy enclosed.)

Robertson points out that lap belts are about 17% effective in frontal crashes
(46% in side, rear and roll-over) and lap and shoulders belts 33%, in frontal
crashes (62% side, rear and roll-over). Air bags are almost 100% effective in
frontal crashes so the elimination of a substantial number of single-car crashes
(predominantly frontal) from your statistics establishes a definite bias against
air bag performance.
On page 5-19 in discu.ssing safety you presume that increasing crashworthi-

ness from 30 m.p.h. to 40 m.p.h. entails greater structural weight and a substan-
tial fuel penalty. We disagree. The Minicars and De Lorean work indicate we
can with air bag passive systems achieve that goal without weight or fuel pen-
alties. However, we don't believe even 30 m.p.h. goals can be met in most cars
without air bag/lap belt systems as standard equipment. Let's consider banning
some of the vinyl roofs, trim packages and the 100 pounds of extra soundproof-
ing of which Ford is so proud, before we reduce our safety goals. And a safer
and smaller car may sell a lot better than a smaller unsafe car. This statement
in your report .seems to say you're much more willing to pay in blood for fuel
savings rather than through realistic safety and fuel economy requirements
which might eliminate some of the froth. We prefer to achieve "fuel savings by
elimination of froth (vinyl, trim etc.) rather than by safety compromises.

In conclusion, the last air hag cars available as options are being phased out
in the 1976 model year. The public is left without a safety option. If the govern-
ment fails to require passive restraints as standard equipment, the public will
be refused the opportunity of even a limited election and the concerted effort
of the auto manufacturers to kill this great invention will have been successful.
It's like discovering pasteurization and nobody will boil the damn milk. A na-
tional disgrace.

Sincerely,

Donald L. Schaffer.
Vice President.

Allstate.
Northbrook, III, May 21, 1976.

Hon. William T. Coleman, Je.,

Secretary of Transportation,
U.S. Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C.
Dear Secretary Coleman : It is now over 3% years since the case of Chrysler

V. D.O.T. was decided by the 6th Circuit finding that D.O.T. had the authority
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and evidentiary support to establish a passive restraint requirement as a per-

formance standard for future model years of automobiles.

It is now over a year since the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-

tion held extensive hearings which we believe clearly validated the need for and
practicality of a passive restraint standard.

It is also many months since John De Lorean and I visited with you in the

first weeks of your term of office. He gave you his informed and independent

judgments on this subject.

The D.O.T. has not acted to finalize Standard 208.

In addition to the humane asi>ects the recent major increases in automol)ile

insurance rates for the injury coverages show no signs of abating.

We recently met with Ms. Connor, ]\Ir. Herman and Dr. Ji.schke of your staft

upon the subject of passive restraints. I'm enclosing a copy of my letter to Ms.

Connor and the attached comments to the Draft Report of the Interagency Task
Force on Motor Vehicle Goals Beyond 1980 which were enclosed. They make the

case for air bags as we are best able to articulate it.

Thousands of lives and hundreds of thousands of injuries have resulted and
will result from the delay of this decision. The importance of the issue requires

that you read this material and see if it does not make a case for prompt action.

This decision must be made and must be made in favor of the need to save
lives and prevent injuries.

Your consideration will be appreciated.
Sincerely,

Donald L. Schaffee,
Vice President.

\ T T ^T* XTV
Northbrook, III, May 25, 1976.

Hon. William T. Coleman, Jr.,

Secretary of Tratisportation,

U.S. Department of Transportation, Washington, D.C.

Dear Secretary Coleman : We were extremely disturbed to read the news re-

ports today of your statements in Detroit relating to further delays on the air

liag issue. The delays already incurred have killed and maimed more people than
the Viet Nam war.
The UPI release attributed to you the following statements

:

1) That it's your decision whether or not to "order air bags on automobiles."
2) You're quoted as saying "if you order air bag.s on automobiles, you're in-

creasing their cost by $300 a car."'

3) You're quoted as indicating that you might mandate the use of seat and
shoulder belts instead of air bags as a less costly solution.

4) That 85% use of lap and shoulder belts would be as effective as air bags.

5) The American people should be more involved in the decision.

On Point 1 your decision is not whether to "order air bags on automobiles"
but whether to require crash performance standards for automobiles to prevent
occupant injuries. The method of meeting those standards under law must be
left to the manufacturers. You're permitting millions of cars to be sold annually
without crash performance standards. So the news story misstates even the
basis of the decision the law requires of you.
On Point 2 from the public viewpoint the most disturbing comment was your

statement of a .$300 cost. In the DOT Docket and in the personal comments he
made in his visit with you, John De Lorean placed a sticker price of $111. .")0 on
front seat air bags for a six passenger car and $90 for a four passenger car.
These were sticker prices and included in the case of the larger cars $42 for
manufacturers' and dealers' profit and $35 in the case of the smaller cars. Since
nothing sells for full sticker price the probable sales price as standard equip-
ment and a part of the base price of the vehicle would be less than $100 ( not
$300). The various suppliers of air bag equipment who testified at the NHTSA
hearings last May indicated the De Lorean figures were accui-ate within a dollar
or so. The enclosed clipping from Automotive News shows Talley Industries
(which supplies part of the General Motors system) approving the De Lorean
cost figures. In addition, the enclosed clipping from the St. Louis Globe-Demo-
crat quotes General Motors that within two years or so (the probable regulatory
lead time is at least this long) and with a modest additional investment, air
bag prices could be reduced to $100. Again, confirming the De Lorean figures.
DOT'S own studies place the price at slightly over $100.

72-820—76 34
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On Point 3 any inference that you have the authority to mandate the u.se of

seat and shoulder belts is itself misleading.

On Point 4 you have no authority to force the public to achieve 85% belt

usage. If this could be accomplished it should be even simpler to persuade 85%
of the public to use the lap belt which accompanies the air bag. If you add the

automatic crash protection of the air bag to the lap belt it is many times more
effective than the lap and shoulder belt systems. However, you must deal with
this problem on the basis of actual belt usage and not some pie-in-the-sky belt

usage figure.

Lastly you indicate the public must help to make the decision. If the public is

misinformed they're unable to make any proper decision and the statements
attributed to you definitely misinform the public. In any event regulation for

health and safety is not intended to be a popularity contest.

As one who had the courage to make the Concorde decision in the face of

allegations that it might cause deaths and injuries, it is extremely disappointing
to find you reluctant to make a decision for occupant crash performance stand-
ards for automobiles which can save thousands of lives and prevent hundreds of

thousands of injuries.

Sincerely,
Donald L. Schaffer.

The Secretat:y of Transportation,
Washington, D.C.. July 6, 1916.

"Slv. Donald L. Schaffer,
Vice President, Allstate,

Northbrook, III.

Dear Mr. Schaffer: Thank you for your May 21 and May 25, 1976, letters

urging that the decision on future occupant protection requirements not be de-

layed any longer. Yoii enclosed a statement of Allstate's views on the merits of

passive protection systems, and you questioned some of my statements to the

Economic Club of Detroit on May 24, 1076.

On June 9, I announced a process that is designed to reach a decision on
future crash protection requirements as quickly as possible. A copy of the
announcement is enclosed. The document includes a notice of proposed rule-

making embodying five available courses of action, in order to permit a deci-

sion with regulatory finality at the conclusion of the hearing process. I am
including your two letters and the enclosures therewith in the official docket
established for this rulemaking.
The Departmeiifs assumptions on cost, safety belt use rates, and other im-

portant factors involved in the decision appear in the document. If Allstate

differs with these estimates as you have with my ;\Iay 24 remarks, I urge you
to express your views on the subject at the public hearing and in writing on
the specifics of the proposed alternatives.

I trust you will agree that the contemplated hearing and request for com-
ments do not constitute a "popularity contest" to judge the acceptability of vari-

ous occupant restraint alternatives. 1 believe tlie regulatory process benefits

greatly from the involvement of consumers in decisions that so significantly

affect their well-being.

Sincerely,
William T. Coleman, Jr.

Enclosure.

June 3 Letter Fro^i Ralph Nader to Secretary Coleman

Hon. William T. Coleman.
Srcrrtary, Department of Transijortation,

Washinffton, D.td.

I^EAK Mr. Coleman : Shortly after you took oflSce on March 7. 1975. we met
to discuss a number of issues, including the need for a speedy decision on

mandating passive restraints for new cars. Present at that meetinsr was
Dr. James Gregory. Administrator of the National Higliway Traffic Safety

Administration (NHTSA) who told you that the decision was moving on as

fast as reasonably possible. I'pon hearing T>r. Gregory's statement, you cau-

tioned all present at the meeting that this reminded you of the Supreme Court's
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reqiiiremeut in Brown r. BoanI of Ediicution to proceed with "all deliberate
speed" in intej?rating schools and that you would not tolerate similar delays
in the NHTSA'.s decision-makhig on passive restraints.
On May 19-23. 1975 the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

held extensive public hearings to review the record on passive restraints prior
to making- a final decision. That hearing lirnily established the reliability,
feasibility and effecti\eness of passive restraints. More than twelve months
have passed since the May hearings but no decision has been issued on the life-

saving passive restraints.
On December 23, 1975, I wrote to you asking for "an explanation of what the

NHTSA has done to advance the passive restraint rulemaking since the
May 1975 hearings and when a decision on passive restraints will be made."
On April 20, 1976, you responded that you were "attempting to seek a resolu-
tion as quickl.v as possible while giving all interested parties an opportunity
to register their views." Is the quickness in your decision-making indicated by
the four months it took to conve.v a .six sentence reply?

I^ast week you assured further delays in issuing a final passive restraint
standard by suggesting the likelihood of still another round of public hearings.
What additional factual information could l»e developed by another set of
hearings beyond that already de^-eloped in the extensive May 1975 hearings?
If further hearings at the Secretarial level are necessary, then why did you
not schedule them long before now since your year's inaction will cause another
model year of cars to be produced without passive restraints and effectively con-
dennis about 10,000 people to death over the total driving life of that model
.vear? Further delays will condenni hundreds of thousands more individuals
to death and serious injury that could be avoided if you would act now to pro-
tect the public health and welfare. Even courage is not needed to save these
lives and prevent these injiu-ies. Wliat inverted values are pressed when the
Secretary of Transportation spends far greater time on the Concorde issue
than over the pa.ssive restraint standard?
There is no indication that mandatory seat belt usage (even if seat belts

were as effective as passive restraints, which the.v are not) will ever be accepted
in this country, p'very indication within the last several years in this country
points to mandatory seat belt usage as the straw man of those who would
continue the massive carnage on the nation's highways by opposing passive
restraints. ^Mandatory seat belt laws in Piierto Rico failed dismally and were
eliminated; some state legislatures have gone on record against mandatory
seat belt laws; mandatory lielmet laws are being dropped in some states: the
Congress is lessening your authority to appl.v sanctions against states which
fail to comply with Department of Ti-ansportation standards; and even in-

centive fimds for encouraging mandatory seat belt laws have been eliminated.

In view of the above and the extensive record already built on the practicality

of life-saving passive restraints, diverse groups such as the National Association
of Insurance Commissioners, the American Trauma Societ.v, the Physicans
National Housestaff Association. Allstate Insurance Company, the Center for

Auto Safety, Consumers Union, and numerous industry suppliers such as Eaton,
Yale and Towne, have gone on record in strong support of passive restraints.

Yet the Secretary of Transportation, who is responsible for protecting the

public health and welfare in the field of auto safety, continues to dawdle while
thousands of lives are sacrificed to the auto industry, this latter day Molloch,
by refusing to require passive protection for motor vehicle occupants. Instead,

you add fuel to the auto industry's propaganda mill by throwing out erroneous
and unsubstantiated remarks such as alleging that air bags will add ,$300 to the

price of a new car. In sharp contrast, former GM Vice President John Z.

DoLorean, using auto industr.v supplier figures, estimates the sticker price

increase for front seat air bags at ,$111..W for a six passenger car and $90
for a four passenger car. This includes .$42 and $35 respectively for manufac-
turers' and dealers' profits on large and small cars.

When you announce your plans for making a decision on passive restraints

on .June 7, 1976. you would do well to remember that a ma.i'or part of your
mission is to protect the public health and welfare of the motoring public. Then
recall tliat there are still 45.000 motor vehicle fatalities each .vear with the

toll beginning to go up again as shown in the April increase, despite the little-

enforced 55 MPli speed limit. Then remember the years of delay (to which
you are now contributing) in mandating passive restraints, which delay has
cau.sed hundreds of thousands of needless casualties. Then announce a proposed
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rule mandating passive restraints as soon as possible but no later than the
1980 model year—a shocking delay as it is from the originally proposed 1972
model year date. Conduct your public hearings on the proposed rule and stop

the years of lethal indifference on passive restraints at eight.

Sincerely,
Ralph Nader.

Department of Transportatio:n News

office of the secretary

washlxgton, d.c. 2059(1

[For immediate release, June 9, 197G]

Seci'etary of Transportation "William T. Coleman, Jr., today scheduled a
public hearing for August 3. 1976, to hear arguments prior to deciding the

future of vehicle occupant restraint systems.
The Secretary also announced that the Department will propose an exteu'^ion

of the requirements of the present standard for (lue year to apply to auto-

mobiles manufactured througli August 31, 1977.

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 208 now requires manu-
facturers to provide occupant protection in vehicles by one of three options

:

(1) a completely passive restraint system providing protection in frontal, lat-

eral and roll-over crashes; (2) a passive restraint system providing protection

in frontal crashes combined with lap seat belts providing pi-otection in lateral

and roll-over crashes: (3) lap and shoulder belts at the front outboard posi-

tions and lap seat belts for all other positions.

In a notice of public hearing sent to the Federal Register today Secretary
Coleman said. "The attractiveness of passive restraints is two-fold. First, it

has been thought they would perform more effectively in preventing injuries

than would seat belts ; and. second, because seat belts are not used consistently,

passive restraints, which require no action by the occupant, would ensure more
widespread crash protection.

"However,"' the Secretary said, "the prospect of mandating passive restraints

in aut(miobiles lias become increasingly controversial. Questions of effectiveness,

cost, and suspected hazards, as well as the philosophical problems of restricting

individuals' freedom of choice with regard to how much they pay for safety

protection, have been raised by opponents of the air bag.

"It is in the context of this controversy that I must make a decision as to

the future of passive restraints," Secretary Coleman said.

Secretai-y Coleman said he will issue a written decision on or before January 1,

1977.
He noted that because of public dissatifaction with the interlock system re-

quired by revision to FMVSS 208 in 1973, Congress in 1974 ordered that there

be no re<i|uirement in the future of an occupant restraint system other than seat

lielts. unless the requirement is first submitted to Congress subject to disapproval
by concurrent resolution.

In proposing a one year extension of the present requirements of FMVSS 208,

which would have expired August 31, 1976, Secretary Coleman said that this

action is being taken becau.se of the need to provide time after the August 3rd
hearing for written submissions, the time necessary to formulate and write a
decision and, if necessary, the period required for Congressional review. Because
of these time considerations, he said, a final resolution of any proposal to amend
FMVSS 208 will not be reached until after the expiration of the present require-
ments, and perhaps not until substantially after January 1, 1977.
The hearing will be held at the Departmental Auditorium, Constitution Avenue

between 12th and 14th Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C, from 9 :30 a.m. to 12 :30
p.m. and from 2 :(¥) p.m. to 5 :00 p.m. on August 3.

Participants will be permitted a maximum of ten minutes each. Additionally,
written presentations may be submitted on or before September 17, 1976, to the
Secretary of Transportation, Washington, D.C. 20590, indicating FMVSS 208
Hearing on the envelope.
Persons wishing to testify should notify the Secretary in writing no later than

July 12, 1976.
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In issuing the notice of pul)lic hearing, Secretary Coleman recommended that

discussion be directed to the following issues :

—The appropriate role of the Federal Government in prescribing motor vehicle

safety standards.
—The benefits and costs of alternative occupant restraint systems.

—Public acceptance of occupant restraint systems.
Secretary Coleman also outlined five possible courses of action which he will

consider individually, in combination or after refinement.

These are

:

1. Continuation of the present three-option version of FMVSS 208 and con-

tinuation of research directed toward developing effective passive restraint

systems.
2. Continuation of the present three-options version of FMVSS 208 and a

concurrent proposal for a new traffic safety standard requiring the states to adopt
and enforce safety belt usage laws or otherwise achieve a usage level much
higher than being experienced today.

3. Continuation of the present three-option version of FMVSS 208 while a

federally sponsored field test of passive restraints is conducted with the data
collected to be used in formulating a future decision on mandating passive

restraints.
4. Amendment of FMVSS 208 to require passive restraint systems for all auto-

mobiles manufactured after a given date, that date to be determined primarily l)y

the amount of lead time needed by manufacture to comply with the amended
standard.

ii. Amendment of FMVSS 208 to require that automobile manufacturers pro-

vide customers with the option of passive restraints in some models.
The notice of public hearing regarding amendment of FMVSS 208 is expected

to be printed in the June 14. 1976 edition of tbe Federal Register. Copies may
be obtained from : Office of the Secretary of Transportation, OflSce of Public
Affairs (S-S3), Washington, D.C. 20590.

Statement of Congressman John E. Moss, Chairman, Subcommittee on Over-
sight AND Investigations of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce

Today's announcement l)y Secretary of Transportation Coleman of yet another
meeting for the presentation of views on passive restraint safety systems, in-

stead of a decision, is totally unacceptable. It substitutes procrastination for a
policy of action to protect the driving public. It is a cave-in to industry pressure.

I'ublie meetings on passive restraint proiX)saIs began in August 1970. Impres-
sive documentation is available that mandatory passive restraint systems would
prevent thousands of deaths and injuries. One passive restraint system would
accoi-ding to NHTSA, save 11,200 lives and prevent 171,800 severe injuries
annually.

It is a sad commentary on the American automobile industry that the most
effective and least expensive passive restraint system is the passive belt system
deveh)ped by Volkswagen which would add only $31.00 to the cost of a car.

Six years after public meetings on passive restraint proix)sals began, we
seem no closer to a decision. The Department of Transportation should move
promptly to require passive restraint systems in all automobiles sold in the
United States.

[Prom the Washington Post, June 10, 1976]

Decision Delayed on Auto Safett Aids

(By Morton Mintz)

Secretary of Transportation William T. Coleman. Jr. yesterday delayed for up
to five months a final decision on "increasingly controversial" automobile safety
proposals.
He said that on Aug. 3 he personally will conduct a public hearing on whether

to require systems to protect vehicle occupants automatically—particularly with
air bags or other passive restraints such as shoulder belts that deploy when a
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oar's doors close. The hearing will be the fourth by the Department of Transpor-

tation since August liMii).

Proponents of the safety devices say their use could save up to 11,500 lives and
prevent or reduce the severity of as many as 641,400 injuries a year.

Coleman said he will decide wlietlier to require passive restraints or to approve
any of four alternatives "on or l)efore"' Jan. 1. The date may indicate that the

decision will cimie after the Nov. 2 election and thus be aborted as a possible

campaign issue.

One of the four choices Coleman listed would be to require auto manufacturers
to malie passive restraints an extra-cost accessory "in some models."
Under the thi-ee other options, the present safety standard—which Coleman

extended yesterday for another year to Aug. 31, 1977—would remain in effect.

Nearly all cars meet that standard witli lap- and shoulder-belt combinations in

the front seat and lap belts alone in the rear.

The other alternatives

:

• Continuing research on passive restraints.
• Forcing the states to adopt and enforce safety belt usage laws by withhold-

ing federal liighway construction and safety funds from tliose that don't.
• Spending .$.50 million to .$1.")0 million for a "field test'' of passive restraints.

With Coleman's approval, Dr. James B. Gregory, departing administrator of
DOT'S National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, had assured Rep. John
K. Moss (D-Calif. ) last February that the secretary would make the final deci-

sion before Congress recesses in August.
"I'm disappointed," Gregory told a reporter yesterday. Emphasizing that he

had set tlie date in contidejice that it was practicable, he .said of Coleman, "He's
the boss and I'm a lame duck . . . it's his decision."

Moss, chairman of the House Commerce (Jversight and Investigations Subcom-
mittee was harsher. Coleman's decision substitutes procrastination for a policy
of action to I'rotect the driving public," M(jss said in a statement, "It is a cave-in
to industry pressure."
Ralph Nader, a long-time advocate of air bags, charged that Coleman showed

he is "an absolute coward in refusing to stand up to the automobile industry's
pressure."
But Coleman, in a 43-page notice to be pul)lished in the Federal Register on

Monday, said he needs to hear for himself on such issues as the government's
role in setting safety standards, the benefit/cost ratios of alternative restraint
systems, and public attitudes about such systems.

Saying it is "in the public interest" to set out the issues. Coleman noted that
air-bag opponents have raised "increasingly controversial" questions about their
cost and effectiveness and about "restricting individuals' freedom of choice'' as
to how much they pay for safety.
The notice, which lays out pros, cons and neutral data on the various sy.stems.

says that because the laws give Congress a role in the event DOT seeks drastic
changes in the status quo. passive restraints could not be required on new cars
until the 1980 models. DOT's safety agency first had proposed them for the
1972s—then for the 1974s, the 1976s. and finally the 197.Ss.

Recently, Volkswagen has offered door-operated shoulder belts (along witli

built-in lower-torso protectors) as a $31 option on its Rabbit models and has
sold 30,000 of these passive restraints. Rep. Moss termed this "a sad commentary
on the American automobile industry."

General Motors offered air bags as a .$300 option on its luxury 1974. 197.'j and
1976 models but has said it does not intend to offer them hereafter. The other
domestic manufacturers have bitterly opposed the proposed passive restraint

requirement.
In bag-equipped cars, a sensor inflates the devices within .35 to 70 thousandths

of a second after the equivalent of a crash into a fixed barrier at 12 or more
miles per hour. The cushion, which quickly deflates, is only for the front com-
partment, where passengers are intended to wear lap belts for additional pro-

tection. Coleman's notice dismisses allegations that the bags themselves are
hazards.

If all cars were equipped with bags, and belts were worn, according to data
cited in the notice, 11.200 fatalities would be prevented, and 171,800 injuries

avoided or reduced annually, with an estimated saving of ,$4.23 billion in medical,

lost-income and other costs.

Assuming 70 per cent usage of lap-shoulder combinations, the estimates are
still more impressive: 11,500 fewer deaths, 641,400 fewer or lessened injuries,

and .savings of $4.55 billion.
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While the bass provide 100 per cent protection, however, lap-shoulder com-
binations actually are used by only about 20 per cent of those who have them.
DOT'S estimate is that voluntary methods cannot achieve a use rate higher tlian

40 percent.
As standard equipment, bags would cost $190, or $130 more than lap-shoulder

belts, the safety agency estimates. The DOT notice figures that car sales would
decline by 1 per cent for each 1 per cent increase in a car's price, but says safety
advances would leave people with more money to spend and conse(iuently could
stimulate sales. Insurance premiums alone would be i-educed by $1.0 billmn a
year, according to an estimate Coleman cited.

Ju.xE 10, 1970.
Mr. Ralph Nader
Washington, D.C.

Dear Ralph : I thought the days when a man proved he was not a coward by
having a fist fight on the corner were long over. Often restraint by an artist is

a great characteristic and I am sure that there are occasions when a man proves
he is not a coward by exercising restraint.
The passive restraint issue has been before me and as I was attempting to

comprehend all the issues and the facts I fnund that there were many un-
answered questicuis. As a private practicing lawyer I found tliat one would often
be successful if he mastered the facts and I also found in civil rights litigr.tion

that a mastery of the facts often led to victory.
Since I have held public office I have had two alternatives : to read papers

placed before me and unless I can find a glaring error sign them ; the other is

to study papers placed before me. ask for briefings, and then talk to all groups
involved including the consumer interests. If these conversations leave me with
the unsettling feeling that I have not received all information and that the
issue is still open to debate. I find the only way to handle the problem is to
conduct personally a public hearing. This is what happened with respect to the
passive restraint issue. I hope I can demonstrate to you that I was not and am
not a coward.

As ever,

William T. Coleman, Jr.

How Air Bags and Seat Belts Complement Each Other

(By Leon S. Robert.son. Ph. D.. Insurance Institute for Highway Safety,
April 27, 1976)

Briefing paper presented to Judith T. Conner. Assistant Secretary fi r

Environment. Safety and Consumer Affairs, U.S. Department of Trans-
portation and Hamilton Herman, Assistant Secretary for Systems De-
velopment and Technology. U.S. Department of Transportation.

The public debate about how best to protect vehicle occupants in cra.shes has
often centered on the relative merits of air bags and seat belts. It is too often
assumed that if seat belt laws could increase belt use to 70% or so. there would
lie no need for air ))ags. However, the research evidence indicates that both air
bags and seat belt use laws are needed because the sets of injuries they each
prevent are only partially overlapping.

Air bags are designed to inflate in severe front and front-angle crashes—re-

ducing crash forces by spreading them over a larger area of the body than belts

and providing more space and time for the body to decelerate. Shoulder belts

are designed to do the same but they do so less effectively than air bags because
they concentrate the decelerative forces over a smaller area, involve more abrupt
deceleration, and are not in use l)y three-quarters of drivers.

Belts are most effective in crash modes where air bags would have little or no
effect. Table 1 presents data on injuries in crashes extracted from a study of
1973-75 model cars in towaway crashes, the only available study of three-point
belt effectiveness in North America. Lap belts reduced severe injuries onl.v 17
percent in front and front-angle crashes compared to 46 perceiU in side, rear
and rollover crashes. Lap and shoulder belts in combination reduced severe in-

juries only 33 percent in front and front-angle crashes compared to 62 percent
in side, rear and rollover crashes. The data in Table 2 indicate similar findings
in other studies that have sepai-ated frontal from other crashes. Belts are con-
sistently less effective in frontal than in other crash modes.
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It is clear that even when used, belts do not provide sufficient protection in

frontal and front-angle crashes. For this reason as well as the several reasons

cited previously, regulation mandating at least the crash protection performance

that can readil.v be provided by present air bag systems is essential. Air bags

should be supplemented by belts, and laws mandating l}elt use are needed pratic-

ularly to reduce injuries in other crash modes.

TABLE I.—INJURIES (AIS g 2) BY TYPE OF CRASH AND BELT USE—TOWAWAY CRASHES

OF 1973-75 MODEL CARS'
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Statement of Ford Motor Company

I am John C. Eckhold, Director of the Automotive Safety Office of Ford Motor
Company.

I am here this morning to present the views of Ford Motor Company regarding
reciuirements for crash protection under Standard 208 and considerations rela-

tive to possible mandated installation of passive restraint devices in passenger
cars and in light trucks and mnlti-purpose vehicles.

As requested in the Administrator's letter of April IS, 1975, inviting Ford to

address this meeting, we shall file a written submission covering the questions
that were attached to that letter.

Initially, I want to establish two premises on which these remark>s are based.

First, issues associated with Standard 208 are not questions as to whether the

number of injuries and deaths resulting in traffic mishaps should be reduced.
I'm sure everyone in this room is in agreement with that goal. Rather, the issues

relate to the question of how best to accomplish that objective and with what
regulatory scheme, considering all factors involved.

Second, in the Administrator's letter of April 18, the statement was made that
the "NHTSA has undertaken rulemaking to amend its Standard No. 208 to

require occupant crash protection that is 'passive", i.e., requires no action by
vehicle occupants such as fastening a seat belt". I believe that it is important
to speak to this statement at he outset. Systems using belts that would operate
automatically have been discussed and may have some potential application in

smaller cars having only two front passengers. If the requirements are to apply
to all vehicles, however, the only system that holds potential for luiiversal ap-
plication is the air bag. We believe it is now generally accepted that lap belts
which the user himself must fasten must be used with air bags, if he or she is

to have protection substantially equivalent to that offered by the present lap
and shoulder belt system. Given air bags as a restraint device, the proposed rule-

making is not truly a "passive" system but more properly should be identified as
an "active-passive'' system. An "active" seat belt is a vital part of the proposed
standard and does not differ from the lap belt requirement in today's cars ; the
air bag, or "passive" portion of the standard is actually a replacement for the
current shoulder harness.

It is also clear that, were such "passive" devices to be required as part of the
restraint system, most of American automotive consumers would have to pay
significantly increased costs for a particular device—the air bag.

Further, a complex and costly device that would be a significant addition to

each of the millions of vehicles the American people buy each year most certainly
should not be required without assurance that all implications of the step have
been carefully considered.

Is that the case with the air bag? We think not.
We think the answers to four rather fundamental questions in this issue make

the point.

First: Has the new system been proven?
Ford Motor and others have been conducting field tests of air bag restraint

systems in full sized cars for the past three years. In these tests, involving
hundreds of cars and millions of miles of travel, there have l>een 5.5 reported
deployments of the air bags in accident situations, nine of them in Ford cars,
and many of these have been low-speed accidents that did not test the full capa-
Itilities of the systems to save lives. There were only two high-speed crashes in
Ford-1'uilt vehicles in which the bags deployed, one occupant escaped serious
injury and one was killed.

The Ford field test revealed generally good reliability for an experimental
system, with about 5 percent repaired or replaced. There were no known system
malfunctions in accident situations, nor any occurrences of inadvertent
deployment.

Is field exi>erience to date sufficient to justify requiring installation of such
systems on all new cars and light trucks? Should 55 air bag inflations flash the
green light for tens of millions of installations? We think not. Indeed, the Ad-
ministration's own evaluation has concluded that the casualty reducing effec-

tiveness of air bag restraints cannot be analyzed from field data because of the
small numl)er of air-bag equipped cars on the road.^

1 SAE paper 750190, February 24-2S, 1975.
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Further, and as fundamental, NHTSA has not, even to this date, met the basic

reiiuirement for comijlianee te.st procedures that are sufficiently objective to

assure comparable test i-esults when performance of the system is tested by dif-

ferent agencies. We have tested the system in 33 crashes of Mercury's against
Itarriers at three test facilities—two of which are independent laboratories—and
have found substantial inconsistencies in the test results that are traceable
principally to deficiencies of the test device specifications and in the test pro-

cedures when tests are run by different testing agencies.
(Second: Have alternatives to the active-passive restraint system (air bag)

been fully explored or exploited?
Repeatedly, witnesses before governmental agencies have pointed out the

wealth of data that confirm bow highly effective lap-and-shoulder belt combina-
tions are in preventing death and injuries in actual highway crashes. Today
tliree-(piarters of all cars on American roads have lap and shoulder belts, and
nine out of ten have at least lap belts.

The potential for iunnediate increases in lifesaving, if these devices were to be
more widely used, is incontestalile. They are in place, available, relatively fool-

proof, paid for and effective.

Ultimately, the main question to which the air bag proposal is addressed comes
down to is how to protect those who refuse to use the active belt systems.
We believe that equity demands that the burden of protecting the careless

should 1)6 placed on the careless—by requiring them to buckle up. It is not equi-
table to force responsible drivers and riders to pay a large price for benefits that
accrue mainly to the irresponsible.
Laws to require the use (^f .seat belts have been enacted in 12 countries, and.

where experience has been reported, have proven very effective in reducing
serious injuries and preventing deaths. To our knowledge only in Puerto Rico,
which has such a law, but does not rigorously enforce it, have results been dis-

ai)poInling. Yet in spite of overwliclming evidence that seat belt wearing laws are
effective, no state in this country has yet seen fit to enact legislation requiring
that the lifesaving device be used.
Ford Motor Company has been pressing for three years for mandatory belt

usage laws, with limired results—many bills introduced in state legislation but
none became law.

Regardless of what may i>e re(inired in the way of new restraint systems, the
f;ict remains that the majorit.v of cars operated on American roads for many
years to come will t)e equipped with belt restraints.

Shouldn't the National Highway Trafiic Safety Administration be prominent
in pressing for national seat Itelt usage legislation V Witli much of Pvurope, as well
as Israel, Australia and New Zealand, already having mandatory seat belt

usage laws, should not the position of those that insist passive restraints are the
oidy "right" solution be reassessed?
Third question : Would the system be economically feasible?
For the consumer, we calculate that the imposition of air bag restraints would

mean an added retail cost of about $1S0 per car. without any profit to the vehicle
manufacturer. In a 10 million plus car year, that would mean the American con-
sumer would pay al)Out $2 liilliun for the air bag.
He might well ask himself if this is the kind of help he needs from his govern-

ment, especially if he knows that the air bag with a lap belt offers him protection
about equivalent to the present seat belt .systems. He might also question what
the complicated new device might require in terms of long-term maintenance,
or rejiairs to his car in the event of deployment of the air bag.s. NHTSA estimates
tlie replacement cost to he .$3.50 per car but conclude that the cost of replacement
over an average car's lifetime is "only" 3 percent of the original air bag system
cost. The individual consumer who ends up paying the bill will find little com-
fort from this average.

In addition, it should be noted that the most recent proposal also has other
re((uirements, such as those related to side impact tests, that could add another
.$;iS per car for a total of .$21R.

From our perspective, the air bag offers several depressing possibilities at an
already depressed time.
Not only would the higher nrice of the car or truck caused b.v the air bag

de))ress sales, but financial commitments to the effort also woukl have to be made
by the manufacturer well in advance of the sales. And the amount would not he
small. Ford calculates, based on present economics, that its requirements would
d(Mnand expenditures of over .$400 million for pas.senger cars and light trucks.
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Ford alone has invested more than a billion dollars during the last five years
to meet vehicle-related safety, damageability and emissions requirements. During
this same i>eriod, we have spent nearly $2 billion to develop new small cars and
expand our small-car manufacturing and assembly capacity for the North Ameri-
can market.
By 1980, we expect to spend an additional $2 billion on more efficient car

designs that will be lighter in weight, will make better use of interior space, and
that will provide better fuel economy.
The need to meet these market demands and governmental requirements has

forced Ford to establish priorities for the use of available capital and manpower.
Because of the magnitude of the investment required, we have not made provision
for the major structural changes and re-packaging of components that would l)e

necessary for installation of air bags.
In the six months ending March 31. 1975. Ford lost $205 million before taxes.

Much of tlie loss is attributai)le to depressed sales. But I hope you also are aware
that the decline in sales is due in part to increased prices; and that a significant
part of those price increases was caused by other government requirements for
safety, damagealiility and emissions equipment. Moreover, in today's depressed
vehicle market, it has been impossible to increase prices sufficiently to recover
fully increased costs for lal>or, materials and government-mandated equipment,
and this has also contributed to the decline in earnings.

I raise these points for only one reason—to point out the potential effect of a
policy direction apparently predisposed to mandating passive restraints. It is in
the consumer's pocketliook and the healtli of the economy that the cumulative
effects of various federal vehicle regulations come together. Ford believes that
regulatory agencies cannot serve the public interest if they consider the effects
of their actions in isolation and ignore this cumulative effect.

Now a fourth question : Would adoption of the latest proposal be in the public
interest?

If the active-passive restraint system was the only way to reduce traffic injuries
and deaths significantly and w(nild do so shortly after the effective date of new
requirements, the answer might be in the affirmative. However, neither premise
is correct. P^nforcement of a mandatory belt wearing law would satisfy both
conditions—air bags would not.

Further, the proposed requirements would have the effect of running dia-
metrically opposite to the efforts to get weight out of cars to help make them
more fuel-efficient.

On an average Ford car, we estimate that the air bag modules and associated
clianges would add 31 pounds. On the smaller cars we estimate the weight im-
plications of providing the hardware required to meet side-impact tests could be
proportionaly very large—almost 90 pounds in addition to the air bag weight.
The average car weight increase for side impact requirements could be as great
as 50 pounds.
Ford has a continuing program of weight reduction, and over the next few

years will undertake substantial redesign of its A^ehicles.

We have committed to the President and the Congress that we will meet a goal
of 40 percent better fuel economy by 1980, given the premise of no government-
mandated requirements that woiild result in weight increases in excess of 100
pounds per average car and no changes in that time to today's government
emissions requirements. The implications of FMVSS 208 on this effort are
obvious.
We think the answers to all four questions are in the negative.
It did not escape our notice on April 28—and T am sure it did not escape

yours—that the President talked to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce about what
he called "hidden taxes" on the American people.
"The central issue here is the need for a proper assessment, or evaluation, of

costs and benefits," the President said, adding :

".
. . we do not seek to eliminate all regulations . . . But we must know

their cost and measure those costs against the good that the regulations seek to

accomplish."
That, we think, is good public policy.

In speaking to you about how we view this proposed regulation, it is not
enough for us simply to state our opposition to what ds in the Docket. We believe
it is incumbent on us, if we want the right to oppose, to meet a balancing obliga-

tion to propose.
We believe there is a better way to achieve the results you want with FMVSS

208. Your goal, shared by all in this room, is to save lives and reduce injuries.
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That goal can be achieved, in our view, without false starts, hidden taxes or
wasted investments.

Ford recommends the following five-point program. It is designed to provide
what we see as necessary information to bring al)out a quick reduction in high-
way deaths and save the American people billions (jf dollars.

First, a thorough and wide-ranging consumer research project should be
conducted by a competent independent agency. Both the NHTSA and the auto-
motive industry need to know wliy more people do not use life-saving belt systems
and what they dislike about them. But more importantly, what does the consumer
want? A lap belt and .shoulder harness system or a lap belt and air bag combina-
tion and at what price. Such a survey could also determine support for manda-
tory seat belt usage.

Second, XHTSA should institute a national accident data collection system
specifically designed to produce representative information regarding accidents,
injuries and fatalities. Such a system would create a body of knowledge allow-
ing for increasingly accurate cost/benefit analy.ses to be conducted, and would be
invaluable in seeking new solutions to the problems of highway safety.

Third, we believe stricter enforcement of the nationwide r).^>-mile-per-hour

speed limit should be undertaken—for reasons of fuel conservation, as well as
safety—and we are pleased that XHTSA has adopted this stance. Research shows
that while the average speed on the nation's highways has dropped 12 percent,

about half the drivers on the major highways still exceed the limit. Rigorously
used, federal government leverage on highway fund grants could bring about
much better support by state and local governments. Why aren't we courageous
enough to use government pressures to change behavior in ways that are proven
to work, instead of using it to force car prices up $200-$300 or more without
an.v assurance that the results will be proportionately beneficial*?

Fourth, we believe the XIITSA should undertake an immediate national cam-
paign for mandatory seat belt usage laws, as supported by the Secretary of
Transportation last year. Ford would sui)port this move, as would many others,

Even though past efforts to convince state legislators of the wisdom of such
laws have been unsuccessful. Again, grants of certain federal funds might be

made dependent on cooperation.
Fifth, and finally, we would like to see all proposals for passive restraints .set

aside until the Administration can conduct an adequately large field test of air

bags in service. It has been suggested the test should be government financed

and supervised. We believe the program should examine the acceptability not

only of the system itself, but also the consumer's willingness to pay for it.

Ford Motor Company would cooperate fully in the development of such a gov-

ernment-sponsored effort to determine, from actual experience on a wide scale,

whether the projected benefits attributed to Ihe airbag will materialize. If the

progrnm could be established on mutually acceptable terms. Ford would partici-

pate in furnishing some portion of the vehicles for the evaluation.

This concludes my statement.





APPENDIX II

Documents Relating to NHTSA Regulatory Reform and Benefit Cost

Analysis

1. Memorandum. DOT Executive Secretary to Heads of Operating Adminis-
trations, November 17. 1975 with attachment "Internal Reguhitory Reform."

2. Memorandum, Stephen G. McConahey to John W. Barnum, on "Regulatory
Reform Matters," December 8, 1975.

3. Office of the Secretary. Notice, Policies to Improve Analyses and Review
of Regulations ; Regulatory Reform, Issued April 13, 1976.

4. Office of the Secretary, News, Policies to prevent DOT regulations from
imposing unnecessary costs on industry, consumers and government. April 30,
1976.

5. Letter, John E. Moss to Honorable William T. Coleman, Jr.. May 17, 1976

;

Letters, July 1, 1976 between Congressman Moss and Secretary Coleman.

Memorandum

Department of Transportation,
Office of the iSECRETARY,

November 17, 1975.

Subject : The Secretary's Meeting with the Administrators—November 19.

From : Executive Secretary.
To : Heads of Operating Administrations.
The next meeting will be held Wednesday November 19, at 9 a.m. in the

Secretary's office.

The Agenda :

1. Internal Regulatory Reform. Attached is a paper that will be the basis of

the discussion. It includes proposals and questions to which the discussion will

be addressed.
2. Mr. Dow will report on FAA's solicitation of public comments on its regu-

lations and its concommitant annual public "gripe session."

3. Davis-Bacon Act.
4. Departmental coordination of the current Legislative Effort.

5. Status of the development of State of the Union Initiatives.

The minutes of the last meeting are attached.
A. B. ViBKLEB Legate.

internal regulatory reform

The Secretary has reviewed the report of the Task Force on Regulatory Re-

form. This task force was established under the direction of the Deputy Secre-

tary to review current DOT practices in making regulatory decisions, including

the role of economic analysis, and to suggest improvements in these practices.

With few exceptions, there are no legislative restrictions on the use of eco-

nomic analysis in the development of regulations. Indeetl, economic analyses are

being conducted today in nearly every area the modes regulate. However, there

remains a need to: (i) Improve the quality of our economic analysis. (2) assure

its early input into the process of regulation development, and (3) encourage its

fuller use. In addition to these needs, we must (4) ensure the timely involvement
of OST in the development of those regulations which have a significant impact
or are especially controversial and (5) provide for regular and effective review
of the regulations already in effect.

Meeting these ob.jectives raises the question of the degree to which it is neces-

sary or desirable to require OST review and approval of modal regulatory deci-

(535)
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sions. At one extreme, oue could establish a regulatory clearing process (modelled,

say, on the legislative clearing process) while at the other extreme OST involve-

ment could be left to the discretion of the modes. Neither extreme is attractive.

In the former case, OST in effect duplicates much of the work of the modes re-

quiring additional resources and inviting bottleneck problems. The latter case

describes the current situation, which is unsatisfactory. The proposal put for-

ward by the Task Force calls for the establishment by the Secretary of DOT
policy guidelines to meet the above-mentioned objectives, leaving full responsi-

bility with the modes to carry out the policy. Specifically, the proposed policy

guidelines are

:

1. Unless explicitly prohibited hij laiv, all offices of DOT must, prior to issu-

ance of a notice of proposed rulemaking, conduct an analysis of the costs and
henefits of the proposed rule and use such results as are developed in assessing

tlie need for promulgating the proposed rule. [Emphasis supplied.]

2. For those rules that are potentially costly or controversial, a brief memo-
randum be sent to the Secretary prior to publication of the NPRM which de-

scribes the proposed rule, the alternatives considei-ed, the bases upon which the

rule was developed, the results of the economic analysis of the rule, an assess-

ment of the positions of interested parties with respect to the rule, an assessment
of the consumers' interests in the rule, and such additional information as may
be re(iuired to apprise the Secretary fully of the potential impact of the rule.

3. Each mode establish a process by which the major interest groups affected

by that mode's regulations are provided with a regular opportunity to offer com-
ments on existing regidations for the purposes of determining whether existing

regulations are wasteful, unnecessary, or should be revised.

These proposals address important aspects of internal regulatory reform and
provide a ba.sis for a Departmental policy.

Beyond the objectives addressed by the above proposals, there are other

issues surrounding internal regulatory reform which must be addressed

;

specifically,

1. To what extent do our procedures assure that the consumers' interests

prevail ".'' How do we assess the acceptability of our regulations by si>ecial interest

groups, the Congress, the general public? Are cost-effectiveness measures ade-
quate indicators of the consumers' interests? Do our procedures ensure that we
do not weaken the public belief in an equitable and etficient regulatory system?

2. How effective are DOT's ongoing processes for collecting and reviewing data
in order to monitor and evaluate the cost-effectiveness of standards already
promulgated? Are we prepared to make prompt modifications based on ex-

perience?
3. How well do we coordinate our regulatory activities with other agencies of

the Federal government? What can we learn from other agencies about economic
analysis and procedures for regulation and standard development?

4. How do we ensure the feasibility and practicability of our regulations? Does
practicability require ensuring the reliability of equipment designed to achieve
compliance with a regulation, say, by field testing?

5. How should criteria governing cost/benefit analyses in economic regulations
differ from criteria applied to regulations that are concerned with safety, en-
vironmental protection, or social objectives? Do we effectively weigh the bene-
fits of worthwhile social goals against their economic cost to the Nation as a
whole?

6. How do we compare the costs and benefits of different programs? For ex-
ample, do we compare the economic costs of saving lives through improved high-
way design, reduced speed limits, or air pollution control? Similarly, how do we
compare the benefits and costs of noise and safety in specifying aircraft flight

procedures ?

The White House,
Washington, December 8, 1915.

Memorandum For : John W. Barnum, Deputy Secretary, Department of Trans-
portation.

Subject : Regulatory Reform Matters.

I'm writing this memorandum to request your attention on two items related
to regulatory reform

:

1. DOT Internal Regulatory Reform.—As you know, December 31 is the dead-
line for a report to the President indicating what steps DOT has taken to im-
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prove its regulatory reform process. Earlier in the year, 0MB did approve a

written outline of your recommendations. However, recently I bave seen a num-
ber of NHTSA proposals for additional regulations. In addition, I have received

complaints from some groups that proposed regulations by NHTSA have not

followed an adequate test procedure—one case in point being the requirement for

seat belt anchors in school buses. I do not have adequate evidence to substan-

tiate these claims one way or the other. However, they do point to the importance
of ensuring that a full evaluation of benefits and costs is made prior to issuance.

I would appreciate receiving an update on where the internal regulatory reform
project stands. If you are in the process of submitting your report to the Presi-

dent, there's no need for an additional report to me. However, I do hope that

your final report does include specific instances where the revised process has
i)een applied to proposed regulations issued since the time you have received

OMB's approval of your process outline.

.i. Domestic Airline Assistance Program.—Bob Binder has indicated to me that

he has been exploring possibilities and options for a set of actions aimed at im-

proving the economic conditions of domestic airUnes in a way similar to the

efforts undertaken in response to the Pan Am cx"isis. Bob indicated to me that

his discussions have been preliminary and in an effort to outline "possible"

actions that the Federal Government could take. I'm concerned that this effort

could fly in the face of the regulatory reform posture taken by the Administra-
tion. Therefore, I hope that before long we could discuss the direction that this

effort is taking. In the interim, I would appreciate receiving your perception of

this project and its timetable for recommendations.

Stephen G. McConahey,
Associate Director, Domestic Council.

[From the Federal Register, Apr. 16, 1976]

Department of Transportation, Office of the Secretary

[Notice No. 76-5]

policies to improve analysis and review of regulations

Regulatory Reform

Comprehensive regulatory reform is a major policy thrust of President Ford.
In the past the Department of Transportation lias developed legislation to bring
needed changes to Federal economic regulations governing the air carrier, rail-

road, and motor carrier industries. We must also take steps to ensure that
regulations issued by the Department itself are sound and do not impose un-
necessary burdens on the private sector, on consumers, or on Federal, State, and
local governments.
The operating elements of the Department (e.g.. Coast Guard Federal Aviation

Administration) have already made some important improvements in their
regulatory procedures. The strength and integrity of our regulatory framework
depends on maintaining responsibility for formulation of regulatory policies in
the operating elements where expertise and experience are concentrated.
At the same time, there is a need for a Department-wide effort to reinforce

these initiatives and to carry out our overall Departmental responsibilities. Our
regulatory proposals are ultimately the responsibility of the Department as a
whole. We mu.st be certain that they are supported by adequate analysis of their
anticipated costs and consequences before they are proposed or finalized.

Furthermore, the Department is charged with taking a broad view of the im-
pact of government regulations on all transportation modes. While uniformity is

not always possible or desirable, we must be sure that the overall direction of
our policies is consistent and that our regulations do not cause unnecessary dis-
tortions to the competitive opportunities of the various modes of transportation.

Recognizing the importance of fulfilling our broad responsibilities without
impairing initiative in the operating elements, I have promulgated three internal
Departmental policies (which appear below) designed to improve analysis and
review of regulations. They are effective May 1, 1976, except for proposals whose
development is essentially complete on that date.

72-820—76-
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The objectives of these Department of Trausportation policies are:

1. To improve the quality of analysis of regulatory proposals and of signficant

grant program requirements, with particular emphasis on consideration of

their costs to the private sector ; to consumers ; and to Federal, State, and local

governments

;

. , , , ^ ^ ^,

2. To assure the full and early use of such analysis in the development of these

proposals and requirements

;

3. To provide for the timely involvement of the Office of the Secretary in the

development of those regulations which are expected to have a substantial impact

or to be especially controversial ; and
4. To provide for regular and effective review of existing regulations and

grant program requirements.
Issued in Washington, D.C., on April 13, 1970.

William T. Coleman, Jr.

Secretary of Transportation.

Department op Transportation Policies To Impro^-e Analysis and Review
OF Regulations

POLICY I

Prior to the issuance of a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the originating

Departmental element shall evaluate the anticipated impacts of the proposed

regulation, use the evaluation results in assessing the desirability of proposing

the regulation, and include a brief summary of the evaluation in the Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking. Each evaluation shall include an estimate of resulting

costs to the private sector, to consumer, and the Federal, State, and local

government as well as an evaluation of benefits and other impacts, quantified

to the extent practicable. Prior to the issuance of a final regulation, the originat-

ing Departmental element shall prepare a similar evaluation, use its results

in formulating the regulation, and include a brief summary of the evaluation

in the publication of the final regulation.

Prior to the adoption of administrative requirements associated with grant
programs not issued as Notices of Proposed Rulemaking which involve im-

portant policy changes or are expected to result in significant costs to Federal,

State, or local government, to the private sector, or to consumers, the originating
Departmental element shall evaluate the anticipated impacts of the requirement
and document the results. Each evaluation shall include an estimate of resulting
costs to the private sector, to consumers, and to Federal, State, and local govern-
ment as well as an evaluation of benefits and other impacts, quantified to the
extent practicable.
An evaluation is not required if the grant program requirement, or publication

of the prnpose<l regulation, is expressly mandated by statute, or if the head of

the originating Departmental element determines that the expected impart
of the proposed regulation or grant program requirements is so minimal that
the proposal does not warrant an evaluation. Whenever a determination of
minimal impact is made, the head of the originating Departmental element shall
provide written notification to the Secretary.

POLICY II

For those regulations which are potentially costly or controversial, the head
of the originating Departmental element shall provide the Secrtary with an
information memorandum at least 30 days prior to the pubUeation of "the Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking. The information memorandum shall explain briefly
the need for the regulation, the substance of the regulation, alternatives con-
sidered, and the results of evaluation of the proposed regulation. It shall also
summarize the anticipated positions of interested parties, assess consumers'
interests, address technological feasibility as appropriate, and provide such
other information as is needed to apprise the Secretary of the anticipated impact
of the regulation.
In addition, at least 30 days before the final issuance of any regulation which

is potentially costly or controvei-sial, the head of the originating Departmental
element shall provide the Secretary with an information memorandum advising
the Secretary of the impending action.
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POLICY III

Each element of the Department shall establish a system by which those af-

fected by its regulations and signiticant grant program requirements are provided

an opportunity periodically to offer comments, through a structured process, with

a view toward assessing whether existing regulations or grant requirements are

effective or necessary, or need revision to accommodate changed circumstances

and requirements.
Discussion of policy I. The purpose of this policy is to assure that the conse-

quences of regulations and of signiticant grant program requirements are ade-

quately considered early in their development. The policy specifically requires

that an estimate be made of resulting costs to government, the private sector,

and consumers and that other consequences be quantified to the extent

practicable.
The policy is intended to allow the heads of Departmental elements to deter-

mine how to integrate this requirement effectively with existing regulatory
procedures. It is intended to encourage comprehensive review processes within
the operating elements.
Judgment should be exercised by the head of the Departmental element so that

resources and time devoted to analysis reilect the importance of the propc*sal.

Many proposals will not justify a highly sophisticated analysis. The policy is

intended to encourage the use of Advance Notices of Proposed Rulemaking and
Policy Development to gather information on which to base an evaluation, as re-

llected in the Department's proposed Consumer Representation Plan.

Regulations which fall within the emergency rulemaking provisions of the
Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. .jr)o(b) (B) ), and which therefore are
not issued as Notices of Proposed Rulemaking, are excluded from tiiis require-

ment of prior evaluation but should be given the same evaluation as soon as
practicable.

Significant grant program requirements not issued as Notice of Proposed Rule-
making are included in the policy because they may have major poli( y and cost

implications. This policy does not api)ly in situations where the authorizing
statute does not allow the Department any discretion in the substance or impact
of the requirement.

Publication of summaries of the evaluations of regulatory proposals is required
to provide a starting point for constructive debate about the final adoption of

the proposals.
Discussion of Policy II. The policy is intended to afford the Secretary an op-

portunity to review regulatory proposals of substantial impact in light of the
Department's overall responsibilities before they are proposed. The broad termi-

nology of the policy is intended to allow the heads of Departmental elements to

judge when the anticipated impact ut a proposed regulation warrants notifica-

tion of tiie Secretary. Examples of factors which could be considered in making
that determination are substantial public or Congressional interest izi the pro-

posal ; anticipated impact on other transportation modes or on the activities of

other Federal agencies ; considerable burdens on State or local governments, on
a iiarticular industry, or on consumers; ov anticipated requirement of significant

additional Federal resources.

Administrative requirements associated with grant programs which are not

issued as Notices of Proposed Rnlenuiking are not included in the policy because
present arrangements by which Departmental elements confer with the Ofiice of

the Secretary prior to adoption of such re(iuirements are working well.

A 30-day notice requirement has been adopted to allow the Secretai-y to be-

come involved in the development of a proposal if he deems it approi)riate.

If an initial determination is made that a memorandum for the Secretary is

not warranted but later information indicates that the proposal will have costly

or controversial impacts, a memorandum should be provided whenever such an-

ticipated impacts become known. In any event, a memorandum for the Secretary

should be provided 30 days before a costly or controversial regulation is fiually

adopted.
Discussion of Policy III. The intent of this policy is that the Department's

existing regulations and significant grant program requirements be reviewed in a

systematic way to assure that tliey continue to be sound, that they do not impose
unnecessary burdens on the private sector or on government, and that they are

revised as expeditiously as possible in response to changed circumstances. It is
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intended that the interests of consumers as well as those of affected industries

and of government be represented in these reviews. To implement this policy

effectively, it may be appropriate to restrict the occasion for comment to discus-

sion of a limited number of regulations or program requirements that appear to

be especially in need of review.

[FR Doc.76-11128 Filed 4-15-16 ;8 :45 am]

Department of Tbanspoktation

[For release Friday, April 30, 1976]

Policies to prevent DOT regulations from imposing imnecessary costs on in-

dusti-y, consumers and government have been initiated by Secretary of Trans-
portation William T. Coleman, Jr.

"The new policies on departmental regulation respond to President Ford's
expressed concern that government regulation is too burdensome and too costly,"

Seci-etary Coleman said.

"While we are spearheading the effort to bring about regulatory reform of

the transportation industries, we shall at the same time exert no less effort to

reform the regulatory reform process within our department," the Secretary said.

"These policies will reinforce efforts already being made by the department's
administrations to improve the effectiveness of our regulations."

The new policies, which become effective May 1, 197(5, require :

• Administrators to calculate and consider costs to consumers, the private

sector and government, as well as other impacts, before proposing new regula-

tions, and that a summary of such analysis be published in the Federal Rcrjister

when the regulation is proposed.
9 Administrators to notify the Secretary of the need for, and the substance

and anticipated consequences of costly and controversial regulations at least 30

days before they are proposed.
© Each element of the department to establish a systematic means of review-

ing existing regulations to assure they remain effective and justifiable.

The complete text of the new iwlicies was printed in the Federal Register of

April 16, 1976.

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation, of the

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
Wasliinrjton, B.C., May 17, 1076.

Hon. William T. Coleman, Jr.,

Secretary of Transj)ortation,
Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Secretary: This Subcommittee notes with interest the publication

in the Federal Register of a notice signed by you on April 13, 1976. entitled

"Policy to Improve Anal.vsis and Review of Regulations. Regulatory Reform."
If we understand these policies correctly, they require, with certain exceptions,

the preparation of a cost-impact evaluation by administrative units of the De-
partment of Transportation prior to the publication of notices or proposed rule-

making, and require further submission to the Secretary of Transportation of

an "information memorandum" at least thirty days prior to the publication of

a notice of proposed rulemaking, in the case of "those regulations which are

potentially costly or controversial."
This Subcommittee, which has been assigned oversight responsibility for the

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, is concerned with the impact
of these new policies on NHTSA's program of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety

Standards. In particular, we wish to assess the conformance of these ]>olides

with the statutory criteria for rulemaking set forth in the National Traffic and
Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966.

To aid the Subcommittee in this regard, can you please insure that the Sub-
committee is supplied on a regular and timely basis with the evaluations and
information memoranda referred to above. In particular, we request that NHTSA
be directed to supply this Subcommittee with copies of information memoranda
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for those regulations which are potentially costly or controversial, at the same
time it transmits these memoranda to you under Policy II of your notice.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

John E. Moss.
Chairman, Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee.

The Secretary of Transportation,
Washington, D.C., July 1, 1976.

Hon. John E. Moss,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight, and Investigations, Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : I enjoyed our meeting on Tuesday and very much ai>-

preciated the opportunity to discuss with you your letter of May 17, 1976. I like-

wise appreciated your statesmanlike position on the subject of evaluations and
information memoranda involved in rulemaking. You can be assure<l that ail

the regulatory decisions I make will be reached through an open and honest

procedui-e, with all the relevant documents available afterwards to your
committee.

Specifically with regard to Federal IMotor Vehicle Safety Standard 208, I hope
to receive written or oral (at my hearing of August 3) advice on the subject of

occupant restraint systems from .someone as knowledgeable as yourself before I

issue a final rule in the matter.
With best regards.

Sincerely,
AViLLiAM T. Coleman, Jr.

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Washington, D.C., July 1, 1016.

Hon. WiELiAM T. Coleman, Jr.,

Seretary, Department of Transportation,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Secretary: I am pleased that I had an opportunity to meet with

you and members of your staff on June 29. From my perspective, the meeting was
a productive one.

I believe it may be useful to convey to you my sense of our discussion. Please

let me know if your understanding of the meeting is at variance with mine.

We agreed that it was not necessary for you to send me copies of the memo-
randa described in my letter to you of May 17, 1976, at the time you receive

them. You offered, however, to retain such memoranda and to make them avail-

able to me after you reach decisions with respect to the is.sues raised in memo-
randa you receive from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

We also discussed whether the notice "Policies to Improve Analysis and Re-

view of Regulations" published in the Federal Register of April 16, 1976 (pages

16200-1620i) accurately reflects the "special flavor" of the legislative history of

the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966. You pointed out that

this notice was drawn to apply to a number of your Department's operating

arms, and might not take into account the .specific intent of Congress regarding

NHTSA, namely the express intent not to require benefit/cost analysis or cost/

impact analy.sis as a necessary prerequisite to rulemaking under the 1966 Act.

You agreed to reassess your notice in this regard, and to i-ssue an appropriate

refinement. I am enclosing several documents for your consideration on the ques-

tion of benefit/cost analysis in the legislative history of the 1966 Act.

Please keep me informed with respect to your decision on refining the notice,

and provide me with a copy of any amendment to the notice.

In closing I should note that the Subcommittee may, in specific instances in

the future, find a need to ask the Department for relevant internal memoranda
prior to the time that the Department reaches final decisions. We would expect

the Department to respond to these requests on a case by case basis. Similarly,

the Subcommittee will treat requests for confidentiality on a case by case basis.

Thank you for your concern in these important areas.

Sincerely,
John E. Moss,

Chairman, Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee.
Enclosures.
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Attached to Moss Letter to Coleman of July 1, 1976

Footnote from : Chrysler Corporation v. Department of Transportation—Cite

as 472 F 2d 059 (1972).

Chrysler Corporation, Petitioner, v. Department of Transportation et al.,

Respondents.

United States Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit., Dec. 5, 1972.

16. The Automobile Manufacturers Association transmitted to the House Com-
mittee several amendments to HR 1.3228 (the House Bill) proposing a require-

ment that

:

". . . the Secretary, in proposing and issuing orders establishing, amending,

or withdrawing Federal motor vehicle safety standards under this section, shall

be guided so far as practicable by the following criteria, and the Secretary shall

include in each such order findings of fact with respect thereto :

* * * * *

'•(2) The standard shall be consistent with the continuation or adoption by

motor vehicle manufacturers of efficient designing, engineering, and manufactur-
ing practices, and with innovation, progressiveness and customary model
changes in the automotive industry.

"(3) The standard, the means of complying with the standard, and the

methods of testing for compliance should embody feasible devices and tech-

niques that are available or can be made available in a reasonable time und at

costs comiitcHsurate tcith the Jyenefit to be achieved. [Emphasis supplied.]*****
"(5) The standard should be made effective so as to allow adequate time for

compliance, taking into account the time required for designing, engineering,

tooling and production . .
."

Hearings before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, U.S.

House of Representatives, 89th Cong., 2d Sess., on H.R. 13228. "Part 2, Traffic

Safety," p. 1203.

None of these specific restraints sought 'by the Antomohile Manufactvrcrs
Association was adopted, and we must decline to vyrite into the Act the very
same suggestions which Congress declined to write into the Act.



REGULATORY REFORM—FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION

MONDAY, MARCH 29, 1976

House of Represextatives,
srbgommittee ox oversight axd ixvestigatioxs,
commiti-ee ox ixterstate axd foreigx commerce.

Wa.shlngfon, D.C

.

Tlie committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2123,
Raybnrn House Office Building, Hon. John E. Moss, chairman,
presiding.

]Mr. IMoss. The subcommittee will be in order.

Today's hearing is the fifth in the series of regulatory reform hear-
ings which the Su])committee on Oversight and Investigations has
conducted m its study of nine regulatory agencies within its

jurisdiction.

Previous hearings have considered the operations of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the National Higliwav Traffic Safetv Administration, and the Food
and Drug Administration.
Today's hearing will concern the Federal Trade Commission, the

Federal Government's major agency for the protection of consumers
from unfair and deceptive trade practices and one of two agencies
charged with protecting competition.

The Federal Trade Commission was created by an act of Congress
in 1914. Over the years, the Congress has clarified and modified the
FTC's powers. In 1074, the Congress approved significant changes
in the authority of Federal Trade Commission in the Magnuson-Moss
Warranty—FTC Improvement Act.
The warranty title of this act gave the Commission the mandate

to promulgate rules for adequate disclosure and enforcement of con-
sumer product warranties. Under title II of the act, the FTC was
given significant new authority to represent itself in court, to seek
consumer redress and civil penalies for law violations and to distrib-

ute funds to outside groups in order to obtain greater public input.

The act also clarified the FTC's authority to issue trade regulation
rules.

During the 60 years of its existence, the FTC has been criticized

for failing to enforce the law aggressively and for ignoring major anti-

trust and consumer problems. In 1009, a report by a Ralph Nader
group said that "the Commission fails to enforce its laws properly in

the context of its present powers."
A report by a Commission appointed by the American Bar As-

sociation in 1969 tended to reach the same conclusion. As a result

(543)
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of major reorganizations in the early 1970's, tlie FTC has substanti-

ally improved its earlier record. I believe, however, that the job being
done is not yet satisfactory.

The subcommittee's review of the Commission has indicated that
problem areas remain and we intend to explore some of those today.
In the last several years, the FTC has issued complaints in several

significant antitrust areas. One case involves a co)nplaint against the
four major makers of breakfast cereals. A second case is perhaps one
of the largest antitrust cases ever brought—the complaint against eight
of the largest oil companies—the so-called Exxon case.

I am concerned that these important cases, which raise vital anti-
trust issues, have not proceeded quickly enough, nor with adequate
resources.

The cereal case, in which the complaint was issued on April 26, 1072,
has not yet been brought to trial. Even more important, the Exxon
case, in which the complaint was issued on July 18. 1973, has proceeded
only through the first stage of the three necessary stages of pretrial dis-

covery. The Commission has virtually no internal company documents
relating to this investigation.

The Commission's trial staff has recently filed a 1,500-page motion
for a subpena, which would require the submission of millions of docu-
ments by the oil companies. But, if the companies refuse to provide the

documents without litigation, it could be several years until the Com-
mission's staff may actually begin to review the substantive internal
company papers.

We intend today to review the Commission's management of this

case to determine what factors have caused it to proceed so slowly and
whether or not those factors will continue to plague this litigation.

A second concern in the vital energy area is the Commission's han-
dling of its investigation of the American Gas Association's reserve re-

porting system for natural gas. This investigation was initiated in

Octol^er 1970, at the request of Senator Philip Hart.
After more than 4I/2 years of investigation, the Bureau of Competi-

tion recommended to the Commission on INIay 30, 1975, that a com-
plaint be issued against the American Gas Association for "maintain-
ing a deficient natural gas reporting program which influences the

price" of gas.

The Commission did not issue the proposed complaint and returned
the matter for further investigation on July 29, 1975. I am concerned
by the length of the time that this important investigation has taken
and the Commission's seeming inability to reach any decision on the

preliminary issue relating to issuing a complaint.

I am further concerned by the Commission's failure to learn of a

very relevant and material study conducted by the U.S. Geological
Survey on gas reserves in offshore Louisiana. This study was com-
menced in 1972 and reviewed by the staff of this subcommittee in

January of this year. The subcommittee learned that the USGS had
estimated reserves of 37.4 percent higher than the American Gas Asso-
ciation had reported for offshore south Louisiana.

During the course of the Commission's consideration of the proposed
comnlaint, the FTC's Bureau of Economics made extensive comments
on the complaint, including comments on the legal sufficiency of the
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evidence for which the economists apparently had no training or direct

responsibility.

While advice to the Commission and the bureaus on economic mat-
ters should be the function of the Bureau of Economics, I do not believe

that they should be trying- the case, in effect, before the complaint is

issued.

In the consumer protection area, the Federal Trade Commission was
on January 4, 1975, given significant new authority by the Magnuson-
Moss Warranty—FTC Improvement Act to bring consumer redress

actions, to authorize money for l>etter public representation in its pro-

ceedings and to bring civil penalty actions.

In addition, its authority to create substantive trade regulation rules

has been clarified. But, there are indications that these new powers
have not been used to their full potential. No consumer remedy or civil

penalty actions have been brought in court.

With only 3 months left in this fiscal year, less than one-fifth of the

public representation money authorizecl for this fiscal year has been
spent. In many substantive areas, small cases continue to be brought
instead of using a more cost-effective trade regulation approach. We
will examine these issues carefully today.

On the other hand, we wish to commend the Commission for many
of its actions in the interest of the American consumer. Major initia-

tives by tlie FTC in the health care area a])])ear very promising.
In the face of continually rising automobile insurance costs, a com-

]^laint was issued last week against General Motors involving the

distribution of "crash parts." In the product warranty area, the Com-
mission has proceeded with vigor. The benefits in these and other areas

will surely be felt by the public.

We are pleased to have Commissioners Paul Rand Dixon, M. Eliza-

beth Dole, and Stephen Nye with us here today, and we are especially

pleased to have the Federal Trade Commission's newly appointed
Chairman, Mr. Calvin J. Collier, formerly a General Counsel for the

Commission and, I mioht add, the son of a former very distinguished
member of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, a

man I had the pleasure of serving with during his tenure in the House.
We welcome you and your fellow Commissioners, and at this point

I would ask that the members of the Commission and all staff members
who might be called upon to give testimony stand and be sworn en bloc.

Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God ?

Mr. Dixon. I do.

i\Irs. Dole. I do.

INfr. Nye. I do.

]\rr. Johnson. I do.

]Mr. SciIERER. I do.

Mr. Grady. I do.

]\rr. MoNamar. I do.

!Mrs. Bernstein. I do.

Mv. IMoss. Please identify yourselves to the reporter for the record.
]\[r. Chairman, liefore recoanizing you for your statement, I would

like to make a statement which I feel is most important in connection
with the hearings about to commence.
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Durin.fr the course of this hearing', the members and staff of this sub-

committee may be asking questions which rehite to adjudicative mat-
ters where the Commission is the decisionmaker.
The chair wislies to state at this point that no question or statement

asked by any member or staff person is intended to influence the Com-
mission in any of its adjudicative decisions.

The subcommittee's questions will relate to the procedure, timetable,

and management of such cases. To the extent that the subcommittee's
Article I oversight responsibilities, related duties under the rules of
the House of Eepresentatives, and the Legislative Reorganization Act
require such questions, we would like to assure the Commission that
these questions or statements are not to be construed as expressing any
opinion on the merits of a case, nor in any way suggesting how the
Commission should discharge its sole responsibility of issuing a deci-

sion under the Federal Trade Commission Act and other statutes ad-
ministered by the Commission.
The chair will be alert to any questions which would tend to trans-

gress on the policy set forth in that statement.
We welcome you.

TESTIMONY OF HON. CALVIN J. COLLIER, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL
TRADE COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL RAND DIXON,
COMMISSIONER; STEPHEN NYE, COMMISSIONER; ELIZABETH
HANFORD DOLE, COMMISSIONER; R. T. McNAMAR, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR; OWEN M. JOHNSON, JR., DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF COM-
PETITION; FREDERICK M. SCHERER, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF ECO-

NOMICS; MARK F. GRADY, ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF POLICY
PLANNING AND EVALUATION; JOAN Z. BERNSTEIN. ACTING DI-

RECTOR, BUREAU OF CONSUMER PROTECTION; AND ROBERT J.

LEWIS, GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. Collier. Mr. Chairman, and members of this subcommittee, the
Federal Trade Commission welcomes this opportunity to present an
overview of the Commission's programs, its ])resent and projected
allocation of resources, areas where the Commission is attempting to

solve its own problems, and areas where legislative solutions may be
necessary.

We appreciate your subcommittee's continuing interest in the Com-
mission's efforts to accomplish its mission more effectively. As you
know, oSIr. Chairman, this is my third day on the jo)^. Fortunately,
I am surrounded by colleagues and senior staff whose knowledge Avill

be as A'aluable to these hearings as I am sure they will be to me.

introduction: overall agency mission

The Federal Trade Commission, of course, has responsibilities under
a number of statutes, but it is fair to say that our activities are gen-
erally aimed at a common goal—helping the market work better to

benefit the consuming public. The Commission is essentially a law
enforcement agency. It doesn't regulate in the usual sense of that
word. It sets no rates, routes or prices, confers no monopolistic grants
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of authority and has no specific industry wards. Instead the Com-
mission is a prosecutor and adjudicator charged with maintaining a
free and fair marketplace throughout those areas of the economy not
subiect to Federal Government regulation.

When prices are forced upward by anticompetitive restraints, when
the market is distorted by deception, when market forces are restrained

by unnecessary Government interference, then tlie consumer pays
more and receives less. The Commission's mission is to keep the market
working right. Our mandate is based on the premise that the best

allocator of economic i-esources is the free market.
Our law enforcement functions, of course, are derived principally

from the broad language of section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act. As you know, section 5 reaches commercial activities which are
unfair or deceptive, as vv'ell as unfair methods of competition. Addi-
tionally, of course, the Commission enforces the Cla}i:on Act's prohibi-
tions against unlawful corporate acc{uisitions, price discriminations,
tie-ins, and interlocking- directorates, as well as a host of specialized

statutes.

In 1975, the Commission's responsibilities were considerably
broadened by the ISIagnuson-Moss Warranty—Federal Trade Commis-
sion Improvement Act, which required the Commission to establish

standards for Avritten consumer warranties, and broadened and af-

firmed the Commission's authority to issue trade regulation rules, to

institute consumer redress actions and to bring actions seeking civil

pentilties for violations of section 5. A list of the Commission's major
statutory responsibilities is attached for the record as Appendix A
to this statement [see p. 554].

INIr. Chairman, in the development of this testimony, we have tried

to be responsive to the specific questions posed in your letter of invita-

tion. We have responded to three of your particular requests in attach-

ments to this testimony. We have responded to your request for tlie

"outstanding success story" at the agency by attaching a list of 25

specific programs and cases—Appendix B— [see p. 557] which have
})enefited or will benefit the public. We have responded to your request

for an "allocation of agency money and people by function" in Appen-
dix C [see p. 563]. Appendix D [see p. 564] is an outline of the various

sanctions available under the laws we enforce.

This statement will address, in order, the following general areas

:

Commission law enforcement activity; the impact of the Magnuson-
Moss Warranty—Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act of

1974 ; tlie Commission's efforts to reduce anticompetitive Government
regulation

;
planning and management improvements at the Commis-

sion ; recent actions to increase public awareness of and participation

in Commission proceedings ; and legislative proposals.

COMMISSION LAW ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES

Mr. Chairman, over the past several years the FTC has attempted

to increase its antitrust activity without sacrificing its consumer pro-

tection mission. This effort, which is based on the belief that vigorous

antitrust enforcement is the best consumer protection Government can
offer, has been supported in the appropriations process by the Presi-

dent and the Congress.
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111 the antitrust area, the Commission has issued compLaints a*jainst

eight large oil companies and the major manufacturers of breakfast

cereal. The Exxon case, as you know, is the largest and most complex
ever initiated by the Commission; the pretrial discovery in the case

is now well under way.
Other important antitrust activity over the past year includes the

Xerox consent order, designed to lessen restraints in the office copier

industry, and several cases wliich have struck down restrictive shop-

ping center leases that allowed major tenants to block the entrance of

discount competitors. Also just within the last few months, the Com-
mission has issued decisions in major merger cases, including British

Oxygen and Beatrice Foods, and has filed a complaint against the

American IMedical Association, alleging that the AMA's advertising

restrictions constitute unlawful ti-ade restraints.

The Hertz-Avis-National complaint has recently been withdrawn
from adjudication for possible settlement.

Finally, just last week, the Commii^sion issued a complaint against

General Motors alleging monopolization of the distribution of auto-

mo1)ile crash parts.

The Commission has tried to assign its antitrust enforcement priori-

ties to areas of major consumer spending. Our energy program in-

cludes the congressionallv-mandated energy study, covering all seg-

ments of energy production and distribution, as well as the Exxon
case. The Commission is also investigating the state of competition in

many stages of the food production, distribution, and retailing indus-

tries. In the health care area, the Commission is applying antitrust

analysis not only to ])hysician care, but also to drugs and hospital care.

We have also moved forward with the line of business reporting

pro<T:ram, which we regard as one of our most important efforts. This

vital program will eventually provide regularly published aggregate

data which should be of significant assistance in formulating general

econ.omic policy, both public and private.

In the consumer protection area, the Commission is charged with

eliminating unfair and deceptive practices. Recent efforts have in-

cluded rules designed to protect consumers from mail order fraud and
Tmlnwfid door-to-door sales, to preserve consumer defenses previously

blocked by tlie holder-in-due-course doctrine and to require care label-

ing on wearinjx apparel.

The Commission has also attacked pyramid sale schemes, required

hcnlth warnings in cigarette advertisements, ordered corrective adver-

tising for deceptive cold treatment claims and obtained restitution for

consmners victimized by fraudulent vocational school operations and
land sale techniques.

B'^cause enactment of the ]\ragnuson-]V[oss Warranty—Federal

Trade Commiscion Tnmrovement Act has had su'^h a svfrnificant

impact on the Commission's consumer protection activities, I will ad-

dress these developments separately.

MAGNUSOX-MOSS WARRANTY—FTC IMPR0\'EMENT ACT

In a little over a year since the enactment of the Magnuson-lNross
Act, the Commission has completely reordered its consumer protection

activities. By making consumer redress and civil penalties actions
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directly available for violations of trade regulation rules, the act has

prompted the Commission to shift substantial resources away from

case-by-case adjudication and into rulemaking. The promulgation of

trade regulation rules also enables the Commission to take a system-

atic approach to a broad spectrum of industrywide practices.

As mandated by Congress, the Commission has developed warranty

rules designed to promote competition among warrantors and estab-

lish standards for the fair and nondeceptive use of warranties. Final

rules have been promulgated covering warranty disclosures, presale

availability of warranties and in formal dispute mechanisms.

Proposed trade regulation rules include food nutrition advertising,

credit practices, the funeral industry, vocational schools, hearing aids,

and used car sales. The Commission has also proposed trade regula-

tion rules dealing with restrictions on price advertising of prescrip-

tion drugs and prescription eyeglasses.

In addition, the Commission has initiated investigations into licens-

ing requirements which may unfairly restrict consumer access to goods

and services. In total, the Commission has IT rules currently under
consideration, and has encouraged the widest possible public partici-

pation in these proceedings. For the record, we have attached a table

of the development of trade regulation rules and giiides for the period

1970 through 1976—Appendix E [see d. 56(5]

.

Under the Magnuson-Moss Act, the Commission is empowered to

sue for consumer redress—including rescission and reformation of

contracts and damages—for unfair and deceptive practices. The Com-
mission has already issued consent orders which should restore to

consumers millions of dollars lost through allegedly unfair retention

of retail credit Ijalances, fraudulent land sales and deceptive vocational

school operations. As these efforts are expanded, the Commission will

be seeking consumer redress cases for other kinds of illegal practices.

In addition, the Commission has solicited public comment on a

program to codify into ti-ade regulation rules Commission law de-

veloped over 60 years and to rescind any rules or decisions that are

outdated. Enforcement of the codified trade regulation rules through
the civil penalty mechanism of the Magnuson-Moss Act should reduce
delay in enforcement proceedings and lower enforcement costs. It

sliould also assist business in complying with Commission law by
eliminating any ambiguity resulting from the case-by-case approach.
Finally, the Magnuson-Moss Act has given the Commission new

powers to seek civil penalties from persons who knowingly engage in

conduct found to lie decejitive or unfair in prior cease and desist or

rulemaking proceedings. As part of a pilot project, the staff has sent

letters to selected businesses, notifvinii; them of their responsibilities

in such settled areas of consmner protection law as bait and switch,

unfair debt collection and deceptive endorsements. The Commission
will take appropriate compliance action based on the results of this

project.

ANTICOMPETITIVE G0\T5RNME]SrT KEGITLATION

It is certainly no secret that the American public has serious ques-

tions about the cost and utility of much Government activity. We
think this is particularly true in the area of economic regulation. Ac-
cordingly, the Commission has urged a comprehensive reexamination
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of economic regulation to determine whether intervention in some
markets is, on balance, more harmful than helpful to the public.

Specifically, the Commission has begun to allocate resources to those

areas, particularly in the service and professional trades, where Gov-
ernment interference with the marketplace may be increasing prices

without providing significant benefits to consmners.

Last June, the Commission, noting that most States restrict pre-

scription drug price disclosure by law or pei'mit professional associa-

tions to impose such restrictions, announced a proposed rule which
would allow advertising of price information for prescription drugs.

It has been estimated that by stimulating price competition, this rule,

if adopted, could result in annual savings to consumers of as much
as $100 million.

Recently, the Commission has proposed a similar TRR which would
permit advertisements dealing with the price and availability of pre-

scription eyeglasses. By eliminating the restraints on advertising im-

posed by private. State, or local governmental action in all 50 States,

it is estimated that this rule, if adopted, could a Sect substantial con-

sumer savings in this $1.8 billion annual market.

The Commission has also authorized a staif investigation of entry

barriers created by State licensing systems in the repair of radios,

televisions, and other appliances. Its purpose is to determine to what
extent licensing systems may restrain competition and increase con-

sumer prices by imposing barriers to entry.

Similar industrywide investigations of realtors and veterinarians

are underway. These inquiries will examine the disclosure or nondis-

closure of information, restrictions on entry, and other areas of pos-

sible anticompetitive behavior.

The Commission has participated in various forums, including court

and other agency proceedings, and offered its expertise in evaluating

the anticompetitive aspects of Government regulation. The Commis-
sion has filed briefs in several civil lawsuits and in July of last year

the Commission appeared in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Dis-

trict of Columbia Circuit case raising questions about the FCC's
decision to permit a joint venture by IBlSi and Comsat. The Commis-
sion has also filed comments with the CAB urging the Board to ex-

pand its test of the effect of deregulation in certain specified airline

markets by permitting noncertificated carriers to enter the market.

The point of all these efforts is to free market forces where they are

blocked by governmental or professional restraints. We believe that

our activity in this area represents a unique effort by a Government
agency to reduce restrictions on the free market system instead of add-
ing ever-increasing laj^ers of bureaucratic restraints.

PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

Since the effectiveness of any enforcement activity is largely a prod-
uct of good management, the Commission has been implementing a

comprehensive system of improved policy planning, budgeting, and
evaluation.

First : We have begun to apply cost-benefit analysis to agency deci-
sionmaking. The Commission is developing a series of policy protocols
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to be iified in day-to-day cost-benefit decisions at the staff level, and bas

completed the protocols for use in false or unfair advertising cases and

in bait and switch cases. Policy protocols in other areas of consumer
protection and competition enforcement are being developed.

Second : By restructuring our activities and our budgeting process

on a programmatic basis, we have provided a better foundation for

planning and evaluation. We have introduced a formal, semiannual

review of progress in each individual program so that changes in

emphasis can be made as necessary to achieve greater public benefit.

Finally, the Connnission is rapidly putting internal information sys-

tems in place. We anticipate that the litigation support services, the

computerized caso-project tracking system, and planned computerized

filing systems will continue to give the Commission and its staff in-

creased management support.

Both the programmatic budget and the Management Information

System help us to identify problem areas and manage our inventory of

investigations,

PCrBLIC AWAREXESS OF AND rAKTICIPATIOX IX COMMISSIOX PROCEEDIXGS

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Commission has repeatedly demon-
strated its commitment to Government which is open and accessible by

going beyond minimum legal requirements. Our democratic system of

Governnient assumes that the people have a right to know what their

Government is doing for them, to them, and in their name. By in-

creasing public participation and awareness, openness in Government

can lead to improved decisionmaking, to greater accountability, and to

a restoration of public confidence.

The Commission has taken the following steps to assure maximum
public awareness and understanding of, and participation in, agency

proceedings

:

The Commission regularly announces the initiation of industrywide

investigations and investigations of practices involving risks to public

health or safety when those investigations are initiated. Other investi-

gations are disclosed when a complaint is brought or an investigation is

terminated.

The Commission has promulgated tough rules on ex parte communi-
cations and requires each staff member to keep logs of all outside con-

tacts pertaining to pending investigations or cases. Each Commissioner

also maintains a log.

The Commission has broadened its policy of disclosing individual

Commissioner votes on a wide range of matters, including the issuance

of complaints, the acceptance of consent agreements, the closing of

investigations, as well as the issuance of final orders.

Kecently the Commission voted to include in our public records all

motions to quash compulsory process and Commission responses there-

to and applications by former employees and Commissioners for

clearance to appear before the Commission and Commission responses

to those requests.

The Commission has gone beyond the requirenients of the Freedom
of Information Act by releasing most internal staff memorandu"^«
upon request after 3 years and virtually all after 10 years.
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In addition to publicizing Commission advisory opinions, the Com-
mission now is making available to the public all staff advisory

opinions as well.

All meetings between the Commission and outside groups are open

to the public unless the Commission votes to close the meeting

because a statute, regulation, or the public interest requires its closing.

Thirty days' notice of such meetings is ordinarily given by publica-

tion in the Federal Register. This notice includes a brief description

of the expected topic, identification of participants and, if the meeting-

is to be closed, the reason for closing.

The Commission provides the public with an opportunity to com-
ment on all consent orders before they become final. In the Xerox case,

over 50 public comments were filed, leading to a revision of the

consent order.

Finally, the rules of practice adof)ted by the Commission imple-

menting the rulemaking provisions of the Magnuson-Moss Act seek

to encourage as much public participation as possible without unduly
delaying the rulemaking proceedings.

Public participation is particularly important in rulemaking. As
you know, the Commission is now authorized to provide compensation
for reasonable attorney's fees and other costs of participating in rule-

making proceedings to persons who have an interest which would not

otherwise be adequately represented and who are unable to afford the

cost of participation. The Commission has implemented this provision

by providing a new section in its rules of procedure which spells out

in detail the procedures governing compensation for representation in

rulemaking. To date, 10 such requests have been granted.

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

In addition to urging a general reevaluation of the benefits and costs

of governmental regulatory activity, the Commission is in the process

of examining specific areas where reform might be desirable. The
recent repeal of the so-called fair trade laws and an end to their

brand of legalized price fixing is an example of the kind of congres-

sional review which we strongly endorse.

Another antitrust exemption which should be reexamined is the

broad exemption for agricultural cooperatives. On the basis of a re-

port by its staff, the Commission has recommended that Congress con-

sider a study evaluating the economic impact of the Federal marketing
order system, and suggested a reexamination of the policy which
permits large corporations to hold membership in agricultural

cooperatives.

Legislative action is also needed to improve the Commission's
ability to obtain information. Quite likely our greatest problem is de-

lay. Of course, some delay is inevitable. A difficult antitrust case, such
as American General Insurance, our oldest, may consume years. But,
delay stemming from repetitive lawsuits challenging the Commission's
authority to obtain information can—and should be—reduced.
Accordingly, we continue to urge enactment of legislation sucli as

S. 642, which has passed the Senate, which would impose more effec-

tive penalties for failing to comply with the Commission's compulsory
process. The penalties would apply to subpenas as well as special
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orders. The legislation would also reaffirm in statutory terms the

settled judicial doctrines limiting- preenforcement lawsuits. This kind

of statutory clarification should forestall insubstantial or duplicative

challenges which now hamper our information gathering, without

limiting a company's right to challenge the Commission's request in

an enforcement action brought by the Commission.
Mr. Chairman, another area of concern is the increased use of the

Freedom of Information Act by respondents and potential respond-
ents. We have found, not surprisingly, that the members of the public

most interested in Commission activity are the corporations challenged

by the Commission and the law firms which represent them.
In this regard, the Commission notes that in the last year under the

Freedom of Information Act, as amended, these corporations and law
firms account for 67 percent of all initial requests and 63 percent of

all appeals. By contrast, the media and public interest organizations

made only 9 percent of all initial requests and a mere 5 percent of all

appeals. These figures are shown in Appendix F. Processing these re-

quests, which are sometimes enormous in scope, takes substantial time
away from Commission personnel who would otherwise be prosecuting
the investigation or case.

It may well be that this delay and frustration is the price that the

public must pay for the many laudable benefits of the Freedom of In-

formation Act. On the other hand. Congress may wish to investigate

the potential misuse of the Freedom of Information Act to subvert the
discovery process or to create needless delay.

In part because of our experience under the Freedom of Information
Act, as amended, the Commission suggests that Congress may wisli to

move very deliberately in its consideration of the open meeting legisla-

tion presently pending before the House Judiciary Committee.
Although the Commission strongly supports open Government, wo
are concerned that enactment of this legislation, as presently drafted,

may provide more benefits to Commission respondents than to the

public in general.

The Commission has recently expressed its concerns in testimony
before the Subcommittee on Administrative Law and Governmental
Eelations of the House Judiciary Committee and would be pleased to

submit that statement for the record.

Finally, the Commission wishes to draw the subcommittee's atten-

tion to legislation pending before the Congress which w^ould permit
eitlier House of Congress to veto, by resolution, agency rulemaking.
Although the FTC certainly does not question the power of Congress
to reverse decisions made by the agencies it created, the Commission
doubts whether this particular legislation is necessary or desirable
with respect to Commission rulemaking, especially in light of the
many procedural safeguards which have been implemented pursuant
to the Magnuson-]Moss Act. Again, the Commission has presented testi-

mony on this proposed legislation and would be happy to make our
statement available to the subcommittee.

CONCLUSION

]Mr. Chairman, we appreciate your continued interest in the Federal
Trade Commission and will continue to rely upon you and your sub-

72-820—76 36
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committee for assistance and constructive criticism with the hope that
the Commission will continue during the forthcoming year the
progress which has already been made in maximizing its contributions
to the public interest.

The past few years have been especially eventful for the Commis-
sioii, and we anticipate an equally full agenda for the future.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 568.]

[The appendixes referred to follow :]

Appendix A

Statutes and Executive Orders Administered by the Federal Trade
Commission

The Commission exercises enforcement and administrative autliority under the
Federal Trade Commission Act (38 Stat. 717, as amended; 15 U.S.C. 41-58), the
ClayUm Act (38 Stat. 730, as amended; 15 U.S.C. 12-27), tlie Export Trade Act
(40 Stat. 516, as amended; 15 U.S.C. 61-65), the Paclcers and Stockyards Act
(42 Stat. 159, as amended; 7 U.S.C. 181-229), the Wool Products Labeling Act
(54 Stat. 1128, as amended; 15 U.S.C. 68-G8J), the Trade-Mark Act (60 Stat.

427, as amended; 15 U.S.C. 1051-72), the Fur rroducts Labeling Act (65 Stat.

175, as amended; 15 U.S.C. G9-69J), the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act
(72 Stat. 1717, as amended; 15 U.S.C. 70-70k), the Federal Cigarette Labeling
and Advertising Act (79 Stat. 282, as amended; 15 U.S.C. 1331-39), the Fair
I'ackaging and Labeling Act (80 Stat. 1296; 15 U.S.C. 1451-61), the Truth in

Lending Act (82 Stat. 146, as amended; 15 U.S.C. §1601 et seq.), the Fair Credit
Reporting Act (84 Stat. 1128; 15 U.S.C. §1681 ct seq.). the Hobby Protection
Act (87 Stat. 687, 15 U.S.C. § 2101 et seq.), the Magnuson-Moss Warranty—Fed-
eral Trade Commission Improvement Act (88 Stat. 2183), and other Federal
statutes.

the federal trade commission act

Under this Act, the Commission is charged with the prevention of unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or practices
in commerce.

CLAYTON act

Under Sections 3, 7 and 8 of this Act the Commission is charged with the duty
of preventing and eliminating unlawful tying contracts, corporate mergers and
acquisitions and interlocking directorates. Under the Clayton Act, as amended
by the Robinson-Patman Act, the Commission is charged with tiie prevention of

certain specified practices, i.e., unlawful price and related discriminations.

amendment to packers and stockyards act

The provisions of this amendment extended the Commission's jurisdiction to

cover certain matters previously subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Sec-
retary of Agriculture. The amendment, in effect, grants the Commission juris-

diction over the activities of packers not related to livestock, meats, meat
products, and the like. The Commission is granted additional power and jurisdic-

tion over all transactions in commerce in margarine and oleomargarine and over
retail sales of meat and related products. Other matters involving meat and
related products are made subject to the Commis-sion's jurisdiction where the
Secretary requests the Commission to investigate and report or where, under
certain circumstances, action by the Commission is necessary to exercise effec-

tively its power or jurisdiction with respect to retail sales of meat and related
products.

EXPORT trade act

The Commission is responsible for receiving and filing articles of association or
incorporation of "associations" organized under the Export Trade Act ; investi-

gating their operations which may adversely affect competition with the United
States ; making recommendations to the associations for readjustments deemed
necessary therein ; and. where considered appropriate, making recommendations
to the Attorney General for penal action.
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WOOL PRODUCTS LABELING ACT

Under this siatute the manufacture for introduction into commerce, or the
introduction, sale, transportation or distribution, in commerce, or the importa-
tion into the United States of misbranded wool products, is unlawful, and con-
stitutes an unfair method of competition and an unfair and deceptlA-e act and
practice under the Federal Trade Commission Act. The Commission is authorized
to make inspections, analyses, tests and examinations of all v,'Ool products sub-
ject to the Act and to make such rules and regulations as may be necessary and
proper for the administrariou and enforcement of the Act. In addition, the Com-
mission is also empowered under the statute to prevent the movement of mis-
branded wool products in commerce ))y injunction and to proceed by libel action
in certain cases for condemnation of such products.

LAN IIAM TRADE-MARK ACT OF 104G

Under this statute it is the duty of the Commission to make applications for
the cancellation of registered trade-marks under certain specified conditions.
The Commission, as applicant, must secure the proper evidence on which the
application for cancellation is based, prepare the application, stating the
grounds relied upon, be represented at the hearing before a Patent Office exami-
ner for the purpose of presenting such evidence and otherwise prosecute the
matter to a conclusion.

FUR PRODUCTS LABELING ACT

The Commission is charged with the administration and enforcement of this
legislation which requires the labeling of fur articles of wearing apparel, as well
as truthful invoicing and advertising of furs and fur products to show, among
other tilings, the true English name of the animal from which the fur was taken
and whether the fur is dyed or used. The Commission is also charged with issuing
a Fur Product Name Guide and is authorized and directed to cause compliance
inspections, analyses, tests and examinations to be made of furs and fur products
subject to the Act and to prescribe rules and regulations governing the manner
and form of disclosing required information under the Act. In addition to admin-
istrative enforcement, injunctive and condemnation proceedings are also pro-
vided for.

TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS IDENTIFICATION ACT

This additional "truth-in-fabrics" legislation became effective March 3, 1960,
and covers the broad field of nmndatory content disclosure in labeling, invoicing
and advertising of textile fiber products. Under its terms, misbranding as well as
false and deceptive invoicing and advertising of textile fiber products is unlawful.
The Commission is authorized, under the Act, to make inspections, analyses,
tests, and examinations of all textile fiber proclucts subject to the statute, and
further, to make such rules and regulations as may be necessary and proper
for administration and enforcement of the Act. In addition, the Commission
is directed to establish generic names for those man-made fibers which have not
as yet attained one. Its enforcement is to be carried out through administrative
procedures provided for under the Federal Trade Commission Act, together with
injunction and criminal proceedings in the U.S. District Courts.

FEDERAL CIGARETTE LABELING AND ADVERTISING ACT OF 1966

This Act became effective on January 1, 1966, and was amended by the Public
Health Cigarette Smoking Act of 19G9, which took effect on January 1, 1970.
Both Acts require the Commission to submit annual reports to the Congress
concerning (a) the effectiveness of cigarette labeling, (b) current practices and
methods of cigarette advertising and promotion, and (c) recommendations for
legislation. The 1969 Act provided that cigarette packages manufactured, im-
ported or packaged, must bear the statement, "Warning: The Surgeon General
Has Detennined that Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health."

FAIR PACKAGING AND LABELING ACT

This Act requires the Commission to issue regulations having the force of
law respecting net contents disclosures, identity of commodity, and name and
place of business of manufacturer, packer or distributor ; and the Act authorizes
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additional regulations when necessary to prevent consumer deception or facil-

itate value comparisons in respect to declaration of ingredients, slack fill of

packages, use of "cents-off" or lower price labeling, and characterization of

package sizes. The Act became effective July 1, lOGT, and gives the Commission

responsibility for consumer commodities other than food, drugs, therapeutic de-

vices and cosmetics. Violations of regulations issued under the Act are treated

as violations of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

TRUTH IN LENDING ACT

This Act (Title I of the Consumer Credit Protection Act) delegates to the

Commission, effective July 1, 19G9, general enforcement responsibility as to con-

sumer credit disclosures. The Act requires all consumer creditors to make de-

tailed written disclosures concerning all charges and related aspects of the

transaction, including disclosure of finance charges expressed as a simple annual

percentage rate, before consummation of the sale or loan, and before the account

is opened and on every periodic statement in the case of open-end or revolving

creditors. The Act also contains specified requirements for any advertisement

containing a credit representation, and it includes a three-day right of rescission

in any transaction involving a security interest (except first mortgage) in the

consumer's residence. The Truth in Lending Act was amended on October 26,

1970, to prohibit the issuance of unsolicited credit cards. The Act was further

amended by the Fair Credit Billing Act, effective October 28, 1975, which pro-

vides for prompt written acknowledgement of consumer billing complaints and
reinvestigation of billing errors by creditors sending periodic billing statements.

The amendment prohibits such creditors from taking action whch adversely

affects the consumer's credit standing until the reinvestigation is made, prohibits

creditors from reporting to third parties that disputed amounts are past due
until the reinvestigation has been completed and requires that reports to third

parties indicate that the amount is disputed when that is the case. The Fair
Credit Billing Act further requires the creditor to mail periodic statements at

least 14 days before the due date, to promptly post payments to the debtor's

account, and refund overpayments or credit them to the debtor's account. Finally,

the Act requires sellers to promptly notify credit card issuers of the return of

goods or services purchased on such accounts and limits the application of the
holder-in-due-course doctrine in credit card transactions. The Truth in Lending
Act provides tliat a violation of the Act or any implementing regulation shall

be deemed a violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act, irrespective of
whether the violator is engaged in commerce or meets any other jurisdictional

test in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT

The Fair Credit Reporting Act, effective April 2.1. 1971, Is designed to ensure
that consumer reporting companies sucli as credit bureaus exercise their respon-
sibilities in providing information to credit grantors, insurers, employers and
others in a manner that is fair and equitable to the consumer, with regard to
confidentiality, accuracy, and tlie proper use of such information. Users of such
information must inform the consumer when adverse action (sucli as denial of

credit, insurance or employment) is taken on the basis of such reports, and the
user must identify the company which is the source of the report so that its

accuracy and completeness can be vertified by the consumer.

THE HOBBY PROTECTION ACT

This Act became effective on November 29, 1973, and makes unlawful the manu-
facture or importation of imitation numismatic and political items unless marked
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Federal Trade Commission.
Imitation numismatic items must be inscribed with the word "COPY" and
imitation political items must carry the calendar year of manufacture.

THE EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY ACT

This Act (Title VII of the Consumer Credit Protection Act) became eft'eetive
on October 28, 1975 and provides that it shall be unlawful for any cretlitor to
discriminate against any applicant on the basis of sex or marital status. I'nder
this statute, any violation of the Art or its implementing regulation shall be
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deemed a violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act, irrespective of wliether

the violator is engaged in commerce or meets any other jurisdictional test in the

Federal Trade Commission Act.

THE JIAGNUSON-MOSS WARRANTY—FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIOIf IMPROVEMENT ACT

Title I of this Act of 1975 authorizes the Federal Trade Commission to develop

regulations for written and implied warranties. The Act authorizes the Com-
mission to establish disclosure and designation standards for written warranties ;

defines the Federal content standards for full warranties ; and establishes con-

sumer remedies for breach of warranty or sen-ice contract obligations.

Title II of the Act amends the Federal Trade Commission Act to enlarge the

Commission's .iurisdictiou to cover activities "affecting commerce" as well as

"in commerce" ; to authorize the Commission to prescribe substantive rules

covering unfair or deceptive acts or practices ; to increase the Commission's
authority to represent itself in civil court actions and before the Supreme Court
under certain conditions ; to authorize the Commission to commence a civil

action to recover civil penalties for knowing violations of the FTC Act ; and to

authorize the FTC under certain conditions to file suit for consumer redress of

injuries.
THE EMERGENCY PETROLEUM ALLOCATION ACT

It requires the Commission and the Attorney General to report on the competi-
tive effects of any mandatory allocation regulation involving crude oil, residual

fuel oil, and each refined petr-deum product.

THE FEDERAL ENt;RGY ADMINISTRATION ACT

It directs the Commission to cooperate with the Federal Energy Administra-
tion to develop data on oil and gas reserves.

THE ENERGY-, POLICY AND CONSERVATION ACT

It charges both the Commission and the Attorney General with responsibility
to monitor the competitive effects of statutory antitrust exemptions granted
pursuant to tlie International Energy Program. The Deep Water Port Act of

1U74 requires the Commission and the Attorney General to submit a report on
the competitive effects of the issuance by the Secretary of Transportation of a
license for a deep water port.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS

Besides numerous Executive Orders which apply to all Federal agencies, the
following apply expressly to the Federal Trade Commission: (1) E.G. 9809

—

transferring to the Federal Trade Commission the responsibility to compile
financial statistics on American industry; (2) E.G. 9833, 10090, 10980--permit-
ting the Federal Trade Commission to inspect corporate income tax returns

;

(3) E.G. 10033—requiring the Federal Trade Commission and other Federal
agencies to furnish statistics for use by international bodies of which the USA
is a member

; (4) E.G. 10480—implementing the Defense Production Act of 1950

;

(5) Reorganization Plan No. 8 of May 15, 1950 transferring to the Chairman
certain executive and administrative functions of the Commission; and (6)
Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 1961 authorizing the Commission to delegate its
functions to subordinates.

Appendix B

List of Specific Programs and Cases in Response to Request for "Gutstand-
iNG Success Story"

line of business reporting program

The loss of considerable important business information on corporate per-
formance as a result of the merger movement in the last twenty years led the
Commission to initiate the line of business program to provide additional statisti-
cal insight into the American economy. Under the program, large manufacturing
companies are required to report certain financial data, such as costs, sales and
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profits, broken down according to individual product lines. The availability or

this information in aggregate form will allow the Commission to allocate its law
enforcement resources more efficiently, with resulting benefits to the consumer.
In addition, the increased availability of such economic data on industrial per-

formance in specific lines of business will allow free market forces to operate
more effectively.

' PRESCRIPTION DRUG AND PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES PRICE DISCLOSURES

The Commission has proposed a trade regulation rule designed to permit dis-

closure of price information for prescription drugs. Since prescription drug prices
appear to vary widely, restrictions on the dissemination of price information may
prevent consumers from realizing substantial cost savings and may inhibit price
competition among pharmacists. Since most states currently restrict price dis-

closure by law or permit professional associations to impose such restrictions,

the Commission's proposed rule is an example of government action that is

designed to promote rather than to subvert natural market forces. The Com-
mission has proposed a similar rule designed to permit the dissemination of
accurate information regarding the price and availability of prescription
eyeglasses.

OCCUPATIONAL LICENSURE PROGRAM

The Commission is presently examining the effects of legal and guild-like
restrictions enforced at the state and local level by trade associations and state
boards. State and local restrictions may raise prices by restricting the flow of
information to consumers and the supply of resources devoted to particular in-

dustries. A recent staff study indicated that TV repair prices were higher and
service quality no better in a state that "regulated" TV repairmen. The Com-
mission has authorized an industrywide investigation of state licensing systems
for the repair of radios, televisions or other appliances. The Commission has also

authorized an industrywide investigation of licensing requirements for veteri-

narians. And, the Commission and its staff have filed amicus curiae briefs in

various litigation concerning the validity of similar restrictive requirements.

ENERGY PROGRAM

In the largest and most complex litigation it has undertaken, the Commission
issued a complaint against eight large petroleum manufacturers alleging monop-
olization and conspiracy to monopolize. The Commission is also conducting a
Congressionally mandated energy study for the purpose of reporting on the
structure, practices and performance of the significant energy industries includ-
ing an assessment of the impact of government regulation on energy exploration,
production and utilization.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION COMPLAINT

The American Medical Association has been charged by the FTC with imposing
restraints on advertising which restrict the flow of information to consumers.

OPPOSITION TO PROPOSED MERGER IN THE ENERGY INDUSTRY

The Commission's prompt action in inquiring into a proposed merger between
the Standard Oil Company of Indiana and Occidental Petroleum has been given
credit as a major influence in the decision of those corporations to abandon the
plan. The Commission, by acting quickly and investing a minimal amount of

resources, may have accomplished something having a significant impact on both
competition and consumers, which could have taken untold years and resources
to accomplish through litigation.

BREAD AND TETRACYCLINE CASES

It has been documented in at least two of the Commission's litigated cases
resulting in final orders that substantial savings to consumers have come about.

In 1967, a Commission cease and desist order became final in the matter of

Bakers of Washmfjton. Inc., ef al.. Docket No. 8309. This order ended a conspir.icy
which artificially raised bread prices in Washington and surrounding states. The
order brought about greatly reduced bread prices which have resulted in an
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estimated saving of $3.5 million per year to consumers in all income brackets.

In the matter of American Cyanamide Co. et al., Docket No. 7211, the Commis-
sion issued an order which required the non-discriminatory, nonexclusive licens-

ing of patents for the manufacture of tetracycline, an antibiotic drug, and the
independent determination of prices charged for the drug by pharmaceutical
companies. Since the order became effective, the price paid for tetracycline has
continually declined with enormous savings to consumers.

XEKOX CONSENT ORDER

The Commission has entered a cease and desist order against Xerox Coriwra-
tion in Docket No. 8909. This oi'der lessens patent restraints and thus should
increase competition in the office copier industry and should ultimately benefit

the consumer.
PROCTER AND GAMBLE DI\'ESnTURE ORDER

In 1967, the Supreme Court upheld an order by which the FTC required
Procter and Gamble, Inc. to divest itself of the Clorox Chemical Co. The case
involved a product-extension merger, and the Court upheld the Commission's
finding that the acquisition of Clorox by Procter and Gamble eliminated Procter
and Gamble as a potential competitor in the liquid bleach industry. This is an
illustrative case in which the Commission has acted to preserve competition in

the manufacture of a consumer product.

PROHIBITION OF RESTRICTIVE SHOPPING CENTER LEASES

In the matter of Tysons Corner Regional Shopping Center et al., Docket No.

8886, the Commission struck down lease agreements which prevented the en-

trance of discount stores into a major shopping plaza. By eliminating the restric-

tion, the Commission set a new precedent which should increase the purchasing
alternatives of consumers throughout the country who depend on large shopping
centers to provide them with the facilities to satisfy their purchasing needs.

DISCLOSURE OF HEALTH HAZARDS OF SMOKING

The Commission has played a significant role in securing disclosure of tJie

health hazards of smoking. In 1964, it promulgated a trade regulation rule

requiring health warnings in cigarette labeling and advertising but postponed
the rule's effectiveness until Congress could act. Congress required a health

warning on cigarette packages in 1965, and imposed a moratorium on FTC ac-

tion in the area. In 1969, when the moratorium expired, the Commission again
commenced a rulemaking proceeding which was halted when Congress strength-

ened the package warning, banned cigarette advertising from the broadcast
media, and prohibited FTC action on warnings in advertising for an additional

two years. In 1972, the Commission entered consent orders against the major do-

mestic cigarette companies requiring disclosure of the health warning in adver-

tising and. in 1975, sued six cigarette companies for civil penalties for their

alleged failure to comply with these orders. The Commission also secured vol-

untary agreements from the cigarette companies to disclose the FTC's measure-
ments of tar and nicotine levels.

FLAMMABLE PLASTICS DISCLOSURES

In Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., et al., Docket No. C-2596, the Com-
mission obtained consent agreements requiring manufacturers of cellular plas-

tics used in building construction to alert users to the fact that those materials,

advertised as "non-burning" and "self-extinguishing," burn intensively and re-

lease dense clouds of smoke when ignited. Under the agreements, the respondents
are also required to establish a $5 million research project to explore the flam-

mability problems of cellular plastics. These actions could save countless lives

and property that might otherwise have been lost as a result of the fire hazard
posed by this material.

HOLDEB-IN-DUE-COURSE TRADE REGUXATION RULE

The Commission has promulgated a trade regulation rule entitled "Preserva-

tion of Consumers' Claims and Defenses," which restricts the application of the
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centuries old holder-in-due course doctrine. Without such a rule, a consumer is

required to continue installment paj^ments to a creditor, such as a bank, which
has obtained the installment contract, even if the consumer has a valid defense
against the original seller of the goods. The buyer's only recourse under those
circumstances was to sue the original seller—an undertaking so burdensome and
expensive that most consumers even with completely vahd claims chose to forego
their rights. The rule, which becomes effective in May 1976, requires that con-
.sumer credit contracts include a provision preserving the consumers' right to

dispute the obligation to pay if the goods are defective.

TRADE REGULATION RULES FOR MAIL ORDER SALES, DOOR-TO-DOOR SALES AND ADVERTISED
SPECIALS OF RETAIL FOOD STORES

An FTC trade regulation rule titled "Mail Order Merchandise" became effec-

tive ill February lU'iii. It requires tliat mail order sellers either provide a reasdu-
able estimate of the length of time within which merchandise will be shipped, or
ship the merchandise within 30 days after receipt of a properly completed order
from the consumer. If the shipment will be delayed, consumers must be offered

the opportunity to cancel their orders or to receive a refund. This rule remedies
one of the most common sources of complaints made by consumers to the Com-
mission. In 1974, the Commission issued a trade regulation rule establishing a
"cooling-off! period for door-to-door sales." This rule provides customers of door-
to-door sellers with a three day cooling-off period in which to cancel contracts,
thus neutralizing the high pressure sales techniques frequently associated with
door-to-door selling. Under the 1971 trade regulation rule on "Retail Food Stores
Advertising and Marketing Practices," food stores are prohibited from failing to

have advertised specials available at the advertised prices. Food is, of course,
an important item in every consumer's budget, and this rule helps protect con-
sumers who patronize a store because of advertised specials, only to discover that
the advertised item is either unavailable or marked at a price higher than the
advertised price.

MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING SCHEME ORDERS

The Commission has in the past two years taken action in the burgeoning field

of multi-level marketing schemes, also referred to as pyramid distribution. In
cases such as Holiday Magic, Inc., Docket No. 8834, Gcr-Ro-Mar, Inc., Docket No.
8872. and Koscot Interplanetary, Docket No. 8888, the FTC has prohibited the
practice of luring consumers to invest substantial sums of money in marketing
programs through express or implied representations that the original investment
and large profits can be quickly earned by the recruitment of others to make
similar investments. Small investors are the usual target in multi-level market-
ing schemes, and the loss to individual consumers victimized by such schemes
frequently involves substantial amounts of money. The consumer benefit from
curtailing such schemes will be significant.

CONSUMER REDRESS

The Commission has obtained redress, in money or in kind, for consumers in-

jured by unfair or deceptive practices. Consumer redress consent orders have
been obtained against private sellers of vocational training whose graduates were
unable to find jobs. The Commission ordered tuition refunds to those graduates.
{Lear Siegler, Inc., Docket No. 8953, Fuqua Industries, Inc., Docket No. C-2626.

)

Other restitution cases have involved retail merchants who had cancelled cus-

tomers' credit balances, and sellers of undeveloped land. Additional cases are
pending which may provide a basis for seeking court ordei-ed redress pursuant
to the Magnuson-Moss Warranty—Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act
of 1974.

CORRECTIVE ADVERTISING

In the matter of Warner-Lambert Co., Docket No. 8891, the Commis.sion issued

a corrective advertising order. Corrective advertising is an innovative remedy
that the Commission has developed for deceptive advertising, and it has also

been used in consent orders. E.g., ITT Continen,tal Baking Co.. Docket No. C-
2015 ; Pay Less Drug Stores NortMoest, Inc., Docket No. C-2406 ; Boisje Tire Co.,

Docket No. C-2425. Recently the Commission approved a variant on the correc-

tive advertising remedy, when it accepted a consent agreement from Firestone
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Tire & Rubber Co. under which Firestone agreed to spend $750,000 to sponsor
tire safety advertising. Suela remedies are intended to remove the effects of the
prior deceptive advertising and, by defining the advertisers' obligation and rais-

ing the stakes of unfair or deceptive advertising, should compel advertisers to

police their own practices and make more restrained and responsible claims.

ADVERTISING SUBSTANTIATION

After the illegality of unsubstantiated advertising claims was established in

1972 in Pfizer, Inc., Docket No. 8819, and Firestone Tire rf Btihber Co., Docket
Xo. 8818, the Commission developed the advertising substantiation program to

insure that advertisers possess a reasonable basis for their representations and
rely on that reasonable basis when representations are made. Since 1972, the
Commission has regularly required various consumer goods industries to supply
adequate substantiation for their advertising representation. For example, sub-

stantiation has been required for air conditioners, hearing aids, tires, soaps and
detergents, and cough and cold remedie.s. The substantiation program aids con-

sumers by deterring companies from making unsubstantiated claims and by
alerting the Commission to situations in whicli enforcement action may be
appropriate.

PILOT PROJECT FOB CIVIL PENALTIES ENFORCEMENT

The Commission has initiated a pilot program to implement its authority to

seek civil penalties from anyone who engages in conduct the Commission has

found to be unlawful in prior cease and desist proceedings. This authority was
mandated by Section 205 of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty—FTC Improvement
Act, which became law on January 4, 1975. The pilot program focuses on some
of the most common and well established unfair and deceptive practices. Under
the program, letters have been sent to .selected business firms notifying them of

the potential penalty of $10,000 per violation for engaging in acts or practices

as defined in a synopsis of relevant FTC decisions accompanying each letter. The
staff will follow up by investigating whether the recipients of the letter subse-

quently engage in such practices.

INJUNCTIONS

The Commission has exercised its new authority under the Trans-Alaska Pipe-

line Authorization Act to bring suit in a federal district court to enjoin imminent
or actual violations of the laws the Commission enforces, when an injum^tion

would be in the interest of the public. This preventive authority enables the

Commission to arrest particularly aggravated abuses in their incipiency, to avoid

the aggregation of serious public harm during the period required for the Com-
mission to complete cease and desist order proceedings and attendant appeals,

and to preserve the status quo in order to preserve effective relief. In its first

exercise of this new authority, the Commission sought and obtained an order

restraining Travel King, Inc. and other travel agencies promoting psychic sur-

gery tours to the Philippines from making certain representations and using

certain photographs and films that imply that so-called "psychic surgery" is

actual surgery in which the body is entered or tissue is removed. The Commis-
sion subsequently conducted an administrative proceeding that resulted in a final

order to cease and desist the same practices.

THE UNFAIRNESS DOCTRINE

Subsequent to the decision in FTC v. Sperry and Hutcliinson Co., 405 U.S. 233

(1972), in which the Court recognized the Commission's broad power to define

and proscribe unfair practices, the Commission has made significant u.se of the

unfairness doctrine. An important example is the proposed trade regulation rule

on creditors' remedies which defines a number of unfair credit practices. The
Commis.sion also relied on the unfairness doctrine in the matter of BencftcUd

Corp., Docket No. 8922, involving practices stemming from the advertising and
operation of an income tax service.

TRADE REGULATION RULE PROGRAM

The Commission has increasingly directed its consumer protection resources

toward the promulgation of industrywide trade regulation rules as an alternative
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to ease-by-case law enforcement. Broadly applicable rules are frequently more
effective tlian individual cases in that they eliminate the necessity to sue indi-

vidual companies one after the other, and rules can be fairer than cases by
holding all industry members to the same standard of conduct rather than sing-

ling out a few businesses for strict order requirements. The Commission's rule-

making efforts received additional impetus from the Magnuson-Moss Act, which
made companies liable both for civil i>enalties and consumer redress if they vio-

late a trade regulation rule. The Commission is presently engaged in rulemaking
proceedings on vocational schools, food advertising, the funeral industry, credit

practices, used cars, advertising of over-the-coimter drugs, franchising, hearing
aids, protein supplements, flammability hazards of plastics, mobile homes, and
health spas, as well as price disclosures for prescription drugs and eyeglasses.

INCREASED EMPHASIS ON ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT

During the last several years, the Federal Trade Commission has increasingly

emphasized the role of competition in the free market. This increased emphasis
reflects the Commission's belief that restraints upon competition deprive the

public of access to goods and services of optimum quality at minimum prices and
that the free market system is the best guarantor of consumer benefit. This in-

creased commitment of resources to maintaining comijetition has been accom-
plished without any diminution in the resources committed by the Commission
to its direct consumer protection activities.

EXAMINATION OF ANTICOMPETITIVE GOVERNMENTAL RESTRAINTS

The Commission has begun to examine potentially anticompetitive government
regulations and has participated in a number of proceedings by commenting on
the impact of proposed regulatory action. In 1975, the Commission opposed before

the FCC a proposed joint venture in the communications satellite field by IBM
and COMSAT, on the ground that the joint venture could have a substantial
anticompetitive effect. The Commission has also intervened in an ICC proceed-
ing investigating the use of freight cars for shipping grain. In 1975, the Com-
mission filed comments with the CAB in two different matters. The Commis.<ion
urged the Board to consider permitting non-certificated carriers to enter the mar-
ket and applauded the CAB's decision to test the effects of deregulation but
cautioned against limiting the experiment geographically. The Commission also

urged the Board to adopt the no-frills fare as a means by which the airlines

can satisfy the different wants of consumer groups without obliging any group
to subsidize the other.

IMPROVEMENTS IN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND PROCEDURES

The Commission has taken steps to introduce cost/benefit analysis into its

resource decisions and has embarked on a management improvement program
designed to complement and support a program budget. The Commission has also

embarked on a program to develop criteria that can be used to measure the
public interest involved in each Commission enforcement proceeding. While the
"public interest" cannot always be quantified numerically, it is possible to formu-
late a series of questions that will elicit the type of information relevant to

making a policy, rather than a legal, decision. The first policy protocols, adopted
by the Commission on December 19, 1975, should foiun the basis for staff enforce-
ment recommendations in the area of false or unfair advertising. If used
jiroperly, policy protocols should be the basis for day-to-day application of
cost/benefit analy.sis at the staff level. In all these ways, the Commission is de-
veloping a coordinated system of policy planning designed to produce the maxi-
mum benefits to consumers and competition from its available resources. In ad-
dition to strengthening its cost/benefit analysis, the Commission has made pro-
cpdural chanees designed to increase accountability and to reduce delay in

Commission law enforcement processes. For example, it has eliminated a cumber-
some delay-inviting procedure that had provided for an automatic 30-day negotia-
tion period, often extended, prior to issuance of a final complaint.
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Appendix C

Allocatiox of Agexcy Money and People, by Function

[Dollar amounts in thousands and fiscal years]

Function

Allocation of agency money

1975

actual

1976
esti-

mate'

1977

esti-

mate '

'

Allocation of agency people
man-years

1975
actual

1976

esti-

mate'

1977

esti-

mate

Maintaining competition (foster and preserve com-
petition and the free enterprise system) $12,296 $17,672 $23,309 503 593 663

Consumer protection (elimination of unfair or decep-
tive practices, particularly those which inhibit or

restrict the free exercise of informed choice) 16,980 19,061 18,635 729 705 672

Economic activities 3,003 4,074 4,197 145 151 145
Executive direction and policy planning 2,086 2,611 2,856 91 88 91

Administration and management 3,290 3,673 3,786 143 141 137

Total comrr.ission 37,655 47,092 52,833 1,611 1,678 1,708

' Fiscal year 1977 President's budget; includes cast of October 1975 pay raise, fiscal year 1976 supplemental request
pending.

» Tentative allocation.
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Appendix E

PROGRESS OF FEDERAL TRADE COiVIEVllSSION

RULES AND GUIDES: 1970 - 1976
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The chair would also ask unanimous consent that in the course
of examination by staff, that documents referred to be included in
the record at the point of reference.

Is there objection? Hearing none, such will be the order.
Mr. Rosenberg, you are recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. INIooRE, Mr. Chairman, I would like to note my usual objection

that I made last time.

Mr. Moss. The Chair will note the objection of Mr. IMoore to the
ruling of the Chair and have it noted in the record and proceed on
the basis of the prior stated policy.

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Mr. Rosenberg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Chairman Collier, the
use of cost benefit analysis has been an important issue in regulatory
reform. Could you briefly describe the factors used in that analysis
by the Federal Trade Commission?
Mr. Collier. I can describe them as I understand them and offer

my colleagues to elaborate or expand upon my understanding.
My understanding is that cost benefit analysis, is used by the

Commission in making decisions in individual matters and in overall
resource planning.
In recent months the Commission has had an effort imderway to

develop policy protocols in connection with the proposed matters
that the staff is beginning to undertake. These protocols, as I reviewed
a couple of them, call for the staff to ask and develop answers to
questions that bear on the issue of potential cost in Commission
resources and potential benefit to consumers.

I think, on first review of this matter, that this is an excellent way
of communicating down through the organization the concerns that
are likely to be raised by the Commissioners at various stages of the
process.

Another area where I know that the cost benefit approach is em-
ployed is in the periodic reviews by the Commission of its overall
resource allocation judgments. I believe that occurs about twice a year
in a formal context. During that process the Commission receives the
views of staff members on the most beneficial of available under-
takings for the purpose of allocating our limited resources.

In my opinion, those are the two areas where the cost benefit ap-
proach is loeing implemented, but perhaps I am not aware of others.

Perhaps former acting Chairman Dixon would care to ela])orate.

Mr. Dtxon. ]Mr. Chairman, we hear much about cost benefit anal-
ysis. Experience at the Commission would indicate that we spend a
great deal of time talking about it, but have not made a groat deal
of progress toward developing some uniform guidelines that would
apply.

I have a great deal of doubt in my mind as to whether the cost
and delay involved in this sort of analysis is always worthwhile,
given that it is so imprecise.

For instance, if one would ask you, if you were sitting on the Com-
mission, as to whether or not evidence had been developed that would
indicate there was a strong indication that a group of parties liad

engaged in pricefixing but you said, "We can't bring that case unless

72-S20—76 37
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Tre liave cost benefits analyses hei-e to indicate what benefit would
flow from it.-' That is rather difficult.

It is like asking someone what benefits come to the economy from
insisting upon competition. This issue has been most troublesome to

the various members who have sat on the Commission with respect

to enforcement of the so-called Eobinson-Patman Act; that is, section

2 of the Clayton Act as amended.
Xow. if a member or members of the staff come up and say they

don't think the Commission should proceed on a complaint until it

can be proven that consumers will benefit, well, we can do that if

we want to but. wliile we are waiting, a small businessman may
disappear.

All I know is that Congress has clearly indicated, through all my
research and experience at the Commission, that Congress took these

calculations into consideration when it passed the statute. You made
a cost analysis for me when you passed the law.

I agree there must be a choice made among the various types of com-

plaints that fall in a particular category, but must we seek some kind

of a formula ? I think we are kind of looking for a pie in the sky.

I would also say this : As I understand it. we have gradually come
to the understanding that we ask the staff for their best opinions and
evidence that they may have in hand when they submit the matter

up to the Commission in the first instance, recommending some kind
of an action. We ask for their opinion, and we value our staff's opinion

ver\' highly.
A5IERICAX GAS ASSOCIATIOX I^'^'ESTIGATION"

Mr. RosEXBERG. I would now like, Chairman Collier, to go to the

question of the American Gas Association reserves investigation. I

would first like to introduce in the record a chronology of the investi-

gation as prepared by the Federal Trade Commission.
;Mr. Moss. Under the previous unanimous consent, the item will be

included in the record.

[Tlie document referred to follows :]

Chboxology of AGA Ix'V'estigatiox

i. ijfitiatio:v of investigation

By letter dated September 1, 1970, to Commissioner Maclntyre, Senator Hart,
reciting the existence of allesrations that natural gas producers were collectively

withholding information on new discoveries of natural gas for the piiri>ose of ob-

taining higher rates from the Federal Power Commission, recommended that
the Commission conduct an investigation to determine whether there was a with-
holding of gas reserves and to determine whether such withholding and delay
were attributable to a combination or other conduct violative of Section 5 of

the Federal Trade Commission Act.

By minute dated October 20. 1970. the Commission directed the stafE to com-
mence an investigation into this area. On November 4, 1970, a memorandum
initiating an investigation (Mil) was filed.

II. ISSUANCE OF SUBPOENAS AND ENFOBCEIIENT

On March 16, 1971 compulsory process was requested by Bureau attorneys,

aftt-r oijtainiug the ;iiiproval of the Assistant and Bureau Director. On April 8,

1971. the Bureau of Competition was directed by the Commission to advise the
Commission as to whether the information to be developed pursuant to the use
of compulsory process was necessary to the public interest and whether the in-
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dividuals who might be subpoenaed were likely to refuse to testify or provide
requested information on the basis of their privilege against self-mcrimination.
The Office of General Counsel was also asked to prepare a memorandum con-
cerning whether authorization should be granted. The Commission was con-
cerned with whether the issuance of subpoenas would inadvertently result in
the granting of immunity under Section 6004 of the Organized Crime Control
Act. On April 20. 1971. Bureau attorneys submitted a memorandum to the Com-
mission ad\-ising the Commission that the information to be developed by the use
of compulsory process was necessary to the public interest and on April 2tj, 1971,
the General Counsel's Office submitted a memorandum indicating approval of
the resolutions authorizing the use of compulsory process. On May 4, 1971, the
Commission minute reflects that the resolutions submitted by the Bureau .if

Comi)etition on March 16, 1971, were approved. This approval was however,
subject to the Chairman's Report to the Commission on the Chairman of the
Federal Power Commisson's thoughts as to the use of compulsory process. Oa
May 11. 1971, a Commission minute indicates that the Chairman of the Federal
Power Commission expressed no objection to tiie Federal Trade Commission's
proceeding by way of compulsory process. On June 3, 1971, the Commission ap-
proved an amended resolution.

After a series of deposition, a complex subpoena was drafted which issued
on November 24, 1&71, to 11 major oil companies. All of the companies indicated
their desire to file motions to quash the subpoena. A two-week extension of time
was granted by Bureau of Comi)etition sraff and most of the motions to quash
the subpoena were filed in the first week of .January. Various other motions were
filed by the companies for items such as discovery of staff memorandum, etc.,

with the last motion filed February 11. 1972.

On February 17, 1972. the Bureau attorneys submitted to the General Counsel
a memorandum, recommending denial of the motions to quash. On June 12 1972,
the General Counsel submitted a memorandum recommending that the Com-
mission deny the various motions to quash. On June 27, 1972, the Commission
denied all the motions to quash.
On July 28, 1972, and July 31, 1972, three companies filed identical motions

for reconsideration of the denial of their motions to quash. Letters of denial
were sent on August 25. 1972. to all three companies. In addition, several com-
panies filed motions for stay pending the Commission's rulings on these motions
for reconsideration. These petitions for stay were rendered moot by the Com-
mission's denial of the reconsideration. The Secretary advised the two companies
of this fact on September 22. 1972.

Negotiations took place with most of rhe resisting companies after the dtni.il

of the last petition to reconsider. During this time period Gulf and Union agreed
to comply with the subpoena. By mid-October 1972, stipulations or letters from
six of the companies indicated that if a return hearing were held, they would not
produce any dociunents. Accordingly, on October 26. 1972. the Bureau attorneys
submitted a memorandum to the Commission via the General Counsel request-
ing authorization for the General Counsel to seek court enforcement from the
Justice Department. On November fi. 1972. the General Counsers Offioe sent this
memo to the Commission with their recommendation that they be authorized
to seek enforcement of the subpoena against these six companies. By minute
of November IZ, 1972, the Office of the General Coimsel was authorized to pre-
pare and transmit the necessary pai)ers to the Department of .Justice for en-
forcement of the subpoenas. After additional negotiations were held with Bu-
reau of Competitiott attorneys it was decided that three other companies would
need subpoena enforcement. Accordingl.v. on December 27. 1972. a memorandum
was submitted. By minute of January 18. 1973. the Commission authorized the
Office of the General Counsel to prepare and transmit the necessary papers for
enforcement of the subpoenas issued to these three companies.
The General Counsel's Office transmitted the papers to the Justice Department

on March 22, 19^73. After a series of meetings with respondent's attorneys, the
Justice Department, through an Assistant U.S. Attorney filed the subpoena en-
forcement papers on Jtme 4. 1973. in District Court. A Preliminary Oral Argu-
ment was scheduled for July 31. 1973.

The next hearing was scheduled for December 13. 1973. During this time pe-
riod Continental and Pennzoil agreed to comply with the subpoena in negotia-
tions directly with Bureau attorneys. At the December 13, 1973. hearing the
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Judge eliminated one portion of the snbpoena ana ordered
'"f

»»
"»Itc ffled

Silt a modified version of the
-''PJ-J^^.Jfrfilld'tiei? modified ^erSlTtf

OnTrch 22 iS^^JudS Hart fifed an ordL wfilch virtually adopted respon-

^^SLrSfal'SSu-Je^s^SCSrira NoHce of Appeal on Ma. 10 1074^ On

gr\ttr fs"' SS- f^lre* wLTal^aS'n=t.''S 'S„Kl^"t.e' C^S^S
2^pr'a^;^"d]n part and r .ed in P^^^^^^

l^ymnSon' "iLStion'for rehearing and suggestion for reheanng en l>a.u> on

nrS V?9?5^'S:m iM^Lo?. IStinfDirector, Bnrean of Competi-

tion ^S Theodore Lytle, Attorney, Bureau of Competition were subpoenaed to

tP^tifv before the House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the

rnnSit^ee on Interstate and Foreign Oommerce. They testified on June 9, 19.o.

iosTh MulCllndS^S JoL Salop were also subpoenaed to testify and did so on

TimTSe 1975 Their testimony and portions of the Bureaus of Competition and

Economics memorandum concerning the AGA investigation were published by

'""on Marso'mS, the Bureau of Competition recommended to the Commis^on

that a conTplaint be issued against the AGA and the members of the South

Louisfana Subcommittee The Bureau of Economics filed memorandum m oppo-

Stronrtms''r'e"ommendation. On July 29, If^^^^he fmmis

to continue the investigation and to continue to puisue the couit eniorcement

'ni'oopp(iiri'-''S^ *
in. INVESTIGATIONAL HEARINGS

Since the initiation of the AGA investigation, numerous investigational hear-

ings have been held by Bureau attorneys. The following is a chronologic list of

^^tuo-usfriln- Pennzoil-United States, AGA Subcommittee Chairman.

Septembe'r 22 1971 : Shell Oil Co., AGA Subcommittee member.
, .^ . «.

Mlrch '>0-''l 'l973: Gulf Oil Company, Subpoena return hearing and AGA S.

HTli'^SlS'^l^^onoT^^^^ subpoena return hearing and AGA S.

"^tS^^^'m :'tS^SS Gas PipeUne Co., Reserve Department person-

"""september 12. 1974: Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Co., Reserve Contract

""
OcYo'efs T9^Tpennzoil-United, Subpoena return hearing and AGA S. Louis-

"oct'bL'Tl:1m^'^xa'co, inc., AGA S. Louisiana Subcommittee representa-

^^"october 14 1974 • Exxon, AGA S. Louisiana Subcommittee representative.

October 17 1974 : Continental Oil Co., Subpoena return hearing

sSbpoena ad testificandum were also issued to the AGA South Louisiana Sub-

comSe representatives for Chevron and Standard Oil Co. of Indiana. Motions

to Quash these subpoenas were filed with the Commission on September 13, 1974

and November 12, 1974.

Mr. EosENBEKG. This investip:ation has taken over 5 years. To what

do you attribute this long period of time?
. •, . i ^ i

Mr Collier. I know of one factor that has contributed to some de-

lay in that matter. The source of current delay is a subpena enforce-

ment action that is now pending in court, and that is holding up pro-

duction of certain documents which, as I understand it, the stall be-

lieves are important.
.

.

I am not more familiar with the details of it. With me here tins

morning is Owen Johnson, the Director of the Bureau of Competition.
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He is responsible for the day-to-day supervision of that matter and I
am sure would be happy to elaborate on specific questions or make
additional comments with regard to the progress of that matter.

Mr. EosENBERG. Mr. Johnson, would you say resistance to the com-
pulsory progress has been an important factor in that delay?
Mr. JoHNSOX. I think it has been the major factor.

Mr. EosENBERG. Witliout this resistance, the matter would have pro-
ceeded much more quicldy ?

Mr. Johnson. Definiteiy.

Mr. Rosenberg. Do you believe that the documents requested in
those cases are absolutely necessary to the Commission's decision upon
issuance of the complaint ?

Mr. eloiiNSON. As 3^ou know, we have now waived the so-called All-
State doctrine so that in theory, the complaint could be issued on less

than a totally complete investigation. However, it would certainly help
the progress of the investigation if we had the documents.
Mr. Rosenberg. You do believe a decision on complaint could be

made without those particular documents?
Mr. Johnson. Well, I have to answer that in the affirmative in that,

as you know, Mr. Rosenberg, a complaint recommendation has been
made in the past. So the Bureau of Competition believed that some
form of complaint could issue, on the basis of the facts now dis-

covered; but certainly more information would be helpful.
Mr. Rosenberg. On July 3, 1975, while a proposed complaint in this

case was pending before the Commission, Chairman Engman met with
Frederick Rowe, attorney for the AGA. I would like to submit for the
record a memorandum to the file from Margery Smith, assistant to
Chairman Engman, which describes this meeting.
Mr. Moss. Under the previous unanimous consent, the memo will be

placed in the record at this point.
[The document referred to follows :]

Federal Trade Commission,
Washington, D.C., July 9, 1975.

Memorandum to the file.

From : aiargery Smith, Assistant to the Chairman.
Re : Meeting with Fred Kowe, Counsel for American Gas Association, Thursday,

July 3 1970, 1 :50 p.m.

Present at the meeting were : Chairman Engman, Margery Smith of the Chair-
man's staff, Michael Glassman of the Bureau of Economics, Robert Liedquist,
Acting Director of the Bureau of Competition, Thomas Tucker, Assistant Gen-
eral Counsel, Fred Rowe and Edward Warren of Kirkland, Ellis, and Rowe, on
behalf of the American Gas Association.
Mr. Rowe, on behalf of the American Gas Association, expressed the con-

viction that issuance of a complaint against AGA for underreporting gas re-

serves would be detrimental to the public interest. Mr. Rowe claimed that any
shortage in natural gas was due to over-regulation by the Federal Power Com-
mission which, by keeping gas prices lower than free market rates, had created
a public demand for gas in excess of available supply. Mr. Rowe said it was a
tragic paradox that the Federal Trade Commission, which had taken such a
significant role in opiwsing over-regulation, should become the instrument of
thwarting the deregulation of natural gas.

Mr. Rowe explained his understanding that the Bureau of Competition had
backed off from alleging conspiracy charges against the AGA and was now
interested in issuing a complaint based on alleged AGA underreporting of re-
serves to the Federal Power Commission. Such a complaint, Mr. Rowe argued,
would be used to perpetuate the position of the Federal Power Commission in
maintaining wellhead prices. If there were no Federal Power Commission set-
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ting wellhead prices for natural gas, then there would be no need for AGA to

report its gas reserves.

Mr. Rowe explained that he had received all his knowledge about the Bureau
of Competition and Bureau of Economics recommendations from the memos re-

leased by Congressman Moss. He believed that Congressman Moss had released

all the FTO memos. Rowe said he had never had any discussion with Jim Hal-
verson, former Director of the Bureau of Competition, regarding any staff

proposals.
Mr. Rowe said that the issuance of a complaint against AGA would result in

years of costly and wasteful litigation with no assurance that the staff's objec-
tive would be reached. Mr. Rowe raised the possibility of non-formal, non-litiga-

tion action which might achieve many of the objectives of the staff. A formal
complaint proceeding, Mr. Rowe argued, would publicly pit the Bureau of Com-
petition against the Bureau of Economics which would not be in the best interest

of the public or the Federal Trade Commission. Mr. Rowe said the Federal
Trade Commission should not go into such a proceeding without exploring other
possibilities for achieving its objectives.

According to Mr. Rowe, the AGA was interested in the possibility of revising
its reporting system to achieve the objectives of reporting being sought by the
Commission's staff. Chairman Engman asked whether the AGA had previously
explored such possibilities with the Commission's staff. Mr. Rowe said these
issues had not been raised before since the AGA did not know what position
the Commission's staff was going to take until it read a report in Piatt's. Mr.
Rowe had then met with Kenneth Anderson of the Commission's staff, but this
was after Bureau Director Halverson had made his final recommendation.

Mr. Glassman asked whether the AGA intended to enter into consent negotia-
tions. Mr. Rowe replied that the AGA was not proposing consent negotiations
but rather a discussion of modifications that could be made in the gas reporting
system which would meet with the agreement of both the AGA and the Com-
mission's staff.

Mr. Liedquist asked whether AGA intended to sign an order. Mr. Rowe replied
that he was not authorized to enter into an order with the Federal Trade Com-
mission. Mr. Glassman asked whether AGA would enter into a binding agree-
ment with the Commission. Mr. Rowe replied that he was reluctant to discuss
the substance of any agreement at this time. He wished to limit discussion to
the form or procedure that any future discussions should take.

Chairman Engman asked what time frame Mr. Rowe had in mind for such
discussions. Mr. Rowe replied that it was diflScult at this time to estimate how
long discussions would take, but he believed 60 to 90 days M^as a reasonable and
realistic estimate. He pointed out that litigation would take years and that
periodic progress reports could be made to the Commission during the discus-
sion process to prevent footdragging.

:Mr. Liedquist said that, as Mr. Rowe already knew, the Bureau of Compe-
tition had forwarded its recommendations to the Commission. However, he was
glad to talk to Mr. Rowe while the Commission was considering the Bureau's
recommendations and to keep the Commission informed of any progress. Mr.
Rowe replied that it sounded as if there would be a sword hanging over the head
of the AGA. Mr. Liedquist said that he was not in a position to ask the Com-
mission to return the Bureau's recommendation without having a better idea of
what the AGA proposes. Under Section 2.14 of the FTC Act, he could inform
the Commission that the staff had entered into negotiations with the possibility
of an order and then request Commission approval to withdraw the complaint
recommendation. Mr. Rowe replied that he was not talking about a Section 2.14
situation but rather about discussion between the staff and the AGA which might
result in a modification of the AGA reporting system which was agreeable to
the staff. At that point, the staff would be in a position to seek return of its
complaint recommendation.

:Mr. Liedquist said that the Commission had not been interested traditionally
in voluntary compliance. Mr. Rowe said that litigation in this case would be
lengthy, and the Commission's previous position on voluntary compliance plans
should not stand in the way of reaching a mutual solution ; that substance
should triumph over form.

Mr. Liedquist offered to talk with the AGA until the Commission acts on the
Bureau's recommendation. Mr. Rowe said that as long as a possible complaint
sits at the Commission level, it is like "a gun at the head," and he asked if the
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Commission could send back tlie complaint to the staff during the pendency
of the discussions. Mr. Liedquist said there would have to be some signs of
progress before the staff would ask to have its recommendations returned.
Mr. Rowe said it was a unique problem, and he did not know all the techniques
for working out a solution but the result is what is important.
Chairman Engman pointed out that while the materials were at the Com-

mission level, the matter had not yet been placed on rhe Commission agenda.
While the individual Commissioners were reviewing the staff' materials, it might
be helpful for the staff and the AGA to discuss the issues being raised. Chair-
man Engman expected that the staff' would keep the Commission advised as to
the likely result of any such discussion, but the AGA must first provide the
staff" with a feeling as to the possible outcome of the discussions before any
determination could be made as to whether the staff's recommendation for
complaint should remain at the Commission level.

Mr. Liedquist said the staff' must be able to judge whether negotiations will

be fruitful. Mr. Rowe said, in other words, the staff must know enough to be
able to decide whether to ask for the return of its recommendation. He would
have to talk to his client about this.

Chairman Engman said that he had not formulated any judgments as to the
merits of the staff" recommendations. He expected the Commission might raise

questions with the staff as to whether negotiations will be meaningful, but he
was not in a position to make any statement at this time. He had not discussed
the matter with the other Commissioners, but, for himself, he had no objection
to preliminary discussions between the staff and the AGA while the Commission
was considering the staff's recommendations.

Mr. Tucker asked whether the AGA petition for a meeting with the Commis-
sion was still pending. Mr. Rowe replied that it was but that he thought such
a request might be premature in view of the possibility of discus.sions between
the staff and the AGA.
Chairman Engman said that the AGA petition for a meeting would be con-

sidered by the Commission in due course. Mr. Rowe said he would be happ.v

to discus.s any issues with the Commission collectively or individually. The
Chairman replied that the Commission was generally inclined to grant requests

for meetings under the procedures established for meetings with otitside groups.

The AGA would be able to work out details with the Commission in the event

the Commission granted its request for a meeting, or the AGA could withdraw
its request if it no longer desired a meeting.

Mr." Tucker said that it is the Commission policy to hold open meetings with
outside groups although details of any such meeting could be worked out with

the Commission's Secretary. Mr. Rowe said he would be cognizant of the Com-
mission's position with regard to meetings.

The meeting ended at 2 :45 p.m.

Mr. Rosenberg. Is this kind of meeting normally held prior to de-

cisions on proposed compi aints ?

Mr. Collier. Is it an ordinary procedure ?

Mr. Rosenberg. Yes.

Mr. Collier. I don't know. It could be the Commissioners probably

take their own counsel on those matters and may approach requests in

different ways. I have not had the occasion personally to confront the

situation, but perhaps each of the members of the Commission could

elaborate on the question whether this is an ordinary process or an
extraordinary one.

Mr. Dixon. It has been my policy, since 1961 when I returned to

the Commission as a Commissioner, to have an open door policy. I
find the best thino; a Commissioner can bring to the table for a de-

cision is as much information as he can get.

If a Commissioner gets all of his information filtered through the
staff, it could be good information, but it could be so-called bias by
people. So, I have always welcomed anyone coming into my office on
any matter up until the time a matter enters adjudication. After that,

anv communications must be made on the record.
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The practice Mr. Kosenberg has described is not unusual. It has

been my experience that most Commissioners are receptive to listening

to the public, including members of the public who are being investi-

gated by the Commission.
Mr. EosENBERG. Mr. Dixon, has this been the case where a pro-

posed complaint is pending before the Commission at that particu-

lar point?
Mr. Dixon. Yes, when staff has recommended a complaint but the

Commission has not yet voted on it. I sometimes find proposed re-

spondents more knowledgeable about such matters than I am in-

dividually. How they find things out, I don't laiow, but I find they

sometimes follow well what is going on inside the Commission.
Mr. Ottinger. Aren't all communications concerning a pending case

put on the record ?

Mr. Dixon. No, sir, not until we vote a formal complaint. If it was,

we might as well sit out on Pennsylvania Avenue and talk to opposing
counsel because the only one that would be benefited would be oppos-
ing counsel.

Mr. Santini. Would the gentleman yield further?

Mr. Ottinger. I would like to express my opinion. That subjects

you to a great deal of legitimate criticism, it seems to me, and that

seems to be causing real problems.
Mr. Dixon. Mr. Congressman, we get criticized from both sides.

I think you are correct that it is a pretty hot seat we sit in. You
understand theoretically we wear three hats. First, we are responsible

for investigation through the staff and, second, we get whatever the

staff develops and sit as a body measuring and weighing the evidence

to decide whether we have reason to believe that a complaint should
be issued. Later we sit as judges adjudicating the complaint.
Mr. Ottinger. It seems to me that any communication with you, I

don't mind your having the communication, but the people that sit

with you ought to know that what they are saying to you will be part

of the record, otherwise you open ^^ourself to the genuine criticism

that there may be some improper influence.

Mr. Dixon. Sometimes only one of us may be called upon by the

prospective respondent. That commissioner may discuss his encounter
at the table when we discuss the case, and the others are made aware
of whatever was developed at such a conference or confrontation.

Mr. Ottinger. That makes me very uncomfortable.
Mr. Dixon. Would you be uncomfortable if grand jury delibera-

tions were made public ?

Mr. Santini. I think an important point of distinction should be
noted. As I understand it, there was a complaint pending. You are

now submitting—-and I think accurately—a recommendation.
Mr. Dixon. We have a recommendation from the staff. That is not

a complaint pending. It is only a recommendation from the staff that

a complaint be issued.

Mr. Santini. There is, in this instance, a 5-year ongoing investiga-

tion with recommendation for complaint. You sit as the investigator,

the arbitrator of the fact, and ultimately as the determiner of the

law. You tell me you sit in isolation with one of the parties to the

proceeding and make an objective determination on the merit or
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demerit of the hearing with no record and no opportunity for the

other side to hear what representations are being made, what is being

said and what is influencing your judgment.

Mr. Dixon. I might say to you the usual practice is to invite up the

staff to that conference, invite the pertinent member of the staff into

that conference.

Mr. Santini. I think the consumer or at least the general public

has some position of interest in there. Who is in this private little

get-together on behalf of the general public ?

Mr. Nye. Let me address that briefly, Mr. Congressman. In the in-

stance on the table right now, I was not approached by Mr. Rowe
or the American Gas Association or anyone else involved in this. They
didn't see fit or reason to visit me, but I was approached on a number
of occasions by Mr. Johnson's predecessor and, if I may use that

term, lobbied very heavily on the staff viewpoint.

If you want that on the public record as well, I think the respondent

in this case, or any case, would have a right to say what is sauce for

the goose is sauce for the gander. If you want to do that, fine, but, if

you do, let me tell you you wdll severely hamper the law enforcement

function of this Commission.
Mr. Santini. Whatever merit or demerit lies in the procedures, it

seems to me, you have serious deficiencies.

Mr. Moss. The time of counsel has expired. The Chair recognizes

the gentleman from Texas.

LINE OF BUSINESS PROGRAM

Mr. Collins. It seems we are perhaps trying to overregulate. As
Thomas Jefferson said: "The best governed is the least governed."

As I read the report on all the functions you are trying to perform,

apparently you have the responsibility to regulate industry every way
they can be regulated. On page 8, you say

:

Accordingly, the Commission has nrsed a comprehensive re-examination of

economic regulation to determine whether intervention in some markets is, on
balance, more harmful than helpful to the public.

I think there is a lot of sense in that. I think a lot of times you
interfere with business to the point I wonder if they can operate. I

will give you an example. Under this line of business of reporting

you all have, you have drawn up a form that is to apply to every

business everywhere, and you discuss costs, sales and profits, some
things that I don't see necessarily concern you.

In other words, the way we spend money in Congress, the more
profits they make, the more taxes we get, and we need to get some
taxes around here.

Mr. Collier. That matter is presently tied up in litigation and as a

result we don't have the completed forms and, therefore, it is hard to

assess its accomplishments. We have at the Commission full expecta-

tion that it will accomplish a good deal.

Mr. Collins. How long have you had it now ?

Mr. Collier. The first form was sent out 2 years ago. The authority

of the Commission to go forward with this form—the form had been

held up for several years—was conferred by Congress during its con-
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sideration of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Act, which I believe was in
December of 1973.

The first form for, I believe, the companies' 1973 information, was
issued in 1974, and the lawsuit was brought at the tailend of 1974, or
1975.

Some companies voluntarily provided the information, but other
companies resisted.

Mr. Collins. Do you have anything out of it so far ?

Mr. Collier. No ;
only because the companies have not provided the

information. AVliat this program is designed to do is produce informa-
tion about the performance of companies. The profit information
which the Government currently obtains under the quarterly finan-
cial reports program is used in connection with computing the gross
national product.

Profit information is used in the private sector to conduct analyses
and is used also by the Government, including the Federal Trade
Commission, in enforcement areas. Line of business information is

essential so that we may understand how these industries are
functioning.

I should indicate the line of the business form is directed not at

all of American industry but only at large companies whose opera-
tions are spread across numbers of industries so that information
about the particular product areas would be available from this form.
At the present time, we have that information provided by the

aggregate for individual companies.

OIL AKD GAS INVESTIGATIONS

jMr. Collins. '\^niat of the areas you are investigating now, the oil

and gas industry? This industry was about 23 percent imports until

we imposed price controls. It is the only industrj^ in America with

price controls. Last week or week before last, for the first time, we
had more imports than exports. We have confused that market
completely.

What type of government regulations or government interventions

have helped alleviate our gas and oil shortage?

INIr. Collier. I don't feel I am personally able to answer that

question.

Mr. Collins. Competition is trying to get involved in it.

Mr. Collier. Perhaps the Director of our Bureau of Economics,

Mr. Frederick Scherer, can respond.

Mr. Scherer. As I understand the question, it was what kind of

government intervention or regulations ?

Mr. Collins. T\niat type of government intervention or regulations

have helped alleviate the shortage we have because now we are more

and more dependent on imports because we have had regulations that

have made us more dependent. What has government done to make
us more self-sufficient?

Mr. Scherer. It is my personal view that intervention has increased

our dependence on imports. I can really think of only one way in

which government intervention has lessened our dependence on im-

ports, and that is there has been some pressure by the Federal Energy
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Administration and hj the Federal Power Commission for natural
gas producers to deliver on the contracts they had entered with pipe-
line companies.

In that sense, there has been probably a positive effect; that is to
say, an import reducing effect. But, in general, I think the uncertainty
that has been caused by regulatory controls has probably on balance
increased our dependence upon imports.

Mr. CoLi.iNS. I want to emphasize that if I could. Your summary
statement was on balance government intervention has made this
country more dependent on oil imports on balance.

Mr. ScHERER. Yes, sir, that is my view. We did issue a lengthy
statement on that question before the Jackson subcommittee last

September 1975 where the joint views of the Bureau of Economics
and Bureau of Competition staff are detailed at some length.
Mr. 3,Ioss. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair would make this observation, that the line of business

reporting was debated extensively on tlie floor of the House during
the consideration in June of 1074 in the Appropriations Subcommittee
on Agriculture-Environmental and Conservation Protection, and the
House expressed in a loud and resounding majority voice that it

expected you to pursue that line of reporting.

Then, in summary, I would say to the Bureau of Economics that

I think their case is as weak as it could possibly be.

Mr. Ottinger?
Mr. Otitenger. Mr. Chairman, being last here, I think I Avill defer

to my colleagues.

Mr. Moss. Mr. Krueger?
Mr. Kriif:ger. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

USED car QTJESTIOiSriSrAIRE

AVe appreciate having representatives from the Commission here

today. "We appreciate the chairman being here.

I should like to begin my questioning by asking about the effect of

some of your information gathering forays on the small businessman.

I received last summer a questionnaire, I believe it was eight pages,

which went out to car dealers, a representative number of car dealers.

It did not go to all, and I have asked my staff if they can find the

questionnaire. Indeed, he "comes most punctually upon his hour." My
staff member is here.

This file has a copy of my letter to the FTC, but not the question-

naire. I M'ill have to rely on memory.
One of the questions in the questionnaire was "over the past year,

how many people have come to your used car lot to look at used cars

but have not purchased them, and for what reasons did they decide

not to purchase?"
Now, that seems to me an exercise in extraordinary futility, and

undoubtedly would have resulted in inaccurate information. I

wonder—v/hile I realize that on the first day on the job you can hardly

defend all the actions of your predecessors any more than Members

of the Congress can defend all the previous actions of the Congress

—

I, nonetheless, wonder whether there is anyone here familiar with
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that particular questionnaire and who might be willing to discuss it

with me?
]Mr. Collier. Mrs. Bernstein ?

Mrs. Bernstein. Yes, sir, that letter

Mr. Moss. I think the Chair will have to ask all members of the

staff who will be called upon to testify to rise and be sworn.

Please identify yourselves to the hearing clerk for the record.

Mr. SciiERER. Fred M. Scherer, Director of the Bureau of

Economics.
Mr. Johnson. Owen M. Johnson, Jr., Director of the Bureau of

Competition.
Mr. ]Moss. Of the two gentlemen who identify themselves, do you

ratify the previous statements given as though under oath?

Mr. ScHEKER. I do.

ISIr. Johnson. I do.

]Mr. McNamar. Tim McNamar, Executive Director.

Mrs. Bernstein. Jodie Bernstein, Acting Director of the Bureau of

Consumer Protection.

Mr. Grady. ]Mark F. Grady, Acting Director of the Office of Policy

Planning and Evaluation.
]Mr. Moss, You may proceed.

Mrs. Bernstein. That letter was prepared in connection with an

investigation in connection with preparation of a proposed rule on

the sale of used cars. The letter was substantially modified. By that T

mean some of the questions were either cut back or eliminated.

I cannot say today that I can recall each of the modifications, but it

was substantially modified. The purpose of it was to inform the staff

and the Commission of the direction it should take in proposing a dis-

.closure rule for the sale of used cars as mandated by the MagnusoD-
IMoss Warranty Act.

Mv. Krueoer. I appreciate the response. I recall that the estimate

from the FTC was that it would take 40 hours to complete the ques-

tionnaire, but upon reading the questionnaire, I think the most chari-

table comment would be that they had a very optimistic view of how
much time it would take to put the information together.

I have cited one question from the questionnaire. Another question

I recall would have required small car dealers to go back over and
look into all repairs performed in order to satisfy some sort of war-

ranty over the past—I forget whether it is 1 year or 2—but again

rather an impossible task.

I think it would be futile to belabor this particiilar point. I don't

wish to be unfair in my questioning, but I do think that it is cer-

tainly reasonable to supDose that questions sent out into the com-

munity would be reasonable in terms of the expectations that might

be made upon respondents, and I don't know to what extent this ques-

tionnaire—which I am happy to hear was improved upon later—is an

example of the norm in questions from the agency.

But, I do know it would be a quite impossible task to have carried

out in that form, and I wonder in general whether this particular

questionnaire can be considered to be a sort of norm for the agency

or not and whether there is someone here who could respond to that.

Mr. Collier. It might be quite helpful, in view of Mrs. Bernstein's

comments, to provide the committee with a before and after. It might
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help to compare the questionnaire as it was originally sent out and
the questionnaire that was ultimately decided upon after those people

who re^L-eive it.

We have at the Commission processes by which the very questions

that you raise are explored, particularly in the motions to quasli proc-

ess which is built into the subpena process. It allows people to come
forward and point out, by virtue of their firsthand understanding of

their books, what the costs and difficulties are of providing informa-

tion. Then the decision can be made in a very specific context.

My own experience has been that it is extremely difficult to antici-

pate how difficult it will be for some individual businessman, vfhen

you send them the same questionnaire. Their businesses may just be
different. Answering questions for one person may be a significantly

different exercise than answering by another person.

We try, through our processes and allowing people to object to enter

into the kind of exchange that produces consistently, we hope, no more
information than we need to carry out the mandates of the Congress.

Mr. Kruegek. May I ask unanimous consent for 30 additional

seconds ?

Mr. Moss. You may proceed for 30 additional seconds.

Mr. Kkueger. I would like to observe that undoubtedly that is true,

and I am glad to observe there is a screening process going on in the

Agency. I would suppose before the questions get that far, the task

of ti-ying to recall all people who entered a used car place for the past
year, and the reasons they chose not to buy a car, it seems to me it

would require many people to correct that particular information. I

do think the Agency should ask reasonable questions.

I wrote to the Agency and was told that in order to save face they
couldn't withdraw the questionnaire entirely, but must make some
modification in it.

Thank you.

Mr. Moss. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Louisiana, Mr.
Moore.
Mr. jMoore. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

PUBLIC CONTACT

I would like to compliment the chairman and all the members of
the Commission on your examination of the rejjulations on the eco-

nomic market. That is unique in my experience in Government so far

and I compliment you on it and urge you to pursue it.

One question that comes to my mind is that you are probably be-

sieged, as are Members of Congress and everybody else, with the
tremendous amounts of information on the particular finding you are
trying to reach and, consequently, you depend so much on staff, as

mentioned earlier.

I think j^OLir open-door policy is an excellent idea. But having come
from 8 years in the courtroom, I realize that at the end of the trial

the judge has received a mass of testimony and he often listens for

conclusions in the form of oral arguments by the various parties

represented.
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Do you see any validity in allowing that to come into your proce-
dures, by allowing one representative of a group to argue or pull
together his case, as I am sure staff members do in trying to reach a
decision in the process ?

Mr, Collier. That is done when we are sitting in an adjudicatory
capacity. We have oral argument and those portions of the record and
the factual

]Mr. JMooRE, I am thinking of the rulemaking process, I have had
constituents in my district besiege me with letters to do away with
the holder in due course rule. In this case, you have issued the rule, or
3^ou want the regulation you have proposed, after considering their
written comments.
Their thought and mine is that before making the decision it would

be helpful to have one or two persons appear before the Commission
and argue orally before you or members of your staff* as to the benefits
of retaining or not retaining it.

Mr. Dixon-. Kecently we had before us pending a proposed trade
regulation rule on the funeral industry, Now, I suppose every Member
of the Congress has heard from various funeral directors who object
to the rule or have a different approach to it.

Because many of these seem to have been represented by two separate
associations, we held a public meeting the other day, about 1 week ago.

at which we heard for 2 hours these groups and asked for anyone else

who had a comment to have their say. The purpose of the task group
was to try to get us to step back from a rule and go toward a guide,
with which the group offered to cooperate. We did this publicly and
on the record. Now, there was such a mass of it, but that was our
solution.

Mr. MooKE, Do you do this on each regulation? You did it with
this particular one, and my suggestion is that wouldn't this be a good
idea on all your controversial regulations ?

]Mr, Dixon. It is difficult sometimes, because you can try a matter
or hear the same issues two or three times. Usually if we are pretty

well convinced that a rulemaking proceeding of some sort is appro-
priate, we will just deny anybody's request for argument before the

Commission on tliat issue and go ahead and have the public rule-

making hearings. Then when the record is made, we wdll decide
whether there is a basis and purpose for a rule and if there is we will

promulgate it in its final form.

'Sir. MooEE. I know this is a lot of trouble to you, but it is a lot of

trouble to live under some of the rules and regulations the Government
puts out. I would encourage you to allow oral argument be presented

to you in the rulemaking process. I think it might well be of some use

to you.
Mr. Dixon. I might say the Commission doesn't preside over all

these hearings initially. We delegate this to a hearing officer and
the hearing officer must make some very definite rulings during these

hearings. Opportunity for oral argument before the hearing officer is

afforded before the record is finally closed.

You know what the Congress did in the Magnuson-Moss Act, it

strengthened our power, but with respect to rulemaking, Mr. Chair-

man, you will recall this especially—we have believed since 1961 or
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1962 that we already had tliis inherent power and we liad promulgated
a cigarette smoking rule and many others and finally we got to an
octane ratinj>- rule and the petroleum industry challenged us and found
a district judge who enjoined us and we had to go to the appellate body
and won there and the Supreme Court denied certiorari.

At the same time, there was a request made to confirm this by law
and when Congress passed t]ie ]Magnuson-]Moss Act it took us out from
under APA section 4 in-oceedings and moved us to APA section 8
proceedings.

Now, having spent my whole life in this field, Mr. Chairman, I
sometimes wonder whether we liave lost more than we won because you
put us out in the pea patch where there are 100 lawyers or maybe
1,000 and in one case there are 22,000 members of an affected industry.
Suppose all 22,000 showed up at every hearing with a lawyer, everyone
says guess what, the law says I can cross-examine and I have a few
questions. We are a dead duck right there.

Mr. Moore. Having been a lawyer and having been in the court-
room, I think that is a pretty good process. But, I wasn't here and
won't try to defend that situation.

I understand you have hearing officers. The point is that there is a
feeling that because of the tremendous responsibility and workload
of you Commission members, all 3^ou hear from is staff in many
instances on these regulations.

You indicated you have your open door policy, and I am suggesting
you do the same thing as a body before giving final decisions on an
important regulation. You should allow representatives of the indus-
tiy to be here to argue before you orally instead of before a hearing
examiner.

I would like to ask one other question along the same lines. To
work with the theme of trying to prevent as nuich Government inter-

ference with our economy as possiple and also to continue the public's

participation in the regulation-making process, would you think it

would be helpful or not for the Congress of the United States to

have the right to disapprove any regulation your Agency or your
body could issue within GO days after tlie time you issue?

]SIr. Collier. There may be a difference of opinion among members
of the Commission, but an answer is contained in testimony recently

given by our general counsel, raising serious concerns about some
forms of the congressional review process that are now being consid-

ered. In particular, there are concerns on our part with, for example,
action by a portion of the Congress, less than the whole of the Congress
because the Congress, it seems to us, in its legislative capacity, clearly

should and often does, correct a problem that an agenc}^ may have pro-

duced in reaching its decision.

But, review processes, it seems to me, run the risk of leaving people

in a great state of uncertainty. I have had trouble understanding how
judicial review will work in this process. As a lawyer I am concerned
about how a lawyer will have to represent a client in an administrative
proceeding and then in a legislative process, and finally, in a judicial

proceeding in some kind of sequential fashion.

I think there are problems in that regard. I am aware Congress is

looking at them, but at this point I am not sure that these problems
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have been adequately resolved in the proposed legislation which Con-
gress has under consideration.
Mr. ]VIooRE. So as to the practicalities yon are talking about, do you

feel that your agency is working with tjhe Congress? Or do you feel

like you have such faith in your regulations that you have no fear of
the Congress disapproving the regulations?

Mr. Collier. The Congress was created by Article I of the Constitu-
tion and the Federal Trade Commission was created in 1914 by the
Congress. Clearly, it seems to me. that that is where the people's "voice

is, in the Congress, and I have no trouble at all with congressional as-
sertions in matters of public policy. That is fundamental. I think the
legislative veto proposal raises some difficult question.
Mr. Moss. The time of the gentleman has expired.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Nevada, Mr. Santini.
Mr. Santixi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CLEARANCE TO PRACTICE BY FORMER MEMBERS OR EMPLOYEES

I realize that there are involved some protections for the cat on a
hot tin roof. However, I do think that many of the compounding prob-
lems in the implementation of your objective are centered around the
confused rules, or at least ambiguous rules of practice and procedure.
1 think they contribute, at least to some instances, where criticisms
have been levied of undue influence.

I think a case in point can be found in Section 4.1 (b) (3) of the FTC
Rules of Practice, which involves any activity of apparent impro-
priety. Here we have the case of Mr. Basil J. Mazines, who was with
the Commission from 1949 to 1973. In 1974 he requested clearance to

appear and represent three local automobile dealers. Apparently, he
had seen intraagency memoranda dealinir with the District of Colum-
bia automobile cases, and he had attended a Commission meeting at

which time the complaints were voted on. He had discussed the subject
with the staff of the "Washington Regional Office. He was granted
clearance.

Now, my question is. in view of the impression in cases like this, do
you feel, Mr. Commissioner, that the present rules of practice are
sufficient to deal with this area, and if all of the rules of practice are
sufficient, are they being properly implemented or enforced?
Mr. Collier. My general com.ment is that invariably, no matter how

hard one tries to take care of tliis and describe this in the rules of
practice, often these matters have to come down to the specific facts

in a particular matter. This is because the overall guidance which
each Commissioner has to operate under is a standard that is no more
specific than "the appearance of impropriety."
Pursuant to that standard, the Commission has tried to indicate the

factual information that it feels would be useful to know and
which the applicant must provide in order for the Commission to

make a judgment on a standard which ultimately is that generalized.
So in connection with your general question, it is alwa3's possible

that a general rules change could provide better guidance but, as in so
many other areas, it is the application of a specific fact to some general
standard that is going to produce over time a better understanding of
what the Commission is doing, and a better opportunity for the Com-
mission to be accountable to the Congress and to the public.
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It is one of the most complex areas I have seen, involving kaleido-

scopic factual patterns.

^Ir. Dtxon. I think that the chairman lias given you the difficulty

that we face when we get a request for clearance. Most of the Com-
mission staff are lawyers and they don't stay at the Conunission for-

ever, like I have. They come and they go. When they go they try to

make a living.

Xow. I do not think there has been reluctance by the Commission to

deny clearance where an applicant has actually participated substan-

tially on the Commission's side of a case. But I might say my general

approach, and I have been there now 15 years on the Commission, has

been that if I am convinced that the party did not acquire a substantial

understanding and knowledge of what the matter was about, then I

am prone to clefir that gentleman.
Mr. Santixi. Would you support a rule that prohibited, for a rea-

sonable specified time, say 4 or 5 years, the appearance before the Com-
mission of any person who previously served on the Commission ?

Mr. Dixox. No, I would not. I think it would be most inappropriate.

I doubt if it would be constitutional. You would be taking a man's
livelihood away from him.
What expertise he had acquired would be expertise in trade regula-

tion law as practiced by the Commission, and then he would go out

and he couldn't sell that knowledge.
Mr. San^ttx^i. IVell, I think there are enough of our brethren at law

who have that knowledge.
Mr. Dixox. Oh, ves, there would be plenty of lawyers to take his

place, but he would have to teach school for 5 years.

Mr. Saxtixi. Well, nobody would be compelled to take the public

job in the first instance, and I think it is this sort of case that creates

the very negative public reaction and impression. They don't under-

stand how fair, open-minded, objective, and totally unbiased you all

are, and, as a consequence, these negative kinds of cases create the

negative impressions to which we are asked to respond with some sort

of rule or oversight activity.

I am concerned because I think one of the basic problems in the

administrative procedure is confusion of procedures, rules, and
practices.

I believe in the administrative process. Some would not, because of

the kaleidoscopic nature that you have suggested.

Mr. Collier. Certainly the problem that you addressed is an acute

one. There seems to be reasons on both sides. On the one hand you want
to attract people who may for a period of time be willing to contribute

their services to public service. On the other hand, you have this prob-

lem of appearances and public expectations. I would just simply urge

that if Congress should pursue this they not single out one agency.

If there are problems with regard to discouraging people and if these

people have an opportunity to go to other agencies which do not have
such rules, I suspect agencies with these rules will lose out in the talent

search.

It seems to me this is the kind of a problem that has to be addressed

across the board so as not to create distortions in the quality of people

that the different agencies can attract.

72-820—76 38
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Mr. Santini. With your indulgence, I would like to ask Commis-
sioner Dole, who dissented in the aforementioned case for her reactions

to my inquiry with regard to amendment to those rules.

]Ms. Dole. Mr. Santini, I agree with what the chairman has said

about the possibility of discouraging able people from coming to the
Commission with that type of rule. I would want to give that a great
deal of thought and I think what he has said here about applying such
an amendment across the board is very poor.

I did, as you know, disagree with the majority decision in the
Mezines matter. I felt that it did lend itself to a possible criticism of
apparent imj^ropriety. But I want to stress that this is a subjective

judgment in an extremely difficult area.

We are going case by case on these matters and trying to use our
judgment to the best of our ability to determine whether there is any-
thing in the particular matter, in the materials that the person might
have seen, for example, which would give him a special advantage.
But I think that you have to be careful not to have a wooden approach
to the rule or to be unfair in the judgment.
So I would just reiterate that if the Congress should decide to look

into an amendment restricting the participation of former Govern-
ment employees in the processes of an agency it shold be applied across

the board to all of the agencies and departments.

Mr. Santini. I would move by unanimous consent that the opinions
of the Commissioners, in the case to which we have previously alluded,

be incorporated in our record at this point.

Mr. IMoss. The items under the previously granted unanimous con-

sent will be included in the record at this point.

[Testimony resumes on p. 592.]

[The opinion referred to follows :]

April 11, 1975.

Re Application of Basil J. Mezines, Esq., Docket 8974—Lustine Chevrolet, Inc.,

Docket 8975—Rosenthal Chevrolet Co., Docket 8976—Peacock Buick, Inc.

Basil J. Mezines, Esq.,

Stein, Mitchell rf Mezines,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Mezines : This will confirm your clearance to participate in cap-
tioned matters.
Enclosed is Opinion of the Commission on the question of clearance of former

members and employees, together with the concurring statement of Commissioner
Thompson and dissenting statements of Chairman Engman and Commissioner
Hanford.
By direction of the Commission.

Charles A. Tobin,
Secretary.

Enclosures.

United States of America Before Federal Trade Commission

(In the Matter of the Application of Basil J. Mezines, Esq.)

Commissioners : Lewis A. Engman, Chairman ; Paul Rand Dixon, Mayo J.

Thompson, M. Elizabeth Hanford, Stephen Nye

OPINION of the commission
By Commissioner Nye

Basil J. Mezines applied to the Commission on August 13, 1974 for permission
to appear as attorney for respondents in three actions.^ He must have Commis-

1 Docket 8974—Lustine Chevrolet, Inc., Docket 897—Rosenthal Chevrolet Company, and
Docket 8976—Peacock Buick, Inc.
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sion approval to represent these clients because he was once an employee of

the Commission. Our Rules provide that former employees must receive from
us speciiie authority—usually referred to as a "clearance"—before they may
represent a respondent or proposed respondent in a matter before the Commis-
sion if that matter was pending before the Commission in any manner while

the applicant was a Commission employee/
By minute order dated October 8, 1974, we granted Mr. Mezines' application.

Because of the substantial confusion which exists with respect to Commission
standards for granting clearances,^ we here explained our reasons for gi-anting

Mr. Mezines' application.
Mr. Mezines commenced his employment at the Commission on October 3,

1949. He held a succession of positions of increasing responsibility and, on
November 2, 1970, was appointed Executive Director. He served in that capacity

until he terminated his employment at tlie Commission on June 30, 1973. There-
after he served as a special consultant to the Commission for budget matters
until September, 1973. As Executive Director, Mr. Mezines exercised executive

and administrative supervision over all offices, bureaus and staff of the Com-
mission, including coordination of the legal work and other programs of the

Commission's major operating bureaus. Although his principal responsibility

was clearly administrative, rather than legal, he was one of the Commission's
chief advisors on all matters. He regularly received all non-adjudicative circula-

tions to the Commission and attended Commission meetings at which such
circulations were discussed.

The three cases for which Mr. Mezines requests clearance are part of a
larger inquiry generally referred to as the "D.C. Automobile Cases". This
inquiry was initiated by a minute order of October 2, 1969, in which the

Commission ordered that an investigation be undertaken into the business

practices of retail automobile dealers in the Washington, D.C, Metropolitan

Area.
In the course of this investigation there arose a difference of opinion among

the staff of the Commission as to the number of complaints which should be

filed to fulfill the objectives of the Commission's program. Mr. Mezines dis-

cussed this subject with members of the staff of the Washington, D.C. Re-
gional Office, but the record is clear that the substance of these discussions

concerned the general commitment of Commission resources rather than the

merits of any individual case. On May 8, 1973, the Commission approved the

issuance of complaints against five dealers, three of whom are the respondents

Mr. Mezines has asked to represent.

Under Section 4.1(b) of our Rules we must decide whether Mr. Mezines
"participated personally and substantially" or was "officially responsible"* for

2 This requirement is set forth in Section 4.1(b) of tlie Rules of Practice, which provides
in relevant part :

"(1) Except as specifically authorized by the Commission, no former member or em-
ployee of the Commission shall appear as" attorney or counsel or otherwise participate
through any form of professional consultation or assistance in any proceeding- or investiga-

tion, formal or informal, which was pendinsr in any manner in the Commission while such
former member or employee served with the Commission.*******

"(3) The requested authorization will not be given in any case (i) where it appears
that the former memlier or employee during his service with the Commission participated
personally and substantially in the proceeding or investigation, or (ii) where the aoplica-
tion is filed within one (1) year after termination of the former member's or employee's
service with the Comraissionand it appears that within a period of one (1) year prior to

the termination of his service the former member or employee was officially responsible
for tlie proceeding or invPstig;ition. In other cases, authorization will be given where the
Commission is satisfied that the appearance or participation will not involve any actual
or apparent impropriety."

3 See "FTC Clearances—A Study in Uncertainty", Antitrust Trade Regulation Report
No. fi78. p. B-1 (August 27. 1974).

* We have assumed that the one year date, from which official responsibility is required
to be measured for Rule 4.1 (b) (3) (ii) , is the date of Mr. Mezines' permanent separation
from the Commission, i.e,, .September 30. 1973, Whatever documents Mr. Dlezines had
access to prior to his termination we must assume he had access to while he was a con-
sultant. Furtlier, since Jir.Mezines worlced on budgetary matters during that period, his
"responsibilities', i.e., his power to affect Commission decision-making, are assumed to
have considerably overlapped with his previous responsibilities. Complaints in these matters
were ai>Droved on ^lay 8, 1973, less than one yeiir befo"e the applicant's separation. Thus.
the application for clearance dated August l4, 1974 fits into subsection (3) (ii) and should
be measured by its requirement of "official responsibility" as well as by the requirements
of the other subsections.
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the D C Automobile Cases. We conclude that neither is the case. By affidavit,

Mr Mezines confirms what the records of the Commission disclose, namely,

that he did not personally participate in any way in Commission action cul-

minating in the institution of the D.C. Automobile Cases, except to make the

inquiry noted above. Mr. Mezines was no more "officially responsible for these

cases than he was for any proceeding or investigation pending at the Commis-

sion during his tenure as Executive Director. Unlike a Bureau director, the

Executive Director is not situated in a substantive chain of authority for a^v

matter. For purposes of determining eligibility for clearance, we beheve offi-

cial" responsibilities means responsibilities affecting the substantive develop-

ment of a case The power to affect manpower and resource allocations ordi-

narily has no bearing on the substantive development of a case. Thus appli-

cant's earlier responsibilities were not "official"' within the meaning of our Rule^

We are similarly satisfied that there is no "actual or apparent impropriety

involved in Mr Mezines' representation of respondents in these cases. With

respect to the question of "actual" impropriety, it appears that, m addition to

his inquiry to the Washington, D.C, Regional Office, it is likely that Mr.

Mezines saw three intra-agency memoranda discussing the D.C. Automobile

Cases, and was probably in attendance at the meeting of the Commission at

which it voted to issue the complaints in the actions ultimately filed. These

facts have caused us to make substantial investigation, involving the question-

ing of present and former employees of the Commission and a review of all

of the books, files and papers Mr. Mezines may have seen concerning these

cases We are satisfied from this investigation that Mr. Mezines contact witk

these* eases was purelv administrative in nature and directed to providing for

the' Commission guidance only as to how many complaints it should issue m
the area The selection of which cases should be brought was not m issue m
these discussions. Examination of the specific memoranda Mr. Mezines is

believed to have seen shows that they contain no information which, if now

in the full and legitimate possession of these respondents, would assist them

in any way in their defense in these cases or prejudice the Commission m its

prosecution of these cases.
, ^ i • 4.

Further although bv no means decisive, it is significant that complaint coun-

sel to whom these cases have been assigned for trial have specifically affirmed

that no preiudice to Commission interests would occur if Mr. Mezines were to

represent these respondents." Thus, no finding of actual impropriety can be

supported on the facts before us.
, ., . ,. ^. , ^^.^^^

The more difficult question presented by this application or whether

Mr Mezines' representation of respondents would amount to an "apparent im-

propriety" within the meaning of Rule 1(b) (3). If we believe apparent impro-

priety is involved in anv situation in which the public interest could be m any

way threatened, even by the most attenuated hypothesis, we would simply

be saying that former employees of the Commission may never practice before

the Commission.'' Altliough presumably Congress could enact such a law and we

could so provide bv rule, there is little question that the result would be to

foreclose large numbers of attorneys from a practice they well understand and

at which they are most competent. We believe this is too high a price for

attorneys to pav in consequence of their choice to devote a part of their career

to public service. Such a result, we are convinced, would be highly detrimental

to the public interest.

5Th<^ final clause of Rule 4.1(b) (3) imposes these additional requirements.

8 This observation emphasizes a substantial disadvantage that former employees of the

Comrni«sion have in comparison to their counterparts in private practice. In most instances

in which a private attorney is asked to represent a client whose interests are adverse to

those of a person the attorney has represented in the past, the matter can be expeditiously

resolved bv simnlv calling the former client's new lawyer and explaining the facts of the

prior representation, whereupon a decision as to possible conflict is made one way or the

other and the lawvers and uarties proceed accordingly. Presentation of the matter to a

formal authority is unnecessary except in the rarest of c^ses. . ,, . _
r^ p t-i

We find little guidance from generally accented canons of ethics. Canon 9 of the

American Bar Association's Code of Professional Responsibility provides :

"\ lawver should avoid even the appearance of professional imnropriety.

Providing a measure of snecificity to this general caveat. 9-109 commands :

"A lawver shall not accept private employment in a matter in which he had substantial

responsibility while he was a nublic employee."
,, ^ ,, j.„ . ^ ^

7 Commission Rule 4.1(b) clearly implies, however, that "apparent" propriety may exist

in cases other than those in which the applicant had "substantial responsibility".
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tVp nl^o rPiect any standard which would call for the automatic denial of
IVe alhoi eject /P/ ^'^"7^ l^^^i ^^as within an applicant's former "juris-

drct!?n'''o"eclse\?hfsphvstrny proximate to those who may have been

fn poiesSon of lensitiye information, or because he had "access" to such

'''inXad'' we conclude that the Commission is best guided in determining these

anoUcSonrby what it learns from careful factual investigations into the

Sure Tthe information it is reasonable to believe may have come into the

poSesVon ITthe aTplioant during his employment at
f^e

Commission judged

in the context of the specific litigation involved. At the least, if he can be satis

fied that the actual possession by counsel now acting for respondent ot any

fnformftion which wrsuspect could have been learned by the apphcant would

S.t operate to the prejudice of the Commission in the prosecution of its case,

or if li?h informalTon is available to respondent through normal discovery

mwednres we should not dpuv an application for clearance.
,^ ,^ .

^ SThese c^ses we are not only unable to identify any information Mr. Mezines

couM hive obtained that would prejudice the Commission s prosecution of these

cases bJt examination of the matters involved in this litigation suggests that

tSe ekistence of such information is very unlikely. These are three cases^ mvolv-

ng aUeSfons that respondents were selling used automobi es under the pre-

text that they were new. These cases will not bring the Commission to the

Ircmtiers of its statutory authority; their resolution does not depend upon a

focusing of broad Commission policy and their outcome should not in any way

he affected by anything Mr. Mezines may have learned about the operations

of the Commission during his tenure at the Commission.

We are certain that Mr. Mezines' wide-ranging authority and access to Coni-

mission information might require that he not participate as attorney for re-

spondents or proposed respondents in many situations. Certainly cases "^ which

there are vital considerations of strategy in investigation and trial Prepaia

tion in which confidential treatment of Commission material is important, or

where similar considerations are involved, participation by a former employee

can create at least the appearance of impropriety. In such cases, any fornaer

employee could well be precluded. That is not. however, one situation presented

to us by reason of Mr. Mezines' application in these cases.

United States of Amekica Before Federal Trade Commission

(In the Matter of the Application of BASIL J. MEZINES, Esq.)

Commissioners: Lewis A. Engman, Chairman; Paul Rand Dixon,

Mayo J. Thompson, M. Elizabeth Hanford. Stephen Nye

concurring statement of commissioner mayo J. THOMPSON

Bv Commissioner Thompson

I subscribe to the principle that, like Caesar's wife, government agencies

should not only ie above reproach in their conduct of the public s business

hut should be so perceived by the public. The appearance of ""PiTP':^-^^^;
"^^^f"^

than the substance of it, can indeed erode a society's confidence in the integrity

of its basic institutions and thus damage a vital part of its inner tabric.

Agreement with a broad general principle of this kind, however, does not

guarantee agreement on its application to concrete cases. A former official of

this agency now engaged in the practice of law has come before us asking that

we not bar him from representing a particular client merely because he hap-

pened to hold a high administrative position in this agency at the time when

our case against that client was being developed. He did not actively partici-

pate in the investigation of the business firm in question nor did he PPi-^i^^^J ^
review or evaluate the matter. His sole "involvement." rather, is that, as Execu-

tive Director of the agencv, his office received, in the routine flow of paper

from the lower to the upper staff levels, some memos bearing on the sub.iect

and presumably attended—because such attendance is a part of the duties of

the office—the " Commission meeting at which the decision was made to issue

the complaint against this company.
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The difficulty with a rule that would disqiialify former Commission attorneys
from later representing firms in matters that somehow passed over their desks
during their years in public office is that the higher the office held the wider the
area of disqualification. Paper flows upward here, as noted, moving from the
oi'iginating staff attorney at the bottom through successive layers of reviewing
officials. The squad leader sees only the paper turned out by the members of his
particular squad. The platoon loader reviews the work of several squads. The
company commander sees the paperwork of all the platoons, including that of all

the members of the clusters of constituent squads. The battalicm. regimental, and
division commanders review geometrically broader expanses of the total bureau-
cratic terrain. At the top, it is all supposed to come together.
The Executive Director of the Federal Trade Commission, as the agency's

chief administrative officer, receives every piece of paper that rises upward for
decision. His office receives, in other words, the work product of more than 6U0
attorneys on all of their several hundreds of pending investigations. One can pre-

sume that the man who holds this office does in fact read all of this paper that
pours through the agency's in-boxes but to presume that he has retained it all

is to credit him with retentive powers that Providence has seen fit to bestow on
few mortal men. The truth of the matter is that, save in the most exceptional of
cases, a reviewer of any such mas.sive flow of paper will have no more recollection

of the individual files he saw a month ago than the assembly-line worker in an
automobile plant has of the particular Chevrolets he tightened a bolt on four
weeks ago. If I was presented with a list of the matters I reviewed and voted on
at the Commission's weekly meeting of. say, four weeks ago, for example, how
many of the products involved and offenses charged—not to mention the kind of

detailed data that is the stuff of litigation—would I be able to recall? Go back six

months or sixteen months and I would probably draw a blank on virtually every
company name on the list. Indeed, the relative shortness of hiiman memory is

one of the sweeter blessings a compassionate Creator has seen fit to confer on His
otherwise overburdened creatures. A full and complete recollection of all the ful-

some details of all the bait-and-sv,itch and carpet cases that have come before
us in recent months, for example, would surely be more than a man of normal
intellectual stamina could be expected to sustain with any assurance of continued
mental health. Happily, however, time slowly erases our memories of the past
and hands us, in their sread, fresh new pages out of the future.
What matters here is the ability of this nation's government to attract the

services of a!)le men and women, individuals with the capacity to understand and
the will to resolve the grave prolilems that confront us everywhere. While gov-
ernment service can of covirse be richly rewarding in terms of the psychic satis-
faction involved, many of our most talented people are capable of earning sub-
stantially higher economic rewards in the private sector and hence find public
service a matter of great personal sacrifice under even the best of circumstances.
A sweeping disqualification rule that would add still another penalty to those
initial sacrifices is not, in my view, the way to improve the quality of government
and thus is not likely to improve the citizen's confidence in it. Government that
is not good can never be fair to the citizenry that pays for it, no matter how in-
nocuous it might appear to be.

I see no evidence nor, indeed, the appearance of any. that this attorney took
away from the Federal Trade Commission any information that could give him or
anyone else the slightest advantage in the litigation of this mntter and therefore
support the majority's decision to let him do what he is being hired to do, namely,
represent his client in fair contest with his former colleagues.

(The Matter of the Application of Basil J. Mezines)

Unite^d States of America Before Federal Trade Commission

COMMISSIONERS : LEWIS A. Engman, Chairman : Paiix Rand Dixon,
Mayo J. Thompson, M. Elizabeth Hanford, Stephen Nye

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ENGMAN

Commissioner Engman
This matter essentially involves the Commission's interpretation of apparent

impropriety with respect to applications by former employees to participate in
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rnrnn.ission proceedings. For purposes of resolving this application I assume

thiTmrapplKSt-sTaitici involves no actual impropriety. I also assume

tlon. Acoordlnsly ! -;™W "^^JJl oTp'ubUc confid.uce that we who are entrusted

wi?h irS??o;4\aUe'vS',fwWcl° create the ..ere appearance that one side rn

issue the <^«^Pltr. ^.imoxnncffri Inrcuous. Although I am not convinced

iSiiliiiliii
the very nature of the

^^f^^^'^,'/^f,.i^^l"^,l likelihood these memoranda were

^Z r^e?S^DSLSS SSS ^U^applica,^ was Executive Director

It"s the tact that memoranda discussing this sensitive opic ^-^-e^'^^f^^?^^^.^f,£;f^j^

''f^eSfdo n^^^dv^cSt standard amounting to a declaration that ';former

emplovees of he Commission can never practice before the Commiss on ^hen

?S-Ser commission enxployees do not Pf^^ieipate xn and are m^^opp.^sed^

internal decision-making processes with respect to a particular matter, tney

should not be denied subsequent participation m that mattei.
Pnmmission

=?Vt-hraS= ?r^Slrra,'Zr„f.yaelJr|n|^^=
and Sctifal issues in a proposed complaint and when in

i^Jl J^^tfi^i" -Jsues

will leave the public with an irrefutable impression of undue advantage to

""^IToulfnot have agreed to respondents' witnessing the Commission's decision-

maMn" process Tnbrin^^^ and I cannot now agree to permit

Respondents- Interests to be' represented by an attorney who was exposed to this

process That the exposure was non-participatory is beside the point.
^,, ,„.„

TTie rommission has a dutv to the public not only to assure it of absolute

scr^pulousiTss but ^conSn^ it of thit fact. In effect, the majority is asking

the puMc ?o bel eve the Commission on blind faith. They are
fy^J^Sff^^^^^

''\lthoiigh the memoranda sent to applicant's office are non-public, take it from

us those memoranda reallv are not sensitive." This is not very convincing to me

""'i am aware that a strict standard of conduct <^?^^^^^^J?rt^''^T^
those who leave the Commission's employ and wish to practice before it. This

StrShTpmarfall unevenly in that some employees are exposed to far more

c?.es than others In fact, those such as the applicant, who are charged with

'?eSermsponsMlit es while in the government will no doubt bear the greater

burden when thev depart from private practice-at least for a limited period of

ttoe It is Trguable therefore that a strict standard could impede the Commis-

sions efforts o recruit highly qualified persons, especially for managemen

posmonri have always placed great importance on ^^e contimied recrintment

of aWe attornevs. and I would hope that a standard such as the one I P^pose

would deter no one. But I place even greater importance on the preservation of

public trust in our proceedings. Moreover I believe that
^^^^^^'^^f^Jl^l^^Zf}^

to serve in the government all recognize that such burdens are part of the price

lie is expected to pay for the privilege of public service.
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United States of America Before Federal Trade Commission

(In the Matter of the Application of Basil J. Mezines, Esquire)

Commissioners : Lewis A. Engman, Chairman ; Pattl Rand Dixon, Mayo J.

Thompson, M. Elizabeth Hanfoed, Stephen Nye

dissenting statement of commissioner hanfoed

By Commissioner Hanford
As I read the majority opinion in this matter, it would appear that the Com-

mission's action virtually deletes the word "apparent" from Rule 4.1(b)(8).
That Rule requires, inter alia, that clearance not be granted a former member
or employee in a case where such clearance would involve either "actual or
apparent impropriety." If the Commission elects, it is well within its power to
alter the language of the Rule. We have an appropriate procedure for modifying
a rule should we come to view it as ill-advised.

I am constrained to conclude that the clearance request in this matter is one
involving "apparent impropriety" ;

^ and, in light of the clear language of the
pertinent rule, I must therefore dissent.

Mr. Moss. The gentleman's time has expired.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New York, Mr. Lent.

AMERICAN" GAS ASSOCIATION IXVESTTGATION

Mr. Lent. I am concerned about just who should bear the onus for
what appears to be an undue delay in the prosecution of the AGA case
as between the FTC on the one hand, or the gas and oil companies on
the other hand. Isn't it a fact that the basic thrust of the AGA case was
to try to prove conspiracy on the part of the gas companies ?

Mr. Collier. I will ask Mr. Johnson to respond to that.
Mr. Johnson. Certainly one thrust of the suit is to find underre-

porting of gas reserves which would be by some combination or agree-
ment among the producing gas companies.
Mr. Lent. And when Judge Hart, made his order on the motion to

quash the very complex subpenas, didn't the terms of his order per-
mit the FTC to pursue the conspiracy aspect of the case ?

Mr. Collier. My recollection is that some authorization of a limited
nature might have been available as a result of Judge Hart's order,
l3ut the view he took of the matter had an impact on the breadth of
the discovery he was prepared to allow, and that because of the view
he took of the matter it resulted in less information than the Com-
mission felt was necessary.

jSIr. Lent. I could be in error, but it is my understanding that by the
terms of the judge's order the conspiracy aspect of your case was
allowed. In other words, that portion of the judge's order was broad
enough to avail the FTC to go forward but instead of doing that the
FTC appealed the case, thus incurring additional delay.

If I am wrong, maybe you can straighten me out.

1
1 base this judgment principally on the fact that a number of important internal docu-

ments in this case, including staff memoranda concerning the issuance of a Part II com-
plaint, were addressed to Mr. Mezines' office while he was Executive Director of the Com-
mission. Furthermore, a strong inference exists that Mr. Mezines was present during at
least one regular Commission meeting at which the matter was discussed.

Additionally, while serving with distinction as Executive Director of the Commission
from Novpmber 1970 until his retirement from the aeencv in .Tune 197.3, ^fr. Mezines was
formally charged with staff supervision of "substantive "programs". In this connection I
note th.it according to the Executive Director's official ioh description Mr Mezines' re-
sponsibilities "encompass [ed] not only administrative matters but also the direction and
coordination of the legal work and substantive programs. . .

."
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Mr. Collier. Our General Counsel. ^Mr. Lewis, has supervised that

court action for tlie Commission and perhaps he has a comment.

ISIr. Lewis. I can't recall, Congressman, the exact specifics of Judge
Hart's order, but it certainly was adverse to us. Wlien we ap])ealed it

we got an even more adverse decision from the court of appeals, and I

think the critical part of that decision was that it Would not enable us

as a practical matter to challenge the AGA figures.

In other words, we couldn't question in any way their reliability.

This ruling, it seems to me, made it very difficult to go forward based

on at least some of the theories that the staff was pursuing.

We challenged that court decision and we have been granted the

right for en banc review and a hearing is scheduled for next month,

in April.

Mr. Lent. Now, two of the men you had working on this case were

Mr. Anderson and Mr. Lytle. Is that correct ?

Mr. Lewis. They are not on my staff. I am responsible only for con-

ducting the litigation in court. I believe the men that you referred to,

Mr. Anderson and Mr. Lytle are or were staff employees in the Bureau
of Competition.

ISIr. Lent. Well, we had Mr. Anderson and Mr. Lytle appear before

this committee back in June 1975, and they indicated that with respect

to the four gas companies which did comply with this subpena, they

received enough information, and I will give yon tlieir exact quote

—

they said the company reserve data which was obtained from the four

companies which complied with the subpena "... has enabled the

staff to make sufficient analysis in comparison to confirm its conclu-

sion that the AGA reserve reporting procedures are tantamount to

collusive price rigging." So we had that determination at least on the

part of these two staffers back in June.
Mr. Dixon. I think we shouldn't lay this on the staff. I don't think

I am telling stories out of school in saying that when all of this infor-

mation came to us at the table it was unanimous among all Commis-
sioners that with the decisions that had been rendered by Judge Hart
and by the appellate body, it would be useless to go forward with the

matter unless we had all of the information that we needed.

It is like, to me, to be authorized to say I could obtain sworn state-

ments from the principal officials of tlie company that they were not

in agreement and never met and didn't agree on anything. I could

answer that but I could not get their blow by blow actions and lay them
out there and say, "Well, maybe that is what you say but when you
look at these kinds of actions here you could argue that they did."

We felt very strongly that at the Commission level, regarclless of

•what the staff attorneys felt that the decision was sound and we
instructed the staff to proceed and apply for certiorari.

Mr. Lewis. The respondents in this court case are Texaco, Standard
of Indiana, Superior Oil Co., Exxon, Shell, Mobil, and Standard of

California.

Xow, they have some information they apparently don't want us to

have, and it seems to us it is important for the Commission to pursue

this thing and to get the information that the Commission initially

wanted, which the companies have so far strenuously resisted.

Mr. Lent. Then you disagree with the opinion of the staffers Ander-
son and Lytle, who felt that the information that they had obtained
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from tlie four cooperative companies was sufficient to enable this case

to ^o forward ?

Mr. Lewis. I think it depends, as Commissioner Dixon just pointed

out. The ultimate judgment has to be made by the Cornmissioners,

but there was more than one theory and more than one kind of com-

plaint being considered by the Commission at that point in time, last

July.
Mr. Lent. How many people did the FTC assign to this particular

prosecution or case ?

Mr. Johnson. Congressman Lent, that has differed over time. It

has been as high as four or five, but currently we only have one at-

torney assigned from the Bureau of Competition and no one full time

from the Bureau of Economics, because we are essentially awaiting the

outcome of the court appeal.
]Mr. Lent. I have no further questions.

Mr. Moss. The time of the gentleman has expired. Congressman
Scheuer ?

DIVISION OF CONSUMER EDUCATION

Mr. Scheuer. What is the current status of your Division of Con-
sumer Education, Mr. Chairman ?

jMr. Collier. I was told in connection with the briefing I had for this

hearing—this is my tliird day on the job—that that Division has been

absorbed into the rest of the Bureau. Perhaps Mrs. Bernstein can ex-

plain the current state of their activities in that area.

Mvs. Bernstein. The Division itself, as a separate unit, was abol-

ished officially the first of the year, I believe. Its functions were ab-

sorbed into other parts of the Bureau and we will be continuing those

activities.

Mr. ScpiEUER. Wliy was it abolished ?

Mrs. Bernstein. It was abolished mostly for organizational purposes

and because
Mr. Scheuer. Wait a minute. Would you describe that ?

Normally when you set up a separate organizational focus for an
activity like consumer protection, the purpose of having it identified in

one place is to make it function real. When you splatter those functions

all over the landscape they tend to disappear into the mist. Is that the

organizational purpose of ending the clear identity of the Division of

Consumer Education ?

Mrs. Bernstein. Not in my judgment. The compelling need was to

increase the substantive knowledge and expertise of the people who
would be working on consumer education projects, rather than have
it separated from the expertise that resides in the Bureau's particular

subject areas, such as food or OTC drugs.

We wanted to integrate the consumer education function into the

substantive area and have the staff working more directly on consumer
education projects, whatever they might be.

Mr. Scheuer. Thank you.

I have here in my hand as the familiar saying is, the original copy
of a vocational training manual published a couple of years ago. I

have thumbed through it and it is an excellent piece of work. I under-

stand that approximately 100,000 copies of this were destroyed. Are
you familiar with the circumstances ?
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Mr. Collier. I was familiar with tlie original circumstance con-

nected with the development of the manual but I am not familiar with
the point 3'ou made about its destruction.

Mr. ScHEUER, It was suggested by Mr. Tom Rosch, assistant to the

then chairman, on November 29, 1973, that we ought to have a book
burning.
Mr. Collier. I am not fond of book burnings.

Mr. ScHEUER. And a later memo came back, "Marching order re-

ceived. I will destroy all but a few." It is signed by Jodie.

Are you familiar with why the 100,000 copies of what seems to me to

be an excellent consumer education piece was destroyed ?

Mr. Collier. I think it was superseded by another booklet of simi-

lar intent, but one which contained certain revisions, the details of

which I don't recall.

Mr. ScHEUER. Could you tell us for the record what the deletions and
revisions were that required 100,000 copies of this to be destroyed ?

Mr. Collier. It must have been the earlier copies that were destroyed
because there was a superseding booklet prepared and distributed.

Mr. Schetjer. That is my understanding also. This is a consumer
education bulletin to help young people select vocational education
schools for profit, vocational education schools with a little bit more
sophistication, and to inform them as to what their rights are if they
think they have been bilked.

Mr. Collier. That is riglit.

Mr. Schetjer. I served for 8 years on the Education Committee and
I served on the Elementary and Secondary Education Subcommittee,
and I know a good bit about the for profit education schools and many
of them are excellent and doing an outstanding job and do a far better

job than most of our public vocational education institutions.

But there is a fringe, as there is in most industries, there is a fringe

group of schools that are transparent rip-offs and that play on these

unsophisticated kids from families also that are modest both in means
and in terms of their educational background.
They take pathetic advantage of these kids. They drain them of

their time and of their money and promise them all kinds of pots of

gold at the end of the rainbow, and th^^v alle.o'p, completion of this

course will guarantee them a job and allege they have talent where
modest talent may exist.

Not only do they cause significant financial drain for the kids but
a lot of heartache, too.

I have read this carefidly nnd I think it is a very prudent and re-

strained presentation of the fringe groups of vocational schools for

profit operators who bilk these kids and take merciless advantage of

them.
T would like to know why the Federal Trade Commission buckled

under to the pressure of the vocational school lobby and watered down
this excellent pamphlet.
Mr. Collier. I don't know that that is what occurred.

Mr. SriTETT.R. On page 17, for example, let me read you one pnra-

graph and you can tell us why this was deleted from the second print-

ing, so to speak.

First, ask them how many people have sucoessfiilly complpted the course, in

comparison to those who dropped out, and ask them the names, addresses and
telephone numbers of students over the last G months who have graduated.
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These are suggested questions to the salesman Trho call themselves
educational counselors, advisers, consultants and the like, but are

really basically door-to-door salesmen.

No. 3 : Ask the salesman if the school has a cooling off policy which will allow
you to cancel the contract, and allows yon to cancel the contract with the school
after signing. Veterans and servicemen taking a correspondence course must notify

the VA by letter at least ten days after signing a contract and otherwise the
contract does not take effect and all money must be refunded.

Now, in the new version they struck out the words "and all money
must be refunded." "Wliy isn't that laiowledge that those kids were en-

titled to and why do the taxpayers have to pay to destroy 100.000

copies of a very excellent manual and have it reprinted with those

words deleted, such as "and all money must be refunded." It is a re-

quirement of the Veterans Administration.
Mr. Collier. I think we would like to respond in detail to the spe-

cific changes. My own recollection of that situation was that there were
a whole series of changes. Only a portion of those were significant in

the decision to go through a second printing.

Additional changes were made that had not been the sine qua non
of the decision to go into a second printing.

Once it was decided that some changes should be made it was also

felt that other changes could be made generally since it was already
going into a second printing. I don't know which are which.
Mr. SciiETJER. I am going to read virtually all of the changes and

you can tell me when we finish this exercise whether you think making
these changes justified spending the taxpayers' money to print 100,000

additional copies of this.

This is again advice to these young kids.

Some combined correspondence-resident courses may require that all payments
be made during the correspondent period. In this situation, a prospective stu-

dent should make sure he or she receives a clear description of school facilities

and living conditions."

Do you consider that reasonable advice?
Mr. Collier. I would consider it reasonable.

Mr. ScHEUER. It sounded reasonable to you ? You are a bright young
fellow. Now let me tell you what was deleted.

It was the following

:

In this situation the prospective student should make sure he or she receives

a clear description of school facilities and living conditions."

Don't you think that is advice that was legitimate for those kids to

have ?

Mr. Collier. It sounds reasonable.

Mr. ScuEUER. Let me give you another one that was cut out. This is

Question 9 on page 21

:

How much are you paying for what you are buying? The Federal Truth in

Lending Act says all of the following information must be very clearly indicated

on installment contracts.

The words "On installment contracts" were deleted so that the kid

doesn't know where he should find that information.
Do you consider that a reasonable deletion ?

Mr. Collier. There may be a reason for that, that the disclosures

be on particular things and particular places, and I may or may not

be accurate. It may be under-inclusive or over-inclusive.
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]Mr. Moss. The Chair rules the time of the gentleman is up.

]\Ir. ScHEUER. I ask unanimous consent that we give Chairman Col-

lier a copy of the original and a copy of the revised, underlining where
tlie deletions have been made, and I would like to get a statement from
him justifying each of these changes and a summary statement giving

me an opinion as to whether he would do this, as to whether if this

came up for his judgment toda}^ he would destroy 100,000 copies of the

first printing,

Mr. Moss. Under the previously agreed to unanimous consent the

record will be held to receive the material requested by the gentleman.
[The following letter and enclosure were received for the record :]

Federal Trade Commission,
WusMnffton, D.C., June 23, 1976.

Hon. John E. Moss,
Chairman. SKbronuinttee on Orcrsif/hf and iHvesfiffation, Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : During the Oversight Hearings conducted by the Over-
sight and Investigation Subcommittee on March 29, 1976, the Commission was
asked to review a copy of the original 1973 FTC booklet on Vocational Training
and a copy of a revised version and to justify each of the clianges.

Pursuant to this request the Commission's Bureau of Consumer Pi-otection

prepared the enclosed line-by-line analysis of the revisions for inclusion on
page 69 at line 8 of the transcript of the Oversight Hearings.

I wish to emphasize tliat in approving the printing of a revised version, the
Commission, in order to avoid possible prejudgment charges, delilierately de-

clined to pass judgment on any of the substantive changes made by the staff.

Sincerely,

Calvin J. Collier,
Chairman.

Enclosure.

Staff Explanation for Changes I\Iade in Vocational School Consumer
'Education Brochure, August 1973

A. Page 7

Published Version: "Fully Accredited, VA Approved"

Origiiial Version: "Accredited by NATTS, ACBS, NHSC, CAC, TOPPS !"

"Approved for Veterans!"

Rational: The purpose of the presentation on pages 7-9 is to convey to the
prospective student the typical elements of the representations made by pro-

prietary vocational schools and their sales agents. One such group of repre-
sentations involves the use of tiie terms accredited, approved and licensed. It is

the intent of the discussion to allow the consumer to place these representations
into perspective while simultaneously providing a brief definition of what
accreditation, approval and licensure mean.s.

It was the feeling of the staff that the abbreviated references on page 7 to

certain nationally recognized accrediting agencies were not adequate to convey
to consumers the potential deceptions that are frequently involved in use of
"accredited." In the first instance, abbreviations of the names of the accrediting
agencies (NATTS, ACBS, etc.) would be totally meaningless to the typical
vocational school consumer who is not familiar with the accreditation principles
applied by the U.S. Office of Education. Moreover, listing five selected accredit-
ing groups implies, erroneously, that the consumer only be concerned with the
listed groups. It was the staff's opinion that consumers should be advised to

inquire closely into accreditation no matter which agency was involved.
With i-egard to "VA Approved," the staff felt that this language was more

commonplace among proprietary school representations. As such, consumers
were more likely to encounter this representation. It is also the more trouble-

some misrepresentation for it implies that the Veterans Administration has
directly approved a particular scrhool. In fact, all approval procedures have been
delegated to State approving agencies.
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B, Page 9.

Published Version: "In addition, most states license and/or approve schools
to operate"

Original Version: No applicable statement.
Rationale: The addition was necesf^ary to accurately describe the most preva-

lent accrediting scheme established by the U.S. Office of Education under its

Congressional mandate. State licensure is always a prerequisite to accreditation.
Thus, some state agency has made an initial determination under state law
prior to the accrediting agency's imposition of its own standards. In order to
correctly describe wliat accreditation means, it was necessary to also indicate
that state licensure supplements accreditation.

C. Page 9.

Puilishcd Version: "The U.S. Commissioner of Education acknowledges nation-
ally recognized accrediting agencies for funding purposes. Students should first

check to see if a school is accredited by one of these recognized bodies."'

Original Version: "The U.S. Office of Education recognized some accrediting
agencies. Students who attend schools okayed by these agencies are often eligible

for federal and state assistance."
Rationale: Since the statutory sclieme established by Congress expressly

refers to the Commissioner of Education, his role in the recognition process for
accrediting agencies was explicitly added to the statement on page 7.

The remainder of the changes are directed toward clarifying the actual pur-
poses of the recognition process established by Congress. The Commissioner of
Education is required to recognize those accrediting agencies that meet the
criteria established by statute and regulation and to publish a listing of such
agencies annually. In order to be eligible to participate in some federal financial

aid programs, the student must attend a school that is a member of one of these
recogiiized agencies. The Booklet quite rightly advises the consumer to be sure
that his prospective school is such a member in order to avoid difficulties caused
by inaccurate uses of the terms "accredited" and "recognized."

D. Page 9

PuUished Version :
" * * * and have no educational value." "Dropping out

is expensive."
Original Version ;

" * * * it may be too easy and the school may be a degree
mill." No applicable statement.

Rationale : The words "degree mill" are almost a term of art in the educa-
tional field. They refer to institutions of all types whose primary intention is

to generate degrees for students without the generally accepted minimum
credit requirements.
The use of that term generally obfuscates the intended message of the para-

graph describing dropout rates. One of the purposes of this paragraph is to in-

form the sttident that a school's drop-out rate can say something important
about the school—i.e. that its courses are not of sufl3cient quality to induce
former students to complete the entire course. As such the consumer needs to re-

flect on the educational value of the course and not whether it can accurately
be portrayed as a "degree mill."

With regard to the added phrase "dropping otit is expensive," the staff was of
the view that consumers would be more likely to focus in on a school's other
representations if they were apprised of the fact that dropping out of a course
can bring certain financial obligations. Leaving a course prior to completion
does not relieve a sttident of his financial obligation and consumers should be
aware of this fact prior to committing themselves to enrollment.

E. Page 9.

Published Version : "Diploma." "A diploma or degree alone is not a guarantee
of employment."

Original Version :
" 'Diplomas.' " "Tlie worth of a degree or diploma given by

a vocational school is sometimes more questionable."
Rationale : Placing "diplomas" in quotation marks served no useful purpose

given the discussion that follows the first sentence of the paragraph. It is clear
from that discussion that the utility of having a diploma is ambiguous with re-

gard to both their meaning and their assistance in seeking a job.
Moreover, sttbstituting the word "certificate" for "diploma" in the third sen-

tence is merely an editorial change. Its purpose is to inform the student that
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certificates and degrees are often terms used interchangeably with the term

diploma.

F. Pages 12-13.

Published Version: "The Value of the Course." "Required Training." Num-
ber of Jobs Available." "Other Qualifications Needed."

Original Ve7-sion: "Courses of Little Value." "Training Not Required." "No
Jobs Available." "Other Requirements."
Rationale : The purpose of the Booklet in general is to inform consumers con-

cerning areas that are material to their enrollment decisions. In that regard,

the Booklet in general, and pages 12-13 in particular tends to highlight these

areas to focus consumers' attention.

The captious on each of the paragraphs on pages 12-13 were altered to more
accurately reflect the fact that the Commission had not concluded, as a matter of

fact, that all proprietary vocational schools failed to perform certain services

or engaged in certain false and deceptive practices. Rather, it was the Com-
mission's intent to inform consumers that at a minimum they should inquire into

certain essential matters—i.e. the value of the courses to prospective employers,

the degree to which employers prefer to train their ov»'n employees, the supply
and demand for certain skills, and other prerequisites to employment.

G. Page 17.

Published Version : "must refund the total amount paid in advance."
Original Version : "and all money must be refunded."
Rationale : The final version of the booklet added a parenthetical sentence to

inform consumers that veterans, by law, were given special cancellation rights.

It was felt that veteran-readers of the Booklet should be informed that they
must reaffirm their contracts within 10 days of signing and that if they chose
not to reafiarm, all monies paid by them must be refunded by the school. In order
to be faithful to the statutory language, the phrase "paid in advance" was added
to indicate that the required refund relates to pre-reaffirmation payments by
veterans.

H. Page 21.

Published Version: "may require that all payments be made." "In this situa-

tion, the prospective student should make sure he or she receives a clear de-

scription of school facilities and living conditions."
Original Version : "be careful that you are not required to make all payments

during the correspondence portion. Otherwise you may be forced to make all

payments before you see facilities, living conditions, and teaching staff of the
school"

Rationale : The purpose of the suggestions on page 21, including suggestion

#7, is to inform consumers that they should familiarize themselves with the
nature of their contractual obligation. Suggestion #7 indicates that if the course
is a combination home study residential course, the conumer should inquire into
resiflential facilities prior to obligating himself on the full contract.

The problem with the original version was that it was factually inaccurate.
It implies that contracts calling for payment in advance are improper per se.

This is clearly not the case. The message to be conveyed is that combination
courses with single contracts require that the consumer be diligent in determin-
ing what is being offered in each segment of the course.

In addition, the implicit suggestion that the student view the school's phy.sical

plant and staff prior to entering into an obligation would be impractical if the
residence portion of the course was given at a site far away from the student's
home. In such a case, a description might be all a student could reasonably
expect.

Other Changes:

1. An explanation was requested for the deletion of the following language
on p. 17

:

"1. How many people successfully completed the course in comparison to the
number who dropped out?

"2. Ask him for the names, addresses and telephone numbers of students
over the last 6 months who graduated from the school."
The quoted language was not in fact deleted from the final version, and

appears in the version now being used.
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2. An explanation was requested for the deletion of the phrase "on installment
contracts" from p. 21. The phrase was not deleted from the original version but
rather was added to it for clarification, and appears in the version now in use.

Mr. Moss. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New Jersey,

Mr. Maguire.
Mr. Maguire. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

DELAYS IX RULEMAKING

Mr. Collier, I am a member of the Commerce, Consumer, and Mone-
tary Affairs Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Opera-
tions, chaired by Congressman Rosenthal of New York, who recentl}^

held hearings on the FTC. We discussed among other things delays
in the rulemaking process.

It is apparent from the material that was developed by the sub-
committee and also from the letter which acting Chairman Dixon sent
to Mr. Eosenthal on iNlarch 10, 1976, that the pattern has frequently
been a 3- or 4- or 5-year process from the beginning of interest in a
particular area to some final action, be it a rule, a guide, or something
else.

Chairman Moss, of course, in his opening statement has referred to

the cereal case and the Exxon case. I am not so interested today in
documenting what delay is involved in rulemaking since that is al-

ready part of the public record, but I am curious as to the response.

A number of matters have been discussed in your opening state-

ment, including questions of staffing, poor management on which you
are now taking steps. You indicate that the 300-day period which the
Magnuson-Moss bill calls for as a timetable is something to aim at but
that success in achieving something under a year from start to finish is

premised on the absence of significant procedural motions which de-
mand response and may temporarily disrupt the planned course of
proceedings.

Now, I wonder if you could give us a little clearer statement as to
just which factors in your judgment are most responsible for 3- or 4- or
5-year periods that have become customary, or at least in my judg-
ment all too frequent.

How do you assess adequate staff, procedural difficulties, poor man-
agement, and other factors? Could you just run those down and tell

us where we need to improve ?

Mr. Collier. The two things that stand out in my mind are his-

torical and account for prior delays and should not account for future
delays. They were, first, the question of the authority of the Commis-
sion in the trade regulation rule area. For virtually 18 months I recall

the Commission went through a period where a Federal district
court told the Commission it did not have the authority. The
matter went to the court of appeals and there was a substantial
amount of time before the court of appeals decided it did have the
authority and remanded the case back. But in so doing it indicated it

was not making a decision with regard to the procedural questions as
to how the Commission should go about rulemaking.
That accounted for a good deal of dekay during the period.
]Mr. JMaguire. Let me just interrupt to ask a question on that point.

That is a specific thing that happened at a specific time.
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Mr. Collier. It lasted about 18 months.

Mr. Maguire. What I am talking about is a general pattern over

a period of time but even with respect to that which you mentioned,

what sense does it make to halt or slow down rulemaking activity jiist

because you are challenged in court? Are you saying that rulemaking

activity was slowed down during that period ?

]Mr. Collier. My impression was it was not slowed down until the

district judge ruled that we didn't have authority. Then it seemed

imprudent to a lot of people—since these are highly resource consump-

tive activities—to continue to pour resources on top of those proceed-

ings. Rather, the Commission then proceeded in a more prudent fash-

ion because the Commission would have been criticized for putting sub-

stantial resources into a proposition that a court just recently said was
not lawful.

]Mr. Maguire. That is a matter of judgment. What is the otlier

matter?
Mr. Collier. That accounted for a period of about 1 year of more

or less lack of progress in pending rules. I think, incidentally, I sliould

add to that it also tends to account for slowing down proposing new
rules by the agency staff. They may have been working in the early

stages of something and along comes a district court and says you
doirt have authority, and it creates a little less urgency in proposing

new matters.

Mr. Maguire. You say it may have. Do you have instances?

Mr. Collier. I do not, but I know there were a number of matters

pending at the time where the Commission's staff was contemplating

—

and I don't have the sj)ecifics with me—the possibility of rules or

cases.

The second thing was the statute itself, the Magnuson-Moss Act
grandfathered in only substantially completed prior proceedings. If

a proceeding was not substantially complete, then it had to go through
the new procedures of that statute.

Now, I don't believe that was a large cause of delay.

Mr. Maguire. I have a whole list of things which did not have to be

revised due to Magnuson-Moss, which applied only to a few cases.

I have a long list of things that partake of the same difficulties that

I indicated a moment ago, so it seems to me we are back to the question

of : Is it staffing, or is it management, or is it interventions procedurall.v

by the respondents ?

Mr. Collier. I am going to try to make an off-the-cuff' judg-nient.

I indicated it may have been a year or more delay built into esisting

proceedings by virtue of the district court decision and the earlier

event passage of the ]\lagnuson-]Moss Act. That is just a rough estimate

and not pulled together in any statistical manner.
Mr. ]\Iaguire. Let me interject to say that only takes care of 1 year

between the 300 days and the 5-year pattern.

Mr. Collier. I am not justifying the average or the entire thing.

My own impression is that probably 6 to 8 months is a fair figure in

some of the rules with regard to the protraction and probably closer

to 6 as a result of the statute.

I would assume that arises by virtue of having to first develop the

procedural rules which was done very expeditiously and then subse-

quently to go through the publication process, the requirement for

72-820—76 39
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identification of issues, allowing requests for new written comments
prior to the time of additional hearings. Rulemaking hearings are now
generally, or have been, scheduled.

You asked me to identify those. Those two phenomena probably
accounted for some delay in the past. I have not had an opportunity
to get the kind of review that I hope to get very soon with regard to

the adequacy of current staffing on various of the rulemaking proceed-

ingf, I can come back to the committee at some point, as I am sure the

committee will want to do, and talk about the progress after we have
been able to siirvey that in depth as to what occurs in the future.

Mr. Moss. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. Maguire. I have only begmi to ask my questions.

Mr. Moss. The Chair appreciates that that has been the experience

of most of the members of the committee this morning, ancl he has

attempted to be indulgent and in each instance has permitted 3 min-
utes more than the allotted time for one, 3 minutes and 35 seconds for

another and 5 minutes for another and 3 minutes 45 seconds and, again,

3 minutes 45 seconds. And the gentleman from New Jersey has just

been accorded like courtesy.

The Chair cannot manufacture time.

Mr. Maguire. May I ask for 2 more minutes by unanimous consent ?

Mr. Moss. Is there objection ?

There being none, the gentleman will proceed for 2 additional

minutes,
Mr. Maguire. I simply wanted to ask specifically for some clarifica-

tion on the pesticides matter which has been pending since 1968, on
which no action has been taken, the franchise disclosure matter, and
proposed rule of November 1971 with no final action, and the deter-

gent labeling proposed rule of January 1971. There is nothing final

yet.

Could someone speak on those three instances ?

Mr. Collier. I would like to ask Mrs. Bernstein to explain the

history.

Mr. Maguire. We have waited 5 years for those actions.

Mrs. Bernstein. In the pesticides matter, while no final rules have
been promulgated, in fact three administrative cases were brought on
the same subject. Two were immediately settled and one went into

litigation. All are now settled.

I would like to make the point that very often those cases can serve

as an underpinning for the final rule.

Mr. Maguire. Those are individual cases and not a proposed rule ?

Mrs. Bernstein. No, but they involve the same issues and are of

great importance.
Mr. Maguire. But this is 8 years later.

Mrs. Bernstein. Those cases were developed at the same time that

the rule was being worked on in conjunction with EPA.
Mr. Maguire. How about franchises and detergents ?

Mrs. Bernstein. On detergents, which began primarily on the issue

ai phosphate disclosures, a voluntary agreement was reached on phos-
phate disclosures so that there is only one remaining portion of that

rule to be made final. It involves a very controversial matter of what
information can be disclosed on the package that will be most helpful

to consumers.
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The particular controversy involves whether very technical scientific

names which are permitted under the FPLA will be disclosed and
whether that will be of any value to consumers.

We are attempting for the benefit of the Commission to make alter-

native recommendations which might be more useful.

The last one is the franchise rule, which has had a very extensive

period of public comment. I think it is representative, hopefully, of

our older proceedings and situations that no longer occur.

I can say finally it will be submitted to the Commission this month.

We have h.;d a very, very extensive period of comment and hearings

and republication primarily because it will cover thousands of differ-

ent kinds of businesses. It has been very difficult indeed to handle the

complexities of the issues, and to develop a record and final proposals

which will apply in an equitable fashion to all of those different types

of businesses.

I do think, however, that our most recent rulemaking proceedings

liave moved much more quickly as we have developed experience with

rulemaking, which is relatively recent in our history. I think that we
have learned how to use those proceedings more effectively.

]Mr. Maguire. I hope you have, and I hope you will do better.

]Mr. Chairman, may I insert for the record at this point the text of

a letter from Chairman Rosenthal of the Commerce, Consumer, and
]\ronetarv Afiairs Subcommittee to yourself, in your capacity as chair-

man of this subcommittee, dated March 22 ?

Mr, Moss. The matter will be placed in the record at this point with
unanimous consent.

[The letter referred to follows :]

House of Representatives,
Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee

OF THE Committee on Government Operations,
Washington, B.C., March 22, 1976.

Hon. John E. Moss,
Chairman, Ovcrsiijht and InvestigaUons Siihcommittec, Interstate and Foreign

Commerce Committee. Raijbnrn House Office Building, Washington, B.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : On February 25, 1976, the Commerce, Consumer and
Monetary Affairs Subcommittee of the Government Operations Committee, which
I chair held a hearing on the rulemalving process in the Federal Trade Commis-
sion's Bureau of Consumer Protection. The hearing focused on delays in both the

rulemaking process and public interest petitions for rulemaking. The witnesses

included Paul Rand Dixon, Acting FTC Chairman ; .Joan Bernstein, Acting Di-

rector, Bureau of Consumer Protection ; William Dixon, Special Assistant for

Rulemaking, FTC ; Peggy Charren, Action for Childrens Television and Lois

Schiffer, Center for Law and Social Policy.

I welcome this opportunity to submit for the record of your hearings my views

and findings in an effort to coordinate our oversight responsibilities.

The :\Iagnuson-Moss Act makes rulemaking one of the FTC's most valuable

and effective tools in dealing with unfair and deceptive acts and practices

against consumers in the marketplace. The Commission has devoted an increas-

ing proportion of its consumer protection resources to rulemaking activity and
there is little dispute that rulemaking will take up a significant portion of FTC
resources in the future.

With tliis new emphasis on rulemaking, it was of serious concern to this

subcommittee that the process has often been characterized by delay, postpone-

ment and extension. Because rulemaking has become so important, it is critical

that the process function smoothly, expeditiously and responsively. Oversight in

this area is crucial. Our concern was a simple one—what are the reasons for the

delays in the entire rulemaking process ?
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In order to illustrate the delays, the subcommittee prepared a chart which
traced the progress of Commission rules and guides which were the subject of
public announcement in 1974 and 1975. When the 21 rules and guides announced
during that period were traced back to their date of initial investigation and
traced forward to see what progress had been made, excessive delays and non-
action were revealed.
The subcommittee examined (a) delays in the initial investigation resulting in

the proposed rule; (b) delays following the proposed rule (i.e., hearings post-
poned, comment time extended, who requests the extensions, etc.) ; and (c) the
total time elapsing from the beginning of the initial investigation to the final
rule.

The chart, the testimony at the hearing and subsequent materials submitted
for the record provided the subcommittee with the following information with
regard to delays

:

1) The average length of time of investigation has been 19.25 months. How-
ever the chart prepared by the subcommittee oji the chart prepared by the
Commission reveal investigations of as long as 37 and 42 months.

2) After a rule is proposed, if a final rule were to be promulgated within the
minimum statutory timeframe, it would take 10 months. There is no rule appear-
ing on either chart which has been completed within 10 months ; 2-3 years is the
average.

3) 'For the three rules and two guides which became final during 1974 and
1975 the average length of time it took to get from initial investigation to final

rule was 42.20 months. For the rules which became final prior to 1974. it is

impossible to tell the length of the whole process since the Commission, in its

chart —^which includes rules prior to 1974, failed to include the date that the
investigation leading to the rule began.

4) There had been no final action in 18 rules out of 23 which were the subject
of public announcement in 1974-1975.

Citizen access to the rulemaking process should be a concern for all Federal
regulato]-y agencies. It is especially important that an agency involved in con-

sumer protection activity have a viable consumer access mechanism. This need
was amply demonstrated by Peggy Charren and Lois Schiffer who testified to the

failure of the Commission in addressing their petitions. Not only did the Com-
mission fail to respond to the substance of the petition but, in many cases, receipt

of the petition was not even acknowledged. New procedures for handling outside

petitions for rulemaking have recently been initiated. These procedui*es include

a 90-day outside limit in responding to petitions. The Commission has reported

that the procedure has been implemented and all petitions received since are on
schedule.
The Commission's rulemaking process is needlessly slow. Unnecessary and

excessive delays dilute the effectiveness and timeliness of any rule. While none
would argue that the quality and comprehensiveness of a rule should be sacrificed

for speed .it is clear that the Commission can and must do better than allowing
rulemaking to drag on for 3, 4 and 5 years.

I believe that our hearing convincingly documented the fact of and some of the

reasons for, delay. If your hearing is able to develop more detail about the causes

of and solutions to the delay problem, then our joint oversight efforts will have
made an important contribution toward improvement in a major aspect of the

Federal Government's consumer protection apparatus.

Sincerely,
Benjamin S. Rosenthal,

Chairman.

Mr. ISIoBS. It is obvious that we are not ooing to be able to conclude

this morninfr. and the schedule of the House this afternoon is such

as to suggest the probability of a siornificant number of rollcalls or

quorum calls. We will therefore recess the hearings, subject to the call

of the Chair, and we will be in touch Avith you and in touch with the

members of the committee in an effort to determine when we can re-

sume these hearings.
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Mr. Dixon. Thank you.

Mr. Collier. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Moss. We thank all of you for your appearance here this

morning.
[Whereupon, at 12 noon the committee was adjourned subject to

call of the Chair.]





REGULATORY REFORM—FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14, 1976

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on 0\t:rsight and Investigations,

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Washington^ D.C.

The subcommittee met. pursuant to notice at 10 a.m., in room 2322,

Rayburn House Office Building", Hon. Richard Ottinger presiding

(Hon. John E. Moss, chairman).
Mr. Ottinger. The subcommittee vrill come to order.

Today's hearing is the second session of the oversight-regulatory

reform hearing on the Federal Trade Commission which was begun
by this subcommittee on ]March 29. These hearings are part of a series

of hearings on nine Federal regulatory agencies which are within this

connnittee's jurisdiction. As Chairman John Moss noted in his opening-

statement on the FTC, the agency has made great strides since the

1960's. But many problems remain and we intend to explore those

areas today.

At our first session, we questioned the Commission on delays in the

handling of the American Gas Association investigation. The subcom-
mittee was concerned about the propriety of a meeting between then
Chairman Engman and attorneys for the AGA right before th.e Com-
mission decided not to issue a complaint in this matter. The subcom-
mittee also questioned the Commission regarding delays in the

rulemaking process and the adequacy of Commission standards for

clearance of former members or employees to appear before the FTC.
In today's session, we will continue to explore the issues outlined at

the openings session. We are concerned about the length of time that

it may take to make a determination in the very important Exxon
antitrust litigation, and we will be exploring this question toda3^ The
Commission was given significant new powers in the ]\Iaguuson-Moss
Warranty—FTC Improvement Act, and we will be seeking to discover

whether this act has been fully implemented.
We are also concerned that the Commission may not have adequate

access to corporate data. We Avill be discussing the problems which it

has encountered in its line of business reporting program.
I want to reiterate what Chairman Moss said regarding adjudicative

matters. No statement or question of a member or staff person is in-

tended to influence the Commission decision in any adjudication. I do,

how^ever, expect the Commission to answer any question relating solely

to procedures or timetables in an adjudication and the Commission
staff to respond on other issues.

(607)
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Since our last hearing on the FTC I understand you, Commissioner
Nye, and the Acting Director of Consumer Protection, Joan Bern-
stein, are leaving the Commission. The subcommittee would like to

extend its appreciation and that of the public to both you and Mrs.
Bernstein for the contributions which you have made to the public

service with FTC. We extend our best wishes for your future

endeavors.
Mr. Nye. Thank 3'ou, "Sir. Chairman.
Mr. Ottixger. In keeping with the tradition of the committee, would

you stand and be sworn.
Do you promise the testimony you are about to give is the truth, the

whole truth, and nothing but the truth ?

Mr. Collier. Yes.
Mi-s. Dole. Yes.

Mr. DixON. Yes.

Mr. Nte. Yes.
Mr. Ottinger. Do you have any statement you would like to make at

this point ?

FUETHER TESTIMONY OF HON. CALVIN J. COLLIEE, CHAIRMAN,
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL RAND
DIXON, COMMISSIONER; STEPHEN NYE, COMMISSIONER: ELIZA-

BETH HANFORD DOLE, COMMISSIONER; HARRY A. GARFIELD II,

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF COMPETITION; MARK F.

GRADY, ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF POLICY PLANNING AND
EVALUATION; AND JOAN Z. BERNSTEIN, ACTING DIRECTOR,

BUREAU OF CONSUMER PROTECTION

Mr. Collier. I have no statement, INIr. Chairman.
Mr. Ottinger. Let me start off with a couple of questions that are of

concern to me. I will just cover a few areas; I don't know what the

most efficient way is.

Would you like to concentrate on the Exxon case and get the ques-

tions out of the way on that first ?

Mr. Rosenberg. That is a good idea, Mr. Chairman.

EXXON LITIGATION

Mr. Ottinger. In the Exxon case, the complaint was issued almost

3 years ago in 1973 ?

Mr. Collier. Summer of 1973.

Mr. Ottinger. This is probably the largest undertaking the Connnis-
sion has ever engaged in, and we are still at the point, as I understand
it, of arguing over the subpena process without even the fact-gather-

ing process before the administrative law judge having gone ahead.

I find that a matter of grave concern. I think that case is of tremen-

dous significance.

I would just like to have your assessment as to whether this scope,

size, and kind of case is something the FTC can, in fact, handle, and
if you are going to proceed with it, do you have adequate resources

to be able to handle it, resources both in terms of personnel and in

terms of legal authority.
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Would you address yourself to the prol)lem of the dispute in which
the whole subpena process has bogged down and the Commission's
decision not to adopt the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as applied

to this case. Then give us some idea, if you can, whether with the

resources that you have or may request from us in order to be able to

prosecute this case, when you would expect at least the administrative

law judge proceeding would go forward and be completed, because

there undoubtedly will be a court challenge to whatever decision the
administrative law jvidge might make in this case.

I wonder if you could address yourself to those questions generally

and to the status and potential of the case. I think counsel has parti-

cular questions.

Mr. Collier. I would like to address myself to it in that context and
also I think Mr. Johnson or someone from the Bureau of Competition
who, at this time, is directly involved with that uiatter, might be able

to elaborate for the committee.

With regard to whether the Trade Commission can handle complex,
protracted litigation, my own view would be that complex and pro-

tracted litigation tends to take a long time, whether it is in an admin-
istrative setting or in the courts. I don't know any situations in the

I'ecent past whei'e one could generalize that a complex matter takes

more or less time as a general rule in administrative proceedings than
it would in a proceeding in the Federal district court.

There are notoriously long proceedings, particularly on antitrust

matters, in both types of hearings.

With regard to the adequacy of our rules, we are constantly looking

at the rules both as they apply to adjudicative and nonadjudicative
matters in order to identify and eliminate unnecessary delays in those

proceedings. We have already taken a numl)er of steps to solve delay

including revision in our motions to quash process which was rather

lengthy. I think we have done an excellent job in collapsing the amount
of time it takes to rule on those.

As to the question of resources dedicated to the Exxon matter, the

Commission relies heavily on senior staft' with I'egard to the number
of attorneys necessary to conduct that litigation, and I think the Com-
mission has been generally supportive of the requests of the staff in

that connection. I would note also that the President, in his budget
request, has l^een supportive of the i-equests of the Commission and in

turn, the appropriations committees have been supportive of the re-

quest for resources.

Finally, with regard to the question of what the administrative law
judge's timetable in that case might be, the Commissioners are not as

familiar with that as the trial attorneys who are working on the mat-
ter. And perhaps with regard to any or all of these comments, Mr.
Johnson or somebody on his staff would like, at this time, to elaborate

a little bit.

Mr. Ottinger. ]Mr. Johnson, would you stand and be sworn ?

Give your name first.

Mr. Johnson. Owen M. Johnson, Jr.

Mr. Ottinger. Do you swear the testimony you are about to give is

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

Mr. Johnson. I do.
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Mr. Ottinger. Why don't you come up and take the mike so every-

body can hear you.

Mr. Johnson. Mr. Chairman, I would certainly second our chair-

man's statement about the conduct of the Exxon case. The Commission

and the administration in our latest budget message have been totally

supportive of this effort and, as you may know, we anticipate a sizable

increase in our budget for the Exxon case in fiscal 11)77.

With regard to the procedures applicable to that case, I think the

public has to be aware that any major antitrust case, whether con-

ducted in a Federal court or the FTC, is going to be protracted. The
Exxon case, in a sense, has moved quite expeditiously through the

motion phase ; and we have supplied the committee with a list of the

pleadings in that litigation to date which, I think, bears eloquent testi-

mony to the magnitude of the undertaking.

The motions phase has been completed in about 18 months, and we
are now at the discovery stajzc of that lavv'suit. duiirman Moss indi-

cated in his initial comments that we have filed a subpena of some

1600 pages, and that really is our first wave of discovery in the lawsuit.

The Commission has given the administrative law judge discretion

to adopt as he sees fit the Manual for Complex Litigation that is used

in the Federal courts, so I don't think our procedures in terms of first

wave, second wave discovery would differ substantially from what they

would be in any similar-size case in Federal court.

Mr. Ottinger. As I understand it, the Commission turned down
your request for the application of the Federal Rules of Civil

JProcedure to this matter and insisted upon adopting new rules that are

still in the process of formulation by the Commission; is tliat not so?

Mr. Johnson. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, as such, are

probably inadequate for any major antitrust case and would be so

recognized in the Federal courts. What our staff requested was the ap-

plication of the so-called Manual for Complex Litigation which is used

in the Federal courts. The Commission did not impose the use of that

manual on the administrative law judge, but left him free in his

discretion to adopt it.

Mr. Ottinger. Did he adopt it ?

Mr. Johnson. We are adopting it in the sense that he is taking dis-

covery in waves. I think he is following the philosophy of the manual
and probably asserts more control over the discovery process than the

Federal judge.

Mr. Ottinger. The problem of which rules being used is not a

problem in this proceeding at this time ?

Mr. Johnson. No ; I don't think we could characterize the case as

being hung up on procedures, no.

Mr. Ottinger. Counsel has specific questions and I will call on him
and some of the members.
But in terms of the staff resources that are available for you, the

information we have is that in fiscal 1975 the case was supposed to use
4-8 man-vears of time but only used 40 man-years. Li the first half of

fiscal 1976, the planned resource use was 22.5 man-years but the actual

use was 11.9 man-years.
What factors would you attribute to this underutilization of re-

sources? The key question, I suppose, is do you have enough qualified
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personnel on this case so that that is not an inhibiting factor in

proceeding with timely prosecution of the case ?

Mr. JoHNSOx. To answer the last part of your question, as regards

current personnel assigned to the case, we have provided the committee

with a chronology of attorneys and para-legals assigned to the case.

You will note that we hit a low for assigned attorneys and para-legals

in mid-1975. It was a time of turnover. Our new law school graduates

had not arrived. People were taking other jobs, in the Commission

and outside.

We have rapidly remedied that situation, and starting in September

of 1975 up to the present we have been staffed at the approximate

budget levels.

Mr. Ottinger. You had some specific questions, Mr. Rosenberg ?

Mr. Rosenberg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY

Before going to the specifics of the Exxon case, I would like to ask

one question which I think is related to the Exxon case. The American
Bar Association's commission on the Federal Trade Commission in

1969 issued this report. In the report it said

:

The Agency must recognize that some of its most serious problems—such as

excessive delay and the conflict at the commissioner level between the functions of

prosecutor and Judge—can be solved by greater delegation of authority to the

staff. We recommend that the Commission confer on its bureau directors the

authority to issue complaints * * *

Why hasn't the Federal Trade Commission accepted that particular

recommendation ?

Mr. Collier. I think each commissioner may want to respond

separately to that.

In my own vieAV—and I served as senior member of the staff, as you
know—I had some sympathy with the idea of general delegation by
the Commission in certain areas. With regard to the complaint issu-

ance function, however, I have had and continue to have pause

about that recommendation for two Drincipal reasons. The first is that

the memliers of the Commission sittino- at tliis tal:)le are confirmed by
the Congress. I think that the brinsrinff of complaints, particularly

under statutes as broad as ours, in itself constitutes a policy-setting

course.

The Commission was created by Congress to fill in the meaning of

that broad delegation and I think that the people who have the com-
plaint issuance authority ought properly to be subject to the kind of

Congressional-Executive oversight that is implied in the confirmation

process. That is my first concern.
My second concern is, if you look at the Bureau of Competition, ap-

proximately 60 percent or more of ifs resources are tied up in part III
adjudication at any given time. That means the complaint issuing

function in effect is the principal mechanism for controlling those

resources. Once the matter is in part III, the Commission serves in

adiudicfitorv position when it comes for decision.

I don't think that would be jrood stewardship on the part of the
Commission to release control of over 60 percent of the resources Con-
gress provides in the appropriations process.
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Some criticism has been voiced of the entire administrative process

that was created by Congress and adopted in the context of several

agencies at the turn of the last century. There was hope at that time

—

and I think a lot can be said that the hope has been realized—that

through the creation of an administrative agency which combined
various functions of the Government, one could have a more flexible

and hopefully more responsive execution and definition of legal re-

quirements, particularly in an area, such as we are involved in, where
the Congress clearly intended the Agency to fill out what that law
means.
Those are my principal reasons, but I think each Commissioner

might have observations because I believe that they have all thought
about this matter which has been proposed on numerous occasions over

the years.

Mr. RosENBEKG. Are you saying you disagree with the ABA's con-

clusion that a major cause of excessive delay is the conflict at the com-
missioner level between the functions of prosecutor and judge?

Mr. Collier. I don't believe the Commissioners' deliberations ac-

count for a substantial amount of delay. Statistics might prove me
wrong, but it had not been my impression at the staff level or the

short time I have been a Commissioner, that the Commissioners'
deliberations account for any significant portion of the delay in our

proceedings. Commissioners ordinarily handle staff recommendations
speedily. There might be some excessively diflicult matters, but I am al-

ways impressed the dates on the memoranda are not too forward from
the time the recommendations are made.
As to the question of disagreement among Commissioners and

whether that might create confusion on the part of the staff in making-

recommendations, indeed it is the fact that many recommendations of

the staff are rejected by the Commission. I think that that is inlierent

in the collegial process and I don't think it is bad. I think the fact that

the Commissioners have the kind of accountability that is implicit in

their confirmation and selection process will inevitably lead to situa-

tions where these people will reject recommendations from the staff.

Mr. Rosenberg. Would any of the other Commissioners caie to

comment ?

Mr. DixoN. I don't know if the members of this subcommittee know
the history of reorganization, but part IV created the power to dele-

gate. There was no power to delegate anything until that became law.

I was at the Commission when it arose.

The truth of the matter is that the Kennedy administration had
sent up a lot of reorgaiiization plans and the Senate just turned hands

down on them and this was an embarrassment. I got a call from the

White House nsking me to go Tip and see if we could get the one for

the Federal Trade Commission passed. Senator McClellan was the

one who turned those down. It was embarrassing to the President not

to be able to get something done. I don't think Presidents like to find

out they can't (ret a simple reorganization jilan passed.

Senator McClellan, I think, spoke for the overriding view of the

Senate that they didn't take kindly to any kind of reorganization plan

that took away from them the right to examine and advise and con-

sent on the person that had the right to issue a complaint. I agree with

them 100 percent and I agree now.
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It would be the biggest mistake Congress ever made to do tliat.

I don't agree with the bar a bit. That group of tlie bar was like the

pot calling the kettle black or something.
Now, if you ever want to pass or insist upon this kind of tiling, I

would be the first to i'U]i up here to the Congress and recommend
that you make the Commission into a court and that would soh'e it all.

The problems you are talking about on the Exxon case and on other
cases have occurred because we are not a constitutional court. When
somebody tells us to go to hell, we have to run with our hat in hand
to the coui't and ask. "Would you get on oui" side and give us a show
cause or get us some information ?''

There are some strategic difficulties. The Commission has in some
ways the greatest of powers. It has more than the Attorney General
of the United States in enforcement of the Sherman Act. As you
know, tliere is a bill floating around up here somewhere now, I think
it may have passed in some respect, tluit would increase the powers of

the Department of Justice to use civil investigativ^e demands. Those
apply before you issue a complaint or serve one. Justice didn.'t even
have as much power to get ready as the Fedei'al Trade Commissioii.

The Federal Trade Commission has the identical powers you have
in the Congress, the powers of inquisition, if you want to call it that.

Now, had we chosen in the Exxon case to follow tradition and issued

investigative subpenas, we would, in my opinion, have gone much
faster because the courts will back us up there more than when you
issue a complaint and issue a subpena under that complaint, then
you have to say riglit within the commas and periods in that
complaint.

There is a hell of a lot of difference betv.een the judicial subpena
and investigative subpena. We issued a complaint here without being
ready is one way to say it. You have to get ready for trial. Noav we
are talking about whether we shoukhi't change the Avhole process and
duplicate the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

I have reached the point in my mind now where I am telling you,
and I will tell the other Commissioners, I am not going to support
that change anymore. It would be a mistake to try to duplicate a court
as long as we are not a court. We still would have to go to court if

we adopt what I consider discovery procedures. We don't quite have
the power a judge has.

A judge would call parties in, call counsel into chambers maybe, and
talk about the discovery they want and time schedules and, if one of
the parties asked for these things, didn't live up to this thing, the
judge might hold him in contempt. A district judge has the power to
do anything. The Federal Trade Commission doesn't have that kind
of power and never will unless and until the Congress of the United
States decides to make it a court.

I have often thought the bar the principal reason for these things
taking so long, but I don't know how to change it unless you want
to tinker with due process.

Mr. Ottinger. You think that the Federal Trade Commission
should be given status as a court ?

Mr. Dixox. No, sir, I think there are some disadvantages. I think
the Congress did an act of genius to create the Federal Trade Commis-
sion and its approach.
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The Commission can move faster than two or three or five persons,

but we can also make mistakes. We are up here right now bemg re-

viewed on some of our mistakes, and I think it's a good process.

You don't review courts, and if you measure the record of the

Federal Trade Commission on time, you will find the Federal Trade

Commission record is good or better than the record of the constitu-

tional courts.

Ask Mr. Levi how he is doing in the IBM case. Ask him that.

]Mr. Ottinger. I am not sure our whole antitrust structure is ade-

quate to deal with the problem. My own feeling—I don't know that

it is particularly relevant here, perhaps it is—is that Congress even-

tually is going to have to legislate much more extensively if we are

really going to achieve a major breakup of some of these joint

industries.

Mr. Dixon. You may be right.

Mr. Ottinger. We are going to have to set up some kind of arbi-

trary guidelines, for some particular industries.

Mr.^Dixox. I will volunteer without your asking me, I think anti-

trust in the so-called monopoly attempt, attempt to monopolize an

area of our law enforcement, has been a magnificent failure.

You can blame it on a lot of people and a lot of reasons. If you
want my opinion, I think that the oil industry is trying the Federal

Trade Commission instead of our trying them.

INIr. Otttnger. I am concerned about our ability to reach the really

fundamental questions as to whether it is in the public interest or not

to limit the degree, size, streng-th, and domination of particular areas in

the marketplace; and whether the laws are adequate to do that. I

think they are not. But still we have to struggle with the legislation we
have, until we get new legislation. I think the effort the Federal Trade
Commission has taken, the direction it has taken, is salutary, and it is

raising some of the issues and bringing them out to the pulDlic.

The problem we are faced with here this morning is the inordinately

large task that it is and the amount of time it is taking.

Mr. Dixon. The question to start the discussion was this business of

delegation. I have thought about this in 15 years many, many times,

and have come very close to taking a public posture on it as these criti-

cisms come and as various committees of Congress showed varying
degrees of interest on the proposal that was then current.

I thought sometimes about saying, well, if you vrant to do this, leave
the Federal Trade Commission as a body, all you would have to do is

leave the five members as a Federal Ti-ade Commission and create one
so-called administrator, give him all the power the five used to have,
give him all the responsibility. But I don't think you would do it.

That pattern is something like NLRB. There the general counsel
does all this. But the general counsel down there is appointed by the
President and advised and consented to by the Senate.

]Mr. Ottinger. I think we are getting a little far afield.

i\Irs. Dole. I would like to make one comment, going back to your
initial question. As far as \\\^ issuance of complaints, ^q. final policy
determination should be in tlie hands of those appointed by the Pres-
ident and confirmed by the Senate. There have been suggestions that,
turning it around the other way, the judicial function should be split
oif, that all of our litigation should be handled in the Federal courts.
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This would, of course, enable the Commission to interject itself at mid-

level for policy determinations on matters in litiiiation. I think there

are many reasons however, for not utilizing the Federal courts as a

formn for FTC cases. Let me point out, first, that I don't believe that

there has ever been any suggestion that the Commission is unable to

judge the merits of a case after determining to issue a complaint. In
other words, I have never heard it suggested that the Commission
would be biased or unfair in some way in sitting on the case in a judi-

cial capacity after the Commission has been involved in the issuance of

the complaint.
The Commission operates within the bounds of the record, makes its

determination on the record. I feel that there would be disadvantages

as far as the expertise which the Commission can lend to a particular

matter if all these matters were litigated in the Federal courts.

Of course another appi'oach which has been suggested is the creation

of a special trade court. But even a specialized judicial forum would
not have the kind of expertise that is amassed at the Commission
through the rulemaking process, guide formulation proceedings, spe-

cial industry studies and reports to Congress—other aspects of our
mission.

Mr. Ottinger. I think I will call a limit on this. I think sometimes
it would be useful to go over with the Commission what structural

changes might be made to improve antitrust prosecution, but I think
this hearing ought to be really devoted to how we are doing with what
we have.

We have a number of members here. Let me give them a chance to

ask a few questions and then we will pursue this further.

Do vou have something, Mr. Maguire ?

Mr , j\L\GuiRE. I will be happy to defer to counsel.

Mr. Ottinger. Mr. Collins.

Mr. Collins. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

RESTRAINT OF TR^^DE

I was interested in this discussion about monopolies and restraint

of trade. Is the major function of the FTC to act in restraint of trade ?

Mr. Collier. I think to act to prevent unreasonable restraint of

trade.

Mr. Collins. Bringing up this oil situation is one situation where
they raise the question of possible monopoly or restraint of trade

features.

What general complaints did you have from the public as to fact

this Exxon Company was acting in restraint of trade ?

Mr. Collier. I don't recall the record with regard to that matter at

the time the matter went into adjudication.

Mr. Collins. Just tell me how many people were around implying
and saying Exxon had been unfair and restrained them or limited
them.
Mr. Johnson. I can speak for the initiation of the investigation

which led to the complaint, which was internally generated. Our
Bureau of Competition and the Bureau of Economics conducted
studies on concentration of industry and targeted petroleum as an
industry we should investigate. We began a formal investigation of
that industry starting in 1972.
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I suppose that, in 1973, with the advent of the energy crisis, there

was a lot of public pressure brought to bear on the Commission over tlie

conduct of that investigation.

Mr. Collins. Most of that pressure came out of Congress who, in

its wisdom, decided the oil industry was a target that should receive

consideration. I think most of the encouragement you have received
has been from Congress. It has been my experience that the biggest
restraint business has is from Congress, itself.

As we were talking I started jotting down all the things I thought
about. Inflation is a problem for them; that is caused by the budget
deficit and deficit financing we have here; they operate under price

controls and allocation. They have tremendously increased costs

through the reports and requirements we make; they are not able to

take care of business; they are constantly subject to harassment and
investigations; they are burdened in foreign trade through the handi-
caps we place on prices and everything else here in Congress, their

markets, I thought of OSHA, environmental control, affirmative

action. Congress is the real burden they have.
Plas the Commission ever thought about investigating Congress to

see what they do to restrain trade in business ? Do you have the power
to do it ?

Mr. Johnson. I don't believe we do.

Mr. Dixon. Congress is the people, these things come from the
people.

Mr. Collins. Congress is responsive to the press.

Mr. Dixon. I think everybody is responsive to the press.

Mr. Collins. As I see these situations around here, as we constantly
go after it, if I ever saw a group of timid souls, it's the Exxon group.
I live in an oil State, and I never saw a group that tries to hide under
a rock anymore than they do.

If they have been involved in any restraint of trade, or involved in
any type of restraint, I can't imagine what it is. They are so timid
they are afraid to cross the street without a Boy Scout to help them.
Mr. Dixon. In some areas I agree, I think they ought to lay what

they do on the table. You will live a long time before some of them lay
something on the table. Our experience has been that way. I don't
think they have that much to hide.

Mr. Collins. Let me go into laying on the table and hiding things.
I think this affirmative action is the biggest handicap we put on busi-
ness. They say you can't choose executive personnel based on experi-
ence, knowledge, ability, or anything. You have to determine it on a
quota basis, which is the same as an alphabet.

In other words, you have the same number of aged, the same number
of young, the same number of men, same number of women, the same
number of blacks, same number of whites, and homosexuals. Nowhere
in there do you list merit. How can a big business be run where you
don't pick competent people to run it? This affirmative action is 'the
biggest restraint I see coming on the horizon.

It's an interpretation. That law we passed said there would be no
reverse discrimination. They are putting an interpretation in it and
are going to handicap business.

Let's get on something close to home you are investigating. Who
put the bee in your bonnet on this? There is an outfit down in Texas
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called Gibsons ; I have been reading about them in the papers. Appar-
ently their crime is that they sell at a low price, not below cost, but, be-

cause they sell at a low price, that is some kind of a system that re-

quires investigation by FTC. What is your opposition to selling at a

low price ?

Let's take a specific case you are investigating. What is wrong with
selling at a low price ?

Mr. Collier. I am advised that is beyond the investigation stage

and is presently in the adjudication stage.

Mr. Collins. Then you can't discuss it.

Is there anything not in the (}uasi-judicial stage that you can discuss

where they are selling at a low price ?

Mr. Dixon. The dairy industry is such. I am speaking of it as an in-

dustry, not a case that we might have. We have had over the last 15

years at least several hundred complaints, usually from small, viable,

family-owned dairies. They are people who do up to $2 million, $4
million, $5 million, $7 million worth of business a year.

Suddenly in their area somebody decides to use milk at the retail

counter as a loss leader. Now, if you were selling milk and it cost you
35 cents to bottle and put it in a carton, a quart of milk, if that is what
it cost you, and suddenly one of your so-called competitors had given
somebody a price, or decided to sell milk for 34 cents to the customer,

you would be in a hell of a shape.

Mr. Collins. I agree with that.

Mr. Dixon. If somebody sells beneath cost, the question of whether
it is beneath the other man's cost has to be determined ; somebody has
to look at it.

Mr. Collins. The only responsibility is to be sure they didn't sell

below their cost ?

Mr. Dixon. No; we have to examine them, v>^e have to do our best

to determine whether they were selling not below cost, that is, the

fellow who cut his price, because then we might not have a cause of

action. He is entitled under any law we enforce to sell at any price he
pleases unless we can show that he is not doing it throughout his mar-
ket, rather than only where his competitor is.

Mr. Collins. Do you have other things—you say you are talking

about—the question is have they sold it below their cost ?

Mr. DixoN. That is one question. They don't have to be selling be-

neath their cost. If they discriminate in price, that violates the Robin-
son-Patman Act.
Mr, Collins. How would they discriminate in price ?

Mr. Dixon. Suppose he was a dealer in your area. He sold widely
across Texas, but in Houston he decided he didn't have enough of the

market and there he decided to sell about 5 cents under the going price

in the market in Houston. That would turn the market up side down.
You would have to meet it or lose your customers. That is all there is

to it,

Mr. Collins. That is right.

Mr. Dixon. It would be a market discrimination if he only sold it in

Houston at that lower price and he sold everywhere else at a higher
price. It could be said he sold higher elsewhere to get the money to

subsidize in the Houston market where he is going to torpedo his

competitor.
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If you ^o down there and raise hell about the low price, somebody
will say, "Are you mad at consumers ^ettino; milk cheap?" Take all

the mothers. I saw somebody ^o down there and almost get killed.

He took the wrone; side.

]\Ir. Collins. You are saying within the same or relatively similar

market
Mr. DixoN". It brings the Eobinson-Patman Act into effect with all

the defenses and burdens. This isn't just there in milk, in all kinds
of industries we get these complaints—they come from the business-

men. A large number come from you here in Congress : they know you,
write you. and you pass the buck down to us, and it stops right there.

"We have to put up or shut up.
Mr. Ottinger. Mr. Maguire,

DELAYS IN RULEMAKING

Mr. Maguire. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I want to just put a foot-

]iote on the discussion that we had last time that Mrs. Bernstein par-
ticpated in with regard to three areas which the Commission has
had under consideration, pesticides, franchise disclosure, detergent
labeling.

"We didn't have enough time to get into all of the details when we
discussed those matters last time. I don't want to go into all the de-
tails here now, but I wonder if we might ask if you would submit a
written commentary, not just on what caused the clelays, but also what
lessons have been learned from the experiences in these three cases.

In other words, I would like to know what the reason, not that a
delay occurred when such and such a memorandum went from some-
body to somebody else, or such and such a petition was filed by so and
so. but I would like to have an analysis of what the reasons were for
these various entanglements and what is learned from those experi-
ences about how to prevent the same thing from occurring in the fu-
ture and what steps might in fact be taken or in fact are being taken
to preclude that from being perpetuated in each and every case which
comes before the Commission.

Is that something that you think you might be able to do ?

Mr. Collier. Speaking personally, it's very timely. I have just come
to the Commission as chairman and that is an excellent suggestion. I
will discuss it with the staff, and I am sure we will be able to do it.

Mr. Otttnger. Without objection, we will make that part of the
record.

[The following letter was received for the record:]

Federal Trade Commission,
Office of the Chairman,

Washington, D.C., May 19, 1916.
Hon. John E. Moss,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation, Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Washington, B.C.
Dear Mr. Chairman : During my recent appearance on April 14, 1976, before the

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, Congressman Maguire asked me
to review the history of three pending rulemaking proceedings (specifically,
franchises, detergent labeling, and pesticides). He asked whether lessons could
he derived J'rom these experiences that would permit us to avoid delays in future
proceedings. This letter responds to that inquiry.
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As a general matter, a major cause of delay in Commission rulemaking was
the two-plus years of uncertainty occasioned by a court challenge to our legal
authority to promulgate trade regulation rules and by Congressional changes in
our procedures for promulgating such rules. See National Petroleum Refiners
Association v. FTC, 340 F. Supp. 1343 (D.D.C., 1972), aff'd. 482 F.2d 762 (D.C.
Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 415 U.S. 951 (1974) ; Magnuson-Moss Warranty—Fed-
eral Trade Commission Improvement Act. P.L. 93-637 (1975). However, delays
in the three specific rulemaking proceedings were also a product of peculiar
factual circumstances unlikely to be repeated in the future.

First, some delay in the proposed franchise rule is the direct result of its broad
coverage. The proposed rule is not limited to a particular industry, but rather
would cover certain business practices affecting numerous industries and types
of businesses. A thorough understanding of the effects of such a rule needed
analysis of hundreds of different factual situations. The scope of this under-
taking is demonstrated by the size of the record in this proceeding which exceeds
30,000 pages.

Second, the requirements of the proposed detergent rule were partly satisfied

by the detei'gent industry's 1973 agreement to comply with the rule's disclosure
provisions as to phosphate content. The remaining part of the rule, regarding dis-

closure of detergent ingredients, was converted into a proceeding under the Fair
Packaging and Labeling Act and published for comment in February, 1974. Staff
concern about whether ingredient listing would be meaningful to consumers has
resulted in further exploration of this proposal.

Third, while the proposed i)esticides rule was being held in abeyance, pend-
ing final decision as to the Commission's rulemaking authority in National Pe-
troleum Refiners, the three major U.S. pesticide manufacturers consented to

Commission orders requiring the same relief. Staff is now reexamining this

area to determine whether further rulemaking activity is appropriate.
For the future the Commission is determined to take steps to minimize the

possibility of unnecessary delay. Last year the Commission adopted an entirely
new set of rulemaking procedures to take account of the Magnuson-Moss Act.
Those rules set specific time limitations within which the various phases of the
l)i'()eeedii)g must be completed. Tlw Commission also designated a specialized

staff of attorneys to preside at rulemaking hearings. The staff of the Bureau of

Consumer Protection has employed computers to organize large, complex rule-

making records, and regular seminars have been held to train the staff in rule-

making. As the presiding officers become more skilled in managing hearings and
as the Bureau staff become more experienced in rulemaking, we should be able
to speed up our proceedings. In fact, current rulemaking proceedings seem to be
moving forward more rapidly than in the past.

Finally, your oversight hearings have quite correctly focused to a significant

degree on the Commission's rulemaking activity, and I hope they will continue
to do so. Our new procedures can profit by being scrutinized with a critical eye,

and I fully expect and welcome such scrutiny in the future.
Sincerely,

Calvht J. Collier,
Chavrm,an.

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION INVESTIGATION

Mr. Maguire, The next matter I would like to take up is a matter of
great concern to this committee over the past year, namely, the Ameri-
can Gas Association reporting of natural gas reserves.

I have reviewed a memorandum which shows that the Commission
directed the staff to commence investigation on October 20, 1970, and
I followed it through its tortuous five pages detailing every motion
that was filed and each and every effort on the part of the oil com-
panies in question to frustrate the forward motion of the investigation.

It seems like each time a piece of paper has to be prepared on either
side that it takes a minimum of 6 months and frequently a decision on
a procedural matter takes a year or longer.

So here we are in 1975, in May, and the Bureau of Competition
recommending to the Commission that a complaint be issued against
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the AGA and the members of the South Louisiana subcommittee of the
AGA, then we have a memorandum in opposition from the Bureau of
Economics, and then in July 1975 the matter is not concluded with the
issuance of a complaint or any further action, but rather the matter
is turned back to the staff by the Commission suggesting that the in-

vestigation be pursued.
In the first half of fiscal 1976, however, only seven-tenths of a man-

year of professional time was expended on the case, which doesn't look
like a very serious continuing effort on the part of the FTC.
My question is: Where is this investigation going? What is the in-

tention of the Commission ? What can we expect from this investiga-
tion, w^hich I regard as of the utmost importance ?

Mr, Collier, The current status of the matter is that the judicial
j^roceedings with respect to enforcement of subpenas are still pending.
With regard to

Mr, Maguire, Subpenas which you decided back in 1971, I believe,

to issue?

]Mr, Collier. That is correct.

Mr. ]\Iaguire. It's now 1976.

Mr. Collier. That is correct.

]Mr. Maguire. That is a fairly impressive record of success on behalf
of the respondent, is it not?
Mr. Collier. If delay was their objective, that is success.

Mr. Maguire. So what do we do about it ?

Mr. Collier. We have—and I don't mean to indicate there are in my
view any panaceas, but I think Congress has already done some things
at our request that will result in nonreplication of certain of those
reasons for delay.

For example, first in connection with the Alaska Pipeline Act and
later in connection with the Magnuson-Moss Act, Congress conferred
upon the Commission authority to conduct its own litigation with re-

gard to these matters without relying on the Justice Department.
I think the chronology that you have indicates that that accounted

for some of the delay.

In addition, the Commission has, as I indicated a little earlier, iiuide

revisions in its motion to quash practices, which again in this case ac-

counted for some delay. We have supported legislation before the

Congress—I testified upon it just over a week ago^—-that would make
further changes in our compulsory process authority which, in the

view of a majority of the Commission, would further reduce the

amount of delay occasioned by attempts to enforce compulsory
process.

I don't mean to suggest that all of that is the whole answer to

making sure that Commission proceedings are expeditious but cer-

tainly that case stands as a good example of the fact that compulsory
process can be a significant cause for delay at the Federal Trade
Commission.
With regard to the current course of the investigation, which you

also asked about, I would like an appropriate member of the stall' of

the Bureau of Competition to respond in some detail to that, and also

to the observation you made with regard to the seven-tenths of 1

man-vear expended by way of resources during the first half of fiscal

1976."
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Mr. Maguire. Is this staff person the one that spent that seven-tenths

of a man-year on the matter, or is it someone else ?

Mr. Johnson. We have Harry Garfield, the assistant director in

charfje of that investigation, here with us today. I don't Ivnow whether

it is Harry's time reported or one of his staff attorneys, but if you want

to ask questions in depth
Mr. Collier. Our reporting system in regard to man-years doesn't

inchide the supervisory personnel but perhaps ]Mr. Garfield can

comment.
Mr. Ottinger. Mr. Garfield, will you please stand ?

Do you promise the testimony you are about to give is the truth,

the wliole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

Mr. Garfield. Yes.

First of all, I want to preface what I am going to say by stating

that I became responsible for this case in the fall of this year and,

while I am familiar with the history of it, there may be details as to

particular activities before that time that I will have to consult my
own staff about.

I assume that the seven-tenths of a man-year represents the time

of my staff, and I am not sure whether it includes the general counsel's

time or not.

The committee should understand that the court proceedings for

enforcement of subpenas are conducted by our general counsel's office.

The responsibility for the substantive investigation is that of the

Bureau of Competition.
. .

The case at present, as far as I and my staff are concerned, is in a

dormant stage. The Commission has declined to issue the complaint

that was recommended last summer. The court proceeding for en-

forcement of tlie subpenas has resulted in a determination by the

D.C. circuit court upholding the district court in effect denying our

right to obtain the basic reserve data that we want, at least to obtain

tha data necessary in order to be able to establish that there was,

in fact, underreporting.
A decision of the circuit court was rendered last August. My under-

standing is the general counsel filed a motion for reargument before

the D.C. circuit court, that motion was granted about a month ago,

and the reargument will take place next Monday.
At the present time there is nothing that my staff can do. We are

not in a position to obtain hard reserve data from the companies. I

have a single staff' attorney on the case at this present time. I had two
for a short while last summer. One of them was hired away by a

congressional committee.
AVhen we obtain the right, assuming that we get a favorable de-

cision, and the court procedures have run their course, we will staff

that case as it should be staffed and we will go and obtain that

information and see if we can satisfy the Commission's concerns

that were reflected in its decision last summer in declining to issue the

complaints.
Mr. Ottinger. If the decision is adverse, will you be making a rec-

ommendation to Congress for a change in the law? Is that the sub-

ject matter of the court, whether the statute as it presently exists

permits you to obtain this information ?
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Mr. Garpield. The court decision—tlie general counsel really

should at least correct me if I am wrong on this—the court decision

is a rather complex one. What the court said was that we could obtain

certain data as to actual reserves from the companies, but that we
could not use that inform.ation to establish that there was, in fact,

underreporting because we Vv-ere estopped from doing so by a prior

determination of the Federal PoAver Commission which accepted the

data thiit had normally been furnished by the AGA to the Federal

Power Commission as being adeciuate for the FPC purposes.

That is a technical discussion of the law of estoppel. If that remains

the law. I will certainly be recommending that we at least consider

the pro])]ems that that raises for a law enforcement agency where a

determination by another agency may. in effect, stop us from pursu-

ing our obligations to enforce the antitrust law.

Mr. Macjuire. May I proceed, Mr. Cliairman ?

Mr. Ottixger. You may for a l)rief time. There are a number of

matters to cover. I will observe the gentleman's o minutes are now
13 minutes.

Mr. Magttire. Thank you.

May I ask you why you do not proceed to issue a complaint ? Per-

haps I should ask the chairman, or yourself, why you do not propose

to the Commission that a complaint be issued based on what you
already know about the difference in the reporting by the AGA and
by the Geological Survey? A 37 percent difference has been uncovered

there. It is perfectly apparent from the way in which the AGA gets

its information, and we know how this occurs, through the subcom-

mittee process with members serving on the subcommittee who are rep-

resentatives of the interested companies and only have the interested

companies reporting on the basis of ball-park figures and telephone

conversations, rather than on the basis of access by the entire subcom-

mittee to the raw data.

Clearly this is a flawed—that would be the minimum statement one

could say about it—process, and it's probably much more than a flawed

process ; it is probably a process which radically distorts the calcula-

tions of reserves and. therefore, the determinations of prices which
have to be made and the danger is the public is being drastically mis-

led and prices are not being properly set.

If all that is true, as I believe it to be-, based on what is now part

of the public record and what has been available to you and to us and
to the Federal Power Commission, why is not a complaint issued with

the obiective of setting some sort of a proper definition for what a

proved reserA^e is or what a measured reserve is and how probable

reserves, whether or not gas has actually been pumped out of there,

should be included in the calculations.

Why don't we get on vnth it ?

I would like the chainnan to answer, and then perhaps Mr. Garfield.

Mr. CoTj.TER. First, we must reflect on Avhat the obligations of the

Federal Power Commission are in the initial instance to define a

category which they are going to rely upon to set the rates pursuant
to their statute.

They have been given the mandate to set a definition presumably
based on the law and subject to judicial and congressional review.
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As you were raising the question, it occurred to me that several con-

cepts with regard to the term "reserve" were embodied in the question.

As a personal matter, I am not familiar with some of the technical

features. Perhaps Mr. Garfield at this point can comment upon that

issue, which is the question of defining reserves and the information

we have with respect to various definitions of that term.

Mr. Garfield. I can't comment in any technical detail, but I know
that one of the problems that we have faced in the natural gas area

—

and this is true elsewhere where we are talking basically about re-

serves—is that no two companies keep their data on the same basis.

Mr. Maguire. That in itself is outrageous. Wliy should not the FTC
insist the records be kept on the basis of some common standard so

we know what we are talking about ?

]\Ir. Garfield. I don't think it is a question of writing it like a trade
regulation rule. There are immensely complicated factors, such as how
much moisture there is in the gas. I am not in position to comment in

detail on it. There are engineering definitions of what is a proven
reserve that will vary from engineer to engineer.

In general I think the point is that until we obtain actual company
data and can compare that with w^hat is reported by tlie AGA
Mr. Maguire. That has been done. USGS has done that. You have

a basis on the basis of their work, plus the AGA published figures. Tlie

paucity of the AGA's definition—T understand it is a couple of sen-

tences long. There is a basis for a complaint here.

Mr. Garfield. The full staff memoranda, everything that went to-

the Commission, is in the liands of the subcommittee. If I can say this

without impljdng criticism of the Commission, I am faced with a
determination by the Commission that, no. we do not wish to issue

a complaint on the basis of the material you have shown us.

There isn't any question in my mind that the AGA situation is

flawed and it will inevitably result in underreporting. I would be
willing to recommend the Commission issue a complaint based on what
we stated in July, but the situation—in light of the Commission
action—is difficult for me.
Mr. Collier. I would like to ask whether Commissioner Nye. who

was present for the deliberations, might respond to the question you
raise ?

Mr. Nye. I think there is a simple answer to your inquiry. In your
discourse I heard a lot of "probablys" and "I believes" and those
"probablys" and ''T believes" may, in fact, be the case. It is a hard job
to turn "probablys" and "I believes" into a win verdict before the ad-
ministrative law judge, one the Commission can uphold and confirm
and one that will hold upon appeal.

Before you can get there, you have to have the facts. The problem
in this case is we didn't have the facts or documents that were neces-
sary when this case was brought into investigation.
Chairman Engman and I and all the other commissioners said,

"Let's get all those documents being withheld." They are not withlield
for reasons other than they probably contain information, and, when
we £ret them, we will complete the case.

We get criticized because we have a complaint we can't Drove and it

stsLj^ on the books for 5 year.s.
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Mr. Maguire. If I may comment, since the gentleman made remarks
I have to respond to, if you would read your own staff reports and look

at the data available publicly and in your own files, I don't think you
would give such a fatuous answer.
Mr. Ottinger. The time of the gentleman has expired.
I turn over the questioning at the present time to counsel.

EXXOX LI11GATI0X

Mr. Rosenberg. I would like to return briefly to the Exxon litigation

we were discussing earlier.

Mr. Chairman, you had stated, and I believe JNIr. Johnson stated

also that the Commission has given us some documentation on the

amount of resources that have been utilized in the E.nron case. I would
like to ask the subcommittee's permission to introduce as part of the

record these particular documents which were prepared by the Com-
mission and which detail by time period the amount of resources allo-

cated to the Exxon case.

We liave also asked the Commission for, and they have given us,

information relating to the turnover of attorneys who were assigned
.to the Exxon case.

Mr. Ottinger. Without objection, those documents will be included
in the record.

[The documents referred to follow :]

Approximate Number of FTC Attorneys (Including Law Clerks and the
Supervising Assistant Director) Assigned Either Full-Time or Part-Time
TO Exxon et al., Docket No. 8934

Dee. 31, 1975, through Mar. 1, 1976 17
Dec. 8 to 30. 1975 16
Sept. 16 through Dec. 7, 1975 18
•Sept. 4 to 15, 1975 19
Aug. 18 through Sept. 3, 1975 10
Aug. 1 to 17, 1975 11
July 14 to 31, 1975 12
July 7 to 13, 1975 14
June 5 to 6, 1975 16
May 3 to 4, 1975 15
Apr. 11 through May 29, 1975 16
Feb. 18 through April 10, 1975 17
Oct. 18, 1974, through Feb. 17, 1975 IS
Aug. 26 through Oct. 17, 1974 19
Apr. 17 through Aug. 25, 1974___ 15
Apr. 9 to 16, 1974 15
Mar. 8 through Apr. 8, 1974 14
Mar. 4 to 7, 1974 18
Jan. 10 through Mar. 3, 1974 19
Jan. 3 to 9, 1974 18
Nov. 30, 1973, through Jan. 2, 1974 20
Nov. 9 to 29, 1973 12
Sept. 5 through Nov. 8, 1973 14
Aug. 24 through Sept. 4, 1973 13
July 18 through Aug. 23, 1973 10



Approximate Number of FTC Research Atstaltsts Assigned Either Full-

Time OR Part-Time to Exxon, et al., Docket No. 8934

February 1976, through March 1, 1976 8

December 1975, through January 1976 8

October 1975, through November 1975 6

August 1975, through September 1975 4

Juue 1975 6
February 1975, through May 1975 7

January 1975 8

October 1974, through December 1974 &
September 1974 8

August 1974 9

July 1974 10

May 1974, through June 1974 11

April 1974 10

March 1974 10

February 1974 8

November 1973, through January 1974 5

October 1973 3^

July 1973, through September 1973

FEDERAL TRADE COMIVIISSION—PETROLEUM INDUSTRY LITIGATION—EXXON, ET AL CASE, FISCAL 1975 (PLAN

VERSUS ACTUAL)

Man-years Plan Actual

21
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(a) Persons assigned to the case at any time since the complaint was filed:

Attorneys

Research
analysts

Months:
lto5...
6 to 11..

12 to 17.

18 to 23-

24 to 29.

30

Total..

9

11

6

8
4

2

40 18

( 6 ) Persons presently assigned to the case ;

Attorneys

Research
analysts

Months:
1 to 5...

6 to 11-.

12 to 17.

18 to 23.

24 to 29.

30

Total.. 17

PROGRAM STATUS* .,„,.p,. ,. ... >... m.
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respondents and their law firms would encounter; it is true in any

large case, antitrust or otherwise.

Our solution to that problem is to try to give some diversity of

work to the staff that are assigned to the Exxon case. In the last few

months we have gone out of our way to create other jobs so they will

not be working exclusively on Exxon.
I am told by the Assistant Director in charge of Exxon that their

morale is good, particularly since the filing of their 1,600-plus page

subpena last month.
Mr. Rosenberg. The Exxon trial staff has filed the request for a

subpena of documents and these documents could number in the mil-

lions or tens of million. It has been suggested when and if these are

produced by respondents, it would take a much larger staff to review

those documents. If this happens, would you request from Congress

an appropriation for this matter only ?

]\Ir. CoLLiEE. We have done that. We have identified the resource

needs of this matter for Congress. I see no reason why. if v/e were able

to identify the resource needs of a particular matter, we wouldn't do

the same thing in the future. I think that is appropriate for congres-

sional review of our activities.

]Mr. Ottinger, In this connection, have you set targets or timetables,

for the completion of this case ?

Mr. Collier. I do not believe the Commission has issued any orders

setting timetables. The matter at this point from the standpoint of

control of timetables is with the administrative law judge.

Mr. Ottingee. We have a situation where this thing has been going

on for 3 years and you don't even have any documents yet.

]Mr. Collier. I am not sure what we have.

Mr. Johnson. We did conduct a precomplaint investigation. It is

true, since the filing of the complaint, we have been engaged largely

in a motions practice which has been quite successful. ]Most of it has

been decided in favor of the Commission.
We now anticipate, with the enforcement of our subpena, we will

have hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, of documents coming in.

Mr. Ottinger. What I am trying to get at is that I would like to

see some kind of effort made to give a time perspective to this. I under-

stand there are a lot of things beyond your control, but it seems to me
we should have some idea of whether we are talking about 3 more
years, 10 more years, or even 20 more years or just getting this case at

least through the administrative process.

Mr. Johnson. I really don't have an answer to the time question. I

suppose one could look at the history of major antitrust cases and make
some deductions therefrom. The Exxon case will be larger because of

its theory, based upon the interaction of eight companies. It will in-

volve a lot of documentation on joint ventures, exchange agreements,

and that sort of thing. We have to show how these eight companies

relate to each other.

Reference was made here today to the IBM case, where the complaint

was issued in 1969 and the case is now at trial in 1976. You can look

at these historical parallels and hope they are somewhat comparable,

but the administrative law judge will control the progress of dis-

covery in the Exxon case. A lot of the timing is subject to his orders,
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subject to the respondents' reaction, and subject, quite probably, to

court enforcement on certain aspects of our discovery. So we really

can't come up with a fig-ure.

Mr. Ottinger. It seems to me the Commission at least ought to

chart, on the basis of what you anticipate may happen, the resources

you are going to need, the kind of time frame that you are shooting at,

even though that may be derailed along the way.
Mr. Collier. There are four possibilities for setting timetables in

the litigation. There is the possibility that either party, complaint
counsel on the one hand, respondents on the other, could apply to the
administrative law judge to establish timetables.

There is the possibility that tiie administrative law judije on his

own motion could establish a time frame. Finally, there is a possibility

the Commission on its own motion could establish time frames with
regard to a particular matter.
The establishment of time frames in any piece of litigation requires

a rather thorough knowledge of the particular facts and the particular
stage of the matter. I would expect in a matter of this kind that the
initiative in the first instance would be invoked by the parties, in par-
ticular, complaint counsel, and similiarly law judges should they be-
lieve a timetable is necessary to move the matter expeditiously.

It is conceivable the Commission could become familiar with the
matter through the exposure of the interlocutory appeal process over
time to identify appropriate timetables. But at this point, it is my
impression that the Commission does not have the factual basis for
acting in that manner. Presumably the administrative law judge will

have that factual basis as this matter ])roeeeds.

]Mr. Ottixger. You have taken on probably the biggest undertaking
that exists in the antitrust field, so we have to recognize that.

At the same time I think in a real way this is a test to see whether
this process can woi-k with respect to antitrust litigation, and I think
allowing it to languish anymore than is necessary is going to impair
the confidence of the public as to the ability to achieve rules through
this process.

I would hope that at some stage you would seriously consider the
setting of at least the time targets.

^fr. Collier. It would be a great disappointment to an administra-
tive agency set up for the purpose of resolving matters, if we didn't
come to grips with this problem, to the extent it became generic to
matters resolved through the adjudicative process.

I think as a broad policy question that question is entirely appropri-
ate and one I think we have to look at as a broad policy question with
regard to adjudication. I like to think we are looking at the question
but whether we have been imaginative enough in the scrutiny of our
own procedures is a question we have to constantly ask ourselves. I
don't come here this morning with all the answers.
Mr. Rosenberg. Chairman Collier, the Commission has supplied to

the subcommittee staff a listing of all of the motions filed in the E^xon
case, and the document here is 53 pages long. We have counted the
number of respondents' procedural motions which have been submitted
to the ALJ and to the Commission, and thev number somewhat ovei-
100.
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This seems to indicate that the respondents in the case have every
intention of fully litigating the procedural points. These points were
raised previous to any issue regarding the submission of substantive
documents. These motions were filed during depositions of company
employees with regard to recordkeeping and nonsubstantive matters
and this indicates that there may be intensive opposition to the recent
subpena request for substantive documents.

It has been suggested that such intensive opposition could prevent the
Commission from obtaining the documents which are requested in the
subpena for 2 or 3 years even if the Commission were to win all the
litigation that is naturally going to be conducted. If this were to
happen, where it became clear that the Commission was not able to
proceed to even begin to look at the documents in a time period of
3 or 4 years, do you believe the Commission should so inform those in
Congress who are waiting for resolution of the important issues
involved ?

Mr. Collier. It is terribly important that Congress be ad\ased of
this kind of matter. For example, the Commission has welcomed the
free interchange between this committee and its staff members and
counsel who are working on the matter to keep the committee, and
through the committee the Congress, advised of how the matter is

progressing.

That interchange that is appropriate with respect to your general
oversight and it seems to me it is entirely appropriate in every other
respect, and I would expect that to continue.
Whether or not the Commission in some official manner would

advise the Congress apart from the oversight and appropriations
process I don't know. But I have no doubt in cases that consume a
lot of resources and have the attention of Congress, that that exchange
will occur regularly and over the course of time.

I do expect Congress will ever be unaware that a particular matter
is not suited to the authority that Congress has conferred on us.

Mr. EosENBERG. I would like to ask if any other Commissioners
have comments ?

Mr. Dixon. We keep Congress advised with our reports. I don't

know if anybody reads them. Sometimes we have been derelict in

getting them up here on time.

Mr. Ottinger. Let me assure the Commission they are read.

Mr. Dixon. I hope so. You would have to do a whole lot of reading
with all the stuff that comes up here.

Mr. Ottinger. We have very helpful staff. As you can tell from
the followup work the committees have done, they are read and we
are concerned with the work in progress by the Commission.
Mr. Dixon. I wonder how I have stayed around this process so long.

You can imagine how many times I have walked to the window and
thought about the frustrations of the Agency. It would be a heck of

a lot worse if we weren't trying, and that is what saved me, that is all.

You are asking us to give you a prediction as to when we will reach

the end of this process. Maybe when the American Bar Association

decides to put it on the table and not take advantage of everything

a lawyer can do—we call that due process in this country, and, by
George, I don't want to live in one that doesn't guarantee that. It's
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expensive, yon l)et this kind of lawsuit is expensive. The question is

liow strong!}^ will the Congress remain behind an agency trying this

case.

It may take 10 years. None of us will be here when we finish this

case.

We are talking about this case being complicated. This isn't as

complicated as the Cement case. But the Attorney General in that case

when Congress got on him, said he thought an administrative law
judge was better suited to try it. They dumped it on the Commission
in tlie early thirties, and it was decided, I think in 1946 or 1947.

It happened that men who came to the Commission then didn't

leave because they didn't have anyplace else to go.

Mr. Ottixger. It's as proper for you to be frustrated as uSy

Mr. Commissioner.
Mr. Collins.

]Mr. CoLLixs. I have been impressed with many comments ]Mr. Dixon
has made. About frustration, if you think you have been frustrated

being a Commissioner on FTC, you ought to know how it is to be a
Rej^ublican Congressman in this Congress.
You said one thing that I really was glad that went into the

record, because I think it is part of the system on which we built this

Government. AVe have three branches of Government. Executive. Judi-

cial, and Legislative. We have judges in this country that believe they
can make the law. That isn't their function; they are supposed to

decide the law.

I was glad you made it clear that the fimction of the FTC is to act

as an independent body and present the facts, that you are not a

court of law, I was glad you emphasized you believe in the judicial

due process of law. We have many people in this country that would
try to expedite and find a way to go around due process and in that

way we wouldn't have fair equity to the country.

i want to go back to some interesting things about this case we are

discussing. We talked a lot about AGA and gas. I don't know to what
extent you have authority over it, but the AGA is an independent

group of people that consume gas. These are not producers. They have

no T'eason to understate or overstate the figures. It's to their advantage-

to know what the true facts are.

AGA INTESTIGATION

This AGA. this independent group, doesn't always come up with

exactly the equitable, or what might be. and they have differences. We
have asked the reason why they have differences on determining what
reserves are Anybody that is familiar with this business knows that

when you start looking 20,000 feet under the ground and trying to

estimate what is down there, you can't make a definite decision. Tlierer

are a lot of factors involved. The amount of sand, the depth of the

pavload is one fatcor, the type of material it's in. you know, if it is

in stone. You all are familiar—it's a science, and they have improved

it a lot. I am sorry the gentleman isn't here from T^ew Jersey,

Mr, Otthstger. I will take up his cause. Mr. Collins.

Mr. CoLEiNS. We sat in on a hearing here on Monday and the entire

hearing was based on the fact that Gulf Oil had overestimated their
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gas reserve. I am talking of the Delta field in Louisiana, and we were
irate at the fact that they had made a commitment for producing
gas, which my counsel points out is the West Delta 27 field.

When they brought it in, they thought they had a tremendous
amount of gas. They made a contract accordingly. After they pro-
duced—they brought it in in 1964. After producing 2 years, they found
they didn't have nearly the gas they thought. They were reluctant to

decrease the estimates, and it was 1969 before they got back to it.

We got critical because he overestimated, and then we are critical

if he underestimates. I don't think whether they are under or over
^will solve the gas shortage in this country today.

Mv. OttixPtKR. If the gentlonmn will yield. I think our concern is

to get the most accurate figures possible based on estimation of the

reserves, as I understand it.

The thing which has most upset those of us who have been critical

is the companies that have apparently been keeping two sets of books.

They have been furnishing one set of information to the AGA,
while their books, when we were finally able to get them, as I under-
stand we did in the case of Gulf, didn't show the same thing reported
to the AGA.

I assume the gentleman is as concerned about that as we are.

Mr. CoLLTxs. Their books were a I'esponsibility for a tax basis and
a responsibility to the stockholders. I want to tell you one interesting

thing. We are asking you for those figures, and yet we have them down
in the warehouse. We have had them since July of last year. We have
been sitting with all these figures. We have a great big staff here, yet

we ask you what conclusions come out of them. Since July, for nearly

1 vear, we have had a warehouse full of all this iunk and haven't

•come to any conclusions ourselves.

Mr. DixojSt. Why don't you make it available to us and we can quit

fighting so much.
jNIr. Coi.LiNS. I think the Commissioner asked a fair question. I

don't see why we should be asking any Federal Trade Conmiissioner

or any other bureau of the Government what the data is in this case

that in any way is in conflict to the best interests of the United States

when we haven't analyzed it ourselves.

Mr. Dixox. I was on the Commission when the request came down
that we institute this investigation or this study and report. I was
uncomfortable, and I didn't like it. I so indicated by my attitude on

the record when we got the report, because I thought that we were
being asked really to oversee another so-called regulatory agency.

Federal Power has the authority to get this; it's not our job—it's

theirs.

Mr. CoLLixs. Federal Power and AGA.
Mr. Dixox'. We had a duly authorized committee of the Judiciary

Committee of the Senate ask us to do this. Usually when it comes
that directly from a standing committee, it's virtually a command to

us. It isn't a request. It's kind of like being in the military when a

higher officer in the Navy requested you to do something, that was an
order

;
you didn't ask if he was serious or not.

We started there and finally came to a point at which staff said

that they thought they had enough for a case, and we sat at the table

and we talked about it.
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We decided, I think unanimously at the time, that it would be far

more in the public interest to stand by until we got all the informa-
tion. We had some volunteers in this—how many volunteers did we
get? Four out of eleven.

Now the staff came up and said that is enough. I am from Tennes-
see. It's an indication, but 1 would like to know what those other

seven have that they didn't let us see.

Mr. Ottixger. Just for the record, I would like to say T am informed
that we will be publishing and releasing shortly the documents which
have been obtained by the committee. Those will be available, but we
wanted to have a chance to take a look at them.

[The following letter was received for the record :]

Congress of the United States,
House ov Representatives,

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,
OP the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

Washinffton, D.C.. May 11, 1916.

Hon. John E. Moss,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : I am returning herewith a corrected copy of the tran-
script of the Subcommittee hearing- on tlie Federal Trade Couimi.s.sion held on
April 14, 1976. At page 2-56, the following comment appears by me :

"Mr. Ottinger. Just for the record, I would like to say I am informed that we
will be publishing and releasing shortly the documents which have been obtained
by the committee. Those will be available, but we wanted to have a chance to

take a lo(tl: at tli -in."

'J'he coiiimeut was made on ihe basis of a misunderstanding based on staff in-

formation furnished to me. My statement should be corrected to read as follows

:

"Mr. Ottinger. .Iu.st for the record, I would like to say I am informed that we
will be publishing and releasing shortly a report based cm the dor-uments which
have been obtained by the committee." ( Correction in italic.

)

Clt-arly. any decision on release of the documents or their contents would not
be affected by this comment and would be a matter for the Subcommittee to

decide under the Rules of the House of Representatives.
I would appreciate having a copy of this letter included in the transcript of

the hearing.
Sin<erely,

Richard L. Ottinger,
Member, Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee.

Mr. Collins. Perhaps when they are published you can evaluate
them and give us the benefit of your experience.

women's issues

Another subject, since we don't get to talk to FTC often, I will ask
Commissioner Dole, I think it has become the practice to assume a
woman understands the consuuiers' viewpoint. Of course we are con-

cerned very much to what extent business in this country is fairly or

unfairly treating women as to development, marketing, pricing, or
anything. You have been on the Commission how long?

Mrs. Dole. Two and a half years.

^Ir. Collins. What is your viewpoint as to what you and the FTC
are doing to explore and develop the women's viewpoint and all

consumers?
Mrs. Dole. That is an interesting question. I am not sure we would

segregate it in that way, Congressman Collins.
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I tliink as far as the protection of any group of people, I might just

go back to what I have said many times. In our determinations about
what types of matters we should engage in the Commission has been
urging a cost-benefit approach ; in other words, we try to determine to

the best of our ability what return we are going to get on the tax-
payers' dollars that we spend.
As I have said a number of times, I think you have to look beyond

just the quantification of this type of data, that there are other ele-

ments that have to be considered as well. For example, a particularly
vulnerable group, the elderly, or those who are uneducated or other-
wise unable to protect themselves in the modern market.
You may not be able to quantify the dollars you are going to re-

turn on the money spent in instances like that, but cases involving
those factors should, in my opinion, be considered very seriously by
the Commission.
Another example—The deterrent effect of the Commission's orders

is not quantifiable, but the Commission must maintain the integrity

of the law and the Commission's credibility, particularly where there

is a violation that has high visibilit}^ It may not produce the kind of
return we are talking about in cost-benefit terms, but it may be very
important to the Commission's credibility and its enforcement efforts.

There are other factors of that sort, including health and safety

matters.
You mention women. The area of cosmetics is one that would be

particularly interesting to women and that sort of case is among our
various endeavors.
Mr. Collins. What would you do in cosmetics ?

Mrs. Dole. The Commission has had various cases in the area of

cosmetic advertising, for example. We are responsible for overseeing

advertising, to determine whether there may be unfair or deceptive

advertising taking place in this particular area as well as others.

Mr. Collins. To what extent in advertising, this is something you
go back and. I guess, place the responsibility completely on them to

prove all factual basis for any statement they make; is that right?

Mrs. Dole. If a claim is made for a particular product, we want to

know if a reasonable basis exists for the claim. In other words, does

the advertiser have a reasonable basis for the claim made in the ad-

vertising.

Mr. Collins. What field of advertising has concerned you all the

most ?

]Mrs. Dole. This would cut across the board
Mr. Collins. Is it the media or the product ?

Mrs. Dole. Of course, today you have the impact of advertising in

television. This is something that has developed over recent years,

and I might just mention one particular rule, or rule proceeding,

which the Commission initiated just recently in the area of over-the-

counter antacids—whether or not certain warnings should be provided

in advertising as well as on the labels of the products.

Our authority is across the board, drugs, cosmetics, food, medical

devices, all areas, any product. In this particular area the Food and
Drug Administration—in 1974, 1 believe^—published a study which in-

dicated that 43 percent of those surveyed looked to advertising pri-
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marily for their information about over-the-counter drug products
wliereas only 13 percent of those surveyed looked to the labeling for
the information they obtained about over-the-counter drugs.

So the Commission is engaged in a rulemaking proceeding to de-

termine Avhether or not it might be wise to require certain advertisers

to carry warnings in their advertisements when the Food and Drug
Administration has determined that they should be carried on the
labels.

Mr, Collins. All these, do all these warnings we see on labels, does
that come from you ?

Mrs, Dole. Food and Drug Administration. We have the advertising.

Mr. Collier. We have the advertising section.

Mr. Dixon. Warning on cigarettes, the warning there, we are the
only agency that could deal with it. It was not a drug, it was not food,
so Food and Drug could not do anything about it.

Mr. Collins. You are relatively new to the Commission, Mr.
Chairman
Mr. Collier. This is a return engagement.
Mr. Collins. As counsel but not Chairman ?

Mr. Collier. Yes, sir.

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Mr. Collins. How do you decide wliat priority you give to the differ-

ent items on your agenda ? What do you decide you had better be work-
ing on ? Do you try to do everything coming to your attention ?

Mr. Collier. We have in the last couple of years attempted to make
very conscious decisions about the allocation of our burdens, both for
internal communications with the staff, and for the purpose of advis-
ing the Congress. We have gone to program budgeting, which allows
Congress to look at the division of resources. We now have a very large
budget with a description of all the programs for which we are re-
questing money, one by one. We tiy twice a year to have omnibus
sessions in which we look at all the activities of the Commission to de-
termine whether certain areas should be increased and emphasized,
whether new areas should be the basis for effort, and whether there are
areas where it looks as though we are overextended. We look at all the
programs at once.

In addition, the Commission has tried over the years, and it is noth-
ing new, but we do it in news ways all the time to make more rational
the screening process for deciding what cases to bring. Because we
receive thousands of complaints each year from consumers or self-
initiated matters we try to make the screening that those complaints
go through, as Connnissioner Dole suggested, involve concepts of cost
and consumer benefit. It is a continuing process.
Mr. Collins. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
JNIrs. Dole. May I comment on that? I think another goal which the

Commission should be working toward is to evaluate more of its orders.
This IS a difficult area. Since the Commission does have broad statu-
tory authority, it has wide discretion in determining what remedies
are reasonably related to alleged violations. Some of the remedies
chosen have been rather innovative. We have a responsibility, as far
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as we are able, to follow up and determine the effectiveness of our

orders. This, of course, takes money, and it is also difficult.

In some cases it is not possible to get a firm grip, not possible again

to quantify the results. But I think the area of evaluation is one tliat

we will want to examine more closely and try, where possible, to deter-

mine the effects of the order. Has it been effective ? Has it accomplished

what the Commission hoped that it would? Is it an order that can be

useful in other case? in the future? Is it appropriate for other areas?

The Commission should do more of this in the future.

NEW AUTHORITY

Mr. Ottinger. Following up on Mr. Collins' inquiry, there are three

authorities which Congress gave to the Commission to protect con-

sumers that have not been used at all or have been underutilized. I

would like you to comment on each but I will describe each just

briefly.

The first is new section 19(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act

which allows the court to grant redress to consumers such as rescission

or reformation of contracts, refunds, damages or public notification as

a part of a Commission and civil nction.

It is my understanding no action has been brought in the district

court under this section.

The second is financial su])port for unrepresented groups. Under
section 18(h) of the Federal Trpde Commission Act, the FTC is

authorized to pay up to $1 million each fiscal year to persons who may
not be able to participate in the rulemaking when participation is

necessary to equitable rulemakinir. Also. $500,000 was appropriated in

fiscal year 1976 but only $88,984: lias been authorized by the Federal
Trade Commission. In this regard I have a specific question as well,

whether the Commission had made a determination whether these

funds may be made available in connection with a petition for rule-

making. This was a question given to us by the National Organization
of Women which has been having difficulty getting a determination
whether they would be eligible for this sort of help in connection with
participation as opposed to the actual rulemaking process itself.

The third is civil penalty actions under the new section 15 (m) (1) (a)
of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The act provides that penalties
may be up to $10,000 for each violation of this section. It is my under-
standing that no actions for civil penalties have been initiated by the
Commission under this section.
Would you comment on those ?

Mr. Collier. Anotbei- authority recently conferred by Congress is

the authority to seek injunctions.' The way this law is structured the
predicate for redress matters is first the successful administrative
adjudication of a case. In order to trigger the so-called "retroactivitv"
requirements of the statute the respondent must be notified the Com-
mission may subsequently seek the redress.
There are administrative cases which lay the predicate for possible

future judicial proceedings to obtain redress in approximately 20
cases which have currently been issued. Another avenue by which
the Commission utilizes the redress authority is in the context of
achiesing settlements providing for consumer redress. That has been
done.
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Mr. Ottixger. With what frequency?
Mr. Collier. Within the past year there have been somewhere m

the neighborhood of $2 million in settlements invoking consumer re-

dress. And, as indicated, approximately 20 or so cases are presently

in adjudication that may subsequently lead to redress actions.

With regard to the authority to ])rovide re])resentation, particu-

larlv unrepresented groups contained in that bill. I am disapponited

personally since I tried to assist the Congress in development of that

legislation and I would like to see that program developed as a model

on which Congress might at some future time luiild to provide for

the kind of representation that I thiid^ we all feel is difficult to gen-

erate in a proceeding.
We have, as you indicated, consumed about one-fifth of the ap-

propriated amount for this year up to this point. There are a couple

of reasons that may be working here as to why that number is so

d i sappointi ngl y small.

First, the delay that was built in—as we discussed at the last ses-

sion—with regard to getting some of the new rulemaking proceed-

ings on the track and moving, slowed down the number of applica-

tions to participate in those ]:)roceedings.

Second, I think there is just a general lack of familiarity tluit the

provisions exist. This may be a problem on our part of getting the

word out. I think we are juaking i)rogress. The Connnission was
concerned at first with overselling, of just having a long line waiting

out there and disap]3ointing too many people. Xow, I think we may
have been too cantious in the other direction.

Mr. OiTTXGER. Can you give us any idea how much assistance has

been apj^lied for under this section?

Mr. Collier. I believe somewhere in the neighborhood of $400,000

total has been applied for. But many of the people who applied didn't

get everything they asked for. It was reported to me. for example, that

some people were applying for hourly billing rates in excess of those

a government employee would get.

Second, some of the petitions, in the judgment of the people admin-
istering the program, didn't meet the statutory criteria which you
articulated a minute ago. I believe it is terribly important that the

Connnission tiy its hardest to make that statute work in order to give

guidance to Congress as to what to do with that nagging problem
about people not being able to effectively participate in working with
the Government.
Mr. Otttnger. I am enthusiastic about this kind of vehicle for get-

ting citizen participation in regTilatory decisions and departmental
decisions of the Government.
One of the things we are seeing is a feeling of frustration on the

part of the public. They don't have any say in what goes on and there

is a lack of confidence that they can inflr.ence events, T think this is

a vehicle where that can be facilitated and interest can be fostered if

this is promoted by the Commission.
Can 3'ou answer the specific question about whether the person who

is in the process of petitioning for rulemaking is eligible for this

funding ?

Mr. Collier. In the first place, it is a question that turns on both
the statute—which I have not studied in the context of that particular

72-820— rr, 42
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petition—and the implementing rules with regard to eligibility. Be-

yond that there may be questions of policy the Commission may or

may not have dealt with.

Ms. Bernstein, who as Acting Director in the Bureau, administers

that program may have given thought to this question of eligibility

of petitioners and I would like her to comment on that.

Mr. Ottinger. Will you stand and be sworn ?

Do you promise the testimony you are about to give is the truth,

the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

Ms. Bernstein. I do.

Mr. Ottinger. Please give your name for the record.

Ms. Bernstein. Joan Bernstein.

I think the question you ask, Mr. Congresman, is a case of first im-

pression for us, it has not been raised before, probably because a peti-

tion to initiate rulemaking is a simple sort of procedure, as we
interpret it. A letter with some factual information Avill be interpreted

as a petition and we will make a determination.

I see no apparent reason why the compensation money might not be

applicable, assuming it meets the statutory criteria that they could not

be represented and could afford to.

Mr. Ottinger. Can we get an answer for the record as to whether
there are any legal problems with this ?

Mr. Collier. We would like, I am sure, to put our hands on that

petition, which I personally have not seen.

Ms. Bernstein. I checked on it yesterday and it had not been re-

ceived, I don't think.

Mr. Ottinger. It was from the legislative director from a national

women's organization.

Mr. Collins. Wliat is that particular one we are asking about?
Mr. Ottinger. It is a communication from the legislative director of

the National Organization of Women, which has been unable to get

an answer as to whether it would be eligible for assistance under sec-

tion 18(h) of the Federal Trade Commission Act providing financial

support for unrepresented groups in connection with the petition ; that

is, under the Magnuson-Moss Act, whether or not they would be eli-

gible in the petitioning process for assistance or whether the assistance

is only available after a petition has been granted in the course of the

rulemaking process.

Mr. Collier. We will be happy to respond to that.

[The following statement was received for the record :]

Additionai, Views of Joan Z. Bernstein, Acting Director, Bureau of

Consumer Protection on Compensation for Rulemaking Petitions

A representative of the National Organization for Women has inquired whether
compensation can be paid under Section 18(h) of the FTC Act, as amended, for

a petition for the initiation of a rulemaking proceeding, or whether Section 18(h)
is confined to the costs of participating in a rulemaking proceeding that has
already been commenced.
The question was posed to a staff member of the Bureau of Consumer Protec-

tion by telephone early in April, who told the NOW representative that he felt

there was a substantial statutory question that cast doubt on the availability of

compensation. The NOW representative has not, however, followed her initial

telephone inquiry with a petition coupled with a request for compensation, or
even a letter asking for an official statement of the views of the Bureau of Con-
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sumer Protection or the Commission. Tlie question must therefore be answered
in the abstract.

Section 18(h) makes no specific provision for compensating a petitioner's costs.

The language of the statute and of the Conference Report dealing with that
section of the Magnusoii-Moss Warranty-FTC Improvement Act appears to

contemplate that compensation will only be available for participation in a rule-

making proceeding that is already underway. Section 18(h) authorizes compen-
sation for "reasonable attorneys fees, expert witness fees, and other costs of
participating in a rulemaking proceeding under this section." Section 18(h) also
limits compensation to persons who "cannot afford to pay costs of making oral
presentations, conducting cross-examination, and making rebuttal submissions
in such proceeding." The use of the words "rulemaking proceeding" implies
that Congress intended the statute to apply only to a proceeding already in

existence. Moreover, the definition of financial inability to participate is given
in terms of oral presentations, cross-examination and rebuttal, all functions that
could only be performed in the course of a rulemaking proceeding in progress.
The Commission adopted this interpretation of the statute in its rule on

compensation. Rule 1.17(c) of the Commission's Rules of Practice provides, in

pertinent part: An application for compensation for participation in a rule-
making proceeding may be filed at any time after the publication of the
initial notice of proposed rulemaking. An application for compensation shall be
filed prior to the time when the costs for which compensation is sought are
incurred.
The rule requires that compensation applications be filed only after an initial

notice has been published, and that only costs incurred after filing of the applica-
tion can be compensated. The statute and rule would thus seem to preclude
compensation for petition costs, since such costs would precede the initial notice
and, for that reason, would also necessarily precede the filing of a compensation
application.

]Mr. Collier. A third area is civil penalties for knowing violation
of the rules of law set out in prior Commission determinations. The
Commission's approach to that, as I understand it has been to provide
the kind of guidance to the business community that we think at this

stage at least is an appropriate predicate for invoking this deterrent.

With regard to this provision and with regard to the redress provi-
sions and Avith regard to all of the law enforcement tools that the

Congress has given us, our primary concern shall be to eliminate
practices and not simply to be disappointed that there aren't any for

us to chase after.

One of the terribly important aspects of all of those legislative

authorities, and I would add to this the injunction authority, is what
they prevent and not what we happen to catch. Although I think what
we happen to catch, given our own experience, may be a good measure
of our stewardship of those authorities. In the civil penalty area we
have tried to provide notice to the business community of the areas

we intend to focus on, so there can be no mistake in what the law
means or Avhat their obligations are, hoping in the final analysis that

we won't ever have to use that authority. It is a severe authority.

One other dimension of the injunction area that has been very

helpful to us, is in the context of approaching somebody who is en-

gaged in a practice that is suspect on the one hand, with that injunc-

tion authority in your pocket and in approaching that fellow wdth
nothing in your pocket but the prospect of 5 years litigation and a

prospective cease and desist order that may operate thereafter. It does

strengthen our hand in our overall responsibility to steward the

statute. I think we have had instances where the existence of the

injunction authority provides for the settlement on favorable terms of
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problem aieas. Again since the authorities are new the numbers are
low. I tliink there is a lot in the pi})eline that holds promise that in
appro})7iate cases we will not hesitate to use any and all of those
authorities.

Mr. 0'rnx(;ER. Are the figures T liave accurate? There have been six
cases brought under section 13(b) for an injunction?

IMr. CoLLTER. That is probably about right, about six injunction
cases and that would be in the last approximate fi^ years.

Mr. Otttxgkr. I understand that Mv. ;McLain has a couj^le of ques-
tions, then we Avill adjoui'n the hearings.
Mr. McLaix. I would like to carry through Arith your line of ques-

tionino- dealing with the Magnuson-Moss Act and its implementation
by the Commission. Representatives of the Commission have stated
previously that tliey are and intend lo rely significantly on the promul-
gation of trade regulation rules in accomplishing its consumer protec-
tion mission as opposed to the case-by-case methofl.

In liglit of that I would note that as of Januaiy 1, 1976, 21.3 percent
of the allocated staff members of the Bureau of Consumer Protection
were devoted toward rulemaking. My question is, Mr, Chairman, is

that substantial reliance to you ?

"

Mr. CorxTKR. I am not suie whethei- that 21.3 percent is a percentage
of the, total consumer ]n-otection inission, which would include the
activities of the regional offices, which are not insubstantial if you
calculate it in the base. The regional office activity has not been as
extensive as the activities of the Bureau.
Perhaps we could get clariiication fiom our executive director. That

strikes me as a number that is a percentage total of the consumer
protection mission which would lump in the regional offices. If you
take that out. the percentage would be liigher. It is my impression just
from the sheer number and the activity level—some 19 trade regula-
tion T'ules are now going forwai'd under the Magnuso7i-Moss Act at

this time covering a variety of practices in industry-—that it could
fairlv be characterizerl as a substantial commitment of our resouT-ces.

jMr. IMcLaix. Could we explore a couple of program areas in the
consumer protection mission you referred to to get to this mix between
trade regulations rules and case by case. In the area of land sales,

which consumed $520,000 in the first half of fiscal year 1976, at the
end of that period there were pending 3 preliminary investigations,

23 formal investigations, 3 part III matters and also during that
period, the first half of fiscal 1976, 3 preliminary investigations were
opened and 4 formal iuA^estigations were opened.
Do you not believe that these matters to which this land sales pro-

gram is directed could be better achieved by the promulgation of a
trade regulation rule ?

Mr. Collier. I think some of those cases involve situations where
a rule which has a prospective effect just simply won't achieve every-
thing Congress may have intended us to achieve with the redress
authority, for example, in a situation where the law is neither
mysterious nor unclear would it be inifair to invoke it in a particular

case. This would occur if we only rely on putting out a new rule. I

think that would simply be an instance of the Commission doing
exclusively on a prospective basis that which Congress indicated in

this legislation should not be restricted to only prospective efforts.
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And I think that may account for the number of individual mattei"S

that happen to be pending in the land sales area in particular. Losses
to consumers are not insignilicant, the rules of law are not all that

complex and individual cases may be the best way to remedy problems
in that industry as well as to do individual justice.

]\Ir. McLaix, Wliy do you tliink that the Office of Policy Planning
and Evaluation recommended a moratorium on opening new cases in

the land sales area?
Mr. Collier. They may have thoughts for alternative uses of the

I'esources that they thought were promising. I don't know beyond that

what their reasoning could have been.

Mr. McLatn. Mr. Chairman, if we could, the Acting Director of that

Ofiice is in the audience, could lie respond to that question ?

jNIr. Collier. Mr. Grady.
Mr. Ottinoer. Mr. Grady, will you stand and be sworn.
Is the testimony you are about to give the truth, the whole truth and

nothing but the truth, so he\\) you God ?

^Ir. Grady. Yes.

Mr. Otttnger. Please state your name.
Mr. Grady. Mark F. Grady.
Mr. McLain. Mr. Grady, in your midyear review within the Bureau

of Consumer Protection in the areas of both land sales and vocational

schools, you noted that new cases had been oj^ened during that period

in lieu of the pronudgation of a trade regulation rule and your recom-

mendation based on this was for the Commission to declare a mora-
torium on opening any new^ cases in these two areas.

AMiat is the basis for that reconunendation'^

Mr. Grady. The basis was very simple. We thought that many of

these cases seek to redress harm that could have been prevented if the

circumstances were merely disclosed to consumers prior to the time

that they entered into the contract. To the extent that there could be

a better disclosure which might be required by a rulemaking, then

the occasion for litigation would be reduced.

As a consequence, our recommendation was that rulemaking be

given priority even if it would require some present reduction in the

number of cases.

IVIr. Ottixger. Mr. McLain, I am afraid we are going to have to

terminate this and allow you to submit additional questions for the

record.

;Mr. Collier. We will be delighted to supply answers.

Mr. Ottinger. We appreciate your forthright answers to our ques-

tions. We look forward to your continued vigorous prosecution of the

authority which Congress has given to you and in which I think you
have about as important an area of domestic responsibility as there is.

I want to wish you, Mr, Nye, in leaving the very best.

At this point the hearing will be adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12 :05 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]





APPENDIX

[The following questions were submitted to the Federal Trade
Commission :]

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Washington, D.C., May 24, 1976.

Hon. Cai.vin J. Collier,
Chairman, Ferleral Trade Commission,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Collier: In connection with the Subcommittee's recent oversight
hearings on the Federal Trade Commission, we would like to submit the follow-

ing questions, the answers to which may be made a part of the record of that
hearing

:

A. Federal Court Litigation

(1) What is the policy reason for not allowing Bureau attorneys to litigate

cases in the Federal Courts?
(2) Has there been any recent examination of the effects of this policy?

(3) Have there been any indications that this policy has adversely affected

the recruiting of experienced litigators or the morale of present Bureau
attorneys ?

B. Consumer Problems Data Base

(1) "What areas or industries which the Commission is not now investigating

have the most possible consumer protection problems?
(2) How does the FTC assemble a data base for determining what areas or

industries not now being reviewed are most likely to have consumer protection

problems?
(3) Has the FTC ever conducted a systematic survey of consumers to deter-

mine what consumer problems are most pervasive? If not, why not?

C. Relationship With 0MB
(1) What is 0]MB's proper role with regard to the Commission ?

(2) It has been suggested that regulatory agencies can never be truly inde-

pendent if they must clear budgets and legislative proposals through 0MB. Do
you agree?

(3) Do you believe that regulatory agencies consciously or unconsciously sub-

mit lower budget figures than they really believe that they need simply because

they know that higher figures would not pass OMB scrutiny?

(4) What effects do you believe direct submission to Congress of budgets and
legislative proposals would have on the independence of regulatory agencies, as

in the case with the Consumer Product Safety Commission?

D. Use of Injunctions

(1) The power to seek injunctions under Section 13(b) of the FTC Act has

been attempted only 6 times since 1973 when it was enacted by Congress. Do you

believe that the Federal courts have interpreted this power in a manner which is

consistent with the Congressional intent?

(2) In FTC V. Rimeon Management Corn., both the Federal District Court and

the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals appeared to interpret Section 13(b) as requir-

ing a traditional equity standard for an injunction. Do you believe that this

standard would make it difficult to use injunctions in many FTC matters?

(3) If the SUmeon standard remains the interpretation of Section 13(b),

would you intend to ask Congress for new statutory language to seek injunc-

tions under a standard different from the traditional equity standard?

(643)
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(4) Do you believe that in.iunction.s would be useful in areas other than

health and safety areas, for example, where the economic loss to consumers

would be great and where the possibility of restitution later is small?

E. Readability of Rules

(1) It has been suggested that the Commission's regulations are too compli-

cated to be imderstood by many consumers and that this lessens their impact.

Whnt is the Commission's policy with respect to readability?

(2) Has the Commission done any studies of older rules and guides to deter-

mine -whether they are being understood by the public?

(?>) Is there any procedure whereby rules and guides are reviewed for read-

ability and updating?

F. Line-of-Business Program

(1) In light of the intense litigation concerning this program, when might the

FTC expect to receive full compliance with the 1974 form?
(2) Is the time lag caused by this litigation a significant factor in judging

the usefulness of the data once it is compiled?

G. Designnfiov of If^snen for Cross-Examination Under Section 202(c) (i) (&) of

the Magnuson-Moss Act

(1) Does the broad scope of regulation IG C.F.R. Section 1.13(d) (1) (ii) con-

form with the limited nature of the issues that Congress desired s^hould be

designated for cross-examination?
(2) What purpose does this regulation serve?
^^3) Does the broad language of this regulation allow presiding officers to

designate issues which are not subject to bona flde dispute?
(4) Does the varying approach to this question by the presiding officers in

different rulemaking procedures indicate a lack of clear guidance from the

regulations?
(5) Does the action of presiding officers such as in the Vocational School

rulemaking proceeding indicate that the officers are bringing elements of ad-

judicatory procedure into rulemaking?
(6) Does Section 1.13(d) (1) (i) adequately describe the full range of issues

which may be designated for ci'oss-examination?
We would appreciate having the Commission's answers to these questions by

Mondny, June 7, 1976. Thank you for your cooperation in this most important
study of federal regulatory agencies.

Sincerely,
.ToHN E. Moss,

Chairman, Oversight and
Investigations Subcommittee.

[Tlie following responses were received for the record :]

Federal Trade Commission,
Washington, D.C., June 9, 1976.

Hon. John E. Moss,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman : In response to your letter of May 24, 1976, which poses
several questions about Commission activities, the Commission is pleased to

transmit the enclosed answers to your inquiries.
The Commission is grateful for your interest in the Commission and its work.

By direction of the Commission.
Calvin J. Collier.

Chairman.
Enclosures.

A. Federal Court Litigation :

(1) What is the policy reason for not allowing Bureau attorneys to litigate
cases in the Federal Courts?
Response: The Commission has vested in the General Counsel the function of

representing the Commission in the Federal Courts. Although the Commission
has determined to charge one employee with the overall responsibility for coordi-
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nating federal court work that does not mean that Bureau and Regional Office

attorneys are excluded from this process. In fact, the General Counsel seeks the

advice and assistance of Bureau and Regional Office attorneys and attempts to

involve them in individual cases consistent with the ultimate goal of representing

the Commission in the most effective way possible.

In practice the General Counsel handles all litigation except civil penalty

actions which are handled by a separate compliance division in each Bureau

(under the control of the Department of Justice). Civil penalty cases usually

deal with narrow questions of the interpretation of Commission orders and

rarely involve issues that would affect the Commission's other court litigation.

There are several interrelated reasons for having the General Counsel control

litigation.

First, basic management principles suggest that accountability for an iden-

titiable mission, such as Federal Court representation, be vested in one individ-

ual. Centralized control of litigation ensures that positions taken on behalf of the

Commission before the courts are consistent with the Commission's own policies

and with the positions taken on behalf of the Commission in other lawsuits. It

can be readily understood, for example, that the Commission would not want
to concede a point which might seem inconsequential in a particular lawsuit

but which could adversely affect other Commission cases. The General Counsel,

through his control of litigation, is best able to ensure that this will not happen
either in briefs or oral arguments.

Second, it is critical to present to the court, the Commission's position, which
may not always be identical with that advanced by a Bureau or Regional Office.

The General Counsel as the Commission's legal advisor is best able to do this

because of his noninvolvement in the prosecution of an administrative investiga-

tion or complaint.
Third, there are certain cases whicli. because of the prohibition of the APA

against the commingling of adjudicative and prosecutorial duties, are most
appropriately handled by the General Counsel. This would include all litigation

for or ngainst the Commission involving cases in adjudication before the agency.

The prohibition against ex parte coramunication could raise problems under the

APA if Bureau or Regional Office attorneys undertook to represent the Com-
mission in such cases.

Finally, the absolute volume of Federal Court litigation is not excessive. By
centralizing responsibility for this work, the Commission is able to accumulate
important experience in a small staff of attorneys. This is particularly important
bei-ause most Federal Trade Commission court litigation involves similar or

recurring legal, policy, or factual issues. It must be remembered that Federal
Court litigation is invariably collateral to the administrative process. Seldom
do these cases involve detailed factual trials. For these reasons, the Commission
believes that the highest overall quality of representation is achieved by cen-

tralizing court litigation authority.
(2) Has there been any recent examination of the effects of this policy?
Response : This long standing policy was last examined in December 1973, in

conjunction with the expanded litigation authority conferred by Pub. L. 93-1.53.

At that time, the Commission determined to vest in the General Counsel the duty
to assure that the Commission speaks with one voice in the Federal Courts in

implementing the new injunction authority. A copy of the Commission's minute
is attached. Although there has been no formal Commission reexamination of the

policy since that date the Commission remains aware of the issues involved in

this matter.
(3) Have there been any indications that this policy has adversely affected

the recruiting of experienced litigators or the morale of present Bureau
attorneys?
Response: We are unaware of any indications that the policy has adversely

affected the recruiting of experience litigators by the Commission.
The contention that this Commission policy adversely affects the morale of

Bureau and Regional Office attorneys, although not insignificant, must be bal-

anced against the considerations outlined in part (1) of this response. The
Commission is not persuaded by the argument that the Federal Courts should
be used as a training ground or that it should engage unnecessary risks of ad-
verse court decisions and adverse judicial procedent. The Commission is con-
vinced, however, that the talents, experience and expertise of all Commission
attorneys should be used in the most effective manner possible and has directed
the General Counsel to rely upon Bureau and Regional Office attorneys in appro-
priate cases and under appropriate supervision.
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Fob Confidential Staff Use Only

December 4, 1975.

Memorandum for Executive Director, Assistant Executive Director for Re-

gional Operations, Assistant Executive Director for Administration, Division of

Budget and Finance, Office of Administrative Law Judges, General Counsel, Di-

rector, Bureau of Competition, Director, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Di-

rector, Bureau of Economics, Assistant to tlie Cliairman, Office of Policy Planning

and Evaluation, Legal Advisers to the Commissioners, Rules and Publications

Section, Director of Public Information, Legal and Public Records: Federal

Trade Commission Act—Amendments to Sections 5, 6, 13, and 16 (Public Law
93-153).
The Commission noted its approval of the direction of the Chairman, in memo-

randum of November 23, 1973, to the General Counsel, the Directors of the

Bureaus of Competition and Consumer Protection, the Acting Director of Office

of Policy Planning and Evaluation, and the Assistant Executive Director for

Regional Operations, for the establishment of a task force under the direction

of the General Counsel and consisting of members of the oi>erating bureaus,

i-egional offices, and OPPE to develop proposed guidelines for injunction cases for

forwarding to tlie Commission by December 15, 1973.

The Commission vested in the General Counsel the duty to assure that the

Commission speaks with one voice in the Federal courts under the new law in

the matter of seeking and obtaining injunctions to bring a halt to unfair methods
of competition or inifair or deceptive acts or practices, giving him the discre-

tion to rely upon operating bureau or regional office attorneys to a greater or

lesser extent if, in a particular case, he so desires.

The General Counsel was directed to make whatever recommendations he feels

necessary so that the staff may be appropriately instructed in how they should
handle cases which are likely to result in Federal court actions.

In addition, the General Counsel was instructed to review current arrange-
ments for hnal orders of the Commission, subpoena enforcement matters. All

Writs injunctions, and Sections 12 and 13 injunctions as to their adequacy ; and,
if necessary, to develop improved early warning systems and case preparation
guidelines with respect to suits under the new injunction authority and civil

penalty actions.
By direction of the Commission.
Chairman Engman's memorandum of November 28, 1973 is transmitted to

General Counsel.
Charles A. Tobin, Secretary.

B. Consumer Problems Data Base

B— (1) What areas or industries which the Commission is not now investigat-

ing have the most possible consumer protection problems?
Response: B—-(1) The Commission is constantly on the alert for remediable

consumer protection problems. As quickly as it is able to identify those problems,
it addresses them. Accordingly, there is no backlog or inventory of problems of

which the Commission is aware, which it feels it can solve, and which are not
being addressed.
B-(2) How does the FTC assemble a data base for determining what areas

or industries not now being reviewed are most likely to have consumer protec-
tion problems?
Response: B-(2) The Commission does not assemble what could be referred

to as data base. However, problem areas are brought to our attention in a variety
of ways : consumer complaints, petitions for rulemaking proceedings, referrals
from Congress and Congressional Committees, referrals from other agencies,
comijiunications with public interests gronps, internal economic studies, com-
plaints from competitors, the advertising monitoring program, the advertising
substantiation program, and review of relevant literature including periodicals
and newspapers. All current and proposed program areas are carefully screened
and reviewed to determine that the public interest would be served by their
pursuit.
B-(3) Has the FTC ever conducted a systematic survey of consumers to de-

termine what consumer problems are most pervasive? If not, why not?
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Resnonse- B-(3) The Commission considered conducting sucli a nationwide

survey of consumer concerns, but it subsequently determined not to proceed

with that effort for a number of reasons. First, the expense of such a broad-

based sSrvey, designed to measure both the nature and the extent of consumer

protection problems, would be exceedingly large. Second, the staff was not con-

vinced that, even if the funds for such a survey were available, the s^uivey

methodologies suggested were adequate to provide data beyond that already ob-

Slnable fS)m exMing data sources which tap evidence of ^^"f^^^"-
Dissatisfac-

tion, such as the Council of Better Business Bureaus and the National Com-

mission on Consumer Finance.

C. BELATIONSHIP WITH 0MB

C- (1) What is OMB's proper role with regard to the Commission ?

j:esJ„tsv In the legislative area. 0MB functions as a valuable federal agency

clearinghouse. As virtually all legislative proposals and reports which pertain

to a federal agency, whether originating in Congress or initiated by an agency,

are of interest to more than one agency, 0MB provides a valuable function in

coordinating the solicitation and exchange of the views of all interested agencies.

Thus it affords the Commission the opportunity to comment ui>on legislaiton,

or proposed legislative reports prepared by other agencies, deahng wath matters

in which the Commission has an interest. It is also helpful for the Commission

to have a chance to consider relevant facts and opinions of other interested parts

of the Federal government prior to submitting its views to Congress on a particu-

lar matter. It should be emphasized that any comments received from OMB as

as result of the coordination process is considered to be advisory rather than

mandatory. ., ^. ^^ m -v^^ f^„ <-iiq

In the budget area there are different considerations. Responsibility foi the

the national budget is shared by Congress and the President Only Congress is

authorized to appropriate funds. The President, on the other hand, ^as the

power to approve or disapprove appropriation measures atter passage by Con-

gress and is also required by the "Budget and Accounting Act, 1921 to transmit

to Congress a federal budget. In view of the latter responsibility, it is appro-

priate that OMB receive and review the Commission's budgetary recommeda-

tions However, once the President's budget has been submitted to Congress, the

Commission is pleased to give opinions on Congressional inquiries as to the

adeiiuacv of particular appropriations requests.
_ u ^ , -^^^

C-(2)" It has been suggested that regulatory agencies can never be truly mde-

pendent if they must clear budgets and legislative proposals through OMB. Do

^*^^es»on!-l: The Commission is required by law to clear its budget through

OMB The Commission is under no statutory constraint to deal with OMB in

le«-islative matters, even though it does voluntarily coordinate its legislative mat-

ters with that agency. As described in the response to C-(l), the Commission

believes that these practices do not detract in any significant way trom the

independence of the FTC.
. , -^ „i„

C-(3) Do you believe that regulatory agencies consciously or unconsciously

submit lower budget figures than they really beUeve that they need simply

because they know that higher figures would not pass OMB scrutiny?

Response: The Commission develops budget requests on the basis of many
factors. Foremost is its estimates of needs to carry out its mandates under law.

Omnipresent is our concern for the taxpayer. Finally, our budget requests at-

tempt to respond in a very general way to the requirements of fiscal policy as we
understand them. ^ - i, ^ ^

C-(4) What effects do you believe direct submission to Congress of budgets

and legislative proposals would have on the independence of regulatory agencies,

as in the case with the Consumer Product Safety Commission?

Response: The Commission already submits legislative proposals directly to

Congress, although prior to submission it is willing to consider the informed

viewpoints of other agencies including OMB. We do not believe that the direct

submission to Congress of budgets would have any effect on the Commission

since we can and do give Congress all the information it wants concerning our

needs after the submission of the President's budget.

D. USE OF INJUNCTIONS

(1) The power to seek Injunctions under Section 13(b) of the FTC Act has

been attempted only six times since 1973 when it was enacted by Congress. Do
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you believe tbat the Federal courts have interpreted this power in a manner
which is consistent with the Congressional intent?

Response : There have not been enough court decisions as yet to be able to

discern any distinct pattern as to how the courts will react. The indication

is, however, that the courts will be very careful about issuing preliminary in-

junctions especially where only monetary injury is claimed, and the effect might
be to substantially disrupt an ongoing business by requiring it to abandon prac-

tices that have not yet been held unlawful.
The onlv reported decisions which have interpreted 13(b) are FTC v. British

Oxygen Co. Ltd. CCH 1976-1 Trade Cases 1i 60,697 (3d Cir. 1976) and FTV v.

Simeon Management Corp., 391 F. Supp. 697 (N.D. Cal, 1975), aff'd, 1976-1 Trade
Cases 1160,777 (9th Cir. 1976). In British Oxygen Co., an injunction issued by
the district court to stop a friendly takeover by British Oxygen of Airco, Inc.,

prohibited BOC from exercising any control over Airco, and the two companies
from taking any steps to effectuate a merger between them. The court of appeals
reversed one paragraph of the injunction as it applied to Airco, relying on a
very narrow ground which does not affect the Commission's authority under
Section 13(b).
The Ninth Circuit in Simeon interpreted Section 13(b) as approximating the

traditional equitable standard. As such, we do not believe it is consistent with
the Congressional intent, since the legislative history expressly disavowed any
such standard.
As a practical matter, the Commission has only been successful in obtaining

injunctions under 13(b) where it has been shown that the public health has
been endangered {e.g.. Travel King) or where the Commission might not be able
to order future effective relief (e.g., British Oxygen Co.). Where purely mone-
tary injury has been alleged {e.g., Idea Research and Development), the Com-
mission has not been generally successful, and this is probably the type of case
which the courts will scrutinize most closely. The Commission was able to settle
another case {United Builders, Inc.), involving monetary injury on favorable
terms. The sixth case, however, Coventry Builders, Inc., has been pending since
April 1975, and the district court has allowed respondent to have discovery
which has been responsible in large part for the delay.

(2) In FTC V. Simeon Management Corp. both the Federal District Court
and the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals appeared to interpret Section 13(b) as
requiring a traditional equity standard for an injunction. Do jou believe that
this standard would make it more difficult to use injunctions in many FTC
matters?

Response: The traditional standard applicable to a preliminary injunction
definitely would make it more difficult for the Commission to obtain injunctions
than we think Congress intended.
The Ninth Circuit itself in passing on injunctions under the National Labor

Relations Act has laid down the proper standard. In Kennedy v. Los Angeles
Typographical Union No. 174. 418 F. 2d 6. 8 (9tb Cir. 1969), th«^ court stated:
As this court said in San Francisco-Oakland Newspaper Guild v. Kennedy,

412 F. 2d 541 (9th Cir. 1969), a preliminary injunction under §10(1) should
be granted "if the court finds that the factual allegations and the propositions
of law underlying the regional director's petition are not insubstantial and
frivolous so that he has reasonable cause for believing the Act has been violated,
and if the court finds that injunctive relief is appropropriate."
Such a standard would give due recognition to the Commission's role as the

fact finder and to its expertise in deciding what is unfair or deceptive. The
equitable standard applied by the court in Simeon seems to impose a heavier
burden and to require that the Commission persuade a court that it is likely
to succeed on the merits, rather than simply that the Commission's factual alle-
gations and propositions of law are not insubstantial.

Perhaps in cases where the danger to the public is clearly shown, the differ-
ence in standards may not be too significant. Even under the traditional equita-
ble standard, some courts have said that if the balance tips decidedly in favor
of the party requesting the injunction (as it presumably would where the public
health or safety is concerned), the court will require only that the issuing
party show that he has raised a serious question going to the merits so as to
make it a fair ground for litigation. See, e.g.. Gulf & Western Industries, Inc. v.

The Great Atlantic d Pacific Tea Co., Inc., 476 F.2d 687, 692-93 (2d Cir. 1973).
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(3) If the Simeon standard remains the interpretation of Section 13(b),

would you intend to ask Congress for new statutory language to seek injunctions

under a standard different from the traditional equity standard?

Response : To the extent that courts develop a consistent pattern of requiring

fulfillment of the traditional equity tests, Congress may weU wish to consider

clarifying legislation. The Commission would support such a review. We should

note that Simeon also applied the same standard to the Commission's right to

injunctive relief under Section 13(a), concerning false advertising of food and
drugs. If the Simeon standard is adhered to under either subsection, Congres-

sional action would be appropriate.

(4) Do you believe that injunctions would be useful in areas other than

health and safety areas, for example, where the economic loss to consumers
would be great and where the possibility of restitution later is small?

Response: Injunctions could be useful in such areas. They would also be
useful to stop false advertising which is likely to be of only a short duration,

and where the fruits of the deception would be realized before the Commission's
order becomes final. As demonstrated by British Oxypen Co., 13(b) can also

be a valuable tool in preventing the consummation of mergers.

E. READABILITY OF RULES

E-(l) It has been suggested that the Commission's regulations are too com-
plicated to be understood by many consumers and that this lessens their impact.

What is the Commission's policy with respect to readability?
Response: E-(l) The Commission believes it is essential that its trade reg-

ulation rules and required disclosures be easy to read and to understand. The
easier such regulations are to comprehend the easier it will be for the affected

party to comply. Ease of comprehension has the added benefit of reducing the
amount of time Commission staff must spend in answering inquiries concerning
what the regulations require. Moreover, many of the Commission's rules require
some specific written disclosures to consumers which can only be effective if they
are easy to read and to understand.
To this end, the Bureau of Consumer Protection has hired, on a consultancy

basis Dr. Rudolf Flescli, an expert in readability studies. The Bureau has also

instituted a policy requiring all rules and disclosure notices to meet an objective

measure of "readability" as measured by a test developed by Dr. Plesch. Rules
which affect small businessmen will be required to rank at no more than the
"standard"' level of readability as measured by the Flesch test. Disclosure notices

to consumers will be required to rank at no more than the "easy" level of read-

ability.

E-(2) Has the Commission done any studies of older rules and guides to de-

termine whether they are being understood by the public ?

Response: E-(2) Dr. Flesch has analyzed various rules and currently re-

quired disclosure notices and has determined that they range from the "standard"
level of readability to the "extremely difficult" level. It is these analyses that

have convinced the Bureau of Consumer Protection that adoption of the above-
discussed policy is instrumental.
E-(3) Is there any procedure whereby rules and guides are reviewed for

readability and updating?
Response: E-(3) The Bureau's policy of Increasing the readability of rules

and notices will be implemented using the following three part procedure

:

A. All proposed rules affecting small businesses and all disclosure notices

directed to consumers will be submitted to Dr. Flesch who will work with the

staff to edit the rules so that they meet the objective standards set forth above.

B. The Division of Evaluaion will have responsibility to insure that those ob-

jective criteria have been met.
C. Already published rules and notices will be submitted to Dr. Flesch and

to the Division of Evaluation for review to determine if they should be amended
to ineoriwrate more readable disclosure notices.

The Commission is currently re-evaluating its outsanding trade practice rules

(TPRs). The goal of this program has been to identify and rescind those TPRs
which serve no useful purpose and to amend those which do accomplish a sig-

nificant advisory objective but which may be out-of-date.
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Of the first 61 TPRs whieli were proposed for rescission, 56 have been re-

scinded by the Commission and eliminated from the Code of Federal Regula-

tions. An additional 50 TPRs are currently being proposed for rescission with

an additional 40 likely to be proposed later this year.

F. LINE-OF-BUSINESS PROGRAM

F-(l) In light of the intense litigation concerning this program, when might
the FTC expect to receive full compliance with the 1974 formV
Response: F-(l) It is always diflBcult to predict the end of litigation, espe-

cially when the opposing parties are numerous and have the incentive to litigate.

Nevertheless, having recently secured court orders transferring to and con-

solidating in one court all of the LB litigation pending in diffierent courts, we
are now in a position to seek a prompt disposition on the merits. We think it rea-

sonable to anticipate that we will have a tinal decision at the district court

level before the end of the year. The further duration of the litigation will de-

pend upon such matters as the nature of the district court's rulings whether
and to what extent appeals are pursued, and whether stays pending appeal are

granted. In any event litigation at the court, of appeals stage should not take

more than a year. If the case were to go to the Supreme Court for plenary con-

sideration on the merits, an additional year would probably be required. In

sum, it is possible that we will not receive full compliance with the 1974 LB
oi-ders until 1978. Nevertheless, we are hopeful that a much sooner resolution

is obtained.

F-(2) Is the time lag caused by this litigation a significant factor in judging

the usefulness of the data once it is compiled?
Response: F-(2) It is diflBcult to characterize the .significance of the effect of

the time lag on the usefulness of the LB data once it is fully compiled. Obviously,

the full array of data to be derived for 1974 will be somewhat less useful in

1978 than it would be if available in 1976, since there will be pro tanto a di-

minished opportunity for the data to be the basis of current judgments about
ongoing policy for the intervening years. However, we do not believe that tlie

mere "age" of the data will make it of merely academic interest. The 1974 data,

especially when coupled with data for subsequent years, will provide an impor-

tant element in a series of reports and analyses revealing changes over time.

Since the LB data will be incomparably richer and more detailed than any
other available data, the 1974 data would be highly valuable even if none of

them were available until the conclusion of the litigation.

In fact, however the great bulk of the LB data is already available to the
Conimis.sion's Division of Financial Statistics, since the majority of the com-
panies have already filed the 1974 LB report-s. Based on the preliminary analyses

that the Commission's LB team has made of the 1973 LB data, we think that

the data already available from the 1974 LB reports on hand will be fairly rep-

resentative of the data for the entire survey, and it may well be possible to pre-

pare useful interim reports even if the final reports based on all the 1974 LB
data are delayed pending the outcome of the litigation.

G. DESIGNATION OF ISSUES FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION UNDER SECTION 202(C) (1) (B) OF
THE MAGNUSON-MOSS ACT

G-(l) Does the broad scope of regulation 16 C.F.R. Section 1.13(d) (1) (ii)

conform with the limited nature of the issues that Congress desired should be
designated for cross-examination?

(J-(2) What purpose does this regulation .serve?

Gr-(3) Does the broad language of this regulation allow presiding oflacers to

designate issues which are not subject to bona fide dispute?
G-(4) Does the varying approach to this question by the presiding officers in

different rulemaking procedures indicate a lack of clear guidance from the
regulations?
G-(5) Does the action of presiding officers such as in the Vocational School

rulemaking proceeding indicate that the officers are bringing elements of ad-
judicatory procedure into rulemaking?
G-(6) Does Section 1.13(d) (1) (i ) adequately describe the full range of issues

which may be designated for cross-examination?
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Response : For convenience a composite response is submitted. The Commission
believes that the types of issues described in 16 C.F.R. § 1.13(d) (1) (i) are the
only issues that must be the subject of limited cross-examination under the Im-
provement Act. The purpose of § 1.13(d) (1) (ii) is to permit the pre.siding

officer in his discretion to designate additional issues for limited cross-examina-
tion that do not meet the strict statutory standards. The Commission thereby
recognizes that although the Improvement Act does not mandate cross-examina-
tion on such other issues, it certainly would permit it. Further, in view of the
emerging case law in this area, particularly in the D.C. Circuit \ cross-examina-
tion may be appropriate on certain other issues.

It is not, of course, intended that the presiding officer designate issues under
§ 1.13(d) (1) (ii) which are not the sub.iect of a bona Me dispute. Nevertheless,
since the designation of issues occurs at an early stage in the proceeding,
§ 1.13(d) (1) (ii) permits him to designate an issue without the necessity of
holding a separate hearing or calling for additional comments on the question of
whether a bona fide dispute exists.

The Commission recognizes that different rulemaking proceedings may benefit
from the application of different procedures, including the designation of dif-
ferent types of issues for limited cross-examination. Rather than being a result
of a lack of guidance from the Commission, it is a recognition of the fact that the
range of issues raised in vastly different rulemaking proceedings should be dealt
with by specific procedures tailored for each rule.

The Vocational Schools Rule, on which hearings have recently been concluded,
will soon be before the Commission pursuant to rule 1.14. The Commission will
then have the opportunity to review all of the actions of the presiding officer in
conducting that proceeding. At this point the Commission has not determined
what form, if any, of rule to promulgate, and has not ruled on any of the ob-
.iections that interesed persons have raised to the presiding ofiicer's conduct in
the proceeding. The Commission, therefore, believes that it would be inappropriate
to comment on the presiding oflScer's determinations at this time.

^ Mohil Oil v. F.P.C. ; Walter Holm v. Hardin; International Harvester v. Ruckelshaus.
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